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t Belgian austerity
plan prompts falls
in interest rates

Belgian government agreed after 16 hours
austerity pact which

'

wiQ oirb social spending and limit wage increases
to the rate of the inflation until the end of iflat
The pact also contains fresh measures to ta^bipnS

+^nTpl0y^ent K ted to a cut in two leading
rates and prompted a buoyant responsem Belgium’s financial markets. Page 16

Stmig showing by US housing maffeet:

« ^
sS^J^ery “ imitoway intbeUS housing

xnmrket with starts up 14 per cent in the year
to October after mortgage rates this year
to their lowest level, in two decades. Page 5

Immunity vote goe* against Tapie
Businessman and former
French urban affairs
minister Bernard Tapie
(left) was brought
a step nearer investiga-
tion for alleged fraud
after a National Assem-
bly committee recom-
mended the lifting

of his parthumentary
immunity. The vote
follows a request by
a state prosecutor

investigating alleged embezzlement at Testut,
a maker or scales and part of the holding company .

Bernard Tapie Finance. The full.assembly will
decide on the recommendation.

UN Mflks Bosnian convoys pledge: The
United Nations is to seek firm guarantees today
from Bosnia's waning factions that its relief

convoys will be given safe passage to save hundreds
of thousands of people in desperate need of food
and shelter. Page 2

Japan's LDP told to oppose reforms: The
leadership of Japan’s divided opposition liberal
Democratic party urged members to vote today
against government plans to clean up the country’s
political system. Page 6

PLO cash crisis threatens peace process:
The financial crisis in the Palestine Liberation
Organisation couldjeopardise the Israeli-Palestin-

ian peace process, PLO economics chief Ahmed
Qurie warned. The PLO has been unable to meet
its operating expenses for five months. Page 7

Anti-terror fund launched: Leading
institutions in the City of London have helped

raise aLtim ($L4Sm) fond torewsEd toforaoti&tt *

on IRA attacks on economic targets. Page 16

Tough US line on China trade: US officials

say they are ready to impose trade penalties on
China even though President Clinton has adopted

a new policy of closer engagement with Beijing.

Page 4; Editorial Comment, Page 15; Survey,

separate section

Eloctrolux, Swedish white goods manufacturer,

reported a third-quarter profit of SKrl98m G2L5m)
after financial items from a SKr22m loss a year

earlier, reflecting the benefits of a weaker krona.

Page 21

Heathrow link bidders line up: German.

French and Japanese companies are among six -

bidders for the main tunnelling contracts for

the £3Q0m rail link between west London and

Heathrow airport Page 10; Next chapter of the

railway children. Page 15

Nutricia profits fear: Shares in Nutrida,

Dutch-based producer of baby food, fefi sharply

after the company said a recall of lm jars of baby

food would affect its 1993 profit forecast Page

17

Nicaragua bows to IMF pressure: Nicaragua,

under pressure from the International Monetary

Fund, will raise taxes or cut spending; paving

the way for official finance to the country. Page 5

Magyar Hltel Bank, Hungary’s hugest

commercial bank, revealed a substantial capital

shortfall and said it was discussing a Ft50-Ft60bn

<5500m-J600m) government bail-out Page 17

Senate opposes assault weapons: The

US Senate voted to ban semi-automatic assault

weapons as part of a bill to fight violent crime.

Hunt for Aldeed ends: The UN tornty
Council voted unanimously to call off the hunt

for General Mohammed F&rah Aideed, foei Somafi

warlord whose followers were blamed for attacks

on International peacekeepers. Page 7

UK hopes of rate cut A
inflation last month, together witfr

growth in shop sales, revived hopes that UK inter-

est rates will come down. Page S
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South Africa poised to reach deal on constitution
Ry Paw WattiuKr
In Johannesburg

SOUTH AFRICA was last night
on the verge of majority rule as
democracy negotiators put the
finishing touches to a constitu-
tion which will mid 350 years of
white minority oppression and
give blacks the vote for the first

time in history.

By late last night, weary nego-
tiators had reached agreement cm
all but a few points of the his-
toric 158-page constitution, the
fruit of years of negotiation. The
process was set in train when

government ministers met Mr
Nelson Mandela, leader of the

African National Congress, while
he was still serving a 27-year

prison term for opposing the rac-

ist state.

The constitution, which will

remain in force for up to five

years, is based on traditional
western values which contrast
sharply with apartheid, one of
the most repressive regimes in
history. It guarantees multi-party
democracy, equality before the
law. fundamental human rights

and freedoms, an independent
judiciary, and a free press. Mr

Matthew Phase, the ANCs con-

stitutional negotiator, said the 21

parties meeting last night were
“digging the grave for apart-

heid".

Mr Roelf Meyer, the govern-
ment's chief negotiator, shocked
delegates to the negotiating coun-
cil when he announced that the
government had agreed to a very
weak form of multiracial power
sharing, a capitulation by the rul-

ing National party.

All parties with more than 5

per cent of the vote will be
granted a seat in cabinet in a
government of national unity.

with two deputy presidents to be
chosen from the two top parties.

The president, who is likely to be
Mr Mandela, will be elected by
the national assembly. The presi-

dent will try to take decisions by
consensus, but he will have
the final say where this is not
possible.

But the new constitution has
powerful opponents, among them
the mainly Zulu Inkatha Free-
dom party of Chief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi and the white right

wing, led by retired Army Gen-
eral Constand Viljoen. Together,
they form the so-called Freedom

Alliance of rightwing parties

which poses a substantial threat

to the stability of the government
which will emerge after elections

on April 27 next year.

Mr F.W. de Klerk, the presi-

dent, has left open the possibility

that the Freedom Alliance may
ratify the constitution after it has
been adopted by the other 21 par-

ties, but this seemed increasingly

unlikely.

Concessions were made to the

Alliance in last night's debate,

including allowing regions to

write their own constitutions and
requiring a two-thirds majority of

the regional house of assembly,

the senate, to change the powers
of regions. But these did not
appear sufficient to bring the

Alliance back on board.
With a low level civil war

already raging in Natal province
between Inkatha and the ANC.
and with the right wing heavily

armed and well trained, the two
could prevent elections alto-

gether unless they are accommo-
dated.

Climbdown seals deal. Page 7
Editorial comment. Page 15

South Africa survey, Pages 29-34

Bundesbank
attacks EU
over plans

for spending
By David WaUer in Frankfurt

A SCATHING attack on
European Union spending plans

is launched today by the Bundes-
bank, which says they threaten

progress towards monetary and
political union and will worsen
Germany’s budget difficulties.

In its monthly report for
November, published as members
of the central bank's decision-

making council meet today in
Frankfort to consider further

($22.4bn) currently to DM52bn in

the next five years, an average

annual growth of 8 per cent - for

higher than the Intended
increase in German government
spending as a whole. Net trans-

fers - taking account of the
Inflow of funds to eastern Ger-

many - will climb from
DM22.4bn in 1992 to DM30bn in

1997.

“The. increased international
dwnandg on the federal republic
raimp at a time when Germany's

satarest. rate cuts, the-Bundes-. -.public sector finances, arc under

. y-.u '!
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hank cautions fSM,'fee financial

disciplines embraced by member
states under the Maastricht
treaty could be undermined by
the EU*s spending.

“The effectiveness of individual

countries’ monetary policy may
be restricted through the
Increased granting of direct cred-

its and subsidised lending at the

community level,™ the Bundes-

bank says. This would “scarcely

be helpful" on the path to eco-

nomic and monetary union.

Adopting the tone normally
reserved for its critique of domes-

tic spending, it says the ElTs
budgetary behaviour must be in

harmony with broader macro-eco-

nomic and monetary objectives.

The Bundesbank stops short of

urging the German government

to curt) its contribution to the EU
budget, but points out that Ger-

many's transfers to the union are

set to increase substantially in

the context of a projected steep

rise In EU spending as whole.

Total EU spending cm structural

measures is set to be Ecul76bn

($201bn) in 1993-99, compared
with Ecu87bn in 198992.

It predicts that Germany’s
gross transfer of funds to the

union will grow from JDM38bn

considerable pressure as a result

of reunification, resulting in a
substantial increase in govern-

ment spending and indebted-

ness," the Bundesbank says.

Germany's role as largest con-

tributor to EU finances may have
been justified before reunifica-

tion, but the Bundesbank argues:

it is questionable now, following

reunification. Germany is now, in

purchasing power terms only the

sixth most prosperous country in

tire union, having been the sec-

ond after Luxembourg.
In another part of the report

today, the Bundesbank says that

economic fundamentals are more
important in determining the sta-

bility of a currency than institu-

tional arrangements such as the

European Monetary System.

Thus the increased flexibility

in the European exchange rate

mechanism brought about by the

move to wider fluctuation hands

did not reduce the chances for

stable relations between curren-

cies - so long as countries con-

tinued to pursue the objective of

medium-term economic stability.

Warning on enlargement. Page 2

SPD criticises Frankfort, Page 3

Belgian rates cot, Page 16

BO! Clinton limbers up on the steps of the Capitol Building before yesterday's Nafta debate

Passions
flare as

Nafta vote

draws near
By Jurek Martin in Washington

MOVING with all deliberate
speed and flashes of passion, the
US House of Representatives yes-

terday approached its climactic

vote an the North American Free
ITade Agreement
At the other end of Pennsylva-

nia Avenue, emotion of a differ-

ent sort - barely suppressed ela-

tion - was evident as the White
House totted up the steady
stream of new endorsements for

Nafta and calculated, though it

would not admi t it publicly, that

it would win.
Mr Mickey Kantor, the trade

representative, was among those

convinced that the administra-
tion's application of maximum
political force was on the edge of

producing a great victory for

President Bill Clinton. Anything
bigger than a margin of one

Continued on Page 16

Transatlantic air war flares as UK retaliates against American efforts to undermine BA rights

US flights to Heathrow threatened
By Paid Botts, Aerospace
Correspondent, in London

THE TRANSATLANTIC air war
flared up again last night with

the British government threaten-

ing to limit US flights to Heath-

row In retaliation against efforts

to undermine British Airways’
rights in the US.

The UK’s tough reaction is

expected to revive tensions over

transatlantic air services and
threatens to complicate the

already difficult negotiations on
a new “open skies" agreement
between the two countries.

The UK is accusing Washing-
ton of seeking to curtail BA’s
rights to offer joint code sharing

services with USAir. the sixth

largest US carrier, in which BA
owns a 24.6 per cent stake.

Code sharing is a growing
trend in the airline industry and

enables two airlines to use their

respective ticketing codes. This

enables an airline to offer a ser-

vice with a single code even if

part of the journey is made on
the other carrier.

In the case of the BA-USAir
partnership, BA operates the
transatlantic legs while USAir
serves the US domestic sectors.

UK airlines obtained rights to

code share with US carriers

under the so-called Heathrow
Deal negotiated in 1991 which
allowed American Airlines and
United Airlines into Heathrow,
the world’s biggest international

airport

The latest row follows an appli-

cation to the US government by

BA in August to expand its code
sharing services with USAir.
After a three month delay, the

US announced last Friday It

would only give approval for the

new BA code sharing services for

the next 60 days instead of the

usual 12 months.

Continued on Page 16

Paris urges banks to ease

squeeze on small companies
By David Buchan in Paris

MR Edouard Balladur, the

French prime minister, yesterday

asked banks to ease the credit

crunch that has pushed many
small companies under. The
move reflects concern about the

weakness of the country's eco-

nomic recovery.

In return, Mr Balladur

reviewed with leading bankers

their demands for a change in

the bankruptcy law to give credi-

tors greater security; an. exten-

sion of government guarantees

on Kan* loans to small and medi-

um-sized companies; and a cut in

the tax on hank deposit interest

The Association of French

Banks, which represents about 60

per cent of all banks in Fiance,

defended itself against criticism

that banks have been squeezing

email companies. It said yester-

day that its total loans outstand-

ing at September 30 1993 were 2.5

per cent higher a year ear-

lier. But the association acknowl-

edged that the recession had
forced banks to be more cautious

in lending to smaller firms,

which are more dependent on
short-term bank finance than big-

ger enterprises.

The government is already in

the process of meeting several of

the banks’ demands. A reform of

the bankruptcy law, to give credi-

tors greater protection when a

company declares itself bank-

rupt, is to go before the National

Assembly next week. Meanwhile,

Mr Edmond AlphandSry, the

economy minister, said the gov-

ernment intended to cut the tax

on all bank deposit interest, from

39 per cent to 19 per cent, in 1995.

The 39 per cent tax rate has

encouraged savers to put their

money into lower-taxed money
market funds rather than depos-

its which hanks can count into

their balance sheets.

“Banks must play their part in

the recovery," Mr Alphand§ry
told the National Assembly,
adding that “it would be very

damaging if a lack of dynamism
in our banking sector put a brake

on the recovery which could

begin in the months to come.”

Mr Balladur’s caution over
interest rate cuts was again evi-

dent when he discussed next
year's economic prospects with

his own RPR party's backbench-

ers earlier this week.
“In 1994 France should return

to a growth rate which is feebly

positive," he said, hardly a ring-

ing reaffirmation of his govern-

ment's official forecast which is

still for 1.4 per cent real growth
next year. The Bank of France

said yesterday that industrial

output “dipped slightly” in Octo-

ber.
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Bosnian faction leaders face pressure in Geneva for firm guarantees on the peaceful passage of relief NEWS IN BRIEF

UN seeks to end attacks on aid convoys French MPs rule

By Robert Mauthner

THE United Nations will today
seek firm guarantees from the

three warring factions in Bos-
nia that its humanitarian con-

voys will be given safe passage
over the coming winter to save
the lives of hundreds of thou*

sands of people in desperate
need of food and shelter.

Ms Sylvana Foa, spokes-
woman of the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees,
described the meeting in
Ceneva today between the
High Commissioner, Mrs

Sadako Ogata, and Bosnian
political and military leaders
as "a last-ditch effort" to
ensure that aid would get
through.

The lives of as many as 8m
people who were beneficiaries

of UNHCR aid were at risk as

the bitter Bosnian winter has

begun to bite with 3 fUl metre)
snowfalls and temperatures
well below freezing point
“Very soon it’s going to be 18

degrees centigrade below
zero," Ms Sylvana told diplo-

matic correspondents in Lon-

don yesterday. “The average

adult in the enclaves has
already lost 12 kilos. We are

talking about people in a very

bad state indeed."

They needed not only food,

but building materials to pro-

vide adequate shelter in towns
and villages where many
houses and apartments had
been destroyed. One of the big-

gest needs was for plastic
sheeting, nails and plywood to

give the minimum protection

against the elements, as well

as coal for heating.

The aid crisis has been com-

pounded by continuing attacks

by the warring factions against

UN relief workers and soldiers,

in one of which a Danish
driver was killed last month.

That incident led to the sus-

pension of UN aid supplies for

the past three weeks by Mr
Boutins Boutros Ghflli. the UN
secretary-general.

The UNHCR requires firm

guarantees that all such
attacks cease before resuming
its relief convoys.

Mrs Ogata’s efforts to get

guarantees will be backed up
Mr Comelio Sommaruga, the

president of the International

Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC), who is also expected to

attend the meeting. Lord
Owen, one of the two interna-

tional mediators on the former

Yugoslavia, Is expected to take

the opportunity meet the Bos-

nian Eactimi leaders individu-

ally. However, there is no

intention at this stage to con-

vene a joint meeting of the

three warring parties for peace

negotiations.

A Yugoslav war crimes tri-

bunal was yesterday officially

inaugurated, to attempt to

prosecute perpetrators of mur-

der, rape and enforced expul-

sions in Europe’s bloodiest con-

flict since the second world

war, writes Ronald Van de

Krai in The Hague.

The 1L judges of the interna-

tional tribunal were sworn in

at the international Court of

Justice for an initial period of

four years.

Doubts have already been
raised about the effectiveness

of the UN-sponsored tribunal

because it win not try suspects

“in absentia'*, and because UN
troops on the ground have no
power to make arrests.

against Tapie

Plan for European security conference soon Paris plea over unpaid phone t»Bs

THE European Onion plans to host a
European security conference in the
first half of 1994. aimed at settling

latent frontier and minority problems
in eastern Europe, diplomats in Paris
said yesterday, writes David Buchan.
Plans are Car advanced for the 12

members of the European Union to

use their Brussels summit next
month to launch the initiative for a
European “stability pact,” first

broached several months ago by
France, the diplomats claimed.

They described the plan as "an
exercise in preventive diplomacy,"
designed to deal with unresolved eth-

nic and border problems iu east Euro-

pean countries that “have a vocation

to join the European Union or be very

closely associated with it," rather
than existing conflicts in the Balkans
or the Caucasus.
Invitations to attend the conference

would probably go to members of the

Conference on European Security and
Co-operation, including the US, Can-
ada and Russia, but excluding those

in the Caucasus and central Asia.

However, the geographical scope of

the “stability pact" would be limited

to Poland. Hungary, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia. Romania, Bul-

garia and the three Baltic republics.

The planned EU initiative would
take the form of an opening confer-

ence, followed by bilateral negotia-

tions between East European coun-
tries on “good neighbourly” accords.

Such agreements would form part of

the “stability pact” which, if all went
well, could be adopted by a wind-

ing-up conference in 1995. The final

document would be deposited with

the CSCE.
The Belgian presidency of the EU

had sounded possible participants In

the conference and drawn a generally

favourable reaction, the diplomats

claimed. Hungary was described as

being the most enthusiastic about the

idea because of the possibility of
improving the lot of the large ethnic

Hungarian minorities in Romania
and Slovakia.

A key doubt had been the possibil-

ity of whether Russia would want to

deal with the issue of the large ethnic

Russian minorities in Estonia, Latvia

and Lithuania bilaterally with those

new Baltic republics. But President

Boris Yeltsin was said to have
recently confirmed to Prime Minister
Edouard Balladur, wbo first Taised

the stability pact idea in April, that

Russia would negotiate minority
issues in the Baltic region in a multi-

lateral forum.
The stability pact is designed to be

on the Twelve's first joint foreign

policy initiatives since their Maas-
tricht treaty came into force rids

month. According to diplomats here,

the Twelve hope the prospect of entry

into the EU will serve as a political

incentive for East European countries

first to settle differences among
themselves. “But the stability pact is

not a strict precondition for East
European countries joining the EU",

said a diplomat

Romanian optimism on IMF loan

Claes warns on
talks over EU

Oslo may reach membership compromise on control of energy

Norway’s PM optimistic on EU
enlargement

By David Marsh
European Editor

By Andrew Hill

in Strasbourg

TALKS ON reforming the
decision-making structure of

the European Union should not

be mixed up with enlargement
negotiations, the Belgian presi-

dency of the EU said yesterday.

“You can’t do the two [at

once]: a choice has to be
made." Mr Willy Claes, Belgian
foreign minister, told the Euro-
pean Parliament yesterday.

The Union has set itself a
tough timetable of finishing

negotiations with the four can-

didate countries - Austria. Fin-

land. Sweden and Norway - by
the beginning of March 1994. in

the hope that they will be able

to join the EU by the beginning

of 1995.

But the parliament is con-

cerned that the addition of new
member states could hinder
EU action, unless substantial

reforms are made in sensitive

areas such as majority voting

by ministers, the number of
European commissioners, and
the composition of the three-

country’ “troika” which carries

out Foreign policy missions on
behalf of the EU.
Smaller members of the EU

have frequently voiced con-
cerns that reforms - particu-

larly of the existing weighted

voting system - might simply
mean that they are railroaded

into decisions by larger coun-

tries. which have more votes.

But certain MEPs believe

that reform should be tackled

as soon as possible, to avoid

confusion later.

Mr Jean-Louis Bourianges. a
French conservative MEP, yes-

terday warned against using
the argument that small mem-
ber states had to be defended
as “an excuse for not doing
anything."

The parliament last night
voted in favour of a resolution

calling for institutional
changes to “accompany"
enlargement, including greater

use of an improved system of

weighted majority voting.

These changes “must be incor-

porated in the accession trea-

ties ” said the resolution.

Mr Claes said he would draw
the attention of his fellow for-

eign ministers to the Parlia-

ment's resolution when they
meet on December 6 and 7.

In theory. MEPs have the
power to block the accession of

new EU members but sources

close to the enlargement nego-
tiations said yesterday they
believed the parliament would
be reluctant to hold the acces-

sion process to ransom over
institutional reform.

NORWAY has held out hopes
for a compromise on the diffi-

cult question of aligning its

laws on oil and gas licences

with the proposed new Euro-

pean Union energy directive.

Mrs Gro Harlem Brundtland.

the Norwegian prime minister,

said she was optimistic of

negotiating an agreement by
next spring on Norwegian
membership of the EU.
This would allow the issue to

be put to a referendum in Nor

“We will only join

the European
Union if we feel

we are welcome’
- Brundtland

way next autumn, as part of

the proposed accession of Aus-
tria. Finland. Norway and Swe-
den on January 1. 1995.

In an interview in London
with the Financial Times, she
stressed that Norway would
join the EU only if the other

countries of western Europe
adjusted some terms of mem-
bership to Norway’s special

needs.

The EC needed the “political

will” to accept that Norway’s
geographic and economic con-

ditions required adaptation in

the fields of fisheries, agricul-

Brundtland: the EU must see Norway’s resources as a special

case because of geographic and economic conditions

ture and energy.

“We will join only if we feel

we are welcome - if other
countries see that the scene in

Norway is different (from else-

where in the EU).” she said
Mrs Brundtland’s minority
Labour government la itself

split on the question of mem-
bership.

About 60 per cent of Norweg-
ians are against participation

in the Union, according to
recent opinion polls. This
makes Norway by for the most
sceptical of the four European
Free Trade Association (Efta)

countries negotiating to join.

A crucial part of toe negotia-

tions centres on the question
of Norway's control over its oil

and gas resources.

Norway has been allowed to

take part in EU discussions on
a proposed directive to
increase competition in the
energy sector which would
require changes in the coun-
try’s present, laws on ofl and
gas field licences. However; it

has been unhappy about pro-

posals undo- which Statoil, the
national oil company, would
no tongpr have an automatic
right to 50 per cent participa-

tion in exploration of oil and
gas fields. Additionally, the EU
wants Statoil to give np its role

managing the state's financial

participation in the country's
energy resources.

Mrs Brundtland said, how-
ever. that a compromise was
possible here.

“If we open for Statofl to be
put in an equal situation as for

as licences are concerned, then
that could be acceptable tf we
could keep the logical situation

that Statoil manages the pres-

ent state participation. We are
looking to see if we can find
solutions.”

The black market rate for the feu fe around 40 per cent fewer

than at official curieucy auctions. Load fearama esttmtinhst
the daily official tor only around 10 per cant of

hard currency transactions.

Brussels begins social policy talks

Poland makes pledge on reforms

Armenia to issue its own currency
Armenia, one of the smallest and poorest of the 12 members of

the Commonwealth of Independent States, says it will issue its

own currency, toe dram, leaving Belarus and Taifidstan as the
only republics committed to keeping the Russian rouble as tbdr
own currency, writes Leyte Boulton from Moscow. Armenia win
receive financial support from toe IMF for the switch.
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Telecoms groups to step up outsourcing
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By Andrew Adonis
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THE BID by European
telecommunications operators

to develop a large-scale busi-

ness from “outsourcing” the
telecoms needs of multina-
tional companies intensified
this week with the European
Commission's clearance of a
joint venture to service the
international financial services

market.
The Financial Network Asso-

ciation. a joint venture com-
pany between twelve national

public telecommunications
operators, six of them Euro-
pean. was cleared by the Com-
mission on condition that
its services were not cross-

subsidised by revenue from

monopoly operations.
The FNA is the latest of a

succession of joint ventures in

the last two years intended to

tap the international outsourc-

ing market. Europe now has at
least four alliances targeted at
the market, with AT&T, the US
giant, set to launch its “World-
source” outsourcing venture in
Europe next year.

The European participants in

FNA are Mercury, the UK sub-
sidiary of Cable & Wireless,
Deutsche Telekom, France
Telecom, Belgacom of Belgium,
Telefonica of Spain and Italca-

ble of Italy. Other members
include MCL the second largest
US long distance carrier, KDD
of Japan and Telstra of Austra-
lia.

The company will be offering
specialised international net-
work services to the financial

sector, in particular high-ca-
pacity networks for the con-
veyance of data and image.
Mr David Bland. FNA’s gen-

eral manager, said: “We will be
providing connectivity, and a
seamless service, to a market
under-provided for at the
moment" The alliance will be
offering “managed bandwidth”
for services largely designed, by
the users.

The FNA feces strong compe-
tition not only from other out-
sourcing ventures, but also
from Swift, the body jointly
owned by international hanirc
to manage their major network
functions.

The FNA reflects the grow-
ing complexity of international
telecommunications alliances.

All of its members also belong
to others alliances, some of
which are competing with fol-

low members.
MCL 'the US- long-distance

carrier, formeda joint venture
this summer with BT, with
whom Mercury competes in
the UK; while Mercury’s par-
ent, Cable & Wireless, has a
24-5 per cent state in Optus,
the main competitor to Telstra
in Australia.

“Technology transfer is a
very complex issue - the agree-
ments run to nearly 100
pages,” says Mr Bland, who is
also an Md executive.
The size of the outsourcing

market is unclear. Financial

.

institutions are among"the

highest corporate spenders on
telecoms, but they have sqpbis-

treated networks and managers
of their own.
Mr lan Moore, director of the

financial services group ofthe
UK TateonHimniwitfaag Man-
agers’ Association, said: “I.

don’t believe there is going to

be much of an outsourcing
requirement For truly interna-

tional institutions, tdeconnpn-
mcatkHB are strategic; fix’, the

rest, their international
requirements are minimal.”
Mr Bland said FNA had

from “several very large ate-,

parries,” but declined to moae
thflm
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DENMARK’S coalition
government parties have
taken a beating in local gov-
ernment elections, which
showed a surge in support for
the opposition Liberal Party,
headed by former foreign min-
ister, Mr Uffe Ellemann-Jpn-
sen.

The Liberals won 27.1 per
cent of the vote against is.g
per cent in the last election to
the Folketing (parliament) and
17.8 per cent in the 1989
county council vote.
The results are a pointer to

toe general election due before
the end of 1994 in which the
Liberals are set to lead the
apposition challenge to the

Social Democratic-led coali-
tion, headed by Prime Minister
Poul Nyrup Rasmussen.
Mr Rasmussen said yester-

day be was satisfied with the

Liberals are set

to lead the

opposition

challenge

result which “shows that peo-
ple are beginning to see the
results of the government’s
policies."

The Social Democrats won
34.4 per cent in the county
council elections compared
with 37.4 per cent in the 1991
Folketing elections and 35.4

per cent in the 1989 local gov-
ernment vote.

But results for two of the
small centre parties in toe
present fbnr-party coalition
were disastrous. The Centre
Democrats won l per cent
compared with 5 per cent in
the 1991 Folketing election;
the Christian People’s Party
went down to L6 per cent
from 2.3 per cent.
the Centre Democrats would

lose all their nine seats and
toe Christians their four seats
in the present Folketing If
Tuesday’s result were repeated
in next year’s election. The
fourth coalition party, the
Radical Liberals, did better,
scoring 34J per cent compared
with 3JS per cent in 1991.
The Conservatives, aiming

to form a coalition with
,the

Liberals after the next paliter
mentary election, want down
to 1&8 per cant from 15.0 per
cent in 1991 and toe right
wing pqpnHst Progress ftoty
scored 5.1 per cent, down from
6.4 per cent in 1991.

On the far left, toe Socialist
People’s Party. scored 9JL per
emit, op from 8JT per cent in
199L
The Social Democrats have
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A FRENCH parliamentary committee yesterday recoqunaided

that the national assembly waive the immunityof Mr Bernard

Tapie, the embattled businessman and former minister, to answer

allegations oTfraod, writes BkvM Barium in Paris. .•

The foil assembly is expected to decide next week whetoa; ^
follow the committee's recommendation and allow MrTspfe; who
won as a left-wing deputy is toe MaraeCBes areaHag

March, to be investigated for alleged irregularities In campaign

finance and in the diverriaa of .corporate toads of a oompmy-
called Tester to Bernard Tapte Finance SA.and ^to.0tym®|qte.

Marseille. Mr Tame's football team.

Mr Tapie feces a second request to have his parflamfintmy

immunity lifted over the investigation of alleged bribery af Ofrfe.

pique-Marseille’s football opponents. That request wUL howevw,
have to be kamiM by a separate parliamentary inquiry., .

France’s Senate yesterday called on govenfment mhristrtes to

’njfje unpaid telephone hQIs totalling more than FRSgjp fltfflbw)

Renter reports from PariS-

The upper house passed an amendment to the .1994 budget

calling on. ministries to pay off arrears to help toe debt-burikiBed

state phone company. France Tbleccsn. .

It said that toe biggest culprit was the Interior iforistty. bat

even the Telecommunications Ministry itself owed money fig-

phone calls. ... . ..

Mr Mxrcea Cosea, Romania's deputy prime mfatoter in ehatge of
economic reform, said yesterday a breakthrough had bCKm made
in talks with the International Monetary Fund fa- anew standby

arrangement, writesVhghtia Marsh fe Bucharest.
Mr Cosea, who returned 6o Romania yesterday after,m days tf

talks™ Washington, said be expected a letter tf Intent wgbMhe
signed after an IMF visit to Bucharest at the end of tbSamsofe.

.

Brnnanfa has received no cmfits from the Off tins year after
failing to meet.Ha final performance criteria under a laaftaamw-
ment and due to disagreements with toe fond over tenar.fcr a
new accord.

The sticking point hi negotiations has been tint Baasmfeu
government’s unwHBagness to BberaBse the forefelt extoa&ge

The European Gmnmisston yesterday tefetched a fonrwaarih eon-'

sultation process aimed at Inspiring feMefidring reforms of sodil
policy in the European Onion, writes Andrew HID in Strasbourg.
Mr Padraig Flynn, the social aflatfe rtaBiiitofaiBr, sajdtheafan

was to find ways of reforming toe peficy against ahackgrotmd tf

economic difficulties. "We need contimwns economic growth, and
we need to have more flfflribffity sM conqietitfoenesb 'Bat eco-

nomic growth most go bmd in bend wftfa social progress." he
“id- -

. ..
-

The Commission yesterday published a green paper on toe

options for social potter and fovtialideagorsuggestions before

toe end_af March 1994. Brusselshopes toprotiooe concrete pngm-.
afe for action in toe seccEsi half cf next year.

.

Poland’s new left-of-centre government has told the IMF it
intqnifc fri arftH feae warfat rqifif»Tn« tn tM-filfoa finflnWnl

stability, writes Christopher Bobindd hiWmaaw,
Tbi encouraged by What Fve beard,** Mr Richard &b. IMF

deputy director, said yesterday after two days of taBra wtthsemor
offirials Mr &b is the most senior western financial nffidal to

visitAdand since the efectiou two months ago won by the (onaa
communist Left DemocraltoAItiance {SLD) and toe P^ffsh Bern1

ant Party (PSIJl

Mr Erh warned that “it is important to continue with a strong

budget policy and there isn need for Anther progresson towering

inflation’’. So far tiffs year prices have risen by an average of 35'

per cent
Mr Eib was speaking after toe government had said that toe

budget deflefr next yeza- would reach no more than 5 per cent at
GDP, with inflation expected to reach 26 per cent :

‘tihs
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caused

jobs crisis
By Quentin Peel in Wiesbaden

LEADERS of Germany'),
opposition Social Democrats
(SPD) yesterday stepped up
their criticism of the monetary
policy of the Bundesbank, acc
usiuir it of causing “hundreds
of . thousands" of job losses in
German industry.
At the annual conference of

the SPD, they called for a
“more appropriate external
value" of the D-Mark to. pro-
mote jobs, but denied

. that
they were seeking an outright
devaluation of the national
currency.
At the same time they

warned of the need for “mas-
sive cuts” in public sector con-
sumption in the medium term,
in order to bring the country’s
ballooning national debt under
control.

And they gave strong sup-
port to plans for a Europe-
wide strategy on economic
growth and job creation, can-
ing for the proposals drawn up
by Mr Jacques Delors, presi-
dent of the European Commis-
sion, to be strengthened and
extended.

Mr Oskar Lafontaine, deputy
leader of the SPD and party
spokesman on the economy,
rounded on the Bundesbank in
a statement of party strategy
on job creation, intended as
the basis of the next .year’s

election platform. He said Hie
high interest rates imposed by
Hie central hank had made the
D-Mark too strong.

“We should not always
believe in the absolute wisdom
of the Bundesbank,” he told

the party conference in the spa
town of Wiesbaden. “It was a
great mistake to have raised

interest rates once again, at

the beginning of the recession.

That has cost us hundreds of

thousands of jobs, because
exports have collapsed."

He said that the effective

revaluation of the D-Mark
against other European

.
ciirr

-

rencies by some 10 per emit

had the same effect on'Germaii
export prices as .a- wage-
increase of 33 per c«t- • L*
His extraordinary attack, in

a country where toe adSpps of '

the central bankjare nsaafiy

regarded as beyoracriticKmV
1

was immediately backed by-Mr

Rudolf Scharping, the SPD
party leader.

“It hits Hie nail on the head,

especially in the European
context,” he said. “When I see

how we have damaged the
French economy with our Mgfr
interest rates, l must say that

was not clever. That was a pol-

icy focused on our ..own,

national navel, paying atten-

tion only to our own domestic

conditions." Mr Scharping.

denied that the party was call-

ing for a devaluation- X»f ' the'

D-Mark, in a resolution seek-

ing "lower interest rates and a

more appropriate external

value of Hie D-Mark.

Mr Lafontaine warned the

party that it would have to

take drastic action to control

public expenditure if it wins

the elections next October, by

seeking to shift spending from

consumption to Job-creating

Investment He stressed that

the party intends to keep the

growth ih public spending

below the nominal growth of

the gross domestic product in

a long-term strategy to cut the

national debt

to name successor to the mob
Robert Ipr^ppis reports on a vote that will determine who will replace the disgraced former city bosses

STRjJEX.seitors .

is Maples have
giveu>the ;

ulti-

mate accolade
toAntohioDi

_ jmtietro, -Italy’s

Miinlcibai'b*st 1mown
Elg^«S«^-com>ption'- v

magistrate. As
the

.
traditional nativity figures

come an the mari^-for-Christ-
mas cribs; ids effigy has been
included alongside ‘ffia wise
men and shepherds.

.

When Mr Di Pietro visited
the Naples xnagistrature "this
week the Hutmg of well-wish^
ers was so large he'was obliged

:

to leave ^throughr-.^a ^side
entrance, The,man he cainn to
iuterrogdte“ Mr"FrimceacbDi

''

Lorenzo, a- formen

=

:Liberal
-•

health minister ape df the

:

city’s former poHtirad Lxrases,

also had to leave by a side .

entrance - to avoid • a' hostile
‘

crowd. -,.5-.-^

The law 2ms .^suddenly
become a hero m;thi£$ity with
a reputation for-chaeifiil anar-
chy and honouringsihe. law
merely in the'br^mi^lh Tess
than 12 -mouths ateja^fcapreg-
nable politicalicHqne otmainly
Christian Danocrat ahd Social-
ist politicians hasbeei discred-

ited and humbled-by revela-
tions of bribe tekihg^onf a-scale r

unparall eled^i;elsewhere in
Italy. Mr DTTlsratizo^mls week

. .. - -

was even offering to hand back
L4bn (£l.an) taken in bribes.
" But if the traditional politi-

cal bosses have been forced to

the sidelines and face jail, no
dear successor has emerged to

run -this chaotic sprawling
metropolis, which is due to

host the summit next July of

the Group of Seven leading

industrial nations. The big test

comes this weekend when
Naples' 960,000 voters, along
with nearly a quarter of the
Italian electorate, go to the

polls to elect a new municipal

-.administration.
. Opinion polls suggest that

the four parties long associated
'with governing Naples - Chris-

tian Democrats, Socialists, Lib-

erals and Social Demo-
crats - can scarcely muster 20
per cent of the vote against 60
per cent bought with political

patronage in previous elec-

tions. Their candidate for
mayor, Mr Massimo Caprara, a
former communist and elder
statesman, is trailing fourth.

The contest has narrowed
down to Ms Alessandra Musso-
lini, grand-daughter of Q Duce,
who is running for mayor on
the neo-fascist MSI ticket, and
tbe veteran former communist,
-Mr Antonio Bassolino, the
mayoral candidate of toe Party
•of the Democratic Left (PDS).

Ms Mussolini, elected as a

Naples deputy in April, is mar-

Assocauo Pioss

Alessandra Mussolini: neo-fascist candidate for mayor of Naples

ginally ahead in the polls. Her
campaign of photogenic smiles
and bold talk of rediscovering
toe “real Naples" has little to

do with her success. She is a

political lightweight riding on
the back of nostalgic evoca-

tions of the Mussolini name

and her film star aunt Sophia
Loren’s close identification
with Naples. She has benefited

from the MSI’s strong local

roots and the party’s distance
from the various corruption
scandals that have seen 60 of

the 80 previous local council-

lors implicated. Ms Mussolini

has also picked up support
switched from tbe old ruling

parties. The police meanwhile
believe the vote controlled by
organised crime, estimated to

number 80,000. will swing
behind Ms Mussolini.

The PDS, backed by a leftist

alliance, is campaigning hard
on promises to restore the rule

of law and make Naples work.
“From the traffic to industrial

production, from the schools to

the municipal apparatus,
Naples today is on the edge of

collapse In all these areas
the mayor has to and can do
something,’' says Mr Bassolino
of his programme 'My Naples'.

In the partial municipal elec-

tions of Last June, PDS-bacbed
administrations won eight out
of 10 municipalities in tbe
Naples area, long dominated
by Christian Democrats. In
Naples itself, PDS supporters
hope enough voters will recog-

nise the city's problems are so
dramatic that a Mussolini vote
would only make them worse.

Naples has been under spe-

cial administration since tbe
council was dissolved in July
and the city declared bankrupt
The 1993 budget had been
drawn up with creative
accounting that grossly over-

estimated sales of municipal
property and tax collection

while under-estimating

expenses. The main municipal

services are in chronic deficit,

and all the parties are promis-

ing varying forms of privatisa-

tion.

Mr Bassolino has produced a

brave 100-day action plan to

end years of deliberate munici-

pal neglect in the water sup-

plies, traffic control, accoun-

tancy standards, supervision of

contracts and building licences

and schooling. Naples has
school truancy rates as high as

40 per cent in some areas,

which both influences, and is

influenced by, the high
instance of juvenile crime.

A combination of low pro-

ductivity, political patronage,
the presence of organised
crime and poor infrastructure

have long frightened away
investment.
Recession has made matters

worse as have cuts in central

government transfers. As a
result Naples has 350,000
unemployed, close to 30 per
cent of the workforce. Tbe sole

element that thrives is the con-

traband and drugs trade which
remain tolerated in part
because of tbe income gener-

ated.

Against this background,
Sunday's vote will mark either

the beginning of an attempt to

revive the fortunes of Naples
or a further stage in its

decline.

Lombard
League

MP quits

over probe
By Robert Graham in Rome

MR Giuseppe Leoni, one of the

most prominent parliamentar-

ians in the populist Lombard
League, resigned yesterday.

Mr Leoni has been under
investigation since last week
for allegedly failing to declare

LlOm (£4,000) worth of cam-
paign contributions to fight his

seat in the northern city' of
Varese. He announced his res-

ignation yesterday to clear his

name, although he had been
urged to remain by Mr
Umberto Bossi, the League
leader. Mr Leoni was one of the

founders of the League, along
with Mr Bossi. The sum of

money involved is the smallest

known to have been investi-

gated by magistrates in the
corruption scandaL
The League is convinced the

move is part of a campaign to

paint the party in the same
colours as the rest of the politi-

cal establishment, which has
been discredited by the scan-

dals. Almost the entire media,
as well as the main parties, are
on the offensive against Mr
Bossi and the League, claiming
the party risks forcing the
break-up of Italy.
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THE European- Commission
yesterday set the scene for

today’s Crucial ministerial
meeting <on ;; restructuring the

west European steel industry

by approving amended {dans
for thei sale of Ekostapl, the,-]

state-owned east German
steelmaker:^ v ' -* r '

•

Th«s^H0onuai^ion also.

.

attached"
j
strict . safeguard

danses^toj piftn$ to;dispel

^ toe market,
%n^t»^ItalLan

steebnak&^ilTto buy- 60 per
cent orEkostaLhTfrom the' Treu-

hand privatisation agency, and
hufid a new'mill with “a capac-

ity of 900,000 tonnes. But Riva

has now alto pledged to dose
eine of its. own

.

east German
miB^ctcttH^cjqwdty byafur-
ther ^.OOO tonnes by mid-
1994r.-'Stafe • sifljsidies to Ekos-

tahl .ynlL be .-reduced- from
DM883m
.‘i-^ThO Eommisapn said- it “was

now.up to EU industry minis-

ters, meeting
.
In Brussels

tOd$f;tbtackkftoe steel crisis

byL'urianimpusiy approving
plans for Tesfriietur^ east

German,- S^wttpshi' Ttalian and

Portuguese state sted.produc-

ers. Ohly the’.'Irailian govern-

ment has feOedrto agreci with

the Commission- on an accept-

able balance between state aid

and closures.

Officials are sceptical about

the chances of a breakthrough

today, but If the Commissum’s
proposals are implemented the

ElTs state-owned steelmakers

will have to Cot capacity by a
total of 5.5m tonnes, -and will

be allowed to receive Ecu&gbn
(£5.18bn) of subsidies in return.

Talks on
wage pact falter
By Tim Coone in Dublin

IRELAND feces the prospect of

a wages free-for-all following

the breakdown of talks yester-

dav between the government

and the Irish Congress of

Trade Unions (ICTU) over a

new centralised pay bargaining

agreement
ICTU yesterday notified its

affiliated unions to prepare for

a return to free collective bar-

gaining, having failed in its

attempts to persuade the gov-

ernment to remove an unpopu-

lar 1 per cent income levy over

the next two budgets.

For the past six years, puouc

and private sector pay rise*

have been regulated through

tripartite agreements between

the government, employers

organisations and ICTU, the

latter representing the bulk of

organised labour in the coun-

try. Tbe first agreement,

known as the Programroefor

National Recovery, ran from

1987-1W0 and the second,

known as the Programmefor

Economic and Social **£««»

(PESP). ran from 1991 ana

expires at the end of this yea^

The two agreements have

been largely responsible fortoj

economic stability m
over the past six years, peace

on the industrial relations

front, and the achievement or

one of the best economic
growth rates and one of the

lowest inflation rates through-

out the European Union.

Mr Bertie Ahem, the finance

minister, introduced the 1 per

cent income levy in last Janu-

ary’s budget to help meet pay
flwiis in the public sector and

raise funds for a job creation

programme. Its critics have

argued that the levy amounts

to a 2 per cent increase in the

basic income tax rate, in that it

is calculated as a i per cent of

the whole income, without any

allowances.

Mr Peter Cassells, the gen-

eral secretary of ICTU said the

levy “struck at the heart of the

PESP. acting as a clawback of

pay deals that had already

been settled and so our mem-

bers have lost confidence in

the process”.
’

The levy is worth some

I£145m (£138m) per year to the

Exchequer, and Mr Ahem has

said that even if the levy were

to be removed, in time, it

would have to be balanced by

tax increases elsewhere. Mr

Ahem said earlier this week

that
“the government is anx-

ious to alter into a new agree-

ment, but not at any price”.

Public sector pay has men

by 46 percent stac* 1KU. whfle

inflation has risen by only

around 15 per cent.
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The only walls left, as you know, are the ones in your head, am empto- iw &iroi» was opewd a« destruction of «« Banm wan. mu win »reiy

feature people who cawatructwely. People who value a truly European perspective an business,

politics, society, caltmw and aB that matters. 'The European* is your weekly confirmation that io place

of bricks and mortar,there arenow worto and ideas. Europe is changing.Arepu standing StiH?
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NEWS: WORLD TRADE

- Clinton and Jiang meet tomorrow at Apec talks
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US waves stick at China
By Alexander Nicoll and
George Graham in Seattle

US officials insist they are
ready to impose trade penalties

on China even though Presi-

dent Bill Clinton has adopted a
new policy of closer engage-
ment with Beijing.

Mr Charlene Barshefsky,
deputy US trade representa-

tive, listed three areas of trade

negotiations in which the US
expected China to take action

in the near future: market
access, textiles, and intellec-

tual property rights.

These issues and China's
growing trade surplus with the

US were due to he raised yes-

terday by llr Warren Christo-

pher. US secretary of state,

with Mr Qian Qlcheu, China’s
foreign minister, as part of a
series of bilateral meetings tak-

ing place during the annual
ministerial meeting in Seattle

of the Asia Pacific Economic
Co-operation grouping.

Trade issues, as well as
human rights and nuclear non-

proliferation. are also likely to

be raised tomorrow when Mr
Clinton meets President Jiang
Zemin tn Seattle.

A senior administration offi-

cial said, however, that the
Seattle meetings would not he
negotiations but an opportu-

nity to explain Mr Clinton's

new two-pronged approach to

China: that the US recognised

China's importance and did not

wish it to be isolated, but that

serious points of disagreement
needed to be addressed.

The official said: “We can
either stand outside and lob

our concerns over the wall, or
we can engage face to face

with the Chinese leadership

and make clear that we recog-

nise that China is a great coun-

try with enormous potential,

but that for our relationship to

continue to progress there has

to be sensitivity on their part

to the concerns that we have."

Ms Barshefsky said that on
market access, China had
agreed last year to reduce

import restrictions but Us
“offers have been inade-

quate”. The US would take

action after December 31 if its

requirements were not met.

On renewal of a bilateral tex-

tile accord which also expires

December 31, she said recent

discussions had been more pro-

ductive. However, agreement
required significant movement
by China, and the US was pre-

pared to take unilateral action.

On intellectual property

rights. Beijing had enacted a

“world class” series of laws

"but there is no enforcement",

Ms Barshefsky said. “This is a
very urgent issue which
requires immediate attention

by the Chinese,” she said,

referring in particular to pirat-

ing of compact discs.

Apec nations Investment
at odds over and trade

Gatt talks links boosted
By George Graham
and A/ox Nicoll

TRADE and foreign ministers

from the Pacific region gath-

ered in Seattle yesterday for

their annual Asia Pacific Eco-

nomic Co-operation meeting
still divided over how far to go
in their efforts to kickstart the

Uruguay Round of global trade

negotiations.

Apec officials said they had
still not resolved whether the

ministers should simply issue

a statement calling for a suc-

cessful agreement to liberalise

rules on trading and invest-

ment within the General
Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade, or should show their

commitment to breaking the

logjam at the Gatt talks in

Genera more forcibly by offer-

ing further tariff cuts.

“The dearest demonstration

would be the collective willing-

ness to go the extra mile and
put additional tariff reduction

offers on the table in Geneva.”

said Mr Tony Miller. Hong
Kong's director-general of

trade.

Senior officials from the
Apec countries have been hold-

ing talks in Seattle since the

weekend to prepare the ground
for the meeting, but had not

been able to resolve this issue

before their ministers arrived

for an opening dinner last

night and the start of serious

discussions this morning.

The Apec meeting is taking

place at a critical moment for

world trading negotiations,

coming Immediately after last

night's vote in the US Congress

on the North American Free

Trade Agreement and less than

a month before President Bill

Clinton's fast-track negotiating

authority for the Uruguay
Round expires on December IS.

At the least, officials said

they expected the ministerial

meeting to issue a declaration

urging more progress on the

Gatt talks.

Ms Charlene Barshefsky,
deputy US trade representa-

tive, said: “It is the view of

Apec senior officials that sub-

stantial impetus needs to be
given to the Round in order for

it to be concluded by the dead-

line of December 15.

“I expect a declaration on
the Uruguay Round. I would
hope and expect that that dec-

laration would be extremely
strong."

Nevertheless, some officials

acknowledged that anything
Apec might say or do would be

largely peripheral to the main
issues that are still holding up
conclusion of the Round, many
of which lie between the US
and the European Union.

Some countries left out of

Apec have questioned whether
Mr Clinton’s new emphasis on
building trading ties to the

Asia Pacific region represented

an effort to build a fortress-like

trading bloc incompatible with
Gatt's multilateral approach
But US officials say a

strengthened Apec would be “a

building block, not a trading

bloc", which would not shut
out other nations and would
complement the Call.

By Alexander NtcoU

OFFICIALS from 15 Pacific

countries yesterday agreed on
a new trade and Investment
framework which will mark a
modest step towards closer

co-operation without setting

the stage for creation of an
Asian trade bloc.

A declaration expected to be

approved by trade and foreign

ministers of the Asia Pacific

Economic Co-operation group,

who began their annual meet-

ing last night, will establish a
permanent committee on trade

and investment.

Ms Charlene Barshefsky,
deputy US trade representa-
tive. said the new framework
“will take Apec beyond its cur-

rent role as a facilitation and
co-operation forum to a policy-

making role, to be expanded
through consultation and con-

sensus by its members'*. The
committee, she said, would be
charged with finding “ways to

expand trade, create a more
attractive investment climate

and facilitate the flow of
goods, capital and technology

across the region”.

Mr Kim Chulsu. South
Korea's trade minister, said:

“This is a mandate for a more
active approach to advancing
regional co-operation."

However, according to par-

ticipants. the discussions on
the new framework revealed

vigorous disagreement about
Apec's future role, some mem-
bers favouring creation of for-

mal. bureaucratic structures

in which to discuss trade liber-

alisation and others - appar-

ently a majority - preferring

to maintain a more liberal,

informal approach.
The resulting declaration

will represent only a mild
institutionalisation of Apec.
Mr Tony Miller. Hong Kong’s
director-general of trade, said

it “binds nobody but sets out a
collective view.” One of Apec's

advantages over other bodies,

he said, was its informal atmo-
sphere.

An Australian official said

the new committee was “a step

of considerable significance"

although he conceded that “to

an outsider it might not seem
to amount to much". He said

the idea had been too sensitive

to raise when Apec was
founded only four years ago.

The committee's work would
include harmonisation of cus-

toms procedures, a database of

regional tariffs, and a study of

investment regulations.

Differences of view over
Apec's future role were also

evident in the officials* discus-

sions on a report by an emi-
nent persons group headed by
Mr Fred Bergsten. a US econo-

mist The report, to be submit-
ted to the ministerial meeting,

sets out a series of steps

towards creation of a Pacific

economic commnnity.
Mr Miller said the report

was a “truly visionary piece of
work". However, some mem-
bers had reservations about
the path it recommended. Ms
Barshefsky said Apec would
implement “selected aspects"

of the report.

NAFTA OPPONENTS: Ross Perot (front), the Texas bfifionaire and Patrick Buchanan (ted),

right-wing commentor. meet to discuss the North American Free Agreement, before the vote.

US services push may backfire
By David Dodwell, World Trade
Editor, in Geneva

US strong-arm tactics to press

other countries to open tbeir

markets to trade in financial

services are in danger of back-
firing. as Uruguay Round nego-
tiators in Geneva threatened
this week to react by entirely

withdrawing conditional mar-
ket-opening offers.

“Other countries are simply
going to Follow the US lead and
withdraw their offers in finan-

cial services," a senior negotia-

tor in the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade said yes-

terday. “It would be absurd for

the US to throw everything
aside because of problems it

has with a tiny number of
developing countries whose
share of financial services busi-

ness worldwide is negligible.”

US banks, brokerages, and
insurance companies would be
among the main beneficiaries

worldwide of more open finan-

cial services markets and so
would be main casualties if

market-opening offers were
withdrawn.

US officials have aroused
controversy in the final stages
of negotiation of the Uruguay
round talks on world trade lib-

eralisation by demanding an
exemption in financial services

from the obligation to offer

most favoured nation status to

all-comers. The US plans to

restrict full MFN access to its

financial services markets to a
small group of industrial coun-
tries that have similarly liberal

banking and securities
regimes. Other countries will

have MFN rights limited to the
rights that exist at present.
Improved access would depend
on progress in liberalisation in

tbeir own market
Observers have interpreted

the move as a US effort to win
improved market-opening

offers from countries like

Japan. Korea. India. Singapore.

Malaysia. Thailand. Indonesia

and the Philippines.

“The US wants its cake, and
wants to eat it too," said one
Asian negotiator said: “It

wants other countries to accept
multilateral obligations to

open their financial services

markets, but wants to reserve

Its power to exert bilateral

pressure. If it does not change
Its mind, we would have no
choice but to do the same."
A senior Indian diplomat

noted: "Just as the US is get-

ting vastly improved offers in

financial services, it is putting
everything in jeopardy with
their two-tier MFN proposal-”

Many countries see the US
threats as no threat at all: they
see no prospect of seeking a

presence in the US banking,
securities or insurance mar-
kets. and are offering to open
their financial services sectors

as a necessary price for better

access to US and EU markets
for products like textiles and
farm goods. As it has become
increasingly clear that the US
and EU are unlikely to

improve offers in these areas,

so developing countries have
become more reluctant to keep
financial services offers on the
table.

A spokeswoman for the US
Coalition of Services Indus-
tries. which has lobbied hard
for the past six years for a big

financial services package in
the Uruguay round, said yes-

terday that she was "surprised
and disappointed" by
responses: “We have been very
flexible, and have changed
course as the world has said it

is unable to live with the pro-

posals the US has put forward.
It is late in the day to be doing
this kind of thing, and I am not
sure what pulling offers off the
table will accomplish.”

Alumina
project

revived

in Greece
By Kerin Hope
in Athens

|

GREECE'S new Socialist

{
government is reviving a

j
much-delayed project to build

a S500ra alumina plant in cen-

tral Greece, using Russian
technology and equipment

The plant at Thisbe, I20km
from Athens, would produce
600.000 tonnes of alumina a
year from locally-mined baux-
ite to supply aluminium plants

in Russia.

The industry ministry wants
private Investors to take a 10

per cent stake in the project. A
group of state-owned Russian
companies, including several
aluminium smelters, would
have a 51 per cent stake, with
the remainder held by a Greek
state company.

The ministry said it was
reappointing as its advisers
Salomon Brothers of the US,
which worked on the project

under the previous conserva-
tive government
The project was halted two

years ago because of financing

problems. Construction of a
port for the plant on the Gulf
of Corintb near the site was
completed but work on the pro-

cessing facility foiled to start
because of financing problems.

The Socialist government
hopes to obtain some funding
for the project from the Delors
n package of structural aid for
poorer member-states of the
European Union.

Rolls-Royce in

third Indian
power contract
By Stefan WbgstyJ to Bombay
and Chris Tlghe in Newcastle

ROLLS-ROYCE, the British

engineering group, yesterday
won a £275m order for a power
station in the Indian state of

West BengaL It was the compa-
ny's third Indian contract
signed this week and brought
the total to £660m.
The contracts have been

completed during a week of
British business events in
Bombay attended by Mr Doug-
las Hurd, foreign secretary.
Other companies which
announced commercial agree-
ments yesterday included Brit-

ish Gas, the PowerGen generat-
ing company, and Aerospace
Composite Technologies, a
high technology materials
manufacturer, which won an
order for replacement wind-
screens for India’s Russian-
built MiG-21 fighter aircraft.

Rolls-Royce is to manage the
construction of a 500MW coal-

fired plant at Balagarh and
supply generators from the UK
for the Calcutta Electric Sup-
ply Corporation, an affiliate of
the Calcutta-based R P Goenka
business group. The total turn-
key contract will be carried out
by Rolls-Royce Power Genera-
tion Systems, part of Parsons
Turbine Generators based in
Newcastle upon Tyne, on
behalf ofCESC of Calcutta.
Parsons wIU supply two

250MW steam generators for
the three-year project, located

on an Island In the Hoogfi
River.

Yesterday's news follows

Tuesday’s announcement by
Rolls-Royce Industrial Power
Group of two Indian power sta-

tion projects worth £385m.
Under these contracts The
company win btriM a 20OMW
gas-fired combined cycle plant

at Kakinada in Andhra Prad-

esh, and participate in a new
company, Chandil Power, to
build and operate a 500MW
coal-fired power station at
chandil in Bihar.

The three contracts give Par-

sons a total of five new turbine
generators to build, providing
work Into 1996. Rolls-Royce
and Goenka have also estab-

lished a joint venture company
to manage the refurbishment
of existing power stations,
many of which operate for
below capacity.

PowerGen agreed a similar
venture with Aditya Biria, a
diversified industrial group led
by Mr Aditya Biria, which will
bid to build new plants as well
as upgrade existing ones.

British Gas signed co-opera-
tion agreements with the gov-
ernment’s Oil and Natural Gas
Commission covering technical
aspects of oil and gas develop-
ment in India and possible
joint exploration overseas.

Zeneca, tbe chemicals com-
pany, established a joint ven-
ture with rrc, the Indian affili-

ate of BAT Industries, for a
seed technology company.

Kantor
expects

‘concrete5

offers

by Apec
By Nancy Dunne
in Ws*3h«fll»n

THE Seattle summit or the

15-uation Asia-Pacific Eco-
nomic Cooperation forma wfil

j
produce “concrete" offers for

the bargaining table in Geneva

which will help the Uruguay
Round towards a Successful

conclusion by December li, Mr
Mickey Kantor, the US trade

representative, said yesterday.

In high spirits and confident

of approval by the House or

Representatives of the. North

American Free Trade Agree.

\ meet. Mr Kantor said an

{
administration victory on

j
Mafia would provide President

j BIU Clinton with “the moral

and political authority to go to

the Apec and work with his
f counterparts - and they wiU
respond".

He said he expected further

momentum, to come from fcte

meetings with Sr Leon Brit-

ton, the European Union's

chief trade negotiator, to

Washington next week. “We
will get a Uruguay Round
Ideall" be aaid,

Mr Kantor said the- USm

'

taking tbe leadership on trade

“to grew the world economy
and would continue to do so.

Vital to this was Mr distort
belief in the link between US
economic and national security

and between both of those and
trade.

Mr Kantor was optimistic

about US relations with
France, which are vitally

important to final agreement
He said one "Mg mistake" the

previous administration had
made was In not directly

engaging with the French. He,

himself, has twice met French

officiate to recent months.
~

"They have their Own Inter-

ests." he sakL "We cannot
question their motivations. We
may disagree with their ccm-

dutfons, but we don't person-,

afire tfcfaT
-

In Gam tt has been pre-

sumed that the Clinton admin-
istration has been distracted

by the Nafia battle. Mr Kantor.
however, insisted that US offi-

cials have been "busily
engaged" to Geneva.

Other US officials say the
numerous side deals which
gave dozens of congressmen
the political cover to support

Nafta are not likely to impede
progress in Gatt For example.
President Clinton was pressed
to seek a 15-year phase-out of
textile quotas rather than the
fflyear period contained in the

negotiating text
In a letter to textile Interests,

the president ultimately prom-
ised to “achieve the longest
possible phase-out" and to ask
Mr Kantor to explore the pros-
pect of a 15-year phase-out
with nations believed to favour
it

Mr Clinton promised to
ensure that the impact of the
Uruguay Round was eased as
Ear as possible, “including spe-
cifically addressing the ques-
tion of gradual and even stag-
ing of tariff reductions and
quota Integration".

Thomson in

UAE deal
Thomson-CSF, the French
defence electronics company,
has won a glQQm (£S7m) order
to supply the United Arab
Emirates with its PR4G radio
system, writes David Buchan
in Paris. The system, also sold
to the Netherlands, Spain and
Switzerland, will be used in
various vehicles, including the
Ledere tank ordered from Giat
of France.
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Caribbean rum producers seek a fuller EU measur
France is being blamed for what is seen as foot-dragging on opening the market further, writes Canute James

•\

C ARIBBEAN rum pro-

ducers have asked the
European Union to

increase the quota for rum
they can ship duty free, and
then to abolish the quota to

end a shortage of the product
in Europe.

A senior official of the Euro-

pean Commission said the rum
quota would be increased by
previously agreed levels next
year, and the possibility of
abolishing the quota would be
studied. The producers say,

they need more immediate
action to end what they say is

the disruption of the market
The rum producers, part of

the African, Caribbean and
Pacific (AGP) group of coun-
tries. have criticised the EU for

being slow to honour legal

commitments to react by
increasing the access for rum

to meet the growing demand.
They say this is written into

the Lome Convention, a trade

and aid treaty between the EU
and the ACP. The current
quota stands at 220,000 hecto-

litres a year, following a 20,000

hectolitres increase.

“To the extent that tbe con-

sumption of rum increases sig-

nificantly in the [Union}, the

[Union} undertakes to carry

out a new examination of the

annual rate of increase fixed

by this protocol," says the con-

vention
Officials from the rum produ-

cing countries say that what is

seen by many as the Commis-
sion's foot-dragging is the

result of pressure from France
which wants to protect its

domestic rum industry in Mar-
tinique and Guadeloupe, its

two Caribbean departments.

"Rum is the only industrial
product covered by the Lome
Convention which is subject to

quotas.” says Mr Yesu Per-
saud. chairman of the Carib-

bean Association of Industry
and Commerce. “Because of
the quota system, the Carib-

bean rum industry is now
experiencing serious disrup-
tion because the demand for

rum In the [Union! has been
growing rapidly."

Mr Peter Pooley. director
general of the Development
Directorate of the European
Commission, has assured rum
producers that the automatic
quota increase of 20,000 hecto-

litres will be effected next year,

“to February 1994 we will

begin work a report on disman-

tling the rum quota.” he said.

One Caribbean official

describes this as “cold com-

fort" to an industry that had a
market “begging for tbe prod-

uct but which 1$ being
obstructed for reasons known
only to themselves" by the EU.
Before the Lome Convention

was agreed, rum from what are
now the ACP states entered

Demand has been
outstripping the

quota for some
years

Europe unrestricted. There
were no quotas, although the
product was subject to duty.
With the first Lome agreement.
France insisted on a quota for
the quantity of rum that could
be imported duty free, and this

was written into the current

agreement
Demand for rum to Europe

has been expanding steadily
since 1989 when the EU legis-

lated on the definition of rum,
establishing that It had to be
made from sugar cane. This
destroyed a lucrative market
for several other spirits which
had been marketed in Europe
as rum. and also drove coun-
terfeiters out of the market
“This growth has continued

and is now outstripping the
quota we have." says Mr Pat-

rick Mayers, chairman of the
West Indies Rum and Spirit

Producers Association, “The
quota was exhausted at the

end of the quota year which
ended in June, and will soon
be for the current year."

Mr Mayers says many Euro-

pean importers and distribu-

tors have told their Caribbean

suppliers to ensure that the
problems of the last quota year
are not repeated, as they would
not be able to handle ship-
ments which exceeded the
quota. Such imports attract a
"punitive" duty which makes
the product too expensive to be
sold, says Mr Mayers.
The automatic increase of

20,000 hectolitres which they
will get next year is considered
by the producers insufficient to
resolve the problem. They say
that the rate of growth of
demand for rum in the EU will

soon outstrip the increased
quota, and that the situation
will become tighter when new
members join the Union.
Hie European market brings

the Caribbean producers about
820m (£i3m) a year, and these
earnings could Increase signifi-

cantly if access were to be

EUwta forACP n*na ftCPw export* to thoEU

improved, says Mr Mayers.
Rum producers fear that a

oontinued shortage of toe prod-
uct will foad European con-
sunmrs to turn to other liquor
leaving rum a difficult taskfo

r^nfag martoet share if
access for the nrodui

increased either thro
m«her quotas or an aboil
“the quota.
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NEWS: THE AMERICAS
US figures reflect fall rates

is

recovers strongly
By Michael Prows®
in Washington

A STRONG recovery is under
way In the US housing market
following reductions in mort
gage rates this year to the low-
est level in two decades fig-
ures indicated yesterday.

'

The Commerce Department
said housing starts rose by 2.7
per cent last month and by k
per dent in the year to October.
Officials revised up already
strong figures for starts in
August and September. Build-
ing permits also .rose, pointing
to continued strength of starts.
Most analysts expected only

a marginal increase in starts
last month given big increases
earlier this autumn. Starts are
now running at an amnai rate
of L4m, the highest level siT>fe

February 1990, when the previ-
ous business cycle was
approaching Us peak.
Most of the strength was

concentrated in "single family*

Jones,' which rose 5.8 per cent
from September. Construction
of apartments

, remains sub-
dued, reflecting: overbuilding
in tte 1980s antLfewer young
people seeking first homes.
TOe increase' in stmts was

strongest in the Midwest,
where rebuilding after flnwimg
contributed to -a 133 per cent
increase from September:
Starts rose only modestly in
the west, because the Califor-
nian economy remains
depressed, and fell in' the nor-
theast
The starts figures are the lat-

est in a series of economic sta-
tistics indicating

,
that the pace

of US economic growth is
accelerating after a weak first
half

• Starting in- the new year,
changes in the way the US
Labour 1 Department estimates
unemployment will increase
the official jobless rate signifi-
cantly.

On the new definition, the

jobless rate averaged 7.6 per
cent in the year to August,
compared with the published

figure of 7.1 per cent
Officials said the female job-

less rate had been seriously
under-estimated because many
women seeking work bad been
wrongly classified as “home-
makers’’. Using the revised
series, the female jobless rate

was &8 per emit in the year to

August, not 6 per cent as previ-

ously reported.

The new unemployment
series is likely to increase con-
cern on Capitol Hill about lack
of job opportunities and
harden opposition to any early
move by the Federal Reserve
to tighten monetary policy.

The new series will come
into effect with the release on
February 4 of unemployment
figures for January. The
changed definition could
increase the January jobless
rate by anything from 0.1 to 1

percentage point

Mexico’s intellectuals

win back tax breaks
By Damian Fraser nent of tax advantages -far spe- said Mr Carlos Monsiv&is, a
in Mexico City rial Interest groups. - leading left-wing essayist “1

.
Ever since, intellectuals from live in fear of the tax collec-

MEXICO'S intellectuals have right and left have-fought far tors. I spent one year trying to
won a remarkable victory over restoration of the exemption, understand my forms and
the hardline technocrats in the. which they believe is their htsr could not. I could not sleep."

^finance ministry "by gaining taric right.
r A presidential sympath-

exemption from taxes on their The tax break - will help ised, and said Mexican writers
artistic work. “artistic creation in Mexico, were not meant to understand
President Carlos Salinas and gtrongthnm Mmrt«in tax forms. “This will put them

ruled in favour of the intellec- culture gnd waHmqni Identity’’, in a better mood and unleash
tuals on the eve erf the US con- a presidential spokesman, said, their creative energies,” he
gressional vote on the North “It is important for a country said.

American Free Trade Agree- - to stick to ite iderrttty and be “The creators and authors
ment, doubtless hoping that close to its roots, especially in have to steal time from
Mexico's cultural elite would times of traBaformafion.” nowhere to produce a poem, a
support him in his continuing The measure was backed by work of history, a novel," said

quest to integrate Mexico with Nobel prize-winner Octavio Paz Mr Enrique Krauze, the conser-

the US. and the novelist Carlos vative historian who usually

Since the 1910 revolution, Fuentes, who agree on little supports free market econom-
Mexico’s writers and artists else but their right to be ics.

have had a strong hold on the exempt from taxes. “As an editor, or If I give a
country's political conscience. The writers ejected not just conference, I pay taxes. But if

But their tax break was abol- . to paying , the government my work sells a book, I will not
ished in 1990 by Mr Pedro' money, but to filling in long pay taxes, as has historically

Aspe, the orthodox finance and. complicated tax forma. “It and traditionally occurred in

minister/ and a fervent oppo- „ wifihalp niy. mental stability,
1 '

. Mexico.”

Bolivian

workers
agree to

end strike
BOLIVIA'S government and
unions have defused a conflict

over the firing of state work-
ers and agreed to resume talks

on how to sort out the coun-

try’s problems, officials said.

Reuters reports from La Paz.

The agreement came after

eight weeks of growing labour

unrest which peaked in
a national strike on
Monday.
The deal was signed on

Tuesday just hours after Boliv-

ia's trades union federation,
the COB, voted to suspend
their indefinite strike which
began at midnight on Sunday.
The new centrist govern-

ment, which had said it would
not negotiate while the strike
was on, agreed In return to

reinstate 1,100 ont of 10,000
workers sacked as part of
plans to modernise the econ-

omy.

Guatemalan
reforms agreed
Guatemala's President

Ramiro de Leon and Congress
have reached a deal to reform
the constitution, breaking an
11-week impasse that had
brought the government to a

standstill, Reuter reports from
Guatemala City.

Under the agreement, con-
gressional elections due to be
held in 1995 will be brought
forward as soon as legally pos-

sible, new appointments will

be made to tbe judiciary, and a
plebiscite will be held to

approve the proposed constitu-

tional reforms.

Demjanjuk
order revoked
A US federal appeals court

yesterday overturned the 1987

order under which accused
Nazi death camp guard John
Demjanjuk was extradited to

Israel and said government
prosecutors committed a fraud

on the court in obtaining it,

Reuter reports from Cincin-

nati.

Mr Demjanjuk, 73, was freed

by Israel after courts ruled
that he was a victim of mis-

taken identify. He returned to .

the US in September. I

Nicaragua breaks aid logjam

Ashtev Aohwood

Mrs Chamorro's government has been paralysed

By Stephen Fidler in London
and David Scanlan In Managua

THE Nicaraguan government
has agreed under pressure
from the Internationad Mone-
tary Fund to take measures to

raise tax revenues or cut
spending, breaking a logjam
which had been holding up
flows of official finance to the
country.

This initial agreement with
the fund immediately paves
the way for finance from the

Inter-American Development
Bank and Taiwan totalling

, about $55m (£3S.9mi. It also
clears the way for the arrival

ext week of a team from the
IMF, to negotiate $25m in con-

cessional ftmding, and the
World Bank.
The IMF has been seeking

government savings, either
spending cuts or revenue
increases, equal to 4 per cent of

GDP. Earlier disagreements
with the World Bank and
IADB, which both saw this as

too tight a policy for a war-
damaged economy with single
digit inflation, seem to have
been resolved.

If the IMF agrees to provide
finance, under an Enhanced
Structural Adjustment Facility

used mainly by poor countries
in Africa, it will clear the way
for funds from the World Bank
totalling some 880m, some pos-

sible US finance, and some tied

aid.

Nicaragua's foreign
exchange reserves had fallen

close to zero, with imports of

around S800m a year running
at four times the level of

exports. Inflows of official

finance are essential to replen-

ish reserves, since private
investment is almost non-exis-

tent, because of the impossibil-

ity of enforcing property
rights.

Nicaragua

Real GDP, annual change

2

Souco. IrKomwji

Despite the advances in the
negotiations, questions remain
about the ability of President
Violeta Chamorro's govern-
ment to deliver on its prom-
ises. An earlier attempt to levy
a vehicle tax was reversed this

year after widespread protests.

The government has been
seeking, so far unsuccessfully,
to include representatives of

the left-wing Sandinistas, the
former guerrillas defeated in a

1990 election, in the negotia-

tions with the IMF and World
Bank.
Mrs Chamorro's government

has been paralysed by the col-

lapse of the conservative UNO
coalition which swept her to

power in 1990. The US
suspended aid to Nicaragua
last summer because of the
continued heavy involvement
in government of the Sandin-
istas, described by one US offi-

cial as running a “state within
a state".

More recently, the Sandin-
istas have attacked govern-
ment plans to privatise several

public utilities and Mrs Cha-
morro's insistence that Mr
Humberto Ortega, brother of
former Sandinista president Mr
Daniel Ortega, step down next

year as head of the military.

The Sandinistas are also
unlikely to find the IMF pro-

posals acceptable. They have
been seeking a relaxation of

credit constraints which would
particularly affect agriculture,

and benefit, not coincidentally,

many Sandinistas.

The Chamorro government
has had startling success
against inflation, bringing it

down to single digits from an
annual 33.600 per cent in 1988

and 13,500 per cent In 1990. But
with unemployment as high as

60 per cent and poverty worse
than anywhere in the Ameri-
cas except Haiti, austerity is

unpopular. “We have just

emerged from a decade of war.

This policy ignores that," said

Mr Oscar Rene Vargas, an
economist in Managua.

Boost for loans to Latin America
By David Pflling In Santiago

STABILITY and economic growth in Latin

America is changing the way the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation, the US
political risk insurer, does business to the

continent, according to Mrs Ruth Harkin,

Opic president

The organisation, 40 per cent of whose
activity Is in Latin America, plans to shift

from insurance towards loans, raising the

amount available for loan guarantees from
$50m (£335mj for each project to 8200m.

This will enable it to become involved in

large projects such as the planned Argen-
tina-Chile gas pipeline.

Compared with much of the group's
portfolio, such as the former Soviet Union
and Gaza Strip, “this region begins to look
stable." Mrs Harkin said. “There is going

to be less demand for insurance coverage

but more for loan guarantees."

The organisation expects to offer at least

81.7bn in insurance, loan guarantees and
equity to support US private investment

projects in Latin America this fiscal year.

against Sl.4bn in 1992-93. The figure could

be ‘‘significan tly higher," Opic said.

“In Latin America our relationship has
matured and we feel comfortable about

expanding and changing our role,” added
Mrs Harkin, who is leading an Opic mis-

sion to Brazil, Argentina and Chile focus-

ing on environmentally-related business.

The Opic delegation, sponsored by 20 US
companies including Chase Manhattan
Rank

, is the first to focus specifically on
the environment, a sector growing by 25

per cent a year.

*

The affordable power source in your PC to run today’s software

Today’s user friendly, software

demands a lot of power.

Power that Intel's i486 DX2

microprocessor can provide.

Whereas other system's slow down

running multiple windows applications, the

ei9»hod CM*OTi<*

Intel i486 DX2 is able to cope with ease. By

using Intel’s latest speed doubling technology.

Of course, it guarantees compatibility, as

all of today’s most popular software is designed

to run on Intel microprocessors. It also

generates enough power to cope with the next

generation of demanding software.

Performance, compatibility and room for

the future - three powerful reasons to buy a PC

with an Intel i486 DX2 inside.

For more information, simply post

the coupon.

To: Intel Corporation, Customer Support Centre, Pipers

Way, Swindon, Wilts, SN3 1RJ. Mease send me further

information on Intel i486 DX2 processors. nhu
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LDP members told to vote

against reform proposals
By WHUam Dawkins in Tokyo

THE LEADERSHIP of Japan’s
divided opposition Liberal
Democratic party yesterday
called on members to unite
and vote against government
plans to clean up the
scandal-ridden political
system.

Tiie call, by Mr Yohei Kono,
the LDP president, is unlikely

to upset the government's
predicted victory in today's
parliamentary vote to reform
the electoral system and curb
political donations.

Political observers expect the

proposals to get a Four-to-five

seat majority today, after

which they pass to the upper
house, the final hurdle before

becoming law,

The upper house, where the
seven-party coalition
government also has a
majority, is expected to take
about a month to clear the
proposals.

Prime minister Morihiro
Hosokawa bad hoped to reach
agreement with the LDP. But
he was forced to break with
tradition and put the four
reform bills to a vote after

negotiations broke down on

Tuesday morning.
Later that day, the bills won

a 20 to 19 majority in a

parliamentary committee,
opening the way for them to

proceed to the full

house.

Despite Mr Kono's attempt to

restore party discipline, more
than 10 LDP MPs are expected
to vote far the government's
plans.

Two to three times that

umber are thought to be
considering leaving the LDP.
which has 227 seats in the

51 1-seat lower house. That
would seriously weaken the

LDP, which ruled Japan for 38

years until last July.

The coalition looked set to

hold together in today's vote,

despite the fact that

amendments, made in an
attempt to win LDP support,

have offended some members
of the Social Democratic
party, the largest coalition

member.
Socialist officials said three

to four members might vote

against the government despite

calls for party unity, but this

would not be enough to

deprive the coalition of a
majority.

Emperor’s MP wants to keep
multi-seat system unchanged
By WBGam Dawkins

MR KAORU YOSANO, a
member of parliament for the
Liberal Democratic party, was
an unhappy man yesterday

.

Mr Yosano, 55, represents
the central Tokyo district
which includes parliament and
the emperor's palace. He is one
of the mainstream of LDP
politicians who will today vote
against the government’s plans
for political reform.

Mr Yosano, winner of sLx

elections and former
vice-minister of the ministry of

international trade and
industry, argues that the
proposed shift from multi-seat

constituencies to single seats

will worsen, rather than
lessen, the corruption which
has discredited the political

system.
'it's just going to accelerate

hidden competition. Small
boroughs are all very well

when each party has different

policies. But the policies of the

LDP age have been carried
over exactly by the the new
government, so people will find

it very hard to differentiate

between parties.” he says. This
will Intensify what be
euphemistically calls "service

competition”.
Instead, he would prefer the

present multi-seat constituency

system to remain intact.

Reform should, for the
moment, be limited to a bill to

curb corruption, he believes.

“After all. it took Britain 400

years to bring about political

reform.”

The outlook for the
opposition LDP is bleak. Mr
Yosano admits. “At least half

the party membership feels as I

do. but we are being carried

away by the wave of the
age...It is too late to argue, so

we will not argue any more,"
he says gloomily.

He knows the LDP will be
outvoted in the lower house
and fears it will lose "almost
all" its urban seats in the

election to be held next year, if

the coalition manages to field

single candidates under the
new system.
Holders of large

constituencies such as his own,
which has more than 500,000

inhabitants, will find it

particularly hard to raise

enough campaign cash to fight

an election, under tough new
curbs on political funding.

"Money will be very difficult

to obtain from companies. So
we will have to rely more on
personal donations, which will

be difficult in the current
atmosphere in Japanese

society," he says, referring to

the outrage aroused by years

of political corruption.

The average candidate needs
Y30m (£188.600) to run a 14-day

election campaign, and far

more to finance the months of

preparation required, he
estimates. However, Mr
Yosano is unwilling to put a
figure on his own election

expenses. “Do you want me to

confess?" be laughs.

Mr Yosano plans, at least for

the time being, to stay loyal to

the party and to his LDP
faction, led by Mr Michio
Watanabe. the veteran former
foreign minister who opposes
reform.

But in the longer term, he
admits he might have to
rethink his loyalties. “If there

is a big earthquake, 1 have to

escape one way or the other."

he says.

Bolger to form a government

but says ‘I got the message’
PM’s party scrapes home by one seat after New Zealand s voters

show their weariness with reforms. Terry Hall and Reuter r p

N EW Zealand's conser-

vative National party
yesterday secured the

majority - albeit a “wafer-

thin" one - that it needs to

form a government and prime
minister Jim Bolger said he
could govern for a full three-

year term.

But he indicated that his
government would slow down
its reform programme, saying

the electorate had given the
party a “pretty dear message
about what it thought of

them".
The counting of special votes

from absentee electors gave
the National party the one
extra seat it needed for an
overall majority, ending the
political stalemate created ll

days ago when a general elec-

tion delivered a hung parlia-

ment.
The vote count lifted

National to 50 seats from 49 on
election night in the 99-seat

parliament, with the Labour
opposition dropping to 45 from
46 and the two minor parties

steady on four seats.

Mr Bolger said he was
delighted the stalemate was
over but understood the mes-
sage voters sent his govern-
ment when they cut its major-
ity from 34 seats.

In an interview, he said he
had repeatedly pointed out
during the election campaign
that the government had com-
pleted most of its reform plans
during the past three years.

Mr Bolger indicated that,

because of his party's small
majority, he would try to

involve the opposition in some
sort of consensus on policy,

although he said it would not

Bolger: *we can govern for three years* Tony,

be possible to “run around"
and consult them on every
issue.

“Hiere will be some topics

such as employment that weH
want to discuss with than," he
said.

Financial markets echoed Mr
Bolger's delight with the
result. The New Zealand dollar

rose a full emit to US$0.5500
and the share market ended
almost 5 per cent up on the
day.
Last week both local and

international Investors reacted

badly to the hung parliament
and the voters’ decision to
change to a proportional repre-

sentation electoral system.
The huge inroads into

National's majority and sop-
port for the left-leaning Alli-

ance and populist New Zealand
First parties were seen as a
rebuff to free-market policies

that both National and Labour
governments have pursued
since 1984.

The slender majority is

expected to make for parlia-

mentary difficulties for Mr
Bolger as opposition parties

are expected to demand that

National provides a Speaker,

who does not normally vote.

This would leave National

with 49 voting MPs. the same
as the opposition parties.

Under recent changes the
Speaker can vote with the gov-

eminent on minor matters but

cannot support issues that he
believes parliament as a whole
would not approve.
The leader of the Alliance,

Mr Jim Anderton. said last

night his party, which won two
seats, would honour its prom-
ise to support the government
on motions of confidence.

Labour leader Mr Mike
Moore congratulated National
on its win but said his party
would keep up pressure to
moderate National party legis-

lation on such things as trade
union legislation.

Hr Bolger last night refused

to say whether the finance

minister Ruth Richardson

would continue in the port to

the new government Beth the

Alliance and Labour have crit-

icised her "New Right" views,
jj

and hinted that they would

have difficulty working with

her in the new "co&aettgus”

politics.

Ms Richardson says rite

wants to stay and » BMjnr

will have to take into t

her popularity in~ the ‘financial

markets. -
• .Vi-"

Mr Bolger yesterday reversed

his earlier decision Oflfr to

attend the meeting of PadGc
Rim leaders at this week’s Asia

Pacific Economic Co-operation

conference in Seattle.

He said he would fly to the

conference today and return
'

next Tuesday to- form his 3
administration. He said- he-

would not can parUaraem imffl

immediately before Christmas.

One of the biggest problems

for the government over the

next three years will be poten-

tial rebellions by its own mem-
bers, three of whom are known
to disagree strongly with a
number of its potteries.

Yesterday, in a Mat Of what
may be to coma, one of Nation-

al's most outspoken MPs, Mich-

ael Laws, threatened to resign

if the government allowed an
apple exporting company,
Applefields. to break the Apple

and Pear Board’s monopoly on
selling fruit overseas.

In what appeared to be a
turnaround, the minister of p
agriculture John Falioan said

that a tweak in the monopoly

would be against the interests

of apple exporters.
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Facing the future together: black and white childrenat a multi-racial school in a Johannesburg suburb

new South Africa
Last-minute climbdown by De Klerk seals deal on constitution
By Path Waktmeir In Johannesburg

IT HAS BEEN one of the most
extraordinary revolutions of modern,
times: a negotiated revolution, which
was last night drawing to a close as
South African politicians put the final

touches to a constitution to end 350
years of minority government and
replace it with majority
rule.

After a dramatic last minute
capitulation, the ruling National
Party accepted a provision of the
constitution which effectively strips

the white minority of almost all

entrenched powers in - the
proposed government of national
unity.

President F W de Klerk, who has
promised since the day he took office
that he would never allow majority .

domination to replace minority rule;
'

deariy decided sometime on Tuesday
night or Wednesday morning that

’

voluntary power-sharing wan the way
to achieve this - not the kind of
entrenched co-rule which his

supporters • have long been
promised:
National Party ministers wfll serve ,

in the new cabinet, in proportion to

their share of the national vote in the

April 27 elections; they may well

control pivotal ministries such as

finance. But when it comes to

decision-making in cabinet, the

president (likely to be Mr Nelson
Mandela of the ANC) wfll ultimately

decide. Hie will try first to seek
consensus on his derisions “in the
spirit of national unity; but when the
chips are down, his will shall prevail,

and the National Party will be
powerless to stop him.

Until late on Tuesday night, Mr de
Klerk had been insisting that this

would not be so: where consensus
.could not be reached in cabinet, a 2/3

acknowledge that their role in cabinet
win depend on the goodwill of Mr
Mandela, and repeatedly stress their

reliance on the “spirit of
nwinriliaHnn" which hag developed,

especially over the past year, between
politicians from opposing sides.

They believe the National Party
does not need entrenched
constitutional provisions to play a
powerful role in restraining the ANC:
the ANC has assured Mr de Klerk

See Editorial Comment; Survey on investment
in South Africa, Section II

vote would be required to pass certain

important derisions (this might have
allowed

;

the National Party, with
irilfes, WocJdrig power). But in a late

night -meeting, Mr Mandela
apparently insisted that the ANC
would accept only a 50 per cent
majority to break deadlocks - a figure

they are.almost certain to command —

and Mr de Klerk Jarideii instead to

.drop percentage voting altogether, in

exchange tor a commitment from Mr
Mandela to a “consensus-seeking
spirit'’.

• —
National Party negotiators defended

this deal,' which' was struck by
exhausted negotiators after weeks of

almost sleepless nights. They

that it does not wish to govern alone
(and does not believe it could do so
effectively); and he has accepted those
assurances, bolstered by his party's

substantial power base in the civil

service and military, and in the
electorate at large.

It is a gamble, but one which is

probably inevitable: as a minority
government whose power diminishes

by the day, negotiators clearly
calculated that a deal done now
would be preferable to that available

next month or next year. Only time
will tell whether they are right to

prefer a voluntary arrangement to

entrenchment of some powers for

minorities; but precedents from the

rest of Africa suggest that powerful
ruling parties tend to abuse their
power, unless forcefully prevented
from so doing.

Mr de Klerk promised last week
that “only the National Party can
stand fast against the lust for power
of the ANC”; that claim is

substantially undermined by last

night’s agreement, which could
further strain National Party support
which stands at only 11 to 13 per cent

in recent polls. One political

commentator assessed the deal in this

way: “If the ANC believes the
National Party are gatekeepers to

white confidence, they'll stick to the

deaL If not, they won’t. At the end of
the day it will depend on politics, not
the rules."

Negotiators argued last night that

this much weakened form of

power-sharing is part of a larger

package which provides other
safeguards against the abuse of

power: a bill of rights, a second
chamber in the legislature which
provides tor regional representation, a
guarantee that the government of

national unity will remain in force for

five years, and agreement that a final

constitution (to replace the document
now being finalised) must be passed

by at least a 60 per cent
majority.

But overall, the National Party has
settled well below its bottom line on

checks and balances. The party’s 1991

constitutional proposals called for

political power lo be divided between
three tiers of government - central
regional and local - with each tier to

have “original and entrenched
authority with which other tiers of

government may not interfere”.

In fact, central government retains

wide powers to “interfere" with
regional governments: though the

regions (to be called provinces) are to

be granted primary responsibility for

areas such as primary and secondary
education, housing, health, policing,

etc. central government reserves the
right to intervene in these areas to

impose uniform national standards, to

ensure proper regulation, to protect

the national economy or national

security, and where there are
implications for national economic
policy; in short, the constitution

authorises central government to

intervene in terms so vague as
seriously to undermine regional

autonomy. And with regions barred

from imposing taxes without central

government approval, it is hard to

accept Mr de Klerk’s claim that the

new state will be “federal".

In the end. democracy in South
Africa may well only be viable if the

stakes attached to winning or losing

an election are reduced, and that can
only happen if losers continue to have

a powerful say in government.

From Zulu wars to multi-racial power-sharing

End of 350
years of

white
domination
1652 Dutch East India

Company establishes post at

the Cape

IS 16-28 Zulu kingdom rises

under King Shaka

1836-40 Afrikaner fanners

stage the Great Trek away
from British rule

1838 Afrikaners defeat Zulus at

Battle of Blood River

1899-1902 Anglo-Boer war ends

with Afrikaner defeat

1910 Union of South Africa,

parliament limited to whites

1912 South African. Native
National Congress,, first

national African political

movement formed, later

renamed ANC
1913 Africans limited to land

ownership in 7 per emit of

South Africa

1914 National Party formed

1921 South African Communist
Party formed .

1936 Native reserves increased

from 7 to 13 per cent of all land

1948 National Party wins
surprise victory, introduces

apartheid which codifies, and
expands racial segregation

1950 Population Registration

Act passed, classifying people

by race; Group Areas Act

enforces residential
segregation

1952 ANC launches non-violent

defiance campaign

1960 police kill 69 unarmed
Africans in Sharpeville; ANC
and PAC banned

1961 South Africa leaves
Commonwealth. ANC
abandons policy of
non-violence

1964 Mandela and other ANC
leaders sentenced to life for

sabotage

1976 Soweto uprising. 1.000

protestors killed over following

months

1977 Steve Biko, black
consciousness leader, dies after

police beatings

1978 PW Botha becomes Prime
Minister

1979 African trade unions
legalised

1982 Conservative Party
breaks away from National
Party

1983 launch of United

Democratic Front, umbrella
anti-apartheid group

1981 tri-cameral parliament set

up with separate white,

coloured and Indian houses;
prolonged violence in black
townships

1985 state of emergency
imposed; President Botha
delivers “Rubicon" speech
rejecting calls for change; debt

moratorium imposed after

overseas banks refuse to roll

over loans; white South
Africans bold talks in Zambia
with ANC; press censorship
imposed

1986 repeal of pass laws, which
restricted African freedom of
movement

1989 PW Botha suffers stroke

and resigns; Botha meets
Mandela in Cape Town before

leaving office; National Party

wins general election, FW de

Klerk becomes president; De
Klerk allows first mass protest

marches; Walter Sisulu and
other ANC leaders released

from prison

1990 De Klerk unbans ANC,
PAC and SACP; Nelson
Mandela released after 27 years

in prison; first formal talks

between ANC and government;
nationwide state of emergency
lifted; repeal of separate
amenities act; ANC/Inkatha
fighting spreads to Transvaal;

ANC suspends armed struggle

1991 De Klerk announces
repeal of apartheid laws;
Winnie Mandela found guilty

of kidnapping and accessory to

assault; “Inkathagate" scandal
over secret government
funding to Inkatha; National

Peace accord signed

1992 whites vote by a large

majority to end apartheid in a
referendum; constitutional

negotiations stall when
“Codesa” breaks down;
Boipatong massacre leaves 40

ANC supporters dead; ANC
holds mass action campaign,
including general strike; 24

killed when troops open fire on
ANC demonstrators in Ciskei

homeland; Government
releases political prisoners,

bilateral talks resume

1993 ANC and Government
agree on five-year multi-racial

power sharing; multi-party
democracy talks resume; ANC
leader Chris Hani assassinated;

multi-racial elections set for

April 27, 1994; Inkatha and
right wing withdraw from
multi-party talks; Transitional

Executive Council approved at

multi-party talks, bringing
blacks into central government
for the first time; international

economic sanctions lifted.

PLO’s cash

crisis ‘threat to

peace process’
By Julian Ozanne In Paris

THE financial crisis in the
Palestine Liberation Organisa-

tion could jeopardise the Israe-

li-Palestinian peace process, Mr
Ahmed Qurie (Abu Ala), the

PLO economics chief, warned
yesterday.

Mr Qurie said the PLO had
been unable to meet its operat-

ing expenses for the past five

months, adding that the crisis

has been absorbing the time of

the PLO leadership at the
expense of work on implement-
big the peace process.

The strike at the PLO’s Paris

office during Mr Qurie’s visit

to the capital illustrates the
organisation's financial paraly-

sis. All inquiries about the vis-

iting Palestinians were dealt
with by the Israeli embassy.
"We are completely unable

to face our commitments and
obligations to our embassies,
departments and the institu-

tions like universities, trade
unions and chambers of com-
merce which form the back-
bone of Palestinian social life."

Mr Qurie said. “And the crisis

comes as we are facing the
challenge of creating new insti-

tutions for the peace. (Yassir)

Arafat is finding its difficult to

lead the peace process in a cou-

rageous way when he cannot
even pay his bodyguards stand-

ing in the front of his office."

Mr Qurie said the minimum
annual operating budget of the
PLO before the peace agree-
ment was $120m, but that the
organisation was now virtually

bankrupt. Donors had made
promises but had not yet deliv-

ered aid for operating costs.

Mr Qurie. 56. an Arafat loyal-

ist who was the key Palestin-

ian negotiator in the Oslo talks

which produced the peace
accord, said the PLO was deter-

mined to lay the embryonic
economic framework for an
independent Palestinian state.

“All the economic institu-

UN to

end hunt

for Aideed
By Michael Litflefohns, UN
correspondent, in New York

The UN Security Council voted
unanimously early yesterday
to call off the hunt for General

Mohammed Farah Aideed. the

Somali warlord whose follow-

ers were blamed for attacks on
international peacekeepers.
The decision was in response

to an abrupt shift in US policy

after 17 American soldiers

were killed on October 3 in a
clash with Gen Aideed's forces.

Adml Jonathan Howe. UN
special representative in Soma-
lia, had offered a $25,000

(£16.778) reward for capture of

the warlord- Without naming
Gen Aideed, the resolution

sought suspension of “arrest

actions against those who
might be implicated.” pending
a report that will determine
responsibility for repeated
attacks on UN troops.

Mrs Madeleine Albright, the

US delegate, said the goal now
must be to foster a political

dialogue leading to national

reconciliation. Gen Aideed had
refused to co-operate in peace-

making efforts while a wanted
man and the council now
hopes he will change his mind.
Seven Nigerians and 34 Pak-

istanis serving with the force

have also been killed in attacks

by Somalis.

tions will be the institutions of

a sovereign state but we will

be realistic about what Is possi-

ble today, tomorrow or the day

after tomorrow but the deci-

sions of when to create the
institutions will be ours and
will be made on financial and
economic grounds," be said.

Mr Qurie said the greatest

challenge in the economic
talks with Israel would be a
trade agreement which
respected the Palestinian Inte-

gration in the Arab and
Islamic world and particularly

the PLO’s intention to sign a
free trade agreement and open
borders with Jordan.
Mr Qurie confirmed reports

of a serious internal debate
within the PLO over the shape
of the institutions that will

handle the transition to

self-government in the occu-
pied territories. The rift report-

edly pits Mr Mahmoud Abbas
(Abu Mazen). the man who
signed the peace accord in
Washington, and Mr Qurie
against Mr Arafat who is reluc-

tant to release his absolute
control over all PLO institu-

tions or admit new profes-

sional people who do not have
a political background.
“Palestinians are now

looking for clean institutions,

more democracy," he said. “We
are coming to a new stage with
new responsibilities and it is

normal th3t there will be dif-

ferent points of view. But it

will be resolved in a demo-
cratic way within the PLO."
Mr Qurie is looking forward

to returning to his home in
Abu Dise, near East Jerusalem,
which he last visited in 1968.

But like many PLO exiles who
have devoted most of their life

to the bureaucratic work of the
liberation movement he admits
little personal feelings. “1 am
like all Palestinians in exile

who hope to go back to their

land and live in peace, stability

and democracy.”

Nigeria in

new bid to

end strike
By Paul Adams in Lagos

THE INTERIM government of

Nigeria yesterday moved its

talks with the unions from
Lagos to Abuja, in a bid to end
a general strike over higher
fuel prices. The military-ap-

pointed government is expec-

ted to offer public-sector work-

ers a rise in transport
allowances to offset higher liv-

ing costs.

Last week it imposed a 600

per cent increase in fuel prices,

which it says is necessary to

wipe out public-sector deficits

and restore the state-owned
refineries to working order.

The Nigeria Labour Con-
gress’ strike call has been
largely ignored in the north,

where fuel prices have been
high for over a year.

The main impact of the
strike has been on public
transport, domestic airlines,

manufacturing industry, the
port at Lagos and the big
banks. Banks and shops were
closed in many states yester-

day and traffic remained lighL

There has been no disruption

to oil production. “My union
will strike when the time is

right,” said Mr Frank Kokori,

head of Nupeng, the oil work-
ers’ union.“The fuel price is a
sideshow, the real issue is

Nigeria’s political instability."
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NEWS: UK

- Inflation fall boosts hopes of rate cut
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By Emma Tucker,
Economics Staff

A SHARP DROP in UK
inflation last month, together

with disappointing growth in

shop sales, yesterday revived

hopes that Mr Kenneth Clarke,

the chancellor, will cut interest

rates at or around the Budget
Intense price competition,

particularly among food retail-

ers. pulled the retail prices

index down by 0.1 per cent in

October, cutting the annual
rate of inflation to L4 per cent

last month from 1.8 per cent in

September.

The index, excluding mort-

gage interest payments, also
dropped 0.1 per cent on the
month, returning the year-on-

year rate of underlying infla-

tion to a 25-year low reached in

May of 2R per cent This com-
pares with 3.3 per cent in the
year to September and the gov-

ernment's 4 per cent ceiling.

The fall in the headline rate

means inflation has now been
below 2 per cent for 10 consec-

utive months, the longest run
below this level since 1960.

The sluggish picture on
prices coincided with and
reflected other official figures

out yesterday that showed
retail sales growth slowing in

October. Together the figures

underlined the patchiness of
the recovery and consumers’
reluctance to spend.

Last month, retail sales vol-

umes rose a seasonally
adjusted 0.1 per cent compared
with the previous month to

stand 3.2 per cent higher than

a year ago. This was the lowest

year-on-year rate of growth for

five months.

Share prices rose on height-

ened expectations that bank
base rates may be cut from the

6 per cent level set in January.

The FT-SE 100 share index
closed up 22.5 at 3,120.0. Gilts

prices rose about a point in

response to the low inflation

figures, But interest rate spec-

ulation hit sterling, which
closed down a pfennig at

DM2.5175 and was almost a

cent weaker at $1.4770. Mr
Stephen Dorreli, the financial

secretary to the Treasury, said

the figures showed that the UK
had a "once In a generation"

opportunity to break out of
inflationary cycles that have
dogged it in the past".

But the weakness of shop
sales is likely to increase pres-

sure on Mr Clarke to minimise
Budget tax rises for fear of

damaging demand.
The latest drop in inflation

reduces the chance that under-

lying inflation - the RPI exclu-

ding mortgage interest pay-

ments - will breach the
government's 4 per cent target

ceiling over the next few
months. The outlook, accord-

ing to the Central Statistical

Office, is that inflation will

remain subdued as big retail-

ers compete to slash prices.

The most buoyant area of

retail sales was household
goods, which were JL3 per cent

higher In the latest three

months, compared with the

previous three month period.

Compared with a year ago,

they were 10.1 per cent higher.

Blueprint for a more independent Bank
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T he bank of
ENGLAND should be
free to set monetary pol-

icy independent of the Trea-
sury and have the sole objec-

tive of pursuing price stability,

while coming under much
greater parliamentary scru-

tiny. a high-level independent
panel says today.

In a report published by the

Centre for Economic Policy
Research, the 12-man panel of

academics, finan^i and busi-

ness luminaries, former central

bankers and erstwhile finance

ministry officials from Britain

and abroad, chooses a middle
way between the German
Bundesbank model and that of

the New Zealand Reserve Bank
for a more independent UK
central bank.

It builds on the increased

responsibility given to the
Bank for achieving price sta-

bility since sterling’s exit from
the European exchange rate

mechanism in September 1992.

Noting that the new system

Peter Norman reports on a high-level contribution

to the great debate on the British central bank

“has so far had an easy ride",

the report's authors say that

now is the best time to equip

Britain with a stronger mone-
tary anchor before inflation

reappears. The best available

anchor is a more independent
Bank of England, it says.

The panel, which included

an expert in constitutional law

and a former Bundesbank
director, has attempted to take

account of the UK's history of

high inflation in recent
decades and its powerful par-

liamentary institutions. It has
therefore rejected the German
approach to central bank inde-

pendence. which relies on the

Bundesbank's strong counter

inflation reputation and gives

it a free band in implementing
policy, and the New Zealand
system of a legal framework of

contracts to govern the setting

of targets and conduct of pol-

icy. Instead, the panel's

approach emphasises transpar-

ency. monitoring and account-

ability.

Specifically, the panel pro-

poses that
• Price stability should be
the Bank’s sole statutory objec-

tive and that the Bank, not the

Treasury, should formulate
and announce a medium term
target for inflation.

• The Bank would have full

control of short-term interest

rates in pursuit of its target

• The Bank's conduct of

monetary policy should be sub-

ject to routine parliamentary
review. It suggests that the

Bank should also submit its

inflation target to parliament

via the chancellor of the exche-

quer who would be expected to

comment on the Bank's

actions. The Bank would also

be expected to explain how far

its monetary policy options
were constrained by govern-
ment fiscal policies.

• The Bank should have no
powers to lend money to the

government.
• Sterling’s exchange rate

should be primarily left to the

foreign exchange markets.
• In a crisis the government
must have the power to over-

rule the Bank and take over

economic policy, including
monetary policy, for a limited

period of time. But such a
move would be a very high
profile event and would
require parliamentary
approvaL The report explicitly

rules out small overrides of

targets, which it says would be

a recipe for “target drift”.

The Treasury said yesterday

that the report was an interest-

ing contribution to what will

be a lengthy debate on the
future of the Bank and that Mr
Kenneth Clarke, the chancel-

lor, would not pass judgment
before the debate was con-

cluded.

Although Mr Clarke has
given the Bank more freedom
of action for attacking infla-

tion, he made clear this week
that he is not convinced that it

should be independent.

Officials at the Bank pointed

out that its priority is to

achieve price stability, and
independence will only be pos-

sible If the British people and
parliament want it.

The next stage in discussions

about the Bank win come with

the publication of the TCSC's
own report on its future, possi-

bly before Christmas.
Independent and Account-

able: a new mandate for the

Bank of England. From CEPE,
25 - 28 Old Burlington St, Lon-

don W1X 1LB, £6 or $9.95.

The image of a cycling student, complete with a genteel wider basket, is as Pm* at

Cambridge as its ancient colleges, Jim Kelly writes. With Oxford and York, the city boasts a huge

two-wheeled population thanks to narrow streets* a fiat landscape, and tight timetables to meet
Bat now Cambridgeshire Comity Council has decided to continue a ton it introduced in 1991,

preventing cyclists from using two central streets m the interests of safely. The decision comes

amid a heated row between “town and gmtf%wtth the load papernaming a headline “Too Port

To Walk!" and one campaigner said it wi&like depriving Venice of Its gondolas. But Cambridge

will no longer welcome bicycles between 10am and gpm, on Sydney Street and Market Street

Turnover up at London exchange New powers sought to cpt. red-tape
By Norma Cohen,
Investments Correspondent

SHARPLY higher turnover on
the London Stock Exchange in

the six months ended Jane 30
led to a 4 per cent rise In

income to £9S.lm from £94.5m
the year before.

After costs, which include a
£10.3m charge related to devel-

opment costs of the system
designed to replace the SEAQ

price display system, the
exchange’s operating surplus
was £8.6m, up sharply from a

£1.5m loss the year before. The
1992 results included a £13.5m

charge relating to the develop-

ment of the now-abandoned
Taurus paperless settlements
system.
New equity issues raised

£8.6bn in the period, more
than doable the level of the
first six months of 1992 and

settlement activity was 17 per

cent higher.

Turnover in UK equities rose

by 24 per cent to £26Sbn and
overseas equities trading rose

by 81 per cent to £296bn.

The exchange said that it

expects its costs in the second

half of the year to closely

match its income, thus leading

to a small surplus for the year

as a whole.

Also, the exchange noted

that Its tax charge of £7m is

disproportionately high in

relation to the pre-tax sur-

plus.

“This arises because a sig-

nificant proportion of our
expenditure is not allowed
against current income for tax

purposes,” the exchange said.

It will only enjoy a reduced
tax rate if sufficient taxable

profits are earned in future
years.

By Roland Rudd

THE UK Department of Trade

and Industry is to receive

sweeping new powers enabling
it to repeal hundreds of regula-

tory measures without having

to refer to parliament.

The new powers will be con-

tained in a deregulation bill, to

be announced in today's
Queen's Speech - the tradi-

tional government announce-

ment of proposed future legis-

lation.

While the details of the draft

legislation will remain under
wraps until later next month,
Mr Neil Hamilton, minister of

corporate affairs, said the gov-

ernment planned to get rid of

“hundreds of regulations”
without seeking primary legis-

lation.

In a recent interview with
the Financial Times, Mr Haroll

ton, who is SpearheadiHg^tiie
gprommant's tut
tiattre, said: “We araPptetiatag

to dear out the
dross of a number of bfife with-

out seekingprimary tegtobdioP
which would dog tip parlia-

ment." •

Hie minister mads ft dec
that the DTI would hart new
powers to ftjpeaI by onfcti-

many stattrfmy 'instrumental
winch

regulations without "the spe-

dficonler of parliament
- - Mr Hamilton was scathing

about nay of the country’s

^mndnoemhag regulations'*

which he said had hwmae-an
tatoferahie burden an business.

rise singled sat the

Jftnaacbi Stakes Act, which
andeqrts regulation of finau-

cial ancf bnstness activity in

:tertnrlir haring given rise

;;tonag nmnsiatuiory rotes

s.
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order as detailed below.

S Name
{

(Mr/Mra/Mtea/Ms)

I

I

REF: 301043
1

(PLEASE PRINT]

Position

|
Company

j
Address

Postcode

FOR YOUR FREE
FT COLLECTION COLOUR

CATALOGUE
RING 0483 576144 NOW!

Please return to:

FT Collection,

Customer Services Department
P.O. Box 6, Camborne, Cornwall,

TR14 9EQ.
Fax: 0209 612830.

How to complete your order.

1. Indicate the quantity and diaries you require.

2. Indicate how many items you wish to have gold

blocked with your initials and/or surname. Please give

details separately.

j
Telephone

PRODUCT CODE
UK-

(IncL VAT)
EC

(ind. VAT)
REST OF
WORLD QTY SUBTOTAL

1094 DIARIES

Chairman’s Sat** CS £148.78 £157.27 £140.56

Desk Diary, Black Leather DL £ 76.80 £ 8237 £ 7433

Desk Diary, Burgundy Bonded Leather DB £ 48.56 £ 54.13 £ 50.80

Desk Diary, Black Leathertioth DC £ 28.02 £ 32.69 £ 32.08

FT Pink Desk Diary DP £ 32.91 £3637 £ 34.63

Pocket Diary, Black Leather PL £ 15.09 £ 15.35 £ 1337

Pocket Diary, Burgundy Bonded Leather PB £ 13.92 £ 14.18 £ 12.38

Pocket Dtary.Black Lsetherctoth PC £ 12.57 £ 12.89 £ 1139

FT PInk Pocket Diary PP £ 14,57 £ 15.16 £1337

SOrnSno Pocket Diary SP £ 12.63 £ 12.95 £1134

Euro Dtary.Black Leather EDL £ 46.00 £ 49.68 £4530

Euo Diary, Blue Leather EDBL £ 46.00 £ 49.68 £4630

North American, Desk Diary USDL £ 40.00 £ 45.57 £ 4331

North American, Pocket Diary USDP £ 14.62 £ 14.88 £ 1237

PERSONALISATION

IrAiais (max. 4) f £ 2-59 £ 2.59 £ 2-20

Name (max. 20 characters) N £ 4.64 £ 4.64 £ 3.95

AD prices ihown are inclusive of pottage and packing and VAT wham appScabto.
TOTAL

s VAT la now chargeable on rtardorahmtta ECU you araontortng tor busteupiffposes
I outside the UK and are registered lor VAT, please quote you- VAT number. My VAT number is:

|
-'The Chairmen's Set consists cd two Items, theratoie the personafeabon charga b double.

I
The MormaHon you provide w9 be held by( and nay be used to keep you Intamedof other

8 FTBI products and may be ueed by other selected quatty companies lor maUng list purposes.

I

i HOWTO PAY.
1 BY PHONE. You can pay by credit card by placing your

8 order on our Credit Card Order Line 0209 fll2820

! BYFAX Ifyouwishto pay by Credit Card you can fax this

{
extier to us on ourOedRO^ Fax Order Line

J

0209612830

BYMAIL. Return this order form with your payment to

the address given above.

CREDITCARD ORDER UNE
Telephone orders for less than 25 Items:

0 0209 612820

! Payment must accompany your order and cheques should be

S
drawn on a UK bank account made payable to "FT Business

J
Information''

.

i lick method of payment

sara ESnHnMn

Despatch No.

Date received.

Card No.

Um i zrl

Cardholder's Name (Block Capitals):

Expiry Date:

Cardholder's Signature:

I (Please coityM* as yeur enter may be ratumadKoBqiky (Me Is rex ohown).

i

For further information on business gift orders, please ring 0483 576144.
i FT Business Enterprisesm, Registered Office. NumCer One Southwark Bridge. London SET 9HL. Registered No 980896.

THEFTPINKPOCKETDIARY
The FT Pink Pocket Diary with

its unique week to view landscape

format has the same information as

the FT Pocket Diary and is hugely

popular. It has FT-pink pages and

is covered in black bonded leather.

It comes with a detachable Personal

Telephone Directory which tucks

inside the back cover of thediaiy.

THEFT
RLTMT.TNW.

POCKETDIARY
Tb> FT Pwto TUmy

slips easily into your pocket It

has a fortnight to view format

and is bound in Hfadr hnrvfcd

faflthw with FT-pink paper and

matching ribbon.

The UK informatics] guide, London Underground, city and west

end maps, make it ideal for the executive on the move.

THEFTEURO DIARY
\ The definitive European Desk

\ Diary leads you through the

^Jw| \ labyrinth of EC departments, shows

mViflB ' how (he legislative system wraksand

gives the most comprehensive
country guides available anywhere.^ Key section headings are in five

languages. Week to view spread divided into one hour

segments. Full odour atlas and a detachable phone directory is

included.

THEFTNORTHAMERICAN
DESKDIARY

TheFTdeskdiaiy is also avail-

able in a North American

edition. It contains detailed

information on no less than 62

domestic cities and hill travel

facts to assist you on your

journeys. The North American

version of the pocket diary,

profiles 19 international

business centres, perfectly

complementing the desk diary shown. Both Include personal

phone directoryand have aweek to view format

FT COLLECTION -A QUALITY
PROPOSITION
What we've shown here is but a small sample of the range

in the FT Collection, so why not send for the FT Collection

colour catalogue and see for yourself? It is packed with many

invaluable business essentials from diaries to document cases.

Contact us now on 0463 576144, or write to:

FT Collection, 30 Epsom Road; Guildford, Surrey, GUI 3LE.

HOWCANYOUADD
EXCLUSIVITYTOANALREADY
EXCLUSIVERANGEOF
BUSINESSACCESSORIES?

All items will be doubly welcome if they are personalised with

inttiah and/or surname in high quality, long-lasting gpld blocking.

Ifs the kind of personal touch that enhances the pleasure and

worth to the user.

THE WORTH'SMOST
APPRECIATEDBUSINESS GIFTS
Our business gift services include • Gold blocking ofyour logo

• Up to eight sides ofyour own publicity material in the diaries

• Direddtespatdi ofyour gifts to the recipients together with your

compliment slips or greetings cards

• Samples are available on request

We will even reserve your choice ofFT Collection gifts ifyou are

unable to finalise your gift list early in the year and you will not be

invoiced until your goods are despatched

LARGE ORDER DISCOUNTS
Furthermore - order 25 items or more from the FT Collection

and you will qualify for discounts ofup to 25%.

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONSFOR
BUSINESS GIFTBUYERS

Contact Kate Thompson now on 0483 576144 for more details

on our business gift services or write to:

FT Collection, 30 Epsom Road, Guildford, Sumy, GUI 3LE.

THE

FT
COLLECTION

FT Business Enterprises Lid., Registered Office, Number One
Southwark Bridge, London SE1 9HL Registered No. 980896
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NEWS: UK

Spring says UK ‘crucial’ to peace in Ulster
By Kevin Brown in London
and Tim Coono in Dublin

THE IMPRESSION that progress
towards peace in Northern Ireland Is

accelerating was reinforced by Mr
Dick Spring, the Irish foreign minis-
ter, who yesterday warned that the
British role was crucial.

Speaking at Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity in the US. Mr Spring said troth

governments had to accept that previ-

ous approaches to solving the prob-
lem have Called.

However, Mr Spring said there were
“grounds for hope and encourage-
ment" in Mr Major's speech on Ulster
on Monday. He also praised the peace
efforts ofMr John Hume, leader of the
SDLP, who has tabled a joint peace
initiative with Mr Adams
Mr Spring said the Hmne-Adams

proposal “compels an urgent response
from both governments. We must not
become sidetracked into debate
regarding partial and comprehensive
approaches to the problem”.
He added: “The question for both

sides is whether the British position

inclines to one side or the other, or is

even-handed. The balance expressed
in the British position is therefore a
crucial factor."

Meanwhile Mr Michael Mates, the

former Northern Ireland minister,

rejected claims that he had talked to

Sinn Fein, the political wing of the

IRA, on the government's behalf.

Mr Mates was identified by a lead-

ing unionist politician as the previ-

ously unnamed envoy alleged to have
talked to Sinn F6ta earlier this year.

Sir Patrick Mayhew. the Northern
Ireland Secretary, has bluntly denied
that any contacts have taken place

with Sinn FSin, other than talks on
local issues with the party’s elected

representatives.

However, both unionist and republi-

can political leaders continue to claim
privately that contacts took place

until just before the Ulster Unionist

party agreed to support the govern-

ment on a crucial Westminster vote

on the Maastricht treaty.

Republican sources say that Sinn

F6in was represented by Mr Martin
McGuinness, the Sinn Fein vice-presi-

dent, who is said to have close links

with the IRA. Mr Mates, who resigned

as Northern Ireland security minister

earlier this year because of his

involvement with Mr Aril Nadir, the

fugitive Cypriot businessman, said

the allegations were “black propa-

ganda" put out by Sinn Frin. How-
ever, Mr Mates said, it was possible

that contacts had taken place between
“freelances” who may have thought

they were acting for the government

International bidders in

race for Heathrow link
By Andrew Taylor,

Construction Correspondent

BRITISH. German, French and
Japanese companies are among
a string of international bid-

ders for the main tunneling
contracts for the £300m Pad-
dington to Heathrow rail link.

The privately financed
scheme is to be built by a joint

venture between BAA, which
runs Heathrow airport, and
British Rail. Japan's Export
Import Bank (Exim) recently
agreed a loan facility of up to

£135m to help finance the proj-
ect.

The tunnelling works will

form the largest element in the

£300m cost of the project. Tay-
lor Woodrow the large UK con-

tractor has been appointed
Overall construction manager
for the 25km line .

The tender list for the tun-
neling works comprises Bal-
four Beatty from the UK and
five especially formed joint

ventures involving a mix of UK
and overseas companies.
The joint ventures are:

• Amec (from the UK) and
Hochtief (Germany):
• Sir Robert McAipine (UK),
Taylor Woodrow (UK). Wayss
& Freytag (Germany) and
Bachy (France);

• Miller (UK), Tarmac (UK),

Kumagai Gumi (Japan)

and BEMO-NATM (Austria);

• Kier (UK), Morphy (UK)
and Kunz (German);
• Nuttall (UK). Trafalgar

House (UK) and Zublin (Ger-

man).
Tunneling for railway sta-

tions Is highly specialised and
there are only a small number
of British and international

companies with the expertise

to carry out this work.

Nonetheless there has been
criticism of the large number
of foreign companies involved

in consortia which have
recently been awarded con-

tracts on the Jubilee under-
ground line extension in Lon-

don.

Vauxhall threatens to

impose single-union deal
By Robert Taylor,

Labour Correspondent

VAUXHALL motor company,
part of the US carmaker GM,
is threatening to abandon its

present joint negotiating
agreement with the trade
unions and introduce a single

onion deal for its 9,000 man-
na! workers.
The company’s American

management is furious at the
decision taken by the Trans-

port and General Workers
union to impose an overtime
ban from today among its

2,000 members at the compa-
ny's Ellesmere Port plant on
Merseyside.

Voting has not yet been com-
pleted among Vauxfaall's other
manual workers on whether
they favour industrial action

In protest at the company's
two year final pay offer of 2.5

per cent this autumn and. 3.0
per cent pins 1 per cent lump
sum in September 1994.

In a letter to the TGWU
Vauxhafl’s personnel director

Mr Bruce Warman questioned
whether the union wanted to

abandon the current joint
union machinery with its

move to launch an overtime
ban at Ellesmere Port.

“If it is your Intention that
from now on separate union
groups at each of oar locations

will take industrial action uni-

laterally without any co-

ordinated or formal response
to Vauxhall through the joint

negotiating committee (JNQ
then we on the management
side must seriously question
the rote and need for a JNC”,
says Mr Warman in his letter.

The TGWU has told the com-
pany that the action Is due to

“unavoidable delays in collect-

ing the information required

by the ballot scrutineers”
which, prevented a co-ordina-

tion of the voting across the
Vauxhall plants. Other moons
believe the majority of the
company’s manual workers
will accept the pay offer.

A brand

new field

for major

players

in travel

& tourism.
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Ever since the earliest pioneers made their first sorties up the Rio de la

Pinto ond christened Argentina The country of sHver
1

, it Iras been a land

of opportunity far travellers from every comer ofthe world.

In recent years, those opportunities have multiplied, both far

tourists and investors in tourism.

V/'i' J;?v. -

Argentina how attracts more visitors per yearthan any other

country in South America. In the last ten yean the number of overseas

visitors to Argentina has doubled. With tourism now contributing

approximately 14% of total export earnings, inan economy which

grew by 85%m 1991 and 9.0% in '92.

When you consider the sheer diversity of tourism opportunities

lhat Argentina offers, iris eosy to see Hie reasons far sndr dramatic

growth,from the exdting, cosmopolftan rityof Buenos Aires, to

skiing inthe Andes, 'era-tourism' in the Voldes Peninsula, ranch

holidays on the Pbrapas and bead) holidays along the Atlantic coast.

Argentina can offer every type of holiday in every type of dHaafe.

tourism?And tom The country of silver' into gold.

To find out more about investment opportunities, or trineU

tourism products currently offered m Argentina, contact the

Consulate General of Argentum, 100 Brampton Rd„ 5tfa Hooc
London SW3 IDLM: (071) 589 3104, Fan (071)584 7063.

ARGENTINA

Britain in brief referred (to the Monopolies -

and Mergers Conunlaston)." y
Mr Cox said. “We wtfl take a

gage to the OFT. If it

doesn't come out in favour

several people will have to

think again.*

Warders
face prison

strike ban

Mount Banking

court action

The government last night

dramatically raised the stakes

in a confrontation with the

traditionally militant Pnson
Officers’ Association, and will

today seek a High Court

injunction preventing it from

fairing industrial addon. Mr
Michael Howard, home secre-

tary, will argue that, since

prison officers hold the office

of constable, industrial action

involving breach of contract is

outside employment law. The
POA feels its future threat-

ened by the introduction of

privately managed prisons.

The owners of Mount Banking,

the small Asian-controlled

Tmnv jxt administration, have

appealed against a ruling that

vindicated the Bank of

England's regulatory action

ag^itret them. Mr Nhvinchan-

dra Bbagwftttji Shah and Mr
Suresh Bbngwanft Shah have

lodged a notice of appeal to the

High Court to object to the

decision of the Banking Appeal
Tribunal last month to uphold

the Bank of England’s action.

Trade case over
German guns

Insolvency
may go private
Substantial parts of -the work
carried out by the govern-
ment's Insolvency Service
could be handed over to the

private sector, according to a
consultant’s report submitted
to the Department of Trade
and Industry. The report,

which was commissioned by
the DTI in July foam accoun-
tants Stay Hayward, suggests
that. T«p tn £42mo£tbe £5Bm in
annual work conducted by the
Official Receivers* office could
be privatised.

A gunsmith, Mr John Slough,

has been given permission by

a court to sue Mr Michael

Hesetttne, the President of the

Board of Trade over restraint

of trade. Mr Sough Is seeking

£300.880 for loss of sales,

alleging that the Deportment

of Trade and Industry blocked

exports of sporting guns to

Germany. The case arises

because of confusion over new
EC doemnentatkm, .

Printing pay
round returns

Bid to run bus,

rail services

National pay bargaining is to

resume in the printing indus-

try in 1994 after a year's sus-

pension, it was announced by
tiie printing employers federa-

tion and the GPMU the print

union. The decision represents

a dear dimbdown by

Stagecoach Holdings, the only
company to have ran Its own
service on British Raft, is to
seek a rating foam-the Office
of Fair Trading osr whether tt

may ran bos sad rail services

in the same ares. If the 0FI
does not give its approval,

some of the bus companies
considering bidding liar a fran-

chise to nm trains on the pri-

vatised British Baft network
may withdraw, ifr Brian Cue,
managing director of Stag -

coach's raS ffirtsfcm, warned.
“We don’t want to put n tat of
effort into bidding fora fran-
chise and then find It has been

engdoyera federation.*

Right number
at last . .

Council efiOeas -fat southern
England took 31 yens to reply

in a mam -Who wrote asking
what wMfcttM* put on his

s cfcfldrea left home
bhtarvalaad he had
iW&mBmairM&i A
ffiraiBi**

1 spokesman
sa§* *B Is something we have
ooiy just got round to. These
daysw tty to respond quicker
thorn Oat* ..
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T
en years ago Roger Eurico,
then president and chief
executive of PepS-S?

2?
1

u_ rrere 3 this young fellowMichael Jackson, He’s a singer andhes very, very hot AmlSftHnkwe ran get him - and his brothers -
*° be m our advertising.

rve had them checked out ThA
reports came back^rw
Peop

1^

e
i

haven’t been near alcohol,much less drugs. They’re very reli-
gious. Very family-oriented. Thev’re
hot political. 1^ veryfî ^
of embarrassment for us here

”

Jfd*?"
00

!!f
re ***** wef± to re-read his words, contained in his

1986 account of the war with rival

2Ka
'<ila’ he wouW surely blush.

Over the past few days Pepsi has
pulled its multi-million dollar spon-
sorship of the star’s ‘•Dangerous"
concerts as Jackson has abandoned
his world tour because of addiction
to pain-killers and stress caused by
ahegahons, strongly denied, that he
sexually molested a M-year-old boy.

It is not the first time a celebrity
has turned into a marketing night-
mare: Pepsi has already abandoned
commercials in the US featuring
pop star Madonna after a furore
oyer a video: the actor Burt Reyn-
olds divorce petition became an
embarrassment to advertisers; and
sportsgear endorsements halted
abruptly for "Magic" Johnson, the
basketball player, when he
announced he was -HIV positive.
But far from becoming fed up

with the extraordinary fees that
stars demand for their endorsement
of products ~ and the danger that if
a celebrity goes off the rails the
brand may go with them - the
trend, if anything, is towards the
increased use of big names.
Kenneth MDes, director general of

the Incorporated Society of British
iMvertisers. sees the. use or celebri-
ties as an extra weapon on a battle-
field where differences between .

brands are not always apparent.
The value of using stars has been
proven, he claims, particularly
when it comes to getting through to
young people. Instead of personali-
ties being employed solely In adver-
tisements, they are increasingly
being integrated into all aspects of a
marketing campaign,
Chris Powell, president of the

Institute of Practitioners in Adver-
tising and chief executive of agency
BMP DDB Needham, says using a
celebrity can have the benefit of
giving instant fame to a product but
“the ever-present danger is that it

can blow up on you".
As Mike Walsh, Ogflvy and Math-

er's London chairman pots it. one Of
advertisers’ greatest fears/is that
“the celebrity becomes the hero,
rather than the product they’re
marketing". An example repeatedly

mentioned in the industry is the
series of advertisements for On-

MANAGEMENT: MARKETING AND ADVERTISING

? s* *n:

it;*,-,

Celebrities can bring instant fame to

a brand, but they can also fall from

grace. Diane Summers reports

4

MichaelJackson, the dream celebrity has become a marketing nightmare

zzmo, featuring actors Joan Collins

and Leonard Rossiter. Some people
believe the characters so dwarfed
the product that consumers may
have had - trouble recalling the
brand.'

1

If the identification of a star with
a product is very, strong it can also

make brand development difficult,

says Tom Brennan, a vicechairman
of the"Chartered Institute of Mar-
keting and a director of agency Pri-

mary Contact The weening process

may need careful thought: for exam-
ple, when Sony needed to move
away from using John Cleese in its

ads, it used the “ingenious" interim

device of a robot-style figure which
resembled the actor, says Brennan.

Personalities, meanwhile, cannot
be guaranteed to be the best ambas-
sadors for the products they are
paid to promote - contracts there-

fore need to specify tbe standards
expected, says PowelL The maga-

~zine Marketing cites examples of

the
“kind of situations that make ad

agencies weep": model Jerry Hall
saying she used Bovril to clean her
boots; Paul Gascoigne, the British

footballer and then Brut man, deny-
ing he wore aftershave, and English

cricketer Ian Botham calling Dansk
low-alcohol lager “gnat's piss’’.

Clean, but not so squeaky clean
to be boring, seems to be the"maxim
for selecting a celebrity. That most
desired attribute of al] when mar-
keting to the young - street credi-
bility - was gained by the former
sick-bed drink Lucozade when it

started using the Olympic athlete

Daley Thompson to promote the
brand. Thompson's irreverent
streak definitely helped, says
Walsh, whose agency created the
ads.

However, sporting personalities
bring their own problems. Says
Miles: “They do have a high wear-
out rate,” although, carefully cho-

sen, their promotional value can
outlast their ability to win medals.
Michael Jordan, the basketball
player, earned about $32m (£23m)
last year, according to Forbes maga-
zine, from promoting a range of
products including Nike shoes. He
will continue his activities in retire-

ment, even if the ads are modified
to take account of his less-active

status.

One tip from Dominic Mills, edi-

tor of the UK advertising weekly
Campaign, is to spot a celebrity
early: “If you get them before
they’re really famous you can ride

on their back." It is also possible,

presumably, to benefit from less-in-

flated fees. Actor Paul Hogan's
link-up with Foster's is a good
example, says Mills. Hogan only
moved from cult to mass-market
status with Crocodile Dundee, which
came after the first Foster's ads.

In selecting a celebrity, says
Brennan, it is also very important
for companies to analyse which val-

ues they are trying to build into

their brand. For example, Sir Rob-
ert Mark, the former UK Metropoli-

tan Police commissioner, is a good
choice to promote the trustworthi-

ness of Goodyear tyres. Beware,
says Powell, loose connections
between celebrities and brands -
"borrowed interest", as he calls it.

That close fit is exactly what
Pepsi had for a number of years
with Jackson. Jay Coleman, an
arranger of deals between rock
stars and corporations, brought the
idea of Jackson to Pepsi. As
reported in Enrico's book, Coleman
says as part of his sales pitch:

"Cars, liquor - for a dreamy, clean-

living kid like Michael, these make
no sense. He needs a product that’s

soft, cuddly, harmless and fun. And
that's soda.”

And that, even if every letter of

advice from the experts is followed,

is celebrities - potentially high
rewards, with the inevitable high
risks to match.

The solution to the puzzle which

appeared on this page on November
4 to that each of the four words
contained the name of an anlmaL

A little luxury goes

a longer way
A demand for durable products has replaced the

throwaway ethos of the 1980s, writes Alice Rawsthom

T he Sultan of Brunei recently

spent an agreeable
afternoon shopping at

Tiffany and treated himself to
a $70,000 (£50,000) trinket

The sultan must have been a

welcome sight at the Manhattan
store which, in common with the

rest of the luxury trade, has had
a tough time recently. The
Industry Is still under pressure
as illustrated by the recent

takeovers of Gucci, the Italian

leather company, and Yves
Saint-Laurent, the French fashion
house. But the situation is

improving as the global economy
edges towards recovery. The
surviving companies must adapt
their marketing strategies to meet
the new demands of the luxury
market after the recession.

During the 1980s, the dominant
theme in the luxury business was
expansion, as new customers
entered the traditional markets
of Europe and North America and
Japan emerged as a dynamic new
market for expensive western
goods. Whereas the industry's

old customers had preferred to

pay more for products which were
distinctive - either because they
were made in limited editions

or designed to particular
specifications - all that the
notrveau consumers wanted were
instantly recognisable status
symbols.

The most successful luxury
products were the obvious ones:
Chanel suits with tell-tale double
Cs on the gilded buttons and Louis
Voitton luggage emblazoned with
LV initials.

The recession has weeded out
some of the nouveau consumers
and reshaped consumer taste after

the ostentation of the 1980s.

“People show off less than they
used to,” says Francoise
Jollant-Kneebone, design director

or Louis Vuitton, the French
luggage house. “They're still

prepared to spend a lot of money
on an expensive product, but only
if they’re certain that it is of
really high quality and that it

will last"
The most successful companies

of die early 1990s are those that
have recognised these changes.
Hermfes of France has prospered

by sticking to its specialist niche

at the top of the market with its

135 scarves and 1,970 hand-made
bags: as has Asprey, the British
concern, that has turned its Bond
Street store into the gift shop for

the world's snper-rich.

“This business is all about
scale." says Peter Wallis, director

of SRU, the London-based
management consultancy. "It’s

perfectly possible for people to

operate successfully in luxury
goods today, but they have to

accept that there are limitations
to the size of the market.”
Hermes and Asprey have

acknowledged the constraints.

"It's perfectly

possible for people
to operate

successfully in luxury
goods today, but they
have to accept there
are limitations to the
size of the market”

Hermes plans to continue to

expand the international network
of shops that fuelled its growth
in the 1980s: but Jean-Lonis
Dumas, chairman, has said the
pace of openings will be slower
in the 1990s.

Naim Attallah, group chief
executive of Asprey, is adamant
that he will not expand the

original Asprey company. “It’s

a very special business,” he says.

“If we opened Aspreys all over
the world, we'd risk ruining it"
The luxury companies have had

to adapt their product ranges to

meet the new demands of the

1990s. The backlash against the
“throwaway" ethos of the 1980s
means people are buying fewer
expensive items, but are prepared
to pay more for them If they are
convinced they will last.

Jollant-Kneebone says fewer
of Louis Vuitton's customers
"come back to boy a new bag
every six months", but there has
been a sharp increase in sales

of customised luggage, which is

often more expensive than

standard lines.

In design terms this has
triggered a shift towards classic

styles which will not date. The
focus of fashion has swung from
the glitz of Chanel to the subtler

looks ofdesigners such as Jil

Sander in Hamburg and Prada
in Milan, which have both

expanded despite the recession.
The change in taste is already

reflected in luxury advertising.

The glossy advertisements in

Vogue and Vanity Fair now tend
to dwell on exclusivity,

craftsmanship and the long
history or their companies, rather

than the materialistic imagery
of tbe 1980s.

Service is an increasingly
important component of luxury
marketing as consumers demand
more reassurance about the

quality and durability of the
products they are buying. “Our
customers are more discerning,"
says Attallah. "We must make
sure our staff are properly
informed about everything in our
range."

Repairs and renovation are also
expanding. Customers of Cutler

& Gross, the London optician,

can calm their ecological

consciences by paying £35 to have
their sunglasses reconditioned,
rather than spending £70 on a
new pair.

The financial strains on the
luxury business are now easing
as the US and UK come out of
recession and the growth of the
emerging Asian economies -
South Korea, Taiwan and, most
recently, China - compensates
for the weakness of Japan. But
no one expects the industry to

return to the heady growth of

tbe 1980s and the themes of

exclusivity, high quality and
sophisticated service are likely

to dominate luxury marketing
into the 1990s.

"A lot of people in the 1980s
thought that this business was
all about marketing in the

conventional fast-moving
-consumer-goods sense,” says
Wallis of SRU. "It might have
been at the time but It certainly

isn’t now. It’s about developing

a brand with a dearly-defined

market position.”

PEOPLE

Ena of an era for Willis Corroon
insolvency name bags Schreyer

Roger Cork is severing the last

remaining family links
between the famous insolvency

firm Cork Gully and Coopers &
Lybrand, with which it merged
in 198a
Cork, below, who is the son

of insolvency doyen Sir Ken-

neth Cork and grandson of W
H Cork, founder of Cork Gully,

is leaving his position as a

senior partner with Coopers to

join Moore Stephens.

playing down the status of
Cork- Gully. In -the last few
months it has been dropping
the firm’s tiuttw from many of

its activities. :

Cork Gully - is now used pri-

marily in liquidations. In other

insolvency work. Coopers
believes the name has a
destructive connotation, when
much of its work is connected
to companies which can be sal-

In a statement recently cir-

culated to Coopers' partners,

his departure is explained as

the result of "differences of

opinion" with the finn over the

future of Cork Gully.

Coopers has been gradually

Cork, who has worked at

Cork Gully for 24 years, will

join Moore Stephens in Janu-

ary to lead its small corporate

recovery practice. He trained

with the finn in 1965-69. His

grandfather and the founder of

Moore Stephens were friends

and simultaneously founded
their respective firms.

“Although Moore Stephens Is

an international firm of some
standing, it has a very small

insolvency division," he said.

"I am very sad to be going but

I was at loggerheads with the

management.”
Four generations of the Cork

family have been involved in

insolvency work One of Roger

Cork’s cousins is a partner

with Booth White, whose son

has in turn just qualified as an
insolvency practitioner.

Moore Stephens is the UK’s

14th largest firm with tidal fee

income of £42m- Coopers is the

largest firm in the country,

with fee income last year of

gffvhn and insolvency income

alone of £73m.

'Mills Corroon group, odb of
the world's foremost insurance
brokers, has appointed William

Schreyer to its board as a non-

executive director, with imme-
diate effect, and simulta-
neously see the retirement of

another nonexecutive, Arthur
Vorys, who has been on the
board since 1990.

Schreyer, right. 65, retired

earlier this year as chairman

and chief executive of Merrill

Lynch, where he had been
since 1948. His first post with
Merrill was as a management
trainee, but over the decades
he held many posts with the

Company, reaching the peaks
of first president and chief
executive in 1984 and then
chairman in 1985.

Besides his new non-execu-
tive role with Willis Corroon,
Schreyer is a director of Sche-
ring-Plough and is vice chair-

man of the New York Stock
Exchange. Moreover, he acts as
a special financial adviser to

the Vatican in Rome, a Papal
appointment.
- He takes an active interest in

international relations, being
affiliated to the Centre for

Strategic and International

Studies and the Council on
Foreign Relations, as well as

academic life, through his posi-

tion on the board of trustees of

Pennsylvania State University.

Other non-executive appoint-

ments;
James Browning, a general

manager of the Bank of Scot-

land, at BANK OF WALES;
Archibald Gibson has retired.

David Baarda, owner of

John Baarda which grows
tomatoes and cucumbers, at
SALADS ETCETERA HOLD-
INGS.
Adam Lee, chairman of Uni-

son and a former head of RBS's
private banks, at MINMET.

John Kemp-Welch, joint

senior partner of Cazenove &

THE NEW 900.

VERY SPACIOUS. VERY SMART.

VERY SAAB.

Co, at MARTIN CURRIE and as

chairman of LOWLAND
INVESTMENT COMPANY on
the resignation of Raymond
Cazalet who has also resigned

from LAW DEBENTURE COR-
PORATION.

The new 900 is a very special car. the

product of a very special kind of relationship:

Saab engineers and designers striving together

to produce a car in which every point of form

follows a purpose of function.

Seated at the wheel of the new 900, you

immediately sense that this is no mass-

produced car. The generous headroom: the

supportive contours of the orthopaedicatly-

comect seats: the logical positioning of each

control and instrument: the manner in which

you are able to concentrate on your driving

with minimal distraction. No detail has been

overlooked. Everything has been considered.

A product of meticulous Swedish

engineering, it combines comfort and reliability

with performance and safety to offer

you a long-lasting car oftimeless quality.

And that’s very Saab indeed.

THE NEW SAAB 900 . VERT SAAB.

Work for economist Bett heads quango Specifications, jnd standard equipment (tj. .or, t>. market Consuil neme Saab retailer

Despite his periods at Essex

University and the London

School of Economics in the late

1%Q'5, James Robertson s

career has taken a most unre-

volutionary path as a civil ser-

vice economist
' This is just as well because

on Monday he will take over as

the new chief economist at the

Employment Department.

Robertson replaces Pam Mead-

ows, who has left to become

director of the Policy Studies

Institute. . ..

Robertson, 44, joined the

civil service as an JSmpioyment

. Department economist in IS®;

He has since worked in the

Department Of Energy: headed

the Regional Economics
Branch m the DTI: and after a

brief spell in the Department oi

Transport he rejoined the DTI

as head of Industrial and

Regional Economics and Statis-

^FOs promotion to under sec-

retary, with a staff Of 100, will

not come as a surprise to peo-

ple who have worked with

him. “He has always seemed a

young man in a hurry", says a

colleague. ...

And there may be some polit-

ical logic to his move, m the

light of continuing dwrasstan

of a merger between theDTI

apd the Employment Depart-

welcome the opportunity

to draw closer links between

the two departments. You can-

isolation t-pf
kets," says Robertson.

When Michael Bett announced
earlier in the year that he
would fulfil his role as deputy
chairman of BT in a nnn-execu-

tive capacity, he said that be
wished to spend more time on
community and social inter-

ests.

His new appointment as
chairman of the government’s

Social Security Advisory Com-
mittee from January 1 will fill

around one day a week in his

diary.

The committee advises the

secretary of state on social

security matters other than
industrial injuries, war pen-
sions and occupational pen-
sions.

Most soda! security regula-

tions must be submitted to the
committee before they are

made.
Bett, who is also chairman of

Cellnet, was previously manag-
ing director of BT and person-

nel director of the BBC.
In January, Bett, 58, was

pipped at the post for the
chairmanship of Acas, the gov-

ernment conciliation service.

He will be well-placed to pick

up signals from social security

claimants when things go
wrong with benefits: since 1985

he has been Chairman of

Bromley Citizen’s Advice
Bureaux.

He recently became chair-

man of Save the Children Fund
and president of the Institute

of Personnel Management.
Bett replaces Sir Peter Barc-

lay who is retiring after nine

years as rhairniari-
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For further information, test drive or the Intemational/Diplomat Sales Program call Saab
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T
o most people, virtual real-

ity means video games and
entertainment arcades. The
idea of using the technique

- In which three-dimensional sur-
roundings are created by computers
lor viewing on headsets or de£k-top
terminals - has hardly penetrated
beyond the leisure industry.
But manufacturers are turning

increasingly to this artificial. 3-D
world for help with the design and
development of new products. The
virtual reality research programmes
run by universities and other
research centres have attracted a
number of companies, including
Caterpillar, the US manufacturer of
earthmoving equipment, and two
UK groups, Rolls-Royce and VSEL
(formerly Vickers Shipbuilding and
Engineering).

The potential of VR for helping
business and cutting costs was dem-
onstrated in the Netherlands earlier

this year when the Calibre Institute

at the University of Eindhoven
developed a system for construction

companies. It enabled prospective
house buyers to “walk through"
new homes at a greenfield site

before they bad even been built An
increase in sales was reported while
VR was in use there.

Caterpillar has based Its research
work at the National Centre for

Supercomputing Applications at the
University of Illinois. Much of the
work is experimental, but the com-
pany Is using stereo glasses and
full-immersion headsets to develop

operator cabs for backhoe loaders
and wheeled shovels.

“We use the system as a design
tool to check operator visibility and
evaluate performance of design,"
explains Richard Ingram, Caterpil-

lar’s manager of university rela-

tions. He is guarded about the
financial savings that Caterpillar

expects, but compares VR's possible

• •• _ rc -r-ur irSDAY NOVEM&EfMS 1993
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TECHNOLOGY —
Virtual reality is taking off in the games field, but its impact on industry has so far been limited. That is now set to changg

most people, virtual real- A a * {** * 11 1 • j .Research, a company based at Sal- r\fl\7TC6
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the real world

Lost In an arMBctal worict Immersion In virtual i but there to concern that it mey also distort perception In the real world

impact with the way spreadsheets
and personal computers revolution-

ised the accountancy profession.

“It can take from six months to a
year to design and buOd a prototype
vehicle. With virtual reality, we can
put a new design Into the lab in a
week,” he says. Caterpillar Invites

digger operators to the centre's lab-

oratory where they sit in a conven-

tional cab seat wearing a headset
Immersed in a virtual world, they

can glance outside the virtual cab
and watch the machine's bucket
rise and fall as they control it with
real levers. Functions, however, are

kept simple, dictated by the speed
at which computers can display the

movements in real time. If the oper-

ator rffaiikAs one cab, an alternative

design can be called up.

In the UK, a close-knit commu-
nity of universities and small
research companies is now starting

to attract support from industry.

“Virtual reality is not yet a finished

production tooL And even though
basic systems cost around £40,000,

companies will initially prefer to
work with centres of excellence,"

says Seamus Morley, sales manager
of Division Group, a leading UK-

based supplier of VR systems for

industrial applications.

Division has sold more than BO

fully immersive systems worldwide
and a few weds ago shipped what
it describes as the world's largest

commercial VR system to Matsush-
ita Electric In Japan. Valued at

some $500,000 (£331,000), the system
will enable three people to share the
same virtual world.

Coventry School of Art and
Design, part of Coventry University,

purchased a VR system in March. It

is now collaborating with compa-
nies such as Fiord, Rover and Motor

Panels, the truck cab specialist

“We’re using virtual radity for

design evaluation and interaction,"

explains David Pryce-Evans, project

researcher. The aim is to enable
vehicle designers to see and interact

with a full-sized car without going
to the expense or building one.

The next step is to expand the

breadth of interaction, says Pryce-

Evans, and move into consumer
products such as kettles and cam-

eras. Rolls-Royce and VSEL are

among a number of companies
which have joined a research pro-

.

gramme run. by Advanced Robotics

. Research, a company based at Sal-

ford University. - _ . -

. Rolls-Royce, which joined the pro-

.gramme in July, wants to convert

computer-aided design models of its

Trent high-thrust aeroengine Into

real-time VR images. “The aimjs to

put engineers next to a virtual

"rather than real model of. the

engine," explains Robert Stone,

'technical manager of: Advanced

Robotics.

Rolls-Royce says ithas been inter-

ested in VR fora year and believes

there will be a “dear financial pay-

off? if the system proves to be a

"practical tod. VSELhas been using

advanced three-dimensional Cad

meddling with full-sired and one-

fifth scale models of submarines for

right years- NOW, it wants to dlmi*

nato the real models and allow engfc

users to “enter” virtual submarines

for design verification. . . .

- Despite an impressive member-

.
wMp list which also includes Id and

BriHshNudearFuela. Stone says be

Is concerned at the “apathy” shown

by piiinh of industry. -The UK is

leading the way in VR research. -but

people still see it -as a computer

game; there's too hype from
the leisure industry,” he says.

He admits that introducing VR to.

manufacturing industries will not

be easy. The technology is still refer

ttvaly expensive and the clarity of

Images comparatively poor:

A new convert to virtual reality is

the supermarket sector. Britain’s

Co-operative Wholesale Society

recently joined the programme run
by Advanced Robotics, Its corporate

technology department is keen to

have a virtual supermarket so it

can. study customer Dows and space

planning. Presumably, though, it

win stop short of virtual customers
and virtual profits. •

David Traherne

Russians show their mathematical might
Virtual reality can be bad for

you. It can disorientate the

brain and make it hard to

readjust to the real world.

This Is the view of Bill ORiordan,
a professor at Imperial College.

London, and head of advanced
research at ICL, the UK computer
group owned by Fujitsu of Japan.

He believes the creators of virtual

reality have mad*1 a fundamental
error by railing to base their world
on the laws of physics.

Yet he is confident a solution

can be found - in Russia, where
software experts bring a
mathematical scrutiny to bear on
computing problems that contrasts

with the west’s more pragmatic

approach.

Central to ORlordan’s concern
about VR’s dangers Is the belief

that Inaccurate representations

of the real thing can retime people's

minds to a false set of rules. Those
who spend too long immersed In
a mmpi ifar environment -
especially with a headset - can
emerge confused. They may not
realise it, but their brain may have
been reprogrammed. What happens
when they are behind a car wheel?
How do they know their reaction

times have not been subtly altered?

O'Riordan's conclusion is that

the laws of physics and
mathematics are being simplified,

even ignored. He has several

criticisms: If VR objects move at

all, the; follow pre-determined

paths; their interaction with other

objects Is often not taken into
afmunt; .waling is inaminri»; and
the use of shading often bears little

relationship to the light source.

'The west is making a big

mistake in foiling to base much
of its technology on sound
mathematical principles. VR is

perhaps the most serious example.
1'

To help put this right, he has
organised talks between ICL and
top scientists from the former
Soviet bloc.

Because it was isolated by the

iron curtain. Soviet computing
followed a different path of

-

evolution - one firmly rooted in.

matiiwnaHfti —-from that, of the

west The result was highly
rfwwinpri gifffio in. programming
and algorithms, the building blocks
of ftnwipiifrflr hmguaga
Western computer companies,

by contrast, were able to throw
money and sophisticated hardware
at problems, and became “seduced
by graphics” as they strove to make
more user-friendly products.

“The computer games boom is

partly to blame,” says ORiordan.
“We have been bombarded by
virtual worlds’ created on the PC,
although the complexity of

recreating reality is such that no
PC can yet handle It”

He finds proof of Russian
expertise in the country’s military

ami space technology. He is not

alone in bis views. David Hughes,
a professor at the University of

Plymouth who chairs the British

Computer Society special interest

group cm computer-aided design,

has also worked with institutes

in Russia andUkraine.
“Their work is mathpituiHffflny

-bared, and despite vary low levels

of technology, their programming
skills are formidable. They have
been able to get for more out of

low-power systems than we would
have believed possible.”

The Russian mentality may be

a result of 50 years of political

.

issues

repression, says Doran Swade,

.

semorcomputer curator at the
Science Museum in London,
because anything winch had a
practical application was centrally

controlled. The only way they
could escape the controlswas to

embrace the abstract
”

The Science Museum put ICL -

to contact with the Institute of
Informatics Systems to Siberia,

which led to the first talks last

month. OTtiordan was enthusiastic.

The Russians knowhow to make
a machine sing - their

programming doesn’t waste a bit

or a byte "he says.

Jonathan Constant

When Mike Lfobs sjteaks

about the buildings he_^
sets on Ore. yon conM.he W-

ensued for thinking that hefej*

pyromauiac. Fortunately, the build-

ings and the fire’s victims only

/wrtct an a computer’s virtual real-

ity program.
Lyons is general manager of Colt

Virtual Reality, set up by the UK
ventilation and environmental con*

trol group to provide advice for

architects and builders. Colt uses

VR to study the movement of peo-

ple to and around buildings, ships

and tunnels.
'

.

Lyras says there is a tendency to

-make simple assumptions about

people's behaviour.

“Suppose you have a store with

100 people in It, and exits at the^
front and back. If there's a fire, it

Is traditionally assumed that 50

wOl go out through the front and

50 through the back.”

A better understanding can be

obtained by using a VR database to

create individuals based on the psy-

chology and behaviour of real

firman befogs. These are then in

the bullding when the blaze

starts.
'• Allowance Is made for the elderly

moving mare slowly, parents stop-

ping to collect their children and

individuals whose curiosity or

bravery sends them against the

flow to And the source of the

blaze.

With random elements included,

the sequence Is run up to 100 times .

and the evacuation time estah-p'

fished. When changes are made to

the buRdfog iferigu
, the process can

be repeated.

Such studies can show surprising
results. In one minute, about 120

. people can push through a doorway
of the standard 74cm width. But if

that is increased by 20cm, almost

-twice as many can leave In the
same Hum.
London’s planned £2bn Crossrail

project will be designed with the

help oC Colt VR, which has been
broughtto by British Rail and Lon-

don Underground to help with sta-

tion design for normal use and
emergency -evacuation.

Graham Clayton

SIEMENS
NIXDORF

Dear Pierre de Coubertin,

forgive usfor changing yourOlympic

motto into our service philosophy:

"Closer, faster, stronger"
"Being there is everything" doesn't

work in computer servicing. So our

goal is "closer, faster, stronger"- regard-

less of whether the computer sys-

tems are from Siemens Nixdorf or any

other manufacturer. “Closer” to our

customers, through the perfect team-

work of local support technicians and

top specialists at oursupport centers.

"Faster” response, by means of the

most up-to-date technology such as

our Teleservice and new computer-

ized spare parts management And
“stronger" in performance, since new,

intelligent servicing capabilities re-

duce the risk of failure to a minimum
right from the start. After our rigorous

training, we're looking forward to

challenging the best in the market

The European spirit

Synergy at work

Fm further infamuaan please contact Semens Niwtorf.flDZIl/ESJEWurdwnjeSttalle 121,EHUM4Fuftlt
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Pretty label lor a very
good concert of micro-
tonal music - i.&.

.music that employs
some non-standard intervals
between notes, smaller or
laiger than our "equal-tuning"
system accommodates - which

ft*!* James Wood gave us
Rn the Queen Elizabeth Hall on
fifonday. with his New London
Owmber Choir and an enseal
ble from his Centre of Micro-
tonal Music. (They are touring
this concert, for the Arts Corn-
Cil s Contemporary Music Net-
work; see below.)
Microtones include for

<*ample. “blue notes» ^ 3
but also certain notes in vari-
ous folk-music scales (or
modes, or Indian ruga) that are
too sharp or flat to be repre-
sented cm a modern pianoforte.
In the “Fine Tuning" pro-
gramme. every piece either had

^pe-tuned instruments or used
^nicrotonal slides for colouris-
tic effects.

Kevin Volans’ 1982 suite
White Man Sleeps plays the
ethnic card, with its two harp-
sichords and its viola da
gamba, a sort of cello with
frets, pre-tuned to African
modes. For some time, that
seems to be the only piquant
thing about its gentle dances;
but a gamba solo with soft
drums develops more inwardly,
and later the composer begins
to invent rhythmic patterns
and counterpoint beyond any-
thing in the original material

“Unacceptably Germanic," he
now thinks (he wrote the suite
while studying with Stockhau-
sul in Cologne) - but without
'oPDse twists the piece would be
little more than a curio.

Yliam for ten female voices,

by the eccentric recluse da-
cinto Scelsi (1905-88), explores
the disconcerting effects of
microtonai slides within sus-
tained. almost motionless har-
mony. ft freezes one's attention
for its six minutes. For a dozen
mixed voices, the 1968 Nidts of
Iannis Xenakis is a dramatic-
ally varied cry of painful sym-
pathy for political prisoners; as
often with Xenakis, the raw-
punch that it packs over-
whelms any doubt- about
whether it is music, exactly.

”

Jonathan Harvey’s recent
Valley ofAosta (afteran apoca-

lyptic Turner canvas) conjures
up wild aural vistas, using its

microtones - pie-tuned on
harps and synthesisers -.to
misdirect any ear hoping

,

to
find a clear harmonic path
through the music. We surren-

der to the radiant, mercurial

colours. Through them, the
two synthesisers cast sharp-fo-

cus streams of bright, even
notes - but they are tuned a
quarter-note apart
Wood's own Phamamena,

premiered a year and a half

ago but much revised last sum-

mer, earns its right to serve as

climax for the programme.
Though he is a prolific com

jeuser as well as conductor and
percussion virtuoso, Wood's
earlier pieces have been distin-

guished chiefly by ingenuity

and eclectic resource. The
extreme, pungent contrasts in

Phainomena are theatrical as

could be - but dramatic music,

not music-theatre. It sounds

like a composer discovering his

own cogent means to a strong,

original purpose, rich and
strange.

David Murray

Cinema/Nigei Andrews

Catch the magic carpet

T

Further performances Oxford

19th, Leicester 20th and Hud-

dersfield 2

1

st

he Disney company
“ay be in trouble in
Europe, where the
once-roaring mouse

“ow squeaks in terror at its
quarterly bank statements. But
hi America, corporation and
rodent have ridden high
aroughout 1993, mostly onthe
back of a single film Aladdin.
Disney’s new awmatoH feature
has outperformed last year's
Beauty And. The Beast to
become the highest-grossing
cartoon feature of all time.
Why? How? What is happen-

“8? Ten years ago painhand-
brush animation was pro-
nounced dead or dying by
“any observers, including, I

regret to say, me. The art had
been hounded to an early
grave — we aUsSid - by ww-b
new pretenders as modelwork,
animatronics and. -computer
graphics.

Now look at the . blushes on
oar feces. Aladdin has been the
year’s second favourite film
after That Dinosaur Movie and
a mere five mhmfa^ in your
seat will tell you why. Having
seduced us with romantic tra-
ditionalism In Beauty And The
Beast, Disney now turn 180
degrees and go for comedy
mixed with high kitsch. The
decor in Aladdin is out of JBSs-

met via The Thief Of Baghdad.
The characters are spoofy and
(postmodern: led by a Tom
Cruise-like Aladdin and a
Robin Williams-voiced genie
with a genius for mimicry. And .

the pace Is so last, so sure, that
British Rail should take a look
at Disney's Advanced Passen-
ger Carpet as a serious poten-
tial design model for 2002.

The story, we know, is sim-
ple enough to suit the break-
neck pace-. Boy meets lamp;
boy rubs lamp; boy, after
minor setbacks, is helped by
lamp to gtrl of Ids. dreams: All

the film’s directors John
Musker and Ron Clements

need do is follow the narrative

arrows. We begin with melo-
drama, mugged with a marvel-

lous opening conceit: the
“cave” is the mouth of a giant

sand monster and Aladdin is

chased from its innards by a
roaring, bilious spume of lava.

Further metamorphic fun is

sketched in by the villain Jafar

and. his staff that becomes a

ALADDIN (U)
John Masker, Rod

Cements

THE MAN WITHOUT A
FACE (12)

Mel Gibson

THE STRANGER (U)““
Satyajit Ray

SO I MARRIED AN AXE
MURDERER (12)
Thomas Scfalamxne

POSSE (15)
Mario Van Peebles

THE STOLEN
CHILDREN (15)
Gianni Amelio

cobra. Then Robin Williams's
genie arrives, seizing the spot-

light, the microphone and the
movie's transformation fran-

chise.

Williams's performance is

less a star turn, more a
one-man galaxy expounding its

chaos theory of comedy. When
one inspired routine burns out,

another flames up to take its

place; all in nanoseconds
rather than light years. The
demented tinkling of an air

stewardess’s voice; Peter
Lorre's feline murmur for a
line of necromantic apology (“I

can’t bring people back from
the dead!"); here some Robert

De Niro, there some Bette Mid-
ler, there again some Jack Nic-

holson. And the vocal gymnas-
tics are matched by visual The
Disney artists swish their

scene-stealer through all the
lighting likenesses his voice

invokes, calling on the latest

computer technology to do so.

At times the movie's mod-
ernist attack can feel like

assault and battery. The prin-

cess, in keeping with feminist

writ, is less a shrinking violet

than a ballbreaking career girl:

I have met her kind behind
many a Hollywood executive
desk. And as for Jafar

1

s parrot

fego - need it be quite so deaf-

eningly vaudeviliian in its

locutions? “Oh dat’s a big sur-

prise! I tink Fm gonna die of

surprise!" etc.

But why are we complaining
of too much energy from a stu-

dio that not long ago, after
Walt's death, seemed to be slip-

ping into irreversible coma?
Aladdin and Beauty And The
Beast prove there is

undreamt-of life both in Disney
and in the art of feature anima-
tion. And we we have not even
mentioned the songs. Music by
Alan Mencken; lyrics by
Howard Ashman and Tim Rice;

and my favourite was not the

Oscar-winning “A Whole New
World" but the preposterous,

elephant-swaying, over-the-top,

out-Intolerancing-Jntolerance
“Prince Ali." Take the chil-

dren, buy a sack of popcorn,

enjoy.

Half a Mel Gibson is better

than no Mel Gibson. But The
Man Without A Face, directed

by Mr G, shows how stars do
like to put their own charisma
through the minrer whenever
they get behind the camera.
"Pima face!". “Hamburger

head!” - these are among the

friendly sobriquets lobbed by
local children at the reclusive

ex-schoolteacher with the
bum-ravaged features (Gibson)

who lives in a sea-washed man-
sion in Maine. Turn our hero

‘Aladdin’, Disney's highest grossing cartoon yet: comedy mixed with high kitsch, all at breakneck speed

to the right and we get a per-

fect Mel profile. Turn him to

the left and we get Elm Street

squishiness. Ergo: it takes no
small act of courage for father-

less young Chuck (Nick Stahl)

to approach old pizza-face and
request some tuition for his

military school entrance exam.
He does not tell mother (Mar-
garet Whitton); for, good heav-

ens. what would she think?
Especially since the man is

suspected of having molested a
boy years before, just prior to

his scarring car crash
Can you think of an odder

choice for a movie star's direct-

ing debut? Then you have not
followed the fashion in these
things. Film idols, when they
become film makers, love to

deface or deprecate their own
glamour. (See Eastwood giving

us wrinkies-and-all in Unfor-
given). It shows that they are
serious artists not just pin-ups.

Gibson's film, though, never
feels focused enough to offer

either serious art or serious
image-critique. Apart from
some vague tut-tutting at

small-town gossip and vaguer

support for persecuted sexual

minorities - Mel's mystery-
man may be gay. even If he is

unjustly suspected of abuse -

the movie swills around in a

soft stew of buddyism and sur-

rogate-parent sentimentality,
varied by the odd morsel of

red-herring Gothicism.
How we distrust those we do

not know. This is the theme for

the week's live-action movies.

The Stranger is Satyajit Ray’s
last film - sedentary, even sci-

atic in its staging, but grace-

touched in its mastery of faces

and feelings. Is the long-lost

uncle (Utpal Duto who hoves
in view to reclaim a long-
waiting bequest an impostor or
not? And bow can Mr and Mrs
Middle-Class Calcutta Couple,

the supposed relatives with
whom he stays, find out with-

out being rude?
Like all Ray's late films, this

one features characters stuck
as if by superglue to the ances-
tral armchairs. Occasionally,
stiffly, they rise to walk about
the room. And always they

talk. But do not expect songs,

knees-ups or Aladdin-ish pac-

ing. What you get is a subtler

dance of bewilderment: a
soft-shoe shuffle of the soul, a

grand old image-choreographer
laying out steps to prove that

in this world Nobody Really
Knows Anybody.
Can you even know that

your newly-wedded bride is not

a serial killer? Mike Myers, aka
Wayne of Wayne's World, has
this problem in So l Married
An Axe Murderer. High-street

butcher Nancy Travis seems so
pretty, so nice... Yet her CV
does seem to correspond with
that of the multiple murderer
headlined on the front page of

the tabloid rag Myers glimpses

in his scandal-hungry parents'

kitchen.

This is Hitchcock's Suspicion

with swapped sexes and often

very funny, not least when it

allows an irrelevant riff to get
going. I loved Alan Arkin's
cameo as a kindly police chief

begged by his officers to be
louder and more brutaL (They
have seen too many TV cop
shows.) As for Myers, his

moon-faced sincerity and per-

manent state of attentive won-

der - the candour of the
apprentice lunatic - suggests

there is mileage In this actor's

mock-innocence even after he
has finished with Wayne's
Worlds I, 2.X 4. 5...
Oh that Myers had wandered

debunkingly, a Candide for our

age, into the cumbrous land-

scapes of Posse and The Stolen

Children. The first is a black
Western spurred towards pre-

tension by directoratar Mario
Van Peebles (of New Jack
City): much racial sermonising,

much sculptural posturing in

the mise-en-scene. Gianni Ame-
lio 's The Stolen Children is a
sentimental, prize-Laden Italian,

film about two siblings
orphaned by the law. Carted
off towards a care home from
delinquent Momma - she had
put the 11 -year-old girl into
prostitution - they pal up with
their young escorting officer.

Result: tender, truant wander-
ings across Italy as humanity
begins to glow through the
trio's sullen armour. The idea

intrigues; the execution is a
touch maudlin and more than
a touch longwtnded.

“I feel like a mfflimr - but one at a
time:'' Who else?Had Mae West not
invented -hereelL someone else

would have concocted her. When I

heard that Dn NO Angel was a Mae
-West musical. 1 imagined one of
those bfography-with-songs shows -

and fearedthe worst As It turns out,

Pm-tfo Angel sbtnpfy focusses on Mae.
during her 1918 season . In London.
She admks--lx> : 45* - is 'discussed by
journaHste»as'4& (hid-as looktag 40)
and is actually 477. She has her loyal

old manager (Gordon Stone) in tow
(who may acme, have been the only

man she truly loved) - and, while in
London, she has an affair with an

Musicals

Mae West: Fm No Angel

18-year-old boxer (Paul McNeilly)

.

and also starts a friendship with a
55-year-old nun (Philippa Urquhart).

The boxer and the nun - both, I

gores, fictitious - respectively draw
but the flesh and the spirit in our
Mae. Not that her flesh and spirit

dash, with each other, the author of
JPm No Angel, Ayshe Raif, gives Mae

an easy ride. Too easy, actually. Mae
steams through her time in London,
a determined symbol of sex and fun,

and the main traumas that occur are
in those around her: the boxer, the
mm, the manager.

Still, there is something terribly

believable about that. The real

Monstres sacres never doubt that

they can sin and go to heaven; other-

wise they wouldn’t be sacres. Mae
has her teenage hunk, she pays his

mother hush money, and meanwhile
she consults the nun, chiefly about
her late mother. Yet she listens, too.

We get to know the vulnerable sides

of the lesser folk better than we do
hers, fm no Angel would be better if

it showed just how terrifyingly

invulnerable Mae is.

What about the one-liners and the

songs that Mae was famous for?

They are here in plentiful supply.

The jokes are ingeniously worked
into the dialogue: Nun: “Fve heard

so much about you”. Mae: "But you
can't prove a thing.” Nun, laughing:

“I laughed so much when I first

heard that line." The songs are sim-

ply part of Mae's routine - her Lon-
don show, her dally work around
which she fits in sex with the boxer
and psycho talk with the nun.
Lynda Baron plays Mae. lake the

show, hers is a sightly superficial

view of Mae, but my only big com-
plaint is that her more vehement
scenes lack force. She sings well -

well enough to make you attend to

all the wordplay in “I Want to Feel

H enry Fielding (1707-1754)

managed more in one
lifetime than roost people

could in several He was
a playwright, a novelist and then,

when his libertine desires outstrip-

ped his felling capacities, a magis-

trate. He wrote The Grub Street

Opera in 1731, when it was banned
by the Prime Minister. The Magnifi-

cent Theatre Company presents it at

the Titian Baylis Theatre tn what it

claims is the first staging. A fine,

genial and good-humoured evening

it makes, too, all partridges and
bumpers of ale.

ffelding comes over as a sharp

lyndst and a facile plotter. In feet,

the plot is a cipher, and hardly mat-

ters. The opera has 60 airs, spontane-

ous soundbites of song which punc-

The Grub Street Opera
tuate the action. There are songs in

praise of roast beef and ale, prepara-

tion for the orgies of consumption in

bis novels; and a deliciously rhymed
paean to tobacco which leaves most
current West End lyricists out of

puff.

Grub Street was an area of London
near Moorfields full of “scabrous

hacks” and hired scribblers. The
Grub Street Opera teems with the

extinct worldliness of the 18th cen-

tury. Alongside the usual impreca-

tions - “Lookye . . . Egad . . . Pshaw”
- Fielding trades in perfidy, reputa-

tion and rank. All his characters are

intelligent and capacious.

The production, directed by Ben

Crocker, fizzes along, but fails to

find anything worth caring about,

and has to jump-start itself after

every song. The travelling set is a
simple, inventive raised platform
strewn with playbills and bil-

lets-doux. The acting, particularly

from Richard Pocock as the resident

fop, is precise and deliciously over-

done. The cook wears an apron of

quilted poultry and brandishes a

rolling pin, the maids twitter, the

butler curses and the parson drinks:

a perfect Georgian symmetry.
At the centre is Sir Owen Apshin-

ken, a Welsh gentlemen slowly

drinking himself asunder to escape

his shrewish wife. Their frisky son.

that Lowdown Music Trickle Up my
Spine"; and she speaks the way she

sings. No doubt the original Mae had
more bite, danger, voluptuousness.

But Baron combines fun. heavy-eyed

glamour, grit, and sheer camp, all

with enough finesse to make you
believe, at least, in her Mae.
Patrick Sandford directs. Much of

the first halfs dialogue could be
paced with more conviction, but the

show runs smoothly and entertain-

ingly. If it dared to take a more
searching view of the ruthlessness,

deceptions, and doubts involved in

preserving Mae West, it would be
more memorable. More sexy also. As
it is, it is a happy reminder of why
Mae remains an icon. “A lot of men
like a gal with a past They hope
that history will repeat itself."

Alastair Macaulay

At the Nuffield Theatre, Southamp-
ton. €703 671771

Master Owen, all flounce and flutter,

chases the maids but runs out of

ideas when the chase is up. Below
stairs, an entire petty larceny of ser-

vants cheat their way through life.

Behind Grub Street lies Fielding's

satire of the dim George U, the pre-

tentious Queen Caroline and their

lecherous son Frederick Prince of

Wales. Since the satire has not been
altered to suit the present times, the

strength and scandal of Fielding’s

original has been lost But on this

form, and theirs, the royal family

should be grateful Fielding stopped

writing two and a half centuries ago.

Andrew St George

Lilian Baylis Theatre, EC1 (071 837

4104) until Nov 27; then on tour

Theatre/Malcolm Rutherford

Fun with Faustus

B
ecause it Is so seldom per-

formed one forgets just how
much of Christopher
Marlowe's Dr Faustus is

made up of knock-about comedy
rather than grand verse. The appear-

ance or Helen of Troy and Faustus's

immortal lines in response stick in

the memory more than the seven
deadly sins or the antics of Faustus
and the friars in the Vatican. Yet the

production at Greenwich, where
Philip Franks moves from an acting

to a directing role for the first time,

has a good shot at putting it all

together.

Some details are perverse. The
good and bad angels are a pretty

scruffy pair of women, made periph-

eral to the story. Lucifer makes his

first appearance in what look to be

his underpants. The scene is set in a
bed-sit, admittedly a very large one,

possibly close to the University of

Newcastle.
One guesses the place because

Jonathan Cullen's Faustus has a dis-

tinct Geordie accent - or has it

become the fashion after Alan Cum-
ming’s Scottish Hamlet that heroes
now come from the north? As a stu-

dent he must be on a grant since, for

such a learned man, he has very few
books around. Presumably he bor-

rows the key texts from the library.

It takes time to adjust to this cul-

tural shift Mephistopheles helps to

put it in place. Played by Hugh Ross,

he is a very tall suited figure in a

long overcoat. He might be the
vice-chancellor, or a senior, defeatist

civil servant who has seen it all

before; a very fine performance.

Some of the high jinks come off

remarkably well, especially the
seven deadly sins. Pride appears
through the mirror. Covetousness
climbs cleverly out of a suitcase

lying on the floor. Gluttony fells out

of the fridge. Sloth crawls up
through the sofa. Lechery looks all

that her name implies, and more; it

is entirely fitting that the same act-

ress, Allie Byrne, should also play

Helen.

The Vatican scenes, where an
invisible Faustus plays havoc with
priestly rituals, come out on the
right side of amusing. The horse
coursing scene just misses, and this

is the trouble with playing Faustus

in full The more low comedy there

is, the more it distracts from the

tragedy and poetry of Faustus the

man.
Playing the complete text means

that Faustus only comes into his

own towards the end when he has a

sudden rush of spectacular speeches

disproportionate to the rest of the

piece. It is only shortly before he has

but one bare hour to live that Cul-

len's Faustus emerges as a tragic

hero. He delivers the wonderful final

soliloquy with great passion and
intelligenca One cannot help won-

dering, however, why he has to live

in quite such drab surroundings.

There is some very striking accom-
panying music to the play composed
by Jeremy Sams, yet again it has tbe

effect of being slightly too elegant

for the set

Greenwich Theatre until December
11. (081 858 7755)
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ATHENS

riiegsron Tonight, tomorrow: Rudra

BGjart Lausanne In choreographies

by Maurice Bejarl Mon: Jacques

Delacdte conducts Italian opera

gala, with Rosalind Plowright,

Dennis O’Neill and Ruggero

Raimondi. Tues: Tatiana Nikolaeva

plays Bach’s Goldeberg Variations.

Wed: Alexandras Myrat conducts

La Camerata in works by Elgar.

Honegger, Mozart and

Shostakovich. Nov 27. 28: Nikolaus

Harnoncourt conducts Chamber

Orchestra of Europe, with tionn

soloist Gidon Kramer. Dec 5, 6,

7: Czech Philharmonic Orchestra

(01-728 2333/01-722 5511)

BOLOGNA

ffeatro Gotnmunote Vlg
)

c
j

jrnh
'

Spfvakov conducts the Moscow

Virtuosi- on Mon in works byBgw;

Mozart, Schnittke and Shostatovwh-

The 1993-94 opera season opens

on Nov 27 whh Puccini's Tnttico

(Biorietteria, Ente Autonomo Teatro

Communale di Bologna. Largo

Respighi 1, 40126 Bologna No
telephone bookings accepted. For

information, call 051-529999)

BARCELONA

Gran Teatro del Liceu Sat Elena

Obraztsova song recitaL Dec 4:

first night of Donizetti's La fille du
regiment with Edita Gruberova (tel

412 3532 fax 412 1198)

Palau de la Mustea Tonight Jufliard

Quartet plays string quartets by

Haydn, Claus Adam and Schubert

(268 1000

FLORENCE

Teatro Commtnale Tomorrow,

Sat Sun: Carlo Maria Giuiini

conducts Tchaikovsky’s Second

Symphony and Musorgsk/s

Pictures from an Exhibition. Next

week's concerts are conducted by

Gianandrea Gavazzenl (055-277

9236)

LONDON

theatre
• Angels in America: Tony

Kushner’s two-part epic can be

seen In Its entirety for the first time

on a British stage. The second half,

Perestroika, joins Millenium

Approaches this weekend in the

Cottssloe, both directed by Declan

Dormellan (National 071-828 225®

• The Iron Man: the work!

premiere of a new rock opera by

Pete Townshend, adapted from

a story by Ted Hughes, directed

by David Thacker. Previews begin

on Saturday, press night November

25 (Young Vtc 071-928 6363)

• Moonlight Ian Holm and Anna
Massey head the cast in Harold
Pinter's first full-length play for 15
years, in a West End transfer of

the Almeida production (Comedy
071-867 1045)

• She Stoops To Conquer the

Peter Hall Company presents a
revival of Oliver Goldsmith's
evergreen Restoration romp about

mis-matched love and mistaken

identifies, starring Donald Sinden
(Queens 071-494 5041)

• Relative Values: Tim
Luscombe's admired Chichester

Festival production of Noel
Coward's comedy, with Susan
Hampshire and Alison Fiske (Savoy

071-836 8888)

OPERA/DANCE
Coliseum Mark Elder conducts the

first night on Sat of Tim Albery's

production of Lohengrin, designed

by Hildegard Bechtler and Nicky

Giffibrand, with a cast led by John
Keyes, Linda McLeod, Unda Finnic

and Malcolm Donnelly. The
production, END'S first new Wagner
staging fa- 10 years, runs till Dec
29 in repertory with Le nozze di

Figaro, II barb!ore di Sivfglla and
Die Fledermaus 0)71-836 3161)
Covent Garden The Royal Ballet

has MacMillan’s Romeo and Juliet,

a double-bill pairing Balanchine's

Ballet Imperial and Ashton's Tales

of Beatrix Potter, and a mixed tell

including MacMillan's Different

Drummer and Forsythe’s Herman
Schmerman. The Royal Opera's
repertory over the next two weeks
is devoted to Martin Duncan's
production of Die Zauberflfite,

originally staged by Scottish Opera,
with changing caste including

Amanda Roocroft, Sumi Jo and
Wolfgang Holzmair. Tosca is revived

on Dec 4 with Anna Tomowa-Sintow
(071-240 1066)

THE PURCELL EXPERIENCE
Roger Nomngton leads a weekend
of talks, discussions, rehearsals

and performances at the Queen
Elizabeth Hall, starting on Sat
afternoon and ending with a
seml-staged performance of The
FCiry Queen on Sun evening. This

is the second part of the South
Bank’s exploration of Purcell,

leading up to his tercentenary

celebrations in 1995 (071-928 8800)

CONCERTS
South Bank Centre Tonight
Bernard Haitink conducts LPO In

works by Mozart and Shostakovich,

with piano soloist Emanuel Ax.
Tomorrow. John Lill plays Brahms'

Second Piano Concerto. Sat Libor

Pesek conducts RPO In Nielsen,

Shostakovich and Mahler, with violin

soloist Arve Tellefsen. Sun
afternoon: Sviatoslav Richter piano

recital. Sun evening: Leonard Slatkin

conducts Saint Louis Symphony
Orchestra in Vaughan Williams,

William Boloom and Richard

Strauss, with flute soloist James
Galway. Mon: Yan Pascal Tortelier

conducts BBC Philharmonic in a
Gorecki programme. Tues (RFH):

Giuseppe Sinopolt conducts
Philharmonia Orchestra in Schubert,

Mozart, Rossini and Respighi, with

mezzo soloist CeciJIa BartoJi. Tues
(QEH): Sian Edwards conducts
Docklands Sinfonietta in

Ztinmermann, Berg, Penderecki

and Weill, with violin soloist Tasmin
Little. Next Wed: Wolfgang
SawaMsch conducts LPO in Pfitzner,

Shostakovich and Beethoven, with

cello soloist Lynn Harrell. Nov 29:

Alfred Brendel. Nov 30: Sawallisch

conducts Richard Strauss. Dec 4:

Boston Symphony Orchestra
(071-928 8600)
Barbican Tonight Kent Nagano
conducts LSO in works by Boulez,

Mozart and Mahler, with piano
soloist Barry Douglas (repeated next

Thurs with violin soloist Sarah
Chang). Sat Andrew Constantine
conducts ECO and Thomas Tallis

Choir in works by Bach and Faure.

Sun: Nagano conducts British

premiere of Messiaen's Eclairs sur

I'Au-delA Mom Nikolaus
Harnoncourt conducts Chamber
Orchestra of Europe in Beethoven.

Tues: Sviatoslav Richter plays Bach
(071-638 8891)

MILAN

Teatro afla Seala Sun: Nicolai

Gedda song recitaL Mon: Mirella

Freni sings arias by Cilea, Puccini

and Verdi, with orchestral

accompaniment conducted by

Maurizio 8enini. Dec 7: opening
of 1993-94 opera season with La
Vestale (02-7200 3744)

MADRID

Teatro Urlco La Zarzuela Tonight,

tomorrow. Sat Compagru'e Angelin

Preljocaj in choreographies by
Preljocsj. Sun: Antoni Ros Marba
conducts Madrid Symphony
Orchestra in Bruckner’s Eighth

Symphony (01-429 3225)
Auditorlo National de Musica
Tonight Spanish National Chorus
in music by 16th century Spanish

composers. Tomorrow, Sat, Sun:

Pedro Ignacio Calderon conducts
Spanish National Orchestra in works
by Pedrell, Piazzola and Sibelius.

Next Tues: Ruggero Barteeri

conducts Madrid Classical Orchestra

in Mendelssohn, Chaviano and
Schubert (01-337 0100)

PRAGUE

Kazushi Ono conducts Czech
Philharmonic Orchestra in works
by Wagner, Beethoven and
Shostakovich tonight and tomorrow
in Dvorak Hall, piano soloist Grigori

Sokolov (02-286 0111). Also Daniel

Schweizer conducts Czech Radio

Symphony Orchestra next Tues
in works by Kalach, Beethoven and

Schubert, piano soloist Giovanni

BeDucci (02-232 2501)

ROME

Teatro Ofimpico Tonight: 1 virtuosi

di Roma play works by Vivaldi,

Boccherini and Albinoni, with

contralto Francesca Franci. Next

Tues: Momix Dance Theatre,

choreography by Moses Pendleton,

music by Peter Gabriel. Dec 2: John

Biot Gardiner conducts Monteverdi

(06-320 1752)

VENICE

Teatro La Fenice Sab Garcia

Navarro conducts first night of Pier

Luigi Pizzi's new production of Mos&
in Egltto. with a cast led by Ruggero

Raimondi, Robert Swansea and
Lutiana Serna. Repeated Nov 23,

25, 28, 30, Dec 2 (041-521 0161)

ARTS GUIDE
Monday: Berlin, New York
and Paris.

Tuesday: Austria, Belgium,
Netherlands, Switzerland,
Chicago, Washington.
Wednesday: France, Ger-

many, Scandinavia.
Thursday: Italy, Spain,
Athens, London, Prague.
Friday: Exhibitions Guide.

European Cable and
Satellite Business TV
(All times are Central Euro-

pean Time)

MONDAY TO THURSDAY
Super Channel: European
Business Today 0730; 2230
Monday Super Channel:
West of Moscow 1230.

Super Channel: Financial

Times Reports 0630
Wednesday Super Chan-
nel: Financial Times
Reports 2130
Thursday Sky News:
Financial Times Reports
2030; 0130
Friday Super Channel:
European Business Today
0730; 2230
Sky News: Financial Times

Reports 0530
Saturday Super Channel:
Financial Times Reports
0930
Sky News: West of

Moscow 1130; 2230
Sunday Super Channel:
West of Moscow 1830
Super Channel; Financial

Times Reports 1900
Sky News: West of

Moscow 0230; 0530
Sky News: Financial limes
Reports 1330; 2030



No upwardly mobile
freeway to the future

At General
r-^jRN- Motors, the

/ stumbling
giant of the
world car
industry, it

RnrtK" took an

Rmm jrsss:
coup last year

by the company's outside
directors to oust the old man-
agement in a last-ditch effort

to drive the company out of

the biggest losses recorded in

US corporate history.

Volkswagen, the leader of
the European car industry, is

racked by losses. The high-cost

producer of the world car
industry, it is enduring a cor-

porate and cultural revolution.

A large part of its senior

management has been dis-

carded in less than a year; its

chief executive looks more iso-

lated each day and is fighting a
lonely battle, with his closest

colleague under investigation

by the German public prosec-

tutor for alleged industrial
espionage.

Toyota, the leader of the Jap-

anese industry, is much less

obviously in trouble, but its

previous air of Invincibility is

being undermined. The stub-
boraess of the domestic Japa-
nese recession, the surging yen
and sales problems in foreign

markets have combined to all

but wipe oat its operating prof-

its. It too faces a leadership

crisis, as the company strug-

gles to move beyond the era of

the Toyoda family dynasty.

Must Toyota face a crisis as
severe as those of GM and VW
in order to change? The ques-

tion Is posed by Maryann
Keller, a leading US financial

analyst of the world auto
Industry, whose latest book
Collision is a compelling
account both of the storms buf-

feting the world’s carmakers
and of the executives strug-

gling to Stay at flia halm

“Toyota is clearly losing

momentum and Is bogged
down by its responsibilities as
Japan’s number one corporate

citizen. Whether the company
slips into mediocrity or retains

its leadership role depends
upon Tatsuro Toyoda (Toyota
president since September
1992), a man not known for

decisive action at a time when
the company needs vision and
leadership,” argues Keller.

She has set out to chart the

COLLISION
By Maryam KeQer

DoubLcdaylCurrency $25. 28Spp

fluctuating fortunes of GM,
Toyota and Volkswagen, -the

leaders of the auto industries

of North America. Japan and
west Europe, as they career

along a collision course not so

much with each other hut with
the unfamiliar challenges of

the 21st century.

Misleadingly, Keller has cho-

sen to coin the phrase the
“global big three" to describe

her target companies. The
industry is dominated by at

least a global big five. Ford,

the number two US carmaker,
is bigger than both Toyota and
Volkswagen. Nissan, the num-
ber two Japanese carmaker,
vies with Volkswagen in size.

Keller is not interested in
such niceties, however. Her
subjects were not chosen in

deference to the industry’s

pecking order, but to use the
companies as a way of explor-

ing the national cultures in
which they are embedded.
At such an elevated level the

book Calls short. In particular,

as Keller travels away from
North America it often
becomes little more a travel-

ogue and a beginner’s guide to

the cultural histories of Ger-

many and Japan.
Within the more narrow

focus of the world motor indus-

try, however, Collision pro-

vides a riveting look at some of
the forces that have shaped the
fortunes of the three car-

makers during recent decades,

and provides intriguing
insights into the personalities

at the top of the world’s domi-
nant manufacturing industry,

as well as those who have
fallen by the wayside.
Best-documented by Keller is

the upheaval that has riven

GM, the company where her
inside knowledge is greatest

She gives a damning portrait

of GM during the era of Roger
Smith’s “wild destructive

reign" in the 1980s, and during
the unhappy and short-lived

tenure of his successor Mr Rob-
ert StempeL
By the beginning of the the

1990s, “GM reflected more the
crumbling decay of Detroit’s

inner city than the durability

of its granite and marble head-

quarters building ... A visit to

the 14th floor (the executive
office suite) was like entering a
time warp from GM's glory
days. General Motors was a
perfect example of the contem-
porary corporate malaise,
where income and privileges

bore no relation to perfor-

mance."
While many of the GM lead-

ers suffer from the add of Kell-

er’s pen, she is equally telling

in her description of the lead-

ing personalities at Volkswar

gen, Mr Carl Halm, chief exec-

utive until the aid of last year,

and Mr Ferdinand Piech, tile

man who has spent 1993 strug-

gling with his predecessor’s
doubtful legacy.

“Piech was cut from a differ-

ent cloth than Hahn. While
Hahn was smooth as silk, a
consummate charmer who
enjoyed the public stage. Piech
was balding, slopeshouldered

and haggard - always uneasy
in the spotlight"
At Toyota Keller leaves do

doubt that she believes that
the company Is heading for a
leadership crisis, and that in
one of Its most difficult periods

the fondly has chosen a weak
leader in the shape of Tatsuro
Toyoda, not groomed like his

brother and predecessor Sho-
ichiro, to lead the corporation.

“At Toyota, regardless of how
high the rank might, be, every-

one bowed to Shoichiro. But at

Toyota Motor Sales, Tatsuro
bowed to others.”

The case arguing the relative

weakness of Toyota only par-

tially succeeds, but nonethe-
less she is ready by the end of
Collision to pick her
winner.

VW is dismissed for having
“spun in its own narrow orbit”

for most If its history. “Of
the three companies it may be
the least adaptable to
change.’’

Toyota is the most complex
because it Is standing where
GM was 30 years ago. “It

knows how to be successful

The question is: does it know
how to function in a less

secure environment?”
Which is the best car com-

pany in the world? “lam com-
pelled to answer, ‘The one that

has most recently overcome
great problems.’ Right now
that company is General
Motors."

Kevin Done

FINANCIAL TIMES 7-mjgSOAY NOVEMBER
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I
n the course of preparing
some essays tor publics-

.

tion. 1 had to look at a
chapter I bad written for a

book which appeared in 1989,

to commemorate the 10th aimi-

versary of the Thatcher gov-

ernment. The point was to see

what, if anything, should be
added by way of postscript

The answer was: Surpris-

ingly little. That government
twhHp a start in removing some
of the impediments to eco-

nomic success. During the -

post-Thatcher years the ground
seemed to have been lost

again, first because of the

resurgence of inflation and the

high interest rates needed to

combat it; and afterwards by
the recession which proved
longer, more drawn out and
more than almost

anyone expected. Recently,

however, international compar-
isons have moved in favour of

.

the UK again. Recovery, if

.patchy and uncertain, has
arrived earlier than in conti-

nental Europe, while Japan is

stuck to a deep recession; and
the economic debate has
moved to the labour market
rigidities which the UK has
tfliren a i«>H in removing.
But the statistical dust of at

least another business cycle
will have to settle down - and
the last one went oa for over a
decade - before any quantita-

tive conclusions can be drawn.
Thus I was glad to come across

a book which moves away .

from inconclusive numerical
comparisons and sheds some
light on why even someone
who welcomed the 1980s
emphasis on competition and
deregulation should still feel

uneasy about some of the cul-

tural aspects of the Thatcher
revolution, including- those
that ]jve on nnHar the Major
governmput.

The book in question is The
Economies of Business Culture

by Mark Casson (published by
the Clarendon Press in 1991). It

may be a surprising one for a
advocate of market competi-
tion to cite. For the author
seems to hanker after some-
thing like the “business plan

for Britain” with which John
Smith wooed gullible CBI
members at Harrogate this

week. And Casson does not
devote nearly winngh attawHnn

to tha role Of rampetition in
providing new products and
new processes, and putting
downward pressure on prices.

Yet the best way to approach
such a book is to see what can
he learned from it rather than

where it is open to question.

Professor Casson’s object Is to

develop a rigorous economic
theory which retains, the cen-

tral position of rationality in

economic Viewpoint

versus

stream international organise-
^

Hons are giving the former A
communist and developing

countries. How does this analy-

sis’ apply to current conten-

tious issues, such' as the (now

stalling) Initiative to reform

the civil service through devo-

jntion to smaller agencies and

through market testing of ser-

vices to ascertain whether they

should stay the public sector?
_

'
' (a au aiiah felt-

By Samuel Britton

traditional economics -and of
the individual as the unit of
decision, but which drops the

postulates of materialism anW! .

selfishness.

Without having worked
through all the detailed chap-

ters, it is difficult to say how
far he has succeeded - the
book deserves more attention

than it has received. Most of
the analysis relates to the
internal relations of organisa-

tions. The pupil who shared
my first year economics super-

vision at Cambridge, and who
worried about the selfish

motives of the textbook busi-

nessman who tried to equate
marginal cost with marginal
revenue, might still not have
known how to react, even if he
had hum ahlp to foresee thin

book. Nor is it dear how .tins

advice of top Reasury officials

such as Sir Terence Bums or
Professor Alan Budd about the
forthcoming UK fhvfgpt would
be different if they had
absorbed Casson’s message.
Yet the thought hwMrtri

it is sound. This Is the

largest costs in a modem econ-

omy are transaction costs, and
that flips** are minimised in an
atmosphere of trust - in con-

trast to an atmosphere where
everyone tries to take advan-

tage of everyone else, and no-

one moves without a lawyer.

An example of what can go
wrong has just been given by a
go-called rightwing member of

the British cabinet, John Red-
wood. when he spoke of the

growth to the number of dis-

tant Health Service “managers
in grey suits'' all too ready to

solve their problems by dosing
down hospital wards.

What Casson does not

explain is how to combine
cooperation aud trust within

organisations without this
ftTtAnding to anti-competitive

collusion between them. I still

think the best solution is the

(me outlined in my 1985 Win-
cott Lecture: an honest expla-

nation of the benefits of compe-
tition and the profit motive as
a mpATw; to tiie general welfare,

without making this part of

the “devil take the hindmost"

view of Hfe, so bitterly satir-

ised in JBRiestley's play An
Inspector Calls,- how enjoying
such a successful revival in
London.
Competition as a system of

economic relations need not be
based on personal hatred or
mutual hostility. Rival small

An atmosphere of
trust minimises
transaction costs

in a modem
economy

entrepreneurs linked by dec-,

ironic cable to their mam cus-

tomers or suppliers need
hardly be more aware of each

other’s existence than the
small fanners of Thomas Jeff-

erson’s ideal republic.

Market economics comes in
many shapes and sizes. Casson

/puts his firmer on the mark
when he writes that. that the

supply stoe package imported
from the US “comes laden with
certain cultural presupposi-

tions - amongst than the view
that because people cannot be
trusted, formal methods of
enforcing competition between
Awn are AgflAwHat <w all areas

of activity ... TheUS emphasis
on the law as an enforcement
mechanism is a -related cul-

tural attitude which may not
‘travel’ welL” He also describes

the . way to which these atti-

tudes have been borrowed
from the US when many suc-

cessful private enterprise
organisations are' making their

management styles more
human ami informal, suppos-
edly under Japanese influence.

Thus his unease extends
beyond British,admirera of US
ornnnmir and management
styles and extends to the tenor

of the advice that the mato-

tiatives as characteristic of an

authoritarian leader who not

only does not trust otberpeo-

ple togeneralbut“cannot even

trust a few people to do Ms
monitoring for him. The leader

wffl also ftyour strong inter-

personal competition, ms-
afemri by making people rivals W'
for one another's jobs; The
^furtsity of competition may
be further raised by creating a

pool of unemployed or. mar-

ginal members who are ready

to step into other people's jobs

st short notice.”

These words may be a good

description of how cabtoets are

reshuffled to Britain. Btrt if

Are wants a more co-operative

style to government in general,

smaller units are the first

.
oeagntfal. Loyalty and non-ma-

terial satisfactions are likely to

be more important in an inde-

pendent hospital or to a bived-^.

off administrative unit than to*
a vast organisation like the

National Health Service.

Near, ™*i«**i. did proposals to

hive off units originate with

the Thatcher administration.
They date tack further. 1 first

ramp across them- in a 19609

Fabian pamphlet. Permanent .

secretaries who are obstructing

the Uvtog-off drive, or propos-

als to advertise senior White-

hall appointments, are behav-

ing more like- male baboons
fighting for territory than cru-

saders for higher values.

Many people have described

the paradox that market liber-

alisation has gone hand-in-

hand with a shift of power
from intermediate sources of

authority to central govern-p
ment Casson is right to detect

incipient authoritarianism

-behind free market rhetoric.

But another factor has
surely been an excess of cau-

tion. Governments have not

had the courage to undertake

the drastic reforms which
would make, for local

. authorities or universities

responsible for the bulk of

their own. financing. This is

why Whitehall centralisers

have acquired their hdd. Per-

haps the answer to the para-

doxes generated by the
Thatcher attempt to get the
state off the people's back is to

carry it further and really

mean it
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Perfume ruling cannot go unchallenged
From ProfDG Rhys.

Sir, So now we know. An
industry which sells products

in such a way as to preserve an
up-market image and to charge
prices that generate a retail

profit of 40-60 per cent of the
retail price, and which refuses

to supply outlets which might
reduce that price is not acting
against public interest.

At least, so says the Monopo-
lies and Mergers Commission
in its report on the way,
mainly foreign, fragrance com-
panies distribute perfume prod-

ucts in the UK (“Perfume out-

come surprises, observers",
November 12). The report can-

not be clearer in its support of

high prices when it says: “Fine
fragrances are marketed as

luxury products and the MMC
accept that the suppliers need
to be able to control their dis-

tribution in order to protect

their brand images which cus-

tomers evidently value. There
is no shortage of other fra-

grances at much lower prices."

In other words, perfume
companies must be allowed to

restrict distribution and supply
to order to keep prices high;

only if they are paying high
prices do consumers think they

are obtaining value.

The MMC judgment on the

perfume distribution is per-

verse and cannot be allowed to

stand unchallenged. Other-
wise, all fixture cases of rela-

tively high prices can be justi-

fied on the grounds of
protecting the brand image to

the benefit of consumers. This
is not right and is unsupported
by irminKtrinam economics.
When confronted with the

MMC decision the question
provoked is - who guards the
guardians? One answer could
be a House of Commons select

committee If the Office of Fair

Trading, MMC and Department
of Trade and industry cannot
protect the consumer from.

price exploitation parliament
had better ask why. After all.

to remove the barrier to lower

prices would reduce the
upward pressure an the retail

price index and persuade gov-
ernment to be more positive to^
stimulating growth.

~
To undermine the position of

fragrance houses, high price
supermarkets, electrical and
audio visual shops and so on
would be a genuine supply side

improvement that reduced the
natural rate of unemployment
D G Rhys,
head of economics,
Cardiff Business School,

Cohan Drive, Cardiff CF1 3EU

Unfortunate
advice

Other ways to connect N American economies

From MrJeremy Beecham.
Sir, Tony Barry's advice to

local authorities an tendering

is misguided, if not wrong. He
states (Letters, November 16)

that “it is not possible to
decide whether Tupe applies
until the contractors' proposals
are seen". Not only is it often

possible to make such a judg-
ment, legal advice we have
sent to local authorities indi-

cates it would be absurd in
many cases not to. Indeed, we
have found that contractors
often prefer the certainty of
knowing what the position is

whan making their bid.

Mr Baldry believes he has
issued further advice on this

matter, [.thought we were cur-

rently consulting him an *hig

He has clearly already made
up his mind. That is unfortu-

nate as his advice flies in the
foce both of tha law and com-
mon sense. His letter Is symp-
tomatic of the government's
attitude to Europe - seeking to

evade its responsibilities. Local
authorities, however, recognise
they have obligations under
European law and will act in

the light of thftTn

What must be deplored is Mr
Baldiy's attitude in threaten-

ing local authorities that if

they do not do as he says he
will take action against them.
It is time for a more considered

and helpful approach to this

problem.

Jeremy Beecham,
chairman.

Association of
Metropolitan Authorities,

35 Great Smith Street,

London SWlP 3BJ

From Mr Cameron Duncan.
Sir, Your editorial on the

results of the state and local

elections in the US (“Demo-
crats in retreat”, November <0

included the assertion : that
“there is no doubt that the US
economy would benefit from
Nafta". There are many mem-
bers of Congress, as well as
rtrfapna in fianarit^ Mexico qnd
the US who would disagree
with you and would favour a
different sort of economic inte-

gration.

Nafta, they have discovered,

is not simply a "free trade”
agreement integrating the
economies of North America. It

is also a programme to
entrench the conservative
practices of the Reagan-Bush
era. By tying restrictions on
government regulations and
services to an international
trade deal Nafta makes the

fanplemftntaqtinn of new public
services and environmental
protection much more difficult

If Congress does pass Nafta,

environmental regulations,
health and safety standards,
educational policy and labour
law will all be affected. Social

policy will be taken outside of
the democratic process,
restricted by an international
agreement and regulated by
nnelected trade bureaucrats.
Under Nafta, any US laws that
restrict the sides of goods
because of the way they are
produced - either by environ-
mentaUy-destructtve processes
or unfair labour practices -

would be subject to challenge
by Mexican or Canadian com-
panies.

Even more important, social

gains in one country would
Often be difficult tO maintain
Why should a company comply

with costly labour or environ-
mental laws in the US when it

could avoid them by moving to og
Mexico? There are alternative

^
ways to connect our econo-
mies. A new Nafta could, for
example, include a social char-
ter that would protect environ-
mental and labour laws and
provide funds for raising
incomes in poorer regions. We
could enjoy the advantages of
international trade without
enshrining the “free maritet”
as an unlimited mechanism for
organising economic life.

Greenpeace does not oppose
international economic inte-
gration, but on social ami eco-
nomic grounds we oppose the
sort of integration that this
agreement would provide. *,
Cameron Duncan,

™

1436 U Street NW.
Washington DC 30009, US

West can aid former Soviet bloc nuclear clean-up
From VSr Soger Hayes.

Sir, Bronwen Maddox’s trip

to Chernobyl (November 15AS)
has highlighted the need to
clean-up the contamination
caused by the world’s worst
nuclear accident, she was tight

to point out that there is no
evidence to support rimmk that

8,000 people have died as result

of the accident However, the
feet that 42 people did die and
considerable contamination
remains, illustrates that the
nuclear Industry in the former
Soviet Union needs all the help
it can get to put things
right

The British nuclear industry
has been at the forefront of
providing the necessary help.

Take contamination. A British
consortium, involving among
others AEA Technology, has
recently developed a “Cherno-
byl clean-up strategy” which
has been funded by the For-
eign and Commonwealth
Office’s “know-how” fund. This
will help the Ukraine secure
the funding it needs for spe-

cific projects designed to
return contaminated land to
more normal conditions.

Russian Chernobyl-type
RRMK reactors were not built

to western safety standards
and they had inherent design
weaknesses which' were
exposed in the 1988accidentIn
response, Britain leads a con-

sortium of European countries

involved, to a Ecu7m project,
funded by the EU. This project
will identity how to upgrade
the safety features of RBMK
reactors and how to make
them as dose to western stan-
dards as possible.

Britain and other western
nuclear powers have the abil-
ity to put right what is wrong
to the former Soviet bloc. Your
correspondent’s report has
made a helpful contribution by
keeping the whole topic to per-0
spectrve.

Roger Hayes,
director-general,

British Nuclear Industry
Forum,

.

22 Buckingham Gate.
London SWlE 6LB
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AFTER is years of
market-oriented reform, rhh^ *
transforming itself into an eco-
nomically liberal, open, and power-
ful market economy, its cities look
more and more like other Asian
cities with new office and apart-
ment blocks, busy department
stores, karaoke bars, and traffic
jams caused by cars of
bicycles. The economic achieve-
ment of Mr Deng Xiaoping, Chi-
na’s senior leader since reform
began, is already substantial, as
today's FT aurvey, makes dear:

And this process, is almost cer-
tainly irreversible: political power
is too decentralised, the constitu-
ency which has benefited from
reform too widespread and
entrenched.

Yet for the outside world, the
enduring image of Qnns remains
that of tanka, crushing the 1988
protests in TUumanmen Square, a
dark reminder that China’s spec-
tacular economic success has been
built on. a repressive one-party
state. It is this contrast between
China’s economic dynamism and
political backwardness which con-
tinue to make China's relations
with rest of the world so
difficult

The country Is, without doubt,
an economic force to be reckoned,
with, as demonstrated by the fact
that the Chinese president, Jiang
Zemin, will hold one-to-one meet-

lie\ u

» ••

rd'or.

»
fc~

?*•-

i; - -

ings with the Japanese, South
Korean and US leaders at *>»«

jjLweek's Apec meeting in Seattle.

^Companies from east Asia and
increasingly, the US, have
responded, to China’s open door
policy by investing billions of dol-

lars. The rest of the. world’s eco-
nomic stake in China’s develop-
ment is large and growing
fast

Inefficient bureaucracy
Not that the reality of China’s

economic development fully lives

up to its image. The state enter-

prise sector remains an inefficient

drain on the economy, social wel-

fare provision is undeveloped and
100m Chinesp still 2frr& In absolute
poverty. Reform has also. brought

*
- problems. By unleashing strong1

provincial ambitions, Beffing has

macroeconomic control. Mean-
while, huge ranks of poorly-paid

bureaucrats, still with consider-

able powers, mean that China's
bureaucracy is both inefficient

and riddled with corruption.
But it is the manner in. which

China conducts its internal affairs
which remains the biggest prob-
lem for many outsiders, parties
tarty in America. The rule of law
and freedom ofspeech remain sub-
servient to the party line, while
documented human rights abuses
are legion. Little wonder that the
US has been.tempted to link eco-
nomic concessions - in particular
on. trade. — to progress an nan-eco-
nomic issues.

Human rights
President Bill Clinton’s success

in persuading. Congress to renew
China’s Most Favoured Nation sta-
tus this.year depended, in part, on
his willingness to lftiir next year’s
renewal to fining demonstrating
M
substantial progress” In tarfriftig

human rights abuses, progress
which China has yet to demon-
strate convincingly.
Yet to try to ostracise rrhina

from the world community or to
blunt its -open' economic develop-
ment with trade restrictions
would be a grievous error. Market
reform in China may be irrevers-
ible, but the outside world has the
power to speed or impede that pro-
cess. And the pace at which this
change occurs to, almost certainly,
the most important determinant
of the rate of political change.
The evidence from elsewhere -

South Korea and Taiwan are good
examples - is that economic
growth and liberalisation intensify
the pressure for political freedom
and democratic change. Closing
the door on China, and thus effec-

tively slowing the flow of western
capital, practices -and ideas into

the country, can only slow that
change ..

In short, renewal of China’s
MFN status is the best way to

encourage political Change, a fact

.that in reoent weeks - Mr Clinton

has shown he recognises. IBs
desire to engage .China in a co-op-

erative rather than anfaigmuatift

. relationship . is the right course.

: China's new wealth and status

mean that it too has . bigger
. responsibilities to honour . its

obligations to "counter nuclear pro*

fiferatfoB> acceterate-progress an
Turman ngfif^'amT resolve but1

standing trade disputes. But prog-

ress is more Kkdy to be achieved
if US concerns are carefully

explained rather than delivered

with menaces.

Last lap in

South Africa
YESTERDAY’S historic agreement

eaves South Africa within reach

CUrTirf what once was a dream. Over

100 years of white domination will

. md when the country’s electorate

joes to the polls next April, under
-

•; i constitution which enfranchises

he black majority.
,'
7 •

It marks the penultimate step in

v . he dismantling of an evil system

hat brought pain and

i o minions. The ending of minor-

_ - »ty rale has been made all the

i * 1 1 bore remarkable by the fact thatw -**Tesident F Wde Klerk has had
Se wisdom and courage to preside

ver the dissolution of white

linority rule. Equally remarkable
.'as been the part played by his

- rain political adversary. Mr Nei-

- m Mandela, who emerged from
- 'scades in jail railing not for

range, but for reconciliation.

- But the last stage of South

1 .

- - frica’s transition from apartheid

',i.-
• * democracy may prove the most
- azardous. Chief Mangosuthu

-uthelezi, leader of the predomi-

Z ' .
.
tntly Zulu Inkatha Freedom

’ v .
uty, and the white-led rightwing

^ ; jnservative Party, reject yester-

ys outcome.
^ " Even if they can be persuaded to
f

„ , rtidpate, tho battle for power

^ •' rough the ballot box will

a
.

Tngnri unprecedented tolerance

_ ; a sharply divided society where

...; )re than 12,000 people have
” eady died in politically inspired

. ilence since Mr Mandela's

ease in February 1990. Main-
•’ i “.

: ning law -and order will chal-

t
, ,.\ge the integrity of security

^ - ces predisposed to white minor-

^ , : -
; rule.

i • -.Jot above all, the coming weeks

11 pose the first test erf the can-

\ :

- '•

tution. How voters cast their

*-•* ''
Uot - indeed whether some vote

."! / all - will be determined as

_ ’Teh by their assessment of the

• alts of the constitution as by

..*
. 3 appeal of the parties them-

;
vns.

'•’‘/.refill examination
1

. tany South Africans are only

i • taking in what their represen-

7es have won or lost at the

itiating table. Tins calculation

- require careful examination

\ constitution whose Bnai

* \ "e did not emerge until last

w i
many respects, what has been

ished is a model for other

am countries. Proportional

representation guarantees that

any party winning five per cent of

the vote will have a seat in the

executive. The Bill of Rights
accommodates cultural differences

while guaranteeing equality under
the law. There is also a formula
for equitable allocation of state

revenue to
.
the provinces.

It is not the wnmer-takeall con-

stitution that was the bads fin:

majority rale in the rest of the

continent But some critical issues

need clarification, and the out-

come could help decide whether
Tnirathfl and the white right deckle

to participate in the poH, or try to

sabotage it '
'

Adequate role

Although the constitution envis-

ages a government of national

unity, it remains to be seen
whether minority parties are

given an adequate role in the exer-

cise of executive power. And
although Mr Mandela's African

National Congress (ANQ has
drifted from its opposition to pro-

vincial assemblies, the extent of

the powers they are accorded are

either not clearly defined, or sub-

ject to being overruled by central

government
Given these uncertainties, the

role of the U-member court that

wfll arbitrate in constitutional dis-

putes is criticaL Yet composition

of this body will be determined by

the post-election majority party,

putting the court’s independence

in question.

If whites' and other minorities

concerns and fears prove well

founded, as this complex agree-

ment comes under wider and

closer scrutiny, defections from

the ruling National Party to

Tvtbflfha or the for right Conserva-

tive Party will weaken President

de Klerk’s authority in the

demanding months ahead and

heighten the prospect of extreme

rlghfcwing violence. .

If the powers offered provincial

assemblies are of little substance,

it may be impossible to persuade

Chief Buthelezi to participate in

the election, raising the frighten-

ing prospect of further conflict in

his home province of NataL

Mr de Klerk and Mr Mandela

were the architects of the new

constitution: they must address

these concerns, and reassure the

doubters, if they are to keep South

Africa on course for democracy.

I
f Mr Claude Darmon is right,

the world’s railways may be
entering a new golden age.

The head of transport
operations at GEC-Alsthom

has a vision of sleek high-speed
trains running at more than 300
kph (212 mpb) between many of the
world’s largest population centres,

cutting journey times * and curbing
pollution.

“We are looking at one of the
biggest ventures of the next cen-
tury,” he says, comparing the new
generation of high-speed railways to
the development of international

. highways and teiecomwndrationK
From Europe to Asia, Latin Amer-

ica and the US, the growth of urban
populations, national wealth and
rail technology lend weight to his

view. But if the potential is great,

so Is the competition.
Mr Wolfram Martinson is Mr Dar-

man's greatest competitor and rival

as chief executive of Siemens Trans-
portation Systems. His group, with
Daimler-Benz's subsidiary, AEG,
leads the consortium behind the
Intercity Express (ICE) train, which
is seeking to erode the lead enjoyed
in the world market by GEC-Als-
thom's Train a Grande Vitesse
(TGV). It is a classic tale of Euro-
pean rivalry.

Mr Maztfnsen is slightly less san-
guine than Mr Darmon in his
assessment of the mariept. “Within
the whole world market for rail-

ways, the high-speed market
accounts for a maximum of 15 per
cent,” he reckons. .

The clearest example of the high
stakes involved in the industry
rivalry has come from South Korea.
In August, GEC-Alsthom beat off a
furious challenge from Siemens-
AEG to win sole negotiating rights
to build a high-speed link between
Seoul and the southeastern port of
Pusan. Final details of the $2.4bn
<£L61bn) contract to supply the
trains and technology are now
being hammered out
Siemens Is still protesting at the

decision, as Is the Japanese consor-
tium led by Mitsubishi, which man -

ufoctures the Shinkansen, or bullet
trains; but their of a Kor-
ean change of heart appear sHm,
The battle for the Korean con-

tract however, is just one round of
the fight for dominance between the
three principal players in the indus-
try. Already, they are preparing to

fight for the next contract First is a
possible project to link Thipei with
the southern Taiwanese port of
Kaobshmg. Bids are expected to be
invited towards the mid of 1994.

Also on the drawing board are
plans for high-speed rail links in

Canada, possibly Unking Toronto
and Quebec via Ottawa and Mon-
treal; in the US. between Washing-
ton. New York, and Boston, as weU
as in Texas (from Houston to Dal-

las), Chicago, California and the
north-west and between Sydney

John Ridding and Quentin Peel on the competition
between European groups for high-speed rail contracts

Next chapter of the
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Siemens and AEG have Just spent
DM17m (£6.7m) sending a full ICE
train to tiie US, first to undertake a
coast-to-coast promotion trip ("Ride
the ICE train, the hottest thing on
rails” goes the blurb), and now to

run for a three-month trial period
on the Amtrak lines from Washing-
ton to New York.
Both sides have taken In US part-

ners: GEC-Alsthom has linked up
with Morrison-Knudsen, and Sie-

mens-AEG with General Motors.
Even so, Mr Martinsen believes,

“the US market will develop quite

slowly".

In Europe, therefore, the potential

may be greater. At the moment the

economic environment is difficult.

The effects of recession and the con-

straints on government budgets
have forced the postponement of
several TGV orders. Last month,
GEC-Alsthom was forced to

announce a cost-cutting plan which
includes the loss of 680 jobs from its

French workforce of more than
9,000. But the first steps of a signifi-

cant expansion in European
high-speed rail links are under way.
The decision by the French gov-

ernment in September to build a
new high-speed line between Paris

and Strasbourg raises the prospect
of the TGV travelling across the
border into Germany. It will already
do so on the planned Paris-Brussels-

Amsterdam and Cologne route, for

which 27 trains have been ordered.

The French authorities have also

authorised an extension of the
south-eastern line from Lyon to

Marseilles and to Montpellier. That
would all appear to be to the clear

advantage of the TGV.
In Germany, however, the ICE

consortium has just won the
DM2.2bn next-generation contract

for an ICE-2, half the size of the
original train, but capable of being

linked in pairs to provide greater

flexibility. ICEs are now running
between from Hamburg in the north

and Berlin in the east to Frankfurt,

Munich. Stuttgart and Zurich in the

south and west In its 1994 summer

timetable, the German Bundesbahn
plans to extend the ICE to Vienna.
While the prospects for demand

appear healthy, the competition to

supply high-speed rail contracts is

likely to remain fierce. This is

largely the result of the nature of
the industry. The market for such
networks is comprised of a rela-

tively small number of large pro-

jects which come up only every few
years and which last for many
years. The South Korean contract,

for example, is not expected to be
completed until 2002.

For GEC-Alsthom and its rivals

this time lag makes each contract

criticaL The experience acquired on
one puts the manufacturer in a
stronger position for the next Simi-

larly, the economies of scale
obtained by winning several con-

tracts allow cheaper pricing in

future bids.

German industry is still reeling

from its setback in what Mr Martin-
sen calls “the Korea shock”. The
final decision in favour of the TGV —
was said to be because the French
train had proved itself for more
than a decade, whereas the ICE has
only been running since 1991.

Government support is essential

to win such massive prestige con- >nt
tracts, Mr Martinsen says. “It is a
question of lots of money, and
long-term co-operation. This is only
possible if the political will exists."

Yet he admits that in the US mar-
ket. for example, the successful con-

tractor will be decided on the basis

of “technology, price and local con-

tent. It won't help us much if Chan-
cellor Kohl goes over there,”

Two crucial developments lie

ahead. The first is the need to

develop multi-system, cross-border
trains. If the European links are to

become reality, the trains must be
able to deal with a host of electric-

ity voltages, signalling systems, and
safety standards on different

national rail systems. They must
also become decidedly cheaper.

T
his ail adds up to good
news for the consumer.
But for the producers, it

raises the question of
whether all can survive.

Mr Darmon believes not. “I doubt
very much there is room for three
high-speed train manufacturers in

Europe,” he says, referring to GEC-
Alsthom, Siemens-AEG, and the
five-company Trevi consortium, the

Italian high-speed train venture led

by Breda. “The investment in R&D
and the cost of developing proto-

types is too high if you don't win
contracts,” he adds.

The intensity of competition H
could encourage collaboration. “We L
are open to co-operation with any- e

one, and why not Siemens?" asks
Mr Darmon. Such a view is sup- n
ported by the French and German a
governments, which last year
appointed representatives to exam-
ine possible co-operation.

The representatives have a deli-

cate task in accommodating
national rivalry. Mr Darmon says
co-operation would have to consider
the fact that 570 high-speed trains

have been manufactured by or
ordered from GEC-Alsthom, while
the comparable figure for the Ger-
man consortium is 120. He adds that

any partnership between the two
groups should be based on cost and
efficiency considerations and not
national and political splits.

Mr Martinsen seems to be more
interested in a link-up with the Ital-

ian consortium. “1 am convinced we
will have two trains in Europe," he
says. “There is a big enough market
at the moment. Whether we can
keep that for good is another mat-
ter. But that is a question for the

railway companies, and the politi-

cians.”

Women’s jobs are increasingly being poached by the opposite sex, writes Rachel Johnson

M r Alan Hubner, aged
27, of Wigton, Cambria
and Liverpudlian Mr
Charles Shiells, 50,

have yet to make an impact as the

male equivalents of the suffragette

Pankhnrst family

But history books might reserve

them a footnote each. After decades
in which women have battled to

take jobs traditionally held by men.
the roles are being reversed.

Last month, Mr Hubner was
awarded £2^00 by an industrial tri-

bunal after he foiled to get a £90 a
week job at a Carlisle factory. The
tribunal accepted his complaint
that he was rejected because he
wanted to take advantage of the

company’s subsidised child-minding

scheme, available for women work-
ers.

bn an earlier case, Mr Shiells won
£600 compensation after being
rejected for a job as a nurse at Tue-
brook Tots nursery in LiverpooL
The driving force behind men’s

encroachment into previously
female territory Is primarily eco-

nomic. The official male unemploy-
ment rate - almost 14 per cent of

the workforce in September - is

more than twice the equivalent
female rate.

Men still on top
Mrs Lilian Bennett, chairman of

Manpower UK, the employment
agency, says there are no figures

showing the number of male to

female job applicants but reports “a

noticeable increase in the numbers
ofmen entering the temping market
for jobs that women have expected

to do.”

Mr Hubner and Mr Shiells repre-

sent only the tip of a small, but
growing, iceberg. The Equal Oppor-
tunities Commission says that of
the 1,253 complaints It received last

year about sex discrimination in

companies' luring and recruitment
policies, 40 per cent bad come from
men - a 10 percentage point
increase on the previous year.

The EOC also says males are
“more stroppy” about complaining.
“Men are quicker to take advantage
of equal opportunities legislation -

so much so that, because of lack of

foods, we are having to prioritise in

women's favour," says the EOC’s
Ms Fiona Fox.

At the same time, the recession Is

forcing changes in corporate behav-

iour. A Confederation of British

Industry paper earlier this year
noted that high unemployment had
reduced the pressure to bring mem-
bers of under-represented groups
into the labour force and to improve
their skills.

Though joblessness largely

explains the behaviour of compa-
nies and individual males, there are

The driving force

behind men’s
encroachment into
previously female

territory is economic

also some in the equal opportunities

field who detect a backlash against

positive discrimination for women.
According to a Department of

Employment official, “positive

action is being targeted as unac-

ceptable at a time of the highest

male unemployment since the

1930s."

No company would admit pub-
licly to dropping commitments to

promoting women. But the Labour
party recently provided evidence of

a possible groundswell of male opin-

ion against affirmative action;

Labour MPs reacted to what some
described as an “assisted places

scheme" for females in shadow Cab-

inet elections last month by throw-

ing two women, Ms Harriet Harman
and Ms Ann Clwyd. off the front

bench team- However, Mr John
Smith, the Labour leader, reinstated

Ms Harman as shadow Treasury
chief secretary.

Meanwhile, the EOC has received

complaints from several would-be
male Labour MPs about the party’s

proposed ban on men standing in

half the parliamentary seats where
the local constituency organisation

is looking for a new candidate.

All this is bad news for those try-

ing to improve the position of

women in work, as the hurdles they

face seem as high as ever. A survey

of 179 countries by the Geneva-
based International Labour Organi-

sation said that, on current trends,

women will take 475 years to

achieve equality with men in “man-

agerial” or “decision-making" posi-

tions in all sizes of companies.

While men have risen rapidly to

the top of almost every female-dom-

inated profession they have entered,

women have no comparable success

in traditional male dominated fields

- such as the civil service.

For instance, males make up just

7 per cent of all qualified nurses in

Britain. But above the level of

senior nurse, men outnumber
women, according to the Royal Col-

lege of Nursing. "Men are more
assertive because they are not wor-

ried about getting pregnant and
interrupting their careers," says Mr
Jamie Fleming, of the RCN,
Similarly, of 35,000 practising

midwives in the UK, only 53 are

male. But one, Mr Paul Lewis, who
qualified In 1979, already has one of

the country’s top midwifery jobs -

director of women's services at

West London HospitaL

Though women may envy male
success, there is a case for arguing

that they should not gripe about the

readiness of men to resort to the

law to increase their job chances:

the EOC argues that any act that

increases awareness of sex discrimi-

nation by companies can only be
beneficial to all in the long run.

Observer
Patent
nonsense

Education secretary John Patten

seemed deeply hurt this week when
Sir Claus Moser’s National
Commission on Education
published its report without tipping
him off in advance about its

contents.

This caused a few raised eye

brows at the NCE since it had bent

over backwards to try to ensure

that Patten would be one of the

first to get an advance peek.

Problem was Patten’s officials

refused to give out their boss's

personal address or phone number.
Undeterred, the NCE agreed to

bike an advance copy of the report

to the home of Jim Coe, Patten’s

chiefpress officer, in leafy

Hampshire. Coe Is normally
formidably affirimt

, but on this

occasion, two days later, he had
stfll not managed to press a copy

of the report into his master's
hands. So Patten was completely

unable to comment
Howinconvenient

Troops in or out?
Lord Healey, who as plain Denis

Healey sent British troops into

Northern Ireland 25 years ago when
defence minister in a Labour
government yesterday delivered

a volte-face of impressive stature.

Speaking at The Irish Fond of

Great Britain’s annual City

luncheon, which despite its name
was held in Whitehall, Healey
revealed that his grandfather had
been “a Fenian from Fermanagh",
and that he himself was a “great

believer in muck and magic.”

But despite such a bellicose

background, he chose to praise

Prime Minister John Major for

“opening the door to talks". There
really was no practical alternative

to talking to terrorists to solve

political problems, he said.

If only that thought had occurred

to him 2V4 decades ago.

Phony excuse
New telephone discourtesies

continue to proliferate: a colleague

has just been telephoned by a
computer to be told it was putting

him on hold, while the person on
the other end of the line finished

off another call!

Common cause
Among all the clamour in.

Sweden over the planned

Volvo-Renault merger, there has

been a deafening silence from the

Wallenberg family, the titans of

Swedish industry.

But at last Peter Wallenberg,

the current doyen of the dynasty,

has pronounced - and It is welcome

news for Volvo boss Pehr

Gyllenhammar, who has tong been

the most powerful rival to

’Sod school, let’s get some
Beanjolais Nouveau’

Wallenberg industrial dominance.

In a newspaper interview.

Wallenberg backed the merger in

principle, saying the three-year-old

alliance between Volvo and Renault

was a “half-cooked egg". His

comments are a considerable

disappointment to the anti-merger

camp, led by Aktiespararna, the

small shareholders association.

Everyone in Sweden remembers
the occasion in 1979 when Marcus
Wallenberg, Peter’s late father,

dealt a knock-out blow to

Gyllenhammar’s grand scheme
of the time, to sell 40 per cent of

Volvo to the Norwegian
government in exchange for North
Sea oil concessions.

Peter Wallenberg's comments
should dispel rumours that he was
working quietly against the current
deal. But in fact any other public

stance would have been strange,

given that the Wallenbergs sold

50 per cent and management
control of Saab cars to General

Motors a few years ago.

Clear enough
As South Africa's leaders put

the finishing touches to the interim

constitution, would-be designers

of a new national flag have been
flooding the multi-party negotiating

council - in charge of picking a

fitting post-apartheid emblem -

with their ideas.

Bombarded by some 70,000

submissions from the public, the

council whittled them down to six
- and then discarded those, calling

in ad agencies (including Saatchi

& Saatchi and Ogilvy & Mather)

for a rethink. But Observer just

can’t understand why the powers
that be did not go ahead with an
early entry: a see-through piece

of plastic, depicting transparency

in government.

Common touch
If a number of their Lordships

are looking a little green at today's

state opening of parliament, do

not adjust your set.

The explanation is that they have

probably been enjoying the latest

vintage to be introduced to the

House of Lords cellars specially

for the occasion - a lively little

English Vin Nouveau from that

well-known negotiant the

Co-operative Wholesale Society.

Scaled down
Has samizdat spread West?

Coincident with lengthening
shadows over press freedom in the

UK comes the launch of a monthly

current affairs magazine. The New
Reporter will be published over

the desk top by Lizard Press in

Cornwall and edited by husband
and wife duo, ex-FT features editor

John Bourne and ex-Guardian

journalist Jean Stead. But the

seat-of-the-pants nature of the

operation seems to be underlined

by Stead's admission that,

presently, the money only stretches

for the first six months. Hardly

surprising seeing the cover charge

for the 20-page mag is just one quid.

Spooked
Observer obviously got it wrong

yesterday, as a much simpler

explanation now emerges for why
the ghost of John Julius

Angerstein. the father of Lloyd's,

might be found hovering around

Coutts's branch in the Lloyd's

insurance building. Naturally he
has been investigating a phantom
cash-point withdrawal spotted on
his bank statement.
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Belgian austerity plan pushes up
share prices as interest rates fall
By Lionel Barber In Brussels

Interest rates since Black Wednesday

THE BELGIAN government
agreed early yesterday to a wide-

ranging austerity plan, prompt-

ing a reduction in two leading
interest rates and a euphoric
reaction in the country's finan-

cial markets.

After 16 hours of talks, minis-

ters backed a three-point package
which imposes curbs on social

spending and limits wage
increases to the rate of the infla-

tion until the end of 1996. The
pact also contains new measures
to tackle rising unemployment,
particularly among young people.

The Belgian National Bank
responded by cutting the dis-

count rate from 6 per cent to 5.5

per cent, while reducing the
money market rate from 9.4 per

cent to 83 per cent. The Belgian

Trane strengthened against the

D-Mark to close at BFr21.25 on
hopes the rate cut would help

revive the economy.
Mr Jean-Luc Dehaene. prime

minister, hailed the agreement as

good for Belgium and for Europe.

The plan draws some inspiration

from the forthcoming European
Commission white paper on com-
petitiveness. growth and employ-
ment which will be the centre-

piece of next month's EU summit

Germany discount rats

France middle rate
Denmark middle rate

Belgium discount rare

Sep 1992

Source: Dnuastrejm

in Brussels, to be chaired by the

Belgian presidency.

Among the social pact's chief

points are a planned reduction of

around BFr75bn (S2.1bn) in

spending on health care, family
allowances and pensions. The
most sensitive proposal is to

reduce family allowances in rela-

tion to family income, starting at

a threshold of BFr750,000 a year.

In order to promote job cre-

ation. the government proposes

to reduce sharply the costs of hir-

ing labour. Businesses will be

fully exempt from paying social

costs in the first year when
employing people under 26 years

old. reducing to 75 per cent and
50 per cent exemptions in the sec-

ond and third years. It also pro-

poses job-sharing to increase the

number of people in work.
To raise revenue, the govern-

ment plans to raise the level of
withholding tax on interest

income from 103 per cent to 13.39

per cent The level of withholding

tax on dividends is to be cut from
25 per cent to 13.4 per cent.

The fete of the package will

depend partly on whether Mr
Dehaene's fragile centre-left

coalirion can win support among
opposition parties and blunt
opposition within Belgian's pub-

Currencies, Section n
World stocks. Section II

Passions flare as Nafta vote nears
Continued from Page 1

would be "academic", said Mr
Bill Daley, the White House's

Nafta co-ordinator.

An Associated Press count
early in the afternoon suggested

that the agreement had secured

support from at least four more
members than the 218 needed for

passage. A more conservative

tally from the House whip's

office put it four votes short, but
with the probability of picking

up the difference.

Significantly, Congresswoman
Marcy Kaptur. the Democrat
from Ohio and a leading Nafta
opponent, conceded that she

thought Mr Clinton would carry

the day. mostly, she added with

scorn, on the back of support
from the Republican party.

The president went running in

a pro-.Vafta T-shirt and said “it's

never in the bag until the vote's

in". He had despatched officials

by tbe dozen to Capitol Hill to

keep up the pressure, as had the

anti-Nafta forces. Mr Ross Perot,

the Texas populist, was behaving

exactly like the lobbyists he con-

stantly condemns as he toured
the halls exhorting members to

vote against.

On tbe House floor itself, the

early part of tbe scheduled eight

hour debate heard complaint
after complaint that Mr Clinton
had tried to buy a triumph by-

giving away the store. “Its Nafta
Claus time at the White House."

said Mr David Bonior. the Michi-

gan Democrat and leading anti-

Nafta strategist.

“Its SoObn in goodies and give-

aways." shouted Mr Gerald Solo-

mon. the New York Republican,

citing favours he said had been
given to the makers of manhole
covers in Louisiana and aircraft

manufacturers in California.

Nafta. he charged, established an
“unelected, unaccountable
bureaucracy" that would under-

mine the US constitution.

But his assault on everything

Mexican, especially its "64-year-

old, one party dictatorship” of a

government, was too much for

Kika de la Garza, tbe Democrat
from Texas who roles the House
agriculture committee.

“I share blood with the Mexi-
can people," he barked back,

“and I resent the xenophobia
I've been hearing on this floor."

Reaching back into the last cen-

tury, he turned on Mr Solomon
and others who had spoken in

the same vein. “They want a
Mexican government run by the

US, but let me remind you, we
tried that and it didn't work."

£lm London
fund to beat

IRA bombs
By Jimmy Bums in London

Perhaps unconsciously, George
Miller, the California Democrat,
evoked memories of former Brit-

ish prime minister Harold Mac-
millan's words condemning the
Thatcher government's attitudes

to the British miners “who had
helped defeat the Nazis". The
American worker, Mr Miller
declared, “had helped win the
cold war and now are not even
being given an afterthought".

Britain threatens US flights to Heathrow
Continued from Page 1

Lord Caithness, the UK aviation

minister, described the US deci-

sion as a "provocative act quite

contrarv to our agreement with
the US '.

He added the UK government
felt the move would prejudice BA
because airlines cannot plan on a
60 days basis.

The UK is not taking immedi-
ate action, but has given notice it

will withdraw permission for one
flight a week each by American

Airlines and United Airlines from
Heathrow to Chicago and Wash-
ington respectively from 12 Janu-
ary' - the date BA's code sharing
approval expires, unless renewed
by the US before then.

It is the first time the UK has
threatened to block flights by US
carriers in London, but Lord
Caithness said the government
felt it had no option.

He said the UK was committed
to liberalisation, but the "open
skies" negotiations with the US
were a separate issue with the

existing Heathrow agreement.
Washington had so far given

no explanation for its action,

except to state that the decision

was linked to the current bilat-

eral talks with the UK over a new
aviation agreement.
Washington has come under

heavy pressure from the big

three US carriers - American.
United and Delta - for allowing

BA to form an equity partnership

with USAir. The US carriers have
also sought more access into

Heathrow.

LONDON-based financial
institutions have contributed to a
Elm ($ i.49m i fund to reward
those who give the police Infor-

mation on attacks by the Irish

Republican Army on economic
targets.

The identity of the fund's main
sponsors is being kept secret but
the National Westminster Bank,
whose City of London office was
badly damaged in a bomb attack

in April, said it strongly backed
the initiative.

The Bank said: “This is an
important additional mechanism
that will help pursue those
responsible for terrorist attacks.”

Scotland Yard said the initia-

tive had been developed by anti-

terrorist officers and managers of
UK-based companies.
The money comes from dozens

of companies around the country
and will be administered by joint

agreement between the police
and the main sponsors.

It is not clear yet whether the
full sum will be held in an
escrow account or remain the
responsibility of the companies
until it is needed.

Scotland Yard said last night:

"Our experience is that we do not
have to provide financial induce-

ment to get useful information on
terrorist activities. But if there is

a slightest chance that an indi-

vidual might be tipped over by a
reward, then we should take it"
The initiative was prompted by

the commercial costs of recent

[RA attacks.

FT WORLD WEAJHBp

Europe today
A wide and stationary high pressure system
over north-west Russia and the Baltic states
will gain more strength over the next few
days. W will continue to dominate conditions
over continental Europe and much of Russia
by bringing calm and wintry weather to most
areas. Sunny perious will extend from

southern Scandinavia to Spain. Cloudy
conditions are expected over central Europe.
A few flumes are likely over Poland and sleet

over the Black Sea.

There will ba showers in the central and
eastern regions of the Mediterranean and an
increased risk of thunder in the south of Italy.

Frontal disturbances over the Atlantic will

affect western regions of the British

Isles.
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Five-day forecast
The Russian high will continue to build and
expand slightly towards Scandinavia. There
will be an extensive easterly flow of air across
Europe which will result in the movement oF

even colder air from the east.

Cloudy intervals are expected over central and
eastern Europe with the likelihood of snow
later on. Temperatures will drop over the UK
as well, as the wintry air mass arrives during

the weekend.
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Courtaulds catches cold
lie sector trade unions. Rolling

strikes were held in Belgium this

week in protest against the pact
Initial reaction among poten-

tial opponents was guarded. The
Socialist party declared it had
helped to make the austerity plan

more equitable, but said it would

remain vigilant on the applica-

tion of the planned measures.

The Belgian economy is expec-

ted to shrink by 1.5 per cent this

year. Belgium has the highest

public debt in tbe EU as a propor-

tion of gross domestic product
The level of indebtedness has

unnerved financial markets, and
damaged confidence in Belgium's

claims to be part of a currency

club built around the D-Mark,
particularly after the Dear col-

lapse of the exchange rate mecha-
nism in August, which followed

sterling’s exit from the ERM on
so-called Black Wednesday in

September last year.

Belgian government bonds
climbed nearly a point after the

cut in interest rates. The Bel-20

index of leading shares jumped
21.S to close at 1397, despite ear-

lier concerns that the new taxes
might undermine the positive

impact of lower interest rates.

The message from chemicals com-

panies gets bleaker by the day. Like

BOC on Tuesday. Courtaulds sees no

sign of an upturn. In. addition to the

cyclical pain, it is suffering renewed

pricing pressure in some of its most

profitable markets. The proximate

cause is the credit squeeze instigated

by the Chinese government, which has

led to surplus capacity worldwide in

products ranging from viscose fibre to

cigarette tow. Yet it is a measure of

the fragile balance that such incidents

are destabilising. While consumption

in developed markets remains stag-

nant - and price rises are elusive -

chemicals companies will be vulnera-

ble to nasty shocks.
How long the China syndrome will

last is unclear. On a rosy view, the

credit squeeze will prove a hiccup in

an otherwise uninterrupted pattern of

growth. China has resumed buying
acrylic fibres in recent weeks. The
worry is that low-cost Asian producers

which switched output into profitable

markets such as US viscose wifi be
loath to retreat even when China
returns. Courtaulds would then have
to Uve with lower margins. Exciting

long-term prospects such as Tencel -

Courtaulds' new fibre - cannot deliver

earnings growth unsupported.
Whatever the eventual outcome,

Courtaulds faces a tough year. The
company continues to squeeze the

most out of its existing business. The
proposed joint venture with Hoechst
in fibres should bring another slug of
turnover for Courtaulds’ management
to get to grips with. The hope must be
tbat another round of provisioning
will carry it through 1994. by which
time cyclical recovery may at last be
within reach Yesterday's 9 per cent
fall in the shares suggests the stock
market is unwilling to look that far

ahead.

FT-SE Index: 3t2C.O {+22.5}

Courtaulds

Share price nateth* to tha

FT-A All-Share Index
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looks lower than previously expected.

It also appears that, at least in tire

domestic market, consumers' {nice
consciousness is preventing compa-
nies from prahing yp margins much.
This background wifi ft much

harder for Mr Clarke to resist pressure

to follow continental European inter-

est rates lower, especially if starling

continues to rise against the D-Mark.
Fierce price competition among super-

markets should fllsA ifawp inflationary

expectations. In theory Mr Clarice

could cut rates even If he announced
minimal tax increases in the Budget
Since there is little prospect at the

PSBR significantly cmdershootfag 4be
treasury’s £50bn forecast, he has in

practice an even better opportunity to

tackle the deficit as wefi.

continue to provide a relatively safe

haven against economic setbacks. The
company, however, remains -cantina
about prospects. Recovery Is fragile,

with occupational market rests, cut
turning to fell in central London.

.

But Land wifi have to step up its

acqrdsftk&a programme if Us shares
are not .to be left behind when recov-

ery grips, tt was a pity, therefore, that

it was unable to commit more, than
£7Dm in the first half when the. oppor:

;

famities appeared greatest. Tbe flood

of institutional Investors into property

has now damped yields, making (t djf.

ffcnlt to buy on good terns. Neverthe-

less, Land’s expertise may yet enahfc
it to unearth some nuggets and it can
easily gear up to spend £500hu Tfat
scale at spending may be Teqrilred»

though, if Land is quickly to re-Ipdte

to- rental and earnings growth.

Lucas Industries

Land Securities

UK economy
After last week’s somewhat disap-

pointing news on wholesale price

inflation and consumer credit, UK
markets were beginning to accept that

the chancellor’s room for manoeuvre
on interest rates was limited. In the
light of yesterday's retail prices index,

they may have to think again. Octo-

ber's small rise in clothing prices and
an actual drop, in household goods
prices, as well as cuts on food, reveal

little immediate inflationary pressure.

There is a danger in reading too much
into one month's set of figures, but the

starting point for the inflationary blip

forecast by the Bank of England now

Having basked in glory throughout

recession Blanks to its defensive vir-

tues. Land Securities has seen its halo

dim as the property sector has
revived. Although its shares have shot

up from 355p to 734p since storting's
ejection from the Exchange Rate
Mechanism. land has still undopar-
formed the sector by 12 per cent Its

weighting of the quoted property sec-

tor has dropped from 35 per cent of the
total to 27 per cent over that time.

Nevertheless, Land should not be
ignored altogether until the next
recession looms. Its great rent collect-

ing machine keeps roffiag mkl Bs taB-

ance sheet strength makes ft ane^of-

the precious few property ««np«riwt

capable of sustaining aprogressive div-

idend policy- Moreover, while property^

shares remain so for ahead of. und£rii&
*

ing market ftmdamentals. Land-

After an agonisingly long wait, ,

Lucas has finally got its man. it fe

more than a year, since the company
renewed its search for a chief eaecu-

- tive to replace the retiring sir
Anthoay GHL and two years since die

quest originally started. As a new
leaderfar Lucas Mr George Simpson fe

a near-perfect candidate. Hfa experi-

ence fa Kaiping to transform Rover
wifi be invaluable, as will hb aircraft

industry connections with British

Aerospace, so it & a pity thatLaos
(Bdnotfiadhhb earlier. Thetiefastwin

have dose tittle to boost motftt and,

in that context, it is unfortunate flat

BAe now wishes to hang on to him
until May.

Stifi. however belatedly. Mr Simpson
is just the man to take the fltfBnut

derations which Lucas feces. The cqm-
pany wih have toewmk» how many
expensive development projects ft can

afford toftawL ftr appiiadtechDGlogy

division may need farther retioaaHs*
tiou. Most teqMrtantiy. he wifi need to

- motivate and encourage the manage-

;

- meat tomato turn the compatqr round
j

in much the same way that he did at
j

-'Rover. •• .•«

Afi sf ibatriaadd-iraderidn Lucas’s

:

nascent recovery. .Unfortunately for i

the facGcriBg chief executive, the com-

- shace puue already discounts.

I

most at probable earnings gains over •

Qiffnfeari two years. Hie may thus have.
- to waft for his efforts to be reflated in

--the stock market. BAe, meanwhile.
" has suffered a heavy blow. Yet given

jMr Simpson's talent for promoting)
good people to support him, it should 1

be abte to make good the loss.

IN-DEPTH- RESEARC

H

depends on teamwork. Simple
enough in theory, perhaps, but #

practice is quite another matter.

_

Every stock recommendation is ultimately under-
pinned by pure information. The question is. how
good is the information? How astutely is it analyzed?

At Lehman Brothers, our analysts, the institutional
investors that we serve and the companies we have
under coverage all contribute to a process in which
investment hypotheses are formed, challenged and
refined until they can withstand the scrutinv of multiple
perspectives.

Similarly, we consuk with the very institutions who rdy
on our investment conclusions.

Additionally, our international network of analysis
interact with 'each other to share information- tin

.industries, etients and economic trends to ensurethin
Lehman Brothers* perspective is- strengthened by
global sectoral research. Like continuous distillation.

.

the process is repeated until the rescan h team is

satisfied - or the idea is discarded.

QUALITY RESULTS. THF.
BENEFITS OFTEAMWORK

Within the firm, an analyst who identifies a stock with
unusual potential confers with colleagues in related
fields to pool information and insights. This teamwork
is an essential step in turning potential into a
recommendation. Validation is sought front a variety of
sources. The companies we cover provide valuable
feedback on trends as well as fundamental data. Our
analysis rhen go to these companies' competitors and
suppliers to test and substantiate the information.

AN invitation TO
SAMPLE OUR THINKING

If you would like art example of (lie rcunnincnda-
tions that result from this approach, comae r yuur local

Lehman Brothers representative for a copy.- of our
Global Portfolio Perspective, a comprehensive overview
of market, economic and political trends. as iveH a<

specific investment opportunities by industry group-
tf your company has a problem or opportunity that

could benefit from the quality of thinking we've
described, weare ready to work wkh ynu.

Lehman Brothers
Lehman Brothers IntcmaoonjJ (EuropcJ isamanbcrofSFA. Q1993Lehman
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of more than 20 reactors. At

the very least Russia is likely

to need World Bank help if it is

to proceed. . t .

In the Ukraine, unable and

and western nuciear »,«»««—

Mr Remy Carle, chairman ot

the WANO governing board

and deputy general manager of

Electricity de France, told the

economy, suppnea w v—
fuels and other factors over

which the nuclear industry has

little controL
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Hewlett-Packard
* disappoints

Hewlett-Packard, the US electronics and computer
systems company, reported strong growth in
sales and earnings for its fourth quarter But'

Hew head at Lucas
Lucas Industries, the UK automotive and aerospace

ffff 9°
UPl c2“finned its chief executive*would be Mr George Simpson, deputy chief execu-

tive of British Aerospace and chairman of Rover
Group. BAe s vehicles subsidiary. Page 18

Future Of Merrertt in doubt
The future of the Merrett Group, one of the largest
agencies at the Lloyd’s of London insurance mar-
ket' was m question last night after the breakdown
crfaUSplan to provide new backing for the group.

Mantle talks take off
French missile-makers' international negotiations
are gathering pace. They will be crucial to any
international industry reorganisation. Page 18

’

JR East slips
East Japan Railway made its first earnings
announcement since its listing on the Tokyo
stock exchange last month. The semi-privatised

-

regional railway group said the economic slump
led to a marginal fall in interim pre-tax profits.
Page 20

Cock of the roost
Boston Chicken, a fledgling fast-food chain.
the new darling of Wall Street last week. It

launched the most successful initial public offering
in two years. Page 22

Commercial Union soars to £144m
Commercial Union, the
largest composite insurer,
increased pre-tax profits

to £i442m for the first nine
months against £6.im for
the same period of last

year. The shares rose lOp
to close at 606p. The substan-
tial improvement in general
insurance trading, especially

|

in the UK, continued in

I
the third quarter and life

profits again,made a signifi-

cant contribution.
0
said Mr Tony Brehd (left),

chief executive. Page 24 ,

At-aX}'.

Land Securities edges
Land Securities, the .UK’s biggest property com-
pany, lifted its interim dividend. Page 25

Vosper lessens warship dependency
Vesper Thoraycroft Hokfings, thelflfcsh^jbaikfitag

and engineeringgroup, is fo lessen dependency
on warship orders. Page 26 .

Barton Biggs cuts HK rating
London heard that Mr Barton Biggs, the Morgan
Stanley strategist, had moderated his support

for Hong Kong, by cuttingits weighting in his

global model portfolio. London SE, Page 35, World
stock markets. Back Page

A dangerous future
A quarter of plants and animals are in danger

'

of extinction in the next 30 years; Pag»:28
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Hungarian bank in bail-out talks
By Nicholas Denton In Budapest

MAGYAR HITEL Bank,
Hungary’s largest commercial
bank, yesterday revealed a capi-
tal shortfall that dwarfed earlier

estimates and said it was discuss-
ing a Ft50-60bn <$500m-5600m)
government bail-out

The capital injection and deter-
iorating capital ratio figure was
revealed by Mr Istvan Torocsket
managing director of state-owned
ffifcel Bank, in a newspaper inter-
view before today's expected cab-
inet decision on the recapitalisa-

tion of Hungary's troubled bank-
ing sector.

The authorities propose to

restore the capital adequacy
ratios - the ratio of capital to
risk-weighted assets - of the

main banks to zero for this year's
international accounts and to 4
per cent next spring. The stan-

dard set by the Bank for Interna-
tional Settlements is 8 per cent.

Mr Torocskei's estimate means
Hitel Bank has a negative capital
adequacy ratio of at least 16 per
cent. The Ft50bn-Ft60bn of extra
capital be is seeking represents a

fifth of the bank's estimated risk

weighted assets of Ft240bn.
The latest estimate of Hitel

Bank's capital deficiency - the
amount by which its liabilities to

depositors exceed its assets - is

double the 7.9 per cent projected
for 1993 in a World Bank aide-

memoire on Hungary's banking
system written earlier this year.
That report said most of Hun-

gary's banks were "technically
insolvent”, according to interna-
tional accounting standards.
Hungarian officials and bank-

ers rule out a major bank col-

lapse, however. 'Hitel Bank’s
liquidity has never been as good
as now.” Mr Torocskei stressed.

Mr Imre Tarafas. a deputy
chairman at the .National Bank of

Hungary, cautioned that banks
were exaggerating their loan
losses in order to qualify for

larger government injections.

There has beer, a substantial

deterioration in the apparent
position of the major banks,
which officials blame largely on
the recognition of bad equity-

investments and contingent lia-

bilities. as well as the substan-

dard loans earlier accounted for.

The government’s planned
recapitalisation of the sector is

now likely to cost more than the

FtlOObn estimated by the World
Bank earlier this year.

The capital strength of Hite!

Bank. Kereskedelmi Bank and
Budapest Bank, the three large

state-owned commercial banks,
deteriorated after Hungary imple-

mented a new bankruptcy law at

the start or 1992 in the middle of
deep recession.

About one in six companies
has been hit by the legislation.

Weak krona aids Electrolux recovery
By Christopher Brown-Humes
in Stockholm

ELECTROLUX, the largest
European white goods manufac-
turer, has swung into a SKrlQSm
(£l6.5m) profit in the third quar-
ter after financial items, from a
SKr22m loss a year earlier.

The better-than-expected per-
formance lifted the group’s
shares SKrlS. or R3 per cent, to

SKr305 yesterday. It took profits

for the first nine months to

SKr96lm, a rise of 31 per cent.
Sales for the third quarter

climbed 35.5 per cent to
SKr24.6bn while operating
income Increased to SKr646m
from SKr370m.
The figures reflected the bene-

fits of a weaker krona, restruct-

uring, and the development of
new product ranges and showed
problems in the North American
and Spanish markets, which cost

SKrSOOm during the first six

months, were largely over.

Analysts said the third quarter
performance reflected strong
growth in operating income in

outdoor products and industrial

products. The outdoor business,

which saw sales climb 66.6 per
cent to SKr2.55bn, has been a
major beneficiary of krona weak-
ness with its strong orientation
towards the US.
The picture within domestic

appliances, the group’s biggest
division, was mixed, even though
sales rose 32.1 per cent to

SKrU.Tbn. Bright spots were an
increase in operating income in

the group's US white goods oper-

ation and a bottoming out of the
sharp downturn in the Nordic
and Spanish markets.
However demand fell in Ger-

many after growing throughout
the first half, and Italy was one
of a number of other countries to

show weaker growth.
Currency factors helped group

sales rise 26 per cent in the first

nine months to SKr74.2bn, as vol-

umes rose 4 per cent. Operating
income climbed 20 per cent to

SKr2.26bn.

Mr Staffan Ostiin. financial
analyst at Carnegie in Stock-
holm. said: "Electrolux is

through the worst but it is still

looking at a tough market in

Europe in 1994. European appli-

ance sales could fail by l per cent

next year." Carnegie expects full-

year profits of about SKr!.4bn,
compared with SKrlbn.
World Stock Markets, Back Page

Italians are

lured towards
the big sell-off
Haig Simonian reports on the

launch of a long-awaited
privatisation drive

Countdown to flotation

i nr-mllHons of Italians, the

face of privatisation will

he a former Miss USA,
wearing a double-breasted suit

and tie.

The lady from Credito Italiano,

the state-controlled bank kicking

off Italy’s first big sell-off, may
became as familiar as the “Sid’*

Of British, privatisations.

Tomorrow sees the start of the

international roadshow for Cre-

dito Italiano, Italy's sixth biggest

bank. Two weeks later, the
shares will be -priced, with plac-

ing begining on December 6.

The LlObn ($6m) advertising

budget - directed through the

press rather than television -

highlights the scale of the task.

Italy is going through unusually

acute political convulsions, even

by its standards, because of the
corruption scandal and the pros-

pect of elections next year.

Meanwhile, the earnings out-

look for banks is extremely
gloomy because of recession. Cre-

dito Italiano is heavily exposed

through its traditional emphasis
on lending to big companies - it

is one of the five biggest lenders

to the deeply indebted Ferruzzi

group.
The advertising campaign must

also raise public awareness of

otber privatisations in Credito

Italiano’s wake. In February 2994.

the treasury plans to float up to

30 per cent of the financial ser-

vices group, Istituto Mobiliare

Italiano. Soon after, Irl, the state

holding company which is selling

die 67 per cent Credito Italiano

stake, will dispose of its 57 per

cent interest in Banca Commer-
ciale Italians, another big bank.

By the end of next year, flota-

tions should be concluded of the

Tna insurance group and the Enel
electricity generating authority.

In 1995 Stet, Italy’s state telecom-

munications group, is to be fully

privatised after a long-awaited re-

organisation. Later investors

may get a first taste of the state's

lucrative oil and gas activities,

after the Eni state holding com-
pany is restructured.

It is not clear how much Italy’s

treasury, struggling to bring
down one of the world's biggest

budget deficits, will make from
the sell-offs. Officials are wary of

issuing forecasts, and next year’s

budget omits privatisation
income.
Credito Italiano should net

about L2,000bn. Receipts from
IMI depend on how much is sold.

Mr Piero Barucri, the treasury
minister, said this week it would
be 25-30 per cent. That is twice as

much as first forecast and
implies proceeds of about
UjWXJbn.
Estimating the income from

BCI is much more difficult, as it

depends on whether the govern-

ment will accept the creation of a
“hard core” of institutional inves-

tors. grouped around Medio-
banca, the Milanese merchant
bank. Depending on the premium
for control, analysts reckon Ill’s

shares could be worth about
L2,400bn-

Next month’s start to privatisa-

tion ends a long and tortuous
process begun in summer 1992.

when prime minister Mr Gluliano
Amato started clearing the way
for asset sales.

M uch of the work during
his government’s term
of office was technical,

with a shoal of essential, but
often undramatic, legal steps

needed to change the public enti-

ties into joint stock companies
and cut a swathe through layers

of party placemen on many of the

public sector boards.

Among the obstacles to be
overcome were ingrained party
political patronage and MPs' fear

of plant closures in their constit-

uencies. Trade unions were far

from supportive in view of likely

redundancies in overmanned
state industries. Ideologically,

- Credito ttaSeno

Istituto

MobtOare Itafianc

.

Banca
Ccmmorcwte Rattans

Ina

Enel

Eni (energy side)

Stet

JP Morgan

CSFB

JP Morgan

Schraders
Fox Pitt Kelton

Credito ItaUano,

Goldman Sachs

IMI. SG WartHirg

BO. Lefrnan Brothers

|

IMI. SCI. Credito Italiano,
1 San Poata, Goldman Sachs

.
Early Dec

I

i
Early Feb 1994

. Mtd April 1994

Early June 1994

67%
L2 .000bn

25-30%
LI .5001X1

sttoa

L2.400DO

Ktenwort Benson NA

NMRolhscMd NA

NA . NA

NA

By December 94 NA

1994-95 NA

1994-65 NA

privatisation was no certain vote

winner.

But public acceptance for sell-

offs, pushed ahead by the present

government of Mr Carlo Azeglio

Clampl, was undoubtedly
reinforced by the groundswell of

support for change provoked by
the corruption scandal.

Privatisation has now reached

“the point of no return”, accord-

ing to Mr Barucci. Whoever
comes to power after next year's

elections will be unable to stop

the bandwagon.
But ministers are still crossing

their fingers that the first deal

goes well. The Milan bourse
remains thin by the standards of

London or Frankfurt, although
turnover has surged this year
because of new laws forcing

banks to deal on the bourse and
introducing computerised screen-

based trading.

But while daily volumes have
risen almost tenfold from the

lows of summer 1992, Milan often

remains dependent on fickle for-

eign investors. Attempts to boost

domestic investment in equities

through new legislation have so

far had little effect. A long-

awaited law to create private

pension funds, which could revo-

lutionise institutional share buy-

ing, has so far failed to produce a

single taker. Mr Barucci admitted
the legislation would have to be
redrawn.
Measures put forward in 1992

to stimulate private equity pur-

chases using tax breaks have run
aground because of a ministerial

wrangle about the fiscal conse-

quences.
Such setbacks explain the

stress being placed on preparing

' 0*dlnary shares

the market, with daily foil-page

advertisements featuring Credito

ItaJiano’s smiling lady. Her face

will not only launch a deal, it

should also condition Italian

investors to expect a thousand
more.

Nutricia

says food

recall will

cut profits
By Ronald van de Krol in

Amsterdam

SHARES in Nutricia, one of
Europe's largest producers of
baby food, fell sharolv yesterday
after a warning from the com-
pany that a recall of lm jars of

baby food would affect its profit

forecast for 1993 and could influ-

ence results in 1994.

Nutricia, a Dutch-based com-
pany which is 30 per cent-owned
by Unigate of the UK, is recall-

ing some lines of Us Olvarit
brand of baby food because jars

containing pork and beef may
have traces of a disinfectant The
recall affects jars in the Nether-

lands. Belgium. Greece and Por-

tugal.

More than lm jars held in Nut-
ricia’s warehouses will also be
destroyed.

Nutricia’s shares fell steeply
on the Amsterdam Stock
Exchange yesterday, closing
down FI 13.20 ($6.95). or 8.7 per
cent, at FI 138.20. In London,
Unigate's shares ended the day
down 12p at 355p.

Nutricia, the biggest European
baby food producer after Nestte

of Switzerland, said the source of

the disinfectant was not its

Olvarit factory in Wells,
England, but one of its Dutch
suppliers of pork and beef. The
disinfectant. p-TSA, is used to

clean meat-cutting tables and
equipment.
The Olvarit jars were recalled

after traces of disinfectant were
found during a routine check in

the Netherlands by food inspec-

tors. Other Olvarit products
which contain either no meat or

other types of meat were not
included in the recall.

The company said there was
no danger to health unless con-

sumption of the food took place

frequently and over a long
period. It noted this is not ttae

normal feeding pattern for

babies.

Nutricia was unable to esti-

mate the cost of the recall, but a

spokesman said the likely cost

would be “large". The recall

would affect its profit forecast

for 1993, which had been of a

“clear" increase from 1992 net

profit of F! 87.2m. The recall may
also influence results next year.

Meals, drinks and cereals for

babies and toddlers accounted
for around 16 per cent of Nut-

ricia’s 1992 sales of FI 1.25bn.

About one-third of total turnover

is generated by infant formula.

Other products include speci-

alised dietary foods for the
elderly, athletes and people with

nutritional disorders.

China squeeze hits Courtaulds
By Paul Abrahams in London

COURTAULDS, the chemicals

and fibres group, yesterday

warned that the Chinese credit

squeeze bad hit sales of three of

its most important businesses.

The company explained that

European and US prices had been

affected by Asian production

being diverted from, the slowing

Chinese market The shares fell

44p to 432p.

Pre-tax profits rose 9 per cent

in the six months to September

30. to £96-4m (5143m), helped by a

£24.4m net gain on disposals.

Operating profits fell from £92£m
to £86.4ffl on turnover of £991.7m,

against £91 1.7m.

The results were flattered by
currency changes. At constant

exchange rates, turnover and
operating profits would have
been £46m and £5.8m lower

respectively. Courtaulds warned
it would make a restructuring

provision of £35m-£45m for its

north American and European
coating operations. Capital
spending would also be consider-

ably higher In the second half.

Mr Sipko Huismans, chief exec-

utive, said the anti-inflation drive

in China bad serious knock-on
effects. “Production of acrylics

and acetate tow that were previ-

ously going to China have been
diverted to Europe, although
some Chinese acrylic buying has
lifted prices a bit" Surplus vis-

cose from China had started

reaching the US and would
adversely affect second-half sales.

Mr Huismans said he was not

overwhelmed by the recovery in

the US economy. “Consumer con-

fidence has returned ... but you
need confidence to sanction capi-

tal projects."

Mr Huismans said sales of Ten-

ceL its innovative fibre, were con-

strained by capacity. The board

announced it would invest SI34m
(£90m) in a new 30.000-tonnes-a

-year plant in Alabama. Another
plant would be built, at Kelheim

hi Germany or Grimsby in the

UK
Net borrowings were down

from £300m last September to

£183m. Net interest, however,

was up from £5.2m to £15.4m,

partly due to a lower pension

fond credit and less return on
sterling deposits.

There was a net cash inflow of

£35.9m compared with an outflow

for the same period last year of

£E6.5m. Earnings per share rose

from 18.1p to 19.5p. The dividend

was increased from 3.Sp per share

to 4p.

Lex, Page 16; London SE, Page 35
Details, Page 26

BUYING THE COMPANY

IS A MAD IDEA.

IT’LL NEVER WORK.

CALL US.

“An MBO's risky-what about my family.1.’!.

‘Til be working flar our". “I have hardly

any capiraJH. Don't worry, we’ve heard ir

ail before. As advisors to funds of over

£245 million, we arrange MBOs and MBIs

valued at £10 million or more. To date

we've completed over 60. Yours could be

next. Think about it. You'd be mad not to.

PHILDREW^VENTURES
Creative Capital for Management Buy-Outs.

Phildreu Veniurcv Triton Giun. 14 Finsbun .Square, London EL 14 1PD. Telephone: 071 oV/i.
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INTERNATIONAL COMPANIES AND FINANCE

Merrett Group fails to

secure Travelers’ backing
By Richard Lapper in London

THE future of the Merrett
Group, one of file largest agen-

cies at the Lloyd’s of London
insurance market, was in ques-

tion last night after the break*
down of a US plan to provide

new backing for the group.

Merrett said that Travelers,

the US insurance company,
had withdrawn a scheme to

underwrite business alongside
syndicates managed by Merrett
on a so-called consortium
basis.

Travelers, recently taken
over by Primerica, the finan-

cial services group, would have
bought a large stake in the
Merrett managing agency, la a

deal which would have helped

offset a sharp decline in sup-

port for Merrett syndicates
from Names - the individuals

whose assets have backed the

Lloyd's market. Travelers
refused to comment last night.

Merrett is seeking the back-

ing of other Lloyd's agents, but

it is is understood that talks

earlier this week between Mer-
rett and AJ Archer Holdings
have been unsuccessful.

The affair completes an
unhappy year for Mr Stephen
Merrett. a powerful under-
writer and chairman of the

Merrett Group. He resigned as

deputy chairman of the market
following pressure from Names
and their agents in August.
Executives of Primerica are

said to have viewed the Mer-
rett deal as an unnecessary
complication at a time when
their plans to take over Travel-

ers were incomplete.

Mr Bob Clements, president

of Marsh & McLennan Compa-
nies, which owns the world's

largest broker, which helped

engineer the Travelers deal,

yesterday reaffirmed support
for the group, describing criti-

cism of Mr Merrett as ‘‘person-

alised and without regard to

underlying fundamentals”.

A Bermuda-based company,
set up this year by Marsh and
JP Morgan, to provide reinsur-

ance for Merrett syndicates
would continue to operate.

However, Marsh, and JP
Morgan, would not be taking

stakes in the Merrett agency, a
move they had agreed as part

of the Travelers plan. “There is

no point in us taking a stake

except in so far as that was a

catalyst to attract other capi-

tal." said Mr Clements.
Merrett will seek support

from members' agents, which

handle the affairs of Names.
But agents were downbeat
about group prospects after

meeting Mr Merrett yesterday.

Rover chief

is picked to

head Lucas
Industries
By Andrew Bolger In London

SE Banken cuts losses further
By Christopher Brown-Humes
in Stockholm

THE recovery in the Swedish
banking sector was underlined

yesterday when Skandinaviska
Enskilda Banken. the leading

commercial bank, announced
sharply reduced losses for the
first nine months.
The bank's operating loss fell

to SKr92m (S11.2m) from
SKr3.75bn as it benefited from
increased revenues, cost-

cutting and reduced loan
losses.

The third-quarter profit of
SKr2(Wm built on the SKr310m
second-quarter surplus, but
was insufficient to reverse

losses of SKrtiOSm in the first

three months. The healthier

trend underscored the bank's
decision to withdraw its

request for state aid in August
and rely instead on a SKraJbn
rights issue to rebuild its capi-

tal base.

Operating profits before

credit losses rose 64 per cent to

SKr7.63bn. showing successive

improvements in every quar-

ter. Lower interest rates posi-

tively influenced the perfor-

mance. as did SKr560m in

gains from bond sales. Costs

were reduced by 2 per cent to

SKr5.69bn. partly due to staff

cuts.

Credit losses at SKr7.72bn

remained high, but they were
down 8 per cent compared with
last year. The bank said 44 per

cent of write-offs related to the

real estate sector, where col-

lapsing values did more than
anything to provoke the crisis

in the Swedish financial sector.

Net problem loans at Sep-
tember 30 were SKr21.5bn,
down 17 per cent from the total

at the end of last year.

SE Banken also announced it

had sold its remaining shares
in Skandia, rounding off a saga
that began in 1990 when it

tried to forge a giant Scandina-
vian banking and insurance
combine by buying a 28 per
cent stake in the insurer.

Krona’s weakness helps Sandvik
By Christopher Brown-Humes

SANDVIK. the Swedish
engineering group, improved
profits by 23 per cent to

SKri.44bn (3175m) in the first

nine months. The advance
came without any upturn in

business conditions.

The rerival has been attri-

buted mainly to the weak
Swedish krona, which enabled
the group to push up sales by
27 per cent, to SKrlS.Sbn. and

orders by 30 per cent to

SKrlS.Sbn. Sales fell 5 per cent
if currency factors and acquisi-

tions are excluded.

.Mr Per-Olof Eriksson, chief

executive, said demand
remained "very weak" in

Europe and Japan, but the out-

look was more positive in

other parts of the world.

He highlighted Latin Amer-
ica. Australia. China and
south-east Asia as areas of

strong growth, and noted a

"gradual increase" in North
America.
The biggest expansion of

sales came in North America,
with 56 per cent growth to

SKr3.1Sbn, followed by Latin
America, where sales climbed
43 per cent to SKr997m.

Steel was the group's top
performing division, due to a
four-fold rise in profits, to

SKr354m from SKr89m. This
was achieved despite railing

prices.

AdterliscinenC

A Pera International Report

The first in a series of reports on major business issues

Single Market:
An empty promise?
A report by Pera International, the leading

European business and technology

organisation, suggests that the Single

Market is a non-event for most small and

medium sized enterprises (SMEs).

% SME BUSINESS STRATEGY FOR THE
SINGLE MARKET

The survey Opportunity or Threat:

The Single Market Reality for
SME c. the first 10 highlight the

effects of the Single Market on small

companies - says that, while 29 per cent of
SMBs in the UK believe that European
integration has led to an increase in sales,

7D per cent say thaL it has made no impact

and one per cent claim that it has caused an

actual decrease.

sanguine approach to the

Single Market than their

European competitors.

This picture is by no means confined to the

UK. Similar companies in Germany.
France and Spain, where 63 per cent have
not yet experienced any benefit, show a

much sharper decrease in sales (19 per

cent) and a much lower increase (IS per

cent).

*'
of

"Because of

their capacity to

adapt quickly to

changes in the

market place,

SMEs should

be well placed

to take

advantage of
favourable

M alterations in

the European Market and we expect them
to play a significant role in the new
Europe." said Ronald Armstrong. Chief

Executive of Pera International.

Over 7t> per cent of UK L,

respondents anticipate being
| g

able to maintain their anrent

market position in the future and do not

expect to lose position to competitors

based in Europe - an attitude, says the

report, which indicates "a very high level

of confidence in (or perhaps naivety of) the

true impact of the Single Market'1

.

European respondents showed a more
measured level of expectation, perhaps

based on the hard experience of the 30 per

cent of respondents who have already losL

market share to competitors in the run-up
to the Single Market.
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truly be described as actively pursuing

export business.

Nevertheless, there is awareness of the

opportunities of the Single Market by all

respondents, with 59 per cent of UK
respondents considering Europe
sufficiently important to modify their long-

term plans and 28 per cent including it in

their short-terra plans.

"Far more European SMEs than their

British counterparts have export figuring in

their long-term plans - often with the UK
as a target market. If British firms don't

liven up their ideas we are going to see far

more continental based competition in the

UK market than vice versa," commented
Ronald Armstrong.

Ronald Armstrong explained "A
characteristic of small firms is that they do

not have a surplus of management time

which means long-term planning can be

seen as a luxury they can’t afford -

particularly in times of recession.

Unfortunately exporting is an activity

which requires long-term planning and
experience.''

"Bur for most companies, both in the UK
and Europe, the Single Market can only be

classed as a non-event. As SMEs account

for over 90 per cent of all European
companies, this is a particularly worrying

finding for the future economic health of

Europe as a whole,
1
' he added.

The reasons why companies arc not yet

exploiting the Single Market include the

recession (cited by about half the

respondents throughout Europe),

complacency (many UK companies claim

that there is sufficient demand in the home
market), increased cost of sales, marketing

Mid distribution, and 1mainly by European

companies) the costs of translation.

"Unless such companies make adequate

short and long-term plans for the Single

Market, they will be unable to lake
advantage of the opportunities dearly
available,* he added.

Pera Imemalional's survey, which involved

questioning over 4,000 companies,

including a series ol fucc-to-face and
telephone interviews, reveals that UK
companies arc taking a much more

The report says that small and medium
sized companies in the UK are not as

active in exporting as their European
competitors, who already have a good
record of trading with other local countries.

SMEs in Europe are responsible for a

larger share of their national exports lhan

their UK counterparts. In the UK. less than
half of SMEs consider themselves as
exporters and less than 20 per cent can

Pera International has been in existence for
01 er forty years working with companies
of all sizes, it has more experience of
helping SMEs than any other organisation
in Europe. Through its consulting
divisions, membership and small firms
consultancy -schemes it has assisted over
tiO.noo SMEs during the last fifteen years.

for a complimentary copy of “Opponiaiuy
or Threat: The Single Market Reality for

please contact Pera International,

Melton Mowbray, Leicestershire, LEI3 0PB.
Tel: 0064 501501 Fax: 0664 501264
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France sharpens missile strategy

David Buchan examines global reorganisation of the defence industry

F renc)i missile-makers' made by France's state-con- less advanced, and points out There is also Freoch wrapa-

international negotia- trolled Giat Industries. ' that the two companies took rnes su^as Basalt £^3^,
Sons are gathering A recent parliamentary more than two years to aegofr tqne, SAT\ Md ^e^German

LUCAS Industries, the UK
automotive and aerospace

components group, yesterday

finally confirmed that its next

chief executive would be Mr
George Simpson, currently
deputy chief executive of Brit-

ish Aerospace and chairman of

Rover Group, BAe's vehicles

subsidiary.

The Midlands-based group
has been trying for months to

secure the services of Mr
Simpson. 51, who is given

much of the credit for tbe
revival in Rover’s fortunes.

His appointment will go a long

way to allaying City concerns
over Lucas's protracted man-
agement succession.

Lucas declined to give
details of Mr Simpson’s salary,

bnt dismissed rumours that he
bad been offered £lm a year

and a £3m (S4.47m) bonus.

There was some surprise

that Mr Simpson will not be
joining Lucas until May 1 and
that Sir Anthony GilL chair-

man and cbief executive since

1937, will continue as non-ex-

ecutive chairman. However, it

is expected that Sir Anthony,
63. will only stay on for as

long as it takes to choose a
ew chairman, with Mr Simp-
son's full involvement.
Mr Simpson said: "I am

delighted to be joining tbe suc-

cessful Lucas team and to be

taking over its leadership
from Tony Gill. My experience

at Rover and British Aero-
space tells me that there are

few more competitive business

sectors than automotive and
aerospace and I fully under-

stand the magnitude of my
new challenge."

Last year Sir Anthony was
asked to postpone his retire-

ment until the succession was
sorted out.

Lucas was cited as a possible

takeover target after recession

caused profits to slump and its

shares touched a five-year low
of 78p In September last year.

They have since recovered to

177p as the gronp has cut
thousands ofjobs and sold sev-

eral businesses. The restruct-

uring helped pre-tax profits

double to £50.3m this year.

Rover analysis. Page 24; See
Lex. Page 16

F rench missile-makers'

International negotia-

tions are gathering

pace. Matra is pledged to form

a Joint missile company with

British Aerospace (BAe) by the

end of the year. Aerospatiale is

locked into similar discussions

with Deutsche Aerospace

(Dasa) with a view to merging
their missile interests into a
single unit with a market
share rivalling Hughes of the

US.

The role of the French mis-

sile companies will be crucial

to any industry reorganisation.

For one thing
, there are more

of them than in any other
European country. In addition

to Matra and Aerospatiale,

there is Thomson-CSF. the

heavyweight of French defence

electronics, and a host of

smaller electronic suppliers.

France has also cut its

defence equipment budget by
less than other European coun-

tries in the last three years,

and plans to increase it

slightly next year, to FFrl03bn
($17.5bn).

The French defence sector's

total turnover has declined
from its high point of

FFrl245bn in 1990 to FFr113bn
last year, largely due to the

drop in export deliveries, to

FFr29bn.
New orders, however, hit a

record FFr45.7bn last year,

with Taiwan's decision to buy
Dassault's Mirage jets and Met-
re's missiles, and Abu Dhabi's

purchase of the Leclerc tank

made by France's state-con-

trolled Giat Industries.

A recent parliamentary
report forecast that 40,000 jobs

would disappear from the

defence and aerospace sectors,

but that the precipitous fall-off

in civil aviation business and
space research was mostly to

blame for this

Mr Henri Conze, procure-

ment chief in the French
defence ministry, believes the

current merger talks among
missile-makers may set in

train a wider reorganisation in

defence electronics.

Mr Conze, who runs
Europe’s biggest defence equip-

ment budget, predicts that

“1994 will be the year of merg-
ers and concentrations in the

European missile Industry”.

T be most advanced of the
talks is the planned
joint venture between

Matra and BAe, whose missile

products and markets comple-

ment each other. Mr Dick
Evans. BAe chairman, recently

confirmed that the marriage
was likely to be consummated
by the end of this year.

Formal control will be split

evenly between the two parent
companies. However, Matra is

confident of gaining manage-
ment control because, even
without its Taiwan order, its

dowry of missile orders is

larger than BAe’s.
Aerospatiale acknowledges

that its talks on merging its

missile business with Dasa are

less advanced, and points out

that the two companies took

more than two years to negoti*

ate their Eurocopter joint ,
ven-

ture, However, the two comps'

nies have already worked
together for 20 years in their

joint Euromissile arrangement

In any event, the German
orientation of Aerospatiale

should do the company no
harm with Mr Conze, who has

proposed setting up a Franco'

German arms agency as the

possible precursor of the Euro
pean arms agency, foreshad-

owed in the Maastricht treaty.

Might these two joint entities

then merge to form one Mg
European missile-maker?
Matra, BAe. even some people

at Dasa, favour that. Aerospa-

tiale says it is open-minded at

this stage. So is its owner, the
French government- -

"It is not impossible," says
Mr Conze, “though at present
it is impossible to say whether
the two joint ventures would
stay apart, or come together, -

or have some gentleman's
agreement to share markets or
products.”

However, he believes that
the imminent mergers in the
actual manufacture erf missUes
could lead to changed relation-

ships in other parts of the mis-

sile business.

These include “upstream 1*

designers of entire weapons
systems, such as Thomson and
BAe, which are also to be
found “downstream" as suppli-

ers of missile components.

There is also French c&apa.
nies such as Dassault Etectnat'

ique, SAT, and Sagem; German
companies such,asTOT {part of
Dasa) and BGT {part of Dfejm.
and British companies such as
GEC-Sferconi.

"Sorting out the mferikma^-
ers is .the easiest part, but:
other areas may have to be'
tackled." says the French an™
chief. - •

H aving formed; a joint
venture with Shorts of

Belfast on very
:

short-range missiles

March. Thomson-CSF is afaod
tog aloof Oran the curreidiais-
sflg merger game. Its presMem,
Mr Alain Gomez, has a riot
urgent dossier on his table: tbe
government’s desire to k^w
soon whether the defence com-
pany should be privatised with
or without Thomson Consumer
Electronics (TCE). ....
Tbe Privatisation of Afena^.

lisle is dearly more rtWan* —

•

And this is not just because of

”
deepening losses - FFr S70mln
the first half of this year -
which Mr Francois Leotard, -

the defence minister; hopes
soon to remedy with a capita]

Increase.

Presenting the company for

sale before the 1995. election
would almost certainly pro-

vote a row with PreadgtiMM.-
‘

tesrand, who has on
: several

occasions proclaimed Ha appo-
sition to putting France's
nuclear missile-maker intopn-
vale hands.

Siemens launches agreed I Swiss travel group slides

bid for Teleco Cavi 20% at nine-month stage
By Haig Slmonlan in MBan

SHARES in Teleco Cavi, the
Italian maker of power and
telecommunications cables,
were suspended yesterday after

Siemens of Germany launched
an agreed takeover bid.

Siemens is spending Ll04bn
(S62.5m) to buy control of GCR,
the family holding company
which owns just over 50 per
cent of Teleco Cavi's ordinary
shares.

Almost 70 per cent of GCR is

owned by the founding Bruni
family, which is selling its

entire stake. The remainder is

held by BICC. the UK indus-

trial group, and Fornara, an

Italian industrial holding com-
pany.

Siemens will have to launch
a public tender offer for the
remaining Teleco Cavi stock,

in line with new Italian stock
exchange rules. However, the
German group raid it intended
to maintain the company's
stock-exchange listing.

Siemens said the purchase
was part of a strategy to con-
solidate its position in the rap-

idly changing European cables

business.

Teleco Cavi. which is based
in the Abmzzo region of
southern Italy, made group net
profits of L256bn last year on
sales of L256bn.

By ten Rodger ta.Zmfcb

REISEBUERO Kaon*, tire

Swiss travel agency group, said

net income tumbled 29 per cant
in the first nine months of-EKB
to SFt35m (923L35nk reflecting

depressed rienrind and prices

in fiie travel sector. Sales were

Business was off in *8
regions, except the UK and
Germany, Is the UK, the
group’s biggest market emote
Switzerland, sales were flatter

Sifts franc tends, at SFrJHSm.
to the ftat nitje. months,
reflecting 'ittar-fft per Cent

growth ttt.ihaiing tenzuLGer-
off 6 per cent to SFrLSta. .

- - man saferweraup 15 per cent

The group, in whkh Kauflwf to SFttlTm.
of Gemosy last year bought a Ttfegtoup, controlled by. the

50J per cent stake (with 36.4 KuonjrHHgeJitobler foundation
per cent of the votes), forecast said revenue from tour operat-

that net income in the fall year ' ing viaB up per cent, while

would
.
Call- IS per .& retail business was off 4.3 per

SFrtto. ;ces£ foSFrtOQm.
It deserfoed thtopBforegnfe&£T Business travel turnoverfleas travel turnover

down 3.1 per cent to

'v» v?r
. . . .1 . 1. _

SFrlSSm.

Grupo Financiero Mexival Banpais,
SAdeCV.
(A Mexican Financial Group)

has acquired 51% of

ASEMEX
Aseguradora Mexicana, S

A

$582,000,000

We acted as financial advisor to

Grupo Financiero Mexival Banpais, S.A.de CV.

Bear, Steams& Co. Inc.
.NewYork/Atlanta/Bostxsn/Chicago/Dallas/Los AngeleVSan FranciscoGeneva/Hong Kong/London/Paris/Shanghai/Tokyo
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which involve uw —

—

of more than 20 reactors. At

the very least Russia is likely

to need World Bank help if It is

1

to proceed.
I in the Ukraine, unable and

r'
;
! 2

and western nucwsn -

Mr R&my Carle, chairman or

the WANO governing ooaxa

and deputy general manager «
Electricity de France, tola tne

economy,
fuels and other factors over

which the nuclear industry has

little control
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-Packard shares
dip in spite of strong growth
By Louise Kehoo
to San Ran^seo

HEWLETT-Packard, the - US
electronics and computer'
systems company, reported
strong growth In sales and
randngs for its fourth quarter.
But concerns about increased
costs and inventories drove

i down the shares $2% to $75y<.
Net earnings for the quarter

rose to 52g8m, or $1.18 per
share, compared with $68m or
28 cents in the same periodlast
year when the company took a
restructuring charge of 36
cents per share.
Net revenue increased to

$5.7bn from $4.3bn in the same
quarter of 1992, a 32 per cent
increase.

“This quarter was a big
improvement over last year's

fourth quarter," said Mr Lewis
Ptott, HP chairman, president
and chief executive. "But
Upward pressure on cost of
sales continued, and inventory
levels were higher Hran we'd
like."

HP's cost of sales for the
fourth quarter was 61.4 per
cent of net revenue, against
58.1 per cent in the fourth
quarter of last year. Price cuts
and a continuing shift toward
products Carrying higher sales
costs were factors, the com-
pany said.

•

Inventories increased 41 per
cent to 53.7bn from $2.Bbn at
the end of the last fiscal year.
Part of the Increase was attrib-
utable to new product intro-
ductions, the company said.
Operating expenses rose U

per cent to 303 per cent of net

revenue from 35.9 per cent in
the year-ago quarter.

For fiscal 1993, revenue rose

24 per cent to 52Q.3bn, from
Sl6.4bn the previous year. With
revenues of from com-
puter products, service and
support, HP has become the
second-largest US computer
company, after IBM, over-
taking Digital Equipment
Net earnings for the year

were $L2bn, or $4.65 per share,

compared with 5549m, or $2.18,

last time after special charges.

Before these charges, HP
earned $972m, or $3.85 per
share last year.

Mr Platt said the company
would launrh

. important new
products in several sectors in
fiscal 1994 and efforts to reduce
expense structures would
remain a high priority.

Thomson third quarter quiet
By Bernard Simon in Toronto

THOMSON Corporation, the
Canadian-controlled travel and
publishing group, blamed
adverse exchange rates and
competitive pressures in sev-
eral of its key publishing busi-
nesses for near-stagnant third-
quarter earnings.
Net earnings edged up to

US$226m before preferred
share dividends, or 39 cents per
common share, from or
38 cents a year earlier. Sales
dipped to $136hn from $L94bn.

If exchange rates had
remained unchanged from
average 1992 levels, earnings

;would have been 44 cents per
-'share in the latest period, and
sales 52-12bn.

Nine-month earnings rose to

$249m, or 42 cents a share,

from 5244m, or 41 cents.
The brightest spot so far this

year has been the travel busi-
ness. Although UK-based
Thomson Travel’s nine-month
operating profit dipped to
$243m from 5246m, the com-
pany said that there was an
18.6 per cent jump measured in
pounds sterling.

Thomson Tours' volumes
rose by 11 per cent last sum-
mer, and sales of winter holi-

days are 16 per cent ahead of

last year.

The company, said summer
1994 bookings have been
“exceptionally high" since its

brochures were launched in
late August, landing to a "sig-

nificant” improvement In mar-
ket share.

An official ascribed the
improvement to a stranger UK

economy and last summer's
poor weather, which has
encouraged many people to

book a holiday in the sun for

next year.

In the publishing and news-
paper divisions, poor perfor-
mances have been posted by
the UK and US professional,

business and academic publish-

ing groups, as well as by
Thomson’s Canadian newspa-
per chain. In particular, bum-
ness information publishing in

the US was hit by lower phar-

maceutical advertising.

But UK regional newspapers’
operating profits were substan-

tially aUwid of Jajjt year, partly

due to a gradual improvement
in advertising, and partly to
the sale earlier this year of

Thomson’s loss-making free-

sheet papers.

Vard ferry group

pre-losses up
after 9 months
VARD, the troubled Norwegian
cruise and ferry group, saw
nine-month pre-tax. losses
widen substantially to
NKrl48.9m ($17:8m) - from
NKr3J23m in the same period

last year, writes KaranFossIi
in Oslo. .

The deterioration is due
largely to higher operating and
interest expenses, foreign cur-

rency losses on debt, and an
extraordinary charge of
NKr683m.
Group revenue rose to

NKr5.46bn from NKrf.llbn and
operating profits advanced
slightly to NKr478.6m from
NKr4373m, as interest income
increased to NKr1337m from

NKr6.47m. Interest expenses,

however, rose to NKr5Q034m
from NKx33032m last year.

Vard said Us Ktoster Cruise

subsidiary was being restruc-

tured, the results of which
would take some time to be

^reflected in the company’s
accounts.

Philip Morris shares hit

by warning of cost cuts
By Frank McGurly In New York

SHARKS in Philip Morris fell

yesterday morning after the US
tobacco and food products
group revealed it might take a
fourth-quarter charge against

earnings.

in a fihng wtth the US Seen-

rftles ajnd Exchange Commis-
sion, Philip Morris, the world’s

largest cigarette-stoker, said it

would presort several options

for cuffing costs in its tobacco

and food operations at a board
Tnppting next Wednesday.
The stock shed $1% to $55%

in early trading after Merrill

Lynch .downgraded its rating

mi the issue.

The SEC filing, however, was
-not unexpected.

Revenues from its US
tobacco operations have fallen

sharply since April, when the

company slashed cigarette

prices by 40 cents a pack as

part of a strategy to stem a

declining market share for

Marlboro and other premium

brands. In the third quarter,

net Income was down 25 per
cart from, the 1992 level.

In October, the group
warned that tower cigarette

pricing and the market's con-

tinued volatility would “make
fourth-quarter earning compar-
ison unfavourable”.

Mr Ron Morrow, an analyst

with Smith Barney Shearson,

the New York securities house,

said he "would not be sur-

prised” if the cost-cutting mea-
sures under consideration
included redundancies and
plant closures. He estimated

the charge at about $100m.

In toe final quarter of 1992,

the group posted net income of

$L9bn, or $134.

Last week, Philip Morris said

it would raise wholesale ciga-

rette prices by four cents a

pack, matching an increase by
RJR Nabisco and other ciga-

rette, manufacturers.

Analysts responded to the

move by upgrading their esti-

mates of 1994 earnings.

GM outlines plan for return to profit

By rechard Waters

MR JOHN SMITH, General

Motors’ chief executive and
president, outlined plans to

return the carmaker’s troubled

North American operations to

an after-tax profit in 1994.

It aims to increase US sales,

taking the group’s market
share to 33-34 per cent from

around 31 per cent, and further

cut costs.

Contributing to the turn-

round this year have been a

$2bn cut in the cost of materi-

als and a 12 per cent reduction

in assembly time to 24-25

hours. Also, 1993 US sales are

expected to reach 14.1 vehicles,

up 7 per cent from last year.

In its last quarter, GM’s
North American operations

made a net loss of $1.12bn,

after plant closure costs and

other items which resulted In a

net charge of $289m.

The company is planning a 5

per cent increase in vehicle

sales in the US in 1994, to

14An. Even if this target is not

met, Mr Smith said GM should

make the planned return to net

profitability in North America.

Mr Gerald KnetchteL, head of

North American operations,

said next year’s targets are not

bared on further job cuts. The
sale of various units and nor-

mal attrition would push staff

levels down to around 245,000

next year, he said.

This announcement appears as a matter of record only.

Banco Sabadell
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Net return

edges ahead

at Maple
Leaf Foods
By Bernard Simon in Toronto

MAPLE Leaf Foods, the
Toronto-based food processor
controlled by toe UK’s Hills-

down Holdings, reported a
small rise in third-quarter

earnings, with improved agri-

business and baking results

offsetting slimmer margins
from processed foods.

Net earnings climbed to

C$20.8m (USS15.8m), or 26
cents a share, from C$19.4m,
or 24 cent. Sales rose to

C$7783m from C$695m.
Mr Brent Ballantyne, named

yesterday as president and
CEO, predicted that fourth-
quarter earnings would also
exceed a year earlier.

Maple Leaf said the cost-cut-

ting and rationalisation in its

feed, poultry and rendering
operations have paid off in

sharply higher earnings.
But earnings from processed

foods were hit by higher raw
material costs and a move by
consumers to cheaper prod-
ucts.

The company said it aims to

improve performance by
launching new products and
cutting costs, giving greater
attention to private labels, and
by Further inroads into toe US
market

EDS in multimedia joint venture
By Andrew Adonis

EDS. the computer services
subsidiary of General Motors,
yesterday announced a joint
venture with France Telecom
and US West, the US regional
Bell operator, to provide inter-

active financial transaction
services to the home and busi-

ness markets.

The joint venture, called
Interactive Transaction Part-
ners, marks a further advance
in the multimedia ambitions
of EDS and the telecoms
groups.

EDS, which will provide the
processing, has taken a 50 per

cent stake in the joint venture.

France Telecom and US West,

which have developed the

applications software, each

have a 25 per cent stake. The
investment plans of ITP are

undisclosed.

ITP will offer integrated

horuc- hankin g, bill payment
and bill presentation services.

It will be accessed by phone or

persona! computer with

modem, with the potential for

interactive television and
screen phones as they enter

the market.

Mr Neil Marcous, manager of

EDS’s Electronic Commerce
Division, said the joint venture

was a further step on the
“information superhighway,
integrating more kinds of
consumer-oriented relation-

ships".

Services will be available in

the US from next April, and
may be extended to Europe.
The three partners are lead-

ers In the drive to produce
multimedia services. Earlier

this year British Telecommuni-
cations engaged in unsuccess-

ful negotiations to buy EDS,
which has operations in more
than 30 countries.

US West, which serves the

Rocky Mountain states and
Pacific Northwest, earlier this

year made a $23bn investment

in the cable entertainment
operations of Time Warner, the

second largest cable operator

in the US and a leading pro-

ducer of filmed entertainment

With its Minitel project, France

Telecom is one of the most pio-

neering of Europe's public tele-

communications operators in

the provision of interactive

services.

Mr Francois Olibet, president

of France Telecom Intelmati-

que. said that “seamless multi-

media services'’ like home
banking would be the key to

future success in the telecoms
market.

Fund buys US hotel chain
By Patrick Harverson
In New York

A MORGAN Stanley property
fund has agreed to pay about
SSOOm for the Red Roof Inns

hotel chain in a deal that is

new direction for the fund.

Until now. the $840m Morgan
Stanley Real Estate Fund has
bought distressed properties
from banks and the Resolution
Trust Corporation, the govern-

ment agency handling the sale

of assets owned by bankrupt
savings and loan companies.
With the Red Roof deal, it is

branching out into going con-

cerns. Red Roof is a solidly

profitable chain of 210 low-cost

motels spread across the US.
with one of the highest occu-

pancy rates in the industry.

Morgan Stanley said the cur-

rent management will continue
to operate the chain.

Mr Paul Karilumic, president

of the fund, said: “Red Roof
Inns is a well-known brand
name with a loyal clientele.

The acquisition fits with our
strategy of identifying and
acquiring attracting real estate

opportunities along with their

successful existing manage-
ments.”
Red Roof was owned by a

private trust created by the
chain's late founder, Mr James
Trueman. The Morgan Stanley

fund will pay toe trust an
undisclosed amount of cash,

and assume toe existing mort-
gage debt on toe chain's motel
properties. The total amount
comes to just over SSOOm.
Morgan Stanley Real Estate

Fund was established in 1991

with money from the New
York investment bank and a
group of institutional inves-

tors. It has invested in proper-

ties with capital worth more
than $2bn. Recent acquisitions

include the California resort of

Carmel Valley Ranch, and the

Doral Telleruide ski resort

hotel in Colorado, both in joint

ventures with the Westcor
Partners investment group.

Adolph Coors
upgrades charge
estimates
ADOLPH Coors. US
brewer, expects to take a
restructuring charge in toe
fourth quarter of 1993 in the

range of $100m to $125m,
rather than the previous esti-

mate of S65m to 875m, Renter
reports.

The company also said it

signed an agreement in

principle with Madrid-based El

Aguila to buy a 500,000 barrel

brewery in Zaragoza. Spain,

allowing it to produce
beer in Europe, and so reduc-

ing its reliance on American
exports for European
sales.

Ail of these securities having been sold, this announcement appears as a matter of record only.
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Brambles
warns
of 10%
downturn
By Nikki Tait in Sydney

BRAMBLES, the Australian
transportation, waste manage-
ment and equipment services

group, warned yesterday that

profits in the current year
could be up to 10 per cent
lower than in 1992-93. This
would be a second successive

year of foiling profits; in the
12 months to end-Jtme, after-

tax earnings dipped from
A$180m (U5?U8m) to A$166m.
The warning was provided

by the company's chairman,
Mr Gary Pemberton, who told

Brambles' annual meeting
that current trading projec-

tions “indicate that there is

virtually no upside on last

year, but a downside contain-

able within ten per cent".

“We must accept that the
maintenance of full-year prof-

itability at the 1992/93 level is

at some risk," he added.
Mr Pemberton said the sud-

den change in the US hazard-
ous waste market and the
downturn in European econo-
mies were the two major fac-

tors dominating Brambles’
shortterm outlook.

“Given the realities of the

current situation in Europe
and the US, profit forecasting

is difficult, particularly this

year when we are anticipating

an uneven half to half result

with a number of factors

pointing towards a stronger
second half,” he commented.
He noted there had been

some UK improvement, Ger-
many was “showing signs of

levelling out”, but France
remained “under pressure”.

Rocketdyne cuts

up to 1,000 jobs
ROCKWELL International’s

Rocketdyne division is to cut
Its workforce by up to 1,000

people, or about 15 per cent,

over the next year, Reuter
reports.

The US rocket engine pro-

ducer, which does most of its

business with NASA, said the

move reflects a redaction In

funding for space pro-
grammes. Rocketdyne employs
about 6,800 workers.

Falling demand
and strong yen hit

Casio Computer
By MlcNyo Nakamoto In Tokyo

CASIO Computer, the leading
maker of digital watches and
electronic calculators, yester-

day reported a plunge in par-

ent pre-tax profit as it suffered

the impact of the sharp eco-

nomic downturn in Japan and
the rapid rise of the yen.

Casio suffered a 67 per cent

foil in pre-tax profits to Y2.8bn

(826.16m) on sales that were 7

per cent down to Y159bn. Oper-
ating profits plummeted 82 per
cent to Yl-3bn.

The company blamed the
severe drop in private capital

spending and personal con-
sumption as well as the devas-

tating impact of the yen’s rapid

rise for the deterioration in its

business performance.
Casio is revising its forecast

for consolidated sales and prof-

its in the full business year due
to the sharp rise of the yen
and continuing weakness in

major economies. It now
forecasts sales of Y415bn

rather than Y460bn as pre-

dicted in May and pre-tax prof-

its of Yllbn, rather than
Yl<L5ba
For the parent company,

Casio forecasts sales oF Y330bn
and pre-tax profits of Y9J3bn.

The company was particu-

larly hard hit by foiling over-

seas demand, particularly in

Europe.

Calculator sales were mod-
estly up on the same period

last year but electronic clocks

and watches, electronic musi-
cal instruments electronic

office equipment all suffered a
setback.

Cost-cutting drive puts

Daihatsu back in black
By Emiko Terazono

DAIHATSU Motor, the
Japanese carmaker belonging
to the Toyota Motor group,
returned to the black during
the first six months to Septem-
ber, due to cost-cutting efforts,

including the reduction of sea-

sonal workers.

The company posted pre-tax

profits of Y551m (85.15m)
against an interim loss of

Y4.9bn a year earlier. Operat-

ing profits totalled Y643bn, up
from a loss of Y4.3bn, while
after-tax profits totalled Y536m
against a loss of Y*L9bn. Half-

year sales, however, fell 12 per
cent to Y362.8bn.

Daihatsu said it lost Y7.2bn
in profits through foreign

exchange losses and the fall in

sales, but managed to generate

profits of Y12J.bn by cutting

1,000 seasonal employees.

Vehicle sales during the
April to September term fell 6

per cent to 383,067 units.

Domestic sales fell &S per cent
while exports rose 5.1 per cant.

Domestic sales fell in all

vehicle categories, with sales

of agricultural machinery espe-

cially weak due to cold sum-
mer weather and typhoons.

For the full year to March,
Daihatsu expects sales to fall

83 per cent to Y720bn. Pre-tax

profits of Y2bn are expected
against a loss of Y4.4bn, while

after-tax profits are forecast at

Y2bn, up from a loss ofY33bn
last year.

Newbridge in fourfold leap
NEWBRIDGE Networks, the
Ottawa-based specialised tele-

communications equipment
maker, has reported a fourfold

profits increase for the first

half ended October 30, writes

Robert Gibbens in Montreal.

First-half profit was C$69.lm
(US$52.30 tn), or 87 cents a

share, up from C$16J8m, or 24

cents, a share a year earlier, on
revenues of C8243m against
C8123.5m.

Second-quarter profit was
C$37.1m or 47 cents a share

against C$103m or 15 cents a

share on revenues of C$l28m
against CS67.4m.

TPC puts

block on
new sugar

venture
By Nikki Tait

PLANS by CSR, the Australian

sugar and building products

group, to form a major sugar
industry joint venture with
the Mackay Sugar Co-Opera-
tive Association »nd London-
based trading house EJ).& F.

Man, have run Into opposition

fTom the Australian Trades
Practices CotnnrissUm.

The joint venture was
announced in August, when
GSR said it would join with
Mackay Refined Sugars - a
joint arrangement between
Man and MSCA - to form a
white sugar production, mar-
keting and distribution opera-

tion. CSR was to hold 50 per
cent of the company, with
MSCA and each Uniting 25
per cent CSR would have con-

tributed refinery assets in
Perth, Melbourne and Auck-
land, while Mackay would
have supplied its new low-cost

refinery, being built in
Queensland, along with bulk
storage facilities.

The partners claimed that
the venture would create a
refined sugar export industry

in Australia, which has tradi-

tionally exported raw sugar
only. Annual turnover of the

joint -venture company was
forecast at A$500m (US$327m).

Yesterday, however, the TPC
claimed that the proposal
would substantially lessen
competition in the refined
sugar industry and push up
prices for sugar and products
containing it.

The TPC said that the com-
panies were pooling refining

capacity which would have
given them a joint market
share of over 50 per cent and
that “having combined the
assets, the companies would
not compete".

It suggested that CSR was
immiathig itself from competi-

tion which would otherwise
have been generated by a new
Mackay refinery, and said that

the proposed export benefits

had been overstated. The TPC
also rejected the argument
that Imports would be an
effective constraint on prices,

given high freight and han-
dling costs.

Aoki holds talks on hotels
By Micfiiyo Nakamoto

AOKI, a medium-sized
Japanese construction com-,
pany which owns the Westin

Hotels chain, said that it was
In discussion with a number of

parties with the aim of setting

its Westin interests in North
America.
The companies being put up

for sals include' the operating

company of the Westin Hotels
chain in North America' and
the North American hotels.

Sale of those businesses would
in effect end AoM’s hotel busi-

ness in the US, which makes?
up about two-thirds oftire com'

many’s hotel interests.

Aoki plans to use the foods

it raises through the sale. of.

most of its stock in the Westin

Hotels chains-and -the Noth
American operating company
based in Seattle to reduce its

debt burden, which totalled

over YSOObn CSLSbn) at the end

of March this .year.

It hopes .to be able to con-

clude a deal as early as before

the end of the year.

The construefinn company

also plans to sett its holdingm
Westin International Europe,

the operating company based

in Hamburg;. Germany, which,

runs some of its North Ameri-

can hotels . and: hotels in

Europe, if conditions are. suit-

able.

. Aoki acquired the Westin

Hotels and Resorts chains

jointly with a US company in

1988 for State of which the

Japanese grotto Ptod Yi.lbn.

The company is not revealing

what kind ofprice it is looting

for the hotel* * -
‘

Aoki has extensive

operations outside of Japan

and operates hotels in Brazil.

Panama,Taiwan and Shanghai

as well as the US and Ger-

many.
With the business downturn

in the west, however, the com-

pany is looking to concentrate

its energies on the growing
' market'

JR East blames sluggish railway

operations for pre-tax downturn
By Emiko Terazono hi Tokyo

EAST JAPAN Railway, the
semi-privatised regional rail-

way group, said sluggish rail-

way operations due to the eco-

nomic slump caused a
marginal fan in interim pre-tax
profits.

The announcement,
JR East’s first since its listing

on the Tokyo stock exchange
last month, reflected rising

operating costs amid lower rev-

enues. Pre-tax profits for the

first six months to September
fell 1.2 per cent to Y73.Bbn
(8687.85m) while overall reve-

nue fell 0.6 per cent to

Y995.2bn. After-tax profits fell

6.5 per cent to Y38.ltm.

The company has not bene-

fited from its stock flotation

since the proceeds have gone
to JNR Settlement, which

holds debts and' shares of

seven regional companies cre-

.ated in 1987 through the
break-up of national operator,

- Japan National .Railways.

JR East’s half-year revenue

from its railway operations

eased 0.7 per cent to Y9543tm,
while operating profits fell 3£

.

per emit to Y2SL7bn: Revenue
from its other businesses
including real estate leasing

and retailing operations, rose

2.1 per cent to Y40.3bn,
although operating profits fell

28.7 per cent to YSbn.
For the foil year to March,

the company expects a 0.2 per
cent rise in pre-tax profits to

Y101.2bn on a 0.6 per cent fell

in overall revenue to

Yl,968J2bn.

Meanwhile, securities indus-

try officials yesterday
expressed worries over further

flotation of state-owned compa-

nies following the recent

decline hi share ’prices believed

to have been ,
triggered by the

JR East flotation.

. The Japanese government
wants to float Japan Tobacco,

a state-owned tobacco and salt

company by the end of next

March, and the : remaining
seven' railway, groups next fis-

cal year. Mr. Masaru. Aratani,

rhaimiflTi of Japan Securities

Dealers Association, said that

he was cautious over the

impact of listing large-capital

state owned companies.
'

- Mr Aratani said the JR East

-listing came at a bad time for

the sluggish stock market. His

comments-.counter those of Mr
Minora Naganka, Tokyo stock

market president, who has
denied claims the market's

decline was caused by JR East

NEWS DIGEST

SAB buys 80%
of Hungary’s
largest brewer
SOUTH African Breweries, the

country's largest consumer
goods company, yesterday
announced that it was paying
850m for an 80 per cent stake

in Kobanyai Sorgyar, Hunga-
ry's largest brewer, writes
Nicholas Denton in Budapest
SAB is also committed to

investments of $40m over four

to five years at the state-owned

Kobanyai Sorgyar.

Kobanyal's capacity will be
increased to 25m to 3m hecto-

litres of beer per year, with
particular emphasis on the
brewery's Dreher brand. The

State Property Agency, the pri-

vatisation authority, named
SAB as preferred- bidder in
June this year.

Holden marks
resurgence

HOLDEN, the Australian sub-

sidiary of General Motors of

the US, said its net profit

jumped to A$615m (84050m) in

the year to June 30 from
AS36.9m in 1991-92, Reuter
reports from Melbourne.
Holden said the 67 per cant

rise in net followed a 10 per

cent rise in revenue to

A$L95bn. It said ,a resurgence
in the six-cylinder car market
anri a continuing focus on effi-

ciency and productivity targets

helped the company to boost

profits.

Koito lists dimmer
pre-tax results

KOITO, a leading' Japanese
maker of automobile lighting

equipment, reported interim
parent -pre-tax: profit 6J, per
cent lower at Y1.94bn
(818.13m), compared with
Y2.06bn a year ago, AP-DJ
reports from Tokyo.
Net profit was 55 per cart

lower at Y896m. .

Cement, in profit

ST LAWRENCE Cement, east-

ern Canada’s biggest cement
producer, reported net profits

of C$358m (8351m), or 8 cents

a share, in' the third quarter,

compared with a loss of C$2m,
or 5 cents, a. year ago, writes

Robert Gibbens.

Kraft buys

Bulgarian

chocolate
By Theodor Troov in Sofia

KRAFT Jacobs Suchard, the

Swiss foods group which is

part of Philip Morris cf the US,

is buying 80 per cant of Repub-
lika, Bulgaria's leading choco-

late producer. .The remaining.

20 per cent will be offered to

employees. The total invest

ment for purchasing and
mpHftrrnsing Republika will

amount to $l6Xn over the next

five years.

This is one of the first suc-

cessful large privatisation

deals in Bulgaria involving a
western partner.

- Mr. Bernhard Hubert, the

vice-president of Kraft Jacobs

Suchard responsible for central

and eastern. Europe, said the

acquisition was an important

step in the east European strat-

egy of the company.
Kraft Jacobs Suchard, which

employs 32500 people In 20

European countries, is expec-

ted to have operating revenues

of ¥8bn in 1993. Since last year,

it has positioned itself in

era. Europe through the acqui-

sitions of confectionery, wafer

and coffee producers in Hun-
gary, Slovakia, the Czech
Republic, Poland and Lithua-

nia.

In Bulgaria, the company
.will continue to market Repub-
lika’s local products and will

also Introduce some of Its

brands, as Mfflt* tablets

and Prince Palp wafers.

Republika, the country’s old-

est confectionery manufac-
turer, was founded in 1905.

Last year, it produced over

8500 tonnes of confectionery.

Its output satisfiednp to 35 per

cent of the Bulgarian market
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Golden Hope

Golden Hope Plantations Berhad
(Incorporated in Malaysia)

Registered Office:
13 Ih Roar
MeaanPNB
201-A.JaUnTni Ramie
30400 Kuala Lumpur
Malaysia

Directors:
Tun Ismail bin Mohamcd Ali IQunmna)
Dum'AMoI Ktalid bin Ibrahim

Zaia Azahari bio Zabul Abidin

Mohammad bin Abdallah
Haase Yoon Chons
Dr. Ng Chong Kin

Abdul Rahman bin Ramli

To die Members.

INTERIM REPORT FOR THE SIX MONTHS TO
30TH SEPTEMBER, 1993

The Directors announce that the unaudited results (bribe six months to 30th September, 1993 were:-

1993
Group

1992
Company

1993 1992

Turnover ..... —
Investment and other income

Operating ptoAi

Associated Companies

Profit before taxation (See Note I)

Taxation (See Note 2» ............

Profit after taxation but before

extraordinary items

Minority interests ..

Extnufdiiury items (See Note 3) ...

Profit attributable to shareholder

NOTES
ID Alter charging

- Inrcresi

-Depreciation

(2) Taxation includes

-Current

- Associated Companies —
(3) The exnaurdmaiy items comprise:

Surplus on disposal of properties

Surplus on disposal of investments

RM’OOO RMDOO *
322,635 285,076 13

LW4 2.401 69

5*439 43328 26

3^56 4.806 (261

S7J99S 48,134 20

17vT72 15,035 (16)

40^23 33.099 22

2.9*2 23)60 (45)

37^41 31.039 21

23J08 2,828 -

61,049 3.\867 80

2,132 3^44
LL850 I3JJ05

18.066 16.846

[6081 (1.811)

14 -

2LS69 2.328
1.639 -

2XSa

BAT900 RMDOO *
44304 37.119 19

5«043 4.198 20

16,953 6,489 161

1WS3 6,489 161

1392 918 184)

1531 5,571 174

1531 3J71 174

1531 3571 174

332 1.725

2*98 3,032

L692 918

- -

<41 There were no pre-acquisition profits included in ibe results for the half year.

Profit after taxation bat before extraordinary item as a percentage of turnover

Profit after taxation and minority interests but before cxbaonfinaiy item as

a percentage ol shareholders' funds —— ——

—

Net earnings per shore tin sen)* —— — —

—

Net tangible asset backing per share*

1993

12£%

L8%
3-8

RM2.16

Group
1992

11.7%

1.7*

3.7

RM2JI

The net earnings per share and net tangible asset backing per share are calculated based on the enlarged

share capital of 986.979.499 < 1992 : 845.982,428) shares in issue following die completion of the rights

Issue of I for 6 in November, 1992.

(Si The Company has changed its financial year end from 3 Mi March to 30th June and will therefore be

preparing fifteen months accounts to 30th June, 1994.

The increase in profit is mainly attributable to higher sales volume of palm products and better prices of rubber

together with improved performance of property development. The Group profit is expected to be higher in die

next nine months of the financial period ending 30th June. 1994 due to expected higher contribution from

plantations and property development.

HARVESTED CROPS - tonnes

Palm Oil

Palm kernel

Rubber

Cocoa ...— — —
Copra ..............—

l»3
GrtUP

.992

775,792 646.742

1 50/139 128,162

44J136 3632
154589 17,724

3.518 3,689

3451 34)87

COPIESOFTHE COMPANY’S INTERIM REPORT
A copy of the Company's Interim Report will be posted to shareholders on 22nd November. 1993. Copies will

also be available from the Company's registered office and the Branch Registrar. Barclays Registrars. Bourne

House. 34. Beckenham Road, Kent BR3 4TU, United Kingdom.

KUALA LUMPUR
17th November. 1993

By Order of the Board

North) tune Abdul Satnad

Secretary

SOC1ETE
GENERALE

FRF 500.000.000
SUBORDINATED
FLOATING RATE
NOTES DUE 2001

In accordance with the
Terms and Conditions of

the Notes, notice is

hereby given that the
Interest Payment Dates
in 1994 in respect of the
subject Notes shall be as

follows

:

March 16, 1994
June 15, 1994

September 21. 1994
December 21, <994

The Principal Paying
Agent

SOGENAL
SOC1ETE GENERALE

GROUP
IS, avenue Emile Reuter

LUXEMBOURG

COMPAGN1E 8ANCAIRE

COMPAGNIE
BANCA1RE

FRF 800.000.000
FLOATING RATE
NOTES DUE 1997

In accordance with the
Terms and Conditions of

jthe Notes, notice is hereby|
given that the Interest

Payment Dates in 1994 in
respect ofthe subject

Notes shall be as follows

:

March 16, 1994
June 15, 1994

September 21, 1994
December 21, 1994

The Principal Paying
Agent SOGENAL

SOC1ETE GENERALE
GROUP

15, avenue Emile Reuter
LUXEMBOURG

Sumitomo Chemical
Nederland B.V.
U.S. $20,000,000

Floating Rale Notes
Due 1994

tutor* Rib? 1|X peuBmn
bumdfatod Froci IMti Novonfca. 1WJ

to 1U Mr. IBM
[nCflrai Ahmuih dh.
IKfaMav. IM4
pefU-S.S5ai.OOB US. SB,HI.78

‘n«iSnjultBnMlknetlc -

Banking Co* Ltd.
Agent Bank

Notice

BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED
USSI20.MO.OM

MULTIPLE OPTION FACILITY
AGREEMENT

DATED SEPTEMBER 22, 1992

In oKofdttM wilt the pmtslo of the
TriHferible Leu Ccrlifiaue fcnned oe
rtoeabn in. lW,DOfcikhRl7(haiM
for the ill maub lucre* period from
November 17. 1493 to May 17, 1994, Itc

Certificate will uny letettil Rite ol
4025% pamm,

Busbys Sank PLC,Ho* Ena*
A* Agent

CONTRACTS & TENDERS

CRUDE OIL PROCESSING
IN ROMANIA

rj

1^1
GENERAL NOTICE

RAF1ROM S-A. - The Petroleum Holding Group of Companies
representing the Romanian Refining Industry is going. lo organize an

international competitive bidding for processing about 70,000 nitons of

crude oil per month during 1994 in its refineries, based on most
competitive yields.

This quantity is the only spare refining capacity throughout 1994 for

third parties.

International oil companies interested in participating io this

competitive bidding ore invited to register their interest not later titan the

6th of December 1993 by writing to:

PETROLEXPORTIMPORT SA.
1-3 Magheru Blvd.

Bucharest, Romania

Phone (40-1) 613.30.45

Fax (40-0615.6550

Telex 11519 Pensx R
Cable: Peuoicatpottbnport SA.

The crude oil grades, Ibe yields per each crude oil grade, the bidding

documents and the qualification conditions can be obtained from

PETROLEXPORTIMPORT S.A. member of RAHROM S-A.

LEGAL NOTICES
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This announcement appears as a matter ofrecord only.

17.666.586 Certificates ofShares

INTERNATIONALE NEDERLANDEN GROEP N.V.

have been sold by

THE STATE OF THE NETHERLANDS

to

Pension Fund PGGM

Advisor ofthe transaction:

ING Ai)INVESTMENT BANK

October 1993

T

THE WEST
EUROPEAN

BUSINESS TRAVEL
MARKET 1993-97

BY KEVIN O’BRIEN
MANAGEMENT REPORTS

-A new report from The Financial Times.
J For further information and a brochure

-Please contact Sarah Owen,
Financial Times Management Reports

102-108 ClericenweJI Rd London EC1M 5SA
Tel: (+44 71) 814 9770 Fax; (+44 71) 814 9778
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TAL T,IVtES THURSDAY NOVEMBER 18 1993

Notice of Mandatory U.S. $20,000,000 Redemption

out of:

U.S. $100,000,000

Lloyds Eurofinance N. V.
11Vi per cent. Guaranteed Bonds due 1994

Unconditionally and irrevocably guaranteed on a subordinated basis bv

ft b,

^ri
5;

Lloyds
Bank

ta ^ d B°°dS’ U'S ‘ S^-D00 -000 principal amount of the Bonds has

in accordance with Condition 5 of the Terms and Conditions of the Bonds on or after 30th

surrender iftheBonds
°**“ Pa

.

yir^A5ents are feted in the Terms and Conditions of the Bonds, againstWnaswth »* “"matured Couponsattached, faiKng which the face value of any missing unmatured Coupon will be

deducted from the payment. Any amounts of principal so deducted will be paid against surrender of the relevant missing Coupon
within a period of six years from the date mentioned on the Coupon. Accrued interest due 30th December, 1 993 will be paid in the
normal manner against presentation and surrender of Coupon No. 1 1 on or after 30th December, 1 993. Interest onthe Bonds drawn
for redemption will cease to accrue from 30th December, 1993.

S^ n
S2

b
^E?

f *£!^S- W,000tfen°rriinatiOn Bonds drawn are as foUows:-
ii i? !& §£ SSS ill S? 2SI2 SS «« •»' w «i*
13 BBS 1345 lUo MB7 25S 4014 SK 6SS? 8663 7366 B127

g il s ss is gisr

50 71! gOOT »87 33I9 222" Kg *336 5836 MM 7371 8143

8 tt'j&SESSSrBB-Sg.sssas ss667S 7332 3143

If 730 1377 fait |{j£ «J|
4837

gj. {»» an ran Sin

S 81 iss SS S Si ££ SS SB ££ £3 88 £gs-s is i-s i? -S-S g .85 SS SB SB
j§ ** 1S| lo3S |t«) JSt a a HI M85

,1 1 ii E E 1 1-i BESS E
101 7M 13a 2W6 IEI IJg

4884 3411 «** 8718 7438 “1“
10® 51 1441 2081 2718 3433

13ft So 1442 2062 2731 3435
“S 778 1448 2003 2733 3439123 782 I44fi 2086 27Tfl Mil
128 787 1466 Ofliwi 273a "tAn

IS
rig

*3S
273» w6 i7« IX« Son 87M 7474 MB

3 saaaa^'ssss.&BSBisis
is g ii^SS S£ £& .IS 28S SS 3B S5
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1SB £5 !i£ 23SS J-

7®4 3484 *104 4772 5473 6099 0792 7*9* 8275
157 B45

2,“ |787 3485 4106 4776 5474 8102 6703 7487 6278
164 BK« }|i? I1J2

27“ 2474 4114. 4783 5476 • 3110 6734 7504 8277« S55 Jf’l
2,18

212? 3478 4120 4785 5479 6111 8788 7506 8287
{SS £S 111* 1IS2 2794- 3482 4132 4787 5490 8112 8809 7545 8307

174 Sst tsaS VSL S22? f&J 4138 4798 5482 - 61,8 B817 7556 8310
17B Kl !S5 SIS 255 3508 4,48 4888 5493 6124 6819 7575 8314

179 !§» 2 33 2818 3511 4146 4807 5624 6127 6822 758* 831717» 880 1529 2134 2825 3528 4148 4809 niSS mnn
191 89* 1530 2138 2SS3 3536 4150 48HJ SSZ7 SiM 6631193 007 1537 2141 ffl«0 Ktt 4158 Sl§ S52B ^ 7S08 8342
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220

SIS
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G
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in ISIS SIS 25* 4,87 4844 5581 8218 8874 7844 6385
IH !5S ’52 SIS 2891 ' 3584 4200 4848 S671 6227 8877 7830 8394

SS 2S 'SSS SSS 3585 •̂ 20, - 4848 6678 8228 8879 7854 8397
280 953 1583 2202 2897 - 3592 4208 4864 5579 6230 7658 8390
282 958 1582 2212 2898 3800 4211 4078 5684 6231 8812 ' TUB 8399
288 0|7 1505 2214 2902 8803 4217 4680 5587 6236 8018 7869 8402

££ 25® 18®2 S!I 2812 3804 42,8 4683 5597 8237 8822 7885 6409m Ml 1808 2220 2S1S 8610 4231 4884 6668 8248 8924 7688 8417
2923 3615 4234 4900 5001 8286 8927 7892 8422
2834 3824 4238 4919 5603 6272 6928 7702 8434

2940 3632 42S6 4032 5808 6302 6957 7705 8440
2954 - 3633 4287 . 4934, ' 5807. 6303 6980 7710 6441
2958 3634 4261 4943 5811 6311 6663 7719 8442
2972 3642 4263 4948 5614 6316 6966 7721 6444
2961 3684 4268 4947 5621 6325 6971 7726 6451

34« 99| 1666 2257 2992 3673 4267 4650 5625 6333 0972 7729 6456
2993 3875 4273. 4961 5630 6341 6977 7745 6466
2997 3880 4275 4986 5632 6358 6978 7753 8476
3001 3886 .4278 4973 6638 8380 8888 7757 8480
3022 3888 4296 4976 5637 6383 8901 7758 8481
3028 3693 4297. .4978 5640 6360 6994 7761 6484
3083 3897 4301 4987 5643 6384 8996 7787 8487
3037 3700 4307 4960 8645 6391 7004 7768 8490

304 963 1613
313 969 1619
319 974 1828
322 977 1829
KQ 982 1636
327 BBS 1644327 BBS 1644
336 BBS 1646 •

342 986 1647 - ....
345 991 1606 2257 2992 3873 4287 4850 5625
346 1001 1661
351 1010 1682
358 1023 1864
366 1030 1674
386 1045. 1675-
371 1048 1677
373 1049 1684 .... . ...
374 1053 1067 2301 3040 3707 4306 4990 8657

6706 7431 6167
6717 7435 8191
8718 7438 8198 8856
6725 7442 8202 BB59
0726 7445 8207 8887
6733 7454 8223 8893
673S 7456 8232 8908
6730 7*59 8233
8700 7470 6236 6011
0784 . 7474 8248 8925
6774 7476 8254 8026
077S 7470 8250 8927
8780 7481 6256 3601
6782. 7484 8264 8935
6784 740! 8265 8966
8786 74S2 8274 8907
6702 7*9* 8275 8871
8783 7407 6276 8972
6734. 7504 8277 6986
6708 7506 8287 8987
6800 7S45 8307 BOM
6817 7556 8310 8091
6610 7575 831* 8994
6822 758* 8317 8995
6830 7587 8329 8996
6831. 7588 8333 D997
6834 7506 8342
8838 7596 8351 9014
6830 7609 8352 9020
6844 7612 8363 0030
Rflfin 7617 8354 9032
6861 7631 8358 9033
6856 7632 6387 9037
6864 7838 6382 0041
6088 7639 8384 904*
6874 76*4 8385 9045
6877 7650 8394 9052
8879 785* 8307 0057
6888 7650 8398 9067
6012 7638 8399 9088
6016 7669 8402 9077
6022 7665 8409 9079
6924 7666 8417 9004
6827 7662 8422 9066

7702 6434 9094
6039 7703 8435 9090
6857 7705 8440 0104
6900 7710 8441 9107
6963 7719 8442 9132

7721 6444 9135
6971 7720 8451 9138
6972 7729 8455 9140
6977 7745 6466 9144

8756 9473 10002 10638 11566 12294 12999 13587 14302

g
78 * 8478 10094 10843 11569 12301 12910 13591 14308

8771 9484 10111 10648 11577 12303 12915 13598 U309
6773 9468 10115 ID854 11584 12310 12916 13609 14312
8788 B401 10118 10863 11589 12313 12920 13610 14314
8788 10'21 10664 11594 12315 12922 13619 14116

SSS 10,33 10071 11385 12321 12930 'S®29 14324
3803 0506 10141 10072 11586 1S323 129J7 13632 14329
6806 9507 10142 10675 11601 12326 12942 13639 14332
8310 9520 10166 10&62 11605 12327 12943 13641 14340
6619 9623 10107 10097 USDS 12335 12950 13653 1*342
8823 3524 10171 10869 11618 12342 12959 13656 14345
6824 9628 10174 10692 11620 12349 12909 13659 1*355

9537 10177 10894 11633 12353 12973 13664 14J50
9540 10184 10896 1l£3B 12380 12977 13005 14350

6837 9546 10185 10890 11639 12364 12979 13669 14361
B850 9551 10186 10699 H64S 12370 12930 13673 14362
8856 9554 10T93 10910 11649 12371 12990 13683 14364
8889 0573 10194 10916 11651 12378 13011 13685 14369
8887 »75 10900 10933 11661 12331 130IS 13688 14371
0893 9577 10203 10334 11667 12392 13020 13690 14374
8908 ®5g§ 10206 10843 11668 12385 13024 13692 14376

221?
9537 10207 1DS3 1 11874 12399 13031 13715 14380

2211 2222
10218 ,O05S 11882 19401 13033 13724 14381

8925 9800 10222 10984 *1888 12411 13035 13725 14362
3920 «10 1«5JI 10972 11689 12*20 13037 IJ728 14390
6927 9819 1023S 10992 11092 12424 13044 13732 14291

9620 10239 10993 I 1713 12425 13045 13742 14393-- MgS 10242 10*M 1,715 12427 13046 13757 14396
8966 9628 10244 10997 11720 12430 13060 T376S 14400
8967 8830 10247 10996 11738 12438 13068 13777 14404
gri 5W31 10248 11009 11739 12438 13073 13770 14424
8973 9634 10349 11011 11740 12446 13074 13788 14427
3986 9635 10253 11017 11742 12446 13066 13796 14438
8987 9636 10257 11021 11744 12452 13089 13799 14440
9989 9646 10269 11027 11745 12*53 13091 13803 14442

9647 10270 11033 11754 12457 13097 13B07 14446
1994 9649 10273 11036 11766 12459 13113 13812 14459
5895 9650 10277 11041 11768 12461 13125 13315 14461
3996 9655 10270 11044 11769 12473 13128 13819 14465
1997 9659 10285 11045 11783 12477 13136 13821 <4467
39B9 9860 10292 11052 11785 12478 13138 13823 14470

9677 10312 11067 11790 12*82 13143 13829 14479
9678 10329 11073 11791 12485 13146 1383J 14*80
9681 10344 lioao 11792 12486 13149 136*4 14484
9683 10350 11084 117S3 12466 13160 13645 14465
9687 10356 11007 1(795 12499 13157 13855 14487
9688 10360 11100 11797 13506 13159 13937 14*32
9690 10392 11102 11807 12S09 13(67 13877 14*95
9694 10399 11103 11810 12510 13168 13885 14498
9695 10401 11111 1(312 1£5IS 13169 13887 14502
9704 10407 11115 11817 12616 13170 13888 14504
9709 10409 11117 11820 12521 13171 1389* 14507

9723 10422 11128 11645 12635 13205 13B17 14517
8732 10427 11129 11848 12536 13211 13822 14521
9737 10429 11140 11849 12638 13222 13831 14530

9149 9782 10480 11178 11915 12597 13259 13973 14559
9153 9786 10*65 II1B1 11925 12600 13268 13977 14581
9180 9789 10468 11106 11927 12802 13272 13979 14568
9166 9792 10474 11199 11935 12603 13276 13984 14572
9186 9802 10475 11303 11939 12605 13282 13988 1457S
9192 9804 10479 11211 11945 12606 13284 13987 14570
9195 9805 10468 11218 11952 12614 13389 13990 14584
9202 9808 10495 11225 11955 12619 13292 13991 14586
920* 9808 10501 11229 1 1960 12622 13296 13992 14591
921] 9811 10502 11235 11964 12624 13301 13993 14593
9217 9621 1050* 11236 11981 12629 13306 13994 14595
9218 9825 1051* 112*1 11985 12632 13312 I2J97 14801
9219 9831 10521 11242 11995 1263* 13318 14004 14606

9832 10523 11263 11997 12842 13319 14008 14607
9834 10531 11258 11990 126*5 13343 14018 14814

923* 9640 10532 11261 11999 12946 13351 14019 14625
9240 98*2 10539 11277 12006 12650 13356 14020 14628
9241 9844 10544 11289 12007 12651 13360 14023 14634
9242 9846 10560 11292 12008 12554 13367 14030 14640
92*9 9847 10557 11299 12015 12656 13378 14031 14845
9253 9653 10558 11303 12016 12663 13386 14035 14646
9267 9866 10564 11311 12018 12686 13394 14037 14649
9288 9878 10665 1 1315 12027 12687 13395 14038 1485*
9275 9884 10571 11318 12030 12891 13398 14041 14855
9279 9888 10573 1(319 12031 12882 13406 14045 14857
9281 9800 10574 11330 1203* 12686 13*10 14051 14067
9295 9899 10577 1133* 12043 12704 13411 14061 14S7S
9299 9900 10587 11336 12047 12711 13419 14063 14670
9302 9906 10588 11337 12055 12713 13420 14077 14677
9307 0910 10591 11339 12050 127(5 13422 14070 14878
9317 9912 10583 11344 12005 12717 13436 14083 1*885
9321 9913 10588 11349 12077 12718 134*0 14087 14888

9925 10601 11355 12091 12719 13444 14095 14698
8933 10003 r 1357 10092 12720 13*46 14007 14704

8337 9834 10605 11385 1209* 12723 13447 14100 14719
9338 9937 10608 11387 12096 12727 13450 14101 14721
9343 9938 10611 11398 12098 12737 13451 14111 14732
0944 0942 10815 11404 12101 12738 13455 14112 >4734
9346 9950 10619 11408 12105 12749 13459 1*113 14737
9356 9957 10623 11411 12107 12753 13462 14126 14745
9360 8962 10636 11418 12108 12754 13465 14131 14747
9362 9966 10647 11423 12111 12757 13467 14133 14750
9365 9968 10656 11466 12131 12759 13488 14146 14752
9373 9972 10SS3 11482 12141 12768 13469 14146 14755
9375 9076 10669 11405 12142 12774 13477 14159 14772
8379 0980 10671 11406 12148 12775 13*78 14170 1477*
9380 9964 10678 11467 12149 12776 13482 14173 14700
9383 9996 10695 1146B 12155 12703 1349G 14176 14781
9384 10004 10690 11*73 12160 12790 13512 14187 14797
8398 10007 10702 11475 12162 12797 13513 14193 14790
9403 10010 10703 11482 12171 12800 13517 14202 1*604
8405 10011 10708 1148* 12177 12802 13528 14204 14812
9*09 10012 10707 11499 12183 12805 13538 1*209 14821
9412 10016 10712 11501 12107 12807 13529 14215 14832
9413 10021 10726 11504 12183 12812 13530 1421B 14834
8414 10027 10743 11508 12195 12815 13535 14220 148*7
9417 10048 10749 11S13 12197 12821 13538 14225 14849
9421 10050 10756 11515 12204 12824 13539 14227 14851
9424 10052 107G2 11519 12205 12825 13545 14229 14859
9428 10053 10763 11525 12207 12830 13647 14232 14860
94Z7 10059 10766 11626 12225 12859 13553 14233 14875
0435 10060 10773 11527 12244 12860 13556 14236 14878
9438 10064 10765 11628 1Z25Z 12875 13559 14Z40 14881
9437 10065 10792 11529 12254 12677 13662 14242 14884
9444 10067 10807 11532 12265 12887 13570 14243 14885
9445 10071 10809 11533 12261 12892 13573 14273 14887
9466 10072 10810 11536 12270 (2690 (3576 14282 14007
9460 10078 10822 11545 12284 12904 13678 14288 14898
9472 10090 10830 11555 12285 12907 13590 14292 14901

9786 10465 1 1181 11926 12600 I

375 1061 1 2304 3048 3709
380 1062 ' 1891 2318 3048 3712

6305 7008 7770 0492
639B 7007 7772 3502

5864 6402 7008 7773 3504
383 1066 K»2 2324 3083 3713 4342 5006 5868 6407 7000 77HT 8505
390 1066 1805 2340 3054,3734 4343 5006 5867 8415 7012 7784 8514
393 1079 1098 ' 2347 3082 3716 4348 5006 5868 6423 7013 7793 8515
307 1081 1897 2353 3067 3716 4369 S026 5689 6425 7016 7615 8516
,403 -c 1082 --tTM 23S4 3W0. .ravjg62-«ML 5670. 6426 7034 7818 852*
•41* 1087 1709 • 2382 3074 - 37W^ S04^5O3?>0072 6*32 7044 7827 8526.
427 1088 1716 2363 3081 3730 4385 5038 6674 6438 7045 7838 8320
431 1094 1725 2384 3087 3738 4389 5039 6680 6439 7048 7845 8538
434 1007 1727 2379 3088 3730 4370 5040 0085 8460 7040 7046 8542
437 1008 1732 '.2381 3092 3741 -4377 5051 6688 8453 7058 7860 6543
448 1100 1736 2388 3085 3747 4378 5053 .5894 6457 7059 7875 8551
480 1115 1744 2301 3097 3751 4383 5054 5898 8458 7081 7881 8563
481 1122 1745 2396 3107 3757 4385 - 5055 67DZ 6480 7071 7382 6585
483 1126 1747 2401 3110 3758 4382 5058 5703 6485 7082 7888 8570
484 1128 1749 2402 3122 3784 4393 5065 5708 8*87 7088 7881 8571
473 1132 1732 2407 3124 3763 *398 5071 5707 5468 7098 7893 8583
475 1135 ires 2414 3133 3788 4404 8078 5708 0480 7102 7604 6587
478 1140 1755 2418 3135 3772 4409 5081 5721 8472 7112 7807 6592
481 1143' 1798 2428 3142 3781 4413 5092 5728 8473 7130 7889 8596
464 1149 1771 2427 314* 3787 4417 50SS 5729 6485 7133 7903 6800
503 1*65 1790 2420 - 3148 3701 4422 5102 5740 6408 7134 7904 8003
606 1183 1791 2431 3151 379S 4423 6108 5747 6483 7141 7910 8809
311 1164 1795 3438 : 3153 370* 4438 5109, 6740 6405 7148 7912 8610
513 11*8 1798 2*39 3164 3800 4448 '5114 6760 0506 7150 7914 8612

3 13388 14036 14646
fi 13384 14037 14849
7 13395 14036 1465*
T 13399 14041 14655
2 13408 14045 14857

525 f»70 1790 2446
.
3158 3807 4454 5120 5750 8507 7151 7015

560 1227 1882 2637
584 1238 1864 26*0

819 1280 1888 2587

848 1306 1933 2615

3161 390B 4482 5122 57B4
3164 3800 *484 5123 5/SI
3170 3810 4466 5124 t>//4
3173 44/2 5125 57/8
3174 3873 4474 5126 6779

3ff3ft 4*76 5133 87119

3187 3860 4483 5134 5797
3106 0950 4401 5138 5802
3197 385/ 4403 5143
3196 3881 4406 5156 5808
3201 3878 4500 5157 5813
3302 3070 4509 5185 5818
iKTOvf 3004 4611 5170 5819

3888 4514 5171
3212 3899 4818 6184 6849
3217 3806 4510 51 B7 5851
3219 3914 4521 6195 5854
3221 - 3^90 *527 5107 5856
3224 4640 5100 585ft

3924 4541 5227 5888
3234 4544 5233 5889

393Z 4630 52*3 5868
xn& 3934 4566 5252 5890
3753 3835 4550 S234 5898

4886 5259 6889
3943 4587 5271 5915
3944 456® •5280 5916
3940 4570 5281 5018
3947 *571 6021

3267 4573 5309 5924
8270 3053 4578 6314 0947
3Z72 3956 4578 5320 5948

4682 8331 5090
3840 4591 5374 5964

3310 3963 4600 5342 5968

mm
71 72 7934 8833
7179 7935 8637

8611 7273 9035 8707
6812 7274 8043 8708
6618 7275 9056 8709
6627 727* 6062 6714
6620 727« 8077 8721
6636 7268 8084 8722

Serial numbers ofthe U.S. $5,000 denomination Bonds drawn are as follows:-

MS B S3 SB » Dh liS
** 35134 35489 361W 36570 36818 37078 37415 37701 38059 38418 38723 39062 39*07 39695 40301 40576 *0903 *1201 *1517 41760 *2090 *2395 42679 43061 43359 43751

32643 33001 33343 33860 339*0 34218 34619 34904 35187 35536 35930 36270 36607 368T9

32646 33004 33344 336S1 33941 34231 34624 34908 35190 36536 35940 36272 36815 36882

30130 30421 30765

Solis 30427 30788
fj

408 317® 310
gSlM 30429 30791 311*8 31414 31711 31W»

mIm ww* 5£$S HIM £33

37141 37466 377S7 36140 36467 36778 39109 394*6 39746 40027 40337 40661 40964 41MB *1571 41928 *2137 42*54 42737 *3101 43*36 *3768
37144 37469 37759 36142 38470 38777 39110 39450 39749 40029 *0341 40655 *0997 41Z7I 41572 41034 4215B 42*64 42739 43112 43*37 *3603
37147 37474 37761 38155 36*71 36779 39120 39453 39701 40036 *0358 40057 4i00£ 41273 41077 *1835 42163 42409 *2741 43117 43449 43810

32745 33063 33404 32710 32900 34322 34679 34074 35270 35622 36015 36373 36872 36927

32749 MOM 33411 33732 33993 34338 34630 34980 35271 35623 36016 3637S 38876 36932
SU? 33092 33*14 33737 33904 34342 34663 34983 35274 35627 38021 36380 36679 36033

33102 33416 33760 33008 34343 34636 34968 35Z75 35629 36034 38382 38689 3694*

M M 334 0 33787 34D01 34360 34697 34092 35280 35833 38037 36383 36893 36048

33109 33419 M761 34002 M37B 3*600 34993 3SM7 35636 380*3 MOM 3669* 36948

37541 37848 36233 38551
37550 37653 38237 38552
37563 37863 38241 36553
37564 37865 36245 38559
37566 37882 382*6 38561
37567 37885 38259 38563

3
3
3
3:

37920
37937
3?941
37942
37960
37982
37973
37974
37976
37962

38951 39227 39517 39828 40096 *0*23

3885* 39229 39520 39835 40096 40430
38855 392*3 39522 39839 4010* 40*33

41353 41634
41357 41635
*1358 41637

38665 38254 33533
38873 39255 39546

®iS» HIM Has 32921 33279 33558 33870 3*123 3*520 34808 35094 35448 35789 36150 38536 36802 3TO7 37392 37680 38027 38370 3870* 30016 39361 36654

33871 34128
33873 34128
33079 34132
33880 34134

.. 33881 34147

SS SS Si'S W 31*1 •— ;

•fsarfjssjsss^
November 18,1933

32221 39554 32839 38312 33688 33889 34JS0 345*4 3482* 36121 35*84 36618 36187 36570 38818 37076

777” S2W7 32941 33313 33590 33800 3*158 S466S 34830 35123 35*85 3583S 36166 38571 36817 3«77
37408 37898 38056 38390 38714
37414 37099 38057 36398 38T15

39048 39398 39685
39061 39*05 39089

396*7 *011*
38850 40116

*0135
40137
40139
40142
40148
40153
40159
40160
40165
40176
40179
40195
40196
*0200
*0203
40207
40213
40215
*0217
40220
40223
40225
40231

39965 40250
40253
40260
4£J271
40276
40290

39978 40262
39980 40286

43171 43500 43666
43T7'9 435(2 43671
43162 43515 43873
43191 43530 43675
43195 43506 43607
43203 4354 1 43910
43210 43554 43013

CHASE
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JOIN THE FT JAPAN CLUB
A Great Deal for Japanese Companies

The FT Japan Club has been set up to promote investor

relations. Membership of the club is only open to Japanese

companies listed on the World Stock Markets page of the

Financial Times. Annual reports of member companies will

be sent on request to prospective investors.

Membership will be on a first come, first served basis and, the

names of the companies who have joined will be annotated by

the ace of4 clubs in the column of Japanese stocks.

The range of benefits which make up a winning hand include:

* FT WILL SEND THE REPORTS WITHIN 24 HOURS TO
PEOPLE WHO HAVE REQUESTED A COPY.

* THE FT WILL SUPPLY THE NAMES OF PEOPLE WHO
HAVE ASKED FOR A COPY TO MEMBER COMPANIES-

* THE FT WILL PROMOTE THE ANNUAL REPORT
SERVICE REGULARLY IN THE PAPER.

* EACH MEMBER COMPANY WILL BE GIVEN A U20 PAGE
SPACE IN THE FT TO PROMOTE THEIR CORPORATE
PROFILE.

* MEMBER COMPANIES WILL SEND COPIES OF THEIR
ANNUAL REPORTS TO FT JAPAN LTD. WHO IN TURN
WILL DESPATCH THE REPORTS TO LONDON.

Yoshinobu Miyashiro

Financial Times (Japan) Ltd.

Kasahara Building,

1-6- 10 Uchtkanda,

Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 101, Japan

TEL: (03) 3295 4050

FAX: (03) 3295 1264

For more details including the

membership fee ,
please

telephone or write to:

FINANCIALTIMES
LOW30* »««I1 •HAMirvaT W» <OU TOn.ro

Tatsako Dawes
Financial Times Lid.

Number One Southwark Bridge,

London SW19HL,
England

TEL: 071-S73 3260

FAX: 071-873 3595

Wall St savours Boston Chicken
The fast-food chain had a successful IPO. Frank McGurty reports

B oston Chicken, a fledg-

ling fast-food chain,
became the new darling

of Wall Street last week. It

launched the most successful

Initial public offering in two
years, as investors snapped up
the shares in the belief that the

company, a relative newcomer,
would be more than just fla-

vour of the month.
The recipe that attracted

Investors to Boston Chicken is

a promising marketing concept

and an experienced manage-
ment team. Analysts, however,

questioned whether the will-

ingness of small investors to

take a risk was prudent.

In last Tuesday's IPO on the

Nasdaq over-the-counter mar-
ket in New York, the stock siz-

zled from the opening belL
With L9m shares, or about 10
per cent of the company,
offered at $20 each, trading
started at $45Vi, and the issue

climbed as high as SSI before
closing at $48VL
At that price, the company,

which two years ago operated
only 33 restaurants, was val-

ued at more than 5800m.
Ms Linda Killian, analyst at

Renaissance Capital of Green-
wich, Connecticut, said there
had been much talk before the
launch of the IPO, intensifying

buying pressure from small
investors who were excluded
from the $20-a-share offering.

The company, based in Chi-

cago, started eight years ago
with one restaurant in Nevrton-

ville, Massachusetts, just west
of Boston, and has quickly
grown to 175 locations. It was
acquired by a group led by sev-

eral former executives of
Blockbuster Entertainment in

March 1992.

Chicken, of course, is no
stranger to East food. The new
wrinkle pioneered by the Bos-
ton Chicken is roasting it on a

“moos,b/b&bcW— wetee
-x of- the MflMTtf ON h/AU*STOgf

spit, rather than frying U. The
is rounded off with fami-

ly-style side-dishes, such as
mashed potatoes, corn bread
and steamed vegetables.

So the chain provides fast-

food customers with healthy,
back-to-basics options to bur-

gers and french fries, while
retaining snappy service and
low prices.

With Americans becoming
more health conscious, the
concept seems to have struck a
chord and many industry
observers believe it will grow
in popularity.

Sales of roasted chicken this

year are expected to reach
$2bn, compared with sales of
fried chicken at $7.5bn, accord-

ing to the annual Top 100 sur-

vey of fast-food restaurants
conducted by Nation’s Restau-

rant News, a trade publication.

Boston Chicken is emphnais-

ing take-away meals, which
account for about 70 per cent
of its business, a much higher
proportion than at other
chains.

Mr Mark Stephens, chief

financial officer, said a central

pBlar of their marketing strat-

egy was to capitalise on tte

increasing number of take-

away meals.
Most analysts agree Boston

fThlcke™ hwg strong potential.

However, In the light of its lim-

ited operating experience,

many have raised questions

over its stock-market value.

As a result, the Issue has

started to lose some of its lus-

tre. By the close of trading cm
Tuesday, the share price stood

at $42;

There is sufficient evidence

to support a sceptical view.

Revenues last year were a
mere $&3m, and the company
posted a net loss erf $5.7m.

Even at Tuesday’s $42 a
share, the stock was trading at

about 78 times estimated 1994
earning* of 55 cents a share. In

1995, set income Is estimated
by analysts at 85 cents a
sham.
Mr David Lebowitz. senior

vice-president and director of
research at Republic New York
Securities, said it was

to justify the current stock

price.

“Boston Chicken is too

young and too small to apply

the normal yardsticks," he
said.

In the short term, at teast,

Boston Chicken is poised for

substantial growth. The com-

pany said revenues In the nine

months of 1993 were $2&n,

against S5m last year,- art H

has become marginally profit

able. Full-year turnover win
reach $35m-$40m and $S5m-

$60m in 1994. according to

Rgnajssance Capital
’

s estimate.

The management has out-

lined an ambitious expansion

plan. The chain has tripled in

size over the past year and
within three years, the number
of restaurants is expected

reach 800, with locations in

most leading US markets.

Boston Chicken will finance

the building programme with
the $55m proceeds from the

IPO. plus a concurrent offering

of 900,000 restricted shares to

management. 9
Ms KllUan said one of. tia

pivotal elements of the chain's

successful expansion since 1991

was its “tight control of fran-

chising*.

Unlike most Cast-food

Boston Chicken provides a
large portion of tie develop,

mmt capital to new locations

in the form of loan. The debt b
later convertible Into equity,

giving the company greater
control over the network.

Mr Soott Beck, tile compa-
ny's chairman . ahd a former
vice-chairman of Btocfcbister,

used a similar financing
scheme in the 1980s to develop

the video-rental enterprise into

the 8,eMtatare empire with
flnnnai revenues of I1.2&
dearly, many small lnvaston
are hoping tor a repeat i*rfor-

Steyr-Daimler-Puch expects deeper losses

By Patrick Blum In Vienna

Steyr-Daimler-Puch, the
Austrian motor group, expects

losses to rise sharply this year
to about Sch320m ($27ta). This

would represent a marked
deterioration compared with
the 1992 deficit of Sch65m_ Par-

ent company losses are expec-

ted to be about Schl80m.

The company said yesterday
the sudden worsening of its

position stemmed from the
downturn in the automotive
industry world-wide. Several
group companies are running
below capacity. The armoured
vehicles division has stopped
production because of govern-
ment export restrictions on
military equipment.

Cfroup turnover for the first

six months of 1993 was
Sd&SBtm, down SdftMm oa
1992. The group raid anil
improvements may be
achieved next year, but a
return to profit would have to
wait untQ 1995.

The company has been
restructuring wtth tbe work-
force foiling frpm about 7,708

employees to 5,500 tide year.

Further tey-aCh are expected
before and of the year.

SDPi* 712 per cent owned
by Creditanstalt Bankvenein,
tire large Austrian bank in

which the state bee a 49 per

cent stake but 70.5 per cent of

the rate. The bank wants to

seD meet of ha tadustrlal hoid-

Nbtice to the Holders of

P&O
The Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Company

£150,000,000

7Va per cent. Convertible Bonds due 2003
(“2003 Bonds”)

Pursuant to Condition 16 of the terms and conditions

of the 2003 Bonds, notice is hereby given that the

conversion price of the 2003 Bonds has been adjusted,

as a result of the issue of new deferred stock by way of

the enhanced scrip dividend to toe deferred stockholders

of The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company, as follows:

1) The adjusted conversion price at 672p per
£1 nominal ofdeferred stock.

2) The adjusted conversion price took effect on
10 November 1993.

The Pen insular and Oriental

Steam Navigation Company
79 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5EJ

18 November 1993

£200,000,000
MFC Finance No. 1 PLC

Mortgage Backed Floating Rata Notes Dus October 2023
In accordance with the Terma and Conditions of the Notea,
notice !a hereby given that the new interest rates and periods in
respect of the subject Notes are a$ follows;-.

Ami teaDn ReMMNaMM-wOmWaWIUn tefc.0 wmownlwHBeHnw» 083 UTSMag MNomnfeau&id Ornate tftUH NS SateE M Hamate -WOKanteTSS] &NS
fimaC «• Nonrote-M Q*anite 18) UK SartwF HttHwate-mOssate atHM

. NA flasuer Swvtesl

Henderson Unit Trust Management Limited
(Member ofIMRO, Lautro and AUTtFl

Announce with effect from I7ih November 1993, HendEUKM TO Emmpt North
Amerscvi Fund hat been metged following m approved Scheme of Amalgamation iso
HtftDCMON No«TH Amekica-V Exkmft Trust

Holden of HendenonTR Exempt North American Fund income irniw win receive 9.578008
towmetmio in Hcsdetson Nonh American Exempt This for evoy Income unit held.

KoUen of Heatenon TR Rsempi NortSt American Fund attmmibllon units will receive

9.717847 income anils in Henderson North American Exempt Tras for every acctunolsrioo

unit hdd.

0714104104

LOW COST :

v’"' r " f if sa-v.

SHARE DEALING SERVICE 081-944 0111
(iMMl-iMON A-1U Mi,'<rir‘-

t’V9 MVMMIM ON ANY TRADE

li.':'.: [N'.J'NTMKMS UNtniT)
'.T' A M!i:nkKlr.'i

Notice to the Holders of

P&O
The Peninsular and Oriental Steam

Navigation Company

£75,000,000

4% per cent. Convertible Bonds 2002

(“2002 Bonds”)

Pursuant to Condition 13 of the terms and conditions

of the 2002 Bonds, notice is hereby given thar the

conversion price of the 2002 Bonds has been adjusted,

as a result of the issue of new deferred stock by way of
the enhanced scrip dividend to the deferred stockholders

of The Peninsular and Oriental Steam Navigation
Company, as follows:

1) The adjusted conversion price at 698p per
£1 nominal ofdeferred stock.

2) The adjusted conversion price took effect on
10 November 1993.

The Peninsular and Oriental

Steam Navigation Company
79 Pall Mall, London SW1Y 5m

18 November 1993
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Shawmut Corporation
U.S.$50,000,000

Floating Bate Subordinated N<[Notes
Due 1997

Notice Is hereby given that the Rate of Interest has been Axed at 5X and
that the Interest payable on die relevant Interest Payment Date
February 18. 1994 against Coupon No. 36 In respect of US$10,000
nominal of the Notes wffl be USSI27.7&

Nawnbet 18,1993, London
By: ChJbanfc. NA. (Issuer Services), Agent Balk CITIBANK*
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BONDSERVICE
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Vous (alt part d'un accord

pubGdtaire avec las ECHOS to

quotidian dconomique la plus

important an Franca. Dans la

rubrique "Offrea cTemptol

Internationales', una annonca

conjoirrte dans la FINANCIAL

TIMES at LES ECHOS
augmentera da faqon

substantiede impact da votre

message sur las cadres

dingearns an Europe. Chaque

semaina les annances

paraltront dans las Echos la

mardl et dans la Financial

Tunas la mercradi ou la jeu<8 (to

vendredl dans TEdltlon

Internationale du Rnanclal

Times). Pour de plus ampies

renseignements, veuillez

contactor:

CLARE PEASNELL

071 873 4027

GENEVA
SWITZERLAND

Full Service is ow Business.

kw and taxes. MaObax, tetepbone,

hunlfbed offices and confbtence room
for daDy or monthly cental, telex and
telecopier service*. Translation and

secretarial sonices. Formation,

domiciliation and administration of

Swisa and Foreign companies.

FoD confidence and discretion —mmi
BlfflNESSADVISORYSERVICESSA.

7 Roe Mazy, 1207 Genera
Tel: 7360540. Tdee 413222
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Ward FSC. Ltd.
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Ctnucfa Street, Hbollioo, Bcnnnde

DO YOU WANTTO KNOW ASECRET?
The LD.& Gann Seminar will show you how (he markets REALLY work. The
amazing trading techniques of the legendary W.D. Gaim can Increase your
Profits and contain your losses. How? That's the secret Ring 061 474 0080 to
book your FREE pteCS,
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JJP. Morgan ACo.
Incorporated

U5*280r00(MX»
Subordinated.Soaring rate

t»tea due Ai^gntt 2002

Maceordmc^uritbOtt
prooisiorBofdieaous, notice

itherebygioea thatforthe
interestperiod t8 November
1993toI8February 1994the
notes wittcanyan interestrate
of5%perannum, interest

payable on the rdeoant interest

payment date 18 February 1994
taUi amount to USS63JB per
US$5.000 note.

Agent: Morgan Guaranty
Trust Company

JPMorgan

Wells Fargo&Company
US$200.000,000
Roaring rate subordinated
capital notes due 1998

The notes wiNbear interestat
3.5825% per annum forthe

.

interestperiod 18 November
1993 to 18February 1994.

interestpayable an 18 February
1994 trill amount to US$91.04
per USS 10.000 note.

: Morgan Guaranty
Company

JPMorgan

The Republic of Venezuela
U.S. $211,139,000

Collateralized Roaring Rate Bonds due 2020
USD Discount Series B
** P'wi®^oftt»Borids,rwik»toli^^

E" t
It8re®t P0rtotJ from NovwrtSwr 18. ISSStolitey^.1994 ttw Bonds wffl carry an Interest Rate of 4.3125% persnnum. The Interest payable on the relevant iniomi nmnZ^jMay 18.«JBS

By: TheChau Manhattan Bank. NLA.
Agent Bank
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INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS

Belgium interest rate euts inspire continental markets
Webb in London and
Harverson in New York

EUROPEAN and UK govern-
u ^ond prices soared ves-
*'• ferday. propeUed by hopes of
... lower interest rates.

.
Belgium provided the main

,?r jpstfranon for the continental
i-. J°

nd warisets as the oombina-
-u.

oon of a government economic
recovery plan, and sharp cuts

1 GOVERNMENT
* BONDS
it "

1 :

o; » Key interest rates lifted

.z
bond prices by as much as a

.j. point

The Belgian lo-year yield
n: spread over German govem-
", ment bonds - which was about
*.*

130 h^is points earlier In the
f>

month - narrowed from 109 to
94 basis points at one stage
yesterday but ended at around
88 basis points.

,j The Belgian government’s
a package of spending cuts and

tax increases, aimed at reduc-
; ing the deficit while lifting

y competitiveness and employ-
q, meat, allowed the central hank
, to cut its key interest rates.

t« The Belgian rate moves
„r-.

* Statoil borrows
n $lbn through
?! five-year loan

By Antonia Sharpe

STATOIL, the Norwegian state
oil company, has raised $lbn
through a five-year syndicated

C The loan win re-finance

r. two expiring revolving credit

,,
facilities totalling 5600m and

1 >. raise fresh funds for the com?-

jPany.
Bankers involved in the deal

said that the lack of high-qual-
ity corporate borrowers seek-
ing to raise funds in the syndi-

cated loans market bad
. enabled Statoil to achieve
a aggressive pricing.

Banks bad been willing to
agree to the terms in the hope

i
that it would lead to more basi-

ls ness with StatoiL

Statoil said that 41 banks
j,.. had been involved in the expir-
' ing facilities but that a core

‘ group of 19 banks were

n ,
participating in the -new

o', loan. . .

1
Deutsche Bank and JP Mor-

gan are joint co-ordinators erf

the loan, which Is due to be
signed on November s!

Aspired rallies in several other
European markets, raising
hopes of interest rate cuts else-
where, while expectations that
the ..North . American

. Free
Agreement would' pass

contributed to the markets'
generally enthusiastic mood.

FRENCH bonds ended
sharply wgher on hopes of a
near-term rate cut by the Rank
of France;
Although the German mar-

ket was dosed for a public hol-
iday yesterday, the Liffe bund
futures contract ended a quar-
ter, of a point higher on the
day, having traded in a range
of 99j95 to.-100.35 and ending at
around 10027. .

While there is some specular
tion that the Bundesbank may
announce cuts in the key Ger-
man interest rates today at the
regular council meeting, deal-
ers- said the majority view,
appeared to be tor an easing in'

December. The.keenly-watched
money supply figures are due
this week while cosbaf-lhring
data is expected next week.

NEWS of a sharp Call in
inflation and a weaker-than-ex-
pected increase in retail sales

FT FIXED INTEREST INDICES BENCHMARK GOVERNMENT BONDS
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Jed to a sudden jump in UK
government bond prices and
renewed speculation of a base
rate cut in the near future.

Gilt prices rose across the
board and ended as much as a
point higher mi the day. The
rally enabled the Bank of
England to sell the remainder
of its outstanding tap issues.

LONG-DATED Japanese
government bonds bounced
back to life late in Tokyo trad-
ing, with the result that cash
and futures prices ended
higher on the day.
The market started on a

weak note as medium-dated
issues - which enjoyed much
of the recent rally in the bond
market - underperformed and
dragged the rest (town.

However, shortly before the

futures market closed the mar-
ket surged, on strong domestic
investor Interest and dealers
covering short positions.

THE Spanish Treasury will

make its first issue of 15-year

bonds in the domestic market
on December 2. the longest

maturity previously being 10

years, Reuter reports from
Madrid. The issue will carry a
coupon of 8J20 per cent, with
amortisation in 2009. The Bank
of Spain said the minimum
amount in this first tranche
would be PtalOObn.

AFTER two days of declines,

longer-dated US Treasuries
posted solid gains yesterday
morning as hopes rose that
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Nafta would be approved by
Congress,
By midday, the benchmark

30-year government bond was
up I* at 101 ji. yielding 6.123 per
cent. At the short end of the
market, the two-year note was
unchanged at 99JJ. to yield

4.042 per cent
Although trading remained

quiet, with many retail

accounts staying out of the
action until the Nafta vote,
dealers were confident enough
that the House of Representa-
tives would pass the trade pact
that they pushed longer-dated

prices higher throughout the
morning. Nafta is seen as bull-

ish for bonds because analysts
believe it will act as a buffer

against global inflation.

Kepco launch hampered by investor fatigue
By Antonia Sharpe

INVESTOR fetigue appeared to

be hampering the launch yes-
terday of the first global bond
offering by Korea Electric
Power Company, South
Korea's partially-privatised
power utility.

Lead manager Lehman
Brothers said it bad seen
strong demand for Kepco’s
$L35bn offering of 18-year
global bonds following its

INTERNATIONAL
BONDS

international roadshow and
that it had built up a large

book of-more than $lbn.

However, Lehman Brothers
acknowiedged that other banks
in the group were finding that

their bond allocations were
selling stowiy. Syndicate man-
agers in the group said that in
some cases, investors who
wanted to buy -the bands had
placed their orders through
Lehman Brothers.

Ihsy noted that many inves-

tors had retreated to the side-

lines and were reluctant to

take on new investments so
close to the end of the year. In
addition, some investors were
having to make credit deci-
sions because of Kepco’s sin-

gle-A rating.

As a result of the feedback
from investors and the recent

uncertainty in the US Treasury
market, the yield spread on
Kepco’s bonds was set at
around SO basis points over 10-

year Treasuries, up from a tar-

get of 75 to 80 basis points. The
bonds are due to be priced

today.

If Kepco’s bonds are priced

at 90 basis points over US Trea-

suries, they will carry a cou-

pon of about 6% per cent Trad-

ers said this coupon should
appeal to Investors looking for

high-yielding paper.

Lehman Brothers expects
about 65 per cent of the bonds
to be placed in the US where
Kepco is well-known as a
result of its issues in the Yan-
kee market, the US domestic
bond market for foreign bor-

rowers. US investors tend to be

NEW INTERNATIONAL BOND ISSUES

Amount Coupon Price Maturity Poos Spread Book runner
Sorrower m. % % bp
US DOLLARS
KEPCOW 1.35bn ml (a) Dec.2003 0.375 • Lehman Bros.
Sudwestdeutscto Landest*.** 100 tb) 109.95ft Nor. 1998 fb) KJ*?r Peaboov Inti.

LTCBfctt 100 (cl# 101 ,S5ft Dec.2003 100R LTC8 IntL

YEN
Bank of G«eeee(d) 60bn 5.T* 100.00R Dec.2005 0.60R - Nomura Sec/- (Tokyoi
Bank of Greeeo(ett «bn le) 100.0QR Dec. 1997 0.55ft - Nomura Secs. (Tokyo)
Marubeni Cwp-ffl* 20bn (ft 100.20ft Mar.1998 025ft - GoUrnan Sachs mo.
Ntesho 10bn lg)» 10O.25R Mar. 1998 O^Sft • DKB Iniematonal
Isuetmergin: iQbn (h} loo.oo Dec. 1998 0,15 vamakM Barn.

final tarns and noo-celletae unless stared. The yieki spread lover rdevanr ^avemmanr bond) at launch n mtpiaxi by the lead
manager. +Private ptacemem. §Convertlbte. (fwith equity warrants. ^Rooting rate note (Semi-annual coupon, ft: fixed re-offer price:

lees are shown at the re-offer level, a) Global Issue To be priced ISII 1793. incScaiod launch spread of about 90bp * US 10-year
Treasury, b) Coupon psye 3-mornh Libor + 2.004«. Fees undisclosed c| Initial ctxsion of 6-month Libor * 0^43% then 896 Toed
thereafter. CaltabJa at 10096 an 10712/B6. d) Samurai Bond Tranche A of YiOObn issue. e| Samurai Bond. Tranche B of YlOObn issue.

Coupon pays 3-month Ubor + o.S5%. I) Start first coupon. One-off Investor put option at par an 7/3/97. tonal annual coupon of 2.796

until 7/3/97 then pays 6-monfh Libor - (X 125%. q} Short first coupon. Initial serrt-annual coupon of 3.4% unUI March 1997 then pays
E-month Ubor - 0.125%. h) Coupon pays 3-month Ubor * 0.35%.

more receptive than their

European counterparts to bor-

rowers with single-A ratings.

The remainder of the bonds are

likely to be placed equally in

Europe and Asia Pacific.

Elsewhere, there was a flood

ofnew issuance in the Euroyen
sector and in the Samurai mar,

ket, the Japanese domestic
bond market for foreign bor-

rowers.

The Bank of Greece raised

YlOObn in the Samurai market
through a Y40bn offering of
four-year floating-rate notes
and a Y60bn offering of 12-year

bonds. Lead manager Nomura
said the different maturities
reflected funding needs.

Syndicate managers at Japa-

nese banks said they expected

more yen-denominated issues

to emerge before the end of the

year since many borrowers
believed that Japanese interest

rates were close to the bottom
of their cycle.

A number of European sov-

ereign borrowers are expected

to tap this sector soon.

The managers added that
borrowers could achieve
favourable terms in the yen
market because Japanese
investors were willing to pay a
little more in order to avoid

having any foreign exchange
exposure.

Argentina issues

$500m in 10-year

global bonds
By John Barham
In Buenos Aires

ARGENTINA is to issue about
$500m in 10-year dollar-denomi-

nated global bonds next
month, refinancing debt falling

due in December.
Mr Daniel Marx, finance

under secretary, said yesterday

the new bonds would “be an
updated model of Argentina's

traditional Bonex [external

bonds] and a blend of global

Eurobonds".
Argentina had $3.82bn in dol-

lar-denominated Bonex out-

standing in July 1993.

They enjoy an unrivalled
reputation in the local market
since the government has
never skipped an interest pay-
ment and never postponed
repayment.
Argentine private and gov-

ernment borrowers have been
issuing record volumes of
bonds on the Euromarket.

However, the federal govern-

ment has been rolling over

redemption, existing debt or

reshaping its debt profile

rather than raising fresh
funds.

Mr Marx said the new fixed

interest Global Bonex would be

priced early next month.
The issue is being handled

by Merrill Lynch and Salomon
Brothers of the US and Argen-
tina's Banco Rio. The bonds
will be listed in US, European.
Asian and Latin American
markets.

They will also be registered

with the US Securities
Exchange Commission.
Mr Marx said previous Bonex

issues had been cumbersome,
with settlement requiring
physical exchange of certifi-

cates, which inhibited trading.

The new global Bonex should
benefit from improved settle-

ment procedures and therefore

become mare liquid.

Argentaria sale raises

Ptal70bn for Spain
By Tom Bums in Madrid

ARGENTARIA. the banking
corporation controlled by the

Spanish government, netted
about PtalTObn for the Spanish
exchequer yesterday when it

placed 25 per cent of its equity
on the domestic and interna-

tional markets in its second
public share offering this

year.

The share issue, which took
place just sue months after the

the corporation's first share
offer, brought the government-
held equity stoke in Argentaria
down to just over 50 per cent
In spite of setting a price of

Pta6,050 per share which was
at the top of its previously
announced range, Argentaria's

paper was heavily oversub-
scribed.

The offer price represented a
5.61 per cent discount on Tues-
day’s closing price of Pta6,410

and demand among US and UK
investors was between four

and five times tbe available

paper.

The strong bids for Argen-

taria shares mirrored the suc-

cess of the earlier placement
when the equity was offered at

a price of Pta3,800 and
was also strongly oversub-
scribed.

Investor interest has been
fuelled by firm third-quarter

results and by the potential for

further growth on the back of

cross-selling among the
group’s well-established niche
units.

Argentaria controls a group
of state-owned financial insti-

tutions which include the post

office savings bank as weU as
units that are market leaders

in the domestic mortgage sec-

tor and in lending to the local

administration.

It is the fourth biggest group
by market capitalisation on the

Madrid stock market after End-
esa, the electrical utility, Tele-

fonica and the energy group
Repsol.

Argentaria is 23 per cent
owned by foreign institutions,

although no single share-
holder owns more than 1 per

cent.
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Reduced underwriting

loss lifts CU to £144m

Acquisitions

behind 49%
Volex surge

Housing starts help Meyer to £19m ^nd

By Richard Lapper

A REDUCTION in under-
writing losses helped Commer-
cial Union, the largest compos-

ite insurer, increase pre-tax

profits to £144.2m for the first

nine months of 1993. against
£6.im For the same period of

last year.

The figures were roughly fo

line with expectations and the
shares rose lop to close at
8Q6p.

"The substantial improve-
ment in general insurance
trading, especially in the UK,
continued in the third quarter
and life profits again made a
significant contribution.’' said

Mr Tony Brand, chief execu-
tive,

UK underwriting losses

amounted to £59An (£128.6m).

with London market losses of
£70.9m (£65An) offsetting prof-

its on other lines.

CU said that although mar-
ket conditions were continuing
to improve, there “are signs of

increased competition for pri-

vate motor business".

General insurance premiums
rose by 26 per cent to £3.1bn
(£2.46 bn), and life premiums
increased by 7 per cent to

£1.39bn (£l.3bn). Investment
income advanced to £263.4m
(£212.4m) - after charging
external loan interest of £21.4m
(£35.lm) - reflecting the bene-
fit from higher cash flow, the
proceeds of capital Issues and
exchange rate movements.
Group underwriting losses

fell to £2153m (£302.3m). Asso-
ciates contributions were
£9.7m t£l4m\. Non-life profits

amounted to £57.8m (£75.9m
losses) and life profits were
£86.4m (£82m). The figures
include a loss of £3.7m, which
relates to the termination of

activities in Argentina.
Shareholders’ funds at Sep-

tember 30 increased to £231bn
<£1.5bn at end-1992), which
included £423m from the rights

issue and £81m from shares in

lieu of dividends.

• COMMENT
Results this week from Royal,
General Accident and Commer-
cial Union leave no doubt
about the recovery in the UK
insurance market. Hie main
question for Investors is which
of the five large composites to

favour. On some grounds CU
looks a shade expensive. The
company should comfortably
achieve full year profits of
£180m. So at yesterday's
closing price, CU is on a pro-

spective multiple of about 21,

one of the highest ratings in

the sector. However, in other

ways the company appears to

be a safer bet than its rivals. A
historic gross yield of 5.1

provides firm underpinning.
Less volatile life business
provides a much higher per-

centage of ClTs earnings than
at any of its four main
composite rivals. At the nine
months stage, life provided 30
per cent of income and nearly

60 per cent of operating
profits.

By Poter Pearse

Hanson sale gets under way
By Roland Rudd

HANSON, the Anglo-US
conglomerate, will today signal

the start of the sale of many of

its smaller businesses by
announcing the disposal of
Axelson oil and gas In North
America.

Mr Derek Bonham, Hanson's

chief executive recently given
the additional title of deputy
chairman, is understood to

have given the go-ahead to

raise more than £500m
from the sale of non-core busi-

nesses on both sides of the
Atlantic.

The group has decided to

take advantage of the appetite

for new issues in the US and
UK markets by drawing up
plans for a number of flota-

tions, although it is still plan-

ning to dispose of many of its

smaller companies through
trade sales.

Both Mr Bonham and Mr
David Clarke, chief executive

of Hanson Industries, the
group’s US arm, have long
been in favour of rationalising

the group by concentrating its

resources on big businesses
such as coal building materi-

als. tobacco and chemicals.

The rise in the group's net

debt to £3.5bn, however, has
underlined the importance of

bringing borrowings down
through disposals.

Net debt rose significantly

after last summer’s acquisition

of Quantum Chemical Com-
pany in the US. which had
$25bn (£l.67bn> of borrowings.

The new management is

understood to have received
the unanimous backing of the
board to proceed with the
rationalisation programme.
Mr Bonham, according to

one of the group's advisers,

believes Hanson must now
degear the balance sheet in
order to position the group to

take advantage of any
potential acquisitions in the
future.

Axelson is seen as a typical

example of the kind of busi-

ness Hanson has now lined up
for sale.

Since the group has no plans
to be a big force in oil and gas
it did not believe it could jus-

tify management time spent on
Axelson which has sales of
$60m and an annual profit of

89m. It is being sold to a US
company for about $80m.
Other US companies ear-

marked for disposal include
housebuilding, consumer prod-

ucts and recreation and leisure

companies.

In the UK Hanson is talking
to Electra. the development
capital group headed by Mr
Michael Stoddart, which is

backing a management buy-out
team interested in buying a
number of British businesses
which could raise as much as
£90m.

Water companies make progress
Two water companies
controlled by Lyonnaise des
Dumez returned higher profits

for the half year ended Septem-
ber 30.

Suffolk Water’s rose from
£2.4m to £2.9m pre-tax on turn-

over of £9.9m (£&2m). Earnings
per share emerged at 56p (43p)

but the interim dividend is

23.3p (23.7p).

Essex Water returned pre-tax

profits of £9.9m against £9.4m
on turnover of £35.4m (£33m).

Earnings per share were 90p
(113p). The interim dividend on
the voting A shares and non-
voting B shares is 39.1p (363p).

Commercialunion
NINE MONTHS' RESULTS

Strong profit growth

Total premium income

Pre-tax profits from continuing activities increase to £144.2m.

General insurance trading conditions continue to improve,
especially in the United Kingdom.

Selective growth in life and general business.

Life profits increase to £86.4m.

Shareholders' funds increase to £2,314m.

HIGHLIGHTS

9 months
1993

Unaudited

9 months
1992

Unaudited

£4,488m £3,761m
Operating profit before taxation and loss on
termination of activities £144.2m £6.1m

Operating profit/(loss) after taxation and loss

on termination of activities (note 1 ) £124J5m £(5.7)m

Operating profit/doss) per share (note 2) U.8)p

Notes: I . Unprofitable operufums m Ar^-ntimi feirv teen tenmnataJ incurring u charge of OJw
2. The 1992 operating loss per share has been adjusted for the effect ofthe 1993 'rights issueand the enhanced scrip dividend

alternative to the 1993 interim dividend

Commercial Union pic, St. Helen's, 1 Undershaft, London EC3P 3DQ

^ NB POWER

which involve the cornuum--

af more than 20 reactors. At

the very least Russia is likely

to needWorid Bank help If it is

^Inl^ltoaine. unable and

By Catherine Mttton

VOLEX GROUP, the electrical

interconnection products com-
pany, lifted pre-tax profits 49

per cent, from £3.2im to

£4£m, in the 26 weeks to Sep-

tember 30.

However, Hr Ken Hooper,
finance director, said that the

corresponding period did not
include Mayor, the Singapore-

based maker of data and
power cord assemblies
acquired in October 1992 for

£6.5m. or CMS. the US
moulded cable assemblies
maker bought in January 1993

for £Um.
Group turnover grew 47 per

cent to £72.5m (£49.4m) and
operating profits advanced 61
per cent to £453m (£3-0lm).

Investment income rose to

£44S,000 (£222,000) though
interest payable also rose to

£478,000 (£18.000).

Mr Oliver Chappie, wbo
became chief executive in

October after Mr Howard Poul-

son had been head-hunted by
Farnell Electronics in May.
said that Volex now had three

poles of operations - the Far
East, Europe and tbe US. After

the rapid expansion of the last

two years - especially over-

seas; 60 per cent of sales are

now outside the UK - Volex
now had an international
capability in marketing and
supply.
Volex had to become “a uni-

fied force" within the global

market, Mr Chappie said, with
its sourcing rationalised and
with co-ordinated marketing
initiatives. Then organic
growth would follow. Mr Bill

Goodall, chairman, added that

Volex would still be looking to

make another important stra-

tegic move - along the lines of
the Mayor acquisition.

In cable assemblies. Pencon
continued to benefit from leg-

islation over the pre-fitting of
pings to electrical appliances.

In Europe sales grew to the

personal compnter industry
but fell to the mainframe mar-
ket. The US "stood still", said

Mr Chappie, though tbe group
was now also focusing on the

medical sector which he expec-
ted would have a high growth
rate.

Specialist cables and wiring
harnesses performed less well
though Volex Wiring Systems
had now been restructured. i

Earnings fell to lO.op
|

(11.2p). The interim dividend
is unchanged at 65p.

MEYER INTERNATIONAL,
the building products group,

said yesterday that the fragile

recovery tn the UK housing
market and thus the outlook

for its own profits hinged

on the Budget later this

mouth.
“We would see a neutral bud-

get as reasonably positive for

our business," said Mr John
Dobby, chief executive, as he

reported a jump In Interim

pre-tax profits from £85m to

£i9m.
Meyer was helped by the full

benefit of a lower cost base
after three years of cost-cut-

ting.

Sales in the six months to

September 30 rose to £800An.

compared with £540.5m, strip-

ping out a £l7.7m contribution

from Cadel, a plumbers' and

heating merchants sold last

year.

Meyer, which raised £70m In

a rights issue in April, is hold-

ing its interim dividend at 43p,
payable from earnings up at

11.3p (5.9p restated), and
expressed cautious optimism
about prospects: “We have
seen a modest increase in

demand in the first six months
and we have seen that con-
tinue in October and Novem-
ber to date.”

Mr Dobby said Meyer had
been helped by housing starts

climbing “steadily upwards"
because of the “direct relation-

ship" with its main product,

timber.

He said prices had risen

between 16 per cent and 3 per

cent on an annualised basis

after “many years" of falls,

with the price of timber lifted a
little more.

Operating
£24m (2175m)- The 191-strong

Jewson builders' merchants

chain, which closed li

branches last year, improved

its contribution to £10-3®

(£7-lm) on sales up at 2215.1m

^Meyer may add brandies and

said bad debts in the division

fell to 0.74 per cent (15 per

cent) of sales.

Profits in the forest products

division were £8-4m (£8-1®) on

sales of £180.3m (£16SBm). In

continental Europe profits

were £6.5m (£5xn) on sales

ahead at 2195.3m (£16&.6m).

US laminates delivered prof-

its of £200,000 against last

year's neutral contribution on

sales ahead at £10.lm

(£8.7m). .

Net interest payments Ml to

£5m (£&8m) as the rights funds

helped reduce net borrowings

to £69.lm <£i38.4m). Gearing

was 20.6 per <xat (53*9

cent).

• COMMENT
Loyal shareholders deserve

some recovery after last year's

dividend cut and stumping up

for the rights issue which crit-

ics pin to the £63.4m net coat

so for of Meyer’s unbappter

diversifications. The company

is hot alone in such mistakes

aod has some successes, such

as Pont Meyer in the Nether-

lands and the US laminates

business, to its credit. Taking

the positive with the negative,

analysts have upgraded full-

year pre-tax forecasts to

between £39An and £41m giv-

ing a range of multiples

between 17 and 20 - in line

with the sector. Buyers expect

earnings growth on margin

recovery.

Cost cutting and rising

output behind earnings

surge at Lonrho SA

Unilever puts a smile

on Chinese faces with

toothpaste venture
By Kenneth Gooding,
Mining Correspondent

COST CUTTING and increased

output helped boost income
after tax at Lonrho South
Africa’s platinum interests by
more than 100 per cent
in the year to end-September,

from R273m to R56m (£8.75m).

However, the fall in the
price of rhodium, by 44
per cent from the 1992
average, hit cash flow so bor-

rowings increased by R80.4m to

R807.9IO.

Lonrho SA said that produc-

tion of refined platinum group
metals rose by 27.8 per cent to

more than 938,000 troy ounces.
Unit costs, from mining
through to production of met-
als in matte, fell by 8.2 per
cent to R19.807 a kilo, exclu-

ding a one-off cost ofredundan-
cies. and by 7.8 per cent
to R19.990 including this
cost
Turnover at the division,

which takes in Eastern Plati-

num in Bophuthatswana add
Western Platinum in the
Transvaal plus Western's refi-

nery near Johannesburg; rose
by 10 per cent from R830.2m to

R913-7m.
Net income, after an extraor-

dinary item of R91-66m (Rllm)
associated with a reduction
in deferred tax liability

following a lowering of
•the tax rate, was R147.7m
(R38-9m).

Lonrho said capital expendi-
ture, excluding interest capital-

ised, was RIOOm and would
be about the same this
year.

By Gary Evans

UNILEVER IS to set tip a joint

venture with Shanghai Tooth-

paste Factory to China for the

production and marketing of

oral care products.

Unilever will have a 60 per

cent share In the venture — its

girth in rihina — which will

employ 1350 people.

Shanghai Toothpaste claims
to be China’s largest tooth-

paste manufacturer - produc-
ing more than 560m tubes a
year - and with about 5 per
cent of world production, is
aim fho largfftf manufacturer
in Asia.

Its brands (China)
and Marram are WeU known in

China, while Maxam is also
exported to several Asian and
African countries.

With a population of over

l_2bn, the Chinese oral care

market has substantial growth
potential. Toothpaste Is

already widely used and there

are significant opportunities as

oral hygiene consciousness
increases, prompted by educa-

tional programmes aimed at

the predominantly young pop-

ulation.

Shanghai Toothpaste and
Unilever will team up to utilise

technological and marketing
expertise to further develop

the Chinese brands, together

with Unilever's existing Inter-

£

natitmal hranris which urill hp™national brands which, will be

introduced in China. Unilever’s

brands include Signal, Mentad-
ent, Pepsodentand Close-Up.

The transaction will be snb-

ject to _tbe .approval of . the
Shangterl

P&S News up 10% to |3:8ni
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WORLD ACCOUNTING
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comprehensive and
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coverage ofchanges in

financial accounting
worldwide.
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Portsmouth & Sunderland
Newspapers, the publishing,
printing and retailing group,
increased pre-tax profits,by 3fl

per cent from 2339m to £L7feh
to tiie half year to S^tember
25. on. -turnover . S peor-oeat
higher at £54.9m, against
eszsm. • . -.v

All group . companies
improved profits, apart feam,
Portsmouth*

7
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Printing which suffered a fur-

ther decline to its market
place, to response to these (Kpr

cemfltfaMHyJgg&B closed a free

nen^p^avEtreetiife, and also

ttattfaitoto reduce manpower

These, actions- resulted in
ratfonaTfeation costs of £639,000
(£290j008).- Excluding these
costs, underlying profits before
tax increased by 19 per cent
Btuwgs pa- share slippedJo

interim of about one third of

tim.previous year's total, the
interim is 3/I2p (244p).
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£2.9m boost from sale of investment properties

Land Securities edees

COMPANY NEWS: UK

ahead to £118 .9m

STViii.

I
5 T'j’‘U

By David BiackwaD -

LAND SECURITIES, the UK'sSKB'S
fend as pre-tax profits edged

* abead to £U&J3m. for the six
months to the end of Septem-
ber.

The outcome compared with
a previous £l!6.5m. Earnings
per share were ahead from
1<L53p to l7.22p; the dividend is
lifted by 4^3 per cent from sad
to 6.6p.

Excluding the £2.9m pro-
ceeds on the sale of investment
properties, pre-tax profit was
almost unchanged at £li6m'
[£116.2m). Net rental income
improved from £l87.6m to
£192m.
Mr Peter Hunt,

and managing director, said
,3* the results confirmed Ms view

that, until rental growth fed
through into higher rents, net
revenue from the group’s exist
lug portfolio was likely to
remain fiat

He described the recovery as
slow and fragile. Rents were
continuing to fall in central
London, but increased
enquiries and a failing level of
high quality space suggested
that “rental levels for the best
property may be close to reach-
ing a floor."

The group, which in May

Peter Hunt: described recovery as slow and fragile
Lydia van der Mew

raised £140m for new property
investment through a convert-
ible bond issue, spent or com-
mitted £70m on purchases dur-
ing the six months. The biggest
purchase was the Bridges
Shopping Centre in Sunder-
land. At the end of September
it had Just over custom of funds
available for future acquisi-
tions, developments and refur-

bishments.
Net interest payable rose

from £59m to £85Jm.

Mr Hunt said the group had
made considerable progress in

reducing voids from about 4
percent of the rent roll to 3 per
cent, excluding vacant build-
ings held for future develop-
ment
The group would continue

Its policy of cutting the level of

voids and overheads, rebalanc-

ing its portfolio with retail and
industrial/warehouse acquisi-

tions, and keeping its property

in the best possible condition.

Bowthorpe’s $21m expansion

J ti.'.Sir:

By Paul Taylor

BOWTHORPE, the
international electronic and
electrical components group,
has strengthened its environ-
mental monitoring instrument
operations with the acquisition

of Colorado-based Lear Slegler

Measurement Controls for

$21m (£i4m) cash.

The instruments manufac-
tured by the company are
mainly used to measure dis-

persed gaseous pollutants out-

doors and the opacity of-emis-

sions from industrial
chimneys.
Commenting on the acquisi-

tion, Mr John Westhead, Bow-
thorpe's chief executive, said:

“This business will fit

extremely well into Bow-
thorpe's data acquisition and
environmental sector."

Bowthorpe’s data acquisition

and environmental operations

already comprises six compa-
nies which bring together US
and UK-based expertise in

electronic data gathering and
monitoring far environmental,

advanced, research and
aerospace appHcations.
Lear Sieglex Measurement

Controls, which is based In
Englewood, Colorado, is a
wholly owhed subsidfery of'

Lear Siegter and is a leading
designer and manufacturer of

gaseous pollutant monitoring
instruments and integrated

systems.

The net assets being
acquired by Bowthorpe were
valued at $4,5m at the end of

June. For the year to June 30,

Lear Siegler reported a loss

of $300,000 on turnover of

about $30m.

The business is now trading

profitably.

Under Bowthorpe the busi-

ness will operate as Monitor

Labs, but will continue to be

run by its current manage-
j

mant

Dalgety in

talks to buy

BP petcare

business
By Deborah Hargreaves

DALGETY. the food and
agriculture group, is in talks

with British Petroleum over
the purchase of Its Paragon
Petcare business for between
£40m and E50m. The company
hopes to complete the pur-
chase within the next five

weeks.

Paragon is one of the few
remaining businesses in the

BP Nutrition division, which
the company pat up for sale a
year ago. Paragon has sales of

£103m spread across Europe
and makes a profit, although
neither company would reveal
how much.
Dalgety holds a 25 per emit

share of the UK market with
its Spifiers Petfoods group and
its main Winalot brand, with
roughly 8 per cent of the Euro-
pean market “There are sev-

eral elements we find attrac-

tive ... it will give us a
much wider geographical
spread throughout Europe and
a management presence in

Europe,” said Mr John Martin,
Dalgety’s finance director.

Paragon has its headquar-
ters in Bannick, the Nether-

lands. with plants in the UK.
Germany and France. It will

also add to Dalgety's presence

in branded dry petfoods with
Its Beta product in the UK
market where the agriculture

company has not such a strong

presence.

BP has sold its main nutri-

tion businesses leaving a few
peripheral companies active in

fish fanning and chicken
breeding still to selL Earlier

this year, it sold Purina Mills,

the hugest supplier of animal
feeds in the US. to the Sterling

group, a venture capital organ-

isation.

Exit from fashion business will cost £6.5m and lose 300 jobs

Pittards to close clothing division
By Peggy Hollinger

PITTARDS. the leather
company, yesterday accepted
defeat in its four-year battle to
stay in the fashion business
with the announcement that it

had decided to close its cloth-

ing division at a cost of £G.3m
and 300 jobs.

The decision will leave Pit-

tards with losses estimated at

about £7m for the 1993 year
and has cast doubt on the divi-

dend payment. Pittards said it

was unlikely to return to “a
normal level of distribution”

in light of the announcement.
Pittards. along with its main

rival Strong & Fisher, has been

struggling to recover from the

effects of extremely volatile

sheepskin prices in the late

1980s. Strong & Fisher survived

only after a rescue cash injec-

tion from Hillsdown Holdings,

thefood group.

Mr John Buckley, finance

director, said the costs of clos-

ing the Abingdon factory,

together with property write-

downs and advance corpora-

tion tax write-offs, would
result in an £S.5m reduction in

the group's net assets to

£22.1 m. This would have forced

Pittards to breach several of its

banking covenants. However,
these had been waived after

negotiations with the group's

bankers.

Pittards has debt of £17.4m.

leaving gearing at about 80 per
cent. The redundancy pro-

gramme would push gearing

up to 90 per cent by the end of

the year. Its banking facilities

are up for renegotiation in

March.

Pittards first entered the
fashion business in 1986 with

Aer Lingus workforce poised

to take 5% equity stake
By Tim Coons in Dublin

THE l£50xn (£47.2m) cost-

cutting rescue plan for Aer
Lingus, Ireland's state airline,

appeared to have passed one of

its final hurdles last night,
after the Irish government
agreed terms with unions for

the workforce to take a 5 per

cent equity stake in the com-
pany in return for a two-year
pay freeze.

The equivalent of a further 5

per cent stake will be paid in

cash if the airline returns to

profitability.

Mr Paul O'Sullivan, the prin-

cipal union negotiator, said:

“Workers have achieved a

major breakthrough . . . and
secured a strategic stake in

Aer Lingus. This is also a first

in European national airlines.

Aer Lingus workers will imme-
diately become real sharehold-

ers in the company and be able

to influence its strategic direc-

tion”.

Earlier this month, SIPTU,
the trade union representing

the majority of the airline's

5,500 workforce, accepted pay-

roll cuts amounting to I£21m
and “radical" changes in work
practices, involving 800 volun-

tary redundancies.

Agreement had not been
reached, however, on pay
awards for the coming two
years, and it was decided to

refer this matter to arbitration.

A tribunal ruled last week
that there should be a pay
freeze for two years, but which
would be softened by an I£2m
fund to be distributed to the

workforce in 1995 on condition

that payroll cost-cutting tar-

gets are met
SIPTU was unhappy with the

ruling and decided to suspend
a ballot of its members on
acceptance of the overall res-

cue package until the govern-

ment improved an offer to give

a 5 per cent equity stake in the

airline to the workforce.

SIPTU had earlier demanded
15 per cent; one of its officials

pointed out: “This is far less

than the 45 per cent stake that

has been given to the work-

force in some US airlines”.

The negotiations with the

government were bandied by
the Irish Congress of Trade
Unions, which views the out-

come of the negotiations as

creating a yardstick far ration-

alisations and pay awards in

other state enterprises, such as
Telecom Eireann, which are

being groomed for eventual
privatisation.

The first t£75m tranche of a

I£175m equity injection by the
government is due to be made
in December, but is conditional

both on acceptance of the res-

cue package by the workforce,

and approval by the European
Commission. The injection is

required to fund restructuring

of the airline and the volun-

tary redundancies, some of

which are already taking place.

The airline’s rivals on the
intensely competitive Dublin-
London route are opposed to

any of the equity injection

being used to set up a new
low-cost, no-frills service on
the route, and are lobbying
intensely in Brussels to block

the plan.

the acquisition of Garner
Booth. The closure leaves Pit-

tards with its original busi-

nesses of chamois leather,

gloving leather and shoe and
other leathergoods.

Mr Buckley said he was opti-

mistic that Pittards would
return a profit next year. The
clothing division, which has
returned losses for each of the

last four years, is estimated to

have incurred a deficit of about

£l.5m for the 10 months of this

year. Analysts are forecasting

a return to profits of about £2m
in 1994.

Nationwide

buys £24m
mortgages
By Alison Smith

Nationwide, the UK's second
largest building society, said

yesterday that it had bought
the National Bank of Canada’s

mortgage book.
Purchase of the mortgage

portfolio, worth £24.lm, marks
the bank's departure from the

UK mortgage business, which
it entered in 1988. Neither the

bank nor the Nationwide
would reveal the price that
bad been paid.

The portfolio will be man-
aged by Nationwide Home
Loans, a wholly owned subsid-

iary of the building society,

bringing its assets to £L47m.
The society itself has assets of

over £34bn.

National Bank of Canada
said that it had sold the mort-

gage book because its core
business was in treasury and
corporate matters rather than

on the retail side.

In August, the bank
reported a strong recovery for

the third quarter and nine
months.

Banner seeks £3m and full listing =
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By John Murrell

BANNER HOMES, the Buckinghamshire-based
housebuilder, yesterday called for £2ifcn via a
rights issue and also announced plans to move
from the USM to the main market
The cash call Is of 3.61m new shares at 89p,

fully underwritten by Charterhouse Bank, on a
2-for-7 basis. Brokers to tie issue are Charter-

house Tfiney Securities.

The money raised will enable Banner to

"finance Its plans based on its strong

land position.” It will also help to reduce

debt. .

Mr Stuart Crossley, chairman and chief execu-

tive, together with connected interests, cur-

rently own 10.lm shares - or 79-8 per cent of the

equity. In addition to the money raised, they are

to place their rights entitlement, amounting to

2J8m shares, with institutions, leaving their

interest in the company at 62.1 per cent
The move to a full listing is expected to take

effect from December 13.

now owns or controls 38 sites with

•potential for building 800 units. Its target is to

complete some 70 units in the year ending

March 31 1994 and to increase this to about 150

units by end-March 1995.

. The group currently manages two BES house-

building companies and holds a 10.7 per cent

interest in each.

It has' entered into a put and call option to

acquire all of the assets and liabilities of the two

companies in April 1995.
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£18,000,000
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Limited
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COMPANY NEWS:

Courtaulds defends core

activities’ performance
By Paul Abrahams

MR SIPKO Huismans,
Courtaulds’ ebullient chief
executive, yesterday strongly

defended the performance of
his TPa »n divisions.

“I’m in very good heart
about our core businesses
which are in fine fettle. But we
are a chemical company and
it’s tough out there. We defied

the recession for a couple of
years, but if we could walk on
water we'd be called something
different,” he said.

The coatings division
reported operating profits

down from £28m to £27m on
sales Of £390m (£354m). The fall

in profits included a £7m
charge for restructuring. Mr
Huismans said the division had
18 manufacturing plants in
North America and Europe,
and he expected those to be
reduced by a third.

He stressed the UK remained
the group's favourite location

for manufacturing in Europe.
“Germany provides an out-

moded socialist environment.
That country has a long way to

go to reach the efficiency lev-

els of the UK." he said.

Performance materials regis-

tered trading profits up from
£7m to £13m on sales or £120m
(£94m). Sales and profits bene-

fited strongly from the light

armoured vehicle contract
which is now being completed.

The difficulties in the civil avi-

ation and defence industries

held back demand for aero-

space sealants and coatings.

Packaging operations gener-

ated operating profits up from
£7m to £9m on turnover of

£80m (£67m). Sales of tubes
grew at 20 per cent, while prof-

its from rigid packaging
improved on unchanged turn-

Twvnt Hwncftra

Sipko Huismans (left) with finance director Micbael Pragnell: in

good heart about the core businesses which are m fine fettle

over. The chemicals division

reported trading profits down
from £19m to £l4m on lower

sales of £108m (£99m). Profits

in acetate filter fell from mitt
summer as a buying freeze in

China upset the international

balance of supply and demand.
The fibres and films busi-

nesses generated trading prof-

its down from £3lm to £28m.

on turnover up from £306m to

£32im-
The credit squeeze in China

also hit the European acrylic

fibre market and in the US. the

viscose market was affected by
Far East imports.

The company announced a
reorganisation of its business

areas from five divisions to

three. The new divisions are

coatings and sealants, fibres

and chemicals, and polymer
products.

Under the new organisation,

coatings and sealants reported

operating profits of £32m
(£33m) on turnover of £443m
(£40lm); polymer products
posted trading profits of £18m
(£10m) on sales of £l84m
(£L47m); and fibres and chemi-
cals registered operating prof-

its of £4lm (£49m) on turnover

of £367m (£365m).

Youngs
bolstered

by interest

rate cuts
By Graham Defler

LOWER INTEREST rates

helped Young & Co's Brewery,

the south London-based real

ale brewer, report a 5 per cent
Increase in interim profits.

Despite reduced turnover of

£36-lm <£37.4m). reflecting dif-

ficult trading conditions -

there were no signs of recov-

ery. the company said - the

pre-tax line for the six

months to September 25 edged
ahead to £2.58m, against

£2.45m. struck after gains of

£23,712 on asset sales.

Interest payable dropped to

£1.35ra (£l.7m).

Heavy interest charges have
held back the group’s growth

in the 1990s as It funded the
purchase of new pubs and
expanded into hotels.

Export markets showed
signs of improvement. The US
side was doing “very well",

the company said. A substan-

tial drive into Hong Kong and
China would begin soon, ini-

tially with the group’s lager

brands.
The UK, in contrast, contin-

ued to suffer from recession.

The introduction of Oatmeal
Stout into some 60 outlets,

however, had performed
“beyoud expectations'*.

The product developed an
“enormous following'’ in the

US following its introduction

there in 1989 and a more
general release into the
group's UK estate was antici-

pated.

After tax of £901,464
(£808.826) earnings per 50p
share emerged at HL52p, up
from L2.27p last time.

The interim dividend goes
up o.25p to 7.25p.

Flotation puts £63m tag on Fenchurch
By Richard Lapper

FENCHURCH, the insurance broker,

yesterday finalised its flotation, pricing

the shares at 180p, which will capitalise

the company at £63m.

A placing and offer for intermediaries by
James Capel, the securities house, will

raise some £20.4m net.

A total of 9.38m shares have been placed
firm with institutions and a similar num-

ber have been placed subject to recall to

satisfy valid applications under the inter-

mediaries offer.

On the basis of earnings per share for

the 12 months to September 30 1993 of

11.2p (or 10.7p on a fully diluted basis), the

price puts Fenchurch on a multiple
of 16.1, or 16.8 on a fully diluted

basis.

After adjusting for the demerger of Fen-
church Underwriting Agency, effective

from November 16, the multiple falls to

14.1, or 14.7 fully diluted.

Of the money raised, £15-3m will be used
to repay bank and other debt assumed at

the time of the management buy-out in

1989; £41m will be used to redeem prefer-

ence shares, while the balance will provide

additional working capital.

The directors believe the listing will

enhance the profile “with clients and in

insurance markets".

Vosper to boost acquisition level
MT stated la

By Andrew Bdgsr

VOSPER Thomyerott Hold-
ings, the shipbuilding and
engineering group, intends to

increase the size and frequency

of acquisitions, with a view to

lessening its dependency on
warship orders.

The Southampton-based
company reported a 10 per cent

increase in pre-tax profits to

29.08m in the six months to

October 3.

Sales rose by 27 per cent to

£U4.6m. of which. 84 per cent is

for export
Mr Peter Usher, chairman.

«id the group had so £ar been

justifiably cautious an making

acquisitions, having purchased

businesses for about film each.

However, he was now prepared

to buy one or more businesses

at about the £20m level ff and

when suitable candidates were

Identified.

Mr Martin Jay, managing
director, said about 15per cent

of sales were already not con-

nected to warship orders,

which could be erratically

phased, although some of this

work was still defence
related.

The group had cash balances

of £137m at the

although the total was Inflated

by the receipt of a

payment for work In hamL The

underlying cash position is

about £80m-
. „ , .

The order book of weak yat

to be performed is worth more

than £600m, with over 95 per

cent for export. ^ .

Mr Usher said be looked for

ward to tendering for the*®"

batch of Royal Navy mtnehnnt-

ers.

“Despite uncertainties over

the level of UK defence expen-

diture, we are encouraged that

the minister for defence pro-

curement stated last month

that the Royal NavT needs

more single role mindrantera."

Tta group has completed an

£gm investment programme in

shipbuilding facilities-
.

hi preparation for the Com-

mon New frigate which is fore-

seen for the Royal and Euro-

pean navies, the company has

also become partners in a bid-

ding team for the project with

GSC and British Aerospace.

Earnings per share Increased

by 10 per coat to l&6p (175p),

while file interim dividend is

lifted by 13 per cent to SJp

(4.7PX

Jarvis Porter helped by purchases
By Paul Taylor

ACQUISITIONS HELPED Jarvis Porter,

the specialist label printer for the spirits,

toiletries and pharmaceutical industries,

report an 84 per cent increase in interim

pre-tax profits.

Pre-tax profits grew to £3-42m (£L8Sm)

in the six months to August 3L Earnings

per share Increased to 7.2p <5-lp>; the

interim dividend goes up to 1.65p

(L5p).

The shares, which have risen steadily in

the past year, yesterday gained a
further 7p to close at a new high of

277p.

The growth in profits was fuelled by
Mghw turnover and a small Increase in

margins. Turnover increased by 71 per
ronl to g2R»n (£16.4m), rnriiidrng £3.67m

from the acquisition of two self-adhesive

label producers. Dolphin in Lewis and
Irwin Packaging In Cardiffi hi March.
Overall, Mr Bichard Brewster, chief

executive, said recent acquisitions, includ-

ing those made last year, accounted fin*

about £10m of first-half turnover.
Operating profit increased by 92 per cent

to £354m (21.84m), including £373,000

attributable to Dolphin and Irwin. Exclu-

ding acquisitions profits increased by
about 10 per cent

while the core label production Ussiness

achieved “creditable results through addi-

business and improved efficiencies,”

the group’s promotional print businesses,

John Quarmby in the UK and Wateriomat

in Brussels, which both produce beer

nurts
,
also performed wefl.

Despite paying £4.6m in cash for Dolphin

and Irwin and assuming £l-5m in debt, theA
group ended the period with net debt t

just £900,000, equivalent to gearing of 5 per

r«mt compared to net cash of £3JZm at the

end of February.

Mr Brewster said the group is consider-

ing farther acquisitions, particularly in

continental Europe.

Creditors approve scheme of

arrangement for Kwelm
By Andrew Jack

CREDITORS yesterday
approved proposals for a
scheme of arrangement under
English insolvency law for the

Kwelm insurance companies
by a significant margin , paving
the way for an exit from provi-

sional liquidation at the end of

the year.

Mr Chris Hughes, head of
insolvency at Coopers &
Lybrand mid one of the provi-

sional liquidators, said credi-

tors had voted “overwhelm-
ingly in favour” by both
number and value of Haims at

a meeting in Alexandra Palace

in London.
An estimated 200 creditors

turned up to vote, and by Mon-
day evening this week Mr
Hughes had already collected

proxies in favour from credi-

tors owed $3.1bn (£2.08bn).

Those against were valued at

325m.
Total creditors’ claims are

estimated at above SSbn. and
the schemes must be approved
by three quartos of creditors

by value.

The approval for an exit into

a scheme of arrangement will

require ratification by the High

Court in London on December
8, followed by nhnflar approv-
als in Bermuda mwi then, in' the
New York courts on December
14.

Mr Hughes said he hoped to

be able to offerafirst dividend
to creditors by the end of June
next year, estimated at
between 3 per cent and 12 per
cent for the different compa-
nies.

All the Kwehn companies
are subsidiaries of London
United Investments, the
insurer now in wiwmWrBKm-
They are Kingscraft, Wa&roafc,
Lime Street mid Mutual Re. - .

NEWS DIGEST

NOTICE OFMERGER
NEW LINE CINEMA CORPORATION

6-1/2% Convertible Subordinated Debentures Due 2006

This Notice is given pursnanr to the Fiscal Agency Agreement, dated as of November 14. 1991 (the "Fiscal Agency Agreement'!, hrrween New Line Cinema

Corporation, a Delaware corporation ('New Line*), and Chemical Bank, a banking corporation duly organized and validly existing under the laws of the Slate of New
York, as Fiscal Agent (the 'Fiscal Agent"!, under which New Line has issued $30,000,000 aggregate principal amount of its 6-L/2”C' Convertible Subordinated Debentures

Due 2006 (the Securities1
').

Moran cuts

losses to

£274,000

New Line has entered iruo an Agreement and Plan of Merger, dated as of October 15. 1993. pursuant to which a wholly owned subsidiary ol Turner Broadcasting

System, Inc ("TBS") will merge with and mio New Line (the "Merger*) and New Line will become a wholly-owned subsidiary ofTBS.

Upon the consummation of the Merger, each outstanding share of Common Stock, par value SUCH per share, of New Line (the 'New Line Common Stock"),

outstandingon \bc effective date of the Merger will be converted into the right to receive 0.96386 of a share of Class B Common Stock, par value 50.0625 per share, of

TBS (the TBS Class B Common Stock") (subject to appropriate adjustment in certain events). Consummation of the Merger remains subject to New Line stockholder

approval and certain other customary conditions. A spatial meeting for New Line stockholders will be held for the purpose of seeking such approval (the "Special

Meeting"). The date of the Special Meeting has not yet been determined but is presently anticipated to be held as early as the week of December 27. 1993, and in any

event by no later than February 28, 1994. New Line will publicly announce the date of the Special Meeting once it has been delermincd. Assuming that New Line

stockholder approval is obtained at the Special Meeting, the Merger is expected to become effective on or about the date an which the Special Meeting is held (the

"Effective Time").

The Securities are currently convertible at the option of the holder into shares of New Line Common Slock at a price (the “Coaversion Price") equal to

U5316JJ75 aggregate principal amount of securities per each share of New Line Common Stock. As a result of the Merger, the Securities will become convertible imo
shares ofTBS Gass B Common Stock. Based upon the current Conversion Price, following the Effective Time the Conversion Price will be adjusted so that the Securities

win be ccmveitible attbc option of the holder into shares ofTBS Class B Common Slock at a price equal to UJS. S17J1 aggregate principal amount of Securities per each
share ofTBS Class B Common Stock. As of November 4, 1993, the closing price per share of New Line Common Stock was S24.T5 and the dosing price pet share of
TBS Gass B Common Static was £26.875 per share. Because the marker prices of the New Line Common Slock and the TBS Gass B Common Static arc subject to

fluctuation, they may increase or decrease prior to the Merger. Holders of the Securities arc urged to obtain current market quotations for such shares.

Neither New Line norTBS is making any recommendation as to whether holders should convert, bold or sell their Securities.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Certain.United SttnesEedcnilJpame Tax.Consetn<m^QfjheMa^r to UaLien ofSecurities A conversion of the Securities prior to the Merger into New Line
Common Stock would be a tax-bee transaction for United States federal income tax purposes. The subsequent exchange of such New Line Common Stock for shares of
TBS Gass B Common Stock pursuant to (be Merger would also be a tax-free transaction for (jailed States federal income tax purposes (except for cash received in lieu of
fractional shares).

Securities that arc outstanding at the time of the Merger wflj automatically become convertible imo shares of TBS Class B Common Stick, and no gain or toss will

be recognized solely as a result ofsuch modification. Nevertheless, any holder who converts Securities after the Merger into shares ofTBS G.iss B Common Slock would
receive such shares of TBS Class B Common Stock in a taxable transaction under the United Stares federal income tax laws. Gain or loss would be recognized ro the

extent ctf the difference besween the holder's tax basis in the Securities 3nd the fair market value of theTBS Class B Common St&tic at the time of the exchange.

The United States federal income &X disoisskxt set forth above is included for general information only and may nc< apply to particular categories of holders of
Securities subject to special treatment under the United States federal income tax laws, such as foreign holders and holders whose Securities were acquired as
compensation. In addition, there may tx relevant foreign, Stele, local or other tax consequences, none of which arc described above. Holders of securities are urged to

consult their tax advisors to dchaiiilne the specific tax consequences of the traasactioa. iprhrrlmg the applicability and effect of foreign, stale, local and other tax
laws.

Procedures for Conversion ofSecuriiU*. Holders of Saciiriiirc whn .wir» c^-imrt« may do so by the following conversion procedures which are more
explicitly set forth in the Fiscal Agency Agreement and the Securities. Such Securities must be surrendered together with (a) if a bearer Security, all unmatured coupons
and any matured coupons in default pertaining thereto, and if a registered Security (a "Registered Security"), instruments of transfer in form satisfactory to New Line and
the Fiscal A&rot, duly executed by the registered holder orby such holder’s duly authorized attorney and lb) the conversion notice contained in the Security duly executed
(i) at the Corporate Trust Office of the Fiscal Agent, Chemical Bank. 450 West 33nJ Street, New York. New York 10001, or (in at the uffices of Chemical Bank,
Chemical Bank House, 180 Strand, London WC2R 1 EX. England.

Id the case of a conversion of a Registered Security after the dose of business on a rccotd date next preceding any interest payment dale and on or before the

opening ofbusiness on such interest payment dale, the holder of record of such Registered Security at such record dare will receive an installment of interest on the interest

payment dare. No payment or adjustment will be made on convcision for dividends, if any, on die New Line Common Stock delivered on conversion. The next scheduled

date oo wtiRh interest o payable puipiant to the terms of the Securities is November 15. 1993, to holders of record on October 31, 1993. Except os set forth in the first

SMtePC6 to*5 paragraph, anued interest from the immediately preceding interest payment date until the date of conversion will he paid to the holder within two
business days after presen tment for conversion. No fractions of shares or scrip representing fractions ofshares will be issued cc delivered on conversion, but instead of any
fractional interest a cash adjustment will be paid as provided in the Fiscal Agency Agreement and the Securities.

fTyvfelgfliffatRedemption fif&gflTfltS.Tfa lenns of the Securities provide for the right of holders to require New Line to purchase their Securities in the event of
a "change in control” (as defined therein). The Merger will not constitute a "change In control" (os defined Is the Securities) and, accordingly, no Optional
redemption right wfflresuft by ifrtae of consummation pf the Merger.

The Securities are not redeemable by New Line before November 15. 1993. and thereafter arc not redeemable by New Line before November 15, 1994 unless the
dosing Price (as defined in the Securities) of the New Line Common Stock exceeds 150* (the Triggering Price") of the then effective Conversion Price for at least 20
trading days within the SOconsecotivo trading days ending on the fifth trading day prior to the date that notice is given by New Line of its ejection to redeem the Securities

U provided in the fiscal Agency Agreement and the Securities. Bused upon the current Conversion Price ot ui. 516.875 (UK SI7-51 a adjusted pursuant to the terms
Of the Securities for the cflba of the Merger), the Triggering Price is U.S. S253125 per share of New Line Common Stock for. following the Merger. U.S. S24.39* per
share OfTBS Oa® B Common Stock). As of ihe date of this Notice, the dosing Price of the New Line Common Stock had nol cvccttkd the Triggering Price for the

requisite number ofdays Id permit redemption.

Additional, jnferaittmk Questions regarding the Securities or die procedures for conversion should be addressed to: Chemical Punk. 450 West 33rd Street, New
York, Now York 1000

L

NEW LINE CINEMA CORPORATION

MORAN Holdings. the
USM-traded tea producer,
freight forwarder and property

developer which came out of
administration in July, cut its

annual losses from £2.lm to

£274,000 pre-tax.

The improvement reflected

record profits from the
freight forwarding division
and “substantially" better
results from the Indian tea
company.
Group turnover for the 12

months to June 30 advanced
from £36.7m to £45Sm. Interest

charges were cut to £410.000

(£563,000) and losses
per share emerged at I6-64p
(46.32p).

In the High Court in July the

administration order was dis-

charged following a rescue
package being approved by
shareholders.

871,000 of 4 per cent (gross)

guaranteed unsecured loan
notes 1994-99.

Huntleigh said the acquisi-

tion ot Nest)it will broaden its

product range and market pen-

etration, as well as providing
new opportunities in overseas

markets.

Nesblt made pre-tax profits

of £l-21m on turnover of
£23.63m in the year to June 27.

trust’s first -half dipped .to

£277,000 (£320,000) for

erf 0.71p (091p) per share.

Allied London
property bay ,t

Atreus 21% ahead
at £551,000

Atreus, a shower screen and
mirror supplier, achieved a 21

per cent increase in pre-tax
profits from £456,000 to £551,000

for the half year ended Septem-
ber 30. Turnover improved by
17 per cent to £3.78m.

The company came to mar-
ket in March following a
reverse takeover erf URS Inter-

national. It Is paying a maiden
interim dividend of Q.264p from
earnings of 1.02p (0.85p) per
share.

Allied London Properties has
acquired for £34Au a portfolio

of six investment properties

from Provident Mutual in
exchange for properties valued

at ft™ pins 2328m .

Rental income from, the prmK
erties, which comprise a mix-
ture of office, industrial- and
retail, ,»,£3Am a year: Annual
rental income from properties

given in exchange . is £2m^ so.

rental = .. income, - directors
pointed .put, will increase by
£L8m a year.

•
’

Andrew Wen-
creditors to

get payment
By Andrew Jack

Creditors to Andrew Weir
Insurance, which is in provi-

sional liquidation, can nlti-^

matriy expect to receive 50p toP
60p in the pound, according to

ihrfntl* ofa proposed scheme of

arrangement under English

insolvency Jaw circulated this

week.
. A summarised balance sheet

for the year to December 31
t«wa showed estimated assets

el. gm.iwi, against Hahniflyie

ofMol
. Ihedocmaait said that Weir
ha£ -gross reserves of £12&6m
and estimated that additional

4pu«traterrcs for mvhrtannen-
taljM&rftoa. might be 862m
feflJSmt'?
An initial pay-out to credi-

to£gr is HkeJy to be about 15
percent.
-Tire scheme of arrangement
has beenproposed by Mr Rich-

arrf BeysnStone and Hr Colin
Bird, partners with Price
Waterhouse and the provi-
rional Hqnldators to the com-
pany. ••

Instinct purchase

Instinct Corporation, the
£ecfronk brokerage subsid-

iary of Reuters Holdings and
Barclays De Zoete Wedd, the

Investment hanking division
of .Barclays, has acquired
BZW*s Thamesway Investment
Services.

BTR to auction

£48m of shares

Property
Partnerships lower

BZW Securities is inviting bids
for the shares it has agreed to

acquire under its cash offer in
respect of the enhanced scrip

dividend alternative of BTR,
the industrial holding com-
pany.

It is intended to sell the
shares - which will have a
value of about £48m - through
a strike price auction.

Huntleigh purchase
and £9m placing

For the half year ended Sep-
tember 30, Property Partner-
ships, the commercial property
owner and developer, turned in

lower pre-tax profits of
£994,000, compared with
£1.01m.

After tax of £293,000 against
£335,000. earnings per share
were 6.5p (6.31p). The interim
dividend is increased from
2.55p to 2.6p.

Gross rental income and
sales fell slightly to £3.19m
(£3-38m) and operating profits
were behind at £L08m (£LUm).

Huntleigh Technology Is pay-
ing £ll.5m to acquire Nesbit
Evans, a maker of medical
equipment.
The purchase will be partly

funded by the raising of £9m
via a placing.
The placing will be of 2.14m

new shares at 420p each, with
the balance being financed by
£1.6m cash and the issue of

F&C German net
asset value at 137p
Foreign & Colonial German
Investment Trust bad a net
asset value of 137J2p per share
at September 30, up from
l2L5p at the March year-end
and 105.2p at end-September
1992.

Attributable revenue for the

f YORKSHIRE
BUILDING SOCIETY

£165,000,000
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Over the last 5 years we’ve helped millions

to emigrate to Europe.

As European issuers look for increasingly efficient and cost effective ways

to raise capital, more and more are discovering the difference that Merrill

Lynch can make.

Our philosophy is simple: to link market to market, capital to companies

and people to opportunities. To provide better local solutions by being globally

more proficient.

The flow of investment capital front the U.S. to Europe means

that issuers can benefit in a way not previously imagined.

No-one is in a better position to access this flow than Merrill Lynch.

With over $500,000,000,000 of assets held in our client accounts we’re

helping a growing number of banks, corporations and governments in Europe

in their capital raising requirements.

Over 7% of our American investor clients’ assets are now invested outside

the U.S., a figure that has more than doubled in the past 3 years.

And it’s not just in dollars that our strength lies.

For the past five years we’ve been the leading underwriter of global debt

and equity worldwide, in a multiplicity of different currencies.

Specifically in Europe, we helped Midland Bank raise $250m; Roche

Holdings $977m; and for The Republics of Finland and Portugal we managed

$3 billion and $1 billion bond issues respectively.

These are just four clients who have discovered the difference that Merrill

Lynch can make. A difference we’d be pleased to demonstrate wherever in

Europe we can be of service.

The difference is Merrill Lynch.

Merrill Lynch
Approved by Merrill lynch International Limired and Merrill Lynch International Bank Limited, members of The Securities and futures Authority Limited.
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- Inco sees nickel market heading for deficit
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By Kenneth Qooding,
Mining Correspondent

EVIDENCE IS building' that
points to a big cut in Russian
nickel production and exports.

This has lead Inco of Canada,
the largest western producer,
to claim that nickel supply and
demand are virtually in bal-

ance this year and the market
is heading for a deficit in 1994.

Sumitomo Metal, Japan's
leading nickel producer, has
publicly predicted that Russian
nickel exports to the west will

plunge by 35 per cent to 85,000

tonnes this year from an esti-

mated 130,000 tonnes in 1992.

Mr Mars Altibaev, logistics

manager for Norilsk of Russia,
the world's biggest producer,
joined the debate yesterday
when he told a Metal Bulletin
conference in Florida that his
country's nickel exports in 1993

and 1994 would be no more
than 90,000 tonnes each year.

He suggested that Norilsk's
output this year would be at
least 20,000 tonnes below
recent western estimates of

230,000

tonnes.

The International Nickel
Study Group estimates that

world nickel production fell by

70,900 tonnes or 11 per cent in

the first nine months of 1993,

to 581,300 tonnes, and that
most of the drop occurred in

the Confederation of Indepen-
dent States. The INSG calcu-

lated production in the CIS
plunged by more than 30 per
cent, by 57,000 to 126,000

tonnes, in the nine months.
Inco ‘‘guestimates" that Rus-

sian production will be flat at

about 180.000 tonnes in 1994

and that in the first quarter of

next year world demand will

exceed supply by 50m lb (22,686

tonnes).

“[ believe the stories we hear

COMMODITIES AMP AGRICULTURE

t heading for deficit Ministers in

_ agreement
per cent in from all quarters, including Norilsk took over from the

“
hs of 1993, Norilsk, of reduced Russian state the allocation system for ¥7* /’~'

1

and that production are correct,” says Russian consumers- Previously Uli JJj
occurred in Mr Peter Salathiel, Inco's exec- some customers were export- _

>f Indepen- utlve vice president of market- mg nickel illegally in order to fraiin
iron mUi. in<r survive a biff fell in domestic -LI rtLtU V/1AJ.

from all quarters, including

Norilsk, of reduced Russian
production are correct,” says
Mr Peter Salathiel, Inco's exec-

utive vice president of market-

ing.

“Mining problems abound,
essential equipment and sup-

plies seem to be lacking. The
result is an involuntary pro-

duction cut of truly staggering

proportions - some 120,000

tonnes or 265m lb in two years.

As for Russian exports, Mr
Salathiel suggests that supply
to the west of “backdoor" - or

illegally exported - nickel has

dropped sharply this year since

Norilsk took over from the

state the allocation system for

Russian consumers. Previously

some customers were export-

ing nickel illegally in order to

survive a big fell In domestic

consumption. "Knowing its

customers, Norilsk has been
better able to match deliveries

with customer requirements

and hence the supply of back-

door nickel has been sharply

reduced.” says Mr Salathiel.

He suggests that total

imports of Russian nickel to

the west will Call by 40,000

tonnes to a “miserly" 80,000

tonnes next year.

RTZ to spend

$500m at Utah

copper complex

Norske Shell says leaking tank shut down platform
By Karen Fossfc In Oslo

NORSKE SHELL, the
Norwegian subsidiary of the
Royal/Dutch Shell group, dis-

closed yesterday that two
small holes in one of seven
storage tanks of the NKr2bn
(£i80m) Draugen concrete oil

platform had caused an esti-

mated lm tonnes of crude oU
to leak into the Norwegian Sea.

The leak was discovered late

on Sunday and production of

20,000

barrels a day was shut
down for a period of 36-hours.

Shell said that it had deployed

the Seaway Condor diving ves-

sel, which is equipped with a
remotely-operated underwater
robotic vehicle, to make video

recordings of the leaking areas

of the storage tank.

Turkmenistan, the gas-rich Central Asian
republic, has awarded two tenders to western

companies to explore and develop some of its

oil-fields, one to Occidental Petroleum of the US
and another to a US-Turkish consortium. Inter-

fax news agency reported yesterday, writes

Leyla Boulton in Moscow.
Occidental was reported to have paid a bonus

of more than $2Dm to develop the Borun oil

field, in western Turkmenistan, with known
reserves of 35m tonnes.

A consortium called Oil Capital-Lapis Hold-

ing won the right, paying a bonus of 830m, to

develop offshore reserves in the Caspian Sea. A
tender for another oil-field, Barsa-Gelmez with

reserves of 31m tonnes, was not awarded
because interested companies needed more time

to prepare their bids.

The holes in the tank bad
not affected the structural
Integrity of the oil platform.

Shell said, adding that safety

of the platform was not endan-
gered.

The company said that there

had still been a small stream of

crude oil leaking from the fcink

yesterday.

The concrete, single tower
platform was constructed by

Norwegian Contractors - a

subsidiary of Norway's Aker
group - which has contributed

to the membership of a four-

man team established by the

two companies to determine a
course of action to repair the

NC has built 15 concrete
platforms over the past 20
years - including the Sleipner

A platform, which sank in the

west Norwegian Gands fiord in

August 1991.

Aker’s shares were little

affected yesterday on the Oslo
bourse by the disclosure.

A-shares closed down NKrti.50

to NKr85 and B-shares last

NKrl.50 to NKr92.
The Norwegian Petroleum

Directorate, the country's oil

industry watchdog, yesterday
received a preliminary report

on the incident from Shell but

a final report will not be avail-

able until the underwater
vehicle's inspections are com-
pleted.

Bad weather and water
depth of 280m bad made the

inspections of the storage tank
difficult, but not impossible.

Shell said.

The leaking tank has been
drained of oil and re-filled with

water.

Draugen's seven seabed
tanks have capacity to store

L4m barrels of oU. or about 11

days' production.

The platform came on
stream on October 19 and is

expected to achieve a plateau

production rata of 90,000-95,000

barrels a day in the middle of

next year.

EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
farm ministers yesterday

broadly agreed measures to

reinforce controls on subsi-

dised exports to prevent fraud,

Belgian farm minister Andre

Bourgeois said, reports Reuter

from Brussels.

"Ministers achieved virtual

unanimity. . • they Just need

to finalise the text,” added Mr
Bourgeois, whose country is

the current holder the EC pres-

idency, after a meeting of the

community's agriculture coun-

cil.

Under the plan officials

would be given flexibility to

concentrate inspections where
the risk of fraud was greatest.

They would be required to

inspect 5 per cent of all subsi-

dised exports, "wtend of 5 per
cent in each product sector as

at presort
Customs officials at EC

frontiers would also check a
certain volume of exports
cleared in the interior to safe-

guard against substitution of

goods.
“It's a confidence building

measure for member states

and for the public,” the Bel-

gian minister said.

The ministers will discuss
the issue again at the next
agriculture council which is

scheduled to start on Decem-
ber 13.

By Kenneth Goocttng

RTZ CORPORATION, the

world’s biggest mining com-

pany. is to spend US$500m over

five years to expand and

upgrade tailings (waste) facili-

ties at Its Bingham Canyon

copper complex in Utah.

This takes RTZ’s financial

commitment at Bingham to

$1.4bn as it has already started

a *880m project to build a new
smelter that will take annual

copper output from 155,000 to

272,000

tonnes and use up all

production oF concentrate (an

Intermediate material). At

present Bingham sells 50 to 60

per cent of its concentrate.

Also. Kennecott, the RTZ
subsidiary that operates

Bingham, recently finished an
expansion of the concentrator

costing 8219m. Kennecott is the

third-largest copper producer

in the US, with about 15 per

cent of the nation's supply.

The tailings expansion will

eventually cover 4,100 acres

and is designed to provide

waste storage for Bingham for

the next 25 to 30 years. Kenne-
cott hopes permits will be

awarded in time for construc-

tion to start early next year,

which will enable the project

to be completed in 1998.

• Newmont Mining, North
America’s biggest gold pro-

ducer. has reached agreement

for a group of international

hanks to provide USS105m for

its heap leach joint venture

near the Muruntau mine in

Uzbekistan, the biggest open

pit gold mine in the world.

The European Bank forf
Reconstruction and Develop-

ment will provide half the

money a™** a group of .13 com*
.

menaal banks are putting up

the rest EBRD said this was

the first mining project finance

it had provided, it was the first

syndicated financing for the

former Soviet Union and the

gist limited recourse private

sector loan for Uzbekistan In

any of the capital markets,

Newmont estimates the cost

of the project, where its heap-

leach technology wtU be used

to extract at least 5m troy

ounces of gold from old waste

dumps at Muruntau over 1E|P

years, will be 8150m. Produc-

tion. at the so-called Zarafehan-

Newmont joint venture is

scheduled to start in early 1995

at the rate of 450,000 ounces a

year. Annual output over the

life of the project is forecast to

average 310.000 ounces.

Newmont's joint venture

pft
rtngrs axe Uzbekistan's state

fpwuntftaft of geology and min-

eral resources and the Navoi

Mining and Metallurgical Com-
blnat, each with 25 per cent.

India expects cotton crop

close to last year’s record
By Kunal Bose in Calcutta

INDIA EXPECTS to harvest
another bumper cotton crop of

13J5m bales (170kg each) during
the season that began in Sep-

tember, only marginally down
from last season’s record.

“A 133m bale crop is only
the beginning of the season
forecast,” said an official of the

Eastern India Textile Mills

Association.
uAs has always

been the case in the past the

crop estimate will keep chang-

ing as the season progresses.

Last year, the initial crop esti-

mate was only 12m bales. But
we finally ended up with a
record production of 13.6m
bales. All this happens because
the country so far has not been
able to develop a reliable crop

forecasting system.”

According to the govern-

ment-owned Cotton Corpora-
tion of India, among the major
cotton growing states in the
country, Maharashtra is expec-

ted to record an output rise of

250,000

bales to 23m and Mad-

hya Pradesh’s production is

projected to be 200,000 bales

higher at 13m. However, there

will be a major crop loss of

over 450,000 bales, to 13m. in

Gujarat, where large areas suf-

fered drought
The cotton crop will be main-

tained in other mgjor centres,

like Punjab. Haryana, Andhra
Pradesh, Karnataka and Tamil
Nadu. The quality of the crop
is reported to be satisfactory.

As India opened the season
with comfortable stocks of
nearly 3.3m bales and it is

heading for a bumper crop, the
government has announced
the first instalment of export

quota of 500,000 bales for
1893-94. Last year the country
exported 13m bales out of total

sanctioned quota of nearly
13m.
India releases cotton exports

in stages, depending on the

progress of the harvest. This
policy attempts to ensure
remunerative prices to growers
and adequate supplies to tex-

tile mills . Indian mill consump-

tion in the current season is

expected to be 113m bales and
non-mill consumption 800,000
bales.

The organisations of growers
and traders have found in the
agriculture ministry a cham-
pion of freedom of cotton
exports. According to the par-

liamentary committee on agri-

culture, the ad hoc export pol-

icy is not former-friendly and
India should remove all con-
trols on cotton exports. The
committee believes there is

scope, through improved pro-

ductivity, to increase exports
to 2m bales a year. India man-
ages an average yield of only
270kg a hectare, compared with
the world average of 600kg.

According to the Interna-

tional Cotton Advisory Com-
mittee, cotton export prices in

the current season are likely to
remain below average, even
though imports are projected

to increase by 200,000 tonnes to

6.1m tonnes. Latin American
importers are expected to

account for most of the rise.

Protecting Earth’s life-support system
UN scientists see ‘biodiversity’ as crucial to future food supply, writes John Madeley#

A QUARTER of the in the tropical forests. the least diversity, while the ber worth 8700 a year. After use of intensive modem tech-

Earth's plants and ani- While the introduction of poorest countries have the deducting collecting and trans- oology having a damaging
mals are in danger of high-yielding varieties of rice, richest reserves, “which under- port costs, net annal revenues impact on many fish stocks.A QUARTER of the
Earth's plants and ani-

mals are in danger of
extinction, in the next 30 years,

raising fears for food supplies

for future generations, accord-

ing to a recent report by the

Food and Agriculture Organi-

sation of the United Nations.

Global food production will

have to increase by more than
60 per cent in the next 25
years, the organisation esti-

mates. and "biodiversity” is

essentia! for this. Yet about
three-quarters of the genetic
diversity of agricultural crops
have been lost since the begin-

ning of the century, says the
FAO, "and the world is

increasingly dependent on
fewer and fewer crop variet-

ies".

The world’s population
obtains about 90 per cent of its

calories from 30 crop species, it

says. Four plants - rice, maize,

wheat and potatoes - account
for 50 per cent of total calorific

intake. Yet there are an esti-

mated 75,000 potential food spe-

cies in existence, many of them

in the tropical forests.

While the introduction of

high-yielding varieties of rice,

wheat and maize, under the

so-called "green revolution"
has raised yields, it has caused

the replacement of thousands
of local varieties of those crops

by a few. genetically very uni-

form varieties. That loss of bio-

diversity means less plant
breeding material is available

for the development of new
strains of crops, the FAO
warns. If a disease wipes out a
crop, it is considered vital to

have new strains available for

formers so that output can be
maintained.

The organisation was one of
the chief supporters of the
green revolution in the 1960s,

but it now stresses that "inten-

sified food production can be
achieved by the sustainable
use of a broader range of spe-

cies and genetic material”.

"Biodiversity is the source of
economic and food security,"

says the FAO’s director-gen-

eral Mr Edouard Saouma. The
world's richest nations contain

the least diversity, while the

poorest countries have the

richest reserves, “which under-

scores the interdependency of
ail nations".

Tropical forests and wood-
lands contain at least 50 per
cent of all known plant and
animal species, but are being
destroyed at the rate of 15.4m
hectares a year, the FAO esti-

mates. causing reductions in

the number of species. It

believes only about 10 per cent

of those forests are being man-
aged in a way that will enable
the output of timber to be sus-

tained.

Properly managed tropical

forests could provide
both timber and non-

wood products while safe-

guarding genetic resources. A
number of studies have shown
that harvesting non-timber
products is more remunerative
than logging trees or burning
them down.
One study estimated that a

hectare of forest on Mishana,
Peru, produced fruits and rub-

ber worth 8706 a year. After
deducting collecting and trans-

port costs, net annal revenues
to formers were just over 8400
a year. If a farmer with a hect-

are of trees chopped then
down, earnings would come to

around 81,000- In that situation

it therefore paid farmers to
leave the trees standing and to

harvest fruits and robber from
them to earn a regular

income.

The FAO says the rate of
extinction of animal breeds 2ms
increased dramatically hi Hie
past 100 years, mostly doe to
the highly specialised nature of
modem livestock production.
Animal production contributes

about 30 per cent to the total

global value of food and agri-

culture. About a fifth of exist-

ing breeds are at risk of extinc-

tion the FAO estimates, with

endangered breeds more KkeJy

to be hi developing countries.

Although the world fish

catch has more than quadru-
pled over the last 40 years, it is

now under considerable
.

pres-

.

sure, with over-fishing and tire

use of intensive modem tech-

nology having a damaging
impact on many fish stocks.

The catch In 1992 declined for

the third year in a row,to just

under 97m tonnes, compared
with a record 100m tonnes in

1989.

The overall figures hides an
even steeperdecline in the fish

caught at sea, the FAO say& In

1992, the marine catch was
about 80m tames, down from
about 86m tames in 1989.

Commercial fleets are driv-

ing some fish species dose to

biological extinction, destroy-

ing natural ecosystems such as

coral reefe and seagrass beds.

Climate change .eould .affect

stocks of ftsfr “in an unpredict-

able fashion”; global wanning
could canto changes in the
marine Nittab; and plankton
that might lead to shifts in dis-

tribution and production.

The FAO {dams a major con-

ference on. biodiversity in 1995.

“Biodiversity is a life-support

for the planet - cut it off and
we will die,” warns Edouard
Saouma.

WORLD COMMODITIES PRICES

MARKET REPORT
London Commodity Exchange
COFFEE and COCOA prices

moved higher in the afternoon.

Cocoa, after only a slightly steadier

morning, took off with a vengeance
in late trading afternoon, the near
March jumping £13 at one point

to £1,027 a tonne, the highest

second position’s highest level

since July, 1988. Dealers said the
market was running into little or
no producer selling, which was
helping to accentuate the rise. But
they thought strong resistance was
likely before £1 ,050. An absence
of producer soiling was also cited

as a factor in coffee’s continued
advance, which took the January

London Markets
SPOT MARKETS

Crude oU (per barrel FOBHJon) or -

No.? RAW SUGAR- LCE

Dubai S14^6->56z *OJ26
Brent Stand (dated) S15^2-X04 +OJJ7

Brent Blend Lkm) $10.15-6.17 *0X1
W.TJ jl pm esq $17.41*7/442 +0325

06 products

INWE prompt dotvery pet tonne OF + or -

Prerreum Gasoline 8171-173 +i

Gas Od $174-175 *2

Heavy Fuel CM $60-02 -05
Naphtha 5149-151 +1

Petrateum Argus Estnratoa

Other + or -

Gold (per troy 07)4 $372.00 3-2
Saver (per troy o7)4 45X50B
Platinum (per troy oz) $37455 -2-5

PoBodhifli (per troy oz) $12925 -1.1

Copper (US Producer) noc -05
Lead (US Producer) 32.75c

Tin (Kida Lumpur market) 11JO-

Tin (Now York) 21700c
One [US Prime Western) Unq

CatOa (6vo mdghtf 117.09p •1 .03-

Sheep (live iretghQtA 8657p +3. IT
Pigs pnte weight)) 7£12p 154‘

London daily sugar (raw) £257/4 +1J
London daiy sugar (white) £284.0 +4

Tata and Lvie export price 328550 +3

Barley (Englieh leet^ Unq
Moire (US No. 3 ydten*) CtMJ
Wheat (US Doric Northern) Cl 85.0

Rutter (Dec* BOSOp +050
Rubber (Jar)? 0O.75p *050
Rubber OU. RSS No 1 Jul) 2070m

Coconut on fmipptneslS S450-0v *105

Patai OB (Matayaonti S345.QW +25
Copra IPhUppirvMff S310.0

Soyabeans (US) C202-0

Cotton “A" index 53.16c

Wooltops (64sSw>et) 3S0p

C a tome irtess ottwwfe* stated. p-pance/kg.
c-centa/lb. r-rlngglt/kg. z-Jan v-Doc/Jan u-Dec
w-NowflJec ^London physical. (jOF Rotterdam. $
SuSan martlet etna. m-MaiaysIsn cerfl3/kg.^Sheap
prices *a now lm wogtit prices change Iran 3
wo* ago, pravttonal prices.

position to $1 ,296 a tonne at the

dose, up $40. Base metal prices
rallied from earlier lows during late

trading at the London Metal
Exchange. The three months
delivery COPPER price rallied from
$1 ,630 a tonne on speculative

buying and short-covering, touching
$1,640 before dosing at $1,634,
down $7 from Tuesday. The
ALUMINIUM market found strong
support on dips towards the

$1 ,050-a-tonne level for three
months metal, which bounced to

close at $1 ,056.50, a tonne up
$6.50 on the day.

Compiled from Reuters

Circa Previous H^i/Low

10.45 1036

11JM 10.90

Turnover 99 f65) tots o* 50 tonnes.

COCOA - LCE

Ctose Previous High/Low

Dec 981 967 961 964

Mar 1021 >013 f 027 1007

May ton 1004 1015 1000

Jul 1006 1005 1010 998
Sep 1007 1006 1007 996
Dec 986 988 990 982

Mar 990 969 991 983
May 992 991 993 990
JU J94 9M
Sep 997 1002

CRUDE OU. - IPS

Previous ttgh/Low

15 06 16.22 15.70

16.12 16.45 15.97

Tunwvor 10570 (I7ai8)tofcj of 10 tonnes

ICCO ndtoafor prices (SDfla par tonne). DaBy pnee
tor Nov 16 90439 (950.961 10 day average tor Nov
17 910.29 (910341

COFFEE- LCS

Mar 1853 10JO 1X63 16.20
Owe Previous Kfign/Lowr

Apr 1X73 16.47 10.73 10J3 Nov 1207 1239 1285 1250

May 1652 10.00 1X82 1651 Jan 1296 1250 1296 1259

Jun 1834 16.TT 16.-J4 V6.67 Mar 1247 1220 1251 1230

Jul 1X77 1X78 1X77 May 1230 1214 1233 1213

tPE Index 15.92 1X44 JU
Sep

1320

1231

1213 1220 1214

1233
Turnover 24029 {20250]

CMS OIL -IPS

Ctose PnoviuTjs Hrgh/Lnv

Dec 187.25 154.75 16755 163.75

Jon 165.75 10350 166.00 162.50

Feb 104.00 162.00 164.00 16125
Mat 16355 100.75 16325 159.75

Apr 161J5 160.00 16125 159.00

May 101.25 160.00 161JO 15900
Jun 181.75 160A0 159JO 15925
Jul 163AO 161.75 163.00 130.00

Aug 16455 16425

Turnover 14526 (13093) lots 01 100 tows

3UOAK-LCB
fS per tonne)

White Close Prevtous HlqtVLOw

Mar 275-00 27X30 278JO 273.00

May 37X00 278JO 278.50 075.00

Apr 2S3J0 262.90 293.00 263A)

Tunover 550 f7BU) Parts- White IFFr per tonne):

Dee 166501 Mar 1^7549

WOOL
There were some algno this rrech Pul ms vrad

msrivei recovery might have spent used, if only

tar the flme bang. Jn Australia the madia
Mentor aim using to 51 1 cents a kg. fell

back to 503 yesterday, ant dcenncas at Iwo
of dm three seftng centres, Fremantle and
Sydney, ware less than 9046. softness m the

Atatroian dollar hoa alw fud a slight choapen-

mg atfact tar buyers m many countries. A
setback after jbnost Dime months of rising

prices and an advance of 25% overall 4 not

causing tm concern n the trade.

Turnover: 7604 (45451 tots of 5 tomes
ICO indicator prices (US ceras per pound) for Nov
16 Comp, daiv 7D.01 (6aS4) is dov a/wage 6929
169.111

POTATOES- LCE Etrmw

Ctose Prevtous H>gh>XDw

Mar 111.0 1005 110.0 107.0

Apt 91.8 038 93J 91.7

May 107J 107J 106.0

Turnover 102 (00) tots of 20 tonnes.

FRSJCWT - LCS S minder pant

Ocse Prevtoui Hiflfl/lXw

Nov 1280 1300 1300 1279
Dw 1280 1301 1300 1279
Jan 1285 1301 1300 1280

Apr I30S 1311 1310 1298

Jul 1153 1195 1190 1170

BF1 1300 1306 1300

Tut:aver 297 (76)

CRAWS -LCE

WtmatCtoso Previous hbgh/Low

MOO 38.75

100.65 100.65

1K-6S 10205
90.75

92.00

9850 98.50

100.05 100.35

102.65 102.35

91 00 91.00

92.00 92.00

Barley Close Prevtcxs; Htfi/Lsw

Jan 103-85 103 65 103.75 103.75

Tumcnrer. Wheat it® (121) Bariev 2 15)

Turnover iota 01 100 Taws.

LONDON METAL BXCHAMOE

0030 Pnanoua

Aluminium, 9X7*. purity (S per tonne)

Cash 1032-3 1027-28

3 months 1054-5 1049-50

Copper. Credo A ts par tonne)

Cash 161X5A5 16185-19.
3 months 1637.5-8.0 1642-43

Lead (S par tonne)

Cash 398-9 3995-400J
3 menths 412-25 4133-14

Michel (S per tonne)

Cash 4607-12 4635-40
3 months 4670-2 4697-700

Tin IS per tonne)

Cash 4600-5 4635-40
3 months 46SO-5 4665-90

Zing. Special ragh Credo $ per tonnrij

Cash 926-6 9285-2BJ
3 months 943-4 946-47

LME Closing E/S rate:

SPOT: 1.4770 3 months; 1,

(Prices suppfted by ArnNgamated Metal Tredtorf

AM Official KerO dose Open (merest

Total ddy twnwer 44,264 lota

1038-3&5
1060-605 10685-75 255,389 tote

Total dally turnover 59026 lota

HEATWQ OIL 42^)00 US flNta.oanM/8 gafls

18185-19.5 1607
1642-43 1640/1629

16005-07
1630-31

4010/4605
4690/4650

921.5
94X5/937

1634-5 197,712 tale

Total daily tunover <539 lota

412-3 24.739 tots

ToM dagy turnover 5562 tale

4695-700 47,462 1*8

ToM duty tunover Z583 lota

4650-5 14^25 lots

ToM defly tumewer 2X74S tote

SPOT: 1,4770 3 months: 1,4699

LME AM Official E/5 spot rata 1.4775

LONDON BULLION MARKET
I Prices supplied try N M RoitechSd)

Gold urtry oil 5 price C oqtavaant

Close 371.75-3.25

Opening 37350-4JO
Morning tor 373.70 253.013
Afternoon fix 371.60 251.131
Day's high 374.1 0-374jo
Day's low 370-00-370.50

Loco Ldn Mean Sold Lending Rotes (Vs USS)

1 month
2 months
3 months

Spot

3 months
6 months

2.70 6 months
2.70 12 months

6 months: 1.4823

New York
GOLD 100 troy ou S/tray oz.

Nov 374.1 374.1 0
Dec 37741 374.6 37
Jail 37X2 375.0 0
FeB 3792 3705 37
Apr 381.0 378.4 36
Jun 382.9 380.3 38
Aug 384.7 362.1 37!

Oct 386.0 384 X) 0
Dec 3866 386.0 3ff

PLATINUM 50 troy oc Vtroy or.

9 months: 1.4668

Lanat PreMoua Wtt/Low

Dec 62J6 51-13 52.70 . 9085
Jan 53J5 02.00

.

5X56 SIJO
Feb 53.75 52.45 5XS0 52J0
Mar 6X15 SXOS 5X10 5196
Apr 6X29 51^40 0X40 51.40

May 51JO .51X75 SIJO 5026
Jun 5128 6X40

.

5120 5050
Jii 61JS 5X60 51JG 51-30

Aug 62J0 ,61.10 fijnn 62JU
Sep 51.75 62.10 0 0

COCOA 10 tomiea^Mannea

Close Previous HgWLow

Dec 1221 1214 1227 1196
Mar 1256 1230 1238 1234

May 1270 1261 1270 1248
Jii 1264 1272 1260 1263
Sep 1285 1283 1282 1280
Dec 1308 1298 0 0
Mar 1312 1300 1307 1303
May 1326 1314 1316 1300
Jul 1341 1329 0 0
Sep 1383 1341 0 0

Chicago
8QYABEAK9 5J0Q tw mto; caots/60Cj butfM

caoee Retaw Mtfn/Ure

No* 682* 6740 68374 07270
Jan 68M 661/4 682/0 67010
MV 695/4 68779 69770 694/6
May 68576 68970 68776 68674
•U 8B6AJ 690/2 89870 68874
Aug 68274 686/4 08370 68070
Sep 683/0 65674 666/0 6000
Tfa* 638/0 63701 6400 - 63679

SOYABEAN OE. 80000 laomA
"

oou Previous HlghOtM

2X17 2XS8 2X20
2621 2X84 2825
2820 25.74 2X27
2X16 2X72 2X20
2X11 2X86 2X12
2X77 25u42 2X80
2X11 24J3 2X15
24J6 24.25 24,40

Hgh/Low

0 Dec

Ckm

74^5

377J 36X0 Mar 7X16
0
37X5
301.2
383J
37X5
0

0
3715
373J
37X0
37X5
0

May
Jul

Sep
Dec
Msr

?X65
8155
6255
8X50
8XS0

3875 3815
SUGAj

COFTO “C- 37^00tos; canta/ftra

Ckm Previous Hgh/Low

SOYABEAN MEAL 1M tons; Ofcin

Owe Prevtoae Wgh/bwv

Dec WAS 210.1 aiio

12 months 328.75

COLD COWS

Cicee Previous Hlgh/Low

Nov 36X0 36X0 0
Jan 37X5 37X6 3785
Apr 3805 380J 38X0
JU 381/0 3615 37X0
Oct 382

J

38X8 37X0

s price e equvelenl

Krugerrand 37S.50-37MO 2S4.0O-257.00
Mania leal 30235-384^3 .

New Sovereign 87.00-9000 59JXJ-62JW

TRADED OPTIONS

AbimMun I99.74i) Colts Puts

StrDe once S luma Jan Apr Jan Apr

JK5 35 83 W 20~
1050 24 48 26 30
1075 Id 38 41 42

Copper iGratt A)

M 71 31 42
24 68 44 54

16 47 60 67

Jan Mar Jan Mar

~iic 140 4 40
-

107 110 11 63

71 85 25 88

Cocoa LCE Dec Ma Dee Mar

875 106 157 11

900 81 137 16

925 56 119 " 22

Brent Crude Jan Feb Jon Feb

1600 43 46 62
1650 22 49 65
1700 TO 29

SILVER MM troy og cents/tmy oz.

Close Previous mgh/Lpw

NOV 459.8 46&S 0 0
Dec 4602 4564) 401 j0 450
Jan 481.6 457.4 0 0UV 484JO 4607 4600 466.
May 467.9 4607 48&O dfiO
JU 4706 486.7 472JJ 403.
Sep 474JJ 469.9 407a 466.
Dec 476.7 474a 474,5 40.
Jan 47X8 475.7 a 0
Mar 4609 479J 477£ 475.

HIGH GRAPE COPPER 25000 lbs; cantt/tta

<3cae Pwvtoua HgfVLow

Nov 73,15 7035 73.15 72B
Doc 73.15 7X35 7X35 7X3
Jon 7905 7X55 7X5Q 73 9
Feb 7X85 7X85 0 0
Mar 7X33 74.15 74.15 7X3
Apr 74JM 74.40 0 a
May 74.40 7460 74v40 7061
Jun 74.60 7460 74.7D 74.H
<M 7465 7605 74.60 74JJ
Aug 75.10 7560 Q 0
CRUDE OIL QJtfB) dggoo US gala toenal

LAWN Previous HteWLow

Ooea Previous Hgvuw
Mar 1016 1014 1069 1009
May 1039 1038 1049 1030
Jul 1048 1060 1083 1036
°tt 1036 1037 1048 1030

COTTON SOJDOQ lbs; eana/toa

Qom Pitavtaw Hkfl/Uw

Cfec 5840 5660 6055 6010
Mar 6016 6057 . 0049 6002
May 6100 61.77 6100 612®
JU 6034 6235 62JE KJS
Oct 62.75 6X97 8230 62.75
Deo 6075 6000 0X00 6230

0332 8337 0 0
May 6337 64,12 0 0

teWtOB JUICE 1900Q fco;
""

Post Previous HghOsw
Jon 10930
Mar 11235
May 11330
-M 11540
Sep 11630
Nov T1430
Jan 11430
Mar 11430

Dee 17.11 1X77 17.19 1X56
Jan 17,48 1709 17J5 1659
Feb 17.72 1754 17.78 17.16
Mor 1758 1754 1752 1758
Apr 1759 17.69 1X06
May 1X18 1753 1X16 17.70
Jun 1X28 1757 1X28
JU 1858 1859 1X38 1756
Aug 1X4G 1X50 18.49
Sep 1X4? 1852 1X42 1626

10X73 1K3Q
11&00 11X70
11X50 11X75
11530 11X20
11830 11630
11X50 11650

^BWiBasesepwmberiaiBai^ion
?!»J7 Now 16 mnth nan «^
~—'S 181gJ 1BM~agw JONES

tHaaai Dee. 311974,. 10m
—

. ^ 18 New 15 mntfi run,
~

2?" 1S36 JOT eg'
R*"« 13303 lUS

Z1X3 210.1 3133
J«i 2104 2073 2103
Mar 209.1 207.1 2093
M«y 206.1 2083 20x2
JN 3073 20X6 20X2

205-7 aoxa 20X6
Sap 2033 sag? 2033
O* 138-7 18X3 1995
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SOUTH AFRICA: Open for investment

2UJE2HS
Shaking
off the

legacy of

apartheid

Mo country tn Africa has a
lesacy that can compare
with the traumatic Impact of

apartheid; but none came to

^dependence with the array
of resources that win be at
the disposal of the

government that will be
elected next April, under the
constitution agreed

yesterday. In this survey of

the most powerful economy
on the continent; FT writers

assess prospects for

investment

Who's who In the new
South Africa

A convenient cohabitation

ANC way ahead in the

polls
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Business sits on its hands

and waits

Prom civil war to

consensus
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Business exhibits

Starry-eyed optimism.

Expectations may be too

great

Retailers are wooing

black consumers

The financial rand is

dlsflkedbut It Is *stffl

necessary1
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The view from abroad: ....

Capital markets. United

States^Japan. Germany

arid Ranee

Johannesburg Stock
v'

Exchange takes a '/...

quantum leap .

The unthinkable achieved

Page 38

Launch pad for a

continent

South Africa searches tor

International recognition

Tourism: playground for

viators
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A new nation starts
to take shape
Newlyfour years after Nelson Mandela’s release, South
Africa begins a fresh era. Patti Waldmeir reports

AMca eOtar: AiBctmel Holman

Editorial production: Roy Teny

lustration: Joe Curmanga

YESTERDAY South Africa
broke the twisted mould of
apartheid, and cast away the
hits.

After decades spent ^ghttag
the tide of history, which sub-
merged' other racist regimes
long ago. South Africa yester-
day opted to join the modern
world, ft can now play a full
role at the United Nations,
rejoin the Commonwealth,
become -a' member of the
Organisation of African Unity,
and play a much-needed, con-
structive role in the develop-
ment

. of southern Africa and
beyond.
Yesterday's agreement on a

post-apartheid constitution is
the first irrevocable step on the
path to full democracy, but it

is only a first step. The next
few months and years will

show whether South Africa’s
tenure as a democratic nation
will be nasty, brutish and
short, or stable, happy and
prosperous; whether it will

substitute black domination
for white repression; whether
it will defy the logic of divided
societies worldwide, and nur-
ture true multi-ethnic democ-
racy.

Though the mould of apart-

heid ha« h»wi broken, Africa
provides 'other unfortunate
models for the new state:

tyrannical regimes which
Shused power. crushed dissent

'Shdiay waste whole economies
through maladministration,
corruption arid theft.

'South African politicians,

idaic& and white,, bridle at the

comparison: Finance Minister

’Derek Keys offers the conseh-
.505 view when he Insists that

South. Africa “will be totally

'different from the rest of

Africa, ft always has been and
it a^wayp will be”

'v 'Ecoi^micany, that^is obvi-

ously, so.rjMr Keys points to
‘ So^Africa’s'dear superiority

th tends of "indigenous capi-

tal”, both human and fmawriril.

The new leaders will manage
the continent’s most powerful

economy, with gross domestic
product equal' to 75 per cent of

sub-Saharan Africa’s gdp, with
an economic hinterland which
stretches as far north as Zaire,

generatinghalf of Africa’s elec-

tricity. Even in brooder inter-

national terms, it compares
welL* with-a well developed
stock market, banking sector,

and body of; company law.
South Africa offers more to the
investor than, for example,
eastern Europe; and with for-

eign debt at US$17.3bn, or 15

par cent of gdp, it is underbor-

rowed by any standard.

In political terms, too, South
Africa is different. In 1957,
when Ghana became the first

African nation to gain indepen-
dence from Britain, Kwame
Nkrumah inherited a position
of largely unfettered power.
But South Africa's first Mack
president - likely to be the
African National Congress
leader. Nelson Mandela - will
find his room for manoeuvre
far more circumscribed, in law,
and more importantly, in fact
“South Africa is too big for

the ANC.” says one ANC mem-
ber who bemoans the complex-
ity of a society which imposes
manifold constraints on the
party of government: he
believes they will inhibit the
ANC’s ability to transform
South Africa virtuously; others

welcome these constraints as
curbs to abuse of power. But
all would agree that South
Africa does not fit the classic

African mould of a society
which easily Calls prey to bad
government
Strong interest groups coun-

terbalance the power of gov-

ernment: rhlpf among- team is

a strong, diversified and battle-

hardened corporate sector; the
1.2m-strong labour federation

Cosatu, historically allied to

tiie ANC, has recently begun
flaying' its independent muscle,

and Is well organised and pow-
erful enough to play the role of

democracy's watchdog. The
highly politicised and moti-

vated township "civics", or
community associations, could

also prove an important check
on government power for

South Africa's “masses" are
not the fawning crowd which
greeted Kwame Nkrumah,
African liberator they are
demanding, well organised,

and used to fighting their polit-

ical comer. ...
The list of powerful interest

groups outside the ANC’s
sphere goes on and on: the
1.2m strong civil service is

dominated by Afrikaners, who
are scarcely natural allies of

the ANC. The defence force,

though professional and com-
mitted to supporting the gov-

ernment of the day, is also

Afrikaans-dominated, as is the

police.

Last and arguably least of

the factors constraining an
ANC government, is the consti-

tution agreed yesterday by the

main political parties. That
constitution was meant to pre-

vent majority domination
through power sharing: it was
supposed to guarantee democ-

racy by ensuring that the
minority losers in any majori-

ty-rule election would still

enjoy a powerful say in govern-
ment It falls some way short
oT so doing: minorities will be
represented in government,
with every party earning 5 per
cent of the national vote enti-

tled to a seat in cabinet; but
the power of minority parties

in cabinet is precarious.

The ANC, which will have
both a president and a deputy
president, will have its own
way on any disputed decision.

And though it has promised
regular consultation with the
second deputy president,
drawn from the second largest

party (probably Mr F.W. de
Klerk, current president), he
will have no statutory powers
to frustrate Mr Mandela's will.

The constitution fails to

deliver other checks and bal-

ances which the ruling
National Party had insisted

were essential. The party's 1991

constitutional proposals called

for political power to be
divided between three tiers of

government - central, regional

and local - with each tier to

have "original and entrenched
authority with which other
tiers of government may not

interfere’’.

In fact, centraJ government
retains wide powers to "inter-

fere" with regional govern-

ments: the constitution author-

ises central government to

intervene in terms so vague (to

impose uniform national
norms and standards, to

ensure proper regulation, and
where there are implications

for national security or eco-

nomic policy) as seriously to

undermine regional autonomy.
And with regions barred from
imposing taxes without central

government approval, it is

hard to accept Mr de Klerk's
claim that the new state will

be “federal".

National Party negotiators

believe that they will not need
entrenched constitutional pro-

visions to play a powerful role

in restraining the ANC: they
believe the ANC’s assurances

that it does not wish to govern

alone (and does not believe it

could do so effectively); and
they judge their electoral

strength will "give them an
important say in cabinet,

though only if they are able to

better their poll showing of U
to 13 per cant
But clearly, the National

Party has settled well below its

bottom line on crucial issues;

probably, it had no choice. As

SOME OF THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
CHANGES IN SOUTH AFRICA

AREN’T POLITICAL.

pctnrn, Sooth Africa’s

national electricity utility,

generates more than half

the electricity consumed in

Africa.Andmore than 90% of

that fa used in Its localmaiket

AccordingtoTokyoElectricPowers

1991 Statistical Review, it fa the

world's fourth largest supplier at

electricity In terms of both sales and

oenerating capacity. Eskom s treasury

Srasnamed one oftheworld'stop
tenrn

the recent International Risk
Manage-

ment Awards held by The Economist

Intelligence Unit and Kmcor Risk

Management Consulting. And the UK
HectridtyAssociation ranked

Eskom s

electricity price second lowest m the

w
5fe* are, understandably, rather

proud diat oim busfafflsp^nmre
has not gone unnoticed. But South

Africa Is in transition, with 60% ofthe

population as yet without electricity.

TheNationalElec-
trification Forum, of

whichwe are part, sees
affordable electricity as a

key to economic dfivelop-

,
ment and social empower-
ment and fa working towards
the optimization of South Afri-

r ca's electricity supply industry.

This includes the removal ofobstacles
to extending commercially viable elec-

trification. But neither we nor South
Africa's other dectridty suppliers have
been idle. In 1991, we brought electri-

cityto another 250,000 South Africans,
in 1992, to afurther 1,000,000.Andthe
estimatefur 1993 is another 1,500,000.

Which is why, in September this year,

we were rather proud when the
Johannesburg newspaper. Business
Day, gave us their 1993 Business
Achievement Award for the way we
have responded to adversity, marketed
electricity, transcended politics and
won tiie confidence ofthe community.
Which, we like to think, is their way of
saying that we're giving wing to the
people's hopes and dreams.

{§)
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The power behind developing South Africa.

President FW de Klerk (left) and African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela {right) yesterday reached agreement on a new
constitution. Still to give his consent Is Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi (centre) head of the Inkatha Freedom Party (1FP). Leading figures in

South Africa's history in the background (anti-clockwise) include Shafca (top left), who welded a number of tribes into the mighty Zulu nation;

Jan van Riebeeck, founder of the white settlement in 1652; Jan Smuts, prime minister 1919-24 and 1939-48, who was one of the founders of

the UN; Albert LuthuO (1898-1967), president of the ANC diving the heyday of apartheid in the 1950s and 1960s; Hendrik Verwoerd, prime
minister 1958-66, architect of apartheid; and Paid Kruger, president of the Transvaal republic during the Boer War (1899-1902)

a minority government whose
power diminishes by the day.

negotiators calculated that a
deal done now would be prefer-

able to that available next
month or next year. And what-
ever the shortcomings of the

constitution, agreement is bet-

ter than continuing deadlock.

Though it is not strong
enough, it is far from illiberal,

and should help to reinforce

democratic forces.

But if South Africa does
escape some of the more gro-

tesque abuses of power for

which Africa is famous, it is

scarcely likely to become a
prosperous liberal democracy
overnight
The new bill of rights

enshrines tough emergency
powers which can be used to

restore stability after the April
27 ejections. Agreement seems
to exist between the ANC and
NP that restoring stability,

through temporary repression,

is the highest post-election pri-

ority.

According to this scenario,

democracy will be a temporary
casualty while the new govern-

ment pursues stability and eco-

nomic development; and if it

succeeds in restoring law and
order without repeating the
oppression of the past, it will

be widely popular with an elec-

torate (white and black; fad up
with crime and violence.

Much will depend on
whether the mainly Zulu
Inkatha Freedom Party of

Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi

can be persuaded to participate

in next year’s elections: though
he has made clear that he
rejects yesterday's constitu-
tion. he could decide he has
more to gain by fighting rather

than boycotting an election. If

he actively opposes the poll,

the security situation could
become untenable, especially if

the white right wing, now in

tactical alliance with Inkatha,

also opposes the election. The
ANC and NP must guarantee
that there is critical mass at

the political centre, and that

the crackdown need only sup-

press the lunatic fringe. If

Inkatha and the right wing,
with their numbers and their

firepower, are to be suppressed

in unison, stability may be
unattainable.

But in the end. it is econom-

ics - and not politics - which
will seal South Africa’s fate.

Far yesterday’s constitution
marks a decisive shift in elec-

toral power from the "haves"
to the ‘'have-nots” of South
African society."

Popular expectations will

soon strain the Intentions of

even the most benevolent gov-

ernment; at that point, it must
either give in to populism, or
suppress it.

The latter now seems most
likely: the new South Africa

will start with a hefty dollop of

the old. That will be unfortu-

nate, but bearable; what will

destroy South Africa’s demo-
cratic prospects forever is fail-

ure to deliver a better eco-

nomic deal to the masses. It is

a tall order.
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SOUTH AFRICA: OPEN FOR INVESTMENT

POLITICS
Patti Waldmeir identifies who’s who in the new South Africa

Power people in waiting
AFTER nearly four years in

the news, everyone knows
Messrs Nelson Mandela and
F.W. de Klerk, who are likely

to remain the two most Impor-

tant men In South African poli-

tics. Their relationship will

change: Mr Mandela is over-

whelmingly likely to take over

as president, while Mr de Klerk

will be relegated to the status

of second deputy president,
behind another deputy from
the ANC who will act as de

facto prime minister to Mr
Mandela. But their strengths
and weaknesses will remain
the same, however their titles

may change: to the outside

world, they are largely a
known quantity.

But the new government will

be influenced by a host of poli-

ticians whom outsiders know
either less well, or not at alL

Some have emerged from the

trade union movement, some
from the ranks of the African
National Congress in exile,

some from its guerrilla wing
and others from the enlight-

ened wing of the National
Party. Others still come from
Inkatha, or the corporate
world.

Predicting who will be who
in the new South Africa is

inevitably an inexact science:

partly, it will depend on the

scramble, only now beginning,

to reach the top of each party's

electoral list (voters will not

choose individual members of

parliament, but will vote a
straight party list). Lists will

be chosen by parties them-
selves: in the case of the ANC.
after strong input from the
membership.
But some individuals seem

almost certain to rise to the

top of the pile, whether elector-

ally, or by exercising influence

outside parliament They are:

Thabo Mbeki: recently pro-

moted to the post of ANC
national chairman, Mr Mbeki
could well fill the post of first

deputy president under Mr
Mandela. (This post might nat-

urally have gone to Cyril

Ramaphosa, ANC secretary
general, but he insists he does

not want it). Mr Mbeki, for

many years the head of the
ANCs department of interna-

|j,

Rood Mayer from the ranks of

enlightened nationalists

tional affairs, is urbane, moder-
ate. articulate and the darling
of the business community.
Son of one of the ANC^s most

famous elder statesmen - radi-

cal Govan Mbeki, 83. who is

now retired - Mr Mbeki was
bora in 1942 and took an MA in

economics from Sussex Univer-

sity. During nearly 30 years in

exile, he developed the kind of

middle-class tastes which reas-

sure whites, and cheer the
hearts of foreign Investors: nat-

tily dressed and puffing on the
ubiquitous pipe, Mr Mbeki
speaks the language of the
monied classes while mysteri-

ously retaining grassroots sup-

port at the same time.

Cyril Ramaphosa: No less

charming than Mr Mbeki - and
becoming a rapid convert to

South Africa’s unrivalled ver-

sion of the “good life" - Mr
Ramaphosa insists he will not

enter parliament, but will stay

to build the ANC for the cru-

cial, post-liberation elections in

1999. Mr Ramaphosa had a
solid popular base in the
National Union of Mlnework-
ers which he left to become
ANC secretary-general in 1991

but has spent almost all his

time since locked in negotia-

tions with the government and
other parties. His image has
suffered as talks have dragged
on. and he risks being blamed
for concessions made; but the
truth is that this witty 41-year-

old, a consummate negotiator,

has outmanoeuvred the gov-

ernment on many crucial
issues, and delivered a deal
which favours the ANC. His

Thabo Mbeki: could well HU the

post of first deputy president

economic views lean toward
the socialist - though he keeps
them hidden - and he is likely

to prove effective in building

the ANCs constituency.

Derek Keys: Mr Mandela can
send no more powerful signal

to forlegn investors than to

keep Mr Keys on as finance

minister in the new Govern-
ment As National Party minis-

ter of finance, Mr Keys, 62, has
trodden carefully with the anti-

apartheid opposition, bringing

them along with him every
step of the way to a new debt
rescheduling deal, a joint pitch

on foreign investment and a

commitment on fiscal disci-

-pline to the International Mon-
etary Fund. After 30 years as
one of South Africa's top busi-

nessmen, Mr Keys is a techno-

crat rather than a politician,

and may well survive into the

new era. Likewise, his
respected counterpart at the
South African Reserve Bank
(central bank), Chris Stals,

who has done much to tame
inflation and restore interna-

tional financial credibility.

Roelf Meyer: chief government
negotiator. Mr Meyer. 46, halls

from the ranks of the enlight-

ened nationalists. He and col-

leagues Leon WesseIs, Dawie
de Villiers and Sam de Beer
see a bright multiracial future

where whites will continue to

exercise influence by virtue of

their strength in the civil ser-

vice, the economy and the
security forces.

Joe Slovo, chairman of the

Cyril Ramaphosa: insists he wW
not enter parliament

South African Communist
Party, has arguably done more
to deliver a moderate constitu-

tional deal than anyone apart

from Mr Mandela himself.

Despite his socialist economic
views, he is likely to be a fdirce

for pragmatism for some time

to come. Jacob Zuma, one of

the few leading Zulus in the

ANC, is almost guaranteed a

top position. Sober and reason-

able, he has bandied delicate

negotiations with Inkatha well

Tokyo Sekwale, voted the sexi-

est man in Johannesburg in a

recent radio poll, is a charis-

matic populist of far more radi-

cal views: he is likely to try to

push ANC economic policies in

a radical direction. Sam Shi-

Iowa, recently elected general

secretary of the largest union
federation, Cosatu. will fight

for union independence under
the new government, and will

not be shy to use his power if

government forgets its commit-

ments to the masses. Moses
Mayekiso. head of the South
African National Civic Organi-

sation, will also prove a radical

focus.

Last and most difficult to

assess, Cbief Mangosuthu
Buthelezi. leader of the

Inkatha Freedom Party, will

play a principal role from
within or without the new gov-

ernment. With his irritable and
unpredictable personality, he
is likely to prove difficult to

manage, whether he accepts or

rejects the deal Only time will

tell which he will choose.

Patti Waldmeir
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Leaders in M&A and Equity Financings

for South African Companies

Bookrttnning lead-manager for

Uberty Life Association ofAfrica

Limited

LIBERTY LIFE

Liberry Life

raised USS 134 million

in its euro-equity offering
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Financial adviser to Royal
Corporation Limited
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Bookrunning lead-manager for

Sappi Limited

*sappi
limited

Sappi

raised USS236 million in its

international equity offering

June HW’
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Financial adviser to

Anglo American Corporation

ofSouth Africa Limited

mm®
Del Mon re Foods International

Limited

has been acquired by

Royal Foods Limited

for £34S million

December IV9J
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Anglo American Corporation

transferred the major part

ofits international assets to

Minorco Sociere Anonyme

for USS 1.4 billion

September JV'JJ
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THE African National
Congress is beading for power
ext April with the Congress

of South African Trade Unions
(Cosatu), the country’s main
labour grouping, as its chief

backer. Former Cosatu organ-

isers will be prominent on the

ANC slate of election candi-

dates, and the ideological com-

patibility between the two is

close.

Still, however, their rela-

tionship is little more than a

convenient cohabitation. Back-

room spats and whispered
recriminations are becoming
more audible, though both

parties will continue to
attempt to stifle such noises

until after polling day.

A break-up is likeliest to

come in the 1994 public sector

pay round, when Cosatu will

demand Its palimony.
Last Thursday. Cosatu called

off a one-day national strike

planned for Monday - aimed
largely at curbing employers’
constitutional rights ou lock-

outs - after the ANC leader-

ship made dear that it would
not countenance such disrup-
tion in what should be a tri-

umphal week. Cosatu leaders,

summoned to private talks at

the World Trade Centre, were
provided with a face-saving
formula but no real gains.

Mr Sam Shilowa, Cosatu’s
new general secretary, Is unre-
pentant. “Trade union inde-

pendence is very important,"
he says. “Cosatu would be
foolish if it cannot look at the
[draft] constitution and ask
what issues would adversely
affect its own members.”
Asked what the threatened

stay away, followed by climb-
down, achieved, he adds: “One
can say that the struggle for
worker rights has begun. We
are not a junior partner or
appendage of the ANC." Dis-

agreements between the two,

in other words, would not
always end in this way.
Mr Andrew Levy, a labour

consultant, warns: “Cosatu
will determine what happens
to this economy.”
With some 1.2m members

spanning sectors from mining
to textiles to banking to teach-

ing, Cosatu has an agenda
which is in some ways supple-

mentary to that of the ANC
and in others places differing

stresses or priorities on the
same basic goals.

As would be expected, both
say they will seek to ensure an
end to workplace discrimina-
tion, on gender and other

SOUTH AFRICA'S first

elections are likely to be domi-
nated by the issue of liberation
from apartheid, and as the pri-

mary party of liberation, the
African National Congress
(ANC) can count on a large

"vote of thanks" from black
South Africans.

With the widely respected
Mr Nelson Mandela as leader,

the ANC is expected to win the
largest share of the vote -

recent opinion polls have
shown Us support at between
46 and 58 per cent, though poll-

sters believe a two-thirds vote
for the ANC is possible if many
of the 25 per cent undecided
voters choose not to vote at all

(an outcome which would
favour the ANC. whose voters

are more motivated).

ANC policies are not likely

to exert a significant influence
on voting patterns in the first

elections; opposition will come
from those who accuse the
ANC of involvement in vio-

lence, or from those who view
the organisation as Xhosa-dom-
inated (many top ANC officials

belong to the Xhosa tribe).

The ANCs stated goal is to

create a nan-racial multi-party
democracy with a mixed econ-

omy.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

A convenient

cohabitation

Driving force: the struggle for worker rights has begun1 «>•» am*t

grounds as well as race.

Beyond that, they require
affirmative action to purge the
legacy of apartheid.

Neither of these is yet much
of an issue for large employ-

ers, particularly multination-

als which have been running
ahead of the game in promo-
ting blacks. Unsurprising dis-

gruntlement is being heard
from some white staff in such
companies, but rather more
acute workplace difficulties

may surface next year If blade

unions decide that, even so,

the pace of change is not to

their satisfaction.

What is likely to set .the

ANC and Cosatu apart is wage
restraint This would be part
of “co-determlnation”, cur-
rently the most commonly
bandied catch phrase in indus-
trial relations. Mr Shilowa
professes not to know what it

means - and fairly so, because
its usage seems to vary.

In the public sector, the
implication from the ANC gov-
ernment-in-waiting is that
black workers are already sub-
stantially better off than the
45 per cent or so who are with-

out any formal employment.
Thus they should accept wage
rises next year substantially
below the country’s 9 per emit
inflation rate so that cash can

be channelled to upliftznent

programmes
.
elsewhere. In

return, unions should be given

a say in reconstruction and
development planning.

Private sector companies,

equally' loath-' to make infla-

tionary pay awards, are here

and there offering seats on the

board for labour representa-

tives to instil a sense of partic-

ipation in decision making.
From Cosatu's point of view,

though, these are often bau-
bles rather than ballast for Its

cause.

Some sort of accommodation
between labour and capital is

necessary to set the -new dis-

pensation on course; all but
the most radical agree, bnt
attempts at cosmetic corporat-

ism are being treated with sus-

picion. Labour activists are
demanding that a strategic

view be taken across each,

industry, with retrenchments
and new entrants alike being
given equal scrutiny. To take
three examples:

At the National Union of

Metalworkers of South Africa

(Numsa) - one of Cosatu’s two
largest member imlena dong
with the National Tfomn^af
Mlneworfcers - Mr Bemfe.Efen-
aroff maintains that some of

the country’s vehicle assem-
blers are already matching the

Patti Waldmeir on the political parties

ANC way ahead
National Party
The new multi-racial National
Party appeals primarily to eth-

nic minorities such as whites.

Coloureds and Indians, though
It may also win a substantial

number of votes from blacks

who fear domination by the
ANC, or who yearn for law and
order.

The National Party's share of

recent opinion polls has, fallen

as low as 11 per cent though it

seems likely that this repre-
sents a protest vote which
could disappear. Most Afrika-

ners, along with most other
whites, are likely to vote for

the National Party, along with
a large share, perhaps a major-
ity, of Coloureds and Indians.

The party’s policy is similar to

that of the ANC: multi-party
democracy with a free enter-

prise economy (probablyfreer
than that envisaged by the
ANC); but the National Party
also pledges to fight for minor-
ity rights.

Inkatha Freedom Parly

.

Primarily a Zulu party , based
in Natal, the IFP can probably
also claim substantial -white

support in its regional base.

The IFP scores poorly in opin-

ion polls. (9 per cent) which
focus ou towns. However, pT
support is concentrated in
rural Zululand and in town-
ships where violence makes
polling difficult.

.

The IFP, like the other two
parties, supports multi-party
democracy and free enterprise,

but believes in strong regional

government!! is likely to fight

the election on a law and order
ticket

Conservative Party .

The white-supremacist Conser-
vative Party gained 800.000

white votes in .the 1992 referen-

dum though Its support has
certainly waned since then.

Still, it represents the only
home for whites who reject the
new South Africa, and wish to

cost structures of flaots in

Asia. But he adds, the three

dozen model variants for new

cars are too numerous forthe

market. ami fhr&er productiv-

ity improvements may depend

on following Australia in shed-

ding whole ranges.

Never mind cars, Mr sm-

Iowa, arguing for an audit of

where investment is most

needed, asks stingy. “Why

don’t we produce bicyoirar

All are imported, most of them

fremTaiwau-
Charity shops selling sec- A

ond-hand clothes donated from

Japan and North America

have at times been occupied by

protesting members of the

South African Clothing and

Textile Workers Union (Sao-

twu) on the grounds that even

such outlets might erode, their

jobs. The union is now, how-

ever, concentrating on the real

threat to employment in its

industry posed by prospective

Gatt reductions in import tar-

iffs-

What the three have in com-

mon te a recognition that solu-

tions to labour questions

within specific companies will 0
not in themselves secnr^ let

alone increase, jobs. On
imports, there is an acceptance

that tariffs will have to be low-

ered in many instances, but

unions argue that this should

happen only after inefficien-

cies have been sorted out and

an upgrade taken place in

manufacturing technology run

down by sanctions and a gen-

eral decline in capital spend-

ing.

Such faiks would happen on
a tripartite basis among
employers, unions and govern-

ment, and foreign Investors

would have to accept that they

did not have an unfettered

right to manage, Mr Shilowa

mates dear. A
“We want to be. involved in

”
industrial restructuring,” be
says. “To improve productiv-

ity, one has to feel a sense of

ownership."
fie offers same assurances:

unions would keep their side

of the bargain and could not

justify breaking a wage, agree-
ment within its lifespan. But
any other grievances which
surface would be dealt with as
Cosatu saw fit “Ifwdetermi-
nathm means we are prepared
to work wtth employers r- yes.

If ft www ns entering into

soda] pacts without being
allowed tojstrlke - no." .

Gordon Cramb

cast a protest vote. It seems
unlikely to win a major share

of the vote nationally, and may
not even win a majority of
Afrikaners. -

DemocraticParty.

.

South Africa's tiberitl party,

the Democratic Party will be
lucky to get the 5 per cent of
flie national vote required for a
seatin the cabinet Though it,

too, fbugbt apartheid through
tiie decades, the DP la likely .to

reap no liberation bonus.
Viewed as a weak party, it has
no obvious constituency except
affluent whites in Johannes- i

brag and some Coloureds and
blades.

Fan Africanist Congress
.

This ultra-radical black party
scores in low single figures in

opinion polls. It is likely to fore
badly in the first election,
although its policy of rejecting

accommodation with whites
could well become more popu-
lar. particularly among young
unemployed black South Afri-
cans, if the first post-apartheid
government fads to deliver
immediate fruits of victory.
The PAC is a socialist party
and its policies are basically
pro-black and racist

3
WW§ urnV & Roberts is the lead-

ing industrial force on the
African continent, satisfying

engineering-related customer require-
ments through innovation and
integrity.

A formidable combination of com-
plementary businesses in
Engineering, Manufacturing,
Construction, Services, Materials
and Properties reflects M&tR's
stature as a major player.

The Group has shown dramatic
advances in recent years, justifying
its blue chip performance on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange, Aftern^e than 90 years in business and
with a working team of over 45 000
employees, Murray &. Roberts is

. oonumusd do long term growth and
development.

Visit personally or we will supply
information on over 1 50 companies
represented at our Trade Centre.
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«^sioa, with economists pre-Acting margmal GDP growth
of around 0.5 per cent this
year, accelerating gently toaround w per can to * n£
cent m 1994. Thus tor, the
recovery is mainly attributable
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ufacturing remaining in the
doldrums. But from next year
*? sectors of the economy
should start to benefit.

Policy environment is
markedly friendlier than in the
1980s. Corporate taxes have
been cot, inflation is in single

JJ2? r«
7
ES* ^nt forecast for

1998) for the first time In 20
years, a new tariff structure is
about to be launched and both
real wages and real -interest
rates have started to toll.
The balance of payments

remains a problem area as cap-*
rtal outflows continue and Pre-
toria is committed to repay
over $lbn annually for the next
eight years: Bankers and stock-
brokers say the country Is
underbomowed - which it is,

with a foreign debt of tmbo
or 15 per cent of GDP - leaving
scope to refinance previous
commitments. But such rollov-
ers merely provide a breathing
apace rather than a solution.
This suggests that - In the
absence of strong export
growth - there will be little

room for abandoning the finan-
cial rand and liberalising
exchange controls, at least
until 1995.

The strength, and duration,
of the upturn will depend cm

\ three main factors; the new
' administration’s ability to

restore confidence to a badly-
mauled business sector; devel-
opments in the global econ-
omy, especially the commodity
price cycle, and the economic
policy framework that evolves
In the "new" South Africa.

There are grounds for cau-

tious optimism on all three
counts. A reduction in the vio-

lence and general acceptance
of the election results, would
do wonders for business
morale, simultaneously open-
ing the door to a strong upturn
in public works spending an
housing, electrification

.

and
roads. On the policy front,

finance minister Derek Keys
•has managed through the

THE ECONOMY
The recession is ending, inflation is in single figures, but many hurdles remain, writes Tony Hawkins

Business is sitting on its hands and waiting
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National Economic Forum to
put together a middle-of-
the-road consensus to secure
agreements on resolving the
debt standstill, an $850m IMF
loan, fixture relations with the
World Bank and the crucial
GATT Uruguay Round submis-
sion that will liberalise and
streamline South Africa’s tariff

structure.

Disconcerting though the lat-

est EC and Japanese numbers
may be, South African econo-
mists are modestly confident
that the commodity cycle bag
done its worst and that
demand and prices for many of
the country's key exports -

especially gold - will recover
in 1994-95. Even so, the upturn
is going to be relatively limp
through next year, as investors
and businessman sit on their

hands until the elections are -

out of the way and they have
some idea of who will be bold-
ing the reins of economic
power.
Many hope and expect that

Mr Keys will retain the finance

portfolio, while Dr Chris Stals,

whose term as governor of the

South African Reserve Bank
expires next year, and whose
tough monetarism has done so
much to reduce inflation, fiscal

follies notwithstanding, will be
reappointed.

Continuation of the Keys-
Stals double-act would cer-

tainly calm badness and bank-
ing nerves, abroad as wen as at
home, providing much-needed
continuity and- stability. But
whether the ANC is ready to

allow whites to retain control

over key economic manage-

ment decisions is unclear.
Mr Mandela and his close

aides may be happy with such
a transitional arrangement -

for two or three years - but
already there are demands
lower down the ANC hierarchy
for same relaxation of mone-
tary and fiscal policy.

Fiscal policy is going to be
crucial. While some in the
ANC exude moderation, insist-

ing that large tax increases are
not necessary, this begs the $64
000 question - how is the coun-
try to fund the proposed social

upliftment and job-creation
programmes? Professor Dennis
Davis, an ANC tax adviser, has
suggested increased estate
duties along with differential

rates of VAT so that some
basic necessities can be zero-

rated while higher rates are
applied to luxuries. Some
rationalisation too of tax-

breaks seems probable thereby
raising the effective rate of cor-

porate tax - from around 20

per cent at present - while
leaving the basic rate
unchanged at 40 per cent One
senior ANC economist, Mr Tito
Mboweni, has ruffled feathers

with his suggestion oT a once-

off “reconstruction levy."
though this has since been
played down.
ANC economists believe

there Is scope to fund uplift-

ment programmes by restruct-

uring government spending.
This is questionable; the

"peace dividend" from defence
cutbacks has been largely
siphoned into increased spend-
ing on the police, and in a

country where crime levels

seem destined to remain
uncomfortably high, there is

little room for savings. Nor is

there going to be any “apart-

heid dividend" since the elimi-

nation of wasteful, duplicative

spending on social services for

blacks and whites, will be off-

set by a larger public service

and the need to establish

,
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regional governments and
structures. Mr Keys himself
believes there is likely to be a
net increase rather than sav-

ing. and sees his job as minim-
ising that “hump."
One of the conditions of the

IMF loan is a reduction in the

budget deficit to 6 per cent of

GDP in 1994-95, down from the

6.8 per cent forecast for the
current year. Mr Keys says
that 2 per cent of this repre-
sents public sector investment
spending, while 2.5 per cent is

needed to build up the civil

servants pension fund in terms
of already-announced political

guarantees. He hopes to
achieve savings by eliminating
the remaining 1.5 per cent of
“discretionary" deficit, but it is

hard to square his plans with
the social upliftment goal.

It has been estimated that

racial parity in social service
spending would cost almost a
quarter of GDP, with education
alone requiring 15.4 per cent,

1985 1986 1987 198
Source Cjpftai Mona

more than double the 7J per
cent provided in 1993-94.

Indeed, a “parity budget"
would mean shifting 10 per
cent of GDP into the social ser-

vices budget from a budget
total of 23 per cent (excluding
debt-service expenditure).
Since such a target is out of

reach, the likely implication is

that the ANC's sweetness and
light on the tax front will fail

foul of political realism on one
hand, and the need to deliver

some form of liberation divi-

dend on the other. Cost-recov-

ery in the public sector, in the

form of user charges for educa-
tion and health, targeted ini-

tially on the better-off, could
well be necessary'.

The fragile economic strat-

egy consensus will come under
strain too on the labour front.

While there Is broad agreement
on the need to put job creation

ahead of wage Increases, opti-

mism that the lifting of sanc-

tions and increased investment
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will make a significant dent in

unemployment looks mis-
placed.

Unemployment, estimated at

a frightening 46 per cent by the
SARB, is the most Important
single challenge that will face
the next government The opti-

mists argue that the SARD'S
doomsday scenario exaggerates

the problem, citing the 1991

census which found that 19 per
cent of the workforce were
actively seeking jobs, with one
quarter of the black workforce
falling into this category com-
pared with only 4 per cent of

the whites.

Critics accuse employment
pessimists of ignoring the
vibrant, fast-growing informal

sector that is crucial to any
strategy for easing the crisis.

In 1989, the Central Statistical

Service (CSS) estimated that
there were some 304.000 full-

time black informal sector
operators in South Africa to
which can be added l.9m
part-time informal sector entre-

preneurs and 350,000 employ-
ees, making more than 2.5m or

almost a third of the economi-
eally-active black population.
Unfortunately though, much of

this informal sector activity is

described as “survival" rather

than “voluntary" entrepre-
neurship, implying that many
self-employed would sooner
have a formal sector job.

The formal sector employ-
ment conundrum raises a ques-

tion that few South Africans

feel confident to answer: where
can the new South Africa
develop competitive advan-
tage? Primary sector activities

with value-added through ben-
eficiation of minerals is per-

haps the most obvious answer,

but hardly reassuring given

the probability of continued
sluggish growth in primary
product demand and the possi-

bility of ongoing excess capac-

ity. In any event, such
operations are highly capital

intensive, creating few jobs.

The finance minister is opti-

mistic though, pointing out
that Samcor, which assembles

vehicles, takes 34 hours to pro-

duce a motor car compared
with 44 hours in Western
Europe. In the pulp industry,

productivity is higher at one
South African plant than in

Germany. “We have nothing to

worry1 about in terms of pro-

ductivity” says Mr Keys confi-

dently. arguing that Ion' black

worker productivity' under the

apartheid system reflected
demotivation. “There was
nothing in it for them.” Black
people could not move to bet-

ter areas, nicer homes or send
their children to better schools.

They were zxot motivated to

improve productivity.

South African businessmen
acknowledge that they cannot
expect to match the Asians in

terms of costs, work ethic or

productivity. Their competitive

edge is in resource-intensive

activities, low-cost energy, a
superb infrastructure, and in

services such as banking and
information technology. In
manufacturing though, com-
petitive advantage will depend
on investing in skills, technol-

ogy and training and since this

kind of investment does not
yield quick returns, success in

manufacturing is more likely

to be found in niche operations

than in any single industry.

Even if the foreign investor

is satisfied that the country
has put political violence and
instability behind it and has
the capacity to develop compet-
itive advantage in specific

areas, the nagging question
remains: why should South
Africa be different from the
rest of the continent?

Mr Keys brushes all doubts
aside. “South Africa is totally

different - always has been,"

he says, putting his finger on
what few would dispute is the

country's single most Impor-
tant advantage - its powerful,

battle-hardened, diversified pri-

vate sector. "We have" he says,

"a lot of indigenous capital

here making a return and
which has every intention of

going on doing that."

POLICY

From civil war to consensus

mrr-

-• •
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WHEN Derek Keys took over

as South Africa's finance min-

ister in May 1992, one of his

key priorities was stopping the

economic “civil war". It is a

measure of the progress made
towards achieving consensus

on economic policy that he can

now pronounce this “done".

Certainly there will continue

to be disputes between the

main political players, busi-

ness and labour. The past two

months have offered ample
examples: the issue of cellular

telephone licences, a rise in the

petrol price, trade union rights

under a future constitution -

all these elicited threats from

the ANC and its trade union

ally Ccsatu (the Congress of

South African Trade Unions)

ranging from mass action and

a national strike, to nationalis-

ation-

in the event, deals were

struck and disruption avoided.

This represents enormous
progress. In the past economic

disputes often ended in mass

action and conflict Now they

are managed, and a satisfac-

tory resolution is normally

achieved. It is a fair guess that

this spirit of compromise will

inform South Africa's eco-

nomic policy under a new gov-

ernment Mr Keys comments:

"There is always a way* - for

this job, that is my motto."

If praise is due, then Mr
Keys stands at the front of the

queue. More than any other

factor, his skills as manager

and deal-maker, coupled with

an engaging personality and

intellectual authority, account

for this change.

Considerable assistance,

however, has *S?
other quarters. Most obviously,

the National Economic Forum

fNEF), the tripartite body

where business, government

and labour seek agreement on

economic policy,

formed a critical role. The ANC

has also played ^
Mr Trevor Manuel, head of the

Department of Ecawmfcs^and

panning, spearheading ame
flexible and considered

approach to economic pofley.

The results are ^press^-

Recent months have seen

South Africa make sipifican*

economic commitoents, afiof

which enjoyed multi-party sup-

P<
These include signing a final

debt rescheduling dea
^J$Lr

runs for eight years; .freeing

terms of an S850m

£«m the IMF;

terms of a
offer to

GATT, whereby South Africa

tariff book will be substantially
Amplified and the average tar-

iff lowered; and agreeing the

terms of fixture relations with

the World Bank.
To ensure that South

Africa's commitments in these

areas enjoyed the necessary
political legitimacy, Mr Keys
established an ad hoc commit-

tee, the Economic Technical
Committee (ETC), on which,
government, the ANC, PAC
and Inkatha were represented.

In all four of the above cases,

the ETC agreed the final terms.

Tensions still exist between
- roughly - the ANC/Cosatu

nomic sanctions in September,

he still continues to “Invite"

investors to come to South
Africa to "help", as if that were
their main concern.

Domestically, the economic
focus of an ANC government
will be on a programme of

"national reconstruction", with
the aim being to visibly uplift

the lot of its followers. This

will basically be a case of

“more of the same” since the

past three budgets have
already bail a heavy emphasis
on redistribution, with essen-

tially the same purposes in
mind.

In the past economic disputes often ended in mass
action and conflict. Now they are managed, and

a satisfactory resolution is normally achieved

on one side, and government/

business on the other but the

crucial differences are the way
in which these issues are han-

dled.

The latter Is testimony to

considerable policy movement
from the ANC in particular.

Certainly, the organisation and
some of its leaders have not

totally shaken off their social-

ist vision. Both Mr Mandela

and Mr Bamapbosa, ANC sec-

retary-general, have let the

dreaded nationalisation word
slip in the past two months.

But, as one coiamentator
noted: “The movement is dear,

if not always convincing - but

it's not a trick."

Currently, the ANC is best

characterised as being a reluc-

tant convert to market eco-

nomics. If it has left behind the

days in which it was firmly

committed to nationalising the

minpia. books and “command-

ing heights” of the economy, it

still retains a touching foith in

the state as a powerful agent to

do economic good. It remains

as sceptical as ever, however,

of Adam Smith’s invisible

band. The search is on, there-

fore, for some sort of “third

way”, with countries such as

Germany and Sweden, notwith-

standing their respective diffi-

culties, cited admiringly.

Although some ANC spokes-

man have started, increasingly

to say “the right thing" - justi-

fying, for example, their com-

mitment to a vigorous anti-

trust policy in terms of the

need to promote the efficiency

of markets - some doubts

remain.
Thus, while Mr Mandela has

taken to vigorously beating^the

foreign investment drum since

calling for the lifting of eco-

While this envisages a heavy
role for the state in areas such
as publics works programmes,
this should take place within

reasonable fiscal limits. Not
only is the ANC on record as

saying macroeconomic balance

znust be maintained, but it lias

also acknowledged that South
Africa is already highly taxed.

It is committed, in terms of the

IMF loan letter of Intent, to

limiting the budget deficit (6

per cent of GDP is the target in

1994/5). There is also little evi-

dence that a new government
will interfere with monetary
policy, though business is

likely to lobby for some let-up

in pressure.

Of privatisation, little Is

likely to be heard. While com-
mercialisation of state corpora-

tions - notably Posts and Tele-

communications and Transnet
- is under way, the ANC
remains set against the con-

cept. Mr Keys's judgment is

that “the final step to privati-

sation will require substantial

disappointment with, other

routes first".

A much more difficult longer

term question facing a new
government will be the

restructuring of trade and
industrial policy. Sanctions,

and efforts to combat them,

have left some areas of the

economy uncompetitive In the

international market
Mr Eugene van As, executive

chairman of pulp and paper

group Sappi, cites the example

of the truck that draws up to

his factory gate: it probably
costs 100 per cent more than
the price his International

competitors pay, the tyres are

probably 30 per cent more
expensive and the spares dou-
ble the cost. He adds that if he

were able to buy five chemicals

at the price his US competitors

pay for the same products, he
would virtually double Sappi’s

earnings.

Ironing out these distortions

in the economy will take wis-

dom, time and sacrifice. How
much is available is unclear.

While Gatt has said it under-

stands South Africa needs time

to address these problems, this

has not stopped it rejecting

what it regards as excessive

tariff protection for South
Africa’s beleaguered clothing

and textiles sector (proposals

of 60 per cent for clothing and
45 per cent for household tex-

tiles under the latest Gatt
offer).

In terms of its other Interna-

tional economic relations, a

future government is likely to

take a fairly robust stance. The
ANC/Cosatu, for example, has

made clear that it has no taste

for a supplicant relationship

with the IMF and World Bank,
with economic policy decided

in Washington. Current eco-

nomic policies are broadly con-

sonant with IMF norms, and
no World Bank finance is

expected much before the end
of 1994. Funds for development

are available locally, the prior-

ity now is to work out how
these should be spent. Only
later will the need for Bank
finance emerge.
The other two important

relationships will be with the

European Union (EU) and
neighbours in the region.

The former is Important

because South Africa does not
belong to any economic group-

ing, and the EU is its largest

trade partner. It looks unlikely

that South Africa will accede

to the Lom£ convention, which

offers concessionary trade

terms. More likely will be some
sort of bilateral framework
agreement which can be nego-

tiated much more quickly,
while also offering substantial

market access benefits. P

As to the region, a new gov-

ernment will probably want to

join the Southern African

Development Community
(SADQ, if only to show solidar-

ity with many of its allies in

the frontline states.

Present indications are, how-

ever, that cooperation is likely

to focus initially on functional

issues such as power and
transport with more grandiose

visions of economic integra-

tions lying some way further

in the distance.

Philip Gawith
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SOUTH AFRICA'S business
community Is either foolish, or
possessed of great faith.

Whichever the explanation, it

is difficult to find a senior busi-

ness executive who is not opti-

mistic about Che future. Con-
sidering the seismic changes
occurring in the country, this

is an amazing state of affairs.

In part, businessmen are
simply, talking to their book.

Businesses will stand or fall

depending on how the coun-

try's fortunes wax or wane.
With the alternative too

ghastly to contemplate, they
choose, understandably, to
look on the bright side.

There is also the
punch-drunk factor. Business-

men reason that having lived

through and survived the
1980s, there is little left to fear.

Then business was faced with
a government that did not care

a fig for it. in a country exper-
iencing serious domestic politi-

cal unrest, and pariah status in
the International world. Can
things get worse?

Clearly they ca.n, and it

would be wrong to suggest that

business is possessed of a facile

optimism at odds with events
in the country. Indeed, there

has hardly been an annual
report issued in the past two
years where the detrimental
effects of violence and political

instability on business has not

been lamented. But people
rightly treat the possibility of

uncontrollable violence as a

worst case scenario and plan

from a more optimistic prem-
ise.

More plausible a scenario is

that a future government, set

Philip Gawith finds that business is looking on the bright side

Starry-eyed optimism
on advancing the lot of black
business, could make onerous
demands that seriously impede
the ability of companies to
operate freely.

But this scenario is not given
much credence in the business
community. With the country
just emerging from a four-year

recession, businessmen are not
about to let politics quench
their ardour. Although some
companies reporting recently

have turned in good results,

this has in most cases been due
to extraneous factors, such as

a weak exchange rate and
lower corporate, tax, or simply
running a tight ship.

But although trading condi-

tions remain grim, business is

keen to whet Its lips again
looking to the rise of more
than 30 per cent per annum in

corporate profits in the late

1980s.

This optimism explains why
the South African Chamber of

Business's (.SACOB) confidence

index rose to a three-year high
in October.
However, there are some

who believe next year's trading

conditions will be poor because
of disruption during the elec-

tions.

Time could prove the busi-

ness community to be star-

ry-eyed in its benign assess-
ment of the impact of political

change. This optimism, how-

Brfan Gilbertson: able to play

again on the world stage

ever, Is not baseless. While
business and the ANC may not

yet have reached the position

of being ideological bedfellows,

the toenadering ('coming

together) that has taken place

since the ANC was unbanned
has been remarkable. ANC
leaders' diaries are chock-a-

block with appointments to

breakfast, lunch or dine with
businessmen. Businessmen, for

their part, are not averse to

letting slip that they are on
first name terms with ANC
heavyweights.
Indeed, oue oF the more

interesting features of the

"new South Africa” is watch-
ing how companies try and
position themselves for the

future. Lining up in the robust

comer is Anglo American,
South Africa's largest com-
pany, which has always fol-

lowed the adage HWe don't

want to be loved. We want to

be respected". To its credit, it

has never been afraid to stand

up and be counted, and there

can be little doubt that this has

borne fruits. In the area of

anti trust for example, while

the jury is still out on what
sort of policy South Africa will

eventually get. Anglo’s muscu-

lar defence of its size has
helped focus and improve the

quality of debate.

Others, however, favour the

softly-softly approach, down-
playing deficiencies in ANC
policy and not seeing all differ-

ences as Issues of principle

that need to be confronted.

Businesses normally arrive at

this perspective by two differ-

ent routes. Some have genu-
inely good relations with the

ANC, the product oF commend-
able liberal track records and a
belief that they are dealing

with “good" men. Others are

opportunistic, jumping ship

after years of obeisance to the

National Party. This is not nec-

essarily a bad thing. They may
lack principle, but they are
“operators" and their willing-

ness to engage with the ANC
has played its part in selling

the case for business.

Just as companies take dif-

ferent views on how they

relate with politicians, so they

take different approaches to

how they should respond to

change. All businesses, of

course, are required to take a

closer look at "soft issues"

such as affirmative action,

black advancement and social

responsibility programmes,
safe in the knowledge that a

new government will pay more
attention to these Issues.

Although politicians may
never be satisfied with busi-

ness efforts, there can be no
doubt about the considerable

time and effort going into

these areas.

Beyond these issues, how-
ever. the scope to do business
differently depends to a large

extent on the business you are

in. With production-driven
business such as mining, the
basic process of pulling ores
out of the ground and shipping
them to foreign markets
remains fundamentally the
same, regardless of political

and social changes. Not so,

however, for companies that
interface more closely with the

consumer. Here the battle is on
to capture the spending of the

emergent black consumer and
this produces distinct chal-

lenges in product development
The consumer market, of

course, is not the only growth
market of the future. Indeed,

optimists are inclined to argue

that political democratisation

will unleash enormous benefits

for the economy as a whole. Mr
Grant Thomas, executive

chairman of consumer indus-

trial group Malbak, comments:

“South Africa's huge advan-

tage is that enormous multi-

plier effect within Its own bor-

ders. greater than anywhere
except China and the old

Soviet Union, The market tra-

ditionally only served 20 per

cent of the people."

For South Africa's larger

companies, a key benefit of

political reform is that It has

again allowed them to play on
the world's stage. Mr Brian Gil-

bertson, chairman of GencOT,

comments: “If you have a good

product you don’t just stay in

your homo town." South
Africa's large corporates were,

during the sanctions era,

severely hamstrung.

But the catch-up process has

now begun. South African min-
ing houses are swarming over

the rest of Africa and in parts

of South America and Europe,
while Industrial companies like

Sappi and the then Royal
Foods (now Del Monte Interna-

tional) have made large off-

shore transactions. Exchange
control remains a considerable

impediment to the internation-

alisation of activities, but
South African companies are

at least part of the hunt again.

While change is the word on
the minds of most business-

men, others also see a large

measure of continuity - if not

in the way they do business,

then certainly in the chal-

lenges that face them.

CONSUMERS

Retailers woo
black buyers

SOWETO-ON-SEA. one
settlement has been dubbed.
Families living in shacks in a

DEVELOPMENT

river Hood plain in the Eastern
Cape city of Port Elizabeth are

being moved there en masse.

But this is not the dawn bull-

dozer raid of the old South

Expectations may be too great
Africa - the squatters are
going, voluntarily, to set up
home on a plot of land which
each will own.
Another shanty town. In

Welkom in the Orange Free
State, is relocating to a new
settlement nearby which they
have called Vukuzenzela - in

translation, “Wake up and do
it yourself."

The name is apposite,

because the squatters are not
being rehoused. What they get

is a "serviced site," with at

least water and sewerage laid

on. The building work is up to

them. The two are among the
100-plus such projects around

the country undertaken by the

Cape Town-based Independent
Development Trust since it

was launched in 1990 with the
political endorsement of the
African National Congress and
Inkatha and R2bn of govern-

ment money. Further project

funds have since come from
other donors such as the Euro-
pean Community.
The IDT has spent some

R850m establishing more than
110,000 sites, in the process
becoming the biggest provider

of new homes without ever
having built a house. The num-
ber represents nearly 10 per
cent of the 1.2m households it

estimated had no proper roof

over their heads, no mean feat

in three years. But that figure

Is rising as blacks gravitate
towards the cities to seek elu-

sive employment, and the

trust's “toilet towns” - that is

their sole fitting - are barely

holding the line.

Some li)m people are without
drinking water at home, 15m
lack sanitation, and 23m have
no electricity. The IDT esti-

mates that the country is short
of 50,000 classrooms, a number
which it expects to double by
2000. Some 1.000 more primary
health facilities are needed.
Redressing this legacy will

be a daunting task.

Eskom, the state-controlled

electric utility, for example has
a five-year programme to elec-

trify lin households, and new
connections are running at
25,000 to 30.000 a month. How-
ever, this still leaves some 30
per cent of homes without
power by 2000, beyond the five-

year life of next year’s transi-

tional administration.

Mr Derek Keys, finance min-
ister and former head of min-
ing house Gencor, says bluntly

of the country's social infra-

structure needs: “1 don't think
the market is going to do it."

His downbeat view echoes
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that of many in the private sec-

tor who insist that institutions

with the financial clout which
could make a tangible differ-

ence, notably the life assur-
ance offices, have a fiduciary

duty to their shareholders or
policyholders which would not
allow them to justify investing

in or lending to ventures
where the risks are large and
the returns uncertain.

But the market is at least

trying. Mr Steven de Bruyn,
assistant general manager of

UAL, the merchant banking
arm of the Nedbank group,
says ways need to be found to

make the risk palatable. These
would often require govern-
ment involvement, say in set-

ting up a US-style mortgage
guarantee fund so home loans
could be extended to those
without the financial track
record which usually only
whites can meet Such a loan
book could then be securitised.

This is not too for a jump
from the capital markets Issue

which UAL this year put
together for Eskom, the state

electricity supplier, to fund its

electrification programme
aimed mainly at black residen-

tial areas. The R590ra first

tranche was fully subscribed
locally after the Reserve Bank
deemed the detachable war-
rants on the bonds allowed for-

eigners too much scope to

exploit the country's dual
exchange rate system.
Preventing defaults on mort-

gages may be less easy, but at

least there is supposed to be an
income stream to repay an
Investment outlay. What of

education and health, where
no such evident return exists?

Even here, schemes ape being
examined. In tertiary educa-
tion. for instance, a loan fund
has been mooted along the
lines of a model being explored

in Australia. Borrowings
would be repaid from students’

eventual earnings, debited
directly, and the fund would
become self-sustainable as
these flows gain pace.

Outside agencies will now
play a greater role. The World
Bank and International Mone-
tary Fund themselves arouse
both hopes and fears, given the
stringency of their prescrip-

tions in the rest of Africa. A
letter of intent between South.

Africa and the IMF is ready for

signing next month (but loans

from the Washington institu-

tions are in the main thought

likely to be used initially to

refinance existing bank bor-

rowings rather than provide a
slew of new development cash.

In a recognition of the scale

of the task, Derek Keys says
large-scale community uplift-

ment “needs an entrepreneur -

maybe it needs 10,000 entrepre-

neurs - to organise. I hope a
representative government is

in a better position for that
than our government”

Gordon Cramb

Changes throughout Southern Africa

are creating exciting new business

opportunities. To help you assess

.the rapidly developing situation, the

Financial Times publishes a twice-monthly

newsletter. Southern Africa Business

intelligence.

“CHOOSE BLACK Ul» •*»

exhorts a poster at the World

Trade Centre, the Johannes-

burg venue for the multi-party

talks. But it turns out to be

addressed to the consumer

rather than the voter, adverns-
1

lng nothing more epoch-mak-

ing than a range of hair care

products.

. Black consumers, particu-

larly those in urban areas, are

I

becoming the focus of the

South African retail sector in

recognition of the sheer, size of

the market and the expectation

that wage differentials .with

whites will continue to narrow.

On average a black house-

[

hold still has an income only

one sixth of that of its white

counterpart, is likely to have

more offspring to support, as

wall as dependent members of

the extended family often liv-

ing in rural areas. A survey by
the Bureau of Market Research
at the University of South
Africashows that metropolitan

blacks commit 7.5 per cent of
their household expenditure to

the support of relatives.

This compares with only 02.

per cent for those firing In the

quasi-independent “home-
lands" who are more likely to .

be recipients of remittances
.

from city breadwinners.
Given such, burdens, oppor-

tunities for discretionary
spending - and for those busi-

nesses seeking to attract it -
.

seem limited. Holidays, for
example, absorb a bare (L3 per
cent of black outgoings.

So, it Is no surprise that the
.

South African retail and con-

sumer products industries
have most conspicuously reo-

rientated themselves to urban
blacks in sectors such as food

,

(which takes 20.4 per cent of
their household spending),,

clothing and . footwear (8.1 per
cent), alcohol <<U> per cent) and ,

tobacco (4A per cent).
-

Edgars, the clothtog chain
with nearly a fifth of all sales

in its sector, now has close to
half its revenues mmfag from
blacks, according to a retail

industry analyst at a stock-
hrahing firm

Blacks now consume some.SO ;

per emit of ail lager drunk in
the country, shffting away
from tome-brewed,, aogghum
beer and helping' the Oear-mO-
nopoly South African Brew-
eries (SAB) maintglij volumes. .

Checkers, the supermarket
chain which merged with Pep-
cor, owner of the down-market
Pep clothing shops, has con-

verted many of its stores into

cheaper-line Sboprite ^optlets

and held prices down. V
Mr Mervyn Serebro, ntistag-

ing director of DK; Bazaars,
says “Our customer is now the
emerging nation. There is no
embarrassment in saying -we
are not in the crayfish arid cav-

iar business." OK is targeting

middle-income blacks -rather

than the “fringe of affluence,"
,4

of whatever colour.

All advertise extensively in -

black media such as the Sow*,

tan newspaper, conscious of

the need to establish their

brand while there remain few

black-owned companies with

the capital to compete. Bill-

board campaigns in particular

convey the imagery of egalttar- 4.

ian multiracial bonhomie
which exists more In the minds

of advertising agency creative

departments than on the

street, beach or bar terrace

which form their backdrops.

At the same time, though,

some companies have pursued

particular strategies to boost

demand among blacks. CNA
Gallo, which runs a chain of

newsagent/stationers as well

as cinemas and a record label

has became the largest setter of

postage stamps apart from the

Post Office Itself. 11113 Is not

because that business is itself .

lucrative - rather, it gets^
blacks coming Into its stores,

previously an apparent pre-

serve of white reading matter.

Mgiftak, an industrial group

which has Interests in food,

pharmaceuticals, packaging,

furniture and appliances, has
o^amined each of these sectors

to see where potential black

demand offers scope for expan-

sion. For example, it is placing

emphasis on the supply of

generic drugs which, are
rfwwper than their proprietary

equivalents - the Unisa survey

shows urban black households

allocate as much as 20.7 per

cent of their spending to medi-

cal mid dental needs.

Mr Grant Thomas, chairman

of MaBxak, argues “If you looLp
at the-new South Africa, where
will themoney be spent? Hous-
ing, health, transport, educa-

" turn. O' you irafld a' house it

- will have at least one plug.

Then took at what they want:
-fighte;: TV; fridge; cooker.

”

Beyond that, Abe family would
be Hke{y to buy packaged foods

have a refrigerator,
- thns^jreat^'covering twomore

Wiffi demand for household
durables such -as fridges at
.neardataEation among whites,

the sofirce of growth for elec-

trics) gbodsmanufactnrers and
retailers,is clear. Sapid urbani-

sation following the abolition

-of the7 restrictive -pass laws in

the 1980s has brought around
half South Africa’s black popu-
lation to Use cities.

As electrification of the
’ townships progresses, and
-some residents trade up Into

previously white inner-city

areas, tfabfc spending should
- hetpftda cohattner^ed recov-

ery if one takes' off. Baring
Securities estimates that over-

all pahratecbnoumptkm expen-
diture, which- has begun to
revive tills year; will grow by 2
“percent in 1994‘ahd add a per-

centage point each • year
thnx^h 199&-

.
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NEXT TO violence, political

instability and concerns about
ANC economic policy, what
investors like least about
South Africa is exchange con-
trol In fact, outside of a few
lawyers and tax advisers, it is

difficult to find anyone who
likes it. Even the Reserve
Bank, which administers the
policies, never tires of saying
that it would like to rid the
country of this albatross.

Earlier this month Dr Chris
Stals, governor of the Reserve
Bank, commented: “An early
end to the dual-currency sys-
tem is not in the offing." He
also noted, that “the financial

rand will remain as long as the
,
domestic political and social
instability ... continues".
With South Africa facing an

election on April 27, 1994, and
the immediate aftermath a
great unknown, few believe the
financial rand will go before
the end of 1994 at the earliest.

While most exchange control
regulations are aimed at stop-

ping people taking money out
of the country, it is the dual-

currency system that most
affects foreign investors. In
terms of this system South
Africa has a commercial rand,
the official rate of exchange
used for all normal commercial
activities: and the financial

rand which is basically a cur-

rency for non-resident invest-

ment or disinvestment

The aim of the financial rand

is to protect the country's for-

eign reserves. The system is

designed to ensure that when
foreigners repatriate their

investments, they do not do so

at the expense of the country's

reserves.

Foreign investors need to

pay close attention to the

financial rand as it is a highly

volatile currency easily capa-

ble of negating any gains made

in, say, an investment in equi-

ties or bonds. Indeed, many
foreigners suffered heavy
losses in the second half of
1992 when the currency weak-
ened dramatically. Although
turnover in the market has
increased, it remains a . very
thin market, skittish and diffi-

cult to predict, and easily
moved by a large order.

Financial rands are created
when a non-resident sells Ms
South African Investment to a
South African. He must be paid
in rand, which

,
rands are then

deposited in his account with
an approved dealer in foreign
exchange (all of the main
banks). Once in his account,
the rand becomes financial
rand which can only be sold by
the non-resident owner to
another non-resident against
payment in a foreign currency.
By definition, residents can

never own, and hence sell,

financial rand (though, in very
limited circumstances, locals
may use financial rand for off-

shore transactions). Residents
are also not allowed to buy
financial rand as this would
require foreign exchange - pre-
cisely what the system is sup-
posed to avoid.

In considering when the
financial rand might be abol-
ished, it must be remembered
that this subject is inextricably
bound up with South Africa’s
debt standstill' arrangements.
These were introduced in 1985
and covered the country's
repayable foreign debt (then
Sl3.6bn. now down to $5bn in
terms of a final agreement
reached last September).
The government's position

was that it would have been
unfair if a restriction had been
placed on repayment of foreign
debt at that time without gi$o
restricting the repatriation of
foreign investment in South
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African equities. This would
have led to undesirable arbi-
trage transactions - hence the
introduction of the finawr-iai
rand.

Likewise, it is most unlikely
that the Reserve Bank will
scrap the financial rand system
while foreign creditors remain
subject to a debt, repayment
scheme. The latest scheme is
due to run for eight years. For
South Africa to consider end-
ing it before then - that is
repaying the affected debt -
win either require that it man-
ages to roll over a substantial
amount of the t5bn still sub-
Ject to the scheme, or that its

rraerves grow to the position
where it feels they can with-
stand a sizeable capital out-
flow. Current levels, which
cover only about six weeks of
™Ports, are a long way short
of the required leveL
The best indicator that the #•-.

financial rand is ripe for aboli-
•-

non will be when the disommi
to commercial rand, currently -

about 20 per wait, either nar-
rows considerably or- disap-
pe^3 altogether. This is
““finely before South Africa Is

to have achieved a afahfe
and sustainable transitioiL

Philip Gawith
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THE VIEW FROM ABROAD
INTERNATIONAL capital markets

Playing hard to get

; : • >

NOW.ta the sanctions have
and agreement has

been reached on its repayment
of N*® ^Sbn of foreign debt
raught in the 1885 standstill,
only

_
the elections in April*££“ the way. of South

Africa s return to the interna-
tional capital markets.
However, since it has been

shunned by the international
investment community for so
jon& South Africa is playing
tod to get with the numerous
banks that have come court-
ing.

Although the gold and far-
eign exchange reserves have
fallen, there is no urgent need
for South Africa to raise funds
internationally. An $850m loan
[acuity from the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) should
be forthcoming by the aid of

the year; and' South Africa also
has access' to short-term credit
lines from several hanks.

Nevertheless, bankers expect
South Africa to launch its first

international bond issue sfric?
January 1892 after the. elec-
tions.

South Africa is' likely to test
the waters with a Eurobond
issue denominated in D-Marks.
If the D-Mark Eurobond issue
is successful. South Africa will
then consider an offering in
the higher-profile eurodollar
sector. Offerings from parasta-
tal issuers are likely to follow.
The main bone of contention

is the interest rate South
Africa would. have to pay to
raise funds in the Eurobond
market Borrowers who want
to raise funds in the Eurobond
market have to pay a “spread’*

UNITED STATES

or premium over the yield in

the domestic government bond
market. The size of the yield

spread is determined by the
market’s perception of the bor-

rower. The bigger the spread,

the riskier the borrower.

Bankers say that as long as
South Africa is classified as an
emerging market it will have
to pay a yield spread of
between 225 and 275 basis

points over underlying govern-
ment bonds. This is well above
the yield spread of around its

basis points which South
Africa is prepared to pay.
As a result. South Africa

could refrain from mining to
the international bond market
until the pricing issue has been
resolved.

Antonia Sharpe

Ready but riot yet willing
SOUTH AFRICA’S
constitutional agreement will
intensify US corporate and
Investor interest, but few
American companies seem
likely to move quickly into the
Republic.

Mr Jonathan Huneke, invest-
ment policy manager at the US
Council for International Busi-
ness, which represents some
300 multinationals, thinVc they
will re-enter “very cautiously,
very quietly and very slowly".
More than 200 US companies

left South Africa in the 1980s,

under pressure from state and
local government economic
sanctions, which will takeifane
to be lifted.

With a constitutional agree-

ment in prospect, many ITS

companies have been examin-

ing options in South Africa. Mr
Tony O’Reilly, head of foods
group HJ. Heinz, travelled to

the country two years ago on
an initial exploratory trip.

A few companies have
already taken the plunge- The
Investor Responsibility
Research Center, a Washing-
ton-based monitoring group,
reckons that at least 28 compa-
nies have gone Into the Repub-
lic since mid-1991.

Large Wall Street brokerage
houses ‘and fond management
groups, which stopped han-
dling South African securities

in the 1980s are also preparing

to get back Into the market
Yet despite, this surge of

interest-most American corpo-

rations remain wary of a sig-

nificant exposure.

JAPAN

There remains a lingering
distrust of the African
National Congress, and there Is

concern about the stability of
the country after next year’s
elections.

Analysts say these worries
mean that many US companies
will re-enter the market
through cautious routes - such
as exports, joint ventures and
licensing agreements - and
many win seek partners in the
black community.
The same concerns mean

that large US fond managers,
who have been snapping up
stocks in so-called “emerging
markets” in Tjitin America and
Asia, may be leery of rushing
into South African securities.

Martin Dickson
,

ill in courtship phase
ALTHOUGH Japan has long
been a significant trading part-

ner for South Africa the
strength of that relationship

has not been matched by high
levels of investment'

“There is an awareness that

South Africa is a promising
market” says Mr Sofa Sakai,

manager of the Middle East

and Africa Section at Maru-
beni, the trading house. “But
when it comes to investment

this is like a marriage so it will

take more time to reach that

point,” he notes.

While Japan was South.
Africa's fourth largest trading

partner In 1990 after West Ger-

many. Great Britain and the

US, due to international sanc-

tions there has been no Japa-

nese direct investment In

South Africa for at least the

past 10 Years, the ministry of

finance says.

The political situation is still

a strong concern. The Japan
Bond. Research Institute, gave
South Africa a 5.9 general rat-

ing in its latest July report,

which was up from 5.4 in Janu-
ary and 4.0 in January, 1989.

The Institute, attributed the

higher ranking to the positive

aspects of the government’s fis-

cal and monetary policies as

weD as enhanced international

trust id South Africa.

Geography is also a problem.

"Japan is not that internation-

alised yet,” explains Mr Sakai.

Japanese businesses also

believe that the entire business
environment in South Africa
needs to be improved before

the country can. expect to see a
significant influx of invest-

ment from Japan.

Greater communication
between the two countries is

also necessary before Japanese
businesses are likely to feel

comfortable with the idea of

investing in South Africa. For
much the Same reasons, there

is little interest in Japan in

South Africa’s capital markets.

Meanwhile, the activities of

Japanese banks with regard to

South Africa have been frozen

since the country declared a

debt standstill In 1985. It is

believed that no new tending

will be forthcoming from
banks, Japanese or other, until

that situation is resolved.

Michlyo Nakamoto

Member of the Securities and Futures Authority

The leading international stockbroker

in South African equities

Q Copthall Martin is the offshore arm of

Martin & Co, SA’s top institutional

stockbroker.

Comprehensive coverage of the SA marker.

Rated No 1 in SA institutional research for

15 years.

Q International dealers in South African

equities, gilts and derivatives.
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Johannesburg
(11 ) 832 1891
Richard Stuart
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• Lloyd Pengilly
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Foreign trading on the JSE equities market [RmJ

GERMANY

A game
of wait

and see
GERMAN businessmen are
well aware of the potential of
the South African market -

but they are also acutely con-

scious of the risks.

The attractions lie in the
country's well developed indus-

trial infrastructure, a cheap
labour force and the market of
125m consumers in southern
Africa. The downside is

equally obvious and can be
summed up in one word: insta-

bility.

“German companies will
invest," commented a German
diplomat in South Africa ear-

lier this year at a trade fair to

promote trade between the two
countries, “but only when the
framework is in place: that
means stability, a market econ-
omy and the removal of the
danger of nationalisation.”

As the BDI, the Federal
Association of German Indus-
try, put it in a memorandum
last month, the next govern-
ment in South Africa will face

massive challenges in restor-
ing the country's economy.
That government may

indeed find itself on a collision

course with the expectations of

the black majority.

For the moment German
,

companies have less risky.
,

highly attractive markets on
their own doorsteps. In the
countries of the former eastern

block. China and other mar-
kets in the far east are growing
so quickly that they form a
central part of many Germany
companies’ medium-term
expansion plans.

That said, German invest-

ment in South Africa should
not be underestimated: there

are about 350 German busi-

nesses or subsidiaries of large

German companies in the

country, employing 50.000 peo-

ple.

German investors and trade-

partners are well-liked in

South Africa - not least

because German companies
adopted a pragmatic approach
to sanctions.

But that liking is unlikely to

be reciprocated further until

South Africa offers a degree of

stability to investors.

David Waller

FRANCE

A dip in

uncertain

waters
A DELEGATION from the
French employers federation

was in South Africa last week
to restore the country’s posi-

tion in South Africa’s econ-

omy.
The political turmoil and vio-

lence of recent years, coupled

with strong French govern-

ment hacking for international

sanctions against apartheid,

had the effect of reducing
France’s share in foreign direct

investment in South Africa

from 3.0 per cent in i960 to

around 2 per cent today.

Recent negotiation between
South Africa and France of

treaties on reciprocal protec-

tion of investment and avoid-

ance of double taxation should

encourage more French compa-
nies to dip their toes in South
African waters.

It Is to help smaller French
companies hi the South Africa

market that the French Patro-

nat employers federation and
the Industrial Development
Corporation of South Africa
last year set up a joint organi-

sation, aimed at modernising
South African industry and
developing higher value-added
exports by South Africa.

There has long been a tradi-

tional French interest in South

African gold stocks. Several
South African gold stocks are

quoted on the Paris Bourse
and, for example, a majority of

the shares in East Rand Propri-

etary Mines (ERFM) are held

by French individuals, accord-

ing to one French banker.

“But this traditional interest

in gold has not spread to other

South African shares,” the

banker says. The latter are rel-

atively expensive, with a high

price/eamings ratio, he says.

This is due to the controls on

capital movements which
mean that South African inves-

tors have difficulty investing

abroad.

But the French investor’s

main worry says Mr Christian

Graeff, leader of last week's

Patronat delegation, is “the

current image of violence and

the prospect that there will be

no coherence in policy for

some time to come".

David Buchan

Purchases
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5.116 5.999
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JOHANNESBURG STOCK EXCHANGE

A quantum leap
BACK in 1986 when sanctions
began in earnest, the US sold

and Europe bought. Now. at
least as far as the Johannes-
burg Stock Exchange USE) is

concerned, the positions are
reversed. Europe is cautious,
the US euphoric.

Down on Diagonal Street,
home of the JSE. brokers
groan pleasurably at the stam-
pede of US investors knocking
on their door - a veritable
Wall Street who’s who. Of
course, the US presence on the
JSE has already been highly
visible in 1993, being large Ir-

responsible for driving the bull

markets in bonds and gold
shares. But since ANC presi-

dent Nelson Mandela called for

the lifting of economic sanc-
tions in September, interest

has soared. Once limited to

speculators, hedge funds and
specialists, especially on the
gold board, the heavy artillery

is massing just aver the brow.
It will be some time yet

before the debris of US state

and municipal sanctions is

finally cleared, and fund man-
agers who are responsible to

trustees will keep a watchful
eye on political developments
before making any significant

decisions. The view on Diago-

nal Street, however, is that it

is now- a question of when,
rather than if, funds flow. A
broker comments: “If you
aggregate the figures we’ve
heard, there’ll be a lot of sheep
trying to get through a very-

narrow gate." One Hong Kong
fund manager visitingJohan-
nesburg said he was convinced
investors would drive the
price/earnings ratio of the JSE
from 15 to 25. as they have
with other emerging markets.

As JSE-watchers point out, it

is hardly a typical emerging
market - more than 100 years

old and with a market capital-

isation of about 5145bn (at the
financial rand exchange rate of
R4.30/S1). it is one of the 10

largest in the world There are

about 80 stocks with a market
capitalisation of more than
$200m. the cut-off point often

used by international fund
managers to identify stocks

they are prepared to hold.

Hence the preference among
analysts for describing the JSE
as a “reemerging'' market.
Two caveats need to be

entered about the bull scenario

for the JSE. First, if the main
international stock markets
crack, the Dow Jones indus-

trial index in particular, then
the JSE is sure to follow. Sec-

ond, South Africa must achieve

South Africa: Comparable
equity markets*

Country Market Turnover
cap (% of

(USSbh) mfct cap
traded]

Hong Kong 231 23

Sou* Africa 189 4

Australia 153 19

Brazil 144 11

Mexico 130 15
Taiwan 121 155
Korea 119 91
Malaysia ill 36
Thailand 62 39
Singapore 60 38
Chile 34 3
Argentina 27 19

New Zealand 18 11

VxxeSi rarjioc tv trjnm ateoakUBian. IW3
ma S G. tv*cury Srcurmes

a relatively stable political

transition.

Assuming these hurdles are
cleared, then the case for the

JSE is easily developed. US
investors and fund managers
are looking to invest an
increasing portion of their
assets outside the US to
improve returns. Given the
JSE accounts for about 0.9 per
cent of total world stock mar-
ket capitalisation, and most US
fund managers hold little if

any SA stock, it is reasonable

to assume a flow of funds.
Until recently, virtually no US
analysts followed South Afri-

can stocks. As they start to

cover them, so funds are likely

to follow.

A recent study of 47 global

emerging market funds
{mostly UK and US) by the UK
group Micropal shows that as
at June 30, 2993. only 0.07 per
cent of their $8bn assets were
invested in South Africa. This
process will gather impetus
when Morgan Stanley develops

a South Africa index for inclu-

sion In its world Index, and
should the International
Finance Corporation grant the

JSE emerging market status.

(SA stocks qualify because
domestic per capita income is

below the $7,910 cut-off).

The case for the JSE is con-

siderably hardened by fairly

reliable talk of six to seven
South for southern) Africa

country funds being estab-

lished. Alliance Capital Man-
agement Corporation, one of
the largest investment man-
agement funds in the US with
about $110bn of funds under
management, and backed by
Merrill Lynch, has already
lodged a prospectus with the

US Securities and Exchange
Commission to launch The
Southern Africa Fund - a

closed end investment com-
pany. These funds could easily
raise $500m. SSOOffl

The chief concern about any
large inflow of funds is

whether the JSE, with its noto-

riously poor tradeabtiity, can
manage them. Latest JSE fig-

ures show annualised liquidity

at about 7 per cent, but in

recent years this has been
closer to 4 per cent Figures
from Johannesburg brokers
Ivor Jones, Roy & Co show the
most liquid domestic Industrial

stock, SA Breweries, has a
monthly turnover of only
$i2m. The most liquid stock,

by a long margin, is De Beers,

with a monthly turnover of

about S57ul The main cause of

the low liquidity is exchange
control. South Africa's large

institutional cash flows -

about EUObn per annum, of

which at least a quarter will

make its way into equities -

are forced to chase a small pool

of domestic quality scrip.

Understandably, the good
stock they get they are
inclined to hold. If strong buy-
ing pressures do materialise,

then the upward trend of

prices will help loosen stock.

The yield-driven, short-term
focus of some of the specula-
tive funds already in the JSE
will make it more volatile, and
also boost liquidity.

South African bonds will

also attract attention. Real
yields on long bonds of around
8 per cent for foreign investors

compare favourably with the
returns available in industrial

countries. South Africa is a
good risk not to default, the
market is well organised and
liquid, with more than $lbn
daily trading volume common,
the bonds offer prospective
capital gains from the fell in

inflation, and there is the pos-

sibility of currency gains from
the appreciation of the finan-

cial rand.

Investments on the JSE are

done through the volatile

financial rand, whose move-
ments are capable of wiping
out gains in the underlying
investments. For investors

coming into the bond market
in particular, where volumes
are quite large, they have to

buy the currency before the

bond. As one broker com-
mented; “The currency leg is

the narrow gate, not the bond."

Political stability will help sta-

bilise this market, but inves-

tors should treat it with cau-
tion.

Philip Gawith

STOCK MARKET STRUCTURE

Unthinkable achieved
“YES, the PAG needs some
good investment advice," said

a senior cadre of the most mili-

tant grouping involved in

South Africa's multi-party
democracy process as he shook
hands with a broker last week
in the Johannesburg Stock
Exchange (JSE) building.

The meeting, unthinkable
three years ago, may suggest

to some that the Pan Africanist

Congress is mellowing, ft could

also be read merely as a sign of

how politicised everything in

South African commerce has
become. Arguably it always
was: investors prospered under
apartheid and a claim by the

JSE, in a booklet aimed at

blacks, that its record is “one
hundred years of creating
wealth for all South Africans"

will be found by many to be
tendentious.

But stockbroking firms, in a

business as divorced as is con-

ceivable from the daily reali-

ties of most people, now
eagerly court all the main
black movements in the hope
that they will be smiled on
after next April
The very structure and oper-

ation of the JSE threatens to

develop into a political issue.

Indeed, if it does, this will at

least in part have teen at the

instigation of the exchange
itself, which set up a sub-com-

mittee 18 months ago to exam-

ine its workings "on the basis

that South Africa is going
through changes." says Mr Roy
Andersen. JSE president

The sub-committee was
charged with examining the

market’s old-style system of

individually liable brokers,

trading on fixed commissions

and only on their clients'

behalf rather than also on their

own account Its report is in its

final stages and due in Febru-

ary. Most local brokers think

Johannesburg will not have a

Big Bang - but there may be a
“phased phut" in which many
of the market’s traditional

practices will be overturned
and new entrants allowed in.

The problem for an adminis-

tration headed by the African

National Congress will be that

most of these would-be
entrants are the country’s big

banking groups, which have
extensive equity links in indus-

try and other financial sectors.

Should a transitional govern-

ment sanction a further con-

centration of economic power,

which leading ANC members
have long wished to diffuse, or
should it give its blessing to

what others will call a cosy

club of vested interests?

There are further questions.

If banks, brokers, insurers and
industrial companies are
allowed all to come under one
corporate roof, in a small
financial community what
prospect is there that Chinese
walls will be impermeable?
And if black workers are to be

given a stake in their employ-
ment future, say through share

option schemes as a means of

promoting productivity gains,

how will it look if dealing costs

for small investors suddenly
rise relative to those of the big

financial houses?

Though Mr Andersen is coy
about the contents of the
report, leading stockbrokers

think some sort of change is

inevitable. The best guesses

circulating in broking firms’

offices above the Diagonal
Street trading Door are that

the JSE will at least initially

remain an agency market but

that a sliding scale will replace

the 0.5 per cent standard com-
mission - becoming freely

negotiable for trades over a

certain size - and that firms
will be able to sell a stake of

perhaps 30 per cent to a corpo-

rate shareholder.

Suggestions that the banks,

if dissatisfied with the pace of

change, might set up a screen-

based dealing system for the

biggest and most liquid stocks

are largely discounted on regu-

latory grounds. But it is a stick

which has at least been waved
in the distance, and the JSE is

believed ready to open up a

gap or two in the laager of its

trading floor to ease pressure.

Changes are likely to come
gradually, starting next year,

and the mood will not be oue
of the Eighties London
bonanza. Although a large

number of the 5<K>dd brokers

will seU out to banks, the les-

son has been learned from the

fancy price/eamings ratios

paid to City firms before the

1987 crash, says a partner in

one Johannesburg securities

house. He adds: “Those with

the means or the products can
survive" - as independent enti-

ties if they wish.

This also appears to be the

wish of many of the country's

fond managers. They are by no
means convinced that, in a
thinly traded equity market,
commissions on buying good
lines of stock would fall - even
for them. At the same time,

they are concerned that any
squeeze on brokers' margins
might force JSE member firms

to cut research output which
they commonly use in tanripm

with in-house analysis. And
they see their choice of broker

potentially narrowed because

some would have tied up with
a rival financial institution.

"We want quality of service

- in dealing skills and research

input - and we are more
inclined to accept higher com-

missions to get it." says one.

Whatever the outcome, as

free elections approach and the

country's reconstruction needs

are thrown more to the fore,

black political groups are set-

ting aside their old hostility to

the exchange as an Institution.

While they are likely to have

much to say in the coming
year about how the JSE should

conduct itself to the benefit of

all South Africans, even the

PAC’s slogan seems to be

changing slowly from the noto-

rious "One settler, one bullet”

to something which may be

more like “One settlement, one

bull marker.

Gordon Cramb
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SOUTH AFRICA: OPEN FOR INVESTMENT
SOUTH AFRICA'S return to
legitimacy coincides with the
growing regionahsatian of for-

eign investment decisions. As
multinationals rationalise gnd
integrate their foreign
operations to secure scale
economies and improve co-or-

dination, so they are looking
more carefully at regional,
rather than national, markets.

Invariably this means consoli-

dating operations at one, or a
few. locations to serve a

regional market, especially
where trade flows are being
liberalised-

By any yardstick. South
Africa is the logical launchpad
for penetrating the sub-Saha-

ran market, worth some
$250bn* of which South Africa

itself accounts for more than
SIQObn or more than 40 per
cent. The South African mar-
ket, although small by global

standards, is the only African

market large enough to justify

a broad range of manufactur-
ing activities. The next largest

is Nigeria, worth S34bn and set

to shrink- in foreign currency
with devaluation next year.

While few companies have
yet rationalised their
operations with the establish-

ment of regional headquarters
in South Africa, this is likely

to be a pervasive trend, once
the violence subsides and busi-

ness confidence returns. BP is

one company that will estab-

lish a regional headquarters in

South Africa, while a number
of manufacturing companies,
such as Nissan, are known to

be actively considering devel-

oping their South African fac-

Tony Hawkins looks at the industrial potential

Continental launchpad
fortones as the platform

exporting into the region.

The reasons are obvious;
South Africa has the best infra-

structure on the continent
with first-world service indus-

try back-up in banking, insur-

South Africa is the only

African market large

enough to justify a broad

range of manufacturing

ance, capital markets, hotels

and information technology. It

has spare capacity in energy
and transport, a vast pool of

unskilled labour, a rich natural
resource base, a better skills

endowment that anywhere else

In Africa - though way behind
Asian levels - and a large

enough domestic market to jus-

tify most industrial invest-

ments. By African standards
the environment is investor-

friendly and there are few Afri-

can locations that can match
South Africa's quality of life.

The disadvantages are essen-

tially socio-political - political

and criminal violence, allied

with the worry that, even if

they are papered over in 1993/4,

ethnic tensions will re-surface

later in the decade. Labour
relations are also a possible

reason for steering clear of

South Africa given the high
cost of labour relative to that

elsewhere in the region and Ear

higher levels of unionisation.

Against that is the relentless

decline in the relative Impor-

tance of direct labour costs In

most business activities, with

raw materials, capital and
transport costs assuming far

greater significance. These
casts are likely to be lower in

South Africa than elsewhere in

sub-Saharan Africa.

International business is

likely to adopt one of two main
strategies for serving the Afri-

can market in the 1990s:

it will export into the region

from offshore using agents,

licensees or franchisees as a

vehicle; or

It will use South Africa as

the mode of entry, manufactur-

ing or assembling in the coun-

try primarily for domestic con-

sumption while exporting
residual amounts to the region.

Clearly, neither strategy will

work if African countries
maintain tariffs and other bar-

riers against imports. But with

the march of economic reform,

regional economies are being

liberalised, thereby encourag-

ing foreign firms to sell into

the usually-tiny markets from
outstde rather than setting up
shop behind high tariff barri-

ers as was the pattern in the

1950s and 60s.

There are two polar views of

how trade and investment

flows will evolve in Southern

Africa. On the one hand, the

locomotive theory holds that

South Africa will become the

By African standards the

environment is

investor-friendly and the

quality of life is excellent

region's economic dynamo that

helps turn the sub-Saharan

economy around-
The alternative school holds

that South Africa, certainly for

the immediate future, has
more than enough on its

domestic plate to make much
of a contribution to the
regional tumround. Indeed,

there are even those In Bot-

swana, Namibia, Zambia and
Zimbabwe who predict that

relocation will, in feet, go the

other way, with firms emigra-

ting from South Africa to

escape political violence and
industrial relations unrest, and
exploiting more tranquil
labour market conditions -

and lower costs - elsewhere.

This is an unlikely scenario

given the growing tendency for

manufacturers to locate as

close as possible to their main

markets. The more likely sce-

nario is one in which South
Africa becomes the platform

for exploiting market opportu-

nities in east, central and
southern Africa. South African
business is well placed, too, to

participate in rebuilding the

region's physical infrastruc-

ture, on which massive
amounts - much of it aid

money - will be spent South

Africa aside, there is little

indigenous capacity in the

region to handle major physi-

cal infrastructural projects.

South African businesses

will have the edge, too, in some
African privatisation pro-
grammes - their investment

banks and mining houses are

already active in countries

such as Mozambique and Zam-
bia where privatisation moves
are gathering speed.

African leaders will be per-

turbed less at the prospect of

growing South African partici-

pation in their economies, than
with the potentially one-way

traffic that this implies. Few
countries in the region have
much to sell to Pretoria other
than raw materials (oil, copper,

coffee, cocoa, tobacco) and
tourism. The saving grace -

though this will depend on
close links with multination-

als, often with regional head-

quarters in South Africa -

could be the development of

sub-contracting and compo-
nents manufacture for final

assembly in the south. This
would turn launchpad South
Africa into a positive sum
game In which there are win-

ners all round.
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Japan
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Philip Gawith discusses foreign investment
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In search of recognition
AFTER the isolation years.
South Africa’s business com-
munity is enjoying being back
in the fold, hoping the world
will want to lend to the coun-
try. trade with it and, above
all, invest in it. First prize
would be a headline invest-
ment of the "IBM to build $lbn
plant” variety.

Clearly the optimists are
going to be disappointed, for

the time being. First, the world
has changed Before isolation,

the eastern bloc and China
were no-go zones and the
Pacific Dragons had barely
entered the business lexicon.

Nor had South America
embarked upon widespread
financial liberalisation. Change

THE CHANGES IN

SOUTH AFRICA AND

THE WORLD HAVE

WIDENED THE

CORPORATION’S

HORIZONS

AND OFFER THE

PROSPECT OF

A CHALLENGING

AND DYNAMIC

With the Zebra project we are

developing.
,
in partnership with AEG

atid Daimler Benz, an environmentally

clean high energy battery to power

passenger vehicles in polluted inner city

areas . A Mercedes equipped with a

Zebra battery has covered more than

45,000 maintenance-free kilometres

and other major car manufacturers have

requested Zebras for their own vehicle

test programmes. A production devel-

opment facility is being commissioned

in Europe The project demonstrates

that industrial lead times can be as long

as in mining and as dependent on a

deep purse and steady vision.

South Africans foreign exchange

earnings. Reserves are more than 500

million tons and the life ofthe project is

expected to exceed 35years.

The Moab gold mine, of great

significance to our position as the

principal world producer, is being

developed at a cost ofR1.7 billion and

reaffirms our confidence in the long

term future ofgold. Over its 25-year

lifespan Moab willyield up to 13 tons of

gold ayear.

PERIOD OF Our R764 million investment in

RENEWED GROWTH
Julian Ogi Ivie Thompson

Chairman
Anglo American Corporation

Del Monte Royal Holdings extends our

interests in the value added food busi-

ness and will help to counter the cyclical

nature ofcommodities. The new group

,

with the prestigious Del Monte brand

name
, is well placed to build on an

already strong market position

internationally and, in so doing, help

expand the deciduous fruit industry in

South Africa.

The Columbus stainless steeljoint

venture at full capacity will produce

500,000 tons a year, making it the

world's largest single-site producer of

stainless steeL Columbus typifies the

kind of project essential to South

Africa's future growth. In turning basic

commodities into highly sophisticated

alloy steelsfor overseas markets it adds

significantly to the value of South

Africa's resource endowment and earns

critically neededforeign exchange.

Our international projects do not

prejudice our investment programme in

South Africa. Namakwa Sands, at a

cost of R1 billion
, combines our

experience of large mining and

industrial projects with important new

technologies. Namakwa Sands is

strongly export oriented and bene-

ficiation will add considerably both to

the value of the raw material and to

The capital cost ofthese three South

African projects, all geared to export, is

R5.5 billion, demonstrating once again

our long term commitment to South

Africa and confidence in itsfuture.

ANGLO AMERICAN CORPORATION
OF SOUTH AFRICA

VISION BEYOND BORDERS

ANGLO AMERICAN CORPORATION OF SOUTH AFRICA LONDON OFFICE, 19 CHARTERHOUSE ST., LONDON EC1N 6QP.

Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa, Registration Mo.01 05 30906

In. all of these areas has opened
a host of markets competing
for the multinational invest-

ment dollar.

Second, save for special
cases - such as investment
flowing from the recent issue

of cellular tdephone.Ucences —
it is unlikely any significant

investments will be made until

it is clear South Africa has
achieved a stable transition.

This is net. however, to say
Hifrf- Tint-Mug is happening: On
the contrary, there is a ferment
erf activity. Examples include:

Alfa Romeo Is again selling

cars in South Africa and Volvo
will soon be doing so: IBM is

probably going to return
through an investment in a
local distributor, Hoechst has
expanded its operation by pay-
ing RTOm for a polyester fibre

plant; Foodcorp has sighed a
deal with POlsbury; Lufthansa

ndriqd an extra fhght and
is frying on a dally basis; ferro-

chrome producers Samancor
and Nippon Denko have
formed a joint venture, while
Mitsui will distribute some of
Sasol's chemicals in Japan
Korea. The list goes on. .

So, whflft the headline invest-

ment may be absent, tbe incre-

nars, however, will not be easy.

Despite years of activity In mis
flwfri, the US embassy is stul

not in a position to offfer a list

of potential partners.

According to the Reserve

Pank ,
at the end of 1992 total

investment in South Africa by

foreign residents amounted to *
approximately $30bn. This —
included repayable debt of

about $18bn and about $12bn of

South African corporate equi-

ties and bonds issued by gov-

ernment and other public and
private sector borrowers.

About half erf the latter sum is

“direct” investment - in South

African subsidiaries and
branches of foreign companies
- with, the other half being

Invested by non-residents in

rand denominated paper
(“portfolio’’ investment).

During the sanctions years,

South Africa experienced a net

outflow of foreign investment
frfwn the country as many com-

panies, especially US ones, dis-

invested. The stock of US fixed

investment in South Africa

shrunk as a result by a third,”
to roughly fibn and 110 compa-
nies. Although same UK and
European companies also left,

most stayed and already have
mental mternattanafiaation of r a presence in South Africa,

the corporate scene,!? proceed- From an - investment perspec-

ing apace. The main tread to

be observed is as obvious as It

is understandable: companies
want to establish a presence,

but without any significant

equity commitment. As Dr
Chris Stals, governor of the
Reserve Bank, commented
recently in Washington:
“They're offering us their ser-

vices, not their money “ The
d«fli« one is hearing about are
thus in distribution, licensing
and frflnrftfgfngf-

~

At issue here ismat only the
question of who will come, but
how they will do it Any future
gmmrnmBnt is sure to. have's
very

.
strong commitment to

black economic advancement,
a process that many US inves-

tors,- in particular, are likely to

want to support. Given- the
underdeveloped state of Mack
business in South Africa, fran-

chising (sectors with strong,

potential include hair care
salons and fast food outlets)

and joint ventures are the most
logical routes of assisting this

process. There are, for .exam-
ple, many small blade business
contractors, but often they

,
win -

lack access to credit Jo.;buy
materials arid have non-exis-

tent ffrumf-ia l or
systems.

The process of fmtfing.pajrt-

^tive, thef Japanese and Asian
presence is negligible.

.
Mr Derek Keys, finance min-

ister, speculates that the order

in which foreign countries will

"carry the baton” when they
return might be: US, Japan.
UK and other Europeans. How
will they be received by a
future government? The. key
policy document in thl3 regard
is the “Agreed framework in
relation to foreign direct

investment*, a product of the
- National EccflwndcF6rina,and
. endorsed by the ANQ- This’ is

largely a motherhoodrand-ap-
ple pfe affair, but potnte worth
stressmg are:

Realisation of the impor-
tance of stability and “consist-

ent, credible economic poli-

cies”; .

The view that South Africa

should not introduce special

tax incentives to attract FDl
-the object rather being “the
equal application <rf reasonably
tow corporate tax rates which
remain stable";

Daring the transition assur-

ances will be provided (m secu-

rity of- investment, foreign <&
exchange policy, end mtnimiyi-

tfon of bureaucratic obstacles;

Industrial incentives will be
equally available to foreigners
and locals.

TOURISM

Playground for

visitors
ONE industry where South
Africa seems certain to develop
a competitive advantage is lei-

sure. Even under sanctions
and with high levels of vio-
lence and political uncertainty,
it is the continent’s second
largest tourist ’ industry,
accounting for almost 2Q per
cent (rf regional tourist income,
more than double Kenya's 9.G
per cent In 1991,. Morocco
headed the African league with
24 per cent of tourist revenue.

Globally, South Africa Is a
tiny player accounting for less
than 0.25 per cent of the inter-
national tourist business.
Excluding African visitors,
there weresome -560,000 tourist
arrivals last year, the bulk of
whom (70 per cent) came from
Europe,, with .the UK as the
main market (26 per cent) fol-

lowed by Germany (16 per
cent) and the US (9 per cent).
With a growth rate of 18,5 per
cent in 1992) the Asian market
- especially Taiwan (4 per
cent) and Japan (15 per cent) -
Is becoming increasingly -

important Growth accelerated
in toe first seven mouths of
1993 with the number (rf arriv-
als Increasing ly.? per cent
Overseas tourists spend an

estimated R4^00 (*1,750) per
* ui

from the country)
. and -the

industry earned,R2.75bn (*Lbn)
in foreign exchange in lflsi,
making it the fonrthlargest
foreign Currency earner, after
tPgUnfaCtCHB,. gold and -nthm.
minerals. . .

Aside from the lifting of
sanctions, the mein factor
ranking for tourism growth, at

a time of .global recession has C
been the liberalisation of the
aviation policies and the
expansion of air traffic capac-
ity. In the past three years, 18
new airlines have started ser-
vices to South Africa.
A more market-driven avia-

tion policy has resulted in
more competitive market
prices and the opening up (rf

the charter market. The num-
ber of tour operators has more
than doubled, while govern-
ment has become more active
in tourism promotion allowing
accelerated tax write-offs for
the accommodation industry, a
R600m ($180rn) loan pro-
gramme for Eco-tourism pro-
jects and support schemes for

’

small entrepreneurs.
On the debit side, tourist per-

ceptions of personal safety in
South Africa have deteriorated
raarkedly. In January 1B90.
same 70 per cent of overseas
yiritois rated the safety factorm South Africa good but by
January this year, this , rating
had fallen below 30 per cent
The government's target is

to more than treble the num-
ber of arrivals by 2000 reaching
i.75m visitors earning some
Jg«bn in foreign exchange
With hotels operating at below

Cent of bed-night capac-
ity. there Is considerable scope
for expansion without signifi-
rarapOTinvestmentin hotels. A
^Nevertheless, three leading w
.fifiSE? Hyatt

“pressed

Africa/
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Inflation news boosts base rate hopes
By Terry Bytand,
UK Stock Market Editor

AN UJffiXPECTEDLY' large
fell Ui domestic inflation^

.
gave a significant

fa? base rate optimism fothe UK stock market yester-
dmLT5l?E 100 to**
moved strongly ahead, brush-
ing off unimpressive UK retail

[Process. leaving the
market to foce its next hurdle
this morning when it must
respond to the outcome of the
Nafta vote in the US Congress.
A nervous start on Wall

Street left London to close off

S® day's best levels, with the
Ex-SE Index finally vn r un at
3,120. Reports that a leading
US investment bank had
sharply downgraded Us ratings
on the Hong Kong stock mar-
ket also upset London.
The news that domestic

inflation had fallen to an ann-
ualised 1.4 per cent In October,
from 1-8 per cent in the previ-
ous month, contrasted with
market expectations that the
rate would be either
unchanged or even slightly
higher.

A base rate cut of at least
half a point - several analysts
are going for a full point reduc-
tion - moved right to the top
of the stock market ngpnrtq fol-
lowing the inflation announce-
ment, Led by a strong pre-
mium on the December stock
index future, shares jumped
sharply and took the Footsie to

tAr HK stocks
under
pressure
STOCKS WITH heavy exposure
to Hong Kong suffered

* extremely heavy selling in a
day of frantic activity gener-
ated by a significant shift in

the trading position of Morgan
Stanley, one of the leading US
investment banks.
Morgan Stanley, which .was

instrumental in driving Hong"
Kong stocks higher in the sum-,
mer, yesterday cut Its recom-
mended international equity
exposure to Hong Kong from 7
per cent to 5 per coil
Telecoms group Cable and

r Wireless, which generates
: flmuch of its Income from Hong
. Kong, was badly affected, the

•; : shares hitting a low of 470p

before settling 17 off at 473p on
.

- - turnover of 5.4m. C&W’s
interim figures are due this

morning, with prefits forecast

to' come in around £500m,
against £378m.

“ ”

Sentiment was further weak-
ened by persistent and long
running stones that the. Chi-

nese government’s investment

ageucy CITIC is poised to make
a large placing in Hong Kong

~ Telecom. C&W has a 57 per

cent stake in HK Telecom,
- while CITIC holds a 17 per cent

shareholding.

i HSBC was also mauled, the

shares sliding 18 to 734p on
exceptionally heavy turnover

of Urn. "There was a flood of

selling and it looks as if there

is more to come,” said one
trader.

Courtaulds shock
Savaging of the chemicals

sector continued yesterday as

disappointing figures from
Courtaulds, one of the sector

leaders, sent the company’s
shares reeling on their highest

turnover for more than 4V5

NEW HIGHS AND
LOWS FOR 1993
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tern-

a (toy’s high of 3028.1. The
peak was held until Wall Street
opened up sharplylower before
steadying during UK trading
hours.

Interest rate optimism had
already been encouraged by a
rate cut in Belgium, although
with markets closed yesterday
in Germany, London analysts
were taking a cautious view of
the chances of a move by the
Bundesbank at today’s policy

FT-SE m
meeting.

The market's renewed opti-

mism was reflected in Anther
recovery in the FT-SE Mid 250

Index which gained 15.7 point

to 3,438.7.

Seaq volume, again boosted
by a large trading programme,
remained high at 662^m shares

compared with 654.8m on Tues-
day, when retail business
returned to more average lev-

els with a value total of

£lJ32bn.

The focus turned towards
the property shares, which
have much to gain from fur-

ther cuts in domestic interest

rates, and to the bank stocks

which will see their bad debts

reduced as interest rate pres-

sures recede.

But some store shares lagged

behind tbe market, restrained

by disappointment with the
very modest 0.1 per cenmt gain

trading volume in major stocks
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in retail sales in October - sec-

tor analysts had looked for a

rise of at least 03 per cent.

The poor retail sales number
cast a shadow elsewhere in the
market, since it suggests that

economic recovery is still lag-

ging. Company trading state-

ments continued to unsettle
the stock market yesterday,
with Courtaulds joining the
list of leading British compa-
nies to receive rough treatment
on the stock market this week.
Some traders warned that

the sharp rise in share prices

at mid-session had brought out
significant selling orders from
the bears which undoubtedly
continue to roam through the
market
The opening of equity trad-

ing this morning could well
present traders with a difficult

picture as they struggle to
respond to factors in other
global centres. Wall Street's
performance in the wake of the
NAFTA debate will dominate
early trading in London but
dealers will also be watching
the Hong Kong market with
some apprehension.
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FT-SE 100

3120.0 +22,5

FT-SE MID 250

3436.7 +15<7

FT-A ALL-SHARE
1536.05 +9^1

years. 'Hie stock dropped 44 to

432p, a level last seen more
than a year ago, with 9.8m
traded.

The foil followed a sharp rer-

ating for BOC the previous
day. .

The headjine interim profits

from Courtaulds were up at

£96.1m from £88.8m previously

and market forecasts of around
£87m. But the pre-tax figure
contained an exceptional

. charge of £24.4m and once that

was deducted the numbers
were looking depressing. Fur-

thermore, Courtaulds warned
that conditions would continue

difficult during the second
half, traditionally the best

period for the company.
Analysts brought their fore-

casts for the full year down to

around.£150m for the foil year
from estimates of £180m to

glpOm previously. Mr David
Ingles of agency broker James
Gapel maintained faith in tbe
company but said he saw the

shares slipping to around 400p
before they were worth buying
again. Mr Martin Evans of
securities house Hoare Govett
said: “Courtaulds is dead
money for the time being - its

too late to sell and too early to

buy."

BOC recovered 5 to 60lp with
Hoare maintaining its buy
stance.

Strength in P&O
Reports that P&O was

among a consortium intending

to raise container rates on Its

eastern shipping routes helped

the shares make big gains in
useful turnover of 4m. They
closed 23 ahead at 565p.

According to the reports, the

consortium is to push up rates

by 20 per cent, which would
have a big impact on PScCs
balance sheet Last year, tbe

group made £36m profits from

its container and bulk shipping.

Interests. However, transport'

analysts tended to be sceptical,

pointing out that the consor-

tium had made attempts before

to harden rates. “None of the

price rises ever stick," com-
mented one specialist

Ladbroke hit

Further downgrades in Lad-

broke, including one from joint

broker SG Warburg, continued

the downward revision begun

by Smith New Court, the other

house broker, on Tuesday.

Although most leisure ana-

lysts were hinting at problems

at the group’s DIY business.

Texas Home Care, there was
consternation over the con-

tinuing downward pressure on

the shares. This was under-

lined by another good perfor-

mance from Forte, the hotel

group’s shares opening up
their largest ever gap over Lad-

broke, the two normally run-

ning fairly in parallel.

In a strong sector, Ladbroke

shed a penny to L56p. the low-

est level for more than a year,

in big turnover of 10m. Forte

climbed 5 to 239p in turnover

approaching 6m. The stock has

been strong in recent sessions

as talk of stronger London

bookings have given hopes of

Improvements in room rates -

news that would normally

... ipso **
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impact favourably on Lad-
broke.

Analysts are expecting fur-

ther details on Forte trading

on a visit to France today to

inspect the group's motorway
service station business.

A health scare in the Nether-

lands sent Unigate shares
down 12 to 355p. Dutch food

group Verenigde Bedrivjen
Nutricia, in which Unigate
holds a 32.6 per cent stake,

announced that it was recall-

ing a consignment of baby food

that may possibly be contami-

nated. As Unigate shares
began to toll, beetle trading in

Amsterdam led to Nutricia
being temporarily suspended.

One UK food analyst said the

recall could cost Unigate over

£lm. Last year, Nutricia con-

tributed 15 per cent of Uni-

gate's £108m profits.

United Biscuits gained 8 to

337p, with Smith New Court
rumoured to be a buyer. Dal-

gety added 9 to 448p on news
that it 1s in discussions to buy
BFs pet food business.

Food retailers were the best

performing sector, rallying

from their recent bout of weak-
ness. J. Sainsbury jumped 14 to

369p and Tesco 8’/a to 195'Ap.

Property shares were again

strong, lifted by results and a
positive statement from Land
Securities, the UK’s biggest

property group. Its shares,

strong following a James Capel

buy note earlier in the week.

added 6 at 734 p. MEPC
advanced 12 to 510p, British

Land 8 to 4l8p and Brixton
Estates 5 to 229p.

A reversal of recent switch-

ing out of National Westmin-
ster and into Barclays saw the

former's shares race up 12 to

560p on 4.1m traded, while Bar-

clays edged up a penny to 585p
on 3.1m.

A single deal in TSB, where
one UK house bought and sold

a block of just over 2m shares,

left the shares 4 higher at 224p
with overall turnover reaching

a hefty 8.8m.

Pharmaceutical stocks bene-

fited in early trade from a
strong performance by the sec-

tor in New York on Tuesday
night. Some gains were
trimmed in the afternoon as

Wall Street opened easier but
Zeneca lifted 10 to 787p, Glaxo
was up 9 at 658p and Smith-
KUne Beecham gained 7V* to

412p as concerns over a possi-

ble difference opinion between
Mr Bob Bauman, the chief

executive, Mr Jan Leschly, the

chief executive designate and
current head of the pharma-
ceuticals division, faded away.
Commercial Union jumped

10 to 608p following the well-re-

ceived third quarter figures,

while General Accident, badly
affected by below-par results

on Tuesday, rallied 13 to 67Ip.

Increased prospects for a cut

in UK interest rates after the

latest economic data on infla-

tion and retail sales led to a

strong burst of buying in high
yielding utilities stocks. In the

regional electricity Issues

South Wales jumped 17 to 657p
while Yorkshire rose 10 to

622 p. Northern Ireland Elec-

tricity raced up 6'A to 199Vip.

The FT-SE 100's four water
stocks made excellent prog-

ress. Anglian rose 9 to 515p

and Severn Trent 8 to 525p.

The oil and gas sector's two
cold weather stocks, British

Gas and Color Group, were the

brightest performers in a gen-

erally strong sector. Gas
moved up 7 to 328%p, following

a buy recommendation from
Kleinwort Benson, who said

the recent fall In the shares

was overdone. The broker said

Gas now yields more than
three-month money and that

given KLeinworfs expectation

oE rising production profits and
further cost cutting the stock

is attractive.

Gas reports third-quarter

results today. Kleinwort. along

with most leading brokers.
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EQUITY FUTURES AMD OPTIONS TRADING

)NOMIC data from the UK

ich suggested that any

lation worries were over-

ie sent the futures contract

the FT-SE 100 Index soar-

yesterday as the market

ame convinced that a fur-

r reduction in interest rates

, needed, unites Peter John.

erivatives began wearily,

ssting a very large trade in

itsie options on Wednesday.

Then, tbe mid-morning news

on the RPI sent December

sharply forward, as hopes rose

of an imminent rate cut Sales

data, pointing to a sluggish

recovery, also added impetus.

The optimism gave a .boost

to gilts and short sterling and

poshed the FT-SE ftitures con-

tract for December to a high of

3 142 shortly afterwards, a

premium of 16 to the cash

market compared with an esti-

mated fair value of some 6
points above cash.

One dealer said: “After the

announcement everyone was
buying- And with tbe NAFTA
vote, a Bundesbank meeting
and the Budget all just ahead
of ns, volatility Is not going to

comedown."
Implied volatility, the indi-

cator of market uncertainty

priced into options, was said

to be hovering around 16 per

cent for the December Footsie

series. Footsie options turn-

over represented over 19,000

of the total option volume of

nearly 39,000 lots. December
futures hit 3,128.5 by tbe offi-

cial close and 3,133 in after

hours dealing suggesting that

the market might begin

strongly today.

forecasts a loss of £200m on a

historic cost basis.

CaJor Group, always boosted

by cold snaps in UK weather,
jumped 11 to 293p.

PowerCen’s purchase of a 3.9

per cent in the Liverpool Bay
oil and gas development from
Monument Oil & Gas contin-

ued to drive Monument shares,

a shade harder 36p. but also

produced another good show-
ing by Lasmo, also heavily
involved in Liverpool Bay.
which hardened to 134p. Enter-

prise made good progress, clos-

ing 9 firmer at 9 to 462p.

Recent encouraging drilling

news helped Piet Petroleum
add a further 4 to l5Sp.

MARKET REPORTERS:
Christopher Price,

Peter John,

Steve Thompson.
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CROSSWORD
No.8,309 Set by ALAUN

ACROSS
1 When you come round

again, have no amnesia (6)

4 Being generous, said to get

a cab (6)

8 Make rings around first slip

17)

9 On horseback or taking a
walk it)

11 Providing complete cover-
age. generally speaking
(2,3,5)

12 It’s no good seizing back
the island (4)

13 A bin! and it’s after seed (5)

14 Are they what the Queen is

talking about? <S)

16 Loves being in a grade A,

terribly expensive neigh-
bourhood (4.4)

18 Carries as tor as and is pre-

pared to take back (5)
20 Fail to see she’s not wear-

ing a wedding ring (4)

21 No view of the front from
the hotel suite (io)

23 Doesn't keep the proceeds
(7)

24 "Quiet!” you say (when It

bangs on the window?) (7)

25 The unfinished dining-room
of 14 (6>

26 Pictures of avalanches? (6)

io

DOWN
1 Pull in reportedly, as a rule

(5)

2 Telling you to recover lost

ground - the sauce! (7)

3 Teetotallers do - copiously
14.5)

5 What led you to form a

union? (5)

6 Favour force (7)

7 Reminded oneself of what a
degree means (4,51

Policeman who's been
framed (9)

13 Well known to be quite the

opposite of flush f9)

15 The engagement has got
Albert hot and bothered 19)

17 Placed inside out, you
argue (7)

19 Doctored at the Free Hospi-

tal? (7)

21 Because he could be Chi-

nese (5)

22 But first reinforce the lock

15)

Solution 8,308

Baas BDQDaQQ
aamaaa nssnaaBo
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An International uarvtco is available for callers
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FOREIGN exchange

D-Mark remains weak

CURRENCIES, MONEY AMD CAPITAL MARKETS
i

The D-Mark continued to
weaken against most European
currencies, though It managed
to recoup some of Its losses in
late trading yesterday, writes

Conner Middehnarm.
The German currency's slip*

page was triggered by Tues-
day's 9 basis-point drop in the
Bundesbank’s rate for two-
week securities repurchase
agreements which spurred talk

that the Bundesbank has
embarked on a more aggres-
sive easing course.

"With the recession deepen-
ing, M3 headed back towards
the target range and inflation

set to fall below 3 per cent in

the first half of next year, the

economic fundamentals point
to an acceleration of the easing
course," said Mr Michael
Burke, an economist with Citi-

bank in London.
Still, most analysts said they

did not expect to see a cut in
Germany's leading discount
and Lombard rates at today’s
meeting of the Bundesbank’s
central bank council.

The Belgian and French
francs posted significant gains
against the D-Mark, with the
Belgian currency receiving an
extra boost from a sharp cut in

key money market rates which
was seen to inject new life into

the flagging Belgian economy.

£ IN NEW YORK

The Belgian franc firmed to
around its previous European
exchange rate mechanism floor

of BFrUl.0950 against the mark.
It hit an intra-day high of
BFr2i.09Q but closed slightly
lower at BFi21.25.

The French franc also firmed

markedly, hitting its highest
level against the D-Mark since

the summer ERM crisis. It hit

a high of FFr3.4560 to the
D-Mark, compared to its floor

of FFr3.4305 before the ERM
trading bands were widened on
August 2. In late London trad-

ing it was quoted at FFr3.4615.

Despite the franc's strength

against the D-Mark, “we did
not see any intervention by the
Bank of France on the cross." a

Paris-based analyst reported.

The Bank of France could have

profited from the franc's

strength to replenish its for-

eign currency reserves, which

were depleted during the last

ERM crisis and are slowly
being rebuilt
However, "they may have

done something via the US dol-

lar,” he suggested. This could

Involve selling francs for dol-

lars and then selling those dol-

lars for D-Marks - a less visible

way for a central-bank to oper-

ate in the foreign exchange
market.

Sterling largely shrugged off

rate-cut speculation following

lower-thnn-expected retail

price and sales data and eased

only 1 pfennig against the

D-Mark to DM2.5175. Against

the US dollar it closed at

$1.4770, compared with SI.4855

at Tuesday's close.

The dollar rose early in Lon-

don on hopes that the North
American Free Trade Agree-

ment would be approved by US
Congress and received an addi-

tional boost from strong hous-

ing starts data. However, it

slipped on late profit-taking to

close only slightly higher at

DM1.7050. compared with
DM1.7020 on Tuesday. Against

the Yen it ended at Y107. up
from Y 1.06.55 on Tuesday.

FINANCIAL FUTURES AND OPTIONS
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POUND SPOT - FORWARD AGAINST THE POUND
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1.4950- 1909S 1.4965 - 1.4975 0184J20C*! -151 042-0.47*1 -1.19

Eort 1.1220 - 1 1200 1.1255 - 1.1285 038-a36cpm 094 MXHL9bpm 020

ULS. TREASURY BILLS (JMM)
Sim potatsoT 100%

6% ROnMAL HBB1W IBM 6B1IM 80VT.
BONO (BOBU DtBSmOO TOOHa of HHHt ‘

doss Hlgti Um Prev.

Dec 103.05 103.09 102.84 102.85
Mar IQ3JJQ 103.00

EcUmaied vtriunw 4138 (26571

Previous day’s op«i mi 22827 (23313)

6% KOTIOKM. LONG IBM JAPAHBE GOVT.

Bonn -’loom inafc» of iQQ%

Clase Hah Law
Dec 114.01 114.90 114.77

Mar i I4.i i M4.ii M3.93

Esamated volume 2841 (4125)

Traded occhislvely an APT

12% mnONAL ITAUAN GOVT. BOW (OrfT *

uha zoom moms at ioo%

dose High Law Prev.

OK 114.87 114.88 114.13 M4J3S
Mv 114.52 114.65 114.10 114.19

Estknated volume 44482 (45390)
Previous day’s open mt 1046S0 (97660)

WN HOTHHAL SPANISH 80VL BOND (BOKOS)
"

Pta 20m VXmu Of 10Kb

Lated Ffloh LOW Prev.

DSC 96.86 9CL87 9686 8687
Mar 96.71 9672 96.70 0672
Jot 9647 96.48 96.47 9649

BRITISH POUND (IMM)
S3 per E

LMevp
1.47^

tern Pw.
1 4766 1.4720 1^4783
1 4090 1,4710 19660 1.4716

Jun 1.4662 • - 1.4052

SWISS FRANC (MM)
SFr 125.000 5 par SPr

Latest HBflh Low Prev.

Dec 0.6652 0.8655 0.6820 0.6848
Mar 0.8635 0.6635 0.8606 06832
Jot 0.6801 66625 0.6601 0.6625

DEUTSCHE MARK (0*0)
DM125,000 S per DM

1 fttlHt LW Prw
09841 aiaSs 05017 358S3

liter 05803 05804 05780 06816
Jun 05789 05788

umBG-fcasami BmooauAR anw)
Sira potate of 100% _

1 Htmf Mrt> LOW Prav.

ec 9651 3651 9650 9051
Mur B6l45 tU7 80-44 06.46
Jun 96.18 96.19 96.16 96.18
Sep 9&« 9651 9558 8550
Doc 9550 9550 90.49 96.49
Mar 35.41 95.41 9558 96.40

9690 9520 98.19 95.19
Sep 9551 03-01 8550 9000

STAMDABO « POORS 900 HDEX
S500 rimes index

Latest Hkfl Lour Prav.

Dec 46750 467.49 amM 187.10
143T 46040 46840 408.30 46820

40025 - 46925
Sap 47050 - - 41000

Money Market

Trust Funds
ere- w SS*

Cifcimnaaaaaltefl—
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Bank Accounts
area M CM

.

td»

SSJsSgg
isi^rs

071-48B»
|
8.123 -I -'I

fPtCPiuntota:
iSLD. ,271-8 I 2313

1 623 4JB MO ter

ISO 413 Ml Off

u» ITS M» ter

! 400 300 I 446 Off

“MErfSS-* &C0 8M . -iTawty
.875 1 . -I -

SmSmw-J ^ii"
1

nwpod-M-wiMMltediraare* •

IAMB aOflQlQBli 1

M

at.

iSO 4.125 1 M4[ ra
(71 43135 1 530 1 NBl

*^Sfi **
thuoa-VMjee—!« mom jn
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Close Hgh
N
A
N
A
Estreated votuma 0 COl

Previous day’s open hL 0 iO)

Prev.

PHILADELPHA SE VS OPTIONS
£31.250 (cents per £1)

1HB MONTH STBUH8

Ckae Hfph Low Prev.
94 63 94.65 94.47 94.47

Mar 94.79 94 80 94.60 94 68
Jun 94.80 9451 94.70 94.70

94 68 94.70 94,60 94.59
Dec 94.53 94.55 94.40 94.45

Esl VOL line. lips, not shown) 115869

Previous day’s open tat. 376820 (373824)

TIMS MONTH EUROfltHLAH •

Sim potate el 100%

Hkti LOW Prov.

Dec 9651 9651 96.49 9651
Mar 96.40 96.46 96.44 96.46
Jun 9018 96.16 96.17 96.16
Sep 9551 95.88 95.88 95.91

Strike

Price Dec
Carts

Jan Fab Mer Dec
Pots

Jan Feb Mar
1.425 523 568 0.04 6.35 027 051 154 213
1.450 021 3.95 4.44 453 0.75 15S 241 fliw

1.475 1.69 293 3.12 256 158 271 352 423
1.500 0.74 1.SI 216 200 210 420 456 270
1.525 024 093 Ml 151 210 650 272 758
1.550 0.06 0.49 058 122 7.43 757 287 921
1575 0.02 023 052 0.78 950 1020 1059 1125

Previous day’s open tat CaBs 076942 Puts 594.483 (AO currencies)

Previous day's votuma: CaBs 12,813 Puls 26556 (Al curreodea)

PAMS

7 to 10 YEAR 1DK NOTIONAL FRBKH BOND (MATV) RfFURES (Hmr 10)

Esl WoL (Inc. Itas. not shown) 1033 (814)
Previous day’s open Int 13142 (13076)

THE MONTH EMOMARX
DM T potab ot HW

Close Hah Law frev.

Dec 93.95 3358 93.91 9352
Mar 94 66 94.69 9451 94.62
Jun 95.13 95.14 95.00 9507
Sep 9241 05.43 3238 95.35
Dec 9552 3253 9247 95.47

Open Sett price Change High Law t Ykddt 0p« Int

December 123.98 124.44 ALSO 12452 1235S « 103578
March 12758 128.34 +0.42 12852 12752 . 40550
June 127.38 127.70 +242 127-38 12758 re 2568
Estimated votene 222238 f Total Open Interest 205592

three-month PIBOR FUTURES (MATfF) (Parte latatMnk offend rata) (Nov 10)

Occombar 93.49 93.67 *210 93.72 9359 . 91^224-
Match 94.45 94.61 +207 9458 94.45 70531
June 94.93 95.03 +211 9559 94.93 . 44/456
September 95.20 9550 +210 95.34 85.20 ro 20,958
Estknated vahme 100,404 t Tot* Open Interest 279527

CAC-40 HITURES (NUVT1F) Slack index (Nov 10)

November 2157.0 21045 +22.0 21705 2151.0 30574
December 2170.5 21775 +215 21625 21075 _ 38596
January 2101.5 21805 +225 21935 21815 - 181
Match 2206.0 22120 +23.0 221 7.0 sunsn - 12519

Bank of Morgan “
Mov 17 Engrand Guaranty

Index Changes %
Sterling 00.9 -28.30
US Dollar 66.5 -11.00
Canadian Doflar 91.9 -10.16
Austrian SchRDng . 114.4 +1654
Belgian Franc 1120 -T.40
Danisti Krone 114.4 +8.73
D-Mariv . 124.0 3208
Swiss Franc ... .,. 114.0 +2297
Dutch GuOder 1195 +21.55
French Franc 1069 -8.54
Ura 77.0 -3655
Yen 1833 +125.34
Peseta 005 -3357

Morgan Guaranty changes: average
1980-1982.100.

1Bank of England (Baas
Average 1985-100) -Dales are tor Nov 18

CwiVPNdal rata nkea towraiB Be an) of Londoo tiadng f UK. Man
Forward premiums and tenifc apply to Dm US dotor imiwidm

d ana Ecu are quoted to US i

todhndrjai cwency.

EURO-CURRENCY INTEREST RATES

OTHER CURRENCIES

Nov 17 Srew
term

7 days
nonce

One
Monft

Item
Months

St*

Months
One
Year

SteiWg
USWar
Cm War— .

—

Dutch Gutter.

SwtaA Franc.

D-Ujri_
French Franc

Man Lira

Bflgfan Franc_

—

Yeiu-™
DartJh Krone

Aston SSlr>a

Spreth Peseta—..
Portuguese Esc

—
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tif
Sii -
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81; - Oil

2‘; - z,i
a - fl;

31; - 21;
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12 - 114*
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4,‘, - 37;

6i« SCA 41;

Mr 6*4

07j - 64,

9*. - 8*4

8*1 -0*4

2*3 2,i
81; • 8
3*: 2*;

9,1 - 9A
il*i 11*.

5J4 • 5,'i

3*e -3
41, -4
E - 57,

0^ "

6?

S- 81;

BA - OA
2,5.

8*4 - 71,

3*; - 2';
9*,-9*,
12 - 111.

#:S

H
6,’. - BA
9-Si;

7-T, - 7S
2*: - 2,1
6*4 - 74,

4 - 3

y*n 07«
11*4 - 11*,

5.1 • 5*.

3 ; - 3*.

«>; - 4J,

S*j - S*a

4.1 - 4.i

sa - sii

6.1 - BA
81. -8*im
*2 '

St:a
4ll - 4,'J

5ft -3«v
41* -4

5 1
; - 5*.

s;l • 5.;

ah • a>,

Gm - Bli

j? -a
71, - 07,

41, - 3*4

8*, -87,
I0>, - I0*i

Um ana Emdokn hra seas V.4,1 pv cenuBiea van 4)1-4, per cert (cw yeas 5,'Hu pw cert ton sear
SiV5A per cafl noraml Stal bai mas are cd tar US Defer ad Japanese Yen afters, two days' notice.

EXCHANGE CROSS RATES
NOV 17 E DM Yin FFr, Sft. NR un CS B Fr. Pta Ecu

£ >

5 0.E77
DM 0398
YEN £329
FFr. 1.148

S Fr. 0.452
NR. 0354
Lira 0.406

C S 0515
8 Ft. 1.871
Pta 0434
ECU 0.763

1.477 2.513 1SSJQ
1 1.701 107.0

0588 1 6257
9-348 I£.91 1000.
1.693 2580 181 I

0868 I 137 71.49
0 522 0 889 55 87
0599 1.019 84.10
0.780 1293 8153
2786 4.706 295.9
0.729 1541 78 03
1.137 1.917 1305

8.725 2210 2828
5 907 1.486 1915
3 473 0579 1.125

5552 1399 17.90
10. 3533 3241

3.948 1 1 280
3585 0.781 1

3540 0 897 1.147
4.490 1.137 1.455
16.34 4.139 5 298
4.309 1591 1J97
S.65S 1 686 3.157

2465
1669
9805
15601
3W5
1115
871 6
1000 .

I3M
4616
1317
1880

1943
1 316
a773
12.30
2 237
0 879
0587
0.788

1

3639
0.900
1402

53.40 202.5
38 1 5 1 37.1

31.25 80.58
3385 1282
0150 23Z1
24 10 91.03
1858 71.61

3168 32.15
2743 1045
100. 3792
26 37 100.

4073 1545

1311
0888
0522
8397
1503
0593
0.464

0532
0.675

J455
0.647

1.

Yen pn 1500: Frmcn Fr. per ID Lira per 1 £00. Belgian Fr. pgr 100: Peseta pot 100

Estimated volume 26.219 f Total Open Interest 88.882

Estlmated vofumo 83689 (94969)
Prpvknm day’s open IM. 736078 (729121)

ms MONTH ecu
ECO Im palnB at

Ctose Mgh Lm Prev.
Dec 93.39 93.39 9226 9224
Mar 94.09 94.10 84.00 9397
Jun 94.58 9458 94.49 94.47
Sep 94.85 94.85 94.79 94.73

ECU BOND (MATO) {Mmr 10)

Docemher 120.D4 120.40 +054 12056 12054
Estimated volume 3.042 f Total Open taterut 12762

* 12225

OPTION OH LOMft-THtU FRENCH BOND CMATIF) (Mo* 10)

Estimated volume S345 160101
Previous day’s open tit 34487 (33212)

ms month amo snss fhanc
SFB Tin petals of 100%

Strike December
caoe

March June December
Pots

Match
123 1.45 - - 0.04 0JJ7
124 0.60 - - 0.10 ais
125 0.12 - - 0.66 023
126 0.02 re • - 058
127 - 1.95 - re 055
Open tat 200556 116515 1,190 100519 80508

Jins-

Close Mgh Low Prw.
DOC 95.63 95.67 9556 9558
Mar 98.13 96.15 9658 06.09
Jun 9658 96.38 96.34 9654
Sep 9651 96.47 96.46 96.45

Estlmated volume 07,074 f ToW Open Interest 585829
t AS weld A Open Interest figures are lor Um previous day.

Estimated volume 6921 (4875)
Previous day’s opon ML 55000 (54559)

THRH MONTH EUAOUHA BIT. RATE
UHA IjOPOrn poliln il llll I

Close High Low
Dec 91.25 9129 91.19 91.15
Mar 91.96 9198 9150 9153
Jun 9237 9257 92-30 9258
Sep 92.60 92.61 92.55 9252
Esamated relume 10018 17658)
Previous day’s open ML 114687 (113734)

FT-SE 100 INDEX *

06 pgr M todw PBtid

Ctoae High Low Prev.
Dec 3128.5 31420 3106.0 31060
Mar 3146 5 3155.0 3123 5 3124.5
Jun 3157.0 3157.0 3157.0 31350
Estimalcd refcime 16001 1 13468)
Prevlow day's open ML 67335 (65890)

* Cataracts ndod on APT. Ctesng prices s&own.

POUND - DOLLAR
ft ranasN exomnge rates

Spot I-dBl 3-nflh. 6-mtfL 12-mflL
1.4770 1 4737 1.4098 1.4029 1.4530

BASE LENDING RATES
% % %

Ariamfi Company.— 6 OmcanUMrto S aRmBratms i—

8

ABod Trust Bank — 6 Beater Bar* Umted ..JT * Rntughe Bar* Ud ... 0
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BsrttdBeroda 6 Qtoctank .8 •Smft AVUfcnsnSecs .0
Banco Kbao Vizcaya- 6 WUnnaaB kdeiion 6 SandwriChsterud ... 6
Bank of Cyprus -6 Hrt* Bar* *3 Zurich _6 yga 6
Bank of Ireland — 6 •Hemfaroa Bank _8 •UrteadBfctf KuwaR 8

“2 Hertohte&QentayBk. 6 Un^TruatB#nkPIC._8

1
a Horen a Co 0 VWteaway Lak»w„-6

® Hongkong 4 Shanghai- 6 WtattedonAStiiWastT

t
Jutai Hodge Bre*— 8 YortahfoBsnk ...8

CL Bank Naderiand 8 iNjeopoW Joseph & Sons 6 •

OydasdateBretk .8 f
Mordwrt Banking 4

SffTT4*8**-6 -IS5^Ki'=."e s“,r”“ H“*“

C^MI-ycmato _6
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MONEY MARKETS

Belgium cuts rates
FT LONDON INTERBANK FIXING

(11.00 run. Nov 17) 3 months US doBare

Wd 3A often 3*

SHADOW THE
CHANCELLOR
He lifts the red case. You hold up the small black
box. He announces his policies. You watch the
markets react. With a Futures Pager, you'll follow
more than the Budget. You'll receive currencies,
futures, indices and interest rates, constantly
updated, 24 hours a day on the pocketable screen.
With a complimentary news service giving you
Budget bulletins wherever you j*o, there’s simply
no opposition.

Call now, for your FREE 7-day trial
during Budget week.

071 895 9400
Try it for a week. Then toy doing without it.

FUTURES PAGER

After Tuesday’s cuts in
German and Dutch money
market rates, Belgium cut its

key interest rates sharply yes-

terday. taking advantage of the
strength of its currency, writes

Conner Middelmann.
It cut its central rate to 8.30

per cent from 9.40 per cent and
its discount rate to 5.50 per
cent from 6.00 per cent. This
followed a government agree-
ment on a programme of aus-

terity measures designed to

stem the growing deficit in the

social security budget, address

unemployment and boost com-
panies' competitiveness.

UK clearing bank base lending rate

6 per cent

from January 26, 1993

The recent rash of European
rate cuts spurred talk that

France will be the next to ease,

with some dealers calling for a

reduction in the 6.45 per cent

intervention rate at today's

round of securities repurchase
agreements. The December
PIBOR futures contract
jumped 0.I0 point to 93.67.

However, many expect
France to continue taking its

time over rate reductions. “The
Bank of France will let the

overnight rate slide along with
the German repo rate, and will

first try to reduce the gap
between the intervention rate

and the overnight rate,” said

Mr Dominique Barbet.

8 martin US Dollars

bid 34a 3*a

economist with Paribas Capital
Markets in Paris. • The
overnight rate traded around
6S per cent yesterday and he
said it could slip to SV, per cent
Thursday.
“The French economy needs

lower rates, but as long as the
authorities want the franc to
stay firm, they will have to
maintain a certain spread In
French short-term rates over
Germany’s." he added. The
French intervention rate is 70
basis points above Germany’s
discount rate.

The Bundesbank's central
bank council meets today, but
according to a Reuters poll IS
out of 20 European economists
surveyed did not expect the
German central bank to cut
rates today.

In the UK money market, the

short sterling contract jumped
on lower-thnn-expected retail

sales and inflation data which
fuelled speculation of
significant base rate cuts in, or
around the time of, the
November 30 Budget
“Many people are now

looking for a total one-point

base rate cut before the end of
the year," said a senior money
dealer. The short sterling

future rose 0.16 point to 94.63.

After announcing an initial

shortage of £lbn, the Bank
purchased a total of £293m in

its market operations and
provided late assistance of

around £350m.

The Ibdng rates are IM remfiteBc moans rounded to S» nearest ons-rtxtecrth, al tt» MdrexJ
cflared rates ter Siam quoted to the market by Are reference banks at 11.00 are. each «oridno
day. The banks m National Waatmtaster Bonk. Bank of Tokyo, Deutsche Sank, Banqua NUtanrt
de Paris and Morgan Guaranty Trust

MONEY RATES
NEW YORK
Lunchtime

Prime rate .

Brakor loan rate
Fcd.tunds
Fed funds al Intervention.

One month
Dm month ._
Three month

.

Sbc monte
One year
Two year

Treasury Bate and Bonds

351 Three year-.
959 Five year_

_ 3.10 Seven year.
„ 354 10-year

_ 355 30-yeer

-5.19

.5.18

Nov 17

Frankfurt
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Amsterdam
Tokyo
Milan
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FX and GOLD
24 HR DEALING

CmH now for farther information

CALFotUtcsLld
162 Queen
Victoria Streo
London EC4V4BS
TH' 071-329 3030
Rlc 071-329 3918
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SAXQUOTE™ - Your angle service for real time quotes.
Fofores *Options * Stocks * Forex * News * Via Satellite
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090 19 24 687 43% 43 4ft
£70 59 70 564 14% 14 14

£20 19 27 27 1ft 1ft 1B%
£03 £0 33 1587 73% 735 73%
290 67 13 204 « 3ft 3B5
£20 18 5 SB 55 5% 5%
£30 19 13 42031% 31% 3ft
£13 12 15 10% 10% 10%

13 10 B H a
£12 09 1 2606 14% 13% 14

£20 19141800 ift 13% 13%
37 313 24% 235 2ft
4 380 27 205 2ft

120 39 10 202 40 30% 3ft
£32 £7 23 022 11% 11% 11%
£30 12 40 4078 25%- 24% 2«%
£14 49 353263 47 46% 4ft
1.60 £7205 7047 u6ft 55 6ft
a«2 82 14 150 14% 14% 14%

- 24 BB 14% 13% 13%
£88 £0 14 561 315 030% 30%
198 99 31 264 1ft 105 165

£30 £8 41 35 11 10? 10%
£88 14 11 424 25% 2ft 2ft
£70 £5 1811705 2B% 2ft 28%
£80 19 12 364 50% 4ft 40%

S 17% meted
31% WV Holffln

4^ 32%jjwwt^

AASr
EESS-
_ 2a 2jVmauat

“S 1% uterine
ft 1% Wan Inc

18% ll%HMb(0U)
45% 36% Wetegarten

10 3% WBfUlSI
29% 24 WWdW(
ift &5 HHcm
24% 165 Waftnan

131% 74V VH#
195 12% wendys

255 18% WwCo
57% 40% WasdV
17% 125 teased E

195 ftVMNAm
105 ft PH Dig

45% 24IM»lnea
17% 10% main ling

375 39% Btein Has

17% 12V WUgB
115 5% IMtorCDU

S BV HsPlMate
9% W«9K

38 305Wsba
48% 365wynw
23% l4%MtestaMr
60 435 Wldltel

18 13% WMbW
16% 125 WWBHi

16 11% WtatMa-
32% 2ftMmrtae
7% 4VHBea90
32 i7a«mu
7}1 630mst*e
95 55 Wbmatra
795 525 WlnnDx

9% ft Wtenabaga

295 24VWK&1
36% 305 IMscPlteS*

31% 24 Win Cap
405 235WMXT
33% 135 WUmkw
32V 20% WanMi
17 iiVWaUMda
7 2V Wwtecop

48% 29%W1gtey
£1 14 Wyte Labor

235 165 wynwtot

Z7 873 315
190 17 15 101 335

9 1741 13
1.06 13 11 4433 33%
£38 £9416 44 ift

11 4S4 4%
£60 1.5 3) 833 42

098 £0 15 219 28%
£13 £4 3021459 30

OJM 09 11 229 5

£23 14 14 4766 68%
1.40 7.4 3) 405 195
£16 14 15 150 41

196 45 10 147 24%
420 19 19 29 2365
£48 13 19 52 21%
£03 14 1 519 2%

0 7 IV
£20 15 12 121 13V
£16 59 26 1738 3ft
094 £8 3 67 6%
£72 £6 17 87 27%
£18 19 14 2964 10
£20 1.1 10 2022 17%
£00 1.7 22 5554 117%
094 1.5 21 7750 16%
094 1.8 7B 182 24%

6 27 47%
090 4.9 11 621 165

15 3372 145
10 5840 ft

020 £7 21 661 31

£16 1.1 B5 89 15%
194 5.7 11 653 345
£40 39 18 5518 13%
£32 4.7 1 59 ft

18 157 12V
£41 £8 9 463 155
1.10 39 23 448 345
190 29 16 4878 43%
096 £4 16 3086 16

192 £0 19 1491 62%
27 5 14%

£30 1.9 16 388 Ul6%
12 21 13%

158 SJ 16 44 29%
£10 1.4 14 191 7%
152 59 10 5238 26

OJE 09 16 IB ft
13 396 55

194 29 17 135 555
18 49 B%

196 49 15 697 27%
1.78 5.4 12 34 33%
290 67 31 476 Sifts

090 £4 2S13279 24%
£16 05 19 533 305
1.18 £2 10 2485 22%
£04 £3 65 15%

1 183 ft
£40 £9 28 850 435
£28 1.7 12 116 15%
£86 39 12 28 20%

- X - Y -

88% 69% am
55% 51% »ra*4.lS

50% 315XM Carp

295 i9%m*M&y
1% V Zapata

10% 5% Zrane

295 i9%2anniNd
6 6%2attethc

15% 12V Zen
40% 25% Ztsn ted

13% ift AttUg Find

10% 9% Zwrtfl Toe

100 16 32
4.12 79
£48 17 18

1.18 45 15
IS

2

1.00 4.3 10

092109
040 £6 19

£88 12 60
1.12 89
090 £9

I960 82%
2100 545
209 41%
83 26%

1414 1%
946 7%
15 23%
85 7%

387 U15%
884 27%
IK 13%
481 10%

Caps
On* Pm

lm Qaota dm
31% 31% -5
17% 175 -5
105 105
17% 18% *%

37 38 %
17% 17% -%
33 30$ *5

32 325 *%

42% 43% fl
3 23% -%

10% 107* -iJp

4% 4% -%
207. 2\
8% 5% -%
105 10%
115 11% -%
6% 6% »

%

£05 50% •%
23% 24%
38% 38% -%
15% 1ft
79 79

32 32 •%

-5
BO% MPi %
11% 115
17% 175 %

«n 40

48% 48% -2%

30% 31%
Sft 33%
12V 12V
33 33

12% 12%
4 4%

41% 41%
3ft 23$
29% 29%
04% 4%
£7 67%

18% 19

40% 40%
24 24%
238 238%
21 21%
2% 2%
IV lV
13% 13%
36% 36%

17% 17%
lift 116V
16>b 1ft
24% 24%
47% 47%
16 1ft

13% 14%
9% ft
30% 30%
15% 1ft

34 34

13% 13%
5% e%
12% 12%

15 15

33% 33%
41% 42
15% 15%
61% 61%
14% 14%
16% 16%
1ft 13%
29% 29*2

26% 25%
6% 6%
8 8

54% 54V
ft 6%
27 27%

32% 33%
29V 29%
24% 24%
28% 29%
22% 22%
15% 15V
ft ft
42% 425
16% 1ft
20 20%

81% 82% %
54% 545 +5

2ft SI* ft
i

7% 7% +5
23% 23% ft
7% 7% *%
15 15% %

27% 27V ft
13% 13% ft
10% 10V

ftfc* OB amp—l fir Tunas

VMy Mtfa Old ton rated tea gsnoc tnu Jan 1. caMkig teaMtenm
to imsttv bwhIt iirtlmi wort^i id 25 paanq wadkIwi

ioi the Bsrtovky ah

y*HMMxl nd* b U |bH«i Mates b U

AMEX COMPOSITE PRICES" 4pm doss November 1?

W Ste

Stock Dte. E 100»

ActoCer 0 91

Adtfep 35 28

AtrEmr 030 12 147

canine 1 SO

«ft*ta ted 12 31

Act lar Pa 052 U U
AtnUaiee A 054 27 198

AutaM 005 1 2269
AmExpl 1 385
AnpaWto# 87 155

- ASHIon 080 0 309

wntJBcb 29 238^ ttti 13 35fiS

AdasCHS 0 400

AutbM A 15 2B8

Mgb LawCtomCmo

B
.
9 ,9 ’i

8

12$ 12% 12$ -ft

18$ 185 18$ 4ft
14 01 l£
4ft 4% 4% +i »

42 41 41 -2

76% 165 1S5

^ 'A
^

'k -m >.

Stock

owmdon
Qtees

CnUFdA
Oimtecn

Compuwc
Coned RA
CnasAT A
CmmCA
DownCB
Cdjic

CusanwOs

P/ Sts

Dill. E 100b

26 377
33 428

091 437

£30 5 10
18 157

9 S
094243 138

£40 8 103

£40 11 11
053142 11

12 2

Mm bMCtaMOag
18 175 175 -1

8% 48 6 Ja

13% 12? 13$ +5

7ft 7? 7ft
145 145 14% -ft

EE at i
% i & -r. sa

EfiHOcoai 055 1 103 4*8 ,3$ < +»*.

BadoertK 096 35 6 19% 19% ie%
BakMnTA £B4 22 384 5 4% 5

BaryTO M 256 105 10 1*e +%
BATInl £29 13 1B4 .7% 7A' 7ft +w
Beard 01 0 2 ft • A ft .

BopenS 040 23 «2 18% 18% 18% +5
Bulks Man 790 16? 10 23% 23% »%
Bio-Had A 18 28 llVdllft 11V -ft
SkllM A 045 30 703023% 22% KV +ft

Bum PI) .-42 206 8% 6% 6ft

BomlUay 46 47 1l5 11
1J5

ft
Sowmar 45 316 4ft 3S 4ft ^
Borne £30 10 23B 19ft 19% 1»5 ‘ft

EmseanA 1JH 11 1G2u115 .lift lift

Cal Enm 17 1344 17% 17ft 17ft
CaiprDp 0 GS 1 1 1

CamtHW £20 13 5 195 195 19%

Can Mates £28 15 3 115 « 11

CtmdnsA aot 61S4 3$ 3ft 3ft

Qambss 7 260 3li 318 3VQambos 7 260 31s

M tnd3 16 48 1;

Oteuk 31 67 39
Dueontnun 5 H00
Duplex £48 28 37 10

DMCop 18 SS 31

Eastn CD £46 16 23

Eestmgup 152 17 zlOO 22

SoBay £07 55 8802 12

EcolEnA 026 12 IB H
EitaRs 7 118 9

EnoySHV 907224 3uL 13 158 22

3 dS 3 -ft

105 10 10ft -ft

31ft 30% 30$

PI Ste

Stock Dte. E 106s

GuBCdB £34 2 593

Hasbro £24 IB 1255

HetefcCh 6 59

Hcsttnte 2 217

Helen Cp £15 29 Z100

mam 12 sra

HomSHtt 82 380
HunsdanA 24 172

EH Cora 4 589

MrtmQt £12 29 33

UtLCom • 5 855

htarmapa «7 423

Wermok £12 0 159

MTekhg o 380

tOgb LowOnsa Dug

35 3% 35 -ft

37 36% 36% -ft

S 2ft 2$ -ft

13 13 13

!ft 22ft 22ft

'a
^

MM t‘

Feb teds

FtaaA
FsJQtyBnc

FUs(J]
Forest La
Fratputey
Frdtoon

ss
ss a

2718781)44% 44 44

5 5 7V 7% 75
141129 37ft 36ft 38ft -ft

£80 9 110 33ft 32$ -ft

s £ A s At

Jan Bed 44 447

Ketone 10 78

KtaaritCp 21 <1

KkbyEm 29 61

utmoa 14 1B4

Lesaind 23 72

Lm Ptrnnn 7t 1H9
Uonte Cp D 240

Lmn» Inc 12 108

LyncbCp 7 19

MUer'Ec 24 645

Mourn 4 77

Media A £44 29 182

Mon Co 020 3 4
Moog A .. 58 2
MGREtpi 1 60

HUPTrt 14 6K
HearLtae 34 29

MTTmA £58 78 815

MWBnM £20 20 3

125 12 12 -ft

145 14ft 145
,

4 3$ 4 +ft
19% 19% 19%

ft ft ft

loftmoft loft -ft

25ft 25ft 25ft -%

1| ^ -%

a A

Stock

NunacDSfi
MV Ryan

OdedcsA
Otetoi

PcgaamG
PBM
PEt HOP
PM LD
Ptnway A

at-
PreeMoA

RnanSrad
R8&WCp
nedsEnv

Hind
Teb Prate

TeUDeta
Hiaimdes
Theimohs
TaMA
TownCmry
Tubas Men

N Sto

Dte. E 100s High

82 15 6%
1 1284 it

36 244 10ft
£34 53 237 27^2
£101135192 20%
£80 2 17 lift

198 Z7 3 20

£23 16 494 61ft
£50 18 97 30ft
£12 33 432 17
(Lea ic 20 14
£19 1 818 U2,’«

32 3U305
3 116 B
3 52 25

ZSH II B 37

28 B1u31%
£04 12 B26 105

28 126 U4A
£20 36 IDO 8

094 63 849 S3

7B 870 18$
33 SO 31

V

£40 21 714 12%
1 170 3
17 1788 5%

4 40 1%
£20 43 6 1*4

IB 147 65
251 43 32%
32 870 11%

£58 18 206 26%
1.12 19 96 13$
£20 9 31 22%

7 108 85

GETYOURCTo
^®nEUVERED

- i wui hesrin hand delivery every working day in the business centre of

Starting Aug 30. the Rnan
J

:

*
Brad^ Johnson for deiaiJs on Stockholm +46 8 791 2345.

Trondheim at no extra cost- van oruu j

HeVA'-." — - .

n ste

tea Dh E UAt Hoe

AfiS IMS 020 19 i 125
ACCISsp £12 63 436 211;

taiim e jotwe;
Acme Lite 34 3S2 K%
AOJDCT cp :s 2 23>4

AdapTEsn !7 4iS? 35%
ADC Tetfi 31 5D5 3S%
Adtbngtai 72 BiM 17%
AdaSeiv 016 i£ 4 r>

VeM-SiZ. OX I91S-B4 21%
Advance C 10 296 12%
AovLogr: J S5 ift
Adv Wym 7 96 5ft

AOvTcilUO 49 VA 17%
Affrena EL2f. 195511 77ft
Acynov 15 3£7 165,

Agency He iai0£7uiiV
AgntoEa 0101C1 3365 1<-V

ALTO ADA 260 16 1291 46%
Aldus Cp 421E37 ilV

Ab8U OSS 17 1001 25

Aflegnfiw it £2 7

Aten Dig 048 14:100 33

Allan Pn 5 475 6%
ABUCapO 1.00 13 734 16%
Asacan offi n 12

AUeneL 032600 <5 5%
AinGra 006 3 521 ift

HtetaCn 33 9958 27ft
Am Banker 068 3 71 E 25%
AmOyBu 23 20 25ft

AmMifEg 21 575 20ft
AmMcoa ZZ 7Z? ij5j

Am Sottvra 032 34 1947 6ft
AmFftwys «S I® 20
AmwtA 100 17 3790 »ft
Antes line 0 182 ft

AmerKPet 0 -W6 -X

AmMfln 20c 9 57 58ft
Amer Powe 46 6145 22%
Am lm n 2S6 13ft

Am FemT 11W9 jl
Amgen lie 1622516 ~B

Artec* Cp OK 46 43*0 29*4

AmwtFin 4216S 5
Arafiogt 14 559 14%
Anarras 0« 14 SI 17%
AnanpeUm 100 17 S 17

Aratre* Cp 22 412 36

Andros An 9 65 14%
AponwEn CJfl ii 135 19ft

APP Bio 40 763 43a
AppidMai 35 6430 3*V
AopleC £48 45T9501 35

Appienecs ow u 332 26%
Attar Dr £2D 41 58 18%
Arctcn 021 20 32 r%
Arponaui 100 1 0 363 33%
Armor Ai 064 17 48 17

ArrUdin OW 18 77 33%
ASK Grp 375 356- 15ft

AsoeaTU 43 32< 27%
AssocConun 765 152 3i%
AST (tsren 1314757u24%
Addnson 36 4 Si

All SEAT £28 27 1957 34%
Autdsk £48 18 6424 43%
AiAomfD 15 651 4%
AnnUle £92 49 272 7ft
Anar Cp 21 6009 uS%

S

;

IOCS HUp Lite U<* GhU

4 o:4 6% 6%
17 17ft 16% 7fV -ft

225 31% 20% 21% -T%
23% 22% 22% %

in? 25 34% 25 -ft

437 lift *6%

•X 23 23% 2%
^9 7 6% t% -%
14 15% 15% 15%

1:% 1:%

20% :i

24% 25%
14 14%
:: 23

35ft. 35%
34 J4%

17% 17%
21 2?

20% 29%
i;ft 12%
J% :%

45ft 5%
17 17

25 36%
li 16%

1&7; io7;

14 14%

4oft 46ft
21 21%
24 ;j%
6*4 6-4

3J B
5 £%

14% 14%

12ft i:V
S 5

1% 1ft

25ft 2J7t

25ft 25ft

25 25ft

2D 20%
3ft 13ft
6% 6ft

19% 19%
2£ft aft
Jji *s

»
» 5Sft

21% 21

V

12ft ;27s

« 4£ft
27% 25

4ft 4j:

14% 14ft

17 1#

17 17

34% 34%
14% 14%
13 13ft

(J4% 4%
33 33%

32% 33%
26% 26%

18 18

22% 22%
31 31ft

16% ieft

3£% 38%
147s 15
36*4 36%

30 305 e

22% 22%
9 9

33% 34ft

41% 41%
4 4%

6% 6ft

9 9%

OsvSbEn 022 25

DevJ: Ge 093 li

DrtCWraS C44 i*

MConp 5?'

DeaCSCn 0 'i ZJ

C-epCs l.W i

Dcitaa 022 2

4 6% 6%
17 J7% 16%

22! 31% 30^2

*t Sto

Oft. E 10« Hip Law UU Cng

|

OOffllE C.72 IC jr 25% 26 "Ift

Gfirina Z"i 4£7 22% ::ft rift -ft

D^td.ero ci 4127 .14% 25 25% *ft

tt;SdurM 4 £40 7% 5% 1% ft

i

0-6 Sys $ 23 > 4—

2

S;4 4 "ft

1
Duals. Cs 7£ 19S 'll. 32% Mft 'ft

Dju-IT. fixe :e Vi "5% 5*4 i'l

SEI 0
Babbages

BakottWt

Baker

J

BkhmLB
Baltnrd M
Bandec

BnkSodti

SarkaraCp

Banknonb

BanteMics

BantaGeo

Basset F

Bay Wen
Bajtuds

BB&T Hi
BE too
BeruBCoa

Ben&Jeny

BarUaylHR

BH* Grp

8HA6ra
Bllnc

WgB
BWSey W
Bingen

Burnet

Bkxk Dig

BMCSoftw
Boatmen S

Bob Evans

BdsaCn A
Boot & B

Bortand

Boston BK

Boston Tc

BradyWA
Braid Con
Branco

Bruno S

BSBBncp

BTShgng
BJtets

BuMmT
BwnupVS
Bun Bran

Budnessfi

BtetarMtg

Bytn

006 9 5

24 230

1115

006 13 1233

£60 11 ZlOO

00« 23 985

16 1872

£32 101979

058 9 189

040 14 20

020 23 163

£48 18 235

£80 17 B

090 21 46

IOO 101003
140 10 421

25 Pi 3

£28 36 146

17 277

a<0 121821

£12 141260

30 ZlOO

46 367

£24 171172

048 13 565

23 5173

20 2291

140 10 19

174063

£48 103682

027 18 544

0 3514

14 5

92741

£68 7 80
47 2971

MO 15 20
150 26

020 18 350

022 164663

140 8 24

£48 0 226

37 835

32 35

5 156

31 288

89 26

17 71

7 4

0ft 7% 8ft

28ft 28% 28%
% dft %

1&% 15% IBft;

U45 45 45

16 15% 15%
21% 20% 21

14ft 137B 14

18 17% 18

19% 18% 18%
31% 31ft 31 ft

33% 33% 32%
34% 33% 33%
22% 22 22

45% 44ft 44ft

30ft 30ft 30ft

10% 10 10ft

12% 12 12%
17% 18% 17%

34ftd33% 33%
10% 9% Oft

19% 18% 18%
7ft 6ft 7

11% lift lift

12% 12 12

37% 36% 36ft

lift 11ft 11%
32 31% 32

49% <8% 49*4

29 28ft 28%
19ft 19% 19ft

ft A ft

27 27 27

17% . 17 17ft

39% 38% 38%
9% 9ft 94:

38 38 38

194s 18*4 19%

10ft 10 10

9ft 9^4 3%
39% 38% 38%
V* 3ft 3A
24 23% 23%

13-% 13ft 13ft

4B 4J1 4B
7% 6% 7

32% 32ft 32ft

26% Zfi 26

6ft 6ft 6ft

InaCtontamg

VS
9ft 10ft *ft
27 27ft -ft

19ft 20% -ft

10V 10$ -ft

20 20 -ft

60 60ft -ft

29% 30 .
18% 16ft *h
13$ 14 +ft

2ft 2,1 +A
30% 30%

St IS -IS

37 37

a«a
rt I A

52ft 52% -ft

15ft 15% -ift

31 ft 31ft -ft

12% 12ft -ft

2S 3

sft 5s: +%

ift ift -i*ift ift -it

6ft 6ft -ft

ss J:
2B% 26%
13ft 13% -ft

22% 22% -rft

7ft Sft +ft

- c -

CTec V® 36 29% 28% 29% -

COnt Mad 575 188 5 5% 5%
CadSctiwps 154 16 3S 28ft 277B 28ft

C3dmuaCon0£0 14 65 lift 11% H%
Caere Cp 91 1577 8% 7% B%
Cd^ne 245 11 1935 15ft 14% 15%

Cte Men) 24 861 2644 24% 24% -

CambtSW 4 633 3% 3 3

CandetaL 2 230 4 % 4% 4%
Canon tee £54178 10 67% B7ft 67%
Comte 1 6« 3ft 3ft 3ft

Cardinal £10 25 440 45% 45 45%
CarttonCm 096 21 61 22 ft 22% 22ft

Cascade £60 1 6 4 21 19% 19% -

CaseyS £15 16 58 2lft 20% 20%

Cetgene 6 205 7% 7ft 'ft

Cdluiar 5 750 18ft 17% 17%

ca»Cp 18 234u11% 10% 11%
GentexTaf 14 5428 5% 05 5ft

Cantoax 3 4574 14 13% 13ft

CnoiFU 190 10 3223 26% 26*2 26%
CrtlSpr 37 BO 12% 12% 12%
Qttndfcr 12 133 5% 5ft 5ft

Chapter 1 064 8 415 31 30% 30ft

CftnnSn 0X9 184028 14 13% 13ft

wemn 31 798 11% 10ft 10ft

Oiemasgn 21 402 4% 4ft eft

QmntBD 7t 1022 14ft 13ft 14ft

Chemfb 3 131 ft ft ft

OunponM 16 14 3ft 3ft S'p

CNps&Te 2 2105 6ft 5ft 6

Cnrvi Cp 79 S363 S3 80% 81 %
CtenRn 1.12 14 1042 53 52 52%

Ortas Cp £14 29 1438 29% 28% 28%

OmisLot 52 3600 35ft 34% 34%

OS Tech 193 943 4ft 3ft 3ft

CtoroSys 3S12S05 57 55 55%

QzBancp 198 15 35 26ft 26% 26ft

ClaanHbr 16 731 7% d6% 6%
Cm Dt 41 14 12% 12 12

Oalheatm 14 766 9 8% 8-g

CoceCatd 098 71 36 37 36 3!

CattEngy T201096 6*4 5ft 6

CodeAtarm 21 101 12% 12 12

CogmCp 25 317 16% 16 16

Cngncs 2S 1330 Bft 8% 8%
Coharert >3 346 13% 1274 12%

Cmagtn 23 1734 2B% 28 28

Cdni G33 1J4 16 17 23% 22% 22%
CMnl&p 060 12 299 32% 31*4 32%
Conor £24 21 922 30% 29% 30

Cmcstt £14 31 1394 38ft 37ft 37ft

CmottSp £14 20 7276 35% 34% 34ft

CommBtobsOH) ID 377 3 28 28

Comma a70 87 14 15% 15% 15%

ComptUbs 28 USA 15% 15 15ft

Coneflare 28 194 10% 9% >0

Comanckfl 58 314 3/fi 3,*, 3%
ConPap 13 32 833 45% 44% 44%
Coratun 11 137 7% 6ft 7%
Gctseh 194 37 458 107a 10% I07e

CDrtteCd 27 284 17 16»j 16%

CfltrDaQ 7 E6B 9% 9% Bft

CnoreA £50 201740 17% 16 16

Cooytete 131 271 13% 12ft 13%

CatfeCp 20 2450 45% 44% 44%

Ostarr £40 11 2174 27ft 27ft C7ft

Cup OLA 25 82 8% 5% 8%
Cra*a B 092 3S 5226 29 Z7% 27%

Cray comp 1 481 27B zft zft

frECtte 1.12 IS 854 41 ft 41% 41%

Crown Bee 4 35 4ft 4% 4ft

Cmooui 6 11SC 7ft 8% 7ft

OKA Pas
Daniil

Don Bleu
Derail Ha
OrecaEnffy

DressEara

Drey GO

DrugEmpti

OSBvcsr

Durtror

OunFiii

[7,TOST,Cl

Dvratesn

E^leFd

E430CP
EaaErvtut

EOT®
Eggncad

El PasoB

EienrSa
aeccun
EteoAiu

Encoi Aas

Emui&j Co

Enwvmre
Engrjn
EnvirSvi

Enron fru:

Eojir/Oii

Encsssn

Evans Sm
Evenn

LoSyte
bkrtZu
EastStf

Exrecni

EroorpArr^

;
7« 5>« 5“« 6% -ft

!«£; «% M% 25% -ft

i *;uT7% 267s t!

i 15% 15% 15^4

i 1; :£% i£% 7?%
1 314 '.2 12% 12% -ft

I
t. Sees

I
LantanCp

l'jrah«rC

I uyconCp
)“3?ytw

k£3ySe

ronttiw
KfJItLEf)

kJmsali
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TBCCD 74 2396 11 ftdl ift 11%

TCA Crtfe 040 35 377 27% 27% 27% -%

TechOata 19 021 29% 29 29 -*2

Teomsafl £80 14 51 48 44 45 -1

Tahefec 2 81 1211% lift +ft

TeteoSys 4 672 9 Bft Bft -%

TeteCommA 2SWJ74B 29 2Bft 28% -ft

Talebn 5 675 7% 6$ 7 -ft

Trttabs 36 5385 68 02% 03% -4%

TeUonCp 0X1 7 421 11% lift lift

Tatra Tee xi 840 7% 7ft 7ft +ft

TevaPhADR 31 3122 30*4 29% 30% +ft

Three Com 18 5515 34% 33ft 33% -ft

TJIrt a44 44 1067 29*4 28% 29%

Torres Med 91481 Bft 5$ 5$ -%

Tokyo Mar 037 35 20 59*4 50% 59% -%

Tom Brawn 45 132 13% 13% 13%

Tapps Co 028 47 1197 7$ 7ft 7ft -ft

Hi Enter 1153923 lift 10$ 11% -%

Trarewid 14 15 15% 15*2 75%

TrenwMi £88 71 44 39% 39% 38ft -ft

Tricare 25 132 3% 3 3 -ft

1nmole 57 150 11 10ft 11 +%
TiusBoBkC 1 60 12 18 4S% 44% 45 %
TaaigLao 18 S10 12% 12ft 12% 4ft

TysfdA £04 171080 23 22% 23 +ft

- u -

£64 22 5900 55 54%
2 615 6 5%

£90 14 220 10% 17%
1X8 13 259 54% 53%
£40 12 347 15 14%
£20 19 111 23% 23

1.40 17 357 42% 42%

0X8 10 850 24% 24ft

37 43 4% 4ft

£32 5 S2S lift 10*4

17 183 10% 10*4

9 232u39% 38*4

151325 6% 5ft

54% -ft

6 +%
17% -%
54%
14% -%

23% h-7%
42ft -%

24% -ft

4ft -ft

10*2 -%
10*4

36% -1

6 *ft

- V -

43 286u6B% 68*2 60%
P30 72 320 16% 15% 16ft -ft

45 798 32% 31% 31% -1%

18 3582 18*4 17% 18 -%
35 750 23% 22% 22% -%
12 134 19% 19*4 19% f%
35 268 22% 21% 21$ %
25 3581 13% 13 13ft

7X4 B 11 51% 51 51

- w -

Warner &i £06 23 1 371 2fl%

WamitKfT 1U7 525 7$
VtaWJMSHOJ? 9 1541 24ft

WasrtFedSL 0X4 10 093 26%
wanstadA £36 22 125 47%

Wausau PM 028 20 131 39%

WD-40 1^3 18 18 47%

Wfliefc 2=1367 10%

West One OB2 10 467 2S%
WetPub 14 614 14ft

wet SKUA 47 174 4%

Vfltnrtto £08 25 1896 f
wmsSonoma 001284 u31%

WleetOI £401625 796 10%

WoWanL 028 12 196 18%

Wtengi £52 24 1 383 19

WP Group 0X3 34 47 2||

Wyman-Gdn£40 6 505 4%

27ft 28% 4%
7% 7% *%
23$ 24

2S 2B -*!

46*2 47 %
39 39 -*2

46*4 46*4 -1%

9*2 9$ $
24$ 24$ -ft
14*4 14% -ft

4% 4% ^
45 45 -1ft

30*4 30% -%

10ft 18%
15% 16*2 %
IBft 18% -ft

2% 2% -it

4ft 4%

-X-Y-Z-
Xjau 26 7097 38 36% 37 -1

tana Ggrg 4 675 6ft 6 Bft -ft

tefrt £94 15 856 23$ 23% 23%

Tort RSCh 68 57 Eft 5$ 6ft +A
^oration 0X« 9 70S 38% 37% 38%
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Profit-taking

erodes gains

in US stocks

Austerity package helps Brussels to record high

Wall Street

INVESTORS took some profits

yesterday, after Tuesday’s
record-breaking gains, to leave

US share prices slightly lower
across the board at the halfway
stage, writes Patrick Hanvrson
in New York.

At 1 pm, the Dow Jones
Industrial Average was down
5.59 at 3,705.18. The more
broadly based Stan-
dard & Poor's 500 was down
1.50 at 4t>5-24, while the Amex
composite was USB lower at
473.15, and the Nasdaq compos-
ite down -L36 at 767.33- Trading
volume on the NYSE was 180m
shares by l pm.
The markets opened weaker.

MEXICAN equities fell back
slightly in early trading after
their recent record gains, with
some profits being taken in

Telmcx. The IPC index was
down 16.03 at 2,143.32 in turn-

over of 363m pesos.

Investors were also cautions
as they awaited last night’s

Nafta vote in the US.

with the Dow posting
double-digit losses in the first

hour of trading as investors

took the opportunity to book
some of the profits earned on
the previous day, when the
Dow broke through 3,700 for

the first time in its history.

The main attention of deal-

ers and investors remained the
Nafta vote in Congress, which
was scheduled for late last

night
Since the weekend hopes

have been rising that the
House of Representatives will

vote to approve the trade pact,

but there was enough uncer-
tainty surrounding the final .

outcome to persuade many par-

ticipants in the markets to stay

on the sidelines until after the

result was known.
Bond prices were higher in

early trading, which provided
some support for stocks, but
the Treasury gave back most
of its gains soon after midday.

In early afternoon trading the
yield on the benchmark 30-year

bond was little changed at 6.15

per cent.

Among individual stocks,

Philip Morris fell $1% to $55%
and RJR Nabisco dropped $%
to $6% in heavy trading after

the broking house Merrill

Lynch cut its ratings on the
two stocks from ‘neutral*' to

“below average”. American
Brands, the other main ciga-

rette producer, fell $*/« to $34%
in sympathy.
An upgrade from Merrill

Lynch, however, lifted IBM.
which added $% to $53% as the
broking house’s computer
industry analyst rated the
stock a long-term “buy”.
Hong Kong Telecom ADRs

fel $4% to $57% as investors

reacted to the news that Mor-
gan Stanley bad recommended
to clients that they reduce
their weighting in Hong Kong
stocks in the wake of the big

gains the colony’s market has
recorded over the past few
months.
Auto stocks were firmer in

the wake of recent strong car

and truck sales data. General
Motors rose $% to $53%, Ford
firmed $% to $62% and Chrysler

put on $% at $56%.

Canada

TORONTO was lower at noon
with investors apprehensive
ahead of last night's Nafta vote

in the US. The TSE-300 com-
posite index fell 27.65 to

4,229.53 in volume of 32.18m
shares.

Of Toronto's 14 sub indices,

only transport and mining
managed to post gains. Among
gold stocks. Lac Minerals
dropped C$% to C$10.

A number of themes attracted

attention yesterday in the

absence of Frankfurt, which
was closed for a holiday, writes

Our Markets Staff.

BRUSSELS finished at a
record high following a cut In

two leading interest rales and
the announcement by the gov-

ernment of its new austerity

measures. The Bel-20 Index

added 21.84 to 1,397.76. but was
off an intraday high of 1.406-42.

Turnover was some BFrtbn.

The government’s plans
included measures to control

social spending, slow increases

In wages and control unem-
ployment. Among the day's
performers, Petrofma rose

BFrl30 or 1.3 per cent to

BFr9,880 and Solvay BFrl50 or

1 per cent to BFrl4,525.

AMSTERDAM fell hack
towards the close, with the
CBS Tendency index closing
down 0.6 at 137.0. after a day's

high of 138.8.

KLM was again among the

most actives, slipping FI 1.70 to

FI 38.60 on continued uncer-

AS1A PACIFIC

tainty about the Alcazar talks,

and reports of further rumours
concerning the choice of a US
partner by the four European

airlines Involved.

Nedlloyd, the shipping
group, hit a new year's high

during the session on uncon-
firmed reports that Far East-

ern container tariffs were to be

increased. The shares finally

settled up FI 1.40 at FI 51JO.

Polygram also hit a new
intraday high for the year,

FI 77.10, as more buyers came
into the market, partly as a
result of the developing inter-

est multimedia. The shares

finally closed up FI 1.20 at

FI 76.30.

Elsewhere, Nutricia. the Food

group, saw its price tumble 7

per cent after it said that it

was recalling one of its prod-

ucts. The shares closed down
FI 11.00 at FI 136JO.
PARIS was lifted by hopes of

an interest rate cut, and by a
stronger bond market. The
CAC-40 index put on 32.14 or

1.5 per cent to 2,147.99.

Actuaries Snare Inciic^s.^

Howwbor 17

Hourly changes Open 1030 1140 1240 1340

THE EfflDPEAK 58SES
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More turnover figures were

released to whet the appetites

of investors, while Lyonnaise

des Eaux-Dumez added FFr12

to FFr538. helped by news that

it had won a FFY400m US con-

tract.

Three new additions made
their entry to the Index, yester-

day, BNP, CLF and Promodes,

showing respective losses of

FFr4J0 to FFr29L20, FFr6 to

FFr479 and FFr31 to FFrl.169.

These companies replace Cap
Gemini, Chargeurs and Club

Med. and thereby increase the

market's total capitalisation by
some 5 per cent

MADRID was lifted by Wall

Street and interest rate hopes,

but its sheer buoyancy brought

profit-taking and the general

Index closed off its best at

306.93, up 4.00, or 1J per cent
Turnover rose from

Pta29.4bn to Pta43Jbn. The
best gain?; came in electrical

utilities, where Endesa gained

PtalTO to Pta6,530 and Iber-

drola, the most active stock of

the day, rose Ptal8 to Pta079.

In banks. Argentaria closed

Ptal50 lower at Pta6J60 after

setting the price for its second
share offer overnight at
Pta6,050 per share.

mtt.an rallied late to finish

higher on the first day of the

new account, and the Comit
index adding 3.23 at 537.36.

panics were firm, helped fay a

short selling ban on stock in

Credito Italiano ahead of the

announcement of the privatisa-

tion price on December 4. Cre-

dito added UQ3 toL2,46G, fora

cumulative two-day rise of &2
per cent, while BCC wasL227
ahead at L4^7&.
Telecoms picked up after

.

Tuesday's pressure. SSp added
LIU to L3.121 and Stet was L73
higher at L3.644- Sme, the
retailer rose L116 to L3,755,

after a day's high af.L3£90, on
speculation abbot' an offer for

divisions which have not yet
been privatised.

Mediobanca, trading ex-divi-

dend and launching its rights

issue, rose L153 to L1L519. EL
also launching its capital
increase, rose L2I to L4£55.
ZURICH was steady in mod-

erate volume,awaiting the out-

come of last night’s Nafta vote.

The SMI index eased 1.2 to

2.71LL

UBS bearers, up SFYii _*

SFTL298, were helped by thJ
bank’s opttmtaic staianenf^
the outlook for this year aS
1994. A SFrn risefoSFriSr
in Zurich Insurance

. shares was attributedto i
option issue andexpiry
old one. .

- ..“
1

Foreign demand for cyc&aiK •

took BBC :Brown
. SFrll to a year’s ‘.to-.

2'

SFrl.029. Alusuisse register-!

shares rose SFl9 atSFftag.
. STOCKHOLM'S' advance was
helped by a raUy hi Rfectaff-
the B shares gaining SKrlBat

-

SKi305ona30 per cent data
nine month profits. The Afflrs-
vgrkten general index rase 11 9
to 1,399.7. OSLO rose ia S:
wake of gains in domestic
bonds, and a rise to the dollar
which, was good for
and oil stoeba The aU 'attan
index rose &53 to PO&55.

Written and edited bv Wms.fr r
Cochrans, John PM and -RBchnf
Morgan.
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Hang Seng dives in London as New Zealand recovers

Tokyo

SOUTH AFRICA
INDUSTRIALS extended Tues-
day’s gains, rising 105 to 4,797

as golds fell 52 to 1,897, slid-

ing sharply near the close as
the precious metal dipped to

$370/71 an ounce. The overall

index climbed 38 to 4,164.

INVESTORS failed to respond
to Tuesday's approval of the
political reform bill by a lower
house parliamentary commit-
tee. and share prices moved
lower in thin trading, writes

Emiko Terazono in Tokyo.

The Nikkei average lost

134.41 at 18,108.71 on arbitrage

linked selling after moving
between 18,030.80 and 1834.23.

Volume was 216.5m shares,

against 264m. Falls led rises by
624 to 320. with 195 issues
unchanged, and the Topix
index of ail first section stocks

shed 8.52 to 1,540.82. In London
the ISE/Nlkkei 50 index rose

1.18 to 1,245.01.

Traders said fears of a
plunge in share prices had
eased to some extent: the
Topix index has not fallen Ear

below the 1.530 level, currently

regarded as a technical support
point. Many investors are now
focusing on whether Mr Mori-
hiro Hosokawa. the prime min-
ister. will announce any eco-

nomic support measures dur-

ing his meeting with President

Bill Clinton on Friday.

However, Mr Alex Kinmont,

a strategist at Morgan Stanley,

warned that technical factors

were still dampening senti-

ment. and said the Topix could
fall by another 10 per cent:

“Although underlying political

fundamentals may Improve,
shares still face pressure from
arbitrage selling.”

Analysts reckon that arbitra-

geurs still hold up to 10 per
cent of outstanding shares of
some stocks in arbitrage posi-

tions, which will need to be
sold in order to switch from
the Nikkei 225 to the new 300.

Among the big blue chips,

East Japan Railway closed
unchanged at Y458.000, while

Nippon Telegraph and Tele-

phone fell Y10.000 to Y781.000.

Profit-taking depressed bank
shares, which rose on index-

linked buying on Tuesday.
Industrial Bank of Japan fell

Y10 to Y3,280, Dai-Ichi Kangyo
Bank Y20 to Y2.260 and Sumi-
tomo Bank Y20 to Y2.340.

Mexico waits for news from Capitol Hill

By John Pitt EMERGING MARKETS: IFC WEEKLY INVESTABLE PRICE INDICES

A ttention has remained
firmly fixed through-
oat the week on the

political machinations which
have been taking place on Cap-
itol HiU, Washington.
However, while it was by no

means clear earlier yesterday
that President Bill Clinton and
his administration had gath-
ered enough votes to ensure
that the North American Free
Trade Agreement would win
US congress approval, the
Mexican equity market has
behaved as though last night’s
vote was a formality.

On five successive days
Mexico's IPC index has
reached record levels. Bat data
supplied by the IFC tells a
slightly different story: the
country recorded a modest
gain in dollar terms on the
week, its improvement on the
year to date standing at just
above 16 per cent, similarly
restrained in comparison to

gains elsewhere in the region
and the world.
Pakistan, for instance, saw

the week’s best performance

Market

Latin America
Argentina

Brazil

Chile

Cotambfej'

Mexico

Peru*

Venezuela3

East Asia

China*

South Korea*
Philippines

Taiwan, China*

South Asia

ImAa'
Indonesia*

Malaysia

Pakistan*

Sri Lanka"
Thailand

Euro/Mid East
Greece
Jordan

Portugal

Turkey"

Zimbabwe8

Do&ar terms Local currency terms
No. of Nov 12 % Change % Change Nov 12 % Change % Change
stocks 1993 over week on Dec 42 1993 over week on Dee *92

HI) 835.12 +7.7 +44.0 512,449.79 +7.7 +442
(44) 231.51 +8.4 +65.2 63,014.156.83 +17.1 +2.921.6
(20) 470.37 +25 +12.4 773.21 +22 +20.6

(8) 51743 -0.0 +21.8 744.00 -0.7 +21.7
(58) 785.94 +2.6 +16.3 1,095.08 +6.5 +202
(7) 107.91 -2.7 +7.9 143.55 -2.1 +432
10) 569.86 +02 +9.7 1,311.99 +0.9 +40.5

(16) 11621 +5.1 162 127.64 +5.0 +27.6
(130) 106.14 +1.2 +8.1 112.37 +1.0 +10.4

(ID 241.87 +0.9 81.0 324.32 -3.1 +100.6
(76) 8822 +0.4 +19.6 88.10 +0.9 +262

(61) 95.44 +5.1 +1.8 105.54 +6.1 +T02
(31) 10529 +1.8 +79.4 119.76 +12 +82.1

(61) 280.32 +3.0 +71.4 263.64 +2.6 +67.1

(« 302.86 +9.9 +51.3 41124 +9.9 +77.4

(5) 18425 +5.9 +642 175.99 +5.9 +710
(52) 398.92 +7.8 +732 401.69 +7.9 +722

(17) 215.85 -0.8 +10.5 352.81 -1.3 +23.9
(5) 164.92 +0.4 +412 238.17 +1.1 +43.8

(16) 112.60 +22 +46.0 133.29 +1.2 +71.0
(31) 17828 +2.0 +166.6 1,110.90 +4.4 +3142
(12) 178.76 -36 rta. 186.32 -3.0 1)4

« cotaAued « eret-wen*. am ratfr cfwrge* are porcwsag® iwww from tno erevnus fVttiy. Base dare Doc rwSiiOO <ucrp< mas* noted
When are. firm 1 1991: PtDoc 31 1992 pUon 5 /39ft ,4)Oae It 1992 pUai 3 1992 ffWan 4 1391; fTlAtov 6 1992 (tUSop Z3 199ft (SJftfcr 1 1991; (ICO

Ooeat 1932 <UI4ug4 1969. tlSUutv ! 1933.

as investors responded to an
improved political climate.

while Thailand also moved on.

• China and Zimbabwe have
been added to the IFC data
from this week.

FT-ACTUARIES WORLD INDICES

Jointly compiled by The Financial Times Limited, Goldman, Sachs & Co. and NatWest Securities Limited

in conjunction with the Institute of Actuaries and the Faculty of Actuaries

NATIONAL AND
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Aju"*s poranffuisas

3how number at Ines
Of Stock

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 16 1993 MONDAY NOVEMBER 15 1993 DOLLAR INDEX

US
Dollar

Met

AustraBa (69).

Austria (1 7)-
Belgium (42)

Canada (107).

Danmsfc (32)

RrtaTd (22).

France (98)

Germany (60)

Hong Kong (SSL
Ireland (145
Italy (70)

Japan f46gj....„

Malaysia (63)

Mexico (T9)._
Nettertand (Z6)_

New Zealand (13)

Norway (23)....-

Singapore (3g)

South Africa (60)

Spain (42)

Sweden (36)

Switzerland (50)..

United Kingdom (218)..

USA (518)

Europe (751)

NOrtfc (114).

155.49
173.81
151.58
133.77

235.56
121.55
163.54

132.48

394.00
175.46
6120
146.95

467.78
1900.17
189XO
59.22

176.85

30995
22392
138.03

19594
146.16

186.43
190.16

Pacific Basin (714).

Euro-Pacific n465)._.„
North America {625k

JEx.UK (533)

i Ex. Japan (245)

—

World 6x. US (1651)

Work! Ex. UK (1951)

World Ex. So. Af. (2109)...

World Ex. Japan (1700)..-

The WOrid Index (2163)_„, 16793

15725
180.23
155.79

156.29
186.64
138.49
241.12

157.40

185.48
167.04
179.92

Day's Pound \j3GQ1 Loci Crass US
Change Sttfrq Yen OM Currancy * dig D-v. Dakar

% Me Ind+n SkScr W® oi day Y«M W3e>.

+0.8 155.19 104.73 137.59 157,15 +0.2 3.30 15425
-0.4 173.47 117.07 15320 153.37 *02 1.03 174.44
-0.1 15129 102.09 134.13 13425 -0.1 427 151.74
-0.2 13321 90.09 11826 127.52 -0.8 2.62 134.01
-1.0 235.10 158.66 208.44 216.66 -0.8 1.05 237,99
+1.7 121.31 8127 107.55 148.81 +1.6 0.70 119.51
-02 16322 110.14 144.70 15123 +02 3.07 163.82
+0.3 13222 8924 11722 11722 +1.0 1.81 132.11
-0.1 39322 26526 348.65 390.78 -0.1 280 394.34
-1.1 175.12 118.18 15526 176.41 -0.6 3.21 177.34
-1.7 61.00 4121 54.15 76.05 -1.7 220 62.27
+0.7 14627 9828 130.05 9828 +0.7 023 146.00
-1.7 466.87 315.05 413.91 458.86 -1.7 1.52 475.79
+1.4 1696.44 1279.80 168129 6648.14 +0.9 0.74 1674.84
-1.1 183.49 127.87 16820 165.47 -0.5 320 191.99
-12 59.10 3929 52.40 5827 -1.4 320 59-93
+0.4 17620 119.11 156.49 177.03 +0.9 1.44 176.16
-1.0 30924 206.76 27426 227.18 -12 1.41 313.01
+2.7 223.08 150.54 197.78 20924 +0.6 2.57 217.60
*0-7 137.76 92.97 122.13 14352 +0.7 4.12 137.11
-1.5 194.96 13127 172.85 238.14 -1.0 1.47 198.26
-0.6 14587 98.45 12925 135.78 -0.1 1.60 147.06
-0.1 186.07 125.55 164.95 186.07 +ai 3.86 186.68
+0.7 189.79 128.08 16827 130.16 +0.7 272 *88.91

-02 13825 10521 139.16 151.82 +0.1 2.99 157.69
-0.8 UK.87 125.43 164,79 196.88 -0.5 127 137.80
+0.5 155.49 104.93 13726 109 26 +0.5 1.10 154 98
+02 155.98 10520 13829 126l16 +0.4 1.83 155.99
+06 18628 125.72 185.18 18527 +0.6 2.71 105.49
-0.4 13822 9329 12227 131.45 +0.1 2.44 139.00
-0.2 240.65 162.42 213.38 224.12 -0.4 264 241.6502 157.10 106.02 13929 128.72 *02 1.90 157.04
+02 165.15 111.46 146.44 143.37 +0.5 2.04 164.73
+0.4 166.72 11222 14722 14723 0.5 221 166.420.3 17926 121.19 15923 17628 0.4 273 179.40

+0.4
‘

16720 112.70 148.08 147.77 +0.5 2.21 166.67

Fowl
Sfertng Y«n
Mu Mn

153.53
173.64
151.04

133.38

236.33
118.95
163.06

131.49

392.51
176.52

61.93
145.32

473.58
1866.14

191.10

59.66

175.35

311 56
216.68
136.47
197.34

146.38

185.81

183 04

156.96

186.93

154.26

155.27

134.62

138.35

240.53

156.31

163.97

16565
178.57

103.84
117.44

102.15
90.21

160.22

80.46
110428

88.95

265.47
119-38

41.92

98.28

320.29
1262.15

129.25

40.3S
118.60

210.72
146.55

92JO
133.47

99.01

125 66
127.18

106.16

126.43

104.34

105.01

124.88

93.59

162.71

105.73

110.91

112.05

120.73

CM
Wei

135753
153.27
133-32
117.73

209.11
105.00
143.32

116.07

346.49
155.81

54.71

128L29

416.03
1647.28

168.69

52.66

154.79

275.01
19127
120.47

174.20

12953
164.01

165.99

13855
165.01

136.17

137.05

163.00

122.15

212.35

13758
144.76

146.24

157.65

Local

Currency 19*1 1993

Law

Year

ago

bpprori

156.79
152.90
135.09
128.33

218.33
146.53
150.97

116.07

391.12
177.47

77.38

98.28

456.72
659026
166.27

59.07

175.51

229.85
208.17

142.56

240.53
135.94

185.81

188 91

is lies’

197.84

loa.ea
125.72

184.75

131.36

225.03

128.29

143.27
146.56

175.65
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Large-capital issues were
lower. Nippon Steel, the day’s

most active stock, slipped Y7
to Y327 and NKK Y2 to Y25Q.
Daikyo closed Y70 down at

Y876 on further selling follow-

ing an announcement earlier

this week that it would post its

first pre-tax loss ever for the
full year to March.
Daishowa Paper dropped Y49

to Y991. The company’s share
price has been suffering since

Mr Ryoel Salto, its ex-chair-

man, was arrested, allegedly
for bribing politicians.

Autobacs Seven, an anto-

parts maker, was the day's
best performer, rising Y300 to

Y13,400 due to the popularity

of its car navigation systems.
In Osaka, the OSE average

dipped 154.42 to 20,290.18 in vol-

ume of 15-2m shares. Nintendo,

the video game maker, weak-
ened Y90 to Y7.170.

Roundup

WALL Street's overnight
advances were lost on the
Hong Kong market

HONG KONG took profits In

its own t™pi the Hang Seng
index foiling by 176.67, or L8
per cent to 9,506.98. Turnover
contracted from HKS&OSbn to

HK$8.04bn and professionals

said that selling pressure was
not heavy.
However. London heard that

Mr Barton Biggs, the Morgan
Stanley strategist, had moder-
ated his support for Hong
Kong, and some said that the
colony’s weighting in the bro-

ker's global model portfolio

had been cut by a couple of.

percentage points from its

recent 72 per cmL Hie indi-

cated Hang Seng fell a farther

322, or 3.4 per emit, to 9,185,

and there were fears of worse
to come when the domestic
market opens today.

NEW ZEALAND recovered as
the National party government
gained one seat to give it 50

seats in New Zealand’s 99-seat

parliament. The NZSE-40 fariar .

finished 95.7, or 46 per cent,

higher at 2.0744. •

Mr John Rattray at Ord Min-
nett said demand came from

both foreign mid. domestic cli-

ents. Turnover was high at
NZ$90m, but not excessive.
Among market leaders, Tele-

com, which represents 23 per
cent of the index, closed. 24
cents stranger at NZ$4.17 in
good volume; and Brierley,

which dropped plans for a con-

troversial executive share
gefaeme at -its ammal wiMHng
on Tuesday, finned 3 cents to
NZ*U9.
AUSTRALIA bto strongly for

hanta as the All ni^lnaritt; -

index moved forwaid 20£ to
24043. .

The market reassessed Tues-
day’s profits from ANZ and,
although .net earnings of
A$246-5m were at the lower
end of expectations, the shares
eventually dosed 29 cents, or

&5 per cenL-up at a year’s high
of A$473. -*..rr

.SINGAPORE ended off the
day's highs, but with the
Straits Ttoxes Industrial index
stfll 1&5D better at 2JS&5L
SEOUL saw individnal inves-

tors pile to foDowtog institu-

tional buying and toe compos-

ite index dosed 7A3 higher at
810.17. The. financials index,
however, declined: id.04 to
98836 as investors avoided ita

highly priced constitneits.

JAKARTA attained awjfhg
1993 high as the JESE tofes
rose 939 to 538.18, Bwe, bank-
ing stocks led the way, Brak
Damamon puttingon %5oc al

Rp5,400 and Bank^Dute Rng?}

:

at RpS,m .

:

. TAIWAN can^ off faitra^s-

sion highs on a round o! late

profit-taking. The weighted
todax lost a net 5J88ht 4,306SL
after reaching. 4346.66.

•'

kilAfA LUMPUR picked up

shgbtiy to tmceitain trading,

composite Index riring to

6AI to9S7Al,
' -

• Rothmans firmed K$L70 to

M$1K80 on approval of a
restructuring plan from the

Government and Securities

GatmnissuHL •—
KARACHI fell beck as tnv»

tors took profits after the mar-

ket's recent record run. The
KSB Index was finally down
21.49 at 1,760.51, after a day’s

low of I.74&27.
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CHINA
Thursday November 18 1993

C HINA stands today
at the threshold of a
new and more test
mg phase in the gar-

gantuan task of bringing a
creaking centrally planned
economy Info the modem era.
The country’s second revolu-

tion, launched 15 years ago by
Mr Deng Xiaoping, has
wrought a remarkable trans-
formation, both in improved
living standards and in rela-
tions with the outside world.
But challenges abound. Not

least of these lie in deepening
the reforms that have brought
China in little more than a
decade from poverty and back-
wardness to being viewed as

.

the world's next economic
superpower.
Such claims may be prema-

ture in a country whose vast
population remains predomi-
nantly peasant formers. How-
ever, China's opening to the
outside world has kindled
extraordinary enthusiasm
among foreign investors.

In the first three quarters of
this year $15bn was actually
invested by foreigners, and
$83bn pledged in new con-
tracts, according to official fig-

ures. Utilised foreign invest-
ment now stands at $52bn
since China’s opened its doors
to foreign business in 1979.

For all these promising indi-

cations, China, burdened by an
unwieldy and impoverished
state sector, is still for from
achieving its goal of creating a
an orderly market economy as
it moves to the next, more
complex, stage of its reforms.

These will be aimed at better

regulating the raw entrepeneu-
rial energies that have been
unleashed and - perhaps more
important - reasserting central

control over increasingly
unruly provinces where power-
ful local officials have been
carving out their own small
empires.

Mr Deng could hardly have
anticipated the monumental
changes that have overtaken
China in the years once the

.

third plenary session of the
eleventh Central Committee in .

December 1978, when: the

reform drive was launched! .

But the words employed then '

have an. historic' resohance-

'

now. Casting off tite burden 'cf .

.

Maoist dogma, the. parity.
• '

r.-: -V"
' V&-W £*•“
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China's economic reforms have brought huge changes ancf

excited investors around the world, but as Tony Walker

reports from Beijing, the biggest tests are yet to come

Crucial stage of the
reform programme
demanded "great growth in the
productive forces," and
observed prophetically that the
modernisation of nhiwa would
prove to be a “profound and
extensive revolution.”
The 89-year-old and enfee-

bled Mr Deng has remained
true .to those sentiments, argu-
ing recently for a renewed
commitment to growth even as
his lieutenants were seeking to
rein in a runaway economy
growing at 18 per cent this
year for the second year run-
ning.

THE veteran communist,
whose exhortation last

year to “do it faster"
prompted an explosion of com-
mercial endeavour, may go
down in history as one of the
great advocates of. accelerated
economic activity to deal with
potential political problems.
Chinese leaders need look no
further than across the Bus-
man border to be reminded of

the costs of economic stagna-

tion.

The reformers have .already

travelled further down the
road of economic change than
even the greatest optimists

might have predicted. How-
ever,' the next: steps, including

an overhaul of ihe - banking

system, for-reaching reforms of
the tax regime, further trade
liberalisation, and creative
approaches to dealing with
debt-ridden state enterprises,
will require persistence and
nerve.

Among the most critical

tasks is to arm institutions like

the People's Bank, the coun-
try’s central bank, with the
authority to assert reasonable
control over the economy, and
thus help China avoid the wild
fluctuations from "boom” to

“bast" that have bedevilled the

refrain phase.
. Hhmn also has to find ways
to ensure that adequate funds
reach priority areas such as
infrastructure. Serious bottle-

necks in transport along with
inadequate power supplies are

a drag on economic activity.

In some ways this second
stage of China’s “second revo-

lution” may prove more diffi-

cult politically than the first

Reform of state enterprises is

already falling foul of powerful

vested interests at the centre
and in the provinces.

Mr Zhu Rongji, the reform-

ing vice premier In charge of

the economy, was obliged to

ease credit restrictions in

August and September after he
had sought in mid-year to

impose stricter discipline on
loss-making industries.

The episode raised doubts
about the longer-term integrity

of the anti-inflation fight, and
also emphasised just how diffi-

cult is the task of enterprise

reform.

Details of the new reform
programme were endorsed at a

meeting of the Central Com-
mittee held in Beijing this

month. This was the Third Ple-

num of the Fourteenth Central
Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party, and offi-

cials. with an eye to history,

drew bold comparisons with
the Third Plenum of 1978.

They hoped that in the same
way this latest event would act

as a springboard for reform. It

was also aimed at bolstering

the reforming consensus
among Party leaders lest any
might be entertaining ideas of

backsliding once Mr Deng goes

to “meet Karl Marx" - his

euphemism for death.

Although this gathering of

the Central Committee - the

Party’s supreme policy-making

body between sessions of its

National Congress - empha-
sised collective leadership, fac-

tional differences were

Continued on next page

Trucks and cars jam the famous Bund of busfling Shanghai, China’s second city Picture by Calhryn Tremain
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r Zhu Rongji, the vice

premier In charge of
Chinn's economy, has

taken two large gambles since
he assumed control of the cen-
tral bank in July.

First, he enforced a tough
austerity programme in the
hill knowledge that it would
make him a number of enemies
within the government and in
the provinces and make it

harder to force through the
structural economic reforms.

Thai, having taken the heat
out of the inflationary boom,
Mr Zhu bowed to pressure and
eased monetary policy earlier

than international lending
Institutions like the the World
Bank would have preferred.
This risks a resurgence of
inflation and an eventual hard
landing
The Inflationary pressures

which became evident in the

first half of this year suggested
then that a hard landing might
be necessary. Last year's eco-

nomic performance was
impressive: economic growth
of 1203 per cent, inflation under
5 per cent and a current
account surplus.

But prices for raw materials
such as steel and cement
showed sharp gains partly
because of a boom in the real

estate market as banks lent

heavily, and often illegally, to

property companies.
Economic growth was 14 per

cent in the second quarter
compared with a year before.

In the same period, investment
in fixed assets rose 62 per cent
and inflation accelerated to 14

per cent nationwide and 21 per
cent in the larger cities.

The government’s 16 point
plan, announced in July follow-

ing a first modest increase in

interest rates in May, aimed to

take the heat out of a growing
speculative property boom.
Many measures enforced gov-

ernment regulation which local

central bank branches and pro-

vincial governments had
ignored. Up to 1,000 new devel-

opment zones were closed by
the middle of August
The biggest economic shock

came not from the further rise

in interest rates, but an admin-
istrative order from the central

bank in Beijing that illegal

inter-bank loans should be
repaid to state banks.

“The only way to tighten

credit was to pull the firewood

out of the stove," says Mr Lu
Baifu, director of the State
Council's Development
Research Centre. But. unable
to liquidate their real-estate

lending, banks clamped down
on lending to state enterprises,

China’s overheated economy ... means a growing trade deficit— bat tighter credit has.st^Mteetf
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Illegal -Interbank borrowing
has stuped and that haTtf
the illegal loans -hays been
recovered.

But- Mr Lu Baiiti of
. the

Development Research Centre
is less sure. “The ftmdameartal
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Money growth is still too high
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The government has eased monetary policy but inflation is still worryingly high, says Edward Bails

Mr Zhu walks an economic
who receive 70 per cent of state

banks loans and rely on credit

for working capital.

Enterprise deposits at the
banks Dell by Yn28bn in June,
Yn34bn in July and YnlO.Sbn
in August Broad money sup-

ply contracted in the summer
months, and the swap market
exchange rate appreciated
from its summer low.

The measures have restored

some sort of order. Fixed asset
investment which grew by 68.5

per cent in the first eight
months, actually fell by 10.4

per cent in August from July.

Growth of industrial output
slowed in September to 19.1 per
cent compared with the same
month of 1992, compared with
22.6 per cent growth in the
entire third quarter over the

samer quarter of 1992. Annual-
rate inflation in the 35 big
cities was 20.7 per cent in Sep-

tember, down from 23.3 per
cent in July, while prices of

key commodities are falling -
steel prices fell 34 per cent in

the third quarter.

The effect of the credit

squeeze was fielt most severely

by state enterprises, many of
whom found themselves
unable to pay wages and com-
plained bitterly to regional and
national officials that they
were being unfairly treated.

The result was strong political

pressure on the central bank to

ease credit

An example of this view
came from Mr Dong Fureng, a
member of the standing com-
mittee of the National People's

Congress. “Personally, I think

Zhu Rongji's macro control
measures should be more flexi-

ble,” he said last month.

“Banks should quicken steps

to provide loans to troubled

enterprises."

Policy has, in fact, been
eased progressively since the

summer, as Mr Li Lanqlng.
vice premier, confirmed
recently: “There Is no disagree-

ment in the Chinese leader-

ship," be said. “We are going

to loosen credit a little for prof-

itable state enterprises and the

agricultural sector."

Moreover, Mr Zhou Zhengq-
ing. central hank deputy gover-

nor, told a Beijing newspaper
in October that the central
hank had increased the supply
of base money by YnlObn in

August and September, com-

pared with Ynl.46bn In the

same period last year.

“This should permit the
banks to 'increase loans during
the fourth quarter," he said,

although credits would flow
initially to profitable enter-

prises. Inefficient enterprises

would first have to demon-
strate that they had taken

steps to reduce reliance on
credit But the risk remains
that Mr Zhu has eased too
early.

Urban inflation is more than

20 per cent while demand pres-

sures persist The trade deficit

rose to S657bn in the first nine
months, with import volumes
up 29.9 per cent compared with

export growth, of just BS per

cent The World Bank esti-

mates Am* China catt-sustain

growth of 8 per cent a year
without overheating, but the
government is. stiff expecting
12 per cent growth this year.

In short, the underlying
inflationary mpyifnihim has
probably been suppressed

which would be jeopardised by
too tough a stance on £-
One western official frt Beijing

'

says: “Zhu Rongji nhveFhS
ofstebSfisatkm, only o£ a read-
justment of the structure oT
lending. The government does
not want a draconian contrac-
tion, just a modest tightaring."

Mr. 23m is wallrire a^ t̂.

*

rope, risking being seen to be
too tough mid too sofr kt the'
same time. It is too eu& to tell

whether he win remain jqs,
ciently popular to se©--Jii8
reforms passed - and yet -

remain tough enough'io keep
the.' lid- on inflation. But Mr
Thu is gflll walking

, -v .

Progress of.'ebomnk
reform: see

~

Tony Walker profiles the movers and shakers in China's economy

The meteoric rise of Zhu Rongji

F
OR Zhu Rongji, China's
senior vice-premier in

charge of the economy,
‘uneasily sits the crown,' as

the saying goes.

The reformist Mr Zhu, who
introduced a 16-point austerity

programme mid-year, has
entered some rough water after

offending powerful vested

interests in the state sector

with his attempts to Impose
stricter financial discipline.

But the 65-year-old electrical

engineer is unlikely to be fazed

by criticism if he believes he is

on the right track. A native of

Changsha in Hunan province

close to the birthplace of Mao
Zedong. Mr Zhu is known for a
stubborn streak, and a willing-

ness to take risks.

He has also experienced ups
and downs in a bureaucratic

career that began in 1951 as an
official Involved in central
planning after graduating from
Beijing's prestigious Qinghua
University. In the late 1950s,

Mr Zhu’s career went into
eclipse after hejoined criticism

of the system in the “Hundred
Flowers" campaign of 1957.

During his years in the dol-

drums, which included a stint

in the countryside for “re-edu-

cation” during the Cultural
Revolution, Mr Zhu remained
nominally a deputy division

chief of the State Planning
Commission from 1952-1975.

to the last years of the Cul-

tural Revolution he was trans-

ferred to the Ministry of Petro-

leum. Then in 1973, the year
that Mr Deng Xiaoping,
launched his economic revolu-

tion. Mr Zhu became director

of the Industrial Economics
Institute attached to the Chi-

nese Academy of Social Sci-

ences. an important Dengist
“think tank."

There followed jobs with the

State Economic Commission,
president of the Economic
Management Institute affili-

ated with his alma mater,
Qinghua University, deputy
Party-Secretary of Shanghai in
1987, and mayor in 1988.

The bold Mr Zhu earned a
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reputation for getting things

done as mayor of the China's
largest city: he was known as

“one chop" Zhu - a reference

to the seal used by Chinese
bureaucrats to signal approval.

In recognition of his sterling

efforts in Shanghai, Mr Zhu
was transferred to Beijing as a
vice-premier in 1991, elevated

to the seven member standing
committee of China's ruling

politburo in 1992, made senior
vice-premier in charge of the
economy in March this year,

and concurrently People's
Bank governor in mid-year.

By any standards, it has
been a meteoric rise, and has,

inevitably, aroused jealousies.

Lou Jiwei, the

ideas man c.;.:.
w *

AMONG Mr Zhu Rongji's

core group of close advisers a
key figure is Lou JxweL direc-

tor of the Macroeconomic
Department of the Commission
for Restructuring

.
the Econ-

omy.
While, the 42-year-old Mr

Lou’s substantive position is

with the Restructuring Com-
mission, his more important
role is that of “ideas man” in

the Zhu kitchen cabinet deal-

ing with economic issues.

Indeed, he is credited with a
vital part in formulating the

16-point stabilisation pro-
gramme of mid-year. The rep-

resentative of an international

lending institution says of Mr
Lou that be Is “very influen-

tial" and “liberal minded".
Like Mr Zhu, Mr Lou is a

graduate of Qinghua university
- he graduated in computer
engineering - and, among his

more recent tasks, he was head
of the Shanghai Commission
for Restructuring the Econ-
omy. This was during the
period when Mr Zhu was
mayor.

Zhu Xiaohua,
youthful adviser

ZHU XIAOHUA, the new
deputy governor of the Peo-
ple’s Bank. China's Central
Bank, is another of Mr Zhu
Rongji’s youthfol advisers, and
like Mr Lou Jiwei, these con-
nections stem from associa-
tions formed in Shanghai in
the late 1980s. The 44-year-old

Reformist Zhu

•Zou Jfahua, the IhM-ranldiia

vice-premier among flue

Mr Zhu served as vice-presi-'

dent of the People's Bank’s
Shanghai headquarters fropi
1967-1990. This was during Ztra

Rongji’s term as mayor.
A graduate of the Shanghai

Institute of Finance, Mr Zhu
Xiaohua was seconded to the
International Monetary Fond
from 1991-92. He returned to be
deputy director of the eco-

nomic section of Xinhua news-
agency in Hong Kong before

his appointment to the Peo-
ple’s Bank in July.

The Xinhua offices in Hong
Kong are China’s unofficial

headquarters in the colony,

-

and officials placed there are

effectively Beijing’s senior dip-

lomatic representatives. Mr
Zhu, described by a Chinese
economist as "smart,'’ is a
native of Zhejiang province,,

south of Shanghai.

Li Jiange has a
crucial role

LI JIANGE has the least pub-
lic face of Mr Zhu’s dose staff;

hut according to a Chinese
economist familiar with the
workings of the vice-premier’s
office, Mr Li plays a crucial
role as a personal assistant and
speech-writer.

Mr Li, who is in his forties,

has worked in recent years Jn
the State Council's Develop-
ment Research Centre, the
Cabinet “think tank,", and in
the State Planning Commls-

U~tS«qtag^ai»ViC»-pn

>nWnrwpftig |luiplBii|liyi»i y

sum. His sobetsStft^pCKitiiHi

is deputy.icffrecteiu
and. '

'

Sboiomlq
- skm, Jbot Im^spencfs ahn&st no
timethena thesefeys-A West-
eiff'ecdiiamistViescrfibes Mr Li
aa*clear'heaile&” He Is tipped
for biggs* and better things,

ZouJiahua: wide
connections

ZOU JIAHUA, the third
ranking vice-premier among
five behind Premier Li Peng
and Mr Zhn Rongji, appears to
have seen, his Influence dimin-
ished recently; but with his
wide Party and bureaucratic
connections his present lack of
prominence may be temporary.
The 67-year-old Mr Zou, Is

married to the adopted daugh-
ter of the lafe Marshal Ye Jianr
ying, one of the heroes of the
Communist revolution, and is

a son of Zou Taofen, a famous
intellectual and journalist from
the Shanghai of the 1930s.
IBs responsibilities include

industry and the Sate Han-
ning Commission which

;
is

seen as a haven for official

antipathetic to -Mr - Kbit's
reformist zeal. Bat the Shang-
hai-born Mr ZOU hinvoalf la

regarded as a moderate with
liberalising tendencies. His
long experience in the Chinese
bureaucracy includes stints as
Minister of Machinery and
Electronics anfl director of the

State Planning CommistioiL
. Born to Shanghai, /Hr. Zoo
was.trained asan

. hv .

the Soviet Union/ between
194885. He is flnaitingm^^
and speaks some Itegiuh

Li LanqifHj’s star
is risingV ^

"

THE fifth-ranking vjc&pre-

.mier, li Lanqjng IsoQB.atClit
da’s Hmra lmarearfve ttfrUgh

..whose star appeare.4o'&-Et8:

tag. The urbane Bfr L£ «l,l9s
overall responsibility for f«v <£ :

e£$n vtrade and^educatioa
'

Among his more important

ta&u te seffing China fo foe -

pats^ wqrid- He isjSteqnsifly

charged . with i- the taek of -

receiving foreign vfsttofo

v ^ ^hi? previous role, as.Minis- .

ter, of .Foreign Econcraiic
1
Rela-

timis and’ Trade fM6ferft .be -

nteavalled widely. He speaks

pa$sabfe^J&i^Isli. Much of Ms
exp&rfehCe Mbs been & 'the

automotive sector. A gradaafce

. in.^enterprise management
from Shsingtei’s prestigknts -

Fudaii University, he was
trained a| automotive ptonte fn

the' Soviet Union in the 195b.'

'

Mr Li was appointed vice-

premier in March. Accordtog
to CHfopm insiders he fbughta
successful rearguard action fo

stop the powerful Trade Minis-

try (now called the Ministry of

Foreign Trade and. Economic.
Co-operation - Moftec) from -

bang dismembered.

Wu Yfc “a smart,
tough baigainer”

THE ^-year-old head (tf the

Ministry of Foreign Trade and
Economic Co-operation (Mof-

tec), Wu Yi may not be tbe

hipest-ranking fanale in the

hierarchy, but her “trade raxt

rater* role gives her the moat &
prominence. Appointed minis-

T
ter in March this year, Nk Wtt
is regarded as one ^of the

younger breed of officials more
likely to succeed. She first

came to international notice

when negotiating trade agree-

ments with the US. Her oppe
site number, Carta Hills - tbe

US special trade representative.

r said of her negotiating part-

ner that she was a “smart and
tough bargainer."

Trained as a petroteam engi-

neer in Beijing. Ms Wu spent

25 years, in the petroleum
industry, meet of them work -

ing to refineries, A XInhna dis- .
•

patch listed her bobbies as to- #
nis, golf, angling and reading -

Tolstoy, Hugo, and: JBalzac. Ms
Wu is unmarried. -

!

t

Challenges for China’s rulers
CONTINUED FROM PAGEONE.

unlikely to be far below the
surface. Chinese leaders are
now fully engaged in manoeu-
vring for power to preparation
for the post-Deng era.

The party can ill afford to be
distracted, since it faces chal-
lenges on many fronts. Not
least of these is the widespread
public perception that, bereft

of new ideas and new faces, it

is less relevant Attempts to
shore it up by engaging in
campaigns like this year’s anti-

corruption drive are hardly
convincing. In the end, the par-
ty’s survival will depend not
on propaganda but on the abil-

ity of China's rulers to con-
tinue delivering Improved liv-

ing standards.

For the time being, political

liberalisation has been ruled
out, but inevitably, the sheer
pace of economic change is
eroding the party’s ability to
assert control as before. Faint
voices can also be heard advo-
cating greater pluralism
although political dissent con-
tinues to be stamped upon.
Among China’s supreme

challenges is to deal with the
widening income gap between
prosperous coastal regions and
the impoverished hinterland,
and also between peasant
fanners and urban dwellers.

i?r *

appeartt^
wWi hte daughter, Deng Nan, visited StMttzheri jn 1992. Dang Jeundied
China’s second ravofcilfon, IS years ago- wlffi't&ntfricaiila reajts

"

With surplus labour of 100m
among China's 900m peasants,
there is no room for compla-
cency.

Widespread peasant unrest
this year - more than two hun-
dred separate incidents had
been reported by mid-year -
unnerved the leadership, and
prompted an urgent review of
measures to improve the farm-
ers’ lot, including prompt pay-
ment of money owed for pro-
duce acquired by the state.
Older generation Chinese lead-
ers had not forgotten that it
was the peasants who were the
foofaoidiers of the revolution.
While domestic issues,

including the succession strug-
gle and attempts to bring the.
economy under control with-

out risking severe retrench-
ment have tended to preoc-
cupy the l^dosldp, otbercon-
ceres have also intruded.
China's spirited but

:

unsuc-
cessful campaign to-secure.fhe
2000 Olympics for Beijing
would

, have, rehdarced among
senior officials the realisation
that engagement .vfiffi the out-
side world will never be. ea£y.
Human rights issues, induifing
memories of the Tiananmen -

square massacre of ^1989,
almost certainly helped to tor-
pedo the.-Qitoese Mck^Bnt -

these officials .would .

stand tlim knildtiOTs
to be a world power.•.fltYrtmfnt.

;

caHy mi poBticafly/by earty
next century-m^Y4haEretrraf'
into ibroodtog isolation has

long ceased to ta an option.

Trade-issues, induiSng Obt
na's application to rejoin tbe

General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade and its efforts to-

preserve its Most Favoured
Nation trading .status with tbs

US.; make it imperative tirat-

Beijmg strike oat even mace
boldly into the international

mainstream.
"

Among promising develop-

ments Is the decision of Mr.

Jiang zerate China’s presi-

denti to attend an Aaa .

Ectmomic Co-operatton feadffl®’

conference this week in
.

Seat-

tie. President Gitntnn and -Mir

Jiang have much to fatfr about,

not feast how to place Sino^S
relations mi a mme burines^
Eke basis, and thus avoidto
.risk of

. rupture- over 'tsaies

ranging from Htmwn rights to

anns proKferatton.
.

:

:

,.H the early2tst cwatniy :

he the era cif fife PacffiiCr ttaw
is a "more important
Jrdationfihip tham tiiat.between

the remaining superpower and

'

a rapidly modernismg ^sfe
withmore than one-flftb-cfto
wirld’s population and eco-'

pOmic amhiknnf ~

tbe'very feast Russia is likely

to need World Bank help if It is

i
to proceed.

i in the Ukraine, unable and SafflSSrt little controL
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T HE “bird in the cage”
was how China's leader-
ship described Its

approach to economic reform

£“5 te-BUrtOP.“g of fledghng market forces

But, as the bars of this cage
haye been progressively dis-
mantled, China’s economic
biM has stretched its wings.
Economic growth since 1978

has averaged an astonishing
S-9 per cent a year, the mush-
rooming of collective enter-
prises has reduced the share of

% the °ld state enterprises inT total employment from 81 per
cent in 197s to less than so per
cent today, China's share of
world trade has doubled and
200m people have been
released from absolute poverty.
Nor has this new economic

freedom been concentrated in a
lew southern and coastal prov-
inces. From Guangdong in the
south, past Jiangsu province
on the east coast to Jffin prov-
ince in the north, the evidence
of dynamic economic rh*ngp is
evident to the eye;’ in the rows
of advertising hoardings which
line the streets of- northern
Tianjin, the construction

W HEN CHINA was
grappling earlier this
year with the vexed

issue of what to do about an
overheating economy, no fewer
than seven ministers from the
economic sphere were des-
patched on inspection tours of
the provinces.
Among these senior officials

was Mr Liu Zhongli, the
finance minister, who visited
the booming coastal provinces
of Fujian and Zhejiang. It was
a salutary experience for Mr
Liu who discovered widespread
misuse of funds and a flouting
of central government edicts

,wby banks and by provincial
< officials.

“I was shocked by certain
phenomena,” said Mr Liu of
the practice of banks to ignore
credit plans which required
certain funds to be set aside for
payments to farmers and also

for key infrastructure projects.

Instead, money was being
shovelled into zeal estate ven-

tures, often through trust and
investment companies set up

• by the banks themselves.

“Personally, I went to the
banks and checked their

records," said Mr Lin. T also

went to construction site to

find out how money was being
spent.” Among proposed ven-

tures that came to light was
one for the construction of no
fewer than 10 golf courses. The
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ECONOMIC REFORM

The cage opens and the bird learns to fly

cranes which "dominate the
Guangzhou skyline or the con-
gested streets and overflowing
market stalls of Shanghai.
Yet the dismantling, of the

planning cage, and the decen-
tralisation. of economic deci-
sion-making, have caused
severe economic and* political

difficulties for the government
in Beijing. The next phase of
reforms needs to-find reformist
solutions to the problems of
growing inequality and macro-
economic instability If develop-
ment is to continue at the
same pace.

Decentralisation has been
the driving force behind Chi-
na’s economic dynamism.
Reforms have occurred step-by-
step, often province by prov-
ince, with liberalisation occur-
ring first In agriculture and
only later in the banking and
state enterprise sectors. The

Blit China’s economic flight path will remain erratic for some years, writes Edward Balls

rapid output response to the

decentralisation of farming
kick-started reform, generating

a substantial pool of savings

which enabled local govern-

ments to encourage rapid

growth in rural manufactur-
ing.

Equally important was the
decision to allow selected pro-

vincial governments to set up
development zones, offering

tax and duty concessions to

exporters and foreign inves-

tors. Again, the response in
terms of export growth and,
later, the volume of foreign
direct investment was dra-
matic.
This explicitly regional and

decentralised approach has
been important for a number
of reasons: the central govern-
ment has been able to test der-

egulation in particular prov-
inces; provinces have been

keen to compete with each
other to attract investment; all

have had strong incentives to

encourage local enterprise and
thus expand their own tax

base.

But this regional approach
has also caused problems. By
encouraging rapid growth in

the southern and coastal prov-

inces, the Chinese government
has allowed the growth of wide
income gaps between prov-

inces. The World Bank esti-

mates that 100m people still

live in poverty, almost entirely

in rural areas and more often

in northern and western prov-

inces where growth in rural
enterprise has been much less

dramatic.

Beijing's reformers face, as a
result, pressure from poorer
provinces for aid from the cen-

tre combined with a large
“floating” labour force which,

ECONOMIC DECISION-MAKING

An exhaustive and
wearying process

Ymndng delegate: budget speeches prove too much for one official at

the National Peoples' Congress in Beijing's Great Hall n*nAP

economic decisions that
emerged in early July to calm
an overheating economy and
bring order to a chaotic finan-

cial system, included a specific

ban on the construction ofnew
golf courses.

'

In the West, the idea of the

finance minister thumbing
through the records of local

financial institutions would
seem laughable, but in China,

the inspection tour remains a
tradition. Mr Liu’s tour of

Fujian and Zhejiang, as part of

a fairly exhaustive process,

which eventually yielded the

16-point stabilisation plan of

mid-year, reveals how eco-

nomic decisions are still made

in China. The process remains
cumbersome, owing more to

tradition than to modern meth-
ods of economic management,
even in these days of glib use

by Chinese officials of eco-

nomic jargon that would have
no place in Marxist textbooks.

Implementation of the aus-

terity programme after prob-
lems of overheating surfaced
last year, began effectively at a
work conference held last

December in Beijing and pre-

sided over by Mr Jiang Zemin,
the general secretary of the
Communist party. But it was
not until May this year that

alarm bells really began ring-

ing at the centre, and this was
after Mr Liu and his fellow

ministers reported back on the

extent of the problem.

Much time had been wasted
since the Beijing conference,

thus risking a more severe
retrenchment than might have
been necessary if prompter
action had been taken. When
the state council. China's cabi-

they say. threatens China’s
sacTed “social stability". But.
by allowing richer provinces
more control over their own
tax base and more power to

offer tax concessions, the cen-

tre has been less able to redis-

tribute revenue For spending
on education and health.

T HE most immediate
problem for Beijing is

macroeconomic instabil-

ity. China does not have the
social and physical infrastruc-
ture to sustain growth rates in

double figures. But, without
sophisticated monetary and fis-

cal levers, the central govern-
ment has not had the means to

keep growth at a sustainable
pace. Each time the bird has
soared higher, it has fallen

back to earth with a bigger,

reform-threatening thud.

The overheating in the first

six months of this year illus-

trates the problem. Provincial

governments and local central

bank branches responded to

last year s southern tour by

Deng Xiaoping by effectively

ignoring restrictions on credit

creation. Rapid growth and
real estate investment in urban
and coastal regions was
quickly followed by inflation

as infrastructure bottlenecks

developed and raw material

prices soared.

While the central bank had
lost control of credit creation,

the government could not
quickly raise taxes or cut
spending in the overheating
provinces. For all the govern-
ment 3nd the World Bank’s
talk of “indirect'’ measures
such as interest rate increases,

the government had no effec-

tive means, short of a blunt

across-the-board clampdown.

to slow the economy. Fortu-

nately, this time the clamp-
down was enforced by reform-

ers rather than conservatives.

The need to develop more
sophisticated policy levers

poses a dilemma for reformers.

Curing this boom-bust cycle

requires a re-centralisation of

economic power, particularly

over monetary and fiscal pol-

icy. But, if reform is to prog-

ress, this re-centralisation

must occur with the support of

the richer provinces and with-

out blunting China's regional

dynamism. For this reason,
vice-premier Zhu Rongji's
determination to avoid a hard
landing which would threaten
support for planned reforms of

the central bank, fiscal policy

and the hanking sector.

But Mr Zliu's task is more
complicated. As the economy
has developed, the step-by-step

Key economic ministries, commissions, bureaux

CENTRAL COMMITTEE \

LEADING GROUP •

FINANCE & ECONOMY |

STATE COUNCIL (CABINET)

I STATE PLANNING COMMISSION
DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE'
ACADEMY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

FINANCE
MINISTRY

STATE STATISTICAL
BUREAU

PEOPLE'S BANK
OF CHINA

net. met In May to consider a
report of the state planning
commission, time for action
was already overdue. Indeed,

there was little argument at

that meeting about the need
for drastic measures to calm
the economy, and to put a stop

to the rot at provincial level

that was eating away at Bei-

jing's control, and playing
havoc with central government
finances.

The state council laid down
broad proposals for bringing
order to the economy, and
these were passed on to the

standing committee of the

Communist party's ruling
politburc for approval. But it

was left to Mr Zhu Rongji, as

the senior Vice-Premier in

IECONOMIC 4 TRADE
COMMISSION

STATE ADMINISTRATION
OF TAXATION

charge of the economy to for-

mulate detailed plans. These
were the product of consulta-

tions among key economic pol-

icy-making elements of govern-

ment, such as the People's

Bank and the finance and
trade ministries, and also

among the various commis-
sions and agencies concerned

with the economy.
These include, apart from

the State Planning Commis-
sion. the Economic and Trade
Commission, the Commission
for Economic Restructuring,

and the Development Research

Centre under the state counciL
Another important element in

the decisionmaking process

that spawned the 16-point aus-

terity plan and the proposed

COMMISSION FOR
ECONOMIC

RESTRUCTURING
MINISTRY OF FORBGN
TRADES ECONOMIC [

COOPERATION !

STATE ADMINISTRATION
ItCUSTRY i COMMERCE

reforms of the financial sector

was advice from international

financial institutions such as
the World Bank and Interna-

tional Monetary Fund. A con-

ference. jointly organised by
the World Bank and the Com-
mission for Economic Restruct-

uring. held In June in the
northern city of Dalian helped

refine some of the ideas that

were being formulated by the

bureaucracy.

C LOSER consultation
with international insti-

tutions increasingly is a
feature of Chinese decision-

making.
Ultimately, however, recom-

mendations and ideas were dis-

tilled by a body which tends

approach to reform has become
much harder. The central bank
will not be able to use mone-
tary policy effectively until the

banking sector acts competi-

tively. The banks cannot lend

commercially until they are

freed from the need to support

loss-making state enterprises.

But these state enterprises

remain the main source of wel-

fare services - housing, health

and pensions. The state cannot
allow them to go bankrupt,

and workers dare not change
jobs, until a new state welfare

structure has been constructed

outside the enterprise sector, a
task which has only just
begun.

In short, the levers of macro-
economic control in China will

remain difficult to use for fine

tuning. Even if Mr Zhu suc-

ceeds in avoiding a hard land-

ing and can reassort the cen-

tral bank’s authority, it seems
doubtful that China has seen
the last of its boom-bust cycles.

The economy is now almost
certainly too open, and market
forces too deeply embedded, for

China's bird to be re-caged. But
its flight path will remain
erratic for some years.

not to appear on organisational

charts, that is, the Central
Committee’s leading group on
finance and the economy pre-

sided over by Mr Zhu.
This supra-ministerial organ-

isation, effectively signs off on
key economic policy decisions

which are then referred to the

Politburo and State Council for

formal approval.

The process by which eco-

nomic decisions are made in

China, especially where there

might be risk of social and eco-

nomic dislocation, is exhaus-
tive and exhausting.

Like any bureaucracy, Chi-

na’s is riven by competing
ambitions and policy differ-

ences.

Factional rivalries among
leadership contenders are often

played out in the musty corri-

dors of the ministries, commis-
sions and agencies listed

above.

While Mr Zhu appears
shrewdly to have strengthened

his hand over key ministries

and agencies like the People's

Bank of which he is the gover-

nor, he still faces significant

opposition from conservatives

in bodies such as the State
Planning Commission, whose
own previously all-powerful

role has been diminished by
the market reforms.

Tony Walker

BARINGS IN CHINA

Merchant
Banking

Baring Brothers Co. is a leading manager and

underwriter of international equity issues by Chinese

companies. It also advises foreign companies on

acquisitions and investment within China-

uie International

Stockbroking

Baring Securities was the first international stockbroker

to publish research on China’s securities markets and is

one of the first three international brokers to be allocated

a special seat on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.

International

Fund
Management

Baring Asset Management created the first China fund in

1986 - the US$70 million China &. Eastern Investment

Company Limited, which is listed on the London and

Hong Kong Stock Exchanges, and the US$125 million

Greater China Fund which has been listed on the

New York Stock Exchange since 1992.

BARINGS
Barings pic, 8 Bishopsgate, London EC2N 4AE

Tel: 071-280 1000 Fax: 071-283 2633

. Issued by Barings pic Approved by Baring Brothers &. Co, Limited, a member of SFA for the purposes of E57 of the Financial Services Act 1986.
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FOREIGN EXCHANGE

Austerity reduces demand
Abolition of the two-tier

exchange rate systems
and the shift to

convertibility could

happen soon reports

Edward Bails

Interest rates Real effective exchange rates -

;

Index (1960=100)

T HE thrice-weekly foreign

exchange market at the

Tianjin foreign exchange
adjustment centre opens
promptly at nine in the morn-
ing. Seated in rows wearing
numbered bibs, the traders -

from banks, large enterprises

or brokers representing
smaller companies - first

speak into their microphones
the amount of dollars they
want to buy or sell. Then the

buying and selling begins.

“Trader number 19 wants to

sell 50.000 at YnjJ.7 per dollar -

who wants to buy?" cries the
blue-cardiganed young auction-

eer, the bid illuminated on the

electronic trading board
behind. Laughter rings round
the room - the "swap market"
exchange rate has been stuck

at 8.7 for a number of weeks
now. despite the fact that
demand for dollars has dwin-
dled.

The market was much busier

in the first half of the year,

with a daily turnover of $3-5m.

but the government's austerity

measures appear to have
reduced the demand for foreign

exchange and turnover has
fallen to S3m'a day on average.

State enterprise traders appear
to have stayed away - only 16

of the 51 trading seats are filled

- and business is completed
within 45 minutes.

"About a month ago the
seats were all filled,” says
trader 19. a 37-year-old woman
named Xu Cuie who buys and
sells on behalf of enterprises in

Tianjin's free trade zones.

“There are too many sellers of

dollars and not enough buyers
- the enterprises just do not
have enough local currency."

The Tianjin swap centre is

one in a national network of
100 regional FEACs, estab-

lished in 19S7 when the govern-
ment moved officially to a dual
exchange rate system, and
which today form the back-

bone of what has become a rel-

atively free floating foreign
exchange market. Reform
began a decade ago when the

government relaxed rules

-10*6

- 15*.

1988 87 88
So»wHf

requiring exporters to submit
all their foreign exchange at
the official rate. Instead, it

allowed them to swap their
currency for Foreign Exchange
Entitlements (FEES) which
then could then use at a later

date to buy currency.

In 1987. the government
established the swap centres at
which these FEEs could be
traded, thereby establishing a
dual exchange rate system.
Access to these swap markets
was initially very restrictive,

but the regulations have been
progressively eased.

Today, 80 per cent of China’s
current account transactions
occur at the swap - or floating
- rate: the official rate is used
mainly for tourists who. by
law, must exchange foreign
currency at the punitive offi-

cial rate.

Companies must also sell 20

per cent of their foreign
exchange earnings to the state

at the official rate, and the gov-
ernment has the right to buy
another 30 per cent at the swap
rate. The rest can be retrained

or sold for FEEs which can

then be traded at the swap
market, although these days
the majority of trading occurs

in currency. But the foreign
exchange rate is far from being
a free market: the government
still controls 50 per cent of for-

eign exchange, which it pur-

chases outside these markets
and uses to manage the swap
rate, and access to the market
is still restricted.

Moreover, the government
responded to the overheating
in the first half of the year by
trying to re-impose control,

first by not devaluing the offi-

cial rate as the swap rate fell

In response to heavy demand
for foreign exchange and then
by trying to cap the swap rate

through administrative inter-

ventions. The result was to

open wide a 45 per cent differ-

ential between the official and
swap rates and to force trans-

actions into the black market
until the government allowed
the swap rate to fall in June.

Yet. despite this year’s diffi-

culties. many observers believe

that the government’s stated

next stage of reform - aboli-

tion of the two tier exchange
rate system and the shift to

convertibility - could happen

soon. That will require a
national swap market, an abo-

lition of restrictions on access

to the FEACs and abolition of
remaining surrender require-

ments so that the government
has to buy all its foreign
exchange at the swap markets.

For the central bank, this

will mean that the exchange
rate becomes a more effective

monetary policy tool and will

sharpen the link between inter-

est rates and the real economy.
But for the government and
some state enterprises, it will

remove a convenient source of

cheap currency.

Shanghai Stock Exchange; with the growth in the number of stocks traded has come an explosion in the

nianber of securities companies: see financial reports on pages 11 and 12 of this survey Pious cunryn rmn
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FISCAL POLICY/TAX REFORM

A decade of

radical

changes
Tax revenue

Asa % of <3NP .; Aft a-96'pF total pavonuw
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"Now is the right time to
unify,** says Mr Qin Chijiang,

director of monetary research

at the central hank. But Mr Liu

Zhongli, finance minister, is

more cautious. "We are gradu-
ally closing the gap between
the official and the swap mar-
ket rates,” he says. "But there

is no timetable yet for unifica-

tion.”

D ecentralising eco-

nomic decision-making
to dynamic provincial

governments has been at the
heart of the central govern-
ment's economic reform strat-

egy. but this devolution of
power has also caused severe

problems for Beijing’s reform-
ers.

Fiscal policy is one area
where decentralisation now
risks impeding further reform.

Both the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund
are keen that some re-central-

isation of budgetary policy be
at the heart of the next round
of reforms. According to the

Bank, “reforms to equip gov-

ernment with the appropriate

tools for fiscal policy are a mat-

ter of urgency.”
China's budget data,

although often opaque and
irrationally constructed, pro-
vide a good indication of the

radical changes which have
occurred in the fiscal relations

between the centre and the
provinces over the last decade.

Total tax revenue has dropped
sharply over the past decade,

from 26.7 per cent of gross
national product in 1979 to 15.8

per cent in 1991.

Within this declining total,

the share of revenue which the
central government retains has
fallen from nearly 60 per cent

at the beginning of the 1960s to

45 per cent by the end of the
decade. Meanwhile, the share
of revenue collected by locally

levied, as opposed to nationally

set taxes has also fallen.

T
HIS decline in total tax
revenues was. in part,

deliberate - the result of
freeing the state enterprise sec-

tor from direct government
control. This change is

reflected in the growth of what
the government calls “extra-

budgetary funds” amounting
to 15 per cent of GNP, largely

surpluses of state enterprises.

But revenue collection from
enterprises has fallen faster

than expected as individual
enterprises have negotiated
favourable tax arrangements.
Meanwhile, the state enter-

prises continue to provide sub-
stantial welfare functions
while loss-making state enter-

prises still receive cheap credit

from the central bank, imply-

ing larger effective budget defi-

cits than the modest budget
gaps that the official figures

reveal.

The fall in central tax reve-

nues was also an intended con-
sequence of the decision to

give more autonomy shift to

regional governments. In the
late 1980s. the government
introduced a new system
whereby each province negoti-
ated a three to four year tax-
sharing contract with the cen-
tral government State govern-
ment have been given greater
responsibilities in providing
housing and welfare services
to their populations, requiring
more locally retained tax reve-
nues. They have also been
encouraged to offer tax incen-
tives to foreign investors.
But these new arrangements

remain a significant source of
tension between the centre and
the provinces. Some local offi-

cial have been, unhappy at the

tax deals struck by fast grow-
ing provinces, while the centre

has been unable to enforce the

contracts. In 1990, according to

the IMF, only six provinces
recorded a surplus even
though 16 were contractually

obliged to do so. But it was in

the first half of this year that

the revenue shortfall became
particularly acute, resulting In

the central government’s deci-

sion to tpamc of ministers

to tour the provinces in the

middle of this year to find out

what was happening.

“Local governments have
been abusing their power,

says Mr Liu Zhongli, finance

minister. “They reduced taxes

to certain enterprises which
meant less revenue for my
ministry. But 1 inspected their

books and put a stop to these

practices, and now our reve-

nues have increased.”

The result of the fall in cen-

tral tax revenue has been to

the imrtormrnp Fiscal policy as

a macroeconomic policy
weapon, while imparting an
inflationary bias into the econ-

omy. Local governments have
found it easy to over-run their

budgets, while tax revenues
have consistently lagged
behind economic growth and

budget spending.
Moreover, the government in

Beijing has found it increas-

ingly bard to use fiscal policy

to offset the large growffi in
inter-regional inequality. Cur-

rently there are wide cross-re-

gional differences in expendi-

tures on education and health:

spending per heart in Shanghai

is four tinips that in Sichuan
province - while there is little

relationship between a prov-
ince's average income per head
and the net transfer it receives

or sends from or to the centre.

The Ministry of Finance is

planning to address some of
these deficiencies over the
coming year. It plans to levy a
uniform 33 per cent tax rate on
all enterprises; to broaden and
simplify the currently very
limited value-added tax by
extending it across the country
and reducing the number of
rates from fourteen to two; and
to introduce legislation next
year for a new tax-sharing
scheme which will increase
Beijing’s revenue share.

The details of the new
scheme are not yet known, but
are likely to be an extension of
a pilot “tax-sharing” scheme
introduced in nine localities
last year which clearly sepa-
rated central, local and shared
taxes. But the World bank has
misgivings about the tax-shar-
ing scheme, arguing that it

does not move far enough
away from file contracting sys-
tem whereby the central gov-
ernment continues to rely on
the remittance of locally col-

lected tax, the fact which lies

at the heart of the current diffi-

culties. It prefers te idea of an
inter-provincial equalisation
fund to redistribute locally col-
lected revenues.
But any system which suc-

ceeds in raising the taxes paid
by the richer regions is bound
to be unpopular.

Centres of power
Below, and on the following two pa_

correspondents examine the political

military scene, plus regional develop
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The mflftay; the great imponderable

Jostling

1
I N the first week of Novem-
ber, as a winter drill began

[ to settle over Beijing, Chi-

nese leaders gathered in the
Great Hall of file People to cel-

ebrate. publication of volume
three of the Selected. Works of

Deng Xiaoping.

In the way of things in the
Chinese leadership this was
much more than a publishing

event: it wasbothnn acknowl-
edgement that

.
Che end .was

drawing nearer for China's 89-

year-old patriarch, atidan
attempt to reinforce ^commit-
mait to his reforming
among possible wavererSin
file ranks of Connnmrist party
conservatives. -

+'r

Preparations /fifir the post-
Deng era have come moreand
more to domthate the ruling

party’s internal dfsromse^Tead

to preoccupy its nrafapexson-
alities who are only too well
aware of the- dffiteUw dat
lie ahead. Manoeutrb® for
Hfe-after-Deng touches. almost
all aspects ef pOfificain Oifria,

and file straggle tor power and
influence can only totemify as
the momentr'iir reckoning
approaches. v--

Reformist legacy .

The redoub^tejjfi^ Qeng.
who re-emerged 15 ^rars ago*,

from political oblivion to steer

China towards the interna-

tional mainstream, and away
from its years of isolation and
despair, knows that words
alone win not be sufficient to

guarantee his reformist leg-

acy, but time appears to have
run out for him to re-shuffle

for the third time the deck of
leaders who wifi succeed him.
For the potential weakness

of his legacy lies not in
whether his inventive theories

stand the test of time - Mr
Deng has “theories" while
Mao had "thoughts” - but in
the political durability of
those who have been desig-
nated as his heirs. Nothing
would place file Dengist legacy
under greater threat than a
crumbling at the centre
brought about by bitter fac-
tional strife and tee absence of
strong leadership.

While, Mr Deng - who was
purged twice during the Cul-
tural Revolution - has proved
remarkably adept since his
rehabilitation in 1977, at re-

fashioning. Chinese ideology in
his own image, with useful
catch-phrases, such as “Chi-
nese characteristics”, to pro-
vide a veneer for capitalist
reforms, he has been much

leadership with Mr Jiang atfo
core. This collective rested on

:

the shaky foundations of the
avuncular, although hawffy
inspiring; Mr Jiang- and fin
Premier LI Peng, winwas laid

-

low
:
by a heart onufifioa ip.-

April. He returned
, te active

duty in September. '-->v-

Mr Li, whose public -image fe -

that of a fairly 'ineffectual

careerist, suffers frour the Ho- .

•Bering fallout of tesinrobe.
ment in the detisfcm tocracfc-

down on the pro-detau&Bcy
protesters in 1989l_ ~ : ^
;
Both Mr JiangasuIMrXl are?

regarded as refativiefy coster- -

vafive, although tbey are^et
averse to trumpeting reformist
-stqgansrif that confront With •

file prevaffing current; r

The strength of . the leader-'

strip appears to- lie blits' sec-
'

ond tier, fa the persons of-Mr
Qiao Shi, the 68yemxrid chair-

'

tnan of file standing commit
teejrf the National People's

Congress, and in Mr Zba
Rtongff, the 65-year-old senior

vice-premier in charge of the

economy. Both are members of

the semi-man standing com-

mittee of the ruling politburu.

But while Mr Qiao, who has

long been responsible for over-

seeing China’s security appa

rates, enjoyS'’Widespread fac-

tional strength, doubts persist

*js to the reformist Mr Zba’s

ability to continue his mete-

oric rise in the party and state

hierarchy, once his mentor. Hr
Deng departs from the scene. _

Mr Zhu, who has has had a
fairly bruising campaign dace
mid-year in defence of his Iff;

point austerity programme, •

will have made some powerfid
' *

enemies, both at the centre

and in the provinces. His it*

fas as a relative newcomer -

he was mayor of 'Shan^iai

before hfa transfer to JBe&ag .,-

in 1991 - renders Uni viriner* ,

Me to file factional straggtv ?
that swirl constantly ahout the
leadership group.

t,-.
'
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nurturing potential leaders.
His earlier creations did not

stay the distance: namely Mr
Hu Yaobang, who reigned
briefly as party general secre-
tary, before he was ousted fry
conservatives for being too lib-
eral, and Mr Zhao Zjyang. who
fell because of bis alleged sym-
pathies for the Tiananmen pro-
testes fa 1989.-
In the bitter: aftermath- of

Tiananmen, Mr Deng, was
obliged to 'look beyond the
central- leadership -group, fa
.Beijing for ..an., .official
untainted by the tragic-June
events. Hence, Mr Jiang
Zemin’s elevation from the rel-

ative- obseurrty of Shanghai
party boss to general secretary
Of the Communist "Party, -

Since.- then; Mr. Jiang' faw
also been appointed chairman
of .the Central Military Com-
mission and state president.

'

But to the eyes of Chinese
and foreign observers, far
from bolstering fiie 67-year-old
Mr Jiang's position, these
additional appointments sug-
gest weakness. After all, Mr
Deng, who has esendsed more
power hi

. post-revolution
.

China than anyone except Man
himself, has never been pre-
mier, president or party boss:
be has not needed titles to
assert hfe authority. • •

In ’ what :

.
was. almost- eer-

tainfyana(£nbwTedgemart of
“

the htortiffaBttigKQffiw
leadership group choseu tb -

carry .oncMr Oeng?* work,
much was made in -late 1992,
and early 1998; of a coHective

Loyalties i'

The affiliations amtiolHiItte
of other membere ofthe PoBt-
hnro standing commlttas t ifr

Li Bnihnan, the 59iye$r'-0ld

propaganda chief, At
tao, 50, who is^ in charge a£

.

.Party discipline, arri Genefal

.

ten Hnaqtog, 77, fitoLs^Mte
military figure - are tciBe-

tfatog of a mystery.
T "V \

Beyond the Jostllng -fot

power among the ieadi^QU^
didates fa preparation fib tbs

post-Deng era tactile adder
issue of just how^well
equipped is fhe"Com£ffl0st
party itself to deal witfc .tbe

challenges ahead. V 7'-i^y

The anti-coriuptbnf
paign launched fa-fii^tecand

half of the year was recogni-

tion that the party's tattered

prestige was continuing: to lie

undmntoed by a widespread

perception that
profiting pmvonalfy toam toe

economic boom.
But In spfte of a radijtfjtig*'

cations of aflegedly;' ca£rti3&

:

officials and a continuing
noisy public camprign^Tfiie

long-suffering masse? appear
not entirely convinced tbat.tfec

'

rectification drhrfr li' tfW! -

more than window-drestiDg. .

since those ensnared have

been,: almost without
tioo, relatively low4evri-ftmt; -

tionaries. People beBevfc flHB

the priAfem reaches hlsh toto -

the party itself, and .tot
among the main offendefa Jtrc

1

the sons and daughtert 0^

senior officials. .

.

- In all fiie cateidrffaiBS iUbI"

fiie way ahead politically*' fte
-

mititary remains the great

imponderable. .There".ter

W

doubt that in the potffJonif

era - as Tt does uow '

Poole’s Liberation AnayariS, -

play a key role. Support qfth« .

top generals will be cnidsl^
whonBoem1

.
emerges

however, and oltlmatefy tbe

fflray remainstije guaranfttfm
party authority. The pwrf^-
skmaffsation of mfiifary rtetiD

has not changed thatc^'i;

i;.-. ^
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the very least Russia is hke\>

to need World Bank help if it is

la proceed.

Irt the Ukraine, unable and

the WANO governing board

and deputy general

Electricite de France, told we

fuels and otner nmw**
which the nudear industry has

]

little control.
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Pofitburo - from toft to right Mr Jfeng Zemin, Genwvl Secretary of the Communist Party and President; Mr*Uiw Uiao Sw, Mr U Ruttman, MrZhu Rongji, General Liu Huaqtng and Ur Hu .flntao

Tony Walker looks at the influence of the armed forces

Long march to modernisation
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C OLONEL Pan Zhen-
qiang, director of the
Institute for Strategic

owoies at the People’s Libera-
tion Army’s National Defence
university, has a vision of Chi-
na s strategic environment
that should hearten its neigh-
bours.

China, he believes, should
press hard for multilateral
security arrangements like the
Conference on Security and
Co-operation in Europe (CSCE)

,*>that would lessen regional ten-
' aions, and overcome mistrust
that has bedevilled relation-
ships for generations.
“Our priority Is to try to

change from confrontation
which is a zero-sum garno jn
nature to co-operative relation-
ships," he says. “We do not
advocate a transplanting of the
CSCE, but we believe such
ideas can be adapted to the
Asian environment"
These views may be regarded

sceptically by Asian nations
which have expressed alarm
over what they perceive as Chi-
na's attempts to extend its mil-
itary reach with purchases of
new weapons systems from the
arsenals of the former Soviet

~jJJnion, and other sources such
1

IsraeL But calls by Chinese
officials for closer regional
security cooperation appear to

reflect a genuine interest in
finding ways to deal with
potential security problems
peacefully.

Not least of the factors

weighing in China's .calcula-

tions is the enormous cost of

acquiring modem weapons
systems that would be required
to project its power beyond Us
own borders. The continuing
debate within the military over
whether China can afford its

first aircraft carrier is just one
example of these' financial con-
straints.

While China increased the
allocation to rinfoq/y* by 12.4
per cent to Yn42^bn (U$7.4bn)
this year, the fourth straight
increase in defence expendi-
ture, spending remains low by
most standards, even taking
account of the fact that the
budgeted amount accounts for
less than half of the total cost
of maintaining the military.
Military analysts In Beijing
believe that fa Hr of a Chinese
regional threat is exaggerated,
while they also' acknowledge
that the sheer, weight arid size

of China's armed forces cer-
tainly make- them appear
threatening in the regional
equation - "I don’t ‘buy' talk
of a China threat," says one
Western official whose role it

is to monitor developments in
the military. “Their modernisa-
tion programme is simply not
enough to make them a
regional threat”
Mr Qian Qichen, China’s For-

eign Minister, seeks fairly reg-

ularly to calm regional con-
cerns about his country's
military intentions by compar-
ing official expenditures with
those of the US and Japan.
“In terms of absolute figures,

China’s military spending this

year will be $7.4bn, compared
with f274.3bn for the US,
$37Jhn for Japan,"he told a
press conference earlier this

year. His use of the phrase
“absolute figures” is somewhat
ingenuous, however, since,

increasingly, China’s military
has been augmenting its mea-
gre stipend from the state with
business activities which have
gone far beyond the original

intentions of the founders of

SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES

Socialist

showcases
C HINA'S long march

towards a market econ-

omy began in a sleepy

border town to the north of

Hong Kong called Shenzhen in

Guangdong province.

Along with two other towns

in Guangdong and one In

neighbouring Fujian province,

Shenzhen has become the

& showcase for what China’s

leaders now call the country's

socialist market development
These “special economic

zones” (SEZs) pioneered many
of the reforms in company
management, decentralised

economic decision-making and

forms of co-operation with for-

eign investors that are now
commonplace throughout the

developing regions of China. In

pursuing these policies, the

SEZs recorded startling high

rates of economic growth.

In 1979, Shenzhen - the big-

gest and most successful of the

SEZs which also include Zhi*

hai and Shantou In Guang-

l dong, and Xiamen In Fujian -

had a population of 320,000 and

was one of the poorest locali-

ties on the mainland. Today rt

is the richest area in China

with a population of 2.2m. Its

per capita income, at more

than Ynl0,000 ($1,720), is

nearly seven times the

national average of Ynl.540.

Shenzhen has grown at

breakneck speed. From i960

until 1992 its gross domestic

product rose by an annual rate

of 46 per cent a year - making

Shenzhen one of the fastest

growing micro-economies in

the world for which data exist.

During the same period, mdus-

i trial output expanded at an

annual rate of 61 per cent, and

exports by 63 per cent a year.

Mr Chen Biao. deputy direc-

tor of Shenzhen's Planning

Bureau, says: “We have a

planned economy, but we have

grown very fast- We cAflrt

'Shanzhen-style speed .
[With

output growing! at 40 per oent

a year, we are quite happy-

“Our target is to turn Stoat

zhen into an export-oriented

SEZ for advanced industry mid

services - a socialist Hong

Kong with economic

and an adequate legal frame-

work, to borrow the words of

Deng Xiaoping."
“Shenzhen-style speed

would not hnve^ PO^hle

without the latitude the cm
1

nese central government gave

the SEZs to determine thetr

own economic devdopmeutOf

this, the most important was

administrative
decentralisa-

“'Sliedtop^erenttaW^i
foreign investment pobaM.

decentralisation of ******

making power allowed the

authorities to cut through
much red tape. It also gave full

play to the “pragmatism" and
“flexibility” for which Chinese

officialdom., has recently
become famed.

This was recently underlined
when the financing of the Yan-
tlan container port - one of

China's five strategic deep
water ports - on the west coast

of Shenzhen, was unveiled.

The YnSOGm ($86m) first stage

development will be owned
and funded 7(h30 by Hong Kong
investors- and a Shenzhen-
owned company.
As the and Shenzhen

in particular, developed they
have also benefited from high
level political hacking from
China's

.
military-industrial

complex. Shenzhen has become
the window on the world for

many of China's so-called

"third fine” industries - the

military complexes that were
transferred to regions deep in

China's heartland in the 1950s

and 1960s to protect them from
the then perceived US threat

Across the Pearl River estu-

ary in Zhiihal; a gimrlar story

of rapid economic growth and
big plans for future develop-

ment can be told.

Berth localities are feeling the

pinch induced by the central

government's tightening of

monetary policy. . Idle, half-de-

veloped, building sites are,

however, a more common sight

in Zhuhai than in Shenzhen.

Of larger significance to the

two SEZs - in particular Shen-

zhen - is that costs of land and

labour have risen in line with

the growth in their respective

economies. Both ran the risk

of pricing themselves out of

the market
Officials on both sides of the

Pearl River are aware of the

danger. They are now talking

about the next stage of devel-

opment, which envisages a

growth in services such as

banking and finance, and a

growth, in high-technology and

Ipqg labour-intensive industry.

Shenzhen has an ambitious

plan to reorient its economy.

The city's planners want to

turn Shenzhen into China’s

main export and foreign

exchange earnings centre and

a bas*1 for advanced technol-

ogy, banking and finance. To

date, however, there is little

sign that foreign investors

view either Shenzhen or Zhu-

hai as places to locate high-

tech industries - most foreign

investment is directed at infra-

structure projects, and assem-

bly rather than original manu-

facturing or research and

development.

Simon Holberton

the PLA who favoured such
worthy money-making pursuits

as agriculture and roadbuild-

ing. The military has become
ever more deeply engaged in

bmgskong, literally "soldier's

business”, through affiliated

organisations like China North
Industries Corporation
(Norinco), and China Poly
Group Corporation. Both are
heavily involved in the arms
trade, and increasingly in
other commercial pursuits, as
welL
A dramatic slump in China's

international arms trade from
$4.7bn at the height of the Iran-

Iraq war to perhaps as little as
$!00m in 1992 is obliging the

country's military-industrial

complex to seek opportunities
away from the arms business.

There is scarcely a branch of

the Chinese military these
days not engaged in some way
or other in bingshong. “Sol-

dier’s business,” has come
more and more to mean “big

business” for sections of the

military whose commercial
activities range from real
estate speculation to trading in

cars and other commodities,

and even the management of
discotheques and karaoke bars.

Unsurprisingly, the expand-
ing business activities of PLA
Inc., as China's 3m strong mili-

tary Is referred to in some
quarters, has prompted fierce

debate within the defence
establishment
“Our main mission should be

the defence of the country,"
said Colonel Pan from the
PLA's National Defence Uni-
versity. “We have to draw a
kind of demarcation
line . . . One should not go
too far in pursuing business.”
Limited financial resources

are being devoted to increasing
the mobility of the army and
building up air defences. The
recent purchase of 24 Su27
fighters from Russia is part of

the process.
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China, with 1.1 7bn people, has nearly a quarter of the world’s population and around seven per cent of the earth's arable land. For two decades,
Cheia has tried to limn curb its population growth - the policy Is to limit couples to one chBd, mainly through financial Incentives.

WE AREN'T JUST MOVING INTO CHINA,
WE'RE MOVING INTO THE FUTURE.

Now that Asia-Pacific has clearly established itself as the major economic powerhouse of the future,

Wharf has initiated a detailed strategic analysis of commercial opportunities in China. We began by

promoting an 'Economic Tftpod' between Hong Kong, Wuhan and Shanghai along with a 'Five-Point

Strategy' to include Sichuan and Beijing. By responding directly to the Mainland's needs step by careful

step, we believe we are uniquely placed to plant the seeds for China's growth well into the next century.
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DEVELOPMENT ZONES

Ambitious targets

T
HE AMBITIONS of Chinese provin-

cial governments are on display In

their development zones. In Yantai,

on the Shandong coast, a gaudy banner

proclaims that the “investor is god.™ and
in Dalian, in the north, a billboard sets the

goal of "building a world class yacht

club."

Development zones are the greenfield

sites in which local officials have let their

imaginations flourish. State-run banks

have built lavish buildings, developers

want a "millionaire’s row" of luxury villas,

and vacant stretches of land are enthusias-

tically described as a Chinese silicon val-

ley.
.

Beijing disapproves of the provincial

passion for development zones, and closed

1,000 of 1,200 opened in eastern China.

Village administrations had followed the

trend started in 1984 by clearing farmland

for their own zone, which stirred old fears

about wasting scarce financial resources

and the disappearance of agricultural

land.

Mr Gu Hong, deputy director of the

Suzhou Natiorud New and High-Technol-

ogy Industrial Zone, emphasised that his

zone is “approved by the State Council"

the Chinese government On the morning

of the Financial Times tour, the toilets at

the zone's offices were perfumed and a

meeting room prepared for a visit by Mr
Wang Bingqian, the former finance minis-

ter and state councillor.

“There 3 re 52 development zones

approved by the State Council, and that

means that the government thinks these
areas have conditions suitable for a zone,"
says Mr Gu. “The benefit of approval is

that the state will provide funds for Invest-

ment and encourage large enterprises to

come here. It also moans that we have a
preferential tax policy."

The government of Suzhou, traditionally

attracted Philips, which has a television

project, Upjohn, the US pharmaceutical

company, and Acer, the Taiwanese elec-

tronics company.
At the Yantai Economic and Technical

Tuning up tor business; pianos being tested at

the Yantai Development Zone

known for its silk, ornate gardens and
canals, describes the zone, approved last

year, as the third stage of the city’s devel-

opment, and has built an elaborate model
capturing the vision of universities along-

side high-tech factories in tree-lined
streets. Mir Gu says that the I6sq km of the

zone has agreements for 130 ventures
involving glJlbn in investment. 68 per cent
of which is foreign. The zones has

Development Zone, the boast is that the

local bureaucracy will process a joint ven-

ture application within an hour, "even if

the forms are incomplete." Given Chinese

officials' love of finding fault with docu-

ments. the boast Is even more remarkable

than the zone's new karaoke bar, opened

in an old Air China jet parked beside the

beach.
Mr Titan Fengcheng, vice director of the

Yantai zone, said contracted investment in

the zone has risen from $360m in 1991,

when much of the infrastructure was In

place, to $700ra last year and another

$700m in the first nine months of this

year. Around 35 per cent of the money is

from non-Chinese companies, but the zone

is falling behind the Dalian zone, to the

north, which been particularly successful

in luring Japanese investment.

"We find It easier to deal with US and
European companies than Japanese com-

panies.™ says Mr Tian. “Our Japanese
Mends are becoming more interested in

Yantai, but they want very big profits and
they pay a lot more attention to details/

In Dalian, 20 Japanese companies, with

the assistance of the Ministry of Interna-

tional Trade and Industry (Miti), have set

up their own development area.

Robert Thomson

PROVINCIAL FOCUS: SICHUAN PROVINCE

Full speed ahead
S

ICHUAN'S provincial government is

keenly aware of the massive influx

of foreign money which has fuelled

industrial growth in China's southern
coastal regions. The governor, Mr Xiao
Yang, is determined to catch up.

The province has one-tenth of China’s

I22bn population but only per cent of

gross national product and 6 per cent of

the country’s farmland. Development of

an already substantial industrial base is

essential both to soak up surplus farm
labour and to boost living standards. Mr
Xiao’s aim is to donble the province's per
capita Income from the current 650 yuan
by die year 2000.

Sichuan, birthplace of Deng Xiaoping,

was a testing ground for reform in the
late 1970s when Mr Zhao Ziyang, the for-

mer premier, was the province’s party sec-

retary. Its 90m peasants were early bene-

ficiaries of agricultural reform and of

township and village enterprises, the low-

technology industrial ventures introduced

to absorb farm labour. “Now the peasants

can get food and clothes but the situation

is still not so satisfactory," the governor

says.

Township and village enterprises

employ 30m people, a quarter of the prov-

ince's population, but Mr Xiao’s aim is to

double the figure. "To fulfil this target,

we need a huge investment,” he says.

Sichuan, like other provinces, needs huge
improvements in infrastructure and is

weighed down by the behemoths of cen-

tral planning: grossly inefficient state-

owned enterprises which need reform and
investment in new technology.

Mr Xiao estimates that to meet his

development targets, Yn36bn of invest-

ment is needed each year and wonld gen-

erate 10 per cent annual economic
growth. The provincial government itself

can find Yn24-26bn, he says, enough to

generate growth of 7 to 8 per cent per
year - modest by current Chinese stan-

dards. The rest must be sought by raising

additional financing, from its own citi-

zens, foreign Investors or elsewhere.
Over-enthusiastic attempts by local offi-

cials to raise money led to a crisis in the

spring. Farmers became upset on two
counts: local governments imposed a
series of taxes -and charges to fond pro-

jects such as new roads: and money pro-

vided by the central government to pay
farmers for their produce was diverted

into real estate speculation by officials

who Issued lOUs to the fanners instead of
cash. Fanners were unimpressed by pro-

testations that the real estate would pro-

duce a substantial return for their com-
munities.

1HOUGH the practices were not
unique to Sichuan, the province suf-

fered the most severe consequences
with riots and violent clashes which
resulted in the dispatch of armed police as
well as teams of officials to crack down on
corruption. Mr Xiao says the tensions

have now been resolved.

Though there may still be poverty and
unhappiness deep in the countryside,
there is every sign of rampant growth in

and around Sichuan's two key cities of
Chongqing, an industrial port located at
the meeting of the Yangtze and Jialing

rivers, and Chengdu, the capital. Crane-

filled skylines and busy shops and restau-

rants underline the flowering of commer-
cial activity.

Chengdu boasts its first underground
shopping centre. A subway is planned
under its boulevards. Though a large

statue of Mao Zedong waves a regal hand
over the main square, he would be
appalled at the vibrant commercial activ-

ity he now surveys.

The streets of Chongqing - which,
because It Is built on steep hills, has
almost no bicycles - are clogged with

traffic. A subway is planned there too

and, local officials say, will be unaffected

by financing problems because it is to be

funded from Hong Kong.
“Chongqing is not like other places,

says Mr Chen Yuanhu, vice mayor. “It is

one of China’s oldest industrial centres,

with a huge base of industry. What we
want to do is to make good use of money
to develop key projects, not smaller
ones."

Chongqing's motorcycle industry, prod-

ucing one-third of China's output, is an
example both of how the enterprises'

problems can be tackled and of what is

still to be done.
Out of an arms factory in the huge

Norinco group has come China Jialing

group, where 12,000 employees turn out

18 per cent of Chinese motorcycle produc-

tion under a technical agreement with
Honda. Jialing plans to double output to

lm cycles by 1997. It is profitable. But
officials appear vague about precise com-
ponents and use of profit, as well as about
its shareholding structure. little progress

has been made towards dismantling the
“iron rice bond" commitments to the wel-
fare of employees and their families.

Meanwhile across the Yangtze river at
the Chongqing Economic and Technologi-

cal Development Area, the new China is

being built at a feverish pace. Plots are

being cleared for factories, even if much
of the building actually in progress,

including villas for expatriates, is for resi-

dential use. Some 150 enterprises involv-

ing foreign participation have signed up
for the zone, with S360m of foreign money
committed.

Alexander Nicoll

CENTRE/PROVINCIAL RELATIONS

Looser controls from Beijing

M R LIU ZHONGLI, China's finance
minister, found himself this sum-
mer in Zhejiang and Fujian prov-

inces on the south-eastern coast Sent by
vice-premier Zbu Rongji to help in enact-

ing measures to slow down rampant eco-

nomic growth, he was shocked at what he
saw.
"In one place the government was plan-

ning to establish ten golf courses," he said
in an interview with the Financial Times.
In another, the local government had uni-
laterally lowered the tax on enterprises,

which had in turn reduced the revenue
coming to his ministry.

Mr Liu and other top officials dispatched
by Mr Zhu found that many local govern-
ments had used money advanced by Bei-
jing to pay fanners for their produce had
been diverted into real estate speculation.
The central government was forced to
advance Yn2bn to help pay off lOUs given
to farmers, which had caused widespread
unrest including riots in Sichuan province.
The economic boom's wilder excesses,

which Mr Zhu has been seeking to curb,

are a result of increasingly decentralised
management of the economy.
Looser controls from Beijing have

allowed provinces to develop rapidly and
provide powerful engines for growth.
Coastal provinces such as Guangdong.
Fujian and Zhejiang have benefited enor-

mously from massive inflows of invest-

ment since their economies were liberal-

ised and opened up during the 1980s.

However, privileges granted to the
coastal regions have prompted other prov-

inces to compete, particularly after Mr
Deng Xiaoping, China’s leader, endorsed
rapid growth early last year. They have
sought to boost local economic growth and
tax revenues so that they could, for exam-
ple. finance much-needed Improvements in

infrastructure.

Local authorities which have offered
incentives and finance indiscriminately,
particularly for real estate development,
are a key target of Mr Zhu’s measures.
This confrontation Is likely to heighten

tensions which have already arisen
because of the widening gaps in living
standards between different regions.

real estate or other investment has actu-

ally contributed to a transfer of resources

from poor to rich provinces.

Statistics show that the provinces which
have improved living standards most are
those which have managed to:

Lower the proportion of state owner-
ship by boosting non-state industries.

Intervened tie least in micro-manage-
ment of the economy.

Hung on to the most tax revenue.
Attracted the most foreign investment

HE BIGGEST source of tension
between Beijing and provincial capi-

tals is the breakdown in orderly fis-

cal relations. Until 1980, all revenues were
remitted to Beijing and then distributed

back to tbe provinces according to the

spending requirements set under central

planning. The various arrangements
which replaced that system have degener-

ated into ad hoc annual contract negotia-

tions with each province, to Beijing’s

increasing disadvantage. The govrenment
is sensitive to these problems and is tak-

ing a number of steps to counter it:

Inland provinces have been opened up
so that they can offer investors the same
privileges as those on the coast.

Mr Zhu’s 16-point programme to rein In
economic growth, announced in July,
seeks to reestablish macro-economic and
monetary control particularly by curbing
excessive lending activities of provincial
branches of banks including the People's
Bank, which is to become a full-fledged

central bank.

A new tax-sharing system between the
centre and the provinces is intended to
come into effect next year.

Mr Xiao Yang, governor of Sichuan, the
most populous province with 120m people
including 90m peasants, said in an inter-
view that the Zhu programme will "be
good for the development of economic life

because it will balance investment
between the provinces."
Asked about political tensions arising

out of widening income gaps. Mr Xiao -

who is a firm adherent of faster economic
reform - Says: “I think this is a very big
problem. The difference between coastal
and inland provinces should be narrowed.

If the country wants to maintain
high-speed development within a reason-

able structure, we should find measures to

deal with the problem."
Most provincial officials agree that Mr

Zhu's measures to deal with overheating
are good, but deny that excessive specula-

tion is a problem in their particular area.

Mr Lin Dezi, vice-director of the Yantai
economic commission, says: "The influ-

ence of the macro-economic controls has
not been very great in Yantai There were
a few signs of overheating, but we main-
tain strict control ourselves on develop-
ment, so there Is no obvious adverse
impact"
Mr Chen Zheoggao, vice mayor or Dal-

ian. says “this is not an austerity pro-
gramme - this is an attempt to exercise
control over finance and things like illegal
investments, which would be forbidden
even In foreign countries."

However, there are indications that the
Zhu programme has aroused opposition in
the provinces which have forced its auster-
ity to be toned down. Mr Wei Liqun, secre-
tary general of the State Planning Com-
mission, said Mr Jiang Zemin, China’s
president and communist party general
secretary, and other leaders have been
touring provinces since late September to
reassure local leaders that controls on the
economy will not be too tight.

“Our leaders wanted to see the effects of
the macroeconomic controls and to reas-
sure provincial leaders. The local leaders
didn't criticise the central policies, but
they made some suggestions," says Mr
Wei. Economists at the International Mon-
etary Fund. In a recent paper entitled
China at the Threshold of a Market Earn-
omy. point out that it may be difficult for
other provinces to replicate the extraordi-
nai7 growth of Guangdong province. They
note that exports have contributed a large
part of its growth, that proximity to Hong
Kong and Macao has boosted foreign
investment, and that its role as a labora-
tory for reform has allowed it to be more
aggressive in reforming the economy than
other provinces.

Alexander Nicoll

and Robert Thomson

Opening to the outside world

Below, and on the following two pages,

FT correspondents look at China’s

growing links with the international

business community, plus the increase

of foreign investment in to China

FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN CHINA

Big surge of interest
HE gold rush of foreign

investors into China has

taken on enormous pro-

portions this year. According

to official figures, actual

investment In foreign-funded

projects during the first nine

months of the year exceeded

$15bn.
In the same period, the Bei-

jing government approved
62,789 projects involving for-

eign participation, with a con-

tracted value of more than
$83bn, a 171 per cent Increase

on the first nine months of last

year.

The figures so Car this year

compared with agreements
signed in 1992 worth a total of

$68.5bn. and actual foreign

funds flowing into the country
of gubn, more than double the

totals for 199L
Such statistics have to be

treated with caution. Equity
from the Chinese side is often

included in the value of pro-

jects, exaggerating the size of

the apparent inflow. Some
investment comes from inside

China but Is directed through
offshore companies to win tax

advantages. Many agreements
will not be put into effect

Nevertheless, interest from
abroad is easily visible to any-

body visiting China's leading

cities. One western diplomat
says: "We get hundreds of
faxes from companies saying
‘we’re sending our top corpo-

rate team'."

The ventures which the lat-

est visitors will eventually
negotiate will spread invest-

ment well beyond the dynamic,
but Increasingly clogged and
expensive, coastal regions.

Ethnic Chinese business

from, outside China - from
Hong Kong, Taiwan, south-east

Asia and the US - dominates

the flow of foreign capital into

China. Though, most ventures

have been in light industry

and concentrated in the south
- representing a shift in the
manufacturing workforce from
other Asian countries into

China to take advantage of

cheaper labour - Asian-funded

projects are growing in scala
.

Most of the region’s ethnic

Chinese captains of industry,

such as Hong Kong’s Mr Li Ka
Siting, Indonesia’s Mr Liem
Sioe Liong, and Malaysia’s Mr

Investment in industrial

where special efforts are made
to improve infrastructure.

Meanwhile, indirect invest-

ment is growing through list-

ings of Chinese companies on

the shanghai and Shenzhen
stock exchanges as well as In

Hong Kong, New York and
most recently Sydney. A pleth-

ora of “China funds” - mostly

investing a small proportion of

their money in China Itself -

have sprints’ Up to cash in on
feverish investor interest.

However, because of the

nascent state of Chinese stock

markets and of the country's

China’s priorities for new invesbnent focus

Increasingly on improving infrastructure
.

Robert Kuok Hock Nien, are

pooling money Into huge pro-

jects. Singapore is planning to

build whole cities in China.

However, most significant

western and Japanese compa-
nies also recognised long ago
the potential offered by Chi-

na’s reforms and growth, and
have set about establishing

ventures.

Those that were there first

are finding that they have a
growing number of different

operations in China and are
seeking better ways to co-ordi-

nate them.
Shanghai, where foreign

investment has lagged mid
infrastructure is poor, is likely

to benefit as the ambitious
Pudong development area
takes shape.

The overall tendency is

likely to be towards bigger pro-

jects and concentration of

company law and accounting
methods, direct participation

in Chinese business will

remain dominant foam of for-

eign investment for years to

come. .

China’s priorities for new
invesbnent focus ihicxeasfnjBfy

on improving infrastructure,

particularly power and trans-

port
Hie government has serried

upon the btnld-operate-tiansfer

formula, which has been Used
to a limited extent to the

south, ns an attractive means
of bringing hrforeign capital to

big projects.
’

However, western companies
are cautious sincethe BOT for-

mulameans having as&tirances

about revenue streamsinareas
where price controls stiff exist.

The pressing' need for Chi-

na’s industry is ^technology.

Most joint vmtures Involve a

form of technology transfer
which means that the- foreign
investor is taking a risk in g
country where mere are wor-
ries about intdlectuatm'operty

rights.

However, .the -government
has taken -steps to protect
copyright as well & fo gtve

.

fairer treatment' to
. foreign,

funded enterprises..;

Mr Mlao Fucfauiv’spokesman #.
of the Ministry- of Foreign
Trade and Economic Coopera-
tion, says: "Om genm^ob^
tive is to create a fair-competi-
tive environment according m
the principle of the market
economy. .. - .

To ensure this, we must gto
equal treatment in such areas
as .

taxation, '.tax:-:, rates,
exchange rates, transport, com-
munications and work proce-
dures.” _
' Improvement of .the: legal

framework and greater trans-

parency of regulations are
important in bring Chinese
practices doseto international

standards, Mr Miao seys.
••

Nevertheless, China remains

a very difficult mxvframheat i&A
which to operate. Companies'
feel they must-be urtoteedin
Chiba’s- boom;

-
but find flat

ventures take yeare of frustra-

ting negotiations absorbing a
great deal of management.,
time, and fiat problems often

arise once ventures’ have
startedup.

: A commercial attache at time

western embassy saya his mes-

sage1

to striving businessmen

is “For gooctoess sake be care-

fid, and why werenT you here

yesteid^?^

• Alexander Nicott
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Alexander Nicoll on practical issues for investors
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The wise go well prepared
C HINA can be a daunting

place for people who
know little about the

country but feel that they must
not miss out on the business
phenomenon of the 1990s.

Businessmen and consul-
tants familiar with the country
say that it is essential to take a
long-term strategic view when
establishing a presence in

China. Success requires
patience, perseverance and
flexibility. Here we provide
some advice on how to set

about it

Preparation
Define your company's goals.

A vague idea that China is a
big market in which you
should be present is far from
enough.
Objectives need to be estab-

lished at the highest level and
pursued with commitment -
this is how Chinese enterprises
work and your negotiators will

not be on Elm ground unless
you do the same. This means
defining the desired product of

a venture, the targetied mar-
ket, setting management
responsibility at a high level
and establishing where the
project fits in to your corporate
strategy. This will help to
determine what structure
would be the most desirable: a
wholly-owned Chinese enter-
prise, an equity joint venture,
a co-operative agreement or
assembly contract
Research should be done on

government policies in your
areas of business, since a ven-
ture will have a far greater
chance of receiving strong
backing if it is in line with
official priorities.

Approaching the
Chinese

Expect years to pass between
your first contacts and the
eventual start of operations.
Chinese business and govern-
ment work on an Informal sys-
tem of personal relationships,
called guanxi.

_

This does not imply corrup-
tion - it is simply the way that
things get done. Relationships
need to be built over time,
through repeated visits and
often by arranging visits for
Chinese officials and execu-
tives to your headquarters.
Do not reveal your full aims

ideas or requests for specific
information until you have
established these links.
Remember that the people you
meet are themselves con-
stantly seeking to build
guanxi. Over time you want
yours to be as good as theirs,

and this will help your negotia-
ting position.

China's reform and expan-
sion does not mean that there

has been a radical change in

practice within the bureau-
cracy with which you have to
deaL Nothing can be taken for

granted. At the same time,

companies should be wary of
wide public mood swings about
China and keep their focus on
conditions in their areas of
business.

Choice of partner and
negotiation

Choosing your partner is the
most important decision. If

your first contact is with a
ministry, do not be too easily

directed towards the first

potential partner suggested.
Work out who has relation-

ships of patronage with whom.
Western companies are

likely to choose state-owned
enterprises as their partners

participation is more impor-
tant than the earlier letter of

intent It is vital to ascertain

who has the final say.

Contractual arid legal

issues
'

Views differ on the need for

detail in. a contract Negotia-

tions are the vehicle for nailing
down detailed agreements on
all aspects of a venture’s busi-

ness - such as shareholding
structure, product, technology
transfer, local content,
whether products are to be
exported, marketing, finance,
tax. access to foreign currency,
management, recruitment,
training.

However, the resulting con-
tract does not have the weight
that it would have in foe west
because China lacks the neces-
sary body of law well as an
adequate judicial' system. Vlr-

Patleoce Is vital: getting about Es not always may

because they have strong links

with supervisory bodies, need
injections of capital and tech-

nology, and are likely to be
permanent fixtures.

Beware of a state-owned
enterprise which is seeking to
diversify out of out-dated prod-
ucts into areas it knows little

about. However, you may
judge an apparently unlikely
partner to be the right one: for
example. Baskin-Robbins of the
UK Allied-Lyons group is open-
ing ice cream stores in part-
nership with the China Satel-
lite Launch and Tracking
Control agency.

The most important criterion
in choosing a partner is estab-
lishment of a correspondence
of respective goals. The goals
of each partner do not have to
be the same, but they must not
conflict and they must require
mutual co-operation. This can-
not be discussed too much.
You need to be satisfied that

success of the venture is as
important to your partner as it

is to you and that you agree on
the means to achieve it
Part of the consideration of

the right partner will be its

location: infrastructure and
costs must be assessed. Tax
and other incentives offered to
foreign investors are far more
uniform across China than pre-
viously.

Understand on which docu-
ments the Chinese side places
weight A. joint feasibility
study conducted with official

tually anything is. negotiable.
Topics which had ’been 'dosed
can. be reopenetL-Tbere would
however be seeking, of redress
for breaches' 'OF' contract
through the courts.. It is likely
that the use of arbitrators,wiff
grow. ~

Management -

Manyforeigncconpanfos wffl
insist that they appoihfthe
general manager’ ofa joint ven-
ture. Even if thoy do, it Is

important to keep cementing
the friendship with the- Chi-
nese partner so that problems
can be dealt with in. a cb-opera-

Hve;fasM(ma^thfiyinevitahIy
arise. .. .

.
^

.

After stari^' inmiagemeiit
is foe key lssue.Foreign opnt
panics 7 wdl generally place an
expatriate manager oursite
whose principal role will be
helping to improve manage-
ment practices. Chinese staff

may haye abighleveToftechr
nicaTexpertisebut are unfandt
iar with the concept of man-
agement responsibility .and
often viewit-ea being-risky to
take the. initiative and cut
across buredbcratlc practices. ^ _

This does, not mean that for- - Vand Sang Ye~1s ok*- history,
eign managers most simply Geremie Banne ahct^Umk
attempt to impose Western' JaJvin’s New Ghosts] Old

:
Steams raa adfocfom bf.mod-

patient and adaptable in era writings. Fang Llzhi’s
attempting to. deal v&fo-Gfct BrhgfhaSom thP&eitt

!

WdB;
nese problems In a Chinese : Writings on Scutum Cottar*
way while maeastogTe^eS of dad Democracy hs Chtnet gb»
efficiency and/re^om^ifr^^ ; -a>satte

-

One foreign manager says: “if

you’ve just got solutions,

you're doomed to failure. You
have to see what tha-problems

are, .and then try to solve

them."

Contacts
A growing number of foreign

consultants, law and accoun-

tancy firms have established 4
offices in China and can pro-^
vide considerable expertise as

well as access to Chinese con-

tacts. _

Commercial sections- of

embassies in Beijing are good
-

sources of information. In

Britain, the China-Britain

Trade Group (071 630 5780) is a

useful place to start ..

Interpreters

Good interpreters are essen-

tial and hard to find. .Poor

translation means, poor coni-:

munlcation This wflT lead to

verbal and cultural misunder-

standings which could haunt a
venture in future years, asweQ
as failure to..build foe neces-

sary understanding, friendship

and trust

Translators may weaken
your points to avoid giving

offence, which can both hrip

and hinder negotiations. -Good,

sensitive translators are Hkely

to take on a wider' role es

advisers on. foe attitudes of foe

people 'with whom, they are

negotiating, as well as a gfo-

eral source of information.

Companies Increasingly need

to bare executives who are flu-

ent in Chinese.

Useful, reaeffng .
<

For serious eccmi^iiic
;

infor-

mation, the World Bank hot a

number of important publica-

tfons and the IMF recently

published OccasionalPapar No
107, China at the Thresholifala

Market Economy. •

Powerful, readable- books

include- Jung Chang’s Vffld

Sums, Nien Cheng’s Oft and
.

Death , in Shanghai and Amy
Taft's The ESichm Godi Wife

Also interesting is Cohn Thu-

bron’s Behmd the Walt
Historical overview is pro-

'

Search for Modem Gotta.

John King Fatrbank. The(M
Gmese Resolution ISW-lt&Q. -

''A’ useful tale for investors fe

. JUm MamTs Be&ng Jee& O11'

...nese .Profiles by Zhang Xinxtn
A

tae very least Russia is likely

to need World Bank help if it is

to proceed.
_

.

In the Ukraine, unable and
and deputy general ma“g5r

tbe
Electririte de France, told the

fuels and other

wfaich the nuclear mdustry nas

little control.
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BQI Clinton and GW-

7Am-
“e®® premier Jiahg

SS.- jS2n fcogether
A
??
c sraurdt, traderetoti^a will be unSafiEikv iftnu oa their agenda.

..
Mareh. on a visa to Bei-

^stamt us trade representa-^e. spdlfid out the trade liber-
a^atimi measures which the

oondi-gon for China to enter the

These included a single
national tariff policy, fail
J^sparency of trade regok-
fcnns, the gradual removal of
“^tariff barriers and a com-
mitment to move to a full mar-
ket economy.
But the following month

, President Clinton added to

SSfJ^t a sfcring 01 Poetical
conditions upon which China
must make “significant prog-
ress before its Most Favoured
Nabon trading status could be
osrended. and thus, implicitly,
before China could join the
Gait.

The conditions include the
end of exports to the US of
products made using prison
labour, the release of political
prisoners and adherence to the
Universal Declaration on
human rights. The World
estimate that failure to renew
MFN status could cut riMwp«>
exports to the US by between
$7bn and $15bn.
Chinese government nfUrfaia

can barely conceal their out-
rage - “it is already eight
years since China applied for
resumption of our contracting
party status in Gatt and we
have made great efforts to
bring our trading system in
Ime with others/ says Mr la
Lanqing, vice-premier,

i “The major obstacle is now
the US. We are against Hnfctng

political issues such as hwnum
rights with trade - these
should be settled by political

negotiations."

I
T is easy to see why the
Chinese government in Bei-

jing baiillrs at thin explicit
linking of trade concessions to

political issues, such as human
rights. While limited progress
has been made on the latter

since reforms began in 1978,

open trade and export-led

growth have been at the heart

of its post-Maoist economic
reforms.

Up to now. China's trade
record has been astonishing.

Exports volumes grew at an
average rate of- 12 per cent a
year between 1980 and 1991,

making China the world’s thfr-

j Exporta y-V '

\ r i' i -tlx—Ci'L '± - i

sar.-v 84..;- esV/se- ;s7;‘
MtMjq

jQftji'C
- ’
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China]s share of world trade has

doubled in a decade

Astonishing
record

JfgMfcf&ntr

teenth largest exporter in 1991,

up from 26th place in 1980. Chi-

na's share of world trade has
. doubled in a decade. Merchan-
dise trade as a ratio of

.
gross

national product GNP, mea-
sured - using the official

exchange rate, has increased
from 1£8 per cent in 1980 to 38
per cent in 1992. "

Ghina has. gradually disman-
tled its restrictive trade regula-

tions, allowed a substantial

depreciation of the exchange

rate and encouraged foreign

investors and the growth of the
non-state sector to take advan-
tage of cheap Chinese labour.

The result are reflected in the
changing pattern of exports.

The share of labour-intensive
manufactures in total exports

has risen from 86 per cent in

1975 to 74 per cent in 1990.

while the share of capital-in-

tensive manufactures has
fatten from 50 per cent to 19

per cent over the same period.

By 1990, 20 per cent of exports

now come from foreign funded
enterprises, while the share of

township and village enter-

prises had risen from less than

5 per cent in 1985 to over 20 per

cent China still has a long way
to go in replacing direct admin-
istrative intervention with
indirect price measures and
removing opaque regulations

before it will have a liberal

trade regime.

But the result of decentral-

ised decision-making has been,

according to the World Bank,
to make China's trade system
de facto more open than its 32

per cent average nominal tariff

rate and the plethora ofimport
controls, licenses and non-tar-

iff barriers would suggest.

Western diplomats in Bei-

jing, while complaining that

China is not dismantling its

quota system fast enough, say
there are are encouraging
signs, hi the area of intellec-

tual property, while enforce-

ment has lagged substantially

behind new copyright legisla-

tion and abuse is widespread,

the government recently
raided an illegal CD manufac-
turer in Shanghai.
Similarly, while China's

trade regime is for from trans-

parent. the trade ministry last

month started to publish a
periodic journal of regulations
relating to foreign trade and
stated that any state council
directives which are not matte

public are henceforth invalid.

One sensitive trade issue in

Sino-US relations, with textile

quotas up for re-negotiation at

the end of this year, is the ille-

gal trans-ghipmp.ntg of textiles

through Taiwan. Hong Kong
and the Dominican Republic in

order to evade China's trade

quotas.

Officially, Hang Kong alone
receives 54 per cent of China’s
total exports. But, according to

the World bank, adjusting for

re-exports raises the US share

of Chinese exports from 8.7 per
cent to 25.6 per cent and the

EC share from 9-2 per cent to

19^ per cent, while the Hong
Kong share slips back to a
mere 6.2 per cent
Yet, regardless of progress

on the trade front, the opera-

tive condition forMFN renewal

is “significant progress on
human rights.” Mr Warren
Christopher. US secretary of
state, said last month that
China still has a long way to

go before significant progress

has been made, a sentiment
that Mr Clinton is likely to

echo this week in Seattle.

Edward Balls

Accountancy and legal services are growing fast, reports Lynne Curry

Foreign firms move in

A FTER years or being rigidly con-

trolled by the state and treated as

irrelevant, accounting joint ven-
tures and foreign and domestic law Anns
are experiencing an explosive growth in

China.

The changes haw been profound. In the

face of a serious shortage of Chinese finan-
cial experts with a real understanding of

the workings of a market economy, inter-

national accounting firms, in joint ven-

tures with domestically-trained accoun-
tants, have moved to fill the vacuum.
“The idea has begun to be accepted that

accounting is for business and not for the

government, and that international
accounting standards should be practiced
in China,” said Charles Feng, deputy man-
ager of Arthur Andersen Hua Qiang, the
accounting firm’s joint venture here.

With the rise of accounting firms, the

economy has also seen the emergence of a
small group of well-connected domestic
lawyers that work in independent co-oper-

atives, with at least five attorneys, in what
are better known in the west as partner-

ships - “these co-operative firms are good
and became good quickly,” says a western
lawyer. “They are a bigger competitive
threat than foreign law firms realise.”

Within the last year, about 100-150 co-op-

erative firms have been established
nationwide with at least twenty based in

Beijing, six in Shanghai, and two in

Guangzhou.
Nearly all deal with commercial issues.

Almost none handle criminal or civil

cases. Their areas of expertise include fin-

ancing commercial transactions, securities

and listing advice, foreign investment and
trade, real estate, commercial disputes,
and intellectual property rights.

Co-operatives are dramatically different

from China's more conventional state-

owned law firms. Attorneys operate along
western lines, working longer, more west-

ern hours, making for larger salaries, and
assuming more individual responsibility.

For China, these “partnerships” are the
wave of the future. State firms are losing

many of their best attorneys to these new
cooperatives with the result that state-

owned law offices may gradually fade
away or be forced to change.

With the emergence of independent
domestic law firms, the role of foreign

lawyers has slowly begun to shift.

Although foreign law firms continue to

offer legal, financial, and investment
advice to both Chinese and foreign com-
panies. some foreign lawyers are begin-

ning to specialise more in legal consulta-

tions involving large business deals for

Chinese companies overseas and for those
Chinese enterprises seeking listings on the

New York and Hong Kong stock
exchanges.
But fundamental differences between

Overhauling China's accounting
practices proves to be a boon
to foreign accounting firms

Chinese co-operatives and foreign law
firms remain. Foreign lawyers are not
allowed to argue a case in court for their

clients, nor are they permitted to give
advice or legal opinions on Chinese law.

Despite the restrictions, foreign law
firms are eager to cash in on China's
increasing economic openness. Since the

government has given official approval to

foreign firms to operate here, there are
now over 40 foreign law firms with offices

in China
, among them, such prominent

companies as Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Whar-
ton, & Garrison. Denton Hall. Graham &
James, and Coudert Brothers.

While foreign law firms compete with
the newly established domestic co-opera-

tives, they also frequently work closely

with them on matters requiring vital per-

sonal Chinese connections and Chinese
assistance in Litigation and in arbitration.

Still, foreign law firms bring a certain

analytical edge that the fledgling law co-

operatives lack, according to western
attorneys. “Chinese firms are not yet

strong* enough on analysis: it's an
approach they haven't yet developed,” a

western lawyer observes. While lawyers

are rapidly moving to become the econo-

my's legal foundation, accountants have
become the country's economic linchpin.

The government says Chinese state-run

enterprises seeking foreign investment
must adopt international accounting stan-

dards to make corporate bookkeeping
understandable to foreign investors, and
In the future, this will be broadened to

include all Chinese enterprises.

Chinese accounting practices have fol-

lowed the former Soviet model, where
ownership and profitability were irrele-

vant in a centrally planned economy.
“In government-owned enterprises, you

couldn't find the real owners,” says Li

Bichang, vice-president of KPMG Peat
Marwick Huazhen. “The government is

trying to use corporatisation to clarify

ownerships. It is a difficult job."

The monumental task of overhauling
China's accounting practices to bring

them into line with a market economy has
proven to be a boon to foreign accounting
firms. All of the large multinationals are

here and have ambitious expansion plans.

Under the new regulations, they have
formed joint ventures with accounting
firms that are linked either directly or
indirectly with the Ministry of Finance.
Previously, they were permitted to do con-

sulting and auditing only for foreign Joint

ventures. Now, they are able to offer the

same services to any Chinese enterprise.

Their focus will remain, however, on serv-

ing foreign joint ventures and on those
Chinese enterprises that are planning to

be listed on Chinese, Hong Kong, or New
York stock exchanges.
While accounting and law are forging

ahead, insurance remains largely closed to

foreigners. The multinational AIG is the

only foreign company that has been given

a license to operate in China. It can sell

life insurance to Shanghai residents and
write policies primarily for foreign invest-

ment enterprises.

Sino-US relations: report by Alexander Nicoll

Clinton seeks a new start

T
HE MEETING due to be held in Seat-

tle tomorrow between President
Clinton and Mr Jiang Zemin, China's

president and communist party general

secretary, could signal a new phase in the

complex relationship between Washing-
ton and Beijing.

Though officials of both sides have been
cantions about the meeting's likely out-

come, China has called it a “Sino-US sum-

mit”. Mr Li Peng, the premier, said earlier

this month: “It conforms with the com-
mon interests of the two countries and is

conducive to safeguarding peace and sta-

bility in the Asia-Pacific region for China
and the United States to maintain a stable

and constructive relationship.”

Mr Clinton has set the tone for deeper

links by embarking on a new multi-fac-

eted approach to China in recent months.

On the one hand, he has set new condi-

tions for next year’s renewal of China’s

most-favoured nation (MFN) trading sta-

tus - thereby creating new strains in the
relationship and posing a severe threat

not only to Chinese economic progress but

also to US exports and imports. US offi-

cials insist that MFN status will be

Continued on next page
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CHINA& EASTERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY LIMITED

Extract from the preliminary announcement of final results for die year ended 3lsr July, 1993.

1993 1992

us$ USS

Net assets 53.817.874 49,569.350

Revenue 2,166.789 1,858.654

Administrative expenses 814.214 1,395,050

Profit before taxation 1,352,575 463,604

Taxation 39 770

Profit for the year 1,352,536 462.834

Special interim dividend -- paid - 204,000

Final dividend - proposed 1.224.000 204.000

Profit for the year - retained 128,536 54.834

Earnings per share US$0,066 US$0,023

Final dividend per share US$0.06 US$0.01

Net asset value per share US$2.64 US$2.43

Other transfers to reserves

Net profit on disposal i>f m6esrrrumr* US$2.5 18,671 US$106,164

increase in valuation of investments USSI.WI.J17 USS 13,801.961

« ^ .The strong growth in China & Eastern’s earnings has continued with the

profit attributable to shareholders increasing by 192% . . . the Board looks to

the future with confidence and believes that there will continue to be

excellent investment opportunities for the Company through which the

shareholders of China & Eastern can enjoy long term capital appreciation.”

The Rr. Hon. The Lord Marsh ofMannington Kt

At 29th October, 1993 China &. Eastern’s unaudited net asset value per share was

US$3.47, an increase of31% since 31st July, 1993.

TL«, now 32 companies listed on the two Chinese ‘B’ share markets with a

^mbined capitalisation in excess ofUS$1.5 billion. The 5 ‘H’ shares had a

capitalisation of some US$1.5 billion ar 3rd November 1993. The availability of

investment opportunities continues to expand beyond the confines of the Shenzhen,

Shanghai and Hong Kong Stock exchanges. Chinese companies now have listings in

hUS UK Hong Kong and Australia. This process is expected to continue as

China’s capital requirements continue to grow. As China & Eastern’s investment

are following these developments with great interest and have been active
advisorsw^

^ share markets on their behalf, as well as making investments outside

of the Ho^Kong and Chinese stock markets.

. r annual report and accounts are available from its registered office:

8thFbor, Princes Building, Hong Kong.

Baring International Asset Administration Limited

acts as advisor and fund manager to

China & Eastern Investment Company Limited.
BARINGS

Like the horse poised on the sparrow, companies

venturing into China must show deliberation as well

as dispatch.

At HongkongBank we know that there is much

more to efficiency than speed alone.

Our goal, therefore, is not only to respond swiftly

to your needs, but to complement that service with

tried and tested business advice.

When it comes to trade finance, for example, with

our advanced telecommunications network, we can

ensure that your business transactions are processed

without delay.

But more importantly, our experience of China

trade dates back well over a hundred years to the day

we opened our Shanghai branch in 1865. An expertise

that currently spans nine offices strategically located

in major business cities throughout China.

So before you sprint out of the starting gates into

the China market, you'd be well advised to pace the

course with a seasoned runner.

After all, we know that the only

way we'll succeed is by helping

you to do the same.

Success In China Requires A Delicate Balance Between Momentum And Control

<Z>
HongkongBank

Your Future Is Our Future
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Reform has come gradually to China’s

industry. Here, and on the following four

pages, Robert Thomson, Tony Walker,

Bronwen Maddox and Edward Balls chart

the progress of key sector

INDUSTRIAL REFORMS

Central controls are eased
Balancing rapid

development and
popular opinion appears

to be the guiding

principle of the

government, reports

ROBERT THOMSON

I
N the early years of China's

economic reform, factory

managers and Communist
party secretaries did their job
satisfactorily if they expressed
support for change and spiced

their sentences with the lan-

guage of newspaper editorials

and internal party documents.
Reform has come gradually,

sometimes erratically, but the

accumulated change has
altered the character of Chi-

nese industry. Factory manag-
ers. whose tasks were neatly

described in a state plan, are

now aiming at the moving tar-

get of a market, and the gov-

ernment wants to peel away
the welfare functions of the

work unit, leaving a corporate

core.

The nature of opposition to

industrial reform has also

changed. In the past Commu-
nist party leaders fought over
points of ideology on issues

such as bankruptcy, but the

reluctance of local govern-

ments to use the tool of bank-

ruptcy now has more to do

with angering workers and dis-

rupting “social stability”.

Ideological arguments have
been settled by the success of

reform, but the government is

yet to solve some of the more
difficult questions confronting

industrial China. Many large

state-owned companies are still

soaking up subsidies to cover
losses, and the “debt chains'*,

the networks of unpaid debts

in the state sector, appear to be

lengthening again.

Smaller, collectively-run and
private companies are diversi-

fying into new areas with a

passion, pushing up the
national rate of industrial out-

put, which rose 23-4 per cent in

August, against a year earlier.

But some of these new ven-

tures are flooding the market
with poor quality products that

were a good idea last year but

have already lost their niche.

Change is begetting change.

Factories, such as the Shen-
yang Cable Works, now respon-

sible for their own profitabil-

ity. are experimenting with
foreign exchange hedging for

the first time. As Mr Wang
Fuyao, vice president of Shen-

yang Cable, explained: “We
import raw materials and we
have been hurt by exchange
rate fluctuations, so we set up
a team to research the market
and will begin operations next

year."

For the first year in its post-

revolution history, Shenyang
Cable says that products are

not sold at a discount for spe-

cial state projects, and the

company has decided that it

must trim 1,000 from its 12,600

workforce. But the factory's

suggested solution to that awk-

ward problem is typical of the

central government's response

to reform's unresolved contra-

dictions.

“We, in the management, are

not going to decide who should

be among the 1,000. We will let

the workers decide among

Poor quality goods that

were a good idea last

year flood the market

themselves. For example. If 600

people are in a certain work-

shop, we will say that there

should be only 550 and let the

workers select who the 50 will

be. Then we will approve their

decision,” says Mr Wang-
Similar difficult decisions are

being Faced and avoided in fac-

tories throughout the country.

The “responsibility system."
introduced after early suc-

cesses in reforming agricul-

ture. has taken hold, but fac-

tory managers and the
Communist party leadership

are still ready to pass the par-

cel of responsibility, which hin-

ders the Identification of wor-

rying trends in industry.

Debt chains were hurting
industry many years before Mr
Zhu Rongji, the vice-premier.

was called in to clean up the

mess. And, for example, the

New Asia General Corporation

in Yantai, on the east coast,

has been awarded the title of

“Star Unit" by local officials

for expanding into business

area in which it has no exper-

tise and, in some cases, almost

no hope of success In already

overcrowded markets.

But the 2,000 workers, many
of them farmers turned factory

managers, have built on the

early success of a steel plate

factory, creating 18 subsid-

iaries. which churn out instant

noodles, mineral water, lifts,

and “biochemicals". Like other

work units, they have just ven-

tured into the hotel and taxi

business and are building a
cluster of villas on a nearby

hilltop.

Asked which is the most
profitable of the businesses, Mr
Li Xueben, a vice general man-
ager at New Asia, sighed and
said: "The steel plate factory.

The production scale at that

factory is the largest and the

prices are good. The food and
drink markets in China are

very difficult, but we hope to

make a profit with our Xinxin

noodles this year."

The relaxation of central

control, and the rapid expan-

sion of companies such as New
Asia, explains the fall from 12

per cent to 6.5 per cent in the

proportion of planned indus-

trial output this year. As well,

there was “guidance" in the

form of estimates far about 25
per cent of production, com-
pared with 34 per cent a year
ago. China's government has
allowed markets to flourish

and encouraged competition,

but some of the country's larg-

est companies and their man-
agers are ill-equipped for these

new conditions. About 31 per

cent of state-owned, factories

reported losses in the first half,

but the actual figure is proba-

bly far higher, as accounting is

one sector still in need of

reform.

In Shenyang, the northern
heart of Chinese heavy indus-

try, the municipal government
estimates that 38 per cent of

factories in its care are losing

money. The government has

asked for extra central funds to

ensure that these companies,

which double as welfare insti-

tutions, can continue to pro-

vide housing, kindergarten and
leisure facilities for their

unwieldy workforces.

Company housing reform
began six years ago, but stalled

because local governments are

reluctant to push rents to lev-

els that make the purchase of a
home an attractive alternative.

When reform began, debate
about the rights of ownership
in a socialist country dis-

tracted officials, but now the

party is hesitant because of its

fears of instability.

Balancing rapid development
and popular opinion appears to

be the guiding principle of the

government, but some officials

and factory directors are still

inspired by ambitious indus-
trial output targets of a kind
that once excited Chairman
Mao Zedong in his rush for

growth. However, in searching

for role models, Chinese offi-

cials are looking elsewhere.

Mr Cai WeicL deputy direc-

tor of the Ministry of Machin-
ery Industry, has turned to

Japan and its Ministry of Inter-

national Trade and Industry
for an example in guiding Chi-

nese companies: “Their experi-

ence is very inspiring. We have
done very careful research on
how they handled the period of
rapid growth and the reform of

industry. We are like Japan in

the 1960s."
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Bold plans to seli-off state industries

Pain in the provinces

Officials in Beijing are

debating ambitious

proposals for large scale

sell-offs of state

enterprises

W HILE the debate goes
on In Beijing, the
reform of state indus-

try is a painful struggle in the

provinces between factories
and the local government offi-

cials who have traditionally

ruled over industry.

A year ago, the Chinese gov-

ernment introduced “regula-

tions on the transformation of

the operational manhanlsm of

state-owned industrial enter-

prises," which were supposed
to clarify the rights and
responsibilities of factory man-
agers, and contribute to the
gradual commercialisation of

the state sector.

But a government research

team dispatched, to review the

impact of the regulations has

found that local machinery and
other industrial departments
are reluctant to let go of their,

control over the factories, par-

ticularly those not large
enough to have a network of
influence in Beijing.

Mr Zhu Rongji, the vice-pre-

mier, was expected to raise

this issue at a meeting of the

Communist Party’s central

committee which began last

week, and also wanted dele-

gates to approve the wide-

spread auctioning of small and
medium-sized state factories,

intended to shift some respon-

sibility for loss-making compa-
nies away from the state.

Mr Zhu is concerned by a
separate obstacle to the party's

attempts to turn state indus-

tries into corporate entities,

similar in responsibility, if not
ownership structure, to a West-

QU workers drtSng in CWW* western Tarfrn B**ki tami

can company. Chinese minis-

tries and their myriad, some-

times loosely-linked depart-

ments and branches have been
spinning off new companies at

a remarkable rate, again blur-

ring- the lines between govern-

ment industry. One reason

for the backlash against Mr
Zhu's efforts to cool the econ-

omy is that it has hurt these

newly-emerging companies,
involved In everything from
property development to the

personal computer trade. The
government departments were
annoyed that bank lending
slowed just as they were reach-

ing for their piece of the
flr-tfnn

But these government
departments and their corpo-
rate ventures are competing
unfairly against established
companies and other new
entrants. They are often
responsible for issuing busi-

ness licences, a privilege the?
are prone to abuse, and they
control state funds for their

Industry, which Is naturally
kept in the corporate family.

In the longer term, the gov-

ernment is plaimirig to Shift

“the .welfare functions away

from state factories, far exam-

ple, by encouraging home own-

ership arid establishing a pub-

lic insurance scheme , that will

cover the cost of welters bene-

fits. These reforms remain
experimental, and, as a north-

ern Chinese factory manager
complained, he has to pay mar-

ket rates for raw. materials,

and still provide all the old

social services.

If the responsibilities of Chi-

nese companies become more
corporate, then the govern-

ment will be able to- introduce

an ownership scheme, pro-

posed by a group of young Beir

jfng economists, which would
create four distinct types of

shareholders, and ensure that

the companies can still be
called state-owned- Shares will

be held by a state Investment

fund, linked, to the present
departments responsible for

industry, and there will be

cross-ownership by suppliers

and friendly companies similar

to the Japanese kerretsu Sys-

tran, as well.as sales of shares

to employees and investors.

Robert Thomson

A VISITOR to the Capital

Iron and Steel works In

Beijing's western
suburbs is left in no doubt as

to the most important event in

the steel giant's recent history.

The entrance foyer of Us
reception pavilion is

dominated by an outsize

portrait of Mr Deng Xiaoping,
China's supreme leader,

visiting the plant on May 22,

1992.

Shougang could hardly have
hoped for higher-level
endorsement of its ambitious
expansion plans, both in China
itself and internationally.

Indeed, the story of the
company and its high-level

connections provide a valuable

insight into the workings of an
opaque Chinese system.

Within weeks of Mr Deng's
inspection visit. State Countil,

or cabinet, approved a fairly

dramatic expansion of
Shougang’s charter, including

the establishment of the China
Shougang International Trade
and Engineering Company,
and the granting of a coveted
banking license.

According to company
literature, Shougang is now
empowered to "engage directly

in import and export business,

set up plants and run joint

ventures abroad, undertake
engineering contracts abroad
and conduct labour services.

Shougang was also empowered
to operate business in the

Tony Walker reports on the dramatic expansion plans of an engineering giant

Shougang has international ambitions
partnership with billionaire Li Capital tPOH attatf steel works - - M

j

China this year will produce 80m tonnes of steel noun oy Hugh room*

fields of finance and foreign
trade.” There is little, it seems,
that Shougang cannot do.

Mr Pan Huanyuan, Vice
President of International
Operations and a Shougang
board member, said that the

company's ambition was to

become a “trans-national
enterprise". A decision to

accelerate the expansion of its

activities abroad had been
taken by directors late last

year.

In fact, Shougang, which
ranks as China’s fourth largest

industrial enterprise and third

biggest steel producer, had
already signalled Its ambitions
in the international market
place.

Through its wholly-owned
subsidiary Shougang Holding
(Hong Kong) Ltd. it bad begun
swooping on a clutch of listed

Hong Kong companies, and in

the process forged some
powerful alliances. Including

partnership with billionaire Li
Hashing in a steel company -

Shougang Concord Inter-

national Enterprises,
previously known as Tung
Wing Steel Holdings.

Other Hong Kong invest-

ments include interests in a

metals trading company, an
electronic-component
manufacturer and a property

company. Among partners in
the property company, known
as the Shougang Concord
Grand (Group) is Mr Deng
Zhifang, the son of Mr Deng
Xiaoping himself. These
connections will have done no
harm to Shougang’s global

ambitions.

Shougang’s move into Hong
Kong has enabled it to secure

“back door” listings on the
local stock exchange, opening
up prospects of the steel giant

transferring some its mainland
interests to these listed compa-
nies. The company's Hong
Kong investments will also
facilitate additional capital
raising in the local market
Mr Pan says that in selecting

Hong Kong as a “fortress” for

its international ambitions.
Shougang was mindful of its

A fresh approach by the US
Continued from previous page

revoked if there is not signifi-

cant progress on human
rights, trade and nuclear pro-

liferation issues.

The US has also stepped up
pressure on China by imposing
sanctions because of weapons
sales to Pakistan. Relations
were farther impaired by US
pursuit of a Chinese ship it

suspected of carrying poison
gas ingredients to Iran. An
inspection found no trace of

them and China demanded an
apology.

But on the other hand. Mr
Clinton has sent a number of

top officials to Beijing to

engage China in much higher-

level discussions on issues

such as trade, human rights,

agriculture and military mat-
ters.

The US agriculture secre-

tary, Mr Mike Espy, last
month became the first of Mr
Clinton's cabinet to visit Bei-

jing and senior officials from
the State and Defense depart-

ments as well as the deputy US
Trade Representative have all

held talks there.

This contrasts with the
approach of the Bush admin-
istration, which substantially

reduced official contacts after

the 1989 Tiananmen Square
killings but resisted congres-

sional pressure to set condi-

tions on MFN renewal.
Tbe Bush approach pro-

voked fierce criticism from
congress members concerned
about human rights, but also

caused alarm among academ-
ics and businessmen who saw
Washington failing effectively

to address China's growing
economic power and regional

influence.

The new US tack is an
attempt to construct an over-
arching policy of engagement
with the aim that issues which
are thorny, such as trade and
human rights, become sim po-
part of a much broader rela-

tionship and lose the high pro-

file which hampers progress

China insists that

trade and human rights

should be treated as

separate issues

upon them. It recognises not
only China’s sheer complexity
but also its rapid economic
development, in which US
business is deeply involved,

and its growing regional links.

Recent contacts have been
friendly and US officials see
scattered signs of progress, for

example on specific trade
issues such as pirating of
copyright. China has under-
taken to publish all regula-
tions relating to trade in a
new official gazette, removing
the bugbear of secret rales.

There are hints of a closer
understanding on implementa-
tion of a memorandum on
prison labour.

However, in spite of these

indications, US officials are
also at pains to make clear

that the threat of MFN termi-
nation is real. Mr Warren
Christopher, secretary of state,

told businessmen last month
that MFN could not be
renewed next Jane unless
there was steady and signifi-

cant progress on human
rights, trade and nuclear pro-

liferation.

The US demands are mainly
general. But US officials said
specific progress must be seen
in implementation of the mem-
orandum on exports of prison-

produced goods, and on the
granting of passports to eligi-

ble Chinese citizens who wish
to traveL

The picture as seen from the

DS is mixed. China Is thought
to have freed most of the dissi-

dents who were arrested for
their 1989 activities in the
Tiananmen Square demonstra-
tions, and has released some
other dissidents. However, it

also launched a farther round
of arrests of dissidents and
reporters and new trials are
expected soon.

Against the greater freedom
of speech now evident in
China must be set a recent
official announcement which
could signal a clampdown on
satellite receivers which allow
millions of Chinese to watch
the Hong Kong-based Star

Television network and other

satellite broadcasters.

China's view’ of these issues

starts from an entirely differ-

ent position and resnlts in

vehement rejection of the US
approach.

The Beijing government's
concerns are principally
domestic, with its main for-
eign policy objectives being
preservation of its borders and
the development of friendly
relations with all countries so
as to permit continued eco-
nomic development It believes
that development of the econ-
omy takes precedence over
pursuit of a western concept of
human rights. Beijing rejects

the idea that a developed
China poses a threat to the
world as "shallow”.

It says that trade and
human rights are separate

issues which should be treated

as such, and that MFN is nor-

mal practice rather than a
favour for the US to grant
Termination of MFN status

would be a double-edged
sword, says Mr Wu Jianmin,

foreign ministry spokesman.
“Both China and the US will

be hurt," he says, pointing out
that the two governments
have common Interests in eco-

nomic development
“A lot of Americans do not

really understand much about
China," says Mr Wu. “Quite
often there is a gap between
people's perception and real-

ity."

Mr Wu wants closer contacts

including farther visits by US
senators and congressmen.
When they visit, he says, they
“come to realise that we are
not talking about human
rights on the moon or in a

j

vacuum. We are talking about
human rights on the earth.”
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advantages as a “centre of
finance, information, and com-
munications." But he also

made it dear that the company
was intent on seeking opportu-

nities in the wider world.

“Shougang is interested in
everything, although, of
course, we are not interested in

running a cemetery!” he
declares.

To this end, the company
took control of the Mesta
Engineering Company of the
US in 1968, and last year it

purchased an iron-ore mine in

Peru for U$120m. It is now
looking for further invest-
ments in the mining sector in

places like Latin America,

AS 1993 draws to a close,

China faces mounting
challenges in its attempt

to regain sovereignty over
Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Its negotiations with Britain
about Hong Kong's political

development have gone badly,

raising the possibility that the
much sought after “smooth
transition" in 1997 from British

to Chinese rule will be unat-

I

tamable.
Across the straits on Taiwan,

the island's political social
development is leading it fur-

ther away from reunification
with the mainland, in spite of
growing economic relations

which are pulling the two
economies closer together.

One of first tasks Mr Deng
Xiaoping. China's senior
leader, set himself on his
return to power in late 1978

was to deal with these two
problems which were left unre-
solved by the communists'
assumption of power in 1949.

China’s revolution was
strongly nationalistic in char-
acter. The British and Portu-
guese colonies of Hong Kong
and Macao were symbols of
past humiliations by foreign
powers. Their existence for

most of the post-war period
was tolerated because of the
access they afforded China to

the outside world in the after-

math of its enforced isolation

following the Korean War.
Taiwan was a different mat-

ter. It housed the remnants of
the Kuomingang (KMT,
Nationalist) government which
the communists had defeated

in a civil war which raged in

earnest from 1945 until 1949.

Both issues, however, came
together under the rubric of

Australia and South Africa.

In China itself, the company
began in 1979, after reaching

agreement with the authorities

on a new “responsibility sys-

tem" under which it was
allowed to retain a share of its

profits for re-investment, diver-

sifying into such areas as con-

struction, real estate, electron-

ics, ship-building, shipping, the

manufacture of auto parts and
textiles.

Shougang’s employees num-
ber 280,000, the majority of
whom are engaged in either
operating the company's iron-

ore mine near Tangshan, north
of Beijing, or at the Beijing
plant which resembles a small

town With 60-70,000 people resi-

dent there, and engaged pre-

dominantly in steel-making
activities."

Steel-making accounts for
about 80 per cent of Shou-
gas^sgproffis which are expec-

'

tef$iipeach TnA6hn (U$807m)
this, year, compared with
Yn299m' In 1978, the year
before tbe introduction of the
responsibility system of profit-

sharing with the state.

Steel-making would remain
tbe focus of Shougang's endea-
vours in spite of Its' diversifica-

tion strategy, said Mr Fan. The
company expected to Uft pro-
duction to 89m tonnes of steel

by the end of 1994, up from

5.7m tonnes in 1992.

- At present, the steelmaker
ranks third In production
behind the Anshan works in

Uaoning province, butplans to

be number one in China by the

end of the
.
century. Another

ambition is to be ranked
among the world's top 10 steel

manufacturers. China this year
will produce about 80m tonnes
of steel, making it the world's

third largest producer behind
the US and Jaipan. -

The Shougang official noted
that per capita steel consump-
tion In China was less than 70
kilograms compared the world
average of 150 kilograms. This
left much scope for increased
business, as China became
more afflngnf

“China’s 250m families need
more and more steel products,”

:

he says.

Apart from its Beijing plant
Which Will reach its tnsnrimnm

production capacity of 10m
tonnes by the turn of the cen-
tury, Shougang is planning a
giant new steel-malting facility

in Shandong province, south-
east of Beijing.

In partnership with Mr Li
Bashing's Cheung Kong Hold-
ings, the company will invest
Yn22bn in the first phase
whose production would reach
5m tonnes annually. A second
phase would double capacity to
10m tonnes. Shougang could
not be accused of lacking ambi-
tion ... or connections.

HONG KONG/TAIWAN

Challenges ahead
“uniting the motherland.” Mr
Deng's solution to these two
different problems, “one coun-
try, two systems,” was pro-
pounded to 1979 and first

applied to Hong Kang (and
later Macao).
Today, Chinese government

officials In charge of Hong
Kong and Taiwanese affairs
face very different problems,
problems which reflect the rel-

ative strength in both areas.
Those in charge of Hong

Kong evince confidence in
their ability to managp the col-

ony in the absence of agree-
ment on Hong Kong's political

development They draw com-
fort from the enmeshing of
Hong Kong's economy with
China’s and from the colony’s

aversion to confrontation with
Beijing.

C HINA has said that if

Hong Kong’s political

development proceeds
without its consent then, come
1997, It will hold fresh elections

for the 60-strong Legislative
Council, the colony's law-mak-
ing body. It has also threat-

ened British economic inter-;

ests in Hong Kong and on the
mainland while at the same
time promising to safeguard
Hong Kong and Chinese eco-
nomic Interests.

In July, China set up a “pre-

.

paratory working committee”
consisting nf mainland nffimalfi
and a selection of Hong Kong

plutocrats. Its role is to provide
detailed advice to a “prepara-
tory committee” - which
comes into being in 1996 - aa
all aspects of Hong Kong’s
political, social and economic
life.

Mr Lu Ping, director of the
Hong Kong and Macao Affaire
Office of the State Council (or
cabinet), says: “If there is no
agreement, which we do not
want to see; Hong Kong wfll
still go on and continue to be
prosperous and an interna-
tional financial centre...Hong
Bong will not collapse.”
For officials in charge, of

Taiwan tbe situation is radi-
cally different lh spite of this
year’s thaw in relations, which
saw an historic meeting of
mainland and Taiwanese offi-
cials in Singapore in April, Bei-
jing officials admit that
Taiwan holds the cards in dic-
tating the pace of contacts and.
eventual unification. .

Mr Zhang Ming Qing, a
senior official at the Office of
Taiwan Affairs to the State'
Council, says: “I should hot
say that we have acquteced in
slowing down, the talks /about
re ratification.], but there Is
nothing we can do. It lareelv
depends, on them [the Taiwan-
ese government] whether they
want.to sit down and talk."

P Regional
.trade Issues; the

m'esence’fo Seattle of Mr Stans
Zoom, China’s president ft?
this week's meeting of the Asia

Pacific Economic Co-operation
.
CApec) forum Is of more than
just symbolic importance. It
underlines China's growing
role as a political and eco-
nomic superpower In the
region.

to terns of regional trade
politics China is keen to cloak
itself in the banner of free
frada and will resist turning
Apec Into an Asian version of
the European Community.
Mr Wu Jianmin. spokesman

for tbe Chinese foreign minis-
«y, says "We see Apec as an
Open trade bloc, rather thana
closed one. We are not in
r™ .<? an exclusive, formal-
ised trade bloc but one open to

_A little over a decade ago
China’s trade with the mem-
bers of the Association of
South East Asian Nations
(Asean) was.ggQQm; today it
staods at more than $8bn.
The combination of China’s

U21 ?°°r Pdky and the
enthusiasm, of the estimated
40m overseas Chinese - most

whom live to the region -
for maittiand investments will

underwrite further rapid
“Pausion of regional trade to
tha coming yeare.

J5?“ ;
has sought strenu-

ously to build relations with
(

^5
er Asian countries to recent

years.

- Shnon Hofberton
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Tm Dalian Machine
Tool Works, maker of

anrf A??*?’ bom& machines

St*" ““Poitant if unria-

I5528 equipment, is the tyro
in which. China’s leg-endary model -workers were

supposed to have toiled cease-Sy .“d sel
.

nessly for thesake of the proletariat. .

Ifr Zlnw Bn, the factory’s

Sj20r Communist party
secretary, now finds himself at

'

we centre ofa sensitive debate
oyer the reform of state indus-
try and the rights of workers

I
the *** »ctor and

take their skills to collectively-
run or private companies.
Over the past year, the

machine tool factory has lost.

7}
of lts employees, many of

them managers and senior
engineers, to a small company
Bohai Machinery Plant, estab-
lished late last year on the
fnnge of Dalian, a northern
port
The case has received

national coverage, with the
departing- workers asserting“al you want 40 have a

’

market economy, competition
is inevitable.”

However, Mr Zhou com-
plained in a state newspaper
that “they are digging at our
wall publicly" and “some of
our departments are half-
closed”.

The remarks prompted
letters from factory managers
who either agreed with Mr
Zhou or thought that he had to
accept the defections as part of
managing a factory in modem
China. But the replies also
highlighted the welfare burden
faced by large state-owned fac-
tories. which run kindergar-
tens, provide housing ami bear
most of the costs of keeping
retired workers and their fami-
lies.

A tractor factory manager
wrote to the Economic Daily
complaining that his company

.

uvermas interest: a delegation of Japanese businessmen inspect facfiWes In Dalian

Profile: Dalian Machine Tool Works

The market’s burdens
had 40,000 workers, 100,000 rel-

atives and 20,000 retirees, and
“we have to take care of every-
thing - how they eat, drink,
and sleep.” His complaint was
that ttis burden left the fac-

tory at a disadvantage to the
domestic and international
markets.

H AVING been sur-
rounded by political

controversy, Mr Zhou is

now careful in his choice of
words. He began talking about
the resignations by emphasis-
ing that he and the Dalian
Machine Tool Works are com-
mitted to economic reform, and
that the factory has imported
new machinery in the state-ap-

proved quest for quality.

But he also makes clear that

the factory has a long ?nrf hon-
ourable history of serving the
state, which he thinks should
count for something even in
the middle ofreform: “We have
won many awards for our prod-
ucts since our founding in 1948.

We have contributed to the
growth of China’s industry.”
Mr Zhou did not directly cri-

ticise the senior staff who
resigned, and made a point of
mentioning that the exchange
of talents was a natural result

of the market economy, which
suggests that he has been
doing his duty as party secre-

tary by taking note of the pro-

reform editorials in the Peo-
ple’s Daily.

However, he thinks that the
exchange should be gradual,
and not be allowed to damage

state-owned companies, which
do not have the flexibility

eqjoyed by their smaller com-
petitors; “We are trying to

make the transition to the mar-
ket, but it is not easy because
we have been part of a planned
economy for a long time, and
must deal with overstaffing
and other difficult issues.”

Mr Zhou is unable, for exam-
ple, to dismiss a few hundred
of the factory's 6.500 workers
without government approval
and without the danger of

impoverishing those employ-
ees. as Beijing has yet to put a
social safety net in place. He
sees these changes taking a
long time, and implies that
state-owned companies need
assistance in the meantime.
“We still have some planning

and regulations from the cen-

tra! government, and even in a
developed market economy
there should be some regula-
tions. After the perfection of

regulations, our development
will become more orderly and
reasonable." he said.

Mr Zhou is not the only fac-

tory head to think that reform
has created disorder. The direc-

tor of the Luovang Copper
Products Factory’ wrote that be
experienced "bitter and sour
tastes" similar to those felt at

the Dalian Machine Tool
Works, and is unable to over-
haul the factory, despite app-

reciating the need for change.
“Some people say that the

state has invested a lot of
money in our factory, and that

we should be able to revitalise

our operations. It's not chat we
don't want to do it or that we
don't have ability. There is

really nothing we can do. We
are like a big elephant being
eaten away by ants."

Robert Thomson
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Anshan rescues Shenyang Steel

I
Loss-maker is given

I

a new parent
i I UST inside the entrance

j

I to the Shenyang steelU Sheet Works, a banner

|
congratulates employees on

i
their becoming members of

the Anshan Steel family,

which benevolently adopted a
I company that has consistently

lost money for the past decade.

Shenyang Steel is typical of

northern China's ailing manu-
facturers. slipping far behind
the competition on quality but
too poor to overhaul equip-

|
meat installed in the 1950s

I and. in this case, unable even
to buy raw materials.
The factory last year offi-

cially lost Vn12.66m, tbongh
the actual loss was double that

amount, according to one man-
ager. It has about YnlOQm in

outstanding loans from banks,
4,000 mostly idle workers and
a potential output of 100,000

tonnes of steel, chough last

; year it produced only 18,000
tonnes.

“VVe produced only for 75
days last year because we
didn’t have enough materials,"

j

explains Mr Lu Zihe, head of
: Shenyang Steel’s business
department. "We had no
option but to be taken over by
a company like Anshan. We
have been trying to find a
partner since 1991."

Mergers and takeovers are
encouraged as an alternative

to bankruptcy, still a touchy

|

issue in Shenyang. In 1987, the

city’ announced that an explo-
I sive materials factory had

failed, but the resulting con-

troversy surprised local offi-

cials and the city has not had
another bankruptcy since
then.

Tbe Idea of state-approved
takeovers is that the stronger
partner, Anshan. the largest

steel producer in northern
China, will reform the man-
agement of the company and
replace the outdated equip-
ment But, In the four months
since agreement was reached,

Anshan has not changed the

senior management and the
factory !S still working well
below capacity.
One cause of Shenyang

Steel’s woes was the govern-
ment's decision to remove sub-
sidies from material prices,
which rose to levels that the
company could not afford. As
Mr Lu put it, before 1992. “the
state provided materials for
us, but from last year the state

stopped providing those mate-
rials,*' speeding its collapse.

“Wo are determined to learn
advanced management skills

from Anshan,’’ Mr Lu says.

But the managers at Shenyang
do not expect that Anshan will

want to control the company,
and emphasise that they will

be able to trade themselves
out of trouble, given a con-

tinuing flow of money from
Anshan.
Another worker at the fac-

tory insisted that the “state
still owns the factory," even
though Shenyang Steel has

signed a contract making it

responsible for profits and
losses: “Tbis is not like the

system in the west - this is a
socialist country and the state

remains responsible for the

assets and the workers."

His comments indicate the

difficulty faced by the govern-

ment in handling workers fac-

ing dismissal at loss-making
companies. The arrival of

Anshan is seen by workers as
the state acting, in another
form, to ensure that Shenyang
Steel continues to operate
regardless of its lack of profit-

ability.

Mr Lu said bis company is

trying a few new tactics in the
quest for profits. It is attempt-
ing to find a market for the
waste steel materials rusting
outside tbe main workshop,
and is about to open a hotel, a
popular but not necessarily
profitable diversification by
Chinese manufacturers.
“We are doing our best to

avoid cutting the staff. We
have changed the working sys-

tem by putting employees into

smaller units and we plan to

open service businesses,” says
Mr Lu. “fn the past, the gov-
ernment assigned people to

the factory' and v,e are still

responsible for looking after

them. We run a kindergarten
and perform other government
functions, so we should get
help."

Robert Thomson

Al crated up and going nowhere fast GM joint venture materials

Troubled joint ventures

Bumpy road for

car groups

THE UNPACKED boxes
with bright red General
Motors markings stacked

around a Shenyang factory tell

of the difficulties facing the US
vehicle maker in its joint ven-
ture in the northern Chinese
industrial city, writes Robert
Thomson.
Each box contains part of a

pick-up truck, but the assem-
bly line has stalled along With
sales, and GM's partner, the.

Jinbei (Gold Cap) Automotive
Company, complains that the
model is unsuitable for Chi-

nese conditions and thnt the.

price of Ynl80,000 is beyond
the means’ ofmost wort - units:

Mr Zhang Defa, vice director

of Jinbei, said the joint venture

has only put together 300 of 580

pick-up kits imported in the

past year, while existing pro-

duction lines are stiH churning
out Jinbei's standard commer-
cial van. He suggests that the

fruits of co-operation have not
been to either partner's taste.

“There is no market for the

GM truck. Chinese consumers
are not very accustomed to

this kind of two-seater vehicle

and it is very difficult to sell

“We are now negotiating

with them to build a four-sea-

ter vehicle which would be bet-

ter suited for China," Mr
Zhang says.

Dealing with Jinbei has not

been easy for GM or for Toyota

Motor, which has a technical

tie-up for minibus production

the minibus market.

Jinbei's close links to the

Shenvang government make it

difficult for partners to resolve

disputes locally, but Volks-

wagen found in its venture in

larger, less provincial.

Shanghai that it could tap

support from government

officials who owed no personal

loyalty to its partner.

Mr Zhang suggests that

negotiations for a production

Joint venture with Toyota are

In the final phase: “It is very

and be involved in the design

of the car."

Toyota, the Japanese car

maker, insists that there are
many areas of disagreement
and a contract is far from
signed: “The Chinese side
would like to think we are

dose to an agreement.” One
obstacle is Jinbei’s lack of

openness about its financial

operations.

The Japanese company dis-

covered that the Hong Kong-
based Brilliance group,
through which Toyota has the

technical tie-up with Jinbei,

established a Bermuda-regis-
tered company. Brilliance

China Automotive Holdings.

This became the first Chinese
mainland company, via Ber-

muda, to be listed on the New
York exchange late last year.

According to Mr Zhang, Jin-

bei itself was not listed, though
25 per cent of the Toyota-
linked minibus production ven-

ture was listed by the Hong

with the Shenyang company,

which is eager to boast that It
-

is the 37th largest enterprise in

China and has 40 per cent of

good to have technical
co-operation, but we would like

them to make an investment

Kong-based Brilliance.

Toyota says that it was not
told of the listing until after

the event: “Our name was used
in some of the publicity materi-

als, but we didn't know.
“The Brilliance issue does

not affect the ownership of Jin-

bei,” Mr Zhang says.

“I have no idea what the

share price is oow. I know that

the share price went up on the

first day of listing, but that is

all I know because we have no
reason to watch the price."

However, the vehicle mak-
er’s own brochure talks of the

“Brill!ance-Jinbei" listing, and
has a photograph of Jinbei offi-

cials in the company of Mr
Jiang Zemin, the Communist
party general secretary, who is

supposed to have said that

"Jinbei has connected the
finance line with the US and
the world.”

At the time of the listing, the

New York exchange was pres-

ented with a painting depicting

“a hundred birds worshipping
the phoenix," which, Jinbei

explains, symbolised the hun-

dreds of state-owned Chinese

companies flying toward the

US stock market for a listing.

But the listing stirred opposi-

tion in Beijing where some
Communist party officials were
furious that the Shenyang
company and its charismatic

chairman, Mr Zhao Xiyou, had
proceeded.

Toyota is still angry, and
wonders whether its future in

China should be tied to a a
company with an erratic man-
agement record.'

The Japanese maker is also

yet to solve the issues that

haunt most joint veuture nego-

tiations, including the value of

existing assets that Jinbei sees

as Us contribution to the proj-

ect, and the composition of the

workforce, as well as the role

of the imported management

CAR PRODUCTION

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

Trying to bridge the gap
ALONG Tian Lin, a kilo-

metre-long stretch of

road in West Shanghai,

dozens of newly-built computer
shops are taking the plastic

wrappings off their signs and
preparing to start business.
Managers of the electronics

factories along Tian Lin expect

that within months it will be
packed with customers, who
will be able to walk away with
almost any kind of computer
or component they want.

The Chinese government
hopes that many of tbe goods
in streets like Tian Lin will

eventually be Chinese-made.
But that will depend on a
transformation taking place in

Chinese science and technol-

ogy - one of the government’s
priorities since opening up the

economy.
The central questions are

how much that transformation

will depend on importing tech-

nology’. and whether China can
develop a vigorous research

base of its own.
Chinese science lost a gener-

ation of scientists and techni-

cians during the Cultural Rev-

olution. when many of the best

were sent to work on the fields.

Though many were later rein-

stated, those who held doctor-

ate degrees from western uni-

versities before the turmoil are

now mostly over 70 years old.

The current scale of scien-

tific and technological research

is huge: some 5.000 research
institutes - generally separate

from the universities - which
are directed and funded by the

Beijing-based Academy of Sci-

ence. industry, regional col-

leges and the military.

However Professor Zhu
Lilan, a polymer chemist who
is vice minister of the State

Science and Technology Com-
mission. estimates that Chi-

nese scientific research, while
strong in some subjects, is still

a decade behind the cutting

edge of world science. In some
areas, such as communications
and nuclear science. China has
been able to take advantage of

an overlap between military

and civil interests.

But according to western
diplomats, “a shortage of

money to buy equipment has

been a handicap in the natural

sciences [physics, chemistry,

bioiogyl, while the social sci-

ences still look stunted - they

don’t yet have enough auton-

omy [from state ideology]”.

T HE technological stan-

dards of Chinese-made
goods have also been

low. The evidence is visible in

any department store: most
electrical and electronic goods

are imported. Even those
which are Chinese-made often

use imported components
where reliability is needed -

Chinese refrigerators use
Yugoslav parts.

To bridge the gap. the gov-

ernment has been sending sci-

ence students abroad to study
- although half do uot return,

according to the science minis-

try.

Prof Zhu takes a benevolent
view of this: "The world is

becoming more open - a global

village. You cannot say any
more who can go where, but it

does not matter for science

where scientists work.”

She adds that “the important

thing is to create better condi-

tions here so that they return”.

In western diplomats' eyes,

however, “there is some debate

whether it has been a con-

scious part of government pol-

icy to let them go because the

country has uot up to now
been able to absorb them”.

China's attempts to improve
its science are focusing on
areas which might yield com-
mercial applications. However,
researchers’ “lack of under-
standing of the market” is a
formidable obstacle, admits a

ministry official.

One response has been to

collaborate with foreign scien-

tific research institutes, partic-

ularly in the US, and with for-

eign investors, especially in

electronics and telecommuni-
cations.

The electronics ministry,
which estimates that the sector

is now 5 per cent of industrial

output, believes that some
$3bn has been invested in joint

ventures.

To encourage investment,
the Chinese government has
begun to pay attention to the

question of protection for copy-

right and intellectual property.

IBM, the computer giant,

among many other companies,

has cited this as a considerable

concern, although Beijing min-

istries insist that legal redress

for such theft is possible.

Meauwhile, as China grap-

ples with these problems, there

is little doubt of the thirst for

technological products.

Beijing's largest bookstore,

in the Wangfujing shopping
district is evidence alone: one
of the fastest-selling technol-

ogy books is a manual on
Microsoft Windows, the US-de-

signed personal computer soft-

ware that has won worldwide
popularity. It may. though, be
many years before Chinese
companies mount a challenge.

Bronwen Maddox
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China's leading car compa-
nies are courting joint venture
projects, even though Chair-

man Mao Zedong is reputed to

have said: “At last I'm. sitting

in a car made by Chinese”

when the Number One Motor
Vehicle Plant in Changchun
began producing East Wind
cars in 1958.

In the meantime, Chinese

makers have slipped far behind

their competitors in technology

and quality. Economic reform

has stimulated demand for new
vehicles and has highlighted

the deficiencies of the local

product and producers, which

are among the most politicafiy-

influeptiai of the country's

companies.
One sign of that influence,

and of concern about the use of

foreign exchange, is the unpub-

licised understanding within

the government that imported

vehicles should account for

only 10 per cent of tot^ sal*®-

The government had aimed for

a 28 per cent increase in local

production to around 900,000

vehicles this year, and wanted

to keep imports to between

70,000 and 80.000 vehicles.

“The pace of economic devel-

opment means that tbe import

level is likely to be between
90,000 and 100,000, and will at

least be 80,000 vehicles,” a Chi-

nese government report pre-

dicts. However, the report also

reflects concerns that China's

desired admission to the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade will create extra pres-

sure to open the market .

But, as in so many indus-

tries. the official Chinese fig-

ures tell only part of the auto-

motive story. They grossly

China’s admission to

GATT will create

extra pressure to open
the market

underestimate the level of

imports, as Japanese compa-
nies exported 96,953 vehicles to

China last year, up from 20,673

in 1990, and not including

those shipped through Hong
Kong.
Tbe Communist party’s disci-

pline inspection committee is

apparently investigating illegal

imports of South Korean cars

through Shandong province, in

the east Imports of used Japa-
nese cars have come through a

Korean minority area in north-

ern China, with much of the

profit being taken by North

Korean organisers.

To cool the car market, Mr
Zhu Rongji, tbe vice premier,

suspended purchases by gov-

ernment offices, which has
slowed the flow of exports from
Japan. Production in the first

half was running at 45 per cent

above last year’s level, but the

China National Automotive
Industry Corporation said pro-

duction and sales fell by just

over 10 per cent in August,
compared to a month earlier.

One reason for the low
expectations of the Japanese
delegation, sponsored by the

Ministry of Internationa] Trade

and Industry in Tokyo, are

recent hints from senior Chi-

nese automotive officials that

the government does not

expeetto approve another

large-scale joint venture until

1996.

Chinese officials have
suggested that three large ven-

tures. the two Volkswagen pro-

jects and that of Citroen, will

cover demand for cars. It is

also argued that three commer-
cial vehicle and light truck

plants, including Beijing Jeep,

and two mini-vehicle projects,

involving Suzuki Motor and
Fuji Heavy Industries, the

maker of Subaru cars, are

enough for the next three

years and, perhaps, until 2000.

However, another senior Chi-

nese official said Volkswagen
dominates car production and
another venture, either US or

Japanese, would provide a bet-

ter balance of makers. A gov-

ernment report also draws
attention to the limited pres-

ence of US makers in the mar-

ket, and the political value of

increasing imports of US
vehicles or approving another
joint venture.

Jinbei Automotive Company
in Shenyang, in the north, is

still looking for a joint venture

partner, and has been negotia-

ting with Toyota. Mr Zhang
Defa, Jinbei’s vice director,

said that China "cannot rely

on car imports" to satisfy

demand, but “we can't meet
the technological and capital

requirements ourselves.”

While the leading Japanese
makers have been reluctant to

commit themselves to China,

the yen's appreciation this

year has encouraged car parts

makers to consider investment,

partly to link up with ventures

in which friendly companies,

such as Nissan, have a small

stake, but also with a longer-

term aim of using the country

as a base for components
exports to Japan.

Robert Thomson
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An upheaval is under way in China’s rural

heartland. Here and on the facing page,

FT writers report on agriculture, labour,

environmental, housing, labour and
population issues

Many farm workers migrate to the cities, reports Bronwen Maddox

New tensions emerge
AN upheaval is under

way In China’s rural
heartland where 900m

people - three-quarters of the
population - still live. Millions

are starting to move to the
cities, marking one of the big-

gest population shifts in Chi-

na's history.

The migration has presented
Baying officials with an alarm-
ing vision of the social trans-

formation set in train by their

reforms.
The huddles of people

camped in Beijing's railway
station testify to the scale of

the changes. Mr Du Wen Bel.

19, from a farming family in

the south-west, has crossed the

width of China with his friends

to find work on the construc-

tion sites of the northeast
"Jobs are easy to find up

there, but there are no jobs at

home at all/ he says.

The current problems in

agriculture partly stem from
the successes of the past 15

years of liberalisation. The
commune system imposed on

O NE OF the best tests of
whether China can get

to grips with pollution

will be its success in Improv-

ing supplies of dean water. At
the moment the cities, indus-

try and agriculture are tussl-

ing over an Increasingly
scarce resource.

Tianjin, located 100km
south-east from Beijing, has
recently seen part of its water
supply diverted to Beijing,

after a new reservoir was built

upstream.
Tt is now rapidly approach-

ing a ceiling: it uses 90 per
cent of the remaining water
and demand is still rising.

Tianjin's Environmental
Protection Bureau acknowl-
edges the dangers that water
shortage poses to its regional

farmers in the 1950s and 1960s

sharply reduced agricultural

yields, and output barely kept

pace with the fast-growing pop-
ulation.

However, after 1979, peasant
households were allocated

their own plots of land under
contract. After fulfilling local

quotas, they were allowed to

sell the surplus in the markets
that began to emerge.

In the past two years, the

government has also Lifted

state controls on most agricul-

tural prices, and by the middle

of this year, controls on grain

and other food prices had dis-

appeared in most parts of the

country, the International

Monetary Fund reports.

The surge in agricultural

output since 1979 was one of

the first clear successes of the

liberalisation programme and
has given the government con-

fidence to reform the industrial

sector.

But new tensions have
emerged. The leap in agricul-

tural productivity coincided

with a steady rise in China’s

population, and Beijing minis-

tries estimate that at least

130m of the total 333m agricul-

tural labour force are now sur-

plus to needs.

On some ministry estimates,

this figure could reach 200m by

the end of the decade.

Hence the migration - many
of those people are now leaving

Today’s migration from

the rural heartland is one
of the biggest population

shifts in China’s history

their home provinces to look

for work on construction sites

or as maids, enticed by stories

of bright lights and big cities.

Discontent is also rising

among those still on the farms.

Although the rural standard of

living has risen in the past

decade, the gap between rural

and town incomes has wid-

ened: official figures say that

per capita income for peasants

Shortages are made worse by the

pollution of rivers and water tables

A tussle over
water supplies

development, bnt the solution

- building more reservoirs - is

expensive.

Reports by China's National

Environmental Protection
Agency (NEPA) and the World
Bank show that the main
cities frequently extract too
much ground water.

Thousands of square kilo-

metres of land have subsided

aroand Beijin and Tianjin

because of over-extraction of
groundwater.

Overall, subsidence bas been

detected in 45 large and medi-
um-sized cities.

The shortages are exacer-
bated by pollution of rivers

and water tables. Much of the

is Yn770 a year, less half that

in the cities.

In the past two years, farm-

ers have seen their incomes
squeezed by a fall in prices for

grains, while the costs of fuel,

water, pesticides and fertilisers

have risen steeply.

Their grievances were
inflamed further in the spring

when local banks failed to hon-
our government IOUs for grain

purchases.

One western diplomat says:

“The problem arose partly
because many local officials

still regard peasants as serfs

and don't take their needs seri-

ously.”

Although the central govern-

ment gives the provinces
money to buy the grain, many
regions used their growing
independence from Beijing to

invest the money in real estate

- they then lacked enough
money to pay farmers.

Provincial independence,
combined with farmers' prefer-

ence for growing only the most
profitable vegetables, has

country's liquid and solid

waste ends up eventually in

one of tbe seven main river

basins.

The pollution is rapidly cut-

ting fishery yields. Annual
breeding of tbe four main
fishes in tbe Yangtze river

declined from 20bn in the

1970s to tbe present lbn,

according to NEPA reports.

Meanwhile, poor drainage
and accumulation of salt has

cut yields on nearly 7m hect-

ares of irrigated cropland,
sometimes by 25 per cent, the

World Bank study found.

Around 1.4m hectares are

irrigated by polluted water,
leaving poisonous heavy met-
als in the crops.

Bronwen Maddox
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Pictured here are chRdren In the crowded city of Chongqing In Sichuan Province. China’s new fertiEty rate Is now nearly as low as that of western
Europe and the US. Much foreign crttlctem has centred on press reports of compulsory abortion and sterilisation in China Picture by Danny Green

Experts search for reasons for a dip in the fertility rates

The population puzzle

FINANCIAL TIMES THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 18

S HANGHAI'S population
has stopped growing
because the birth rate

has fallen so low, according to

China's ministry of family
planning. That claim does not
take account of peasants Clock-

ing to the city's construction
sites or the sprawl of the new
suburbs. But if true, it reflects

the success of China's popula-

tion programme, one of the

most ambitious and interna-

tionally controversial aspects
of its policy.

For nearly two decades,
China has been trying to curb
the growth of its population in

order to raise living standards

and restrain pressure on scarce

resources. Latest government
figures put the total at l.lThn:

China now has a nearly quar-

ter of the world's population

on around seven per cent of

the world's arable land.

Estimates of the future popu-

lation are staggering. The
United Nations’ central projec-

tion is that by 2060, the total

could reach 1.52bn.

But tiny changes In assump-

tions about family size produce

a wide range: from as little as

1.23bn in 2050 up to an
astounding l.9bn in 2050 (and

2.4bn in 2150), although demog-

raphers regard the highest fig-

ures as unlikely.

The core of China’s policy is

to limit couples to one child,

mainly through financial
incentives. In Beijing, couples
pay 10 per cent of their income
for a second child and a fur-

ther 15 per cent for a third. In
practice, they may also lose

promotion, housing and other
benefits.

The programme bas also
aggressively promoted contra-
ception, principally intra-uter-

contraceptives." says the min-
istry.

It is clear that the policy has
bad a dramatic effect Accord-
ing to government figures this

year, the fertility rate - the

average number of children
per woman implied by current

birth rates - has fallen to

around 1.9 from 2.25 in 1990.

That is nearly as low as west-

ern European and US rates,

and less than half that of India.

The reasons for the fall have

Despite a fall in fertility levels, estimates of the
future population of China are staggering. By the
year 2050, the total population could reach 1.52bn.

ine devices, sterilisation, con-
doms and pills. Abortion is

also widely available: the min-
istry reports one abortion for
every two live births.

Much foreign criticism has
centred on press reports of
compulsory abortion and steril-

isation. Beijing has generally

called these reports exagger-

ated, but the family planning

ministry acknowledges that

some local officials may be

inadequately trained -

“around 60 per cent of staff at

township level left school at

around 15 years old - they do
not have enough knowledge of

puzzled population experts,

given the partial relaxation of

the one-chUd policy in the mid-

1980s - "we were certainly sur-

prised when the figures came
through.” says Mr Carl Haub, a

demographer with the Popula-

tion Reference Bureau, an
independent Washington-based

research organisation. Some
analysts speculate on an
unpublicised toughening of

policy; others question
whether the fail is sustainable.

The headline figures also

hides other concerns. The pol-

icy has been more effective in

the cities than in the rural

areas, where three quarters of
people live, and where the
average number of children
per family is still 2.6.

"The countryside is still a
problem - they work with
their hands and believe that
they need more hands,” offi-

cials say. The policy also
appears to have encouraged a
disproportionate number of
baby boys, traditionally pre-

ferred to girls in China. Ultra-

sound machines - which can
detect the sex of the foetus -

are now widespread, although
abortion on those .grounds is

officially discouraged.

According to the family plan-

uing ministry, in Zhejiang
province in the Yangtze Delta,

the proportion of boys to girls

has reached 118 to 100 com-
pared to the normal KM.
Demographers stress that

given these tensions, and the

scale of social change now
under way in China, particur-

larly growing affluence and
migration to the cities, the

future is highly uncertain.

In Mr Haub's words: "Who
knows what China will look

like in 30 years time? The
range of prospects for its popu-

lation is enormous.''

Bronwen Maddox

given Beijing a further head-

ache: production of some of the

most important crops has
become volatile.

Following a disastrous cot-

ton crop last year, production

levels are expected to slump,

even though China relies

heavily on cotton production

for textile exports.

Tensions came to a head in

Henan and Sichuan provinces

in May and June when peas-

ants, enraged by layers of

taxes imposed on them, rioted

and attacked local government
officials.

Beijing ministries were
dearly rattled: “The riots and
the migration have told them
that they are losing social con-

trol.” says one western
observer.

The government has wielded

a range of tools to pacify the

farmers and stabilise output of

the main crops.

It has ordered local banks to

pay farmers promptly for the

autumn harvest - the next few
months will show whether this

has been heeded. It has also

continued to raise the price it

pays farmers for some crops,

and tried to establish a mini-
mum price for the main grains.

Further rises are in the pipe-

line. the agriculture ministry
says, although the govern-
ment's room for manoeuvre
may be limited as the price of
soya bean, cotton and corn is

already close to world market
prices. Beijing has also tried to

put a ceiling on fertiliser costs,

and is compensating farmers
for some of the increases.

According to the ministry of

agriculture, the government is

reconciled to maintaining
these subsidies as the price of

peace. Mr Xu Haijiang, division

chief of its international divi-
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Vilage vegetable market production of certain kay crops has become 1

sion, and Mr Liu Zhenwei, dep-

uty director of its central
administration, says: “In the

past, the government used to

pay a lot of subsidies for con-

sumers and for factories. Now
these subsidies are being real-

located to farmers.”

Meanwhile, Beijing is taking
steps to control migration
directly. In the past few
months thousands who were
camped indefinitely at Beijing

railway station have been dis-

patched home.
During the rest of the

decade, Beijing hopes that

mushrooming rural businesses

will soak up 50m of surplus

rural labour. The government
also plans to create 12.000 new
small towns to absorb a fur-

ther 20m, the agriculture min-
istry says.

Beijing officials and western
diplomats agree that China is

not about to run short of food.

Transportation problems may
mean some regions find soma
foods hard to obtain but “there
is no shortage of fanners, no
fallow .

law! and no crisis of
failing yields,” says fate west-

ern observer.
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But Beijing will eventually

be confronted by the social

consequences of the changes it

has set rolling; and by a diffi-

cult conundrum.
Continuing to cushion tne-

farmers from price liberalisa-

tion is expensive: removing the

protection risks further loss of

control; reversing the reforms

jeopardises the past decade's

success.

In the agriculture ministry’s

words, the government's
recent measures “will alleviate

the problems - but they wU
not strive them.”

Over 130m farm workers now “surplus to requirements”

Migrant labour moves to cities

H
uddled in tightly

packed groups around
the railway stations of

China's urban centres, peasant
workers from the countryside

wait listlessly for offers of

work from city dwellers.

Government officials say
that about 30m of China's 697m
population of working age are

employed outside their home
provinces, and that about half

are skilled manual workers,
often in construction. But the

World Rank estimates that this

“floating population" may
number as many as i2Qm_

In Guangzhou city alone, at

the heart of the flourishing

Guangdong province, officials

estimate that about half a mil-

lion of the city's 3m workforce

are migrants - “it is hard to

get good statistics for illegal

migrants into our city," says
Mr Fu Yin, division chief in

the Guangzhou Planning Com-
mission. "But it is unavoidable,

and the figure will increase.”

He expects the number of
migrants without work permits
have risen to 900,000 by the

end of the decade.

Traditionally, the Chinese
state has assigned jobs for life

to its citizens, with housing,
health and welfare benefits
attached. Citizens received the
benefit of this guaranteed liv-

ing standard or “iron rice

bowL” Meanwhile, the Commu-
nist Party was able to keep a
close eye on the behaviour of

its subjects.

As economic development
has accelerated, government
officials have become aware
that this highly immobile and
inflexible labour system is

hampering reforms.

In 1986, a labour contract
system was introduced for all

newly recruited workers in the
state sector, although by the
end of last year only 16m (21

per cent) of total state enter-

prise employees had such con-
tracts. The government is cur-

rently planning further labour
market reforms, requiring all

state employees to sign con-
tracts. Unprofitable state enter-
prises were prevented over the
summer from paying wage
bonuses to their workers.
Meanwhile, the state plans to

remove from state enterprises
the responsibility for provision
of welfare, pensions and hous-
ing. Experiments are undor
way to allow housing agencies
to buy housing stock from
state enterprises, and then
gradually to increase rents
over time. The government has
established an unemployment
insurance system and is inves-
tigating a national retirement
fund.

“Our ultimate objective is to
create an active labour market
so that enterprises can freely

choose their workers, and in
which labour is more mobile,” •

says Mr Zhu, vice labour min-
ister. Yet the government
remains cautious about the
implications for “social stabil-

ity" of asking enterprises to

shed surplus workers, let alone
forcing unprofitable enter-

prises to go bankrupt Official

unemployment in urban areas

is below 3 per cent but govern-

ment officials estimate that
about 10 per cent of workers in

state enterprises are under-em-
ployed, while a third of enter-

prises are unprofitable.

“We cannot allow many
enterprises to go bankrupt

Poverty and employment^
Percentage of totalpoputetionta
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because our . society does not
have the capacity to absorb
these surplus workers," says
Mr Wei liqun. Secretary Gen-
eral of the State Planning Com-
mission. “With unemployment
at 2 per cent, our society is

stable. But if unemployment
rises above 5 per cent we will

have social unrest."

As the importance of state

enterprises has dwindled, so
the grip of the state on the
activities of its population has
also been weakened. Less than

half of China’s nan-agricultural

workforce now works In state

enterprises, with a growing
number working in foreign-
funded enterprises often at five
times tbe wage of their state
compatriots. Meanwhile, the.

proportion of workers
employed in Township and Vil-

lage Enterprises iTVEs) rose
from 7 per cent in 1980 to 16

per cent in 1990. These workers
account for 40 per cent of nan-
agricultural employment

'

One reason for the growth of
this floating population is the
accumulating surplus of farm

labour owing to population
growth arid technological
change. The labour ministry
estimates that 130m of the total
333m agricultural labour force
is now surplus to require-
ments, and estimates that this
figure could reach 200m by the
end of the decade. The World
Bank estimates that, while
urban employment should
grow by. 2J6 per cent a year,
agricultural employment will
stay-constant

Another reason is the grow-
ing inequality of income
between the richer coastal
urban areas and poorer rural
provinces. Accorifing to Wodd
Bank figures, the percentage of
the population which now lives
in poverty has fallen dramatic-
ally from 33 per cent in 1970 toKrtinl990- But

r
po^-® highly concentrated in the

countryside: 95 per cent of Chi-
na s 100m poor five in

7

rural
areas.

fri many rural areas, thegrowm of rural industry has
Played am increasingly impor-
tant rolem alleviating poverty.

a policy that the government
now plans to encourage. But
there Is also substantial
regional variation in poverty
inadfince, as the chart shows,
while rural industry is much
more prevalent in the richer
regions. More than a quarter,of
the rural population in the
southern provinces is
employed in rural industry,
compared to a mere 3A per
<*ntm north-western Gansu
provnice where a third of the
rural population is poor.
The government plans to

encourage the growth of new
urban areas in the poorer prov-
“\ces &y Persuading enter-
prises and foreign Investors to
move to less developed areas.
Ourpciicy is that farmers can
leave the land, but not the

say3 Mr Zhu of

!{“ £5?" mmi5try- But, as
tite floating population already
stows the development o{eE
na s labour market. like its
economy, is not always underme government’s control.

Edward Balls
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POLLUTION

It will get worse
B

ICYCLES have been ban-
ned from the Bund, the
highway along Shanghai’s

colonial waterfront, so that
cars can move more easily. The
Image of hordes of Chinese
mating their way to work on
bicycles is giving way to that
of day-long traffic jams, which
pump out a choking smog into
the city air.

That is just one symbol of
the pressures which China’s
economic development is put-
ting on its environment In the
past, environmental concerns
have been low among China’s
priorities. But in the past year,
Chinese officials and the World
Bank have both warned that
pollution needs to be curbed
urgently because it threatens
future economic growth.
Shortages of clean water

have already cut agricultural
1 yields on millions of hectares
of cropland and are pushing up
manufacturing costs. Environ-
mental diseases are a growing
burden on public health pro-
grammes; lung disease, partly

blamed on air pollution, was
the leading cause of death in.

China in recent years at 26 per'
cent of all deaths.

Government statistics,

though incomplete, indicate
that Chinese cities are among
the dirtiest in the world. More
than two-thirds of household
and industrial waste water fa

dumped untreated into rivers,

lakes and the sea. In Begin&
where only 2 per cent of house-

hold wasteJs treated, the east-

ern suburbs reek of sewage,
while Guangzhou’s canals bub-

ble with methane from rotting

rubbish.

In northern industrial cities,

levels of particles in the air.;

which cause breathing prob-

lems, are up to nine times,

higher than World Health
Organisation standards, the
World Bank reported last year.

In rural areas, only one in

seven people has dean drink-,

iag water.

These problems, while com-

mon to industrialising coun-

tries, have been exacerbated by
the route that China has taken

to development The sharp rise

in its population to the present

total of 1.2bn followed Mao's

endorsement of large families

between 1950 and 1965. The
economy is only gradually

turning away from highly-pol-

luting heavy industry, still

nearly half of industrial out-

put
Moreover, the low energy

prices set by the state have left

Chinese industry inefficient

Consumption of energy per

unit of output is high even by

developing country standards,

according to the World Bank.
Coal, the single biggest culprit
behind China's air pollution,
still supplies three-quarters of
the country's energy.
The Chinese government has

made some attempts to curb
pollution during the past 15
years. It is hard to think of
another developing country
with a comparable array of
environmental

. regulations,
permits, and levies at both
national and local level.

Professor Ye Rugiu, of Chi-
na's National Environmental
Protection Agency, claims that
these schemes have been at
least partly effective: pollution
per unit of output has not
increased since 1978, in a

.
Government statistics

indicate that Chinese
- cities are among the

dirtiest in the world. In

Beijing; the eastern
suburbs reek of sewage

period when GNP has grown
by some 160 per cent, he says.

But the schemes attract scep-

ticism among some Chinese
intellectuals and western
observers. They point out that

the central government's bud-

get for fighting pollution is

. tiny: only Ylt.8bn last year.

They are doubtful that without
more funds, the government’s
current campaign to shame
polluters into cleaning up Mil
be effective: (Id the summer it

published a list ofChina's 3,000

woret polluting factories, and
last month launched a nation-

wide nightly television pro-

gramme to celebrate triumphs
odf pollution control)

Perhaps the greatest problem
is that regional and district

governments often fail to
enforce Beijing's policy. In the
view of one western diplomat:

“I think they [the central gov-

ernment] are sincere. Theprob-
lem in China has always been
the disconnection between the

provinces and the centre."

For a start, fines are gener-

ally too low to be effective in

deterring pollution or encour-

aging investment in cleaner
tecbndlogy. In Tianjin, a fast-

growing industrial city 100km
south east of Beijing, the dis-

trict government can impose
fines of only Y50j)00 on facto-

ries, and the municipal govern-

ment fines only up to YX0Q.000.

Mr Liu Jin Sheng, senior engi-

neer with the city’s environ-

ment protection bureau,
acknowledges that "the fines

are low and need revision".

But local officials cannot raise

the fines without authorisation

from central government
However, tougher penalties

might jeopardise economic
growth and jobs. Faced with
that choice, both central and
provincial officials tend to
choose growth and jobs. That
preference is reflected in the
lack of environmental controls
exerted over the mushrooming
township and village enter-
prises.

Often using outdated, ineffi-

cient technology, their sprawl-
ing sheds and belching chim-
neys are part of the new
scenery of the Chinese coun-
tryside. Yet they underpin
much of the new provincial
prosperity, and also have a
central role in state plans for

soaking up surplus rural
labour and discouraging peas-

ants from migrating to the

towns.
Given the shortcomings of

China's present system of pol-

lution control the immediate
prospect is that much of China
will get dirtier as the economy
gpows. Informal government
estimates suggest that China
will bum L4bn tonnes of coal

by 2000, a 40 per emit rise on
present levels.

- However, structural changes

under way in the economy
could bring about longer-term

environmental improvements..
If the attempts to free resource

prices are carried through, par-

ticularly in the case of coal
industrial efficiency may rise.

Development of hydroelec-

tric and nuclear power will

also help, although it brings

other problems: China’s “Three
Gorges” project to dam the
upper Yangtze river has
attracted international criti-

cism for the ecological and
social disruption it will cause.

Decentralisation may also give

the provinces more responsibil-

ity for pollution fines and per-

mits.

Chinese officials acknowl-

edge that foreign funding and
technology increase the
chances of this transformation.

In securing funds, China
may be aide to capitalise on
international concern about

- global wanning. It made clear

at last year’s Rio Earth Sum-
mit that if developed countries

wanted it to curb emissions

from coal burning, they would
have to provide the cash.

.But until these structural

changes take place, it is hard

to see China becoming cleaner.

As Professor Ye puts it: “We
must simply try to slow down
the rate of increase of pollution

as China develops - but we
cannot stop the development”

Bronwen Maddox

Significant reforms are continuing

in China’s banking and finance sectors.

Here, and on the next page, Simon
Holberton and Edward Balls

highlight recent developments

Rush hour at Shanghai's Securities Exchange

Edward Balls looks at progress on banking reforms

Still a long way to
HE appointment last

July of Mr Zhu Rongji,

vice-premier, to head the
People’s Bank of China sig-

nalled the government’s inten-

tion to accelerate reform of the

financial sector.

But despite considerable
strengthening of- the central
bank's power since the sum-
mer. there is a long way to go
before China has a viable and
competitive banking system.
Over 14 years of reform, dra-

matic changes have occurred.

Originally little more than a
means of directing credits ro

state enterprises according to

the central credit plan, China's
banking system has become an
increasingly important source
of funds for enterprises and a
means of recycling the large

pool of domestic savings.

In 1984, the People's Bank of

China became the central
bank, with its commercial
activities transferred to a

newly created bank, the Indus-

trial and Commercial Bank of

China. Meanwhile, the other
three state banks were encour-

aged to expand outside their

traditional areas - agriculture,

construction and trade finance.

The big four still dominate
the banking system, but since

the mid-1980s there has been
an explosion in the number of
non-bank financial institutions

engaged in domestic currency
lending, direct investment and
trust business.

Meanwhile, the government
has increased the number of
banking licences granted to

foreign banks. Although still

prevented from engaging in

domestic business, they have
made a significant dent in the

trade finance market. One
western banker estimates that

Shanghai's 26 foreign bank
branches have won more than
25 per cent of that market
Yet as the banking sector

China's financial institutions (FIs)

1 PEOPLE'S BANK OF CHINA [CENTRAL BANK)
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has become more sophisti-

cated, flaws in the system have
became more obvious. Prob-

lems exist in the following
areas:

• Non-commercial lending.

The state banks remain obliged

to lend to state enterprises,

regardless of commercial crite-

ria. so the government has
been obliged to keep tight con-

trol on competition in the
banking sector and on the
banks' interest rates policy.

Up to 40 per cent of the

banks' loans to state enter-

prises are believed to be non-
performing, although the Bank
of China prefers to describe

them as "overdue".

This lack of competition
effectively prevents the central

bank from using Indirect

instruments of monetary pol-

icy such as changes in reserve

requirements to control credit.

• Under-regulation. Another
result of the lack of permitted

competition for deposits by the

banks, combined with lax regu-

lation by the PBC, has been a
mushrooming of illegal lending
to non-bank financial institu-

tions who then on-lend at

much higher interest rates.

One western banker esti-

mates that, as a result of the

crisis in the real estate sector,

as much as 90 per cent of this

bank to non-bank lending may
now be irrecoverable.

Much of this lending occurs
outside the published credit

plan, and is mysteriously
recorded in the government's
monetary survey as "other
items, net". Last year, net
domestic assets grew by 32.7

per cent - 10 percentage points

faster than allowed for in the

credit plan. Lax regulation has
led to a series of financial scan-

dals and frauds involving non-

bank institutions.

In March of this year, the

PBC issued a circular which
tightened access to the Inter-

bank market to keep non-
banks out, prohibited real
estate lending, and shortened

maturities on interbank lend-

ing, although the decree was
not enforced until July when
Mr Zhu took over.

• Decentralisation. The gov-

ernment tries to use the PBC
branch network to drain sur-

plus deposits from the rela-

tively few. normally richer,

surplus provinces to redirect

them to those in which the

growth of deposits lags behind
credit demand. But it has faced

growing pressure from PBC
branches, often with close ties

to local governments, which
have sought to make changes

to the credit plan.

"Each province has a head
branch of the People’s Bank,”
explains Mr Lu Baifu, vice-di-

rector of the State Council's

development research centre.

But. he says, the bank has
been losing control of its pro-

vincial branches. ’’The PBC
cannot use it (the provincial

branch! to adjust monetary
policy. It has become a hin-

drance to the activities of the

central bank,"

Mr Zhu's first priority has
been to re-establish control
over the regional PBC branch
network and to assert the
PEC's independence.
“In the new financial system,

the main objective of the cen-

tral bank is to stabilise the
value of the currency," says Mr
Qin Chijiang, director of the

PBC's Monetary PLesearch
Institute. "At the moment, the

PBC has only limited power to

change interest rates, but our
reform direction is to increase

it gradually.”

Next year, according to Mr
Qin, the government intends to

establish’ three policy-oriented

banks which will take over the

on-commercial activities of
the state banks, thus allowing
the commercial banks to

choose their customers and set

realistic lending rates.

Meanwhile, the PBC is trying

to build a national interbank
market, improve the bank's
asset and liability management
and strengthen its own super-

visory capabilities.

Yet, as one western banker
in Beijing points out, “the big

question is not how to reform
the banks but how to reform
their loss-making customers."
Foreign observers doubt
whether the government will

be able quickly to free the state

banks from their obligations to

lend to state enterprises.

"The government has got to

make it clear to the commer-
cial banks that it is not their

duty to lend to loss-making
state enterprises." says an
international financial official

"That means Impressing on
local governments and manag-
ers that they must make state

enterprises profitable."

Profile: Shanghai International Securities Company

Seeker of excellence

M

Eyes down for action: Shanghai's financial swap centre

HOUSING REFORM

Homeowner Mr Li feels very secure

ODERN China is the
land of the slogan,

writes Simon Holber-

ton.

Deng Xiaoping, China's
senior leader, is famous for his

“seek truth from facts". The
Shanghai International Securi-

ties Company (SISCO) hopes to

be famous by patting into

practice management guru
Tom Peters' slogan "in search

of excellence”.

SISCO is one of the largest

securities companies In China
and dominates the market in

Shanghai.

Owned by a clutch of pen-

sion funds and industrial com-
panies, it produces about half

of all the new issues coming to

the Shanghai market and is

responsible, it claims, for more
than 20 per cent of the mar-

ket’s daily turnover.

The company has also

expanded into Hong Kong
where it. and its mainland
partners, control two listed

companies.

Says Mr Xn QLng Xiong, the
company's chairman; “SfSCO
is two years older than the

stock exchange. At first wo
were dealers in government
securities but with the listing

of shares our business shifted

to the trading of stocks. As the

Shanghai exchange has expan-

ded our company has devel-

oped very quickly."

Indeed it has. The compa-
ny's fifth birthday, in May this

year, was a time for celebra-

tion. In the 1892 calendar
year. SISCO’s balance sheet -

according to mainland
accounting standards - had
more than quadrupled to

Yn2.5bn from YuBOOm at the

end of the previous year. Prof-

its before tax were Yn73.6m,
compared with YnI2.bn
This growth has Funded SIS-

C-O's expansion throughout
China and Hong Kong. The
company now employs 1,000

and it has 17 branches in

Shanghai, 20 branches in other

cities across China and further

16 agents. It is waiting for
approval to set op another 13
branches.

Hong Kong has also become
an important base of the com-
pany. Mr Xu spent five years

in the colony and knows it

well. SISCO teamed np with

local tycoon Mr Li Ka-shing to

acquire Public International
(subsequently renamed First

Shanghai) earlier this year.

It has also bought control of

Ong Holdings which it has
renamed Shanghai Hong Kong
International Securities and
will concentrate on securities

dealing. Mr Xu says It is

important to develop SISCO's
business in Hong Kong as well

as Shanghai.

In China’s bifurcated securi-

ties market - where mainland
investors can only trade A
shares and foreign investors

only trade B shares - a pres-

ence in Hong Kong enables
SISCO to participate in both
markets, he says.

H
AVING crammed three

generations into his

recently purchased Yan-

tai apartment, Li Xitian has

combined the traditional Chi-

nese family arrangement with

the modem Communist party

dream of owning your own
home.

, ,, ,

A party member at a Yantai

storage company. Mr Li has set

an example for his fellow work-

ers, most of whom are yet to be

convinced to swap a minimal

monthly rent for housing loan

repayments and the u?^
ert

f^
n

legal protection offered by the

Yantai municipal government

“I feel very secure. I really

feel that I own the apartment

and will be able to pass it on to

my son and grandson," said M*

LI who would not have boi^ht

it had he only been entitled to

“occupation rights”, as is the

case under other experiments

in Chinese housing reform.

In the past, party members

have been expected to lead the

way in political purity cam-

paigns. Now Mr Li is a, uiooe

bomebuyer, having traded in a

rent of YnBS a month for mi

apartment priced at Yn23,000.

Hehad saved half the amount

and borrowed the remainder

from friends, who will j«P«“

him to become a lender if

too, decide to invest ma home

and hence In China’s economic

reforms.
,

Housing reform began m
Yantai In east China, six years

Party member U xiflan: regarded as a modal honwbuyer

andago. However, workers

their work units, which own

most of the country's housing

space, are still reluctant to par-

ticipate in a programme linked

to the government's drive
,
to

strip away the many welfare

functions of Chinese compa-

After the early fanfare, Yan-

tai baulked. Sales were frozen

after 1389, partly because of an

unfinished Ideological debate

over ownership, but primarily

because work units did not

want to sell apartments at a

loss. Meanwhile, the local gov-

ernment was reluctant to push

rents to a level that would

increase the incentive for ten-

ants to buy at market value.

The government has

restarted the experiment this

year, convincing II work units,

including Mr LA's Yantai Sup-

ply and Storage Transport

Company, to participate. Yan-

tai has ruled that all apart-

ments built before December

1990 are “old” and will be sold

at a discount, while those fin-

ished after that date are “new"

and the selling price must
reflect the cost of construction.

Yantai’s experiences will be
studied by other local govern-

ments, which have been dele-

gated the responsibility for set-

ting a timetable for reforms
over which there is little dis-

pute back in Beijing. It is

agreed among economic plan-

ners that housing should be
exposed to the market, but it is

also recognised that sudden
change could produce the

“social instability" feared by
the Communist party.

The central government was
responsible for 90 per cent of

housing investment before

1978, but its share was cut to 16

per cent by 1990, and has fallen

farther. By reducing its fund-

ing, Beijing has increased the

pressure on local governments
to develop housing policies or

face a heavy burden In direct

and indirect subsidies.

In Shenyang, an industrial

centre in the north, where 38

per cent of state-owned compa-
nies are losing money, reforms

are to begin early next year.

But Mr Ai Tingjim, the city's

vice-mayor, said: “Solving the

housing problem will not be

easy."

O FFTCIALS in the north-

ern Beijing district of

Haidian would agree.

They have suspended a scheme
to sell apartments to tenants,

many of them academics from

the universities and research

institutes dotted around the

area. Academics complained
that planned rent increases

were excessive, and demanded
special treatment as they were

unable to take a second Job to

supplement their income and
could not raise the money to

buy a home.
Yantai, which increased

rents in 1987 in the first phase

of reform, plans to lift charges

again to cover the costs of con-

struction and then to reflect

the market value of rents. The
first change is due to come “in

the years before 2000" and the

second “in the years after

2000", according to a cautious

Mr Wang Qiogyuan, president

of the city's real estate man-
agement bureau.
Private buyers outside the

work unit system remain a
small minority. Mr Wang esti-

mates that only 3 per cent of

“commodity houses" built by
government authorities are

sold to individuals, generally

get-rich-quick business people

or families backed by relatives

overseas. The remaining apart-

ments are bought by work
units or state institutions.

Even Yantai officials, who
are at least trying to reform

housing, have a limited view of

the market's boundaries. For
example, if Mr Li or another

apartment buyer wants to cash

in the asset value and return

to the subsidised rental mar-
ket, he must wait at least five

years and will never again be

allowed to buy an apartment
through the work unit.

And, Mr Wang explained, the

capital gains must be shared

with the work unit and the

government, though the pre-

cise formula of taxes and
charges for the unprecedented

event of a quick resale has yet

to be finalised.

Robert Thomson

NANJING
YA DONG INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION LIMITED

Announcing one of the largest land development projects

in China to date, actively supported by the

governments of the City ofNanjing andJiangsu Province,

and presenting development and projectfinancing opportunities

to international investors.

Eighteen square kilometres of land f4,000

acres) in the northeast section of the Cilv.

to be developed for commercial, high

technology, light industrial, residential

hotel, retail, cultural and recreational uses.

Flanking the Yangtze River, close to China's

largest inland deep-water port, rail and road

links and planned international airport.

One of China’s most auracuve industrial

hubs, second in automotive and third in

electronics manufacturing.

Home to 45 universities and 300 R&D
facilities, producing a highly skilled

workforce.

0 ~
“ ’

"&i

A joint venture between Atlantic Gulf Asia i foldings. N V — J subsidiary of Atlantic

Gulf Communities Corporation <NASDAQ . AGLF i. a leading US based

community development and management companj . and Nanjing Xi.mlm Agricultural

and Grazing Farm, a Chinese stale-owned enterprise
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SECURITIES MARKET

Regulators battle to catch up
I

F THERE was ever any
doubt that China Is a nation

of traders and gamblers,

then the enthusiasm for com-
pany shares which has devel-

oped over the past three years
has settled it decisively. The
stock market is the point at

which the nationat craving to

get rich quickly and the gov-

ernment's desire to see a
greater role for market forces

intersect

The frenzied buying of
shares a year ago may have
subsided, but the country is in

thrall to stock markets. Kerb-

side dealers in unofficial
shares and bonds have grown
like Topsy on the street cor-

ners of many Chinese cities,

especially those inland.

This enthusiasm for securi-

ties has, however, not come
without a measure of downside
risk. Earlier this year one Bei-

jing company, which bad ille-

gally issued Ynlbn in loan
securities, failed, leaving dis-

gruntled investors with a pile

of worthless bonds.

In Shenzhen last August,
more than lm people rioted

when an inadequate system, for

issuing shares in soon-to-be-

listed companies combined
with official corruption, to

deprive investors of a fair

chance to participate in the

new offerings.

Although there is little -

short of exhortation - that the

authorities can do to control

kerb markets, they have
moved decisively to damp the

frenzy .surrounding new issues.

Officials - though not their

families - have been banned
from participating in the stock

market a tot of effort has been
put into telling retail investors

that shares can go down In

value as well as up; and, the

rules for new issues have been
changed to make participation

A nation of traders and gamblers: 'High RoBars' at the Shanghai

Securities Exchange pkuiw canon namem

in them less profitable.

At the end of September,
there were 46 companies listed

on the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange and 80 on the Shang-
hai Stock Exchange. In Shang-
hai. up to five companies are

being added to the official

every week, and the authori-

ties expect to have 100 compa-
nies listed by the end of 1993.

With the growth in the num-
ber of stocks traded has come
an explosion in the number of

securities companies: 205 in

Shenzhen, including 10 foreign-

ers, and 446 in Shanghai,
including 26 foreign brokers.

On both exchanges, foreign

brokers are allowed to trade

only B shares, of which there

are 13 in Shanghai and 20 in

Shenzhen.

In total. B share flotations

have raise SUSibn since 1991.

The amount of capital raised

through A share issues is

harder to determine: neither

the Shenzhen or Shanghai
stock exchanges collect figures

on capital raisings, preferring

instead to talk about market
capitalisation. However,
according to one Hong Kong
brokerage A share issues have

raise around Yn6n since

December 1990.

China's adoption of comput-
erised stock trading - where
orders are matched by com-
puter and trading is paperless

- has enabled securities com-

panies to offer real time stock

trading on either the Shanghai
or Shenzhen exchanges virtu-

ally anywhere in China. In

Shenzhen itself an investor can
dial a computer and transact

an order over the telephone.

It is hardly surprising that

such rapid growth has over-

taken the ability of the regula-

tors to police the market. Says
Mr Xu QLng Xiong, chairman,

Shanghai International Securi-

ties Co: "Many listed compa-
nies are not following what
they said they would when
they issued their prospectuses.

We need more regulation to

check and make sure compa-
nies follow their prospectuses."

The two stock exchanges and
the China Securities Regula-

tory Commission (CSRC) are

acutely aware of this problem
- which has been the source of

much criticism by foreign bro-

kers - and its associated prob-

lems of the timely reporting of

market sensitive information

and the publication of accounts

based on western accounting

standards. According to Mr
Gao Xi-qing, general counsel at

the CSRC in Beijing, the CSRC
has set up a working party to

study how best to enforce com-

pliance with the regulations

“We are fully aware of the

complaints; the government
does have the intention to

force companies to publish

more information."

Part of the regulatory prob-

lem stems from a division of

responsibilities between the

People's Bank, China's central

bank, and the CSRC.
The People's Bank, which

licenses securities dealers, has

opposed the rapid development

of the securities industry, mis-

takenly seeing it as a threat to

the banks. The compromise
which created the CSRC late

last year left the regulator only

with the power to supervise
securities companies.
This has meant that the

CSRC - which is dedicated to

the rapid development of a
western-style market in China
- has had to be ingenious in its

attempt to improve the quality

of dealers. It has done this

through its power to approve
the underwriting of new
issues. Securities companies
have found that to underwrite
securities the CSRC applies a
standard “fit and proper" set of

criteria to them, or licensing

by another name.
The difficulties the division

of labour between the regula-

tor and the People's Bank may
be overcome when a new secu-

rities law is published next
year. Modelled on the US Secu-

rities Exchange Commission
this will vest much wider pow-
ers in the CSRC.

Simon Holberton

CHINA’S FIRST TAKEOVER BID

Suddenly last summer
Just when it seemed that China’s first takeover was at least a decade away, a Shenzen conglomerate

made a surprise move, reports Simon Holberton

W HEN China's stock

market regulators

were writing the role

book earlier this year the legal

department of the State

Council - China's cabinet -

questioned why rules were
needed governing takeovers.

As Mr Gao Xiqing, a director

of the China Securities

Regulatory Commission
(CSRC), China’s corporate
watchdog, remembers it, one
official said "it will take 10
to 20 years before we have a
takeover in China".
Wrong. The ink bad barely

dried when Bao'an, a fast

growing conglomerate listed

on the Shenzhen stock
exchange, was buying stock
in Yanzhang, a
Shanghai-listed manufacturer
with large property holdings.

Bao'an's tilt at Yanzhong

this autumn sparked
controversy up and down the

sooth China coast about the

efficacy of company takeovers

and the quality of the

regulations governing the

stock market.

Local loyalties were also

fully engaged. The
snperior-minded Shanghaiese
were horrified by what the

parvenn from the south was
up to. In Shenzhen. China’s

first and most successful

special economic zone, Mr
Zeng Hanxiong, chairman of
Bao'an, was elevated to the

status ofa local hero.

Like it or not. as Mr Xu Qing
Xiong, chairman, Shanghai
International Securities Co.,

noted, takeovers have come
to China. "This sort of

acquisition is inevitable; you
can do nothing to prevent

them from happening."

Late last month, however,

the CSRC found that Bao'an
had violated the law
governing the acquisition of
substantial shareholdings.

Bao'an’s sin was to move from

10 per cent of Yanzhong to

nearly 20 per cent of the

company without making the

required statutory

declarations.

The CRSC fined Bao’an
Ynlm and it was required to

pass on to Yanzhong some of

the profits (about Yn500,000)
it made from the illegal trade

in Yanzhong’s shares. Bao'an
was banned from buying any
further stock m Yanzhong
nntii November 4.

The CSRCs ruling has
cleared up what some
professionals thought was a
flaw in the rules concerning

the timing of declarations and
the definition of concert
parties. It has also got China’s

securities industry talking

about the value of takeovers.

Mr Gao, although admitting
that China’s regulatory

environment is not
“pro-takeover”, is in no doubt
about their benefit. “A lot of
listed companies still behave
in the same way as they did
before corporatisation," he
says. “The threat of takeover
shows them that control now
rests with shareholders, not
government departments.”
Mr Liu Bo, executive

vice-president at the Shanghai
Securities Exchange, agrees.

"Takeovers are good for

management change and for

the management of resources

and for the economy in the

long run."

Profile: China International Trust and Investment Corporation (Citic)

Headlong dash for growth
M R HUANG JICHEN,

vice-president, China
International Trust

and Investment Corporation
fCiticj is in an expansive mood
- "we expect total assets to be
Yn60bn by the end of 1995 and
to reach YnlOObn by the year
2,000," he says.

Size counts in China.
Reflecting the central plan-

ner's concern with "output,"
rather than profitability or the

efficient use of capital. Citic

executives still prefer to talk

about growth in assets, rather
than profits.

The company has increased
in size greatly since its foun-
ding 14 years ago with Mr
Rons Ylren - the son of one of

China’s leading business fami-
lies of the pre-1949 era - at the
helm. At the end of 1992 - the

latest year for which financial
data is available - Cltic’s bal-

ance sheet had swelled to

YnJjQ.Tbn, almost wholly on the
basis of borrowings.

If the company's first 14

years of operation is any guide
then Citic has a good chance of
fulfilling its headlong dash for

assets growth. Profits, how-
ever, arc a different matter. At
the end of last year the com-
pany made a profit of Yn380m,
giving it a return on all those

assets of just 0.74 per cent - 1

per cent on overseas assets and
0.4 per cent on domestic assets.

Losses during the 1930s,

especially on US investments
in forestry and steel, eroded a

grant of YnSbn made by the

Chinese government at Citic’s

incorporation in 1979. By the

end of 1992 the company's total

equity ( the sum of paid up cap-

reserves and retained
eHmings) was Yn24m greater

than the original Yn5bn capital

injection.

Although Citic appears to

the outside world as a western-

style company it is really a

development bank. Its main
role is to bring western tech-

nology and business methods
to bear on the pressing need to

modernise the Cbinese econ-
omy. Hence the dominant role

played by Us overseas
operations.

According to Mr Huang.
Citic's foreign operations earn
two-thirds of the company’s
profits and account for half of

Citic's assets. Citic is China’s
largest overseas investor, own-
ing IS per cent of the country’s
total investments abroad.

Citic has investment in alu-
minium in Australia, forestry

and steel in the US, pulp and
paper in Canada, and through
Citic Pacific, Its listed Hong
Kong company, telecommuni-
cations, aviation and trading

Not all its investments abroad
have gone well but. as Mr
Huang, explains it. from adver-

sity valuable lessons in busi-

ness management have been
learned.

"In September, when I was
in the US, I met a banker who
has had a relationship with our
forestry business [Citiforl since
the beginning." he says. “He
had seen the whole process
from the start; from when all

our equity had been lost to

when the company made a

profit. With effort Citifor has
become profitable, recouped its

Losses and is now offering up
profits to Citic."

Mr Huang said that difficult

as these experiences abroad
have been they were good for

managers. He likens it to a

school, 3dding, "to train people

without practice is Just empty
words.” He says Citic is paying
closer attention to the develop-

CITIC

CITIC’S total assets in 1992
were Yn50-7bn- Profits

were Yn37Bm. Divisions in

the group include:

Iron, steel and
non-ferrous metals: 12
companies.

Building materials: 17
companies.

Energy: three
companies.

Chemicals,
pharmaceuticals: eight
companies.

Textiles and light

Industry: 16 companies.
Machinery and

electronics: 12 companies.
Real estate and

construction: 17
companies.
U Tirade and commerce:
12 companies.

Finance: 11 companies.
G Tourism: IS companies.

Transportation: one
company.

Overseas interests:

u Australia - aluminium.
US - steel, forestry.

G Canada - pulp, paper.
Hong Kong - telecoms,

satellites, trading, aviation.

Sources; Cldc company reports.

ment of Its staff, sUpping into

language that would warm the

heart of any western "human
resources" manager - “we
offer a lot of opportunity to the

people here. We are paying a
lot of attention to training and
offering staff opportunities to
play a full role, especially in

overseas business."

Citic is also discovering that
management and financing
techniques used in the west for

building large infrastructure

projects, such as power sta-

tions. are now ripe for use in

China. The company is discuss-

ing with GEC of Britain and
National Power, the UK priva-

tised electricity generation
monopoly, the construction a 4

times 600MW power station in
Jiaxia City on Hangzhou Bay,
based on the “build, operate
and transfer’’ method so com-
mon in Hong Kong.
"The main reason for apply-

ing this model is because of

China's stage of development,”
saj^ Mr Huang. “We couldn’t

do it years ago, the fact that
we can talk of doing it now
shows that reforms and market
development have been real-

ised at a higher leveL If we
look further at the model it

will only work if the price of
electricity fluctuates according
to the market.”
Although the early years of

the 1990s has witnessed an
explosive growth in opportuni-
ties for foreign investors in
Chinese companies, it is

unlikely that Citic itself will

ever be listed on a stock
exchange. Citic reports directly
to the Chinese government's
State Council, or Cabinet It U
closely linked with both gov-
ernment and the Communist
party at the highest level.

Foreigners can gain an expo-

sure to some of Citic's main-
land assets through Citic

Pacific in Hong Kong. Next
year they will also be able to

buy equity in Yizhang Chemi-

cal Fibre, one of China's big-

gest synthetic fibre makers in

which Citic has a 30 per cent

share. This is one on of the

nine big Chinese state compa-

nies which will be listed in

Hong Kong during the first

half of next year.

Simon Holberton

Infrastructure

Despite big projects now underway, China

faces a daunting task to supply key services

for which foreign investment is crucial.

Below, and on the next page, FT writers

look at the latest developments

Urgent need to upgrade road, road and port facilities

A feeble springboard
China's inadequate

infrastructure has

emerged as a serious

constraint on its future

non-inflationary

development, reports

SIMON HOLBERTON

C HINA has embarked on
the world’s largest
expansion in railways,

roads, ports, electric power
capacity and telecommunica-
tions. By the end of the cen-

tury, however, the nation will

still be unable to meet demand
for these key services, thereby

capping the China's ability

both to grow rapidly and main-
tain a semblance of price sta-

bility.

Financing the country's
upgrading of infrastructure
resources has also emerged as

a pressing problem for the
authorities. Central govern-
ment revenues - the mainstay
of investment a decade ago -

have been eroded by the grow-
ing fiscal power of the prov-

inces.

Beijing's loss of financial

control - which may be
reversed once planned tax
reforms and revenue sharing
agreements are in place - has
also hampered coordination of

infrastructure development.
Local Interests have sometimes
taken precedence over national

requirements.

In addition to this, the ineffi-

ciency of China's banking sys-

tem in marshalling domestic
savings for investment has
also retarded development.
Again, this may be addressed
by planned reforms of the
banking system.
Foreign investment has

become an important source of

finance for the development of

infrastructure. Such are the
needs for increased capacity

that China has been forced to

allow direct foreign ownership
of roads, local railways and
power stations.

According to one estimate,

compiled by Crosby Securities,

a Hong Kong stock brokerage,

the share of foreign investment
In China’s expenditure on
infrastructure development
rose to 13 per cent in 1990 from
2 per cent in 1982. This trend is

expected to continue.

What follows is a selective

look at the current infrastruc-

ture bottle-necks besetting the

Chinese economy, the govern-
ment's plans for future devel-

opment and the difficulties it is

encountering in realising its

plans.

RAILWAYS. About 70 per
cent of China’s freight is car-

ried on its 53,000km railway
system. In the 8th five-year
plan (1991-95). the Ministry of
Railways hopes to increase the

network by 16,300km, or 30 per
cent, and rolling stock by 20
per cent.

According to the World Bank
China’s railway network is suf-

ficient to meet only 60 per cent
of industry's demand for rail

services. Mr Tu Yourui, vice-

minister of railways, says net-

work can satisfy 70 per cent of

Infrastructure how China compares .

Gountry/territory POWBT Pbore KtaMtnf
consumption lines per or roads

Kw hr per head 100 people per setaa.

Hong Kong _— ...... 4,089 384 “1J»
Singapore 4,822 35.0 4.50
Malaysia 1.141 7.3 . . 0.07
Thailand .. 711 1.8 0.09
Indonesia . — 211 • 0.5 003
Philippines 418 1.0 053
CHINA . 550 1.1 ttll
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Shenzhett, :city authorities
have hrou^hfc inrHang ffong

Investors,to upgrade container
'

port facilities^ with these Invpft

tors owning between SO per
cent and Sfr per eentofthwe

'

. feeflifies. v - v
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• ROADS. China’s road net-

work is one of the most under-’

developed in the developing ..

world. Density of highways is a
fifth of that in India. -

;

' -

'

.

:

. At The mid of 1992 China had"
’

Ira kilometres of roads, only

'

6,600 <Sf which were class 1 or
class 2 highways - properly
paved and consisting of more
than one lane each way. Chi-
na’s 30.000km national truck
road network is operating in. .

excess of its design capacity. A
'

further 250,000km of roads.: •

have reached or exceed 60 per, -

cent of their designjfife. The
ministry of comraanteations
estimates that upkeep feff these
roads alone is costing Ynlbn a
.year,

The ministry has ambitious
plans for the future develop-
ment of China's road network.

'

Over the next 30 years it wants.
to see 30,000km of highways
linking China’s main urban

.

centres. It is unable to estimate *

the cost of this roads pro- ..

gramme, due to price vam-.
tions throughout the country

1

for land and materials acquisi- •-

tion.

Providing the needed infra-,

structure for shipping goods......

throughout China is a daunt-,
ing enough task. Address tog.
the social infrastructure needs*. •;

of the cities is just as challeng- ,

ing. According to Mr Wang
Guangtao, a senior official at/; .

the minisfry of construction,’
China’s cities produce 85m'
tonnes of sewage and waste ;

.

water a day. of which only 17"
*

:

pcs' cent can be treated. The
:

hope is that by 2000. 25 per ;

cent can be treated - “this te a
'

big task for us," he adds.

demand, but that “in some
areas, especially the main line

to south China, bottlenecks

mean that we can meet only 40

to SO per cent of demand.”
The ministry plans to

upgrade the Beijing to Kow-
loon line to a double track rail-

way by the end of 1995. It

recently mobilised a workforce
of 200.000 to accelerate the
building of the line, which has
encountered difficulties an the

Guangdong-Guangxi border in
the south where 300km of line

has to pass through mountains
and cross rivers.

Inflation has affected .the

ministry's ability to meet the

8th five year plan for rail con-
struction. Its original YnlOObn
budget for capital construction
is up to 40 per cent less than it

now needs. This has prompted
calls for a review of its very
low tariff structure.

It costs just 5.3 fen (about six

US cents) to transport one
tonne of freight one kilometre.

Mr Tu estimates that a one ten
increase in the tariff would
earn the ministry an extra
Ynllbn a year in revenue.
But the coal industry is the

main impediment to increasing
tariffs. Half of the freight
shipped by rail is coal for the
electric power industry. Coal
industry losses grew to
Ynll.9bn in 1990 (from
Ynl.25ba in 1985) and it is

doubtful if the industry could
shoulder its share of the price

rise.’".

Foreign Investment In raft
way has become one way
of addressing the financing

problem, but -so? for onlyfor
city and mtra^^onai lines. In

Zhejiang and*-Fujian provinces

as well aa Ctwaigqing city in
Stehuan, foreign investors are

developing rail systems. In
Zhejiang and Fujian they own
equity in the lines and are able
to develop land adjacent to the
railways.

’

• FORTS. China’s big 8 ports
- from Dalian in the north east

to Guangzhou in the south -

handle 80 per cent of China’s
seaborne trade. According to
the ministry of communica-
tions, the volume of trade cur-
rently being handled is 20 per
cent in excess of their design
capacity.

Over the 1991-95 period
China hopes to build an addi-
tional 180 berths (100 of which
are deepwater berths) and
Increase capacity by 170m
tonnes. The ministry has set a
target of doubling China’s
ports capacity. Today. 50 per
cent of ships railing at China’s
ports have to wait days before
they can be unloaded.
Beijing has decentralised

decision making on ports
development to the provincial
and city leveL hi Shanghai and .
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COAL AND ENERGY SHORTAGES

An economic bottleneck
P eople are not complain-

ing too much about the
price rises - “not yet

anyway," say the blue-boiler-

suited. staff of the coal depot in

Beijing's grimy backstreets.

Several years ago the cylin-

drical bricks of pressed coal

dust were three fen each - now
they cost five times as much.
The overhaul of the loss-

malting coal industry, one of

the central parts of China’s
modernisation, is also one of

the most publicly sensitive, ft

implies not just sharp price

rises but huge job cuts in Chi-

na’s coal industry - with 7m
workers, it is the world's larg-

est

The use of coal is woven into

almost every part of Chinese

life. In winter, the cities’

hutongs - crowded lanes of

huts - pump out black coal

smoke from their heating

stoves, while most electricity is

generated from coaL

In total, it makes up three-

quarters of the country’s

energy consumption.

But the need for reform is

inescapable. After years of

explosive economic growth,

during which energy produc-

tion failed to keep pace, the

southern and coastal regions
now see their growth threat-
ened by coal and power short-
ages, one of the economy's
tightening bottlenecks.

Although annual coal pro-

duction doubled between 1977
and 1992 to Ubn tonnes, it has
failed to meet demand. Simi-
larly, electricity generation,
which has risen by around 8
per cent a year in the last

decade, has been outstripped
by GNP. which has risen
nearly 9 per cent a year in that
period.

According to the State Plan-
ning Commission, the energy
shortage may be the equivalent
of 500m to 600m tonnes of coal

by 2000 if the economy grows
by around 9 per cent a year.

Part of the problem has bean
artificially low state prices.
Although the range between
provinces is wide, the level has
frequently been less than a
third of world market prices of

.

US$35 a tonne.

In the past year, the huge
China General Coal Corpora-
tion, which accounts for a"
third of the industry’s output,

.

has taken the first steps to
reform by allowing coal prices,
on 57 per cent of its output to.

float at market prices,
. com-

pared to 20 per cent in 1992.
The rest of the industry is

made, up almost - entirely of-
mineis run by provincial and
local governments, which must
sell specified amounts to China
General .and state enterprises
at set prices.

According to a World Bank
report to June, prices for this
mandatory production were
raised by 27 per cent to Yn7i
per tonne.

The government has' also
gragerly, begun to tackle over’
manning . Since last year
China has laid .off or has made
Iflans to lay off 200,000 employ,
ees. The government has given
it some Yn2bn'a year to passon as compensation.

“ Profitability
returns to the industry and
production rises, the creaking

ra-twork threatens tochoke off supplies.

Guangdong province, in Chi-na s booming south, importssome coal from Ausfrau*
dellverte

SJLT* “»•» erratic. Huidreds of kilometres awav
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F
oreign manufacturers are'waging an intense battle to win
agnMtershareQf(Ss

“^
^ dollar telecommand
cations market

There is fierce competition
became tte stakes are »
a western business executively^m telecommunications. “China could

peiple. This compares with about so
Phones per 100 in the US. Beijinggo^ato have loom lines in operatic©

The focal.point of the competitioii isComa s public switching sector The
government is expanding '

and
modernising rts telephone erafampp,
^ matajling "stored program comput-
et- (SPCs) to replace the olderSeo-
tro-mechamcai equipment to do ‘the
switching.

The leading manufccturers in this
market are Alcatel. Ericsson, North-
ern Telecom, Siemens, NEC, Fujitsu
and AT&T. However, the price for
entry into the market is high. Compa-
nies have been told that to manufac-
ture switching equipment, they must
also make semiconductors -in China.
according to western businessmen.
"The Chinese want semiconductor -

lines — it’s the basis of everything
from modem weapons to computers,”

a western diplomat says. “It’s more
important than the internal combus-
tion engine was, 100 years ago. And
it's extremely expensive to set up."

TELECOMMUNICATIONS MARKET

High price of entry
^Most manufacturers have little

choice. To sell their array of other
communications equipment, they
nnzst be in the switching market, the
diplomat adds.
Nearly an of the western telecom-

munications manufacturers in Chir?q

have established, or are in theprocess
of establishing; micro-chip production
plants. .

Siemens has a chip factory in Wuxi
near Shanghai, Alcatel bss a similar
arrangement with its Chinese joint
venture partner in Shanghai and the
Japanese nmltinational NEC produces
semiconductors at the state-run Capi-
tal Iron & Steel plant in Beijing.
AT&T is .also believed to have

reached agreement to setup semicon-
ductor operations to support the man-
ufacture of its planned switching joint
ventures in Qingdao, a port in
north-east China, and Chengdu, the
capital of Sichuan. These joint ven-
tures are expected to begin operation
in 1995.

Northern Telecom has nearly con-
cluded negotiations to mgk» switch-
ing equipment in Shunde in Guang-
dong province and expects to begin
production of switches by the end of
this year or early 1994. It will use
semiconductors manufactured by two

Taking shape: the new TV tower at
Pudong, Shanghai

other joint ventures which the Cana-
dian giant is establishing in Shang-
hai
Northern Telecom has also recently

won $l59m of contracts to sell switch-
ing equipment to the provinces of
Henan, Jiangxi, Shaanxi, and Yun-
nan.
Northern Telecom's sales follows a

period when the State Council ini-

tially allowed only three multination-
als to form Sinoforeign joint ventures
to manufacture switching equipment.
These were Alcatel affiliate, Shanghai
Bell, a Beijing-based Siemens joint
venture, and an NEC company in
Tianjin.

Other multinationals were frozen
out. but under pressure from Wash-
ington and other companies, industry
sources said the Chinese Ministry of
Posts and Telecommunications agreed
to ease its restrictions on the lucra-

tive switching market.
Of the foreign telecom companies,

Alcatel is the market leader in the
switching business with about 30 per
cent of the market; Siemens has
approximately 15 to 20 per cent, NEC
a smaller share, with the rest split

among other foreign manufacturers,
say industry sources.

Alcatel is the most aggressive. Its

joint venture with Shanghai Bell has
tripled its design capacity to produce
more than 2m lines last year - and
Alcatel has sold an additional 2m
lines direct to local branches of the
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunica-
tion since the 1880s.

Siemens also plans to dramatically
increase its production capacity from

1.5m lines this year to 3m by 1995 at

its Beijing operation. Last year, the

joint venture produced 370.000 lines.

Meanwhile, Ericsson plans to install

1.8m lines in Cuangdong over the

next few years.

Apart from switching equipment,
demand for the latest technology in

optical fibre networks to transport

speech or data is also acute, western
businessmen say. The government
recently had tenders for large
long-distance optical fibre networks
crisscrossing the country.

"China is developing so fast that it

wants to go in at the highest level,

rather than spend years with older

equipment," says a western business-

man. “The Chinese weren't buying
optical fibre equipment in 1988 and
’89. Now, they are poised to take
advantage of the latest technology."

Because of the country's telephone
shortage, mobile phoDes and radio
pagers have proliferated wildly in an
unregulated atmosphere, often with
network frequencies interfering with
each other. To impose more order on
the market, retain its monopoly and
cash in on the huge consumer
demand for pagers and other data-

communication services, the Ministry
of Posts and Telecommunications
recently issued new licensing regula-
tions.

Foreign manufacturers welcomed
the decision, saying it would help stop
the production of poor quality and
counterfeit pagers.

Lynne Curry

China aims to have 100m phone fines fn operation by ft* year 2000. Above, a woman checks her pager in

Bejpng whilst using an old styia puyphohs, a» the money oofiector waits in the cabin. PkwAiHnaaMnw
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OIL AND GAS INDUSTRIES

Big shake-up under way

ri

M rban gengsheng.
vice-president of the

China National
Chemicals Import and Export
Corporation, seemed
remarkably sanguine for a

man who bad recently seen

his organisation lose its

lucrative monopoly over the

marketing of Chinese crude

oil and derivatives.

"Economic reform will

inevitably have some
unpleasant effects on
companies with monopoly
positions,” be says. “But I

believe that this kind of

reform provides challenges

and opportunities for

development.”
Sinochem, as the giant state

trading corporation is known
- the company ranked 29th

in 1992 on tbe Fortune 500

list - has been obliged to enter

50-50 joint ventures with the

China National Petroleum
Corporation for erode exports,

and with the China
Petrochemical Corporation

(Sinopec) for the marketing
of refined products.

Formation of tbe new joint

venture companies, China OQ
and the China International

United Chemical Orporatton

(Dnipec), represents one of

the biggest shake-ups in

China’s oil sector in many
years, and also coincides with

file abolition of the Ministry

of Energy under a
streamlining of the

bureaucracy approved this

year by the National People's

Congress, China’s parliament.

Mr Wang Tao, chairman of

China National Petroleum
_

Corporation, left no doubt in

an interview that be derived

particular satisfaction from

the new arrangements that

will involve CNPC not wily

in the production erf crude,

but also in marketing.
He plans to use extra

revenues from these ventures

to farther develop CNPCs
activities domestically,

including Investments in

refineries. CNPC is also
_

interested in expanding its

reach abroad through its

China National Development

Company, established in 2981,

to seek opportunities In

explorationand development,

hot whose activities have been

severely curtailed because of

lad; offunds. Changes tn the
oH sector also coincide with
the beginning ofa period of
heightened activity involving

foreign companies in the
search for oil in China’s

onshore regions, especially

in the promising Tarim basin

area offar-western Xinjiang

region.

Mr Wang said earHer this

year that hi addition to tike

11 southern provinces of China
which had already been
opened to foreign

involvement, an additional

12 areas would also be offered,

including remote regions of

Qfagfifli province and Xinjiang

in the west, and Inner

Mongolia in the north-west

China attracted a good
response from the oil majors

In March when it offered five

blocs in the prospective Tarim

basin covering an area of

72,730 sq km.

E
fforts to engage
foreign companies in

the development of

China’s oil reserves (estimated

at 30bn barrels) are being

given added urgency by the

likelihood that by 1995 at the

latest the country will become

a net crude oil importer.

Mr Wang estimates that

exports will exceed exports

this year by about4m tonnes.

Onshore production tills year

is expected to be much the

same as last year’s 138m

tonnes. But he warned that

with economic growth

15 per cent, it was unrealistic

to expect that China could

continue to produce more oS

than it consumed without big

new discoveries.

“The petroleum Industry

is developing like a tortoise,

and GNP growth like a hare,

he observes. Even if good

discoveries are made in the

Tarim basin, it wiU he some .

years, and possibly not tmni

the torn of the century before

oil is flowing tn large

quantities from China’s far

west- The cost of building a

pipeline more than 2,000 kms

from the Tarim area across

nigged terrain to connect with

thenational pSpelincsrtd Is

estimated at about U$2bn.

Exploration activity is also

continuing in offshore areas;

although the crushing
disappointment, not to

mention huge losses, suffered

by Western companies such
as British Petroleum in the
1980s in a fruitless search,

has dampened much of the

early enthusiasm.
Mr Chen Binqian, vice

president of the China
National Offshore Oil

Corporation (CNOOC), said

his organisation was messing
on with Its efforts to engage
foreign companies in
prospective areas offshore,

such as the East China Sea,

the Pearl River delta, and
waters off Hainan Island in

tbe south.

Mr Chen expects to have
awarded contracts for 13
concessions in the East China
Sea by the mid of the year.

CNOOC itself continues to be
active in its efforts to lift

production at its own wells

in areas such as tbe Bobai Sea,

in China’s northern water,

where it brought onstream
a new field in September. It

Is also looking forward to

Agtp, Chevron, Texaco, Philips

and Amoco bringing relatively

small fields into production

between 1994-1996 in the Pearl

River area.

Has year, CNOOC expects

ofl production from offshore

areas to reach 5m tonnes -

and to grow to about I2m
tonnes by 1997. But
disappointed by results of ofl

exploration offshore, it is

innking increasingly to its gas

finds to justify its own
existence, and to provide

energy to fuel China’s

booming economy, especially

in its energy-deficient

southern regions, and Hong
Kong. By 1996. CNOOC expects

to be supplying 2.9bn cu.

metros annually to Hong
Kong, and 500m cu. metres

to Hainan island itself from
fields off the island’s south

coast More finds are being

made in waters off Human,
and CNOOC hopes to be
supplying 20bn cu.metres to

consumers In Hong Kraigaud
on the mainland by early next
century.

Tony Walker

Successful joint venture profile: Shanghai Bell

Well worth the risks
"OUR BIGGEST problem is

management” says Mr Bert
Degraeve, the Belgian who is

general manager of Shanghai
Bell, one of Shanghai’s most
successfn! joint ventures
between Chinese and foreign
companies. A shortage of
skilled managers is also Chi-
na's biggest problem in
attracting investors, he
argues.

Set np in 1985, Shanghai
Bell Telephone Equipment
Manufacturing, epitomises the
kind of high-technology
investment which China
craves. Telephone exchanges
and switches from its Shang-
hai factory, designed to some
of the latest overseas stan-

dards. are being slotted almost
daily into the country’s over-

stretched telecommunications
network.
The group was created as a

joint ventnre between the
Shanghai Ministry of Post and
Telecommunications, which
owns 60 per cent; Alcatel Bell,

the Belgian telecoms gronp,
which holds 32 per cent; and
the Belgian government with 8
per cent
The attractions for the for-

eign owners are clear. While
the Belgian market for

exchanges is 300,000 lines a
year (a measurement of the
exchanges’ capacity), the Chi-

nese market is already nine
times the size. This year,

Shanghai Bell expects turn-

over to be US$450m, compared
to U5$230m last year and $80m
in 1990, even though the price

of the products has halved in

the past eight years.

However, the price of entry
to the Chinese market was the
government’s requirement
that foreign technology be

Lu do Chum aiming for high

microchip standards

transfered to the joint venture.

Alcatel Bell introduced not
only tbe exchange and switch

manufacturing capability, but

set np a subsidiary of Shang-
hai Bell, called Shanghai Bell-

ing, to make wafers for silicon

chips.

In Mr Degraeve's view, for-

eign companies’ concerns
about losing control of the

business after they have trans-

ferred technology “are justi-

fied." But in the end “yon
have to take tbe risk," he says.

In Shanghai Bell's case, the
requirement was easier to ful-

fil than it bad expected: it dis-

covered a virtually unused
wafer fabrication plant
already in Shanghai, with
plastic covers still on the
equipment and took it over.

The bigger issue, he argues,

is how to transfer manage-
ment standards. Like other

high-tech companies, Alcatel

Bell was attracted to Shanghai
by the large number of techni-

cally qualified graduates
emerging from its universities.

But although the graduates
are technically qualified, one
of his hardest tasks is to Instill

a sense of precision and high

standards into his staff.

“Yon can see tbe circum-
stances in which people are
living, the crowded rooms, die
clutter, tbe traffic, the noise.

Then you expect people to
come In this gate and turn
around 360 degrees” to pro-
duce precisely-engineered
products - “that is what we
are demanding of them.”
His job is made harder

because tbe Cultural Revolu-
tion has left a shortage of
trained 40 to 50-year-olds -

"the result is that company
structure is then distorted” by
a disproportionate number of
young staff, he says.

Despite these problems.
Shanghai Bell believes it has a
head start and a competitive
advantage which will put it

ahead of other rivals; US tele-

com groups now have the eye
on the market The same may
not be true, however, of Bell-

ing, its subsidiary.

Mr Lu De Chun, Belting’s

general manager, acknowl-
edges that Belting’s chips are
some way below toe standards
of tbe best international
plants. Only between 60 per
cent and 90 per cent of wafers
pass the tests at tbe end of toe
production line, compared to

99 per cent in toe most highly

automated Japanese plants.

Belting's most complicated
chips need to be be sent to

South Korea and Taiwan for

assembly.

At the moment, 85 per cent

of Belting's business is with
Shanghai Bell; toe parent com-
pany is keen on owning local

suppliers of components
because of the difficulty and
expense of importing.

Branwen Maddox

Anxiety over safety In the skies

Airlanes congested
THE RAPED expansion of

China's aviation industry

is straining the country’s

ability to maintain adequate
safety standards, according to

Western aviation experts.

The proliferation of airlines,

coupled with the purchase of

so many aircraft in the world's

fastest growing aviation, mar-
ket, has triggered alarm among
senior Chinese leaders and
western experts about just bow
safe the country's skies really

are.

Their idea of aviation is

aeroplanes,” a western busi-

nessman said. "It’s almost as
an afterthought that the Chi-

nese consider maintenance, the

training of pilots, and airports

to handle passengers."

Indeed, since the mid-1980s

the growth in the passenger

and freight markets has soared

to 25 per cent a year. Even
with a projected slower growth
rate of less than 20 per cent

annually through the end of

the century, western business-

men estimate that Chinese air-

lines will continue to need 50
planes a year for the next

decade..

To meet this demand, foreign

aircraft manufacturers are

flocking to China. Boeing Cor-

poration and Airbus Industrie

have been market leaders. In

the spring of this year, Chinese
airlines bought 21 Boeing jet-

liners, making a total of 150

Boeings either leased or sold to

the country since 1972. when
China placed its first order

with the American manufac-
turer. China has also pur-

chased 12 aircraft from Airbus

this year. Prior to that sale,

altogether the European con-

sortium has sold 17 aircraft to

Chinese airlines.

Making the skies safer

depends on making improve-
ments in several vital areas:

atr traffic control, radar,

ground equipment and pilot

shortages. Cbina'a air space is

controlled by the military and
civilian airlines must request

use of it. Civilian aircraft are

allotted narrow corridors
within which to fly and cannot
deviate out of them.
With more aircraft Dying in

the same air space, western
diplomats said the likelihood of

an accident increases. The air

space problem is compounded
by China's severe shortage of

radar and ground equipment

and navigational and landing-

systems.

“China is using the same
amount of radar to cover more
aircraft,” a western diplomat

said. “It is not ready to ade-

quately handle the increase in

the number of planes its air-

lines have acquired. There are

even areas in China that have

no radar. And if you have no
navigational aids, you're in

trouble.”

Moreover, China lacks a

national system of civilian air

traffic control. Transferring
aircraft from one flight infor-

mation region to another as it

is done in western countries

simply does not exist

Pilot training also lags

behind the West Modelled on
the Soviet method, pilots are

given instructions from air

traffic control on the ground,

and western diplomats said

they are not trained to request

permission to alter their origi-

nal route - “if you are flying a
plane in China, it goes through
clouds and turbulence because

the pilots don’t have the train-

ing or leeway to deviate from
the course ... so you end up
with a rather bumpy ride.”

The difficulties and dangers
are compounded by an acute

shortage of pilots. The cairn-

try’s only training school, run
by the Civil Aviation Adminis-
tration of China (CAAC) and
located tn Chengdu, Sichuan,

turns out 80 pilots annually.

Western businessmen estimate

the country currently needs a
total of at least 600 new pilots.

Because of the pilot shortage,

pilots fly longer hours than
they should.
The drive to be profitable

has also led to overloading air-

craft with passengers and
cargo, and to aircraft flying

when they should be grounded

for inspections and mainte-
nance.

Since July last year, China
has had five reported acci-

dents. which killed 331 people.

Even within the first two
weeks of a 100-day safety cam-
paign for the Chinese air force,

two F-7 fighters collided, kill-

ing both pilots.

Given all of these safety

problems, the Chinese are
attempting to improve safety

standards - “safety, safety,

safety - the order has come
from the top. The State Coun-
cil has said safety is a first

priority," a western business-

man says.

In response to this pressure,

the military has grudgingly

agreed to release control of

some of the air space to CAAC,
but western diplomats say the

armed forces have been stow to

implement this policy.

Lynne Curry

New money culture

Below, and on the back page, writers

examine China’s growing township and
village enterprises - led in many cases by

rural workers who have found fresh

incentives and new riches

Township and village enterprises

discover new prosperity

There is no
going back

As many as 19m rural

enterprises have
mushroomed in China
over the past 15 years,

reports

ALEXANDER NJCOLL

I
N 1978, Mr Wang Zhou Long
set up a small steel work-
shop outside De Yang, an

industrial city in Sichuan prov-

ince which already boasted
some formidable state-owned
steel plants.

Mr Wang was the village
accountant. He had learned
mathematics at primary school
but otherwise had no formal
education. He initially
employed 27 people and had,
he says, no money, no techni-

cians and no equipment - "the
idea was developed by all of

us," Mr Wang says. “Every-
body wanted to get rich."

Today, De Yang Iron-Steel

Plant is the tenth largest town-
ship enterprise in China. It has
3,100 staff - almost all of whom
previously worked on the land
- and earns a pre-tax profit of

Yn80m for the eight townships
which own it. Its products sell

in 23 provinces as well as Thai-

land and Taiwan, competing
with those of state-owned com-
panies - on what had been
farmland sprawls a
rough-and-ready collection of

furnaces and equipment churn-

ing out steel bars and pipes.

Mr Wang says he is not a
rich man. earning only a sal-

ary. But be is a prominent fig-

ure In the community as the

recently-elected town leader
and a member of the National

People’s Congress.

He is ambitious for his com-
pany. having opened two new
furnaces this year alone at a
cost of Yn70m. With Yn40m
still at his disposal for further

expansion. “I can negotiate

with anybody.” he says. He is

discussing the establishment of

a $l0m aluminium alloy fac-

tory with a Taiwan company.
This is just one of the esti-

mated 19m rural enterprises

which have mushroomed in

China over the past 15 years.

Conceived as a means to soak

up the surplus of farm labour

created by agricultural reform,

they have become the most
dynamic sector of the econ-

omy. The entrepreneurs who
run them will have a lasting

impact on Chinese life and
business culture.

The new bosses are people
with little or no education or

Qiu Guobtng: production has

doubled in fish farming

special skills - in many cases,

their schooling was terminated

by the Cultural Revolution in

the 1960s. They are people who
instinctively spot market
opportunities and exploit them.

To an extent not known in Chi-

nese business since the 1949

revolution, they must live on

their wits. Many of them are

already very rich.

Township and village enter-

prises account for about one-

third of China’s gross value of

industrial output They employ

about a quarter of China's

430m rural workforce, account

for about one-third of farm
incomes, and are still growing

rapidly.

By 1992, according to econo-

mists at the International Mon-
etary Fund, they accounted for

25 per cent of China's exports,

with textiles, clothing and arts

and crafts products accounting

for nearly half this figure.

Their activities range across
the whole gamut of products
and services where demand
had not been satisfied by the
lumbering central planning
system - from car repairs to to

shoes to vegetables.

Technically, the enterprises

are collectives owned by town-
ships and villages and may be
quite closely supervised by
town or village authorities.

Many are, however, effectively

in the private sector.

Rural enterprises operate
under the advantages and dis-

ciplines of the marketplace.
They have far greater flexibil-

ity than state-owned industry,
they do not have to answer to

a supervising bureaucracy;
they can sell at market prices

and set pay levels as they
want because their employees
are already housed on the land,

the enterprises have no “iron

rice bowl" responsibilities to

them; they enjoy tax conces-

sions for their first several

years and profit re-invested in

expanding production is tax-

free.

Wang Zhou Long - 1 can
negotiate wHh anybody"

The obverse side of this free-

dom is the absence of toe pro-

tection enjoyed by state indus-

tries. Rural enterprises have
no guaranteed market for their

products. They have no access

to soft loans. When the econ-

omy turns against them - as it

did with government austerity

measures from 1988 to 1991 -

many go to the wall. This
makes for efficiency but also

for vulnerability.

In Xian Yang township near
Chengdu, in Sichuan province,

where 5,500 of the 15,000 popu-

lation are employed by 34
township enterprises, the
township arranged to inject

equity into some of them when
bank finance was temporarily

cut off this summer because of

central government moves to

tighten credit

Frustrated by their inability

to predict the whims of Bei-

jing, many rural industrialists

are becoming involved in both
local and national politics.

Potentially, they represent a
strong middle class political

force. As the government seeks

to revitalise sick state-owned

enterprises which it has long
protected, the businessmen
who have come up the hard
way will be increasingly sensi-

tive to official favouritism
towards state industry.

As they seek to develop,
rural enterprises will face a
number of problems. Many
bosses complain that China's

poor infrastructure hampers
efficiency and increases costs.

The new culture of competi-

tive, money-making business is

to be found in unlikely places.

Mr Qiu Guobtng, 68 years old

and a Communist Party mem-
ber since 1952, has more than

doubled the productivity of tus

fish farm, a village enterprise

just outside Chongqing in Sich-

uan, since reforms began. He
sells his fish by auction to the

highest bidder, he runs train-

ing courses on fish farming

techniques, and his biggest

problem is theft.

He sees no going back to the

starvation he witnessed in the

1970s - “the People's Com-
mune was said to be a para-

dise. But it made people fool-

ish. People were cheated,” he

says. “Socialism with Chinese
characteristics is very suitable.

Local markets everywhere are

very prosperous. This way is

leading to prosperity."
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CHINA 14
The rising money culture: FT correspondents discover the ingenuity of some

of China’s growing band of entrepreneurs

The new rich emerge
H EARD the one about

the man from Sichuan
who made a fortune out

of nothing by buying used
Russian aircraft in exchange
for train-loads of Chinese con-
sumer goods?
This true story is jost one of

many told in admiring tones
to illustrate the helter-skelter

of money. Ill-paid bureaucrats
are goggle-eyed when they see

the riches being made by Chi-
na's new entrepreneurs. Sud-
denly, in the words of one,
"money is flying in the air."

Here we offer some snap-
shots of the new culture of
money from around China.

Mr Xue’s herbal
remedies
OUT of herbs which cost

nothing except the labour
needed to pick them. Mr Xue
Yongxin has in seven years
generated a company with
annual turnover of Yn300m,
writes Alexander NtcoU.

“In my opinion, it's only a
starting point," says Mr Xue,
who aims to quintuple the fig-

ure by 1996.

The company's main prod-
ucts are a lotion and tablets,

made entirely from Chinese
herbs, for the treatment of vag-

inal inflammation.

Mr Xue, 41, says he was pre-

viously an itinerant worker
studying medicine, Taoism and
architecture. He educated him-
self because his schooling was
interrupted b; the Cultural
Revolution. In 1986, he founded
Chengdu Enwei group, in
which he holds 92 per cenL At
the time, few people were will-

ing to invest in a new company
- *T was very adventurous to

establish this enterprise," he
says.

With annual pre-tax profit of

YnlOOm, Mr Xue is already a
rich man - though he pro-

fesses Taoist beliefs In har-

mony and helping society.

“Money will do no good to the

human body, unlike medicine,"

he says.

Boasting 46 group companies
and 30 sales offices around
China, as well as in Vietnam,
Thailand, Russia and Japan,
Mr Xue can see few obstacles

to further exponential growth.

He is applying to have his

main products approved by the

US Food and Drug Administra-

tion (as cosmetics, rather than

drugs).

After finding that poor pack-
aging limited his ability to

export, Mr Xue is building a
new packaging plant with
imported equipment
A man with marketing flair

which has been rare in China,

he is looking for cross-market-

ing agreements with foreign

manufacturers of name-brand
products. Mr Xue uses televi-

sion and poster advertising in

Chengdu, capital of Sichuan
province, and is expanding
sales throughout China
although he is hampered by
Inadequate railways and roads,

power supplies and telecommu-
nications.

And, inevitably for a medi-
cine company with an eye for

massive growth, Chengdu
Enwei has a cure for Aids as
well as other fatal diseases
including liver cancer. Its Qian
Kun Ning herbal capsules,
according to the company’s lit-

erature, have “the effect of
replenishing Qi to invigorate
the spleen, promoting blood
circulation, relieving flatu-

lence, removing heat, detoxi-

cating and enhancing the
effect of the body's immunity."
Chinese researchers are exam-
ining the claims

Mr Mo’s profitable
pickles

THE IDEA is extraordinarily

simple. But from a few sheds
in Sichuan province. Mr Mo
Goshun says he a profit

of $lm per year, writes Alexan-
der Nicoll.

His five-year-old enterprise

In xian Yang township cute,

salts and pickles vegetables,

and sells them to Japan. Mr Mo
himself spotted the market
opportunity. Mushrooms which
grow wild in the mountains of

Sichuan sell for $260 a kilo-

gram in Japan, he says. He
claims that it costs him $400 to

process one ton of mushrooms
and that he sells them for

. $14,000 per ton.

Seeds for cabbages and other

raw materials are Imported
from Japan, and the enterprise

also processes onions, eggplant

and other vegetables according

to demand in Japan.

Mr Mo admits that he is

already a rich man in Chinese
terms - he expects to set up a
cooperative agreement with a
Japanese company, but says
that “we do not need the
money."

Stores report
spending fever

“MY POCKETS are bulging

with money," says Mr Fan-
rhunfn

, a gtaiihnifter in ’nan-

jin’s biggest department store.

He transports zip-up jackets
from the southern provinces to

Tianjin, sells around 40 of

them a day, and makes Ynl^OO
a month, writes Bromoen Mad-
dox.

The store's four teeming
floors in Tianjin's Hongqlao
district, which open at six in

the every day, are tes-

timony to the spending fever
gripping Chinese families. Cus-
tomers elbow each other out of

the way to try out the elec-

tronic games, cosmetics, and
karaoke microplumes.
Mr Ye Furong, the store's

general manager, explains that

the store has been, set up as a
market, with space rented to

private stallholders, “because
we [the store's founders] do not
have enough experience in
developing a market system.
Our aim is to mobilise private

businesses to do that."

Open for nearly two years, it

now has more than 1,000 stal-

lholders who supply their own
goods and set their own prices.

Trading volume is expected to

reach Y300m this year.

“These businesses work
according to the law of the
market," comments Mr Ye. “If

it is cheap, lots of people will

buy it”

The. managers’ embrace of
market values is now so firm
that when asked what makes a
good businessman they give a
textbook answer, good infor-

mation; matching supply with
customers’ tastes; quick trans-

port; good quality, and setting

prices in line with quality.

Although the managers
hotly reject the label of specu-

lators. the enterprise also illus-

trates the kind of property deal

of which Beijing officials have
become wary. The cost of.

bunding the store, YnSQm, was
financed by a loan from a local

property company on a interest

rate of 12 per cent a year,
with

part of the interest deferred.

The interest rate is tower

than hotels and -restaurants

would pay "because this kind

of project is encouraged by the

state” says Mr Ye. “We are sell-

ing little goods that people
need."

Yet, although they have paid

back only a third of the loan,

they now have an empty site

earmarked for a second, bigger

store, which they plan to-

finance with a second loan
from another property com-
pany.
Questioned on whether they

would earn more money as
traders in their own store than
as its managers, they roar with
laughter, but the eventual
answer is "yes-" That response
reflects one or the new ten-

sions of China: officials and .

managers are increasingly con-

fronted with the spectacle of
poorly-educated entrepreneurs
earning a fortune.

The stallholders themselves

express no doubts about their

new jobs. Mrs Han. 40, who
runs a sock stall in the store,

used to work in a Tianjin fac-

tory repairing machines -
“twenty years ago 1 never
would have dreamed Fd be
doing this. The market system
is good. Business Is good."

New fashions
catch on

AFTER ONLY three weeks
of running a Japanese joint

venture clothing store in Bei-

jing, Mr Kdnio Kawasato, is

already fiwrinatwi by the mys-
tery of conspicuous Chinese
consumption, writes Robert
Thomson.
“You look at the statistics on

what people are supposed to be
earning, then you see how
much the customers are spend-

ing, and the figures don't add
up,” says Mr Kawasato, gen-

eral manager of a venture by
Taka-Q, famed for its contribu-

tion to Japan’s post-war devel-

opment by supplying the stan-

dard blue suit to salaried
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Thaboesas of foe Ttenfh department store which has four teeming;

floors in Hongqfao dtetrict- see report stores report opening fewer

workers. He pots the wflfing-

nuf of Chiriaaft nnrtnmws to

spend at least Ynl.200 and
sometimes much more, on tho

lack of spending options -

“people are not saving for a
house or a car, and the taxes

are not high,” he says. “Food is

relatively cheap, so people are

using their money for clothes
and entertainment’
Tapping into thona relatively

large urban incomes is the aftn

of the Taka-Q venture, though

publicity in Japan has pot the

shop on the tourist map for

visiting Japanese. While Mr
Kawasato was avplaining how
he has encouraged good man-
ners among the shop assis-

tants, a tourist group was

downstairs looking for Japa-

nese quality at Chinese prices.

The store, nearthe main Bei-

jing shopping street of. Wang-,

filing. Is a joint venture with
ffiwwig Garment, which ran a-'

Mao suit store during the cul-

tural revolution. As political
fanhinnn rfiangail, Tjrimmg
moved into western suits and

now, a foreign partnership in
ItaUan-styie suite, leather jack-

ets and business shirts.

•

.

Taka-Q T^rimcng looks like one
of toe Japanese company's out-

lets in suburban Tokyo, but Mr
Kawasato is still coaching the

sales assistants in the Japa-

Admaturaa» Mr Xbra hratnl

products have made him rich

nese arts of politeness. In
many Chinese stores, change is

often tbared back'at customers
by mute assistants forwhom a

.

sale is ah' unwelcome intru-

sion.

"We have trained tire assis-

tants to say, ’thank you very

much, please come again,’ as
would be the case to Japan., 1

think toe customers can feel a
difference between this store

and other Chinese stores, blit

our levels are still not high
enough," he says..

Mr Kawasato has made the

assistants more attentive to

sales by giving them a rela-

tively low base salary and
introducing a commission sys-

tem. But retraining the former

Bronwan Maddox and Alexander NfooS

[ironeng staff, accustomed tor

low-effort' service, has been

more difficult than coaching

recently hired employees. -

In Japan, stores such as

Taka-Q often keep files on cus-

tomers and run a discount card

system for frequent buyers,

but Chinese customers are

reluctant to provide informa-

tion for a personal file; Until

now, only .the Communist
party, the police, and the State

Security Bureau have kept per-

sonal files.

Taka-Q is supplying the store

from its own Joint venture fac-

tory near Beijing, which also

exports garments to Japan.

Among men, suits account for

about half of the sales, whilev

Chinese women are most inftow

arced by fashion trends started

in Hong Kong; Mr Kawasato

“The level of brand and qual-

ity awareness in China is even
higher than that of some Japa-

nese consumers! But the use of

the suit is different in China,”.
he says. “Men don’t wear a suit

to work, but they wear one on
their day off, if they go out*
.Taka-Q is planning a chain

of Chinese stores, though open-

ing dates are not fixed - “if we
open more stores, the

-

produc-

tion, costs will fall,” he adds.

“Before the war, the company
had . a store, to Shanghai, so
there is a historical reason for

the interest in China.”
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FINANCIAL TIMES SURVEY

SWISS BANKING AND FINANCE
S WITZERLAND’S international

financial services sector is enjoying
an unexpected and vigorous revival!

ii is not just the fact that the country's
bie universal and private banks arHuad-mg for bumper profits this year. Big banksand brokers everywhere have benefited

;
from buoyant securities and money mar? kets In recent months. .

And it is not just the feet that the brisk
inflow of foreign investment capital is con-
trnurng, although the decision by the
Swiss a year ago to eschew closer ties with
the European Union has undoubtedly
helped refresh the country's image as an
independent safe haven. •

More importantly, the scene
has been energised by the recent removal
of stifling restrictions on importing skilled
professionals, the removal of some trans-
action taxes and unproved education pro-
grammes.
A new sense of optimism is emprgrng

. that Finanzplatz Schweiz can after all
retain a useful and profitable role in Euro-
,pean finance in the face of increasingly
stiff competition from London anH other
large centres.

While hundreds of clerical jobs are being
lost as banks rationalise branch networks
and streamline back office operations,
many new high value ones, are being ere-,
ated in the country’s increasingly lively
securities and. derivatives markets.

Indeed, activity is so brisk that the Zur-
ich Stock Exchange, whose leaders were in
a state of high anxiety two years ago over
the burgeoning trade in big Swiss equities
in London, is planning to open a seventh
trading ring next February, either for
Swiss bonds or for foreign equities.
The derivatives markets, underdevel-

oped and flagging two years ago, have
been helped by improved education pro-
grammes in Swiss universities and a more
liberal government policy on granting
^work permits to highly skilled people,

f Last year, the authorities would allow
Credit Suisse Financial Products to bring
in only two experts from its London base.
Now, banks can bring in whoever they
need. “Zurich is at the state of the art”,

says Mathis Cabiallavetta, Union Bank of

Switzerland's director responsible for
- derivatives. “We feel we can do .anything

.

. here that could be done in New York or
London, and we are regaining ground."
The one dampening element: in this

revival is that the Swiss economy is in a
- dreary state, having suffered three years

of mild recession and some economists
believe even a weak recovery is stiU some
months away.
Thus, while securities and international

financial business are boomin^the domes-
tic commercial hanking scene 'is in a dis-

mal state. Three years ot slumping prop:
. _

ertv markets, sluggish aglaa ter industrial pie, has .tumbled from 190 to ISO in the

companies and falling Mr Roland Boeschen-

The banking and insurance area of Place St Franfois in Laisanne: smafier cantonal and regional banks are less res!Bent and the trend to painful consolidation in this area continues

Brisk activity on most fronts
Continuing recession is a dampening factor but a sharp upturn in its fortunes is persuading the

feector that it still has a useful role to play in European finance, writes Ian Rodger
but to follow. “We thought that after

everyone took a bath in the mortgage mar-

ket in the past two years, a risk premium

have left
7

banks with an unprecedented
level erfbad debts.

The big universal hanks can and will

absorb record provisions for bad loans this

year without 'breaking stride, but the
smaller rantnnal and regional banks are

not so resilient and the trend to painful

consoEdatiofi in these sectors continues.

The.number ofregional banks* for exam-

stein, deputy director of the Association of

Regional Banks, says the process, which
has slowed so far this year, is likely to

accelerate again when bank directors take

stock at year end.

Ironically, the biggest single consolida-

tion seen to date, the takeover by Credit

Suisse of Swiss Votksbank early this year
for SFrI.6bn, <£740m) appears to have
intensified the competitive struggle, at

least for the time being. At a stroke, this

acquisition catapulted Credit Suisse from

a weak third position in most domestic

markets to a neck and neck battle with

UBS for leadership.

Both UBS and Swiss Bank Corporation -

the latter now an embarrassed number
three in most markets - have responded

by stepping up their marketing efforts,

undoubtedly in the hope of picking off

disaffected customers from Credit Suisse

or Volksbank. Others have had no choice

would appear this year, but no way." says

Mr Josef Ackermann. the new chief execu-

tive of Credit Suisse.

One immediate consequence is that the

big banks are. if anything, accelerating

their cost-cutting programmes, including

eliminating jobs.

This has gone down badly with the gen-

eral public. Many people cannot under-

stand how the banks can be so insensitive

at a time when they are making record

profits and when unemployment is already

soaring because of lay-offs by hard pressed

industrial companies. But the banks, if

slightly uncomfortable with this criticism,

are unrepentant. "It would be totally

wrong to finance the weak, domestic side

from our trading profits from elsewhere,"

says Mr Ackermann. “We would be
heavily and rightly criticised three years

from now if we did not act."

The private banks, too, are having a

banner year. Most of these banks, which
specialise in managing private fortunes

and. to an increasing extent, institutional

portfolios, are themselves private and do
not publish their financial results.

But Baer Holding, one of the largest,

reported that its consolidated net income
more than doubled in the first half to

SFr7lm. with the volume of clients' assets

up 17 per cent to SFr38.7bn and trading

income more than doubling to SFrll4m.

This sparkling performance has helped
rebuild confidence that this sector, the

heart of the Swiss financial centre, can
remain internationally competitive. Esti-

mates put the value of foreigners' funds in

the country at more than SFrl.OOObn, a
third of all offshore investment

That may be a big drop in market share

from the near monopoly that Swiss bank-

ers had early in the century in this high
margin field, but “the miracle”, says one
private banker, “is that we have held on to

as much as we have".

“Our market share is an advantage,"

says Mr Hans-Dieter Vontobel. chief execu-

tive of the eponymous private banking
group in Zurich. “It enables us to do
things that someone starting from zero

cannot do." Mr Vontobel published a book
two years ago expressing concern about
the future of the Swiss financial centre,

and in particular about the commitment of

the big universal banks to it. At the time,

the big banks seemed to be moving many
activities - especially in the securities

field - to London.

Today, he confesses to having become
"rather optimistic”. He points in particular

to the development of the national elec-

tronic stock exchange, due to be com-
pleted late next year after two false starts

tn the late 1980s. That development, with

the removal of some transaction taxes and
aggressive cost-cutting, makes operating

in Switzerland look much more attractive.

"The big banks realise that we are now
able to be low cost producers. London out-

manoeuvred Switzerland and others in the

1980s. but it has. its problems now. I can-

not comment on the outcome of the war,

but the next battle could go to the conti-

nent and to Switzerland," Mr Vontobel

says.
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SWISS BANKING AND FINANCE 2

ECONOMY The market is flourishing but beware of competitors, says John Gapper

Little to celebrate
THERE is not much joy in the
Swiss economy these days, but
neither its current state nor its

prospects appear to be as bad
as many have Geared.

The country is coming to the
end of the third year ofa reces-

sion that has been unpleasant,
but mercifully shallow. Accord-
ing to recently upwardly
revised figures, real gross
domestic product was in fact

stagnant in 1S91 and con-
tracted by only o.i per cent last

year. It is expected to fail 0.7

per cent this year.

The slump was initially
self-imposed, as inflation shot
up to more than 6 per cent in

1990, forcing the Swiss
National Bank to tighten mon-
etary policy just as other stim-
uli were showing signs of flag-

ging.

The effect of the squeeze was
felt first on private sector
investment. It contracted 2.5

per cent in 1991 and 5 per cent
last year, leaving the construc-

tion industry, property mar-
kets and many machinery sec-

tors in considerable difficulty.

On the other hand, exports,

which account for more than a
third of GOP, held up remark-
ably well, growing 3.4 per cent
last year. But they have sagged
this year as the German econ-

omy has slumped.
By far the most damaging

aspect of this recession has
been its impact on jobs. The
unemployment rate has shot
up from less than l per cent in

1990 to 4.5 per cent, with a

record 170,000 people now out

of work. Economists agree that

this will worsen next year.

High unemployment has had
a strong impact on other ele-

ments in the economy. Soaring
spending for welfare benefits

has been the main contributor

to the government's record
breaking deficits in the past
two years.

Economists also suspect that

unemployment is behind the
nervousness that has sent pri-

vate consumption plunging
much more deeply than in pre-

vious recessions. Consumption
was off 0.2 per cent last year,

and tumbled 2.5 per cent and
19 per cent in the first and
second quarters of this year
respectively.

There is an uncommon una-
nimity among analysts that
the economy is at last bottom-
ing out. but no one expects it

to. recover quickly next year.
Among the leading forecasters,

the Lausanne-based Crea Insti-

tute for Applied Macroeconom-
ics and Zurich-based Centre For
Research of Economic Activity

(EOF) are the most optimistic,

expecting GDP growth of 1.7

per cent and 1.5 per cent
respectively. Bank Julius Baer
is at the bottom of the range,
seeing only a 0.9 per cent
growth.
Whatever the outcome, no

one expects that growth will be
strong enough to reduce unem-
ployment
Inflation, on the other hand,

has been largely wrung out of

the system. The central bank
expects it will drop to under
two per cent by the middle of

next year compared with the

September rate of 3.4 per cent

High unemployment has
had a strong impact on
other elements in the

economy

The differences in the fore-

casts seem mainly to reflect

differing views on the outlook
for exports. The Swiss National
Bank seems to side with Baer.

Mr Georg Rich, director and
chief economist, says he is

sceptical of the optimistic fore-

casts of German recovery
recently published by the Ger-

man institutes. The recovery,
he says, is more likely to be led

by private consumption, as
people gradually lose their ner-

vousness about unemploy-
ment.
The more interesting ques-

tion is the state in which Swiss

industry will emerge from the
recession. It has taken a beat-

ing in the past two years. A
September survey of 200 indus-
trial firms by Union Rank- of

Switzerland found that average
capacity usage had dropped to

81 per cent and two thirds of
the companies employed fewer
people than a year ago. Only 4
per cent expected orders to rise

in the fourth quarter.

Moreover, there has been
much moaning in Swiss indus-

trial circles about the difficul-

ties exporters now face. One
obstacle is the strong Swiss
franc, bolstered by large
inflows of haven-seeking capi-

tal in the past year and sup-

ported by a fairly rigorous

monetary policy.

The central bank, having
been burnt once in the late

1986s, is hesitant to stimulate

the economy beyond its

medium term target of one per

cent growth in the monetary

base.

In the first half of 1992, the

hank was much criticised for

maintaining a tight grip. But

since then, it has regained

credibility, taking advantage of

rises in the franc which have

been caused by capital inflows

to reduce interest rates unilat-

erally.

The spread between German
and Swiss short-term interest

rates is still over 150 basis

points and the franc remains

strong, but the bank seems in

no hurry to provide further

unilateral relief.

The more worrying problem
for exporters is the possibility

of discrimination in European
markets as a result of Switzer-

land's decision last year to

remain outside the European
Economic Area (EEA).
Mr Rich and others believe

i

that Swiss industrial compa-
nies have made great strides

during the recession to

improve their competitiveness.

This is shown by the feet that

corporate profits have
remained at respectable levels.

Thus, they should be able to

absorb the marginal extra
costs Of border formalities that

their European Union competi-
tors will no longer face. But
discriminatory acts, especially

covert ones, would be difficult

to counter.

Mr Kurt Schiltknecht, man-
aging director of BZ Trust in
Zurich, a fund management
firm, is especially optimistic.

“People are underestimating
the progress our companies
have made,” he says.

"Of course there will be
some unpleasant surprises in
Europe, but that is a challenge
to produce better products.
Swiss companies should not be
in businesses where a sale
depends on a 2 or 3 per cent
margin "

Mr Schiltknecht also points

out that Swiss companies have
already had some important
benefits from being outside the
EEA, notably the lower inter-

est rates made possible by the
large capital inflows.

Private factor is potent attraction

lan Rodger

THE mood among Swiss
private bankers these days is a
mixture of gratification and
apprehension. They are grati-

fied because asset management
for wealthy individuals is now
a flourishing market in spite of

decades of scepticism about Its

future. They are apprehensive

because the boom has brought
with it competition from
unlikely sources, including

retail banks in Europe and
America.

The strength of competition

has raised questions over
whether Swiss banks, and in

particular the small privately,

capitalised Geneva banks, will

continue to exert their domi-
nance over offshore private
funds of $2,100bxL

The alternative is that they

will be squeezed out by other
centres, and by large institu-

tions which attempt to offer

similar services from bases in

i Switzerland.

Chase Manhattan estimates
that 35 per cent of private cli-

ent fluids are managed from
Switzerland. The near-monop-

oly of Swiss private banks in

the Inter-war period has been
gradually eroded. But the
country's political and finan-

cial stability, traditional exper-

tise and banking secrecy
remain potent attractions, in

spite of strong competition
from Luxembourg and London.
“Knowing others think this

is an interesting sector is a
reassuring confirmation that

we were right in decades when
people said it was not that
important." says Mr Thierry
Lombard, one of six partners of

Geneva-based Lombard, Odier

& Cie.

Competition has intensified

as banks have looked at pri-

vate banking as a conunission-

eaming activity with lower
capital risks than lending.

“It is a fee-earning business
with relatively good margins,

and the bulk of it is off-balance

sheet, so you can achieve a
good return on capital," says
Mr Jean Pierre Cuoni, chief

executive of Coutts & Co AG.
the international private bank-
ing arm of National Westmin-
ster Bank.
Banks are also encouraged

by the potential growth of
wealthy individuals in emerg-
ing markets to Asia and Latin
America.

Banks that already manage
assets and provide capital mar-
kets services to large corporate

clients and institutional funds,

can offer similar services to

rich individuals at relatively

low marginal cost
Mr Georges Vergnlon, chair-

man of Chase Manhattan pri-

vate Bank in Geneva, says that

Chase’s derivatives expertise
and technology Is one example
of a transferable resource.

international banks, such as

Chase and National Westmin-
ster. are unconcerned about

Maintaining competitive

advantage requires a
delicate balancing act

Switzerland’s future as a pri-

vate banking centre.

“Switzerland is a booking
centre, a product, for us,” says
Mr Cuoni. “I am not worried if

people say other centres are
coming up. We are there too."

The fortunes of Swiss private

banks are more intertwined
with the country’s competitive
advantage.
Yet maintaining that advan-

tage requires a delicate balanc-

ing act. The private banks
must be large and expert
enough to provide clients with
the enormous range of modem
financial products and capital

instruments. Yet, they must
maintain the small-scale, per-

sonalised service that allows
them to command private ch-

eat fees big enough to offset

larger competitors’ economies
of scale.

Mr BSr, chairman of

Bank Julius BSr in Zurich,

says that the primary empha-
sis must be on individuals.

“The margins are slim on asset

management and global custo-

dianship. It is the private client

who pays the bill,” he says. Mr
Lombard agrees. “We may sell

part of our expertise outside,

but the hulk of our research

must be devoted to our cli-

ents,” he says.

This principle is mare easily

enunciated than achieved. The
Swiss banks need to boost pri-

vate client assets' with institu-

tional funds: 45 per cent of
Lombard, Ocher's assets under
management, are Institutional.

This gives them an incentive

to concentrate on finud rather
than, portfolio management,
devoting research to overall

asset allocation Instead of

selecting individual mixes for
clients.

This tendency has been
reinforced by the growth in'
mutual funds from, the.:US,
which

,

nfifera individuals the
nhaiyB tO diversify Tick amrt to
spread investments around dif-

ferent markets.
Private banks increasingly

act as intermediaries between
their clients and such funds;

sometimes making markets In

investment fund holding . to
allow private clients to swap
amnnp thatg easily.

Mr Bar says that private cli-

ents have become preoccupied

by ftimf performance. “It is less

and less them asking: “Is this a

good hank?’ People ask about

the funds now,” he says.

This could mean that private

banking will become a “com-

moditised" business, with mar-

gins felling as a growing num-

ber of competitors are able to

offer fund management exper-

tise similar to the established

participants.
, „

Nor is it simple to decide

which form of institutional

business banks- should seek.

people and
going to be

art

butfhe

Surveys have found that

clients sfll value the

. traditions of service

Some are now .having to

choose between offering large

corporations asset manage-
ment services, or becoming
global custodians that manage
securities portfolios.

QteritaHng which option is

mote profitable in the long

term is- “a difficult call”,

according to Mr Patrick Odier,

a partner of Lombard, Odier.

Mr Vergnlon argues that

such trends favour big banks
which can allow their private'

hanking arms to draw on the

expertise of other specialist

activities, such as institutional

fUDOd managwrnftnt and rapltal

markets.,

'

“We have already seen some
of the smaller banks merging.
Those that cannot invest in

Mr Vergnlon believes fhk
international banks -witfj
presence in Switzerland h**/
an edge in attracting new

"

cuts because much of the
emerging wealth is; amoa*
entrepreneurs, -in'- -AsbTtoSk
Latin America. .

Chase 'says that itisgafidair
market sham, altlwwgb
per cent growth in aasjts
under management, so fe fi
year, includes money entrust
to it by tod^endsxt advlaeti.

The Swiss banks remain a
competitive- , force. i&jcyeyj

-

have found that clienty stiff.

value their traditions ofaertiee
highly and are preparedtoW’ '

a premium fig,it Tft»'«y
ciem that private bankteg -w

merely the -latest fed ** ao&e
of thefr caanpetkors alsobew
They have specialised fadL

ent asset management .'for str#
long that -their names~a&r

:

addressee alone are satad^
tfcemenL v- •*

“We are willing it tend*
service tax the. very long -fam
and we devote our ;cCpital to

our clients’ nee&HEfaing'
important," says Mr-GiietJ

;

Yet in a worid'wbere i^e
average retail investorCanW
equity options or tatej

a mutual fimdt.-thfeVSwiss -

banks must wodt’toaw^fr
hard to danmstrate ffiatfthefr -

expertise remains

John Gapper explains why cost-cutting follows record bank profits*

Spectacular
big three the

k ,-f ’£3-

risk of protes
.
* r •*

THE international boom in
securities underwriting and
derivatives trading has created

record profits for Switzerland’s

three biggest banks - but the

achievement could not have
come at a more awkward time
As they cut costs in the com-
petitive domestic retail market,
the banks now risk political

and consumer protest
The success of Union Bank

of Switzerland, CS Holding,
and Swiss Bank Corporation in
diversifying into profitable
forms of international business
was rewarded spectacularly in
the first half. Post-tax profits

Market share

Most banks have an excellent idea

about money.

We have several.

(nnskMi

increased by 83 per cent, with

,

trading income double that in
the first half of 1992.

This gave them a respectable

13 per cent return on capital,

despite domestic returns of
between 5 and 6 per cent The
three have suffered from low
returns in the past because
they have high ratios of equity
to assets. They have main-
tained their solidity at the
expense of short-term returns.
But concerns over the sus-

tainability of trading revenue
and risks associated with
derivatives mean that each is

trying to improve long-term
profitability. This Involves
restructuring of domestic
operations and some highly
cautious provisioning against
bad debts to provide a cushion
for the future.

“The trading side is volatile

and makes us vulnerable.”
says Mr Josef Ackermann,
chief executive of CS Holding's

Total assets
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The domestic market is

characterised by high
levels of competition and
slim interest margins

Whether your needs are for institutional portfolio management,
or for the acquisition, sale and related financing of a company,

Unigestion is the investment bank that has the right ideas to meet your requirements.

Our particular strengths: the search for imaginative and
creative solutions adapted to the needs of each one of our clients.

Bank Unigestion. Our business is to match your unique
requirements with tailor-made ideas.

IS A ii O U_E
UNIGESTION
laiior-made ideas
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Credit Suisse. “The things
which will remain with us are
cuts in costs and a high level
of provisions.” Mr Ackermann
says the big three must be cau-
tious because the Swiss eco-
nomic outlook Is uncertain.
The Swiss domestic market

is characterised by high levels
of competition and slim inter-
est margins. Swiss banks also
went through a period In the
1980s when they offered a large

and expensive range of prod-
ucts to personal customers,
and kept large networks of
indistinguishable branches.
The banks face political

problems in improving net
interest margins from the cur-
rent level of 1.4 per cent They
have been unable to match the

rise in mortgage margins
achieved in other countries
because of public antagonism.
Customers are also astute at

not leaving interest-free depos-

its.

This means that attention

has focused on cost-cutting and
simplifying products. Mr Rob-

ert Studer, chief executive of

UBS, says: “111 the 1980s all the

banks introduced products of a
sophistication that the cus-

tomer did not want or under-

stand, and certainly was not

prepared to pay for.'*

Cost-cutting has been given

impetus by the acquisition of

the fourth largest bank - Swiss

Volksbank - by what was- &e
third largest by asset tize. CS
Holding. It is estimated tv Leh-
man Brothers, the investment
bank, that cost-cutting could
improve domestic operating
profits by 15 per cent by 1895.
But the CSH/Volksbank deal

has also reinforced the banks’
contest for size. Mr George
Blum, chief executive, of Swiss
Bank Corporation, says his
domestic priority is to increase
market share by measures that
include buying wpaii banks,
and using unspecified new dis-

tribution channels.
Mr Blum emphasises that

SBC will do all it can this year
to make bad debt provisions
high enough to ensure a profits
gain from falling provisions
over the next few. “It is best
for them to be as high, as possi-
ble in the special circum-
stances of this year to give us a
totally safe base,” he says.

_

The challenges in interna-
tional operations are different.

The banks have gained by not
making similar mistakes to
those of US and European
banks which expanded into'
loss-making retail overseas
operation in the 1980s. Instead,
they have concentrated, on
more profitable corporate and
securities businesses.
The banks have gained from

their derivatives strength as
currency and interest rate vol-
atility have drawn huge
demand from corporate cus-
tomers for risk management
services. SBCs derivatives lia-
bilities 'and credit substitutes
atone rose by about a third last
year from SFrx,017bn to
SFriAMbn.
While the banks' strong capi-

tal Is likely to help them keep
their market share, concerns
focus on narrowing of margins
and trading risk. Mr Acker-
mann says that “derivatives
are here to stay”, but adds that
he expects margins to narrow

for plain derivative products
over the next few years.
But the banks are optimistic

that they can sustain interna-
tional profits fay expanding in

.
securities and banking mar
kets.where they are underde-
veloped. flf we cartexpand our

banks achieving returns, on
common equity of 15 to 20 per

cent on strengthened capital,

pressures may mount
In me sense, the world *

moving in the dlrectum.cf.fla

big three. There is a growing
international emphasis on
strong capital ratios in busi-

nesses such as securities;

underwriting and derivatives.

The Basle accord on mfritmum

capital ratios has also encour-

aged banks to meet Swiss stan-

dards.

Nonetheless, .Switzerland, is.

not imrunnp from shareholder
activism, with UBS atreadyfas-
ing a legal challenge. frqm-BS
Vision, the investments .com-

pany which holdsa 15
stake. There cento be ggerisd

Exfenial pressures could
mount to focus on higher
earning businesses so
as to raise total returns

infrastructure, we can get sta-
ble Income from markets
where . we’ve had a limited
role,*

1

says Mr Ackermann.
The biggest strategic ques-

tion facing the banks is
whether they can maintain
their approach of valuing capi-
tal strength, at least as highly
as return on equity, with US

pressures to conceg
higher earning bu$f
raise overall retmn^
Mr Blum says tiu

can produce retunjg
per cent in future^
“very happy", butfae
regard it as thesoto*
we cannot, then so tx
is the alternative?' i
our capital wou»“
because that is th&lw
Adame in the bank***
Mr Studer says'daS

be. wrong, to -dag
strongly on shorter
returns. It must sdst
of activity which coal
overall profits.
ocean steamer naftSa
on a lake, and jm&ua
to move ns as
small boat,” he sa$5&i
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Swiss stock exchanges finally
seem to be near to tKe introduction
of electronic trading. Mr Dieter Sig-nsi, secretary of the new Swiss StockExchange, says the current project for

developing an eiectronic systems 'on
schedule to be introduced in the snrineof
1985. "Both on the technical
the Political side, we ate on track," Mr
Sigrist said. -

This is a considerable achievement con-
sidering the rough ride that Swiss banks
and brokers have had in this area offi
past few years.

Plans for an electronic exchange in Swit-

'

zerland were first outlined in the mld-
1980s. At the time, seven, bourses were
operating m the country but intensifying'
competition from other. ' European
exchanges made the need to concentrate

'

activity more pressing,
" '

However, given the strength of regional
sentiment, it was unlikely that the others
would ynUmgly cede the field to the Zur-
ich Bdrse.by far the largest of the Swiss
exchanges.

The creation of an electronic exchange
provided an elegant way of avoiding toss
of face as physical location would be in-el-
evant to such an exchange.'
Two attempts to create such a system

were made in the 1980s, the more ambi-
tious was designed by Andersen Consult-
ing. But In late I99i. the project was sud-
denly scrapped. By then four of the seven

THE STOCK EXCHANGE

Electronic trading

reality

f

THE SWISS bond market has
enjoyed a second year of recov-

• ery, helped by falling interest
rates and the unusual

; emer-
gence of a substantial public
sector deficit The big three -
Union Bank of Switzerland, CS
Holding and Swiss Book Cor-
poration - now dominate the
lead managing of issues even
more than in the days of the

' bond syndicate cartel. They
. expect another six months of
strong primary activity, but
are uncertain what will follow.

Some traditional character-
' istlcs of tbe bond market bare
reappeared, following an

- exotic period in the 1980s
~l>which saw an outbreak of'
"equity-linked Japanese issues

and swapped deals by borrow-

f ers without triple and double
A ratings. Although volume in

; the first nine months of 1993
equalled that of the whole of
last year, there has been a

exchanges had closed, leaving only Zurich,
. Geneva and Basle.

.

Moreover, business was depressed and
fixed commissions had just been abol-

.

ished, leaving brokers uncertain about
their future income. Many thought the
Andersen project, which, some said could

. cost more than SFrlQOm by the time it was
Installed, was extravagant.

Andersen and, the stock grrhangps are
stm in court arguing over the conmilMnt**
fees, which are expected to be between
SFr20m and SFr40m.
To their credit, the exchanges went back

to work to design a more modest system,
and agreed, on. a plan that would be based
on one developed for Australia's stock
exchanges.

- Ironically, the Australian system had
been based on one developed for the Swiss
Options and Financial Futures Exchange
(Soffex) In the early 1980s.
The development budget is SFrSOm and

Mr Sigrist says about half of it has been
spent to date. The system will handle trad-

ing and connect to the Swiss Clearing Cor-

poration (SEGA) and the Swiss interbank
Clearing system (SIC) for processing settle-

ments.
hi preparation for the launch of the elec-

tronic exchange, a number of organisa-

tional changes have taken place or are

foreseen.
First, a legal association called Swiss

Stock Exchange (SSE) was established in

May this year to take over responsibility

for completing the exchange from the

Association of Tripartite Bourses. It will

also operate the exchange.
Initially, only members of the three

existing stock exchanges are SSE members
and, for legal reasons, this is likely to

prevail for the initial years of operation.
Direct membership will become possible

as soon as one of the three founding
exchanges ceases operations, but that will

Traders on tbe Zurich BOrse: physical location would be irrelevant to an electronic exchange

only happen when the relevant canton
agrees to give up its collection of taxes on
securities transactions.

SSE has already taken over responsibil-

ity for trading regulations and listings

from the Association of Swiss Exchanges,
which has been dissolved.

Soffex. hitherto owned by the big banks
and other exchange members, became a
wholly owned subsidiary of SSE las;

month. One result of this move was that

Soffex last summer dropped its plans for

co-operating with other European futures

exchanges. Instead, it will wait and

develop an external policy together with
the stock exchange.

Another consequence is that the Soffex

computer system will be transferred to a
new computer complex that will be set up

for the Swiss exchange.
Meanwhile a new federal stock exchange

law is being prepared to replace existing
cantonal ones. It will probably not become
fully effective until near the end of the

decade and so the existing stock exchange
entities and. more important, tax systems
will remain in effect even after the elec-

tronic exchange has started to operate.

For competitive reasons, the SSE wants
to change from the cantonal volume-based
tax to transaction ones, but Mr Sigrist

docs not see this happening until 1997 or

later.

The new federal law will probably leave

most regulatory and surveillance matters

to the SSE, at least at tbe initial stages,

with final responsibility falling on the Fed-

eral Banking Commission.

For example, a suspicion of insider trad-

ing would prompt the SSE to earn1 out an
investigation and, if it was suspicious of

wrongdoing, it would pass the case on to

tbe commission.
It has not yet been decided whether the

SSE will build up its own surveillance

staff or whether it will call upon compa-
nies' external auditors to carry out initial

investigations.

Mr Sigrist doubts that a big staff will be
necessary because few cases will arise. He
points out that there are only 55 members.
The electronic exchange will collect data

not only on the brokers carrying out trans-

actions but also on whether deals are done

for customers or for the broker's own
account.

The pace of implementation of electronic

trading may seem painfully slow, but Mr
Sigrist makes no apology. "We have
learned by spending a lot of money doing
the wrong thing," he says.

Ian Rodger

Higher yield bond issues may lure retail investors, says John Gapper

Back to traditional values
first vice-president of Union
Bank of Switzerland.
"Investors will look for

higher risk again eventually.

That will give people like ns
tiie chance to bring new names
or structured deals to the mar-
ket," says Mr Jules Keller, of
$G Warburg Securities in
Geneva.
But that time has not yet

arrived. SFrl9.9bn of foreign

straight 'issues' up to Novem-
ber 4. were rated AAA. while
SPr8.5bn_were AA. -8Frl.91m
were 3T3iSif onfy ‘SFrl50m

were tower ffiap.4-

.

In addition, the foil to inter-

est rates tins year - govern-

en*?„bo4jd_ have
foom about -S.-6 per

foreign markets have been
active. The foreign market has
been helped by liberalisation,

including the abolition of
stamp duty and by the end of
the requirement for hanks par-

ticipating iii syndicates to be
domiciled in Switzerland. The
fall in interest rates has
helped the Swiss market to

join in the worldwide trend
towards refinancing of corpo-

Despite market liberalisa-

tion. the dominance of the big
three banks has, if anything,
strengthened since the Cartel

Commission insisted on an end
to the agreement by which
business was shared out
among Swiss institutions.

Their share of lead manage-
ment of foreign issues in the
first 10 months was 72 per
cent, with only Nomura Bank

Most banks expect a floor in yields to
-

: be reached In the middle of 1994

renewed emphasis on shqejfo-u
tty and quality. -- _

The unanswered question* is'
u3»tf ~tfi £ztper cwfc*-'has not

whether Swiss retail investors, yet turned the yield curve pos-

who buy most foreign issues,

will be drawn into higher
yielding bonds when interest

rates fall further.

"Our investors are very con-

itive. This: has
.
limited the

scope for foteigil borrowers to

tap the market through
strapped issues. Only a third

'of foreign straight issues so
servative. I imagine

,

that we - far in the second .half have
may see some change when we_T, been swapped, compared with

have very low rates, and they as much as .73 per cent at

start to accept higher rude,”-., times in the 1980s.

says Mr Jean-Luc de Human, a ‘ Nonetheless, domestic and

rate debt and capital nosing.

This activity has been
matched by the domestic sec-

tor, which trailed SFr29.3bn of

bonds in the first 10 months
compared with SFr33.5bn in

foreign issues. The biggest
innovations have also occnred

in the domestic market,
including synthetic option
bonds lead managed by Swiss
Bank Corporation, offering

options on Zurich Insurance
equity in the case of a
SFrl54m issue for the City of

Zurich.

(Switzerland) achieving more
than 5 per cent among the
rest
This is largely becanse of

their immense placing power
with Swiss retail investors,

which allows them to operate

profitably in a market where
underwriting fees are virtually

given away in issue pricing.

Allegations that tbe big three

also gain by being able to

"stuff” their investors’ portfo-

lios have largely disappeared

as competition among them
has stiffened following the end

of the cartel.

"If someone says the Swiss
are not opening up their mar-
ket, I say: ‘What can you con-

tribute? What can you ofTer?',"

says Mr Hans Rudolf Zehndcr.
the head of syndicate and pri-

mary sales at Credit Suisse. He
argues that tbe big three
banks have "a unique situa-

tion” in the Swiss market
becanse it is dominated by
retail investors that only they
can reach through their
investment networks.
Opinions vary on whether

the big three have also been
helped in to gaining market
share by the rise in volume
this year. Some competitors
say that their placing power
allows them to take the risk of

mispricing an issue without
becoming over-stretched. But
others acknowledge that the
fall in interest rates has
reduced the obstacles to com-
petitors with less placing
power clearing an issue.

Whichever is true, the big

three’s dominance of under-
writing raises the question of

whether they will sustain

losses next year as short-term
rates reach a floor and they
face difficulties in distributing

tbe whole of the most aggres-

sively priced issues.

Most banks expect a floor in

yields to be reached in the
middle of 1994. When it hap-
pens. primary activity’ may
subside, although the emer-
gence of a mildly positive

yield curve is likely to sustain

investment in medium-term
and long bonds and improve
conditions for swapped issues.

Banks are also preparing for a
structural shift towards higher
yielding bonds.

It is not only banks outside

the big three that want to

encourage this. Mr de Buman
of UBS says the market must
protect itself against a slack-

ening of supply by persuading
investors to consider issues

outside the higher investment
grade “religion".

But the big three know’ that

the wider the spread of issu-

ers, the more competition they
will face from other lead man-
agers. One of their strongest

protections against losing
market share is their expertise

in derivatives, which has
already allowed them to struc-

ture innovative domestic
issues, and will be helpfol If

greater interest in swapped
foreign issues emerges next
year.

DERIVATIVES

Volume hits

new highs
WITH interest rates cut by half

in the past year and share
prices up 40 per cent, it is

hardly surprising that Swiss
franc derivatives markets have
been booming in recent
months.
The Swiss Options and

Financial Futures Exchange
lSoffex ) hit an all-time high
volume on October 15. with
151,231 options contracts
traded, and by the end of Octo-

ber. volume traded had sur-

passed last year's 15.lm futures

and options traded.

In the listed options market,
trading volume is now more
than SFr200m a day, and OZ
Zurich Options and Futures,

one of the most active special-

ists in this market, has just

reported that its net income
doubled in the first nine
months to SFr215m.
Over the counter volume has

more than doubled too. accord-

ing to Swiss Bank Corporation,

the leading designer of tai-

lor-made option packages. “We
have had a perfect environ-

ment," an SBC derivatives spe-

cialist. said.

Market participants have
noticed a significant deepening
of the markets, with not just

the big Swiss banks, but also

US investment banks, such as
Merrill Lynch and Goldman
Sachs becoming more highly
active.

One consequence of the
buoyant conditions is that the

competitive tensions among
the tliree elements of the Swiss
derivatives scene appear to

have relaxed, with increasing

recognition in the various

camps that there is a role for

everyone.

It has also been a year of

innovations. Since April, the

top 50 warrants in the listed

market have been traded con-

tinuously, and the list is

adjusted weekly.

Continued on page 4
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In-depth balanced reporting, objective analysis and insightful commentary are the key elements

that have given the renowned Swiss daily, the NEUE ZURCHER ZEITUNG, its enviable

reputation inand outside Switzerland.Now these

same qualities are available in English in the

SWISS REVIEW OF WORLD AFFAIRS, a

monthly magazine filled with NZZ articles on

political,economicandculturalaffairsfromevery

comer of the globe.

Ifyou subscribe, now you will receive two extra

copies free i.e., 14 for the price of 12.

(Subscription rate for one year Sff. 78.-/US$

58.-) Please mail this coupon to: SWISS

REVIEW OF WORLD AFFAIRS, P.0. Box

660, CH-8021 Zurich, Fax: +41-1-258 18 39.

[please send me: the next 14 issues at US$ 58.-

[] one free sample copy
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At the

Geneva Stock Exchange
the InfoCentre is our

fastest growing security

ouldyou like to improve

your return on investment /

at the Geneva Stock Exchange

?

Just take a look at our 'latest
.

and most successfulfr&e service

:

the I nf oCentre

Financier.

The InfoCentre means:

instant information

As a user you gain immediate

access to interactive terminals

linked to a business network

which never goes to sleep.

Exchange rates in real time.

Fully-updated Financial and

economic indexes presented

in easy-to-read graphic form.

Access to specialised electronic

news services and data banks.

News as it happens: through

both terrestrial and satellite TV

stations. The specialist press

Bvery dey.

The InfoCentre means

:

career development

At the InfoCentre take advantage

of the exclusive financial And

Banking Training Resource

of Geneva which helps you at

every stage of your professional

development from a complete

plan of studies to complementary

professional guidance.

Moreover, our highly updated

library prorides you with the

very latest editions of those

authoritative texts essential for

success in today's increasingly

complex financial markets.

The InfoCentre means:

apersonal business

consultant

Consult our data bank which is

remarkable not only for the wealth

of its information, but also for the

ease and speed with which you

can locate and download exactly

the data you need. Access us via

CBT, video terminals or from

your own personal computer,

no maner how far away you are

from Geneva, The InfoCentre

Financier: a service provided by

the Geneva Stock Exchange.

GENEVA STOCK EXCHANGE
YOUR GATEWAY TO THE SWISS ECONOMY
Tb reach in. telephone* MI2231DHIK or «mi to ICF- Bgu>co do Gonftve, Rue ConlMinitta A CH-I2I I Genfree 1 1 . Swdicriand
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Alarm bells ring
SWISS governments, normally
models of fiscal rectitude -

even to the point that the gov-
ernment bond market until
recently was chronically dull -

have recently found things
going badly wrong.

In 1990. the aggregate deficit

of all three levels of govern-
ment was a piffling SFrUHm,
or about half of l per cent of
gross domestic product This
year It will exceed SFrllbn and
government leaders are
starting to ring the alarm bells.

The main cause of the soar-
ing deficits is the high level of
unemployment which has
forced governments to sharply
increase their welfare pay-
ments. In previous recessions,

unemployment tended to stay
relatively low as guest workers
went home, women retreated

from the labour market and
many men were too embar-
rassed to register tor the dole.

Ashamed of their treatment
of guest workers, the Swiss
authorities have eased the con-
ditions under which they could
obtain permanent visas. The
result is that tow have gone
home during the current reces-

sion. and the unemployment
rolls have swelled from a few
thousand in 1990 to 170.000
today.

If that were the end of the
story, everyone would attri-

bute the bloated deficit to
cyclical factors and not worry
too much about it But simulta-

neously a structural deteriora-

tion in public finance has also
occurred.

According to Mr Otto Stich,

the federal finance minister,
only half of this year's federal

deficit, which is now expected
to exceed SFY7bn - more than

double the initial estimate - is

attributable to the recession.

"Even after the economy
recovers, the deficits will

Otto Sttdc ‘deficits to remain Ngti'

remain high," he complained
at a recent press conference.

The problem has been one
common to governments every-
where, with politicians approv-

ing popular spending pro-

grammes without checking to

see if the funds are available.

The federal government
undertook a round of belt

The main cause of

soaring deficits is high

unemployment

tightening last year. It is also

counting heavily on public sup-
port in a referendum on
November 28 to boost revenue
by introducing a modest but
universal 6.5 per cent value
added tax to replace a mare
selective turnover tax.

But even with these mea-
sures, Mr Stich warned that
the prospect for the next tow
years was tor total public sec-

Better recognition of portfolio management is the1 aim of a newly-estabiished institute

In need of the professional touch
tor deficits In the order of4 per
cent of GDP and the net public

sector debt hovering around 40
per cent of GDP.
While these ratios are still

relatively modest by interna-

tional standards, Mr Stich. a
socialist, raised the awful spec-

tres of the government's credit

rating being questioned and its

financing requirements crowd-

ing out more worthy private

sector borrowers.

The former may be plausible,

but the latter is most unlikely

given the extraordinary size of

Swiss capital markets. Cer-

tainly, the government's large

current demands have not pre-

vented long-term interest rates

from Calling to dose to tour per

cent, and no one apart from Mr
SUch seems worried about a
reversal of the trend.

In any event, the federal gov-

ernment is now embarking on
another cost-cutting pro-
gramme, this time focused on
some of the more sensitive

items in the budget, including

transfers to the cantonal gov-

ernments awri the initamtinn of

public servants' salaries.

The cantonal governments
are now expected to put pres-

sure oh the communes, but
they will point out that some
70 per cent of their spending is

determined by cantonal laws.

Mr Stich claimed the new
proposals would reduce the
annual deficit by SFrL5bn by
1997 and by SFr2bn in the lon-

ger term.

With this kind of zeal being
displayed so early in the
descent into excessive debt, tt

seems unlikely that Switzer-
land will ever became a con-

cern of the International Mone-
tary Fund. But the last word,

as always in this country, wfil

be with the voters.

Ian Rodger

SWISS banks are estimated to

manage about half the world's

International portfolio busi-

ness and European Institu-

tions, as a whole, a good deal

more. Yet, unlike their Ameri-
can counterparts, ' Europe’s
financial circles have been
slow to recognise portfolio

management and financial

analysis as a profession In its

own right requiring special

skills and qualifications.

Most of those now trading

other people’s money - in
banks, pension funds, insur-

ance companies or asset man-
agement institutions - have
learned what they know on
the job.

Mr Thierry Lombard, a part-

ner in -the private bank of
Lombard Odler, and his col-

leagues in the Fondatiou Place

Finandfere In Geneva hope to
change all that In September
this year the FPF and the Par-

is-based European Federation
of Financial Analysts' Societ-

ies (EFFAS) set up the Euro-
pean Institute for Financial
Analysis and Portfolio Man-
agement, with the aim of pro-

moting high professional stan-

dards and qualifications
throughout Europe, stimulat-
ing research and encouraging
the exchange of ideas between
the profession and academia.
“The European investment

business needs competent pro-

fessionals,” says Mr Lombard,
adding that creation of the
institute "should lead to more
efficient and safer invest-
ments”. He would, into to see

something equivalent to the
American diploma of Char-
tered Financial Analyst,
widely held in the US and
increasingly exported around
the world.
Mr Lombard, who chairs the

FPF, set up two years ago by
the Geneva stock exchange to

promote Geneva as a financial

centre, also hopes that estab-

lishment of the institute will

strengthen the city’s reputa-

tion as an international centre

.

for asset management .This

forms part of the FPF strategy,

to find a distinctive role for
Geneva when the open-outcry

exchange shuts down m 1985
to be replaced by a nationwide
electronic bourse system.

The institute win

co-ordinate training and
act as a catalyst for new

Initiatives

The city is now home to

some 200 financial companies
employing 20,000 people.
Including most of Switzer-

land’s private banks.
The institute itself will not

train students, but will co-or-

dinate current efforts and act

as a catalyst for new initia-

tives. Among its first priori-

ties is the establishment of a
network of experts to aid
EFFAS in designing and

.

improving European-wide
standards and qualifications.

Including the exchange of
teaching' and examination
materials. The institute also

plans itself to develop speci-

alised training courses,
refresher courses and semi-
nars on new financial develop-

ments, such as new derivatives

products or the latest portfolio

management techniques.
In addition, the institute

will sponsor publications and
conferences, and support
exchanges of Ideas and infor-

mation, including the transla-

tion of publications for
broader distribution. (EFFAS*
member societies use 12 differ-

ent languages.) It has already

initiated work on a compre-

^ Its amazing the image Switzerland has”, reports

Carlos Niemcycr, Private Banking, UBS. "Clients think it an ideal

piace: beautiful scenery, a health} - outdoor lire and solid as a rock.

They couldn't think of a safer place for their portfolio. When I

mention AAA, and that onlv a handle;! oi banks worldwide can

it, thev don’t bat an evelid. Then take tt as :;
u s t one more

confirmation of the leading Swiss bank.

/
f

tensive guide for portfolio
managers on .taxation of

. Investments throughout
Europe, which tt hopes to pub-
lish early next year. -

One of Its most' important
tasks, says Mr Lombard, - will

be to' improve exchanges
between theorists and praett-

tinners, forinstance, to harness
recent academic worit on port-

folio theory to develop
advanced asset management
techniques.

“If we managed' only : to

halve the gap between, aca-
demic research and profes-

sional techniques, 'that would
be a very high achievement,"

he says.
For the time being, the insti-

tute is staffed by (me part-time
director, Mr Philippe Sormam.
and a toll-time assistant The
work will be done mostly by.
members of the institute’s

founding organisations, the
FPF and EFFAS, or by outside
professionals and academics.
The FPF_Jias given the insti-

tute a‘cash primer of SFrLSm,
apart from-which its activities

are required to be broadly

setf-supporting. .

Training of European finan-

cial, analysts. -.and portfolio

managers has already made
rapid progress .ovw tim past

few years under the auspices
1

of EFFAS, which, has.member
societies in 17 European coun-

tries covering 10,000 pitofes-

SKmal& In 1986 EFFAS estab-

lished a training and
qualification committee to lay

; down qualification standards

that could, be recognised
across Europe: .Iii 1990 it set

up an aroreditetion board to

certify the national courses
being offered.

'

The emphasis has been on'

postgraduate training leading

to an advanced diploma quali-

fication. ' Switzerland and
Britain' were the first to be
accredited yby EFFAS; they
have since "been followed by
the Netherlands, France, Nor-

way and Anstria between

PROFILE: BZ

them turning out about 500

newTy qualified students a

year.

Mr. Lombard‘thinks it will

soon be standard practice to

require qualifications for new
entrants to portfolio manage-

ment, and to enrol existing

staff 'on refresher courses.

“Given the speed at which v

financial activities a* evofr W*
ingv financial professionals -

Ifiro doctors - need to master

the new developments in. new

products or new market regu-

lations’', he says. Companies

will see a' competitive advan-

tage in better qualified staff.

At toe same tune, he does

not believe more universal

qualifications will make com-

petition any less -intense.

“There is a world of difference

between acquiring the basic

language and knowing how to

use tt skilfully", he rays. “But

you need the first to Item the

second." 0
Frances Williams

Narrow focus a winner
FOR most of its' astonishingly

successful eight-year life, the

BZ Investment banking group
in Zurich, has kept a low pro-

file. Mr Martin Elmer, the driv-

ing force billfold the group,
preferred to concentrate on
leading his tiny hartH of traders

and analysts to pile up profits

tor clients and, of corose, for
fHp bank itself.

So ferlt has been a winning
formula, with- the bant show-
ing a net income of SFrS9.5in

($4UWm) last year and.Mr
Eibner, a former equities ana-
lyst at Bank J Vontobei,
appearing regularly in toe lists

of the wralthiest Swiss, The
group's strategy has bera to

focus its attention narrowly. It

has only a dozen main. institu-

tional clients, it follows closely

only about 30 .Swiss shares,

and it issues and trades war-
rants In even fewer of them.

It scored an early success in

1987, issuing covered warrants
on registered shares of Swiss

companies. At the time, foreign

invertors were not allowed to

buy these but most reckoned
prohibition would soon end.
This happened, but the wart
rants are still popular among
some investors tor their tax
efficiency.

As it has grown, BZ has
'diversified into fund manage-
ment, but again has. focused
narrowly. In 1991, it took over
Pharma Vision 2000, a sleepy
investment trust with holdfrign

in pharmaceutical and chemi-
cal shares. It pared Pharma
Vision’s holdings down so "that
its SFr2.4bn portfolio is now
made up of securities of only
three Swiss companies: Roche,
Ciba and EMB<%emie. in the
same year, it formed a similar

trust, BK Vision, for banking
shares, and roughly two-thirds

of its SFr2bn portfolio is in

Union Bank of Switzerland
shares and. options. BE is by
far the largest single sharer
holder of UBS, Switzerland's

biggest bank, with a 15 per
cent stake.

In both cases, the trusts were
able to achieve large scale sta-

tus quickly because BZ institu-

tional clients were willing to

put their holdings into them in

retirn for Vision shares. -
.

By late .last, year, the BZ
group had readhdd a>fecf at

which it was increasingly diffi-

cult to keep a low profile, espe-

cially as three of its vehicles,

toe two Visions and its deriva-

tives subsidiary, OZ In Zurich
Options and: Futures, were
quoted. Moreover,,Mr fibnar
hwgari to ftilfti

'

lifo' rniriwiffmrtht

that the _ Visions .wouM-be
active -shmrihblderi, trying to

influence fhe mahagetaent br

companies to. which they had
holdings.

-

In December, BKVirtcin indi-

cated publicly that tt ;was
unhappy "with. a'UiJS beard
decision not to renominate Mr
Christoph Blocher, a controver-

I

sial iMustrialistpolitirian, to

its ranks. This was a delicate
rase as Mr- Blocher, the chair-

BZ’s claim to fame « its

ability to raise arid mate
huge amounts of money

man of EMS-Chemie and of
Pharma Vision, was dearly .a

BZ ally. Yet. the UBS
(
moye

looked like spite against Mr
Blocker's Isolationist 'politics.

In the end, BZ pulled its

punch, but UBS lost face.

hi June, BK Vision returned
to toe attack, filing a legal suit

against the creatlon by UBS of

shares that, could be used to

make acquisitions without
prior approval by shareholders.

This time.it struck ;a respon-
sive chord in Swiss financial

circles, where it was widely
.felt that UBS had stretched the
meaning of recent company
Jaw reforms

-

beyond a' reason-

able limit.UBS responded •con-

structively, saying ft welcomed
tire opportunity to clarify the
law. For

-

its part. Pharma
Vision has begun to grumble
about the lacklustre perfor-
mance at Ciba.

But BZ*s main claim to feme
is still Its ability to raise and
make huge amounts of money.
So far this year, BK Vision has
raised SFr220m and Pharma
Vision SFrSlOm In rights
issues. A third Investment
trust, Gas Vision, to specialise .

in shares of Industrial gas com-

panies, was launched in

August raising SFrSOOm.

Meanwhile, BZ Trust, a

group offshoot which manages
" the Visions, has made astro-

nomical commissions from
them. BZ uses a formula that

provides for no commission .

-unless the Vision shares grovpf,

more than 6 per cent, but than

for sharply rising- fees. In the

first half of this year, it earned
SFri40.4m from Pharma Vision

arid SFr132.7m from BK Vision.

Mr Ebnar’s latest enthusiasm

is^for company share buy-

lucks. He says it is better to

distribute excess capital than
venture into risky diversifica-

tions. HP started working on
the 'techniques two years ago
when' looking for tax efficient

ways for EMS-Chemie to pay
dividends. One was to pay back

a portion of the nominal share

capital, which Ems did last

year in lieu of paying a divi-

dend.

This year, EMS took a bigger

step, buying back and cancel-

ling 36 per cent of its bearer

shares, distributing SFrSSOm
back to shareholders. Society

GdnErale de Surveillance, the

cash-rich Geneva based inspec-

tion group, followed with a
similar programme to distrib-

ute SFi216m, but said ft had
not been advised by BZ.
BZ recently announced that

its OZ subsidiary would launch
a buy-back programme via par-

tial redemption of its nominal
capital worth at least SFrlSm.
BZ officials have begun float-

ing the idea that mighty UBS
should join the trend, although
they recognise that in the case
of a bank, a delicate balance

”
must be struck between main-
taining sufficient capital and
producing good returns on it

The time has long since
passed when sceptics could say
that the BZ group was a
meteor that would quickly
bum itself out But equally, it

remains to be seen if ft can
continue to spin gigantic prof-

its fca: itself and its clients out
of financial engineering on a
small number of securities.

Ian Rodger

Volume hits new highs
Continued from page 3
Mr Balz Merkli, managing
director oF OZ, says the change
has encouraged the big issuers
to trade their warrants on the
stock exchange rather than pri-

vately In the hope of joining
the elite 50-

In the OTC market, SBC
raised eyebrows by introducing
products linking syndicated
bonds with equity derivatives.

In October; for example, it

led a SFri54m bond issue for

the city of Zurich that was cou-
pled with warrants for Zurich
Insurance shares, leading some
to wonder if thb city was back-
ing the insurance company or
vice versa.

“The point Is that yon can
sell these packages even to -

very conservative funds,’* an
SBC official said.

At Soffex, the most welcome

change was a 20 per cent aver-
age reduction in commissions
early in ApriL
The exchange, which cele-

brated its fifth anniversary to
June, has continued to adjust
Us product offerings. Notably
it withdrew an interest rate
future on a synthetic bond
when federal government bor-
rowings became large enough
to support a real bond future.

The so-called CONF future,
launched in June, 1992, has
become a solid performer with
roughly SFr70Om open interest,

and an option on. It is to be
launched next year. -

Soffex is also planning to
introduce long-term share
options within the next few
months..

;

Mr Otto Nlfgeli, chief execu-
tive, says, he is thinking in.
terms of two to three year con-

tracts on the six top Swiss
shares and the SMI fndpy
Mr Nageli acknowledges that

this move is not universally
supported by Soffex' members
at the moment, and -that it
would put Soffex to an extent
in competition with listed
options on the stock
exchanges.

. “It is partially
1

stepping into
the quoted warrant area," he
said. But he argues that it
would open up

1

to medium
sized members the possibility
of making writing long term
options, a business tbat is now
restricted to the strongest
batiks.

“But Soffex cannot compete
wito Us members. If they do
not want it. ft won’t happen,"
-he said.

Ian Rodger

Not banking as usual.
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